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PREFACE

In 1967 the 5th Symposium on EED's was attended by 305 people
from 28 government agencies and 74 industrial organizations; 78 were
government employees including Canadian and British. This year for
the first time, the meeting was self-sponsored and supported through
registration fees and was unclassified. As usual, Army, Navy, Air Force,
NASA, AEC, and the aerospace industry in general were well represented.
It appears that the purpose of the meeting, to exchange information
and stimulate new ideas among developers, manufacturers and users of
EED's, was successfully accomplished.

Thirty-three papers were presented in the two-day meeting.
These Proceedings contain a total of 44 papers including a number
that were presented "by title only." With few exceptions, the papers
contained herein were not solicited but were volunteered by the industry
in response to the call for papers issued in February. We feel there-
fore that these Proceedings represent the state of the art in 1967.

Information about Proceedings of the previous meetings as
well as additional sources of information are given in paper 4-4P,
"Information Sources for EED's."

Questionaire

Attendees at the 5th Symposium on EED's were asked to complete
a questionaire which appears on the next page, filled in with a summary
of the responses. Apparently the EED industry wants meetings of this
type every other year alternating between Philadelphia and the West
Coast. The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories will be pleased
to continue to manage these meetings. The majority of the respondees
prefer self-supporting (registration fee) meetings and we are happy to
report that this appears to be entirely feasible.

Newsletter

The questionaire results indicate that the majority are in
favor of a newsletter for the EED industry. Subscription orders were
distributed at the meeting and a great number have been returned. The
Franklin Institute Research Laboratories plan to go ahead with publication
of the newsletter and will appreciate newsworthy items and articles on
explosives technology and devices including such associated topics as
design, safety, circuitry, packaging, specifications, quality assurance,
testing, instrumentation, hazards and so on. We also will be happy to

) iii
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7 .-- - "- QUESTIONAIRE

This seems like a wonderful opportunity to find out how the h.u IndustrY
aid technology feels about certain questions of common interest. Will, you

please take a few moments to consider and answer the following questions?
Thank yrou. You will receive a summary of the results with yvour copy of the

proceed ings.

1. How often should EED Symposium be held?

Every year 2 years 3 years 30
Comments - j years 4years

2. Do you think the EED industry needs a

Neusletter 96 Magazine •54 Info Center 65 ?
Comment

3. How should future EED Symposia be supported?

Single Sponsoring Agency /8

Several Sponso-sing Agencies acting jointly 69

Self Supporting (Registration Fee) 4

Comment

L. Where should future meetings be held?

Philadelphia 66 West Coast e-4 Other(specify) _

Comment Rotate C0 Central

5. Are you willing to keep us informed of your changes of address? ye /77
6. About how nany miles did you travel to this meeting?

Local: /•50-350: 70 400-1400: 35 1500-2500:3A Weet coast:e7
7. Do you consider questionaires a bore? yes 3(gp no hi P. 1

4 lease turn this in at the registration desk. If you forget, mail it to

Mr. E. E. Hannum, The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, Phila., Pa. 19103.

Number of Questionaires returned /

,q
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have volunteer contributing editors to cover various topics within their
icl,-Us of meciaiizarion. (kor more information write to Mr. Gunther

Cohn, Editor, The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories, Philadelphia,
Penna. 19103.)

In summary, it appears that the 5th Symposium on EED's was
successful on all fronts. The papers were carefully prepared, timely,
and well presented. The discussion periods were lucid and informative.
The entire meeting was well handled and kept on schedule by the able
efforts of the several technical chairmen.* To all of the authors and

participants, The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories staff extends
their heartfelt thanks. Mr. E. E. Hannum, Manager of the Applied Physics
Laboratory, was the general chairman and was capably assisted in planning
and arranging of the many details by Gunther Cohn, Senior Staff Engineer,
and Arnold W. Caldwell, with support by the entire staff of the Applied
Physics Laboratory.

*Session 1, Earl VanLandinyham, NASA LangZey Research Center;
Session 2, Dan Wacler, Picatinny Arsenal; Session 3, CharZes M.
Cormack, NAVAIRSYSCOM; Session 4, William F. Bell, Space Ordnance
Systems, Inc.
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SUWMARY

E. E. Hannum
The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

Many new developments were reported in this symposium that

reflect the wide and ever increasing scope of the electroexplosives

industry. Most of the new developments discussed at this meeting have

evidently taking shape since the last meeting in 1963. The reader is

invited to inspect the table of contents in order to appreciate the wide

coverage of technical subjects.

It is interesting to note that many of the programs were aimed

directly or indirectly at increased safety and reliabJ y. A new method

of non-destructive inspection of electoexplosive c onponents (neutron

radiography) was described and is apparently refined sufficiently to be

available immediately to those who wish to assure themselves of the integrity

of the components that they intend to use or sell. Other non-destructive

testing methods were described, as were new systems of instrumentation

for output measurement as well as research, evaluation and quality control

in general.

New statistical tools were described and helpful warnings were

discussed concerning lot to lot variations in explosive properties, experi-

mental distributions of Bruceton test statistics and reactivity of organic

nitro compounds as consequence of unrecogni.ed impurities.

The first use of a laser beam to initiate explosives for

practical application was described at this meeting, We doubt that it

will be the only one of its type.

A number of papers presented most useful design data and pro-

cedures for such applications as 1 amp 1 watt and insensitive initiators;

design of sterilizable pyrotechnic devices and methods of initiating

secondary explosives; design of miniature out-of-line safety systems;

RF protection; static insensitivity; and lightning protection.

0-1.i1;-



It appears that hazard problems including static electricity,

lightn!n, and radio frequency energy still exist and that they will

probably receive additional R&D effort in the immediate future. Electro-

static sensitivity of explosiv?2,L pyrotechnics, and electroexplosive

devices is still cause for concern and evidently additional factual I
information is required that can only be obtained through carefully

planned and systematically executed R&D programs. There is still a

need for means of monitoring RF environments, better instrumentation,

better analytical techniques, simple and effective electroexplosive

detector-simulators for use in field testing of EED systems or field

monitoring. Improved methods of assessing the degree of RF hazard to a

particular system in any given environment is desired, but evidently,

in the opinion of many people, the problem is far too complex to hope

of any immediate breakthrough in this direction.

Measurements of pyrotechnic and explosive output still

present problems in spite of the many new and improved methods. It

was pointed out that none of the existing methods can tell the user

whether his initiator will satisfactorily initiate the explosive train

in which it is to be used. The results of the presently available test

methods can give him information that he can use to decide for himself

whether the probability of success is satisfactory. This is as far as

any of the methods go.

The trend toward development and use of insensitive EED's

is reflected by the numerous papers on the 1-Amp 1-Watt, insensitive

initiators, exploding bridgewire initiators, use of secondary explosives

only, and the laser energized device. These are in contrast to the

requirements for EED's in long-range spacecraft applications. A round

trip to Mars may take as long as 560 days. If very insensitive initiators

were to be used on such a mission, the weight penalty would be tremendous.

Insensitive initiators in general require comparatively large power

supplies and heavier wiring and switching devices. The use of very

sensitive EED's and capacitor firing sources becomes quite attractive for

0-1.2



such long term missions. However, firing wire bridge EED's from charged

capacitors in optimum fashion involves some interesting complications.

One paper on this subject was presented at the meeting. We suspect that

this problem will receive considerable attention in the immediate future.

We believe that the reader will find these Proceedings to be

a useful reference document.

0-1.3
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WELCOMING REMARKS

Joseph R. Feldmeier
Vice President and Director

The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

The importance of this conference today and tomorrow is beat

demonstrated by recent discussions of the technology gap. The first

reference to this gap was made by Vice President Humphrey on January 25,

1966, when he gave the keynote address before the Panel on Science and

Technology of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics. His com-

ments, while brief, started a wide-scale discussion and were again men-

tioned in the 1967 meeting of the same House Committee when the representa-

tive from Norway, Mr. Robert Major, referred to the Vice President's

comments and added the following:

"This brings us to the problem of the technological gap, which
is now so much debated. There is, no doubt, a gap, but I am
not so sure that the basic reason for it is lack of scientific
and technological activity in Europe. Many examples can be
given where European countries have been leading in science and
technology, but nevertheless lost the production race. I think
the reasons for the gap is more the difference in mentality and
att'.ude, managerial skill, and markets. I think on this side
of the Atlantic you are more dynamic, more geared for the future,
and have established a management skill which .... has been essen-
tial for the creation of big industrial units."

This conference is a part of the dynamic process to which Mr.

Major referred and we are pleased that The Franklin Institute has been

and continues to be a major contributor to the creation and dissemination

of technical information. It is also quite appropriate that this type of

meeting should occur here at the national memorial of Benjamin Franklin who,

in his day, was also quite a gap-closer.

We hope you find these two days enjoyable and that you will leave

with the feeling that much has been accomplished.

o-l-h
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ge o..I Es l&ectroeixplosive Devicea in the Active Seismic Thomas it. Craves

The use ,of electroeýplosive .devi:Lee in the Active Seismir~ Experiment is
1-ai 46*c1 44 ~tipa r Several uniq~ue applic~tions of explosi~ve bardware

"th 'V *h'sbbicJ'i a dezigied. f or iunar explorat ion.
.s~rtýSenergy. Ispre.,,uced by two devices -- the thum~per and the

mo~tar, paclkaie Bis1ic design,'circuitry,, and operation are discussed for
ea~ ofthee dvicsand testing and salpty considerations are en"tailed

on, an eiperijaut level.

1- Nuront kidiog~japhic inspection of Ordnance Components Hiarold Berge~r
.- ~ .pV. 1W. Drexelius

~ No ktron rdigrphc inspection of ordance components permits observing th,ý
Presence, loc4ation, .density var 'iations, and voids of explosives contained
therein. This supplements x-radio~raphy which generally reveai.j only metal
components. Thermal neutron sources most used have 117e.-In nuclear rcator-s.

X-riay -fiU~u with. ennVersion screens produce excellent higil resolution results
iwhicb will.' be shown.>

'l-'Dvlpetof-a 15-Second DelaySqi Sidney A. Moses

The development of a new delay squib is discussed. This "universal" :iq-.,ib
initiates three different solid motor 1gniters used with various models oi

L he' Delta :Space Vehicle.. Dougllas-NASAIGsrc philosophy concerning the safety
and rellability of eleciroexplosive devil-es resulted in a squib specification
-with a.nutiuAl reqtpuirerients. Details are presented. As this specifiration pre-
sented'somei interestkizg ne -w concepts, suggestioncv are made concerning the
desirability of standardizing these throughout the indusitry.

14The 'Thermal Stability of RDX in.Shaped Charge N. J. Bowman
E. F. Knippenberg

Within recent years flexible linear shaped charge CFISC) has received
widespread acceptance within the aerospace indukstry and is currently being
us ,ed In a number of missile and spacecraft systems. Use of FLSC in miselle
stage separation application~s offers several important design advantages.
In particular, its use generally results in significantly lighter weight*
structures as compared to alternate systems. Because of these adIvantageous
features. FLSC separation devices have been developed and successfully em-
ployed by the General Electric Cownpany in the Pike-Zeus, TVX, ard otnier re-
entry vehicles.

1 -5 Measurement of Explosive Output M. Lý Schicanel
7.Wý Drexelius

An energy measuring device with calibrated hO'2eYcob as the serlsingelement is used to quantil-te~ output Of a wide spectrum of aerospe!.e
1rnace o ele,:,ronic 1instruirentat-ion is require..d. Aý descripti3on iýs

gvnc' devics design and uce for ejalun44,o, prL-_crs -Cnters, Doveer
o -i ~ , et~cnatbdrs, and jeton-ý' -,

1-6 Sc'lid State - Timers -Accurate m imYe Dela7 for Lus~.Cprn
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1-7 Firing Squibs by Low Voltage Capacitor Dischar e or J. E. Earnest
Spacecraft Application A. J. Murph-

"he design of low ioltage capacitor discharge circuits for firing hot-
bridgewire squibs requires that squib-theimal and circuit-electrical time
constants be considered as interrelated. These -functional relationships
are analyzed by use of an electro-thermal analogy with one composite time
constant. The effects of secondary characteristics not considered in the
simple analogy are also discussed.

1-8: Laser EnerRized Ezplosive Devtce System .Donald Lewis

A system has been developed which can materially reduce the hazare of
ordance devices from degradation or premature actuation by exposuve to various
electromagnetic, electro-etatic and temperature environments. Basically the
system consists of a pyrotechnic compound encased in a faraday shield con-
taining an infrared transmitting window which is used in conjunction with a
fiber optic. The laser pulse from a small compact laser head is transmitted
dcwn the fiber optic and tmpinges through the window on the ordnance compound,
which is in turn, exploded by this incident energy.

1-9 The Development of a Water Arm-Air Safe Detonator Louis J. Montesi

A Water Aft-Air Safe (WARAS) detonator has been developed that follows
closely the design principles embodied in the Stresau-Slie design but
modified to meet the btandard Navy safety requirements. The detonator will
also pass all the Navy environmental tests except MIL-STD--304, the temper-
ature-humidity cycling test. Possible solutions to successful operations after
MIL-STD-304 are being actively sought.

The WARAS detonator utilizes a column of the explosive nitroguanidine which
is below critical diameter for propagation when surrounded by air but in which
detonation will propagate reliably when surrounded by water.

-.lOP Application of Neutron Radiography for Charles Porter
Non Destructive Visual Examination of ELD's Frank Burkdoll

Neutron radiography is valuable for routing non destructive examinatiors
of maw electo--explosive components. The paper will describe neutron
radiography, identify consideration which affect the quality o1 neutron
radiographs of these components, and draw comparasions between information
gained from radiigraphy and neutron radiography of identical components.

I-17r Explosive Detonator Shock Testing for Impact Sensors Robin Klein

Due to inability of present test equipment to duplicate Re-Entry Vehicle
impact shocks, a new test method was developed. High energy explosive
ectonators were used to supply the high shocks (O.OOOG's) and shock rates

(500-l000 G's/mic/-oseconds). This new methe' allowed impact simulation at
low cost and good repeatability.

A Radiant Energy 'Cechnique to Measure Explosive Output M. G. Kelly

fV, asiotion oý the theory, construction, and calibration of a radiation
. r tort measure tbe output of explosive devices is presented. The

-. i ch uss trno high cpeud photomcltipliers each hLvJng a broan'
; , e Va i %erent nort ion of the 250 to 1200 :-All mirun"

St, ,,:.-t ru:., i capable c- measuring •enparature in the range
" * 70,009 Kelvin and radiant energy as functions of time as well

, ~e!, r.,,td r.l iant energy.

... ... ":',"i '- , cit(o hich _bqr how the detector may be used to
.- .'-'-- . ., rIj .. .' and detor,-tion

Best Available Copy



I-I USE OF ELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES IN THE ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT

Thimas J. Graves

NASA - Manned Spacecraft Center

ABSTRACT

The use of electroexplosive devices in the Active Seismic Experiment is

discussed in this paper. Several unique applications of explosive hard'.are

are found in this experiment which was designed for lunar exploration. Arti-

ficial seismic energy is produced by two devices - the thumper and the mortar

package. Basic design, circuitry, and operation are discussed for each of

these devices, and testing and safety considerations are detailed on an experi-

ment level.

INTRODUCTION

Several experimental studies requiring unique applications of electro-

explosive devices have been proposed for future lunar exploration. One experi-

ment, which makes extensive use of explosive hardware, is the Active Seismic

Experiment of the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package. This experiment

will require the production of artificial seisniic energy at designated points

9n the lunar surface to accomplish the measurements of the physical properties

of the lunar near-surface materials. Two explosive devices will furnish this

seismic energy - the thumper and the mortar package.

THE THIMER

Description

The first of the explosive devices which will be used on the lunar sur-

face is the thumper. Figure 1 shows an outline of the thumper depicted as a
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handheld device to be operated by one of the astronauts. Seismic enerrv is

produced by the thumper through the firing of an Apollo standard initiator (ASI)

located in the base plate. Figure 2 shows two cutaway views of the thumper'

base plate. Twenty-one ASI's are located in two rings in the thumper base

plate. This plate, in turn, is spring-loaded into an outer shim plate so that

the outer plate is in physical contact with the output end of the ASM's. When

an ASI is fired, the pressure buildup between the bottom of the base plate and

the outer plate forces the outer plate to move away rapidly. The movement of

the outer plate against the lunar surface produces a mechanical thump or shock

in the surface material. As the gas is exhausted around the outer flanges, the

three retaining springs return the outer plate to its original position in con-

tact with the remaining ASI's. This multiple-shot function is a feature of the

thumper.

Circuitry

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the firing circuitry for the thumper.

An electrical service and data line is connected between the thumper and a cen-

tral station electronic package at all times. A charging potential of 24.4 volts

is supplied through this line to charge two 350-11f capacitors which are used. for

firing the ASI's. Three switching functions are accomplished by the astronaut

prior to the firing of each ASI. A rotary switch on the thumper handle is used

to select each ASI. A ganged command and arm switch permits the charging of the

firing capacitors, and a firing switch is depressed to fire the ASI. A real-

time event circuit is present to relay the instant of seismic energy output.

This is accomplished by the momentary closure of a pressure switch located in

the thumper base plate.

- .



O Deployment I

The deployment and activation of the thumper is connected with the deploy-

ment in other portions of the experiment. Figure 4 shows a site layout of the

Active Seismic Experiment. After the central station electronics package has

been placed in position, the astronaut Vill walk back toward the lunar module

while deploying the seismic delection system, which is stowed on a reel on the

thumper handle. This detection system consists of a 31--foot service cable with

three geophones tied into the cable at 150-foot intervkls. After the deployment

and the emplacement of this system on the walkout, the astronaut will fire an

ASI at every 15-foot poirit along a.300-foot line paralleling the geophone line

as he walks back to the central station. The seismic energy signals from each

geophone, along with the real-time event instant, will be monitored by the

Active Seismic Experiment and fed into the Apollo tunar Surface Experiments

Package (ALSEP) telemetry system. I

d I

THE MORTAR PACKAGE

Ij The second seismic energy source is a mortar d~vice which will be deplbyed

by the astronaut prior to the departure from th6 moon. Figure 5 is'a photograph
of the mortar package taken during previous flight tests conducted at White

Sands Missile Range in New Mexico. This is actuated by and operated by earth
I

commands after the astronauts, depart from the nmoon. The function of the mortar,

package, which can be activated for u4 to 'l year from departure, is to reduce
I I

the hazard to the astronauts that might result from, explosive debris and to 'pre-'

II
serve the natural lunar environment for other 4LSEF experiments.-
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Description

The seismic energy produced by the thumper is obviously limited, permit-

ting an investigation of lunar surface material only to a depth of approximately

75 feet, The mortar package will produce seismic energy for a much broader in-

vestigation. This package, shown in Fig. 6, consists of the mortar box, an

outer shell with two support legs, an electronics card, and a grenade-launch

tube assembly consisting of four fiber-glass open-launch tubes and four grenades.

The purpose of this device ii to individually launch the four grenades (which

contain high-explosive charges) to distances of up to 1 mile. The grenades are

designed to explode on impact thus producing a large seismic signal.

Figure 7 shows the internal configuration of the grenades. They are square

in cross section, approximately 3 inches long at the edge. The outer shell is

made of 50-mil (0 05-in.) fiber glass. The rocket motor is located at the

bottom of the grenade. Figure 8 is a cross-section view of the rocket motor.

A 3-nil (Q.003-in.) stainless-steel burst-disk seals the output orifice until

motor ignition. A steel screen is used to keep the propellant in the motor case

during burning. The propellant chosen for this application is an extrudable

fluorocarbon-bound propellant developed and supplied by the Naval Ordnance

Test Station, China Lake, California. The composition and performance charac-

teristics of this propellant are classified. The choice of propellant was made

on the basis of the thermal and the vacuum stability requirements determined for

lunar-environment exposures of up to 1 year. One single bridgewire Apollo

standard initiator (SBASI) is used for rocket motor ignition.

Referring again to Fig. 7, a thermal battery and an impact switch, loc!ated

above the motor, provide power and command signals for detor-.2 ing the high-

explosive charge on impact. The high-explosive detonator is shown above the
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Smotor. For this application, an Apollo end detonator cartridge is being used.

t The detonator output is physically blocked by a safe-arm slide which is shown

L~ý Thi sbv antr-~ lide is held in place bDy thec launchA-t-uube wall taid

is ejected by a spring when the grenade leaves the launch tube. The high-

expldsive charge is shown near the top of the grenade. This high-explosive

charge is a plastic-bonded explosive made from HNS-TI and Teflon. The bulk

plastic-bonded explosive (PBX) is first pressed into a cylindrical shape to a

density of approximately 1.T grams per cubic centimeter and then machined to

a rough cubic shape. The PBX was developed, and the finished charges were

supplied by the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland. A number of

explosives, including Tacot, DATB, TATB, HNS-I, aud binders such as Lexan,

Nylon, and Viton were Investigated prior to the selection of the HNS-II/Teflon

combination which was found to be superior in thermal and vacuum stability and

I }impact sensitivity; HNS-II/Teflon is readily available.

The top of the grenade consists of a 200-milliwatt transmitter which re-

lays the instant of explosion to the Active Seismic Experiment electronics at

the cutoff of a transmission. The range line, shown on the side of the grenade

in Fig. 7, serves as an antenna for the 30-MHz transmitter. The four incorpo-

rated grenades are quite similar in configuration, but are designed to travel

V different distances and to carry different explosive loads.

Table 1 presents some of the interesting differences in these grenades.

The largest grenade is designed to travel a range of 5000 feet and carries a

high-explosive charge of 1 pound. The other grenades have ranges down to

500 feet, with the smallest grenade carrying a high-explosive charge of

0.1 pound.

-- 1



I
Circuitry

Figure 9 shows the firing circuitry for the grenades. A charging potential I

is supplied through a frangible circuit board to charge the electric-match

firing capacitor. The SBASI rocket motor.igniter is then fired from a capacitor

source external to the grenade. When the grenade fires, the frangible circuit

board is broken. As the grenade leaves the launch tube, the high-explosive

safing-slide is ejected permitting a.microswitch to closc thus discharging the

electric-match firing capacitor through the electric match. When the electric

match fires, the thermal battery acquires power and begins to charge the high-

explosive detonator firing capacitors. The thermal battery also supplies power

to the transmitter. Upon impact, the omnidirectioi'al impact switch closes

causing the three firing capacitors to discharge through the high-explosive

detonator. Detonation of the high-explosive charge destroys the transmitter,

thereby relaying the shot instant to the Active Seismic Experiment through a

signal cutoff.

Data acquisition

The accurate measurement of several parameters in the mortar-package sys-

tem. is critical to the ultimate success of the experiment. The range of the

grenades will be known to 13 percent. To accomplish this, three b-Ilistic

parameters are measured: time of flight, launch velocity, and launch angle.

The time of flight is determined by the cutoff of the transmitter signal

from the grenade when it explodes or, impact. The launch velocity is calculated

from the time of flight measurements made for the first 25 feet of flight out-

side of the launch tube. This is based on the fact that the velocity of the

grenade for the first 25 feet of flight is essentially constant in a vacuum

atmosphere. The deviation of actual flight path from theoretical flight path
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introduces negligible error. The rocket motors are designed to complete all

thLlng while sti±L in tne Launch tube. The time of flight measurement is

accomplished by use of the range line/antenna Pmnhdbfnet±On and a gating .yctcm

in the mortar package. When the grenade leaves the launch tube, it pulls a

prewrapped 32-foot staimless-steel wire from the outside of the launch tube.

Two break wires are tripped over a 25-foot spacing to give the time of Plight

over that distance. The initial launch angle is 45 degrees with respect to

the mortar-package platform. Orientation of the mortar package with respect

to the gravitational field of the moon is measured by two angle-transducers

prior to the firing of each grenade. The criteria of any two of these three

parameters will enable a calculation of grenade range to be made.

TESTING

At the present time, both the thumper and mortar package are undergoing

Design Verification Testing at the White Sands Test Facility. Previous system

testing of the mortar package at Long Beach, California, and at White Sands

Missile Range has been successful in the areas of the rocket motor performance

and the detonator high-explosive interface. Performance tests of the thumper

in a vacuum environment have been performed at the Manned Spacecraft Center in

Houston, Texas. These tests have confirmed the adequacy of the seismic signals

and their coupling and injection into the lunar surface for that portion of the

experiment.

SAFETY

In the designing of the experiment hardware, safety considerations have

been paramount. A number of autoinitiation tests of a fully loaded thumper have

been conducted. These tests have indicated that autoignition of other ASI's does
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not occur when a single ASI is fired. Degradation of the astronaut suit mate-

rial caused by ejected soil particles from the thumpnr hla+. ic beinginvesti-

gated.

As previously noted, a safing-slide is present in each grenade which

effectively blocks the detonator output from the high-explosive charge. The

grenades are retained in the launch tubes by two stainless-steel rods until just

before the astronauts depart from the lunar surface. These rods or pins will

retain all grenades in their launch tubes, even with an inadvertent motor firing.

All rocket-motor igniters and firing capacitors are shorted directly at the mor-

tar box by rotary switches until just prior to astronaut departure from the

vicinity. Both the thumper and mortar package are effectively shielded from

radio-frequency interference (RFI) by their outer structures, and RF filters

are employed in the mortar package. RFI compatibility tests will be conducted

on both devices prior to their delivery to Cape Kennedy.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Program management for the ALSEP is handled by the Lunar Surface Project

Office at the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas. The Active Seismic

Experiment design is being performed by the ALSEP prime contractor, Bendix

Aerospace Systems Division. The grenades and launch tube assemblies are being

supplied through a subcontract by Space Ordnance Systems, Inc.

The principal investigator for the Active Seismic Experiment is Dr. Robert

Kovach of Stanford University, and the coinvestigator is Dr. Joel Watkins of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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TABLE 1. GRENADE CHARACTERISTICS
ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT

GRENDE ANG'''HIGH-EXPLO. LAUNCH

GRENADE RANGSIVE CHARGE, VELOCITY, TIME TO IMPACT,
NUMBER FEET 'SECHGEVESECONDS

POUNDS FT PER SEC

1 5000 1.0 164 43.1

2 3000 .6 127 33.3

3 1000 .3 73 19.4

4 500 .1 52 13.6
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DISCUSSION

The seiamic experiments are currently scheduled for flight on

the fourth manned lunar landing, but it is expected to be moved up to the

third manned lunar landing. No launch date has been set as yet.

The grenades use omnidirectional impact switches. There will

be a time lapse between the firings of the different grenades to permit

the investigator to study the data from the first shot before determining

the order of firing of the subsequent grenades. Present plans call for

firing the smallest grenade first and the largest one last, but the time

interval between firings has not yet been determined.

1-1.14
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1-2 NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION

OF

ORDNANCE COMPONENTS

Harold Berger, Argonne Rational Laboratory n

V. W. Drexelius, McDonnell Douglas Cbrporation

fINTRODUCTION

The aerospace industry utilizes a large niuber of explosiye items to per-

form a variety of functions, including personnel escape, stage separation,

deployment of survival equipment, etc. Generally speaking, the items *re

relatively small, contain either a high or low expiosive, and are hermetically

sealed in an enveloping metal container. Once assembled and sealed, the car-

tridge or explosive item becomes extremely difficult to inspect for' presence

of the explosive, position of the explosive, defects such as cracksý gaps, or

voids, moisture, or other organic sealants that perhaps migrated during assem-

bly. One must therefore utilize radiography to inspect the ordnance item

since the integrity of the Item must not be disturbed if the reliability is

to be achieved. A significant characteristic of most of the more popular ex-

plosives is that they are composed of low atomic numzber materials, containing

appreciable amounts of hydrogen.

X-radiographic techniques for the inspection of low atomic number mater-

ials are well developed. (1,2,3) Such methods have been successfully applied

to inspections of low Z materials such as beryllium, graphite, plastics, bio-

hlgical materials, and explosives. The radiographic inspection of some of

these materials, particularly explosives, is frequently complicated by the

fact that the low atomic number material is contained within a metallic assem-

.bly. Even in cases such as this, X-radiographic techniques can yield excellent

results if the steel or other metal-containing walls are not excessively thiick,

and/or the thickness of the light material itself is sufficiently large to pro-

"1-2.1
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ii
vide some rbasonable attenuation for the penetrating radiation. Conterxding

such inspections of explosives, the report by Youuhaw and Maddy( 4 ), for exam- .;k

ple, indicates that good quality X-radiographic results could be obtainod for

the inspectio•x of cast high explosives such as TNT, Comp. B, MIX-I, H-6, and

HBX-3, in thicknesses of 3.5 inches or more even with as much as 0.75-inch

steel walls on each aide of the explosive.

The rad.ographic problem becomes more difficult in the case of smiller

quantities of explosive contained in a metal Jacket. Explosive cartridges and

small-diameter explosive lines and end boorters, as widely used in the aero-

space field, are examples of smaller explosive components which are extremely

difficult to X-radiographically inspect.

Since many of the explosive materials contain appreciable amounts of hydro-

gen, it was recognized that a neutron radiograph you)d pr sent a much improved

radiographtc contrast of the explosive material. In 1964 McDonnell Aircraft

Corporation, in co-operation with Argonne, initiated exploratory work. The very

high attenuation of thermal neutrons by hydrogen would present a significant

advantage for the application of neutron radiography with these materials.

Figure .is a comparison of the mass absorption coefficients of most of the

elements for both X-rays (about 120 kilovolt X-rays) and thermal neutrons.

The high neutron attenuation by hydrogen and the low neutron attenuation by

most metals illustrates that neutrons can provide good contrast for a hydro-

genous material within a steel or similar metal Jacket. The X-ray plot, on

the other hand, illustrates vhny a similar component is very difficult to X-

radiographically inspect. If one provides sufficient X-ray energy to penetrate

the metal walls, there is relatively little attenuation in the light explosive

material.

In this paper, we shall discuss the neutron radiographic technique, par-

ticularly as it applies to the inspection of explosive components.
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NHE oMr0c1 _ADIOGRAPEIC MEOD v e

Neutron sources most used for neutron radiography(5) have been nuclear

reactors.. Typically, a collimated, essentially parallel therw! neutron beam

is obtained from the raactor. The object to be inspected is placed between

the neutron source and the radiographic detector. The detection methods which

have received the greatest use employ commercially available X-ray film and

conversion screens which convert the neutrons into some other radiation which

is more readily detected by the film.(6,7, 8 ,9) As an example, a cadmi,=-

covered X-ray film is a much better neutron detector than the X-ray film it-

self; the reason is that the cadmium emits gamma radiation when neutrons ere

absorbed. The ges radiation is much more effective on the film than the

direct action of the neutrons.

Conversion screens most used include scintillators which provide very

fast photographic results, metal screens used directly with film during the

neutron exposure in a technique which can provide very high resolution radio-

graphs, and, thirdly, a relatively slow, so-called transfer method in which

the neutron image is detocted first only by a metallic screen of some material

which becomes .edioactive easily (indium, gold, silver, etc.). The radloac-

tive metal screen is then placed on film and an autoradiograph reveals the

neutron image. The neutron exposures required at the detector for fast film

techniques are approximately 105 neutrons/cm2 for the scintillator method,

107 n/cm2 for a direct metal screen technique, and 108 n/cm2 'or a fast

transfer method exposure.

These numbers can provide an idea of exposure times required. Reactor

neutron beams for neutron radiographic applications can provide thermal neu-

tron intensities in the 106 to 10 8 n/cm2 -second range. Other types of neutron

sources can also be used. Small accelerator sources or radioactive neutron

sources, suppJlying fast neutron yields of 1010 neutrons/second (4-w radiation)
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are available. Such sources(5) can be moderated and collimwied to supply ther-

mal neutron beams having intensities in the order of 104 n/cm2 second.

N19MMOTION RESULTS8

The neutron rediographic romimlie ehman hcro v'rW all uQbutined at Argonne's

Jugge-enaut reactor neutron radiographic facility. This beoa provides a colli-

mated neutron beam having an area of 2-1/2 by 4 inches; the neutron intensity

in•2 x lOT n/cm2 second. The detection method employed was a direct exposure

technique with a single metal conversion screen (0.0005-inch-thick gadolinium)

and Kodak Type R X-ray film. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the setup used.

This is a very high resolution detection technique. A typical exposur.e time

with this very slow film was 3 minutes.

Before referring to the explosive component radiographs, it might be best

to demonstrate the excellent sensitivity of the neutron inspection technique

to hydrogenous material. Figure 3 is a neutron radiographic print (a negative

print - black represents high neutron exposure) of a stepped Masonite test ob-

ject on the source side of a 1-inch-thick piece of steel. The Masonite thick-

nesses are 0.060, 0.080, and 0.100 inch, left to right. Each step contains

three holes, the diameters being equal, two times and four times the step

thickness (top to bottom). The actual neutron detectability of a hydrogenous

component is, of course, dependent on many factors, including the amount of

hydrogen and/or other neutron-absorbing material in the sample, and the type

and thickners of surrounding material. However, sensitivity of the neutron

technique is well demonstrated by Figure 3. An additional indication of hy-

drogen sensitivity is available from a reported neutron Etudy\10) of hydrogen

content in Zircaloy-2 metal samples. Neutron radiographic inspection of a
number of these metvl samples having varied hydrogen contents indicated that,

'i
with these 0.004-inch-thick samples, it was possible to observe hydrogen con-

c ntrations of 5000 PPM or more.

41
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Figure 4 shows radiographs of an explosive-loaded cartridge; an X-radio-

graph (left) and a neutron radiograph (right) are shown. The explosive mater-

ial is easily Imaged on the neutron radiograph but is difficult or impossible I
to detect on the X-radiograph. In addition to the explosive material itself

(the granular material in the upper, metal-threaded region), there are a num-

ber of other differeucos on these two radiographs. The plastic components,

for example, are imaged on the neutron radiograph but not on the X-radiograph

(the cylindrical components in the center of the cartridge, for example). On

the X-radiograph, on the other hand, one can easily observe the shadows of

several of the metallic components in the center of the cartridge, components

which are masked on the neutron radiograph by the neutron attenuatior of the

surrounding light materials. Both radiographs together yield a relatively

complete radiographic inspection.

Figure 5 is a sketch of a brass cylinder loaded with Dipam at various in-

cremental densities. An X-radiograph of the item shows little detail of the

explosive column. The neutron radiograph cr the column, Figure 6, reveals the

incremental pressings along with density variation within each increment due

to direction of pressing. Two densitometer traces of the negative relative to

the explosive column and the brass cylinder are shown. These results indicate

that techniques for density analysis could be developed for various applications.

Figure T shows X-radiograph and neutron radiograph results of an explosive

underwater arming device. It is of interest to note the detail as shown on

the neutron exposure of the explosive column. The incremental pressings can

clearly be observed. 'The X-radiograph does not reveal any detail with respect

to the explosives contained therein.

Figure 8 is a special loaded end tip fabricated to further observe the

ability of neutron radiography to detect explosive defects. In this case the

explosive core load of the M was removed from the last 1/4 inch of the as-
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sembly. As anticipated, this defet is clearly observed on the neutron radio-

graph and not distinguishable on the X-radiograph. The neessity or ability

to observe the presence of explosives in metal sheaths Is well unarstood in

the ordnnce industry.

Another example of the utilization of neutron radiography for sm=l1 ord-

nance devices is in the analysis of items after subjection to envirorntal

tests and prior to test firing of same. In this case Figure 9 shows three

FLC end tips that were subjected to vibration and humidity. During vibration

the end cap of the center object became loose with subsequent entry of mois-

ture. In addition to the gap, the presence of moisture can clearly be observed.

The aerospace industry is today utilizing new explosive materials having

increased temperature capabilities, such as ENS,, Dipam, and others. These ex-

plosives require relatively high packing densities in order to assure reliabil-

Ity of function and/or propagation. Figure 10 shows a series of specially

loaded explosive end booster tips as utilized in a confined explosive stimulus

transfer system, and found on aircraft and spacecraft. The series includes

typical defects that must not go undetected or failures vill result. As many

of these systems are assocLated with personnel escape, it Is imperative that

failure does not occur.

Some slight residual radioactivity has been observed in the ordnance items

after exposure to the neutron beam. This is a low intensity radiation lasting

a few minutes. The explosives in the ordnance items are not deteriorated a~s

a result of neutron radiography based on the intensities and exposure times

utilized for the reaults shown herein.

CEWSIoE

The value of neutron radiography for inspection of explosives contained

in small ordnance devices I-as been clearly established. The neutron radiography
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technique permits the observation of voids, cracks, presence of moisture, den-

/1i.4 varimbion, pium the ab-ilidy to ascertzin ir the 1tem is properly loaded.

With proper develoDment, the technique can be expanded in nmny InatA•nhw

to provide explosive density values,

Neutron radiography does not replace x-radiography. Both techniques are

required in order to observe all aspects of explosive devices.
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I DISCUSSION

The neutron radiographic techniques discussed in the paper
have been used primarily as a research tool and are not yet being used

on actual production items.

Mr. Burkdoll of Explosive Technology pointed out that his
organization has made neutron radiographs and is available to perform
such studies for others,
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1-3 DEVELOPMENT OF A 15-SECOND DELAY SqUIB

by S. A. Moses
kLoug.as Aircraft Company, Inc.

INTPODUCTION

The failure of a Delta Space Vehicle flight in August of 1965 was traced to

malfunction of a government furnished delay squib which caused premature ig-

nition of the third stage motor. The National Aeronautics and Space Adaini-

atration, Goddard Space Flight Center (Goddard), decided to replace it with

a new, high reliability device. Douglas Aircraft Company, Missile & Space

Systems Division (Douglas) was contracted to prepare a specification for a

new squib, to aid in the selection of a vendor and to act in a consulting

capacity during the development and qualification program.

The Delta Space Vehicle has a variety of missions and, depending upon the

mission, may use any of three different third-stage motors. For this rea-

son, Goddard decided that the new squib should be capable of igniting pellets

in the headcap of any of the three motors: the X-258 manufactured by the

Allegany Ballistics Laboratory of Hercules Powder Company; the NW-hD manu-

factured by United Technology Center, and the TE-364 manufactured by Thiokol

Chemical Company. Although these headcaps were physically different as

shown in figures 1, 2, and 3, each included 1/2-inch thread ports for two

squibs and each contained an ignition charge of boron-potassium nitrate

pellets. In addition, there was sufficient space around the headcap so that

the squib envelope was not critical.
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GODDARD-DOIXJLAS PHILOSOPHY

electroexplosive devices resulted in a squib specification with unusual re-

quirements. Because the program was limited, it was necessary to gain re-

liability and safety without resorting to large mample-mize testing. This

was partially achieved by relying on the trustworthy engineering approach

of "factors of safety" rather than the mote pr•valent statistical approach.

In additiou, re!icue was placed on the fact that most vendors of electro-

explosive devices have improved their manufacturing and inspection procedures

so that the typical EED is, in itself, a more reliable device than was

available a few years ago.

Az an example, it was decided that the delay squib should be a single cir-

cuit device rather than the more conventional two circuit devices which

have been popular. This was based on the conviction that the modern EED,

having a flush bridgevire and a pressed prime, has virtually eliminated the

broken bridgewire problem that plagued the industry during its early years.

With a single circuit EED, some weight saving could be achieved in the wir-

ing system and possible circuit-to-circuit problems were eliminated.

Ignition reliability was gained by installing two squibs in each headcap.

SQUIB CHARACTERISTICS

Goddard awarded a contract to McCormick-Selph of Hollister, California, for

the development and qualification of this 15-second delay squib*. A sche-

matic design is shown on figure 4. For this development, McCormick-Selph

utilized two interesting proprietary materials: (1) The initiating

* Contract NAS7-266
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explosive around the bridgewire is a high-temperature stable, non-conductive

material. It ham. R seltln 1p-rst-,1" -4th aftcr 4 -. o .o m

utes at 6500F. Both the material ard its residue combustion products are

non-conductive. It has a heat of combustion of approximately 1090 cal/grams.

(2) The delay column is a pyrotechnic, prepackaged in a lead tube, which is

then drawn to a diameter of less than 0.1 inch. McCormick-Selph calls this

Small Column Insulated Delay (SOLD). This material has two major advantages

over incrementally pressed delays. First, as the tubes are 300 to 1000

feet long after drawing, representative samples can be taken and tested for

burning rate uniformity, In additirn, the SCID, once mixed and drswn is

much less sensitive to manufacturing variations than are incrementally

pressed delays. The SCID in the 15-second delay squib is completely gas-

less and has a deflagration rate of 14 seconds per foot. Based" on the

Development and Qualification Program, the squib has the following charac-

teristics at 700F.

A. When calculated at the 95 percent confidence level:

1. At least 99.9 percent of the squibs have a five minute

no fire of 1.72 amperes (approximately 2.1 watts) which

exceeds the no-fire safety requirement of 1.0 ampere

(1.0 watt).

2. No more than one in 10,000 squibs will have a delay of

less than 13 seconds which exceeds the reliability re-

quirement that no more than one in 10,000 squibs shall

have a delay less than 10 seconds. This is based on

the result of 50 firings assuming normal distribution.
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3. At least 99.9 percent of the squibs will have a delay of V
between 14.8 and 16.8 seconds, which is a tighter toler-

ance than the 13.5 to 18.75 seconds required.

B. When calculated at the 90 percent confidence level:

1. At least 99.9 percent of the sqxibs require a minimum all-

fire current of 3.47 amperes for a 20 as pulse which ex-

ceeds the operational requirement of 4.0 amperes.

2. The squib initiator has a demonstrated reliability of

99.36 percent when fired with a 4.0 ampere, 20 milli-

second pulse based on 370 firings. In addition, at 100F

and 8.29 Torr, a single squib will initiate the ignition

material in the X-258, FW-4D, and TE-364 headcaps with a

demonstrated reliability of 92.7 percent based upon 31 suc-

cessful firings in each. With two squibs per headcap, the

calculated reliability becomes 99.5 percent.

C. The squib will initiate the ignition material in the X-258,

FW-4D, or TE-364 headcaps with a demonstrated factor of safety

of 1.65 based on the 60 percent firing tests. This exceeds

the requirement of a factor of safety of 1.25.i.

These characteristics are summarized in figure 5.

RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

If the delay squib had only the above characteristics, it could be termed

satisfactory, but not too unusual. However, the specification did impose

nsoie unique requirements as discussed below.
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Goddard-Douglas considered that the typical delay squib consists of a train

of a number of pyrotechnic components as indicated in figure 6. These in-

F e.jlude a primer mix pressed on the bridgewire, a relatively gasle.s ignition

element on both ends ol t.h,- rotechnic dely and fin-lly aa o-utpuL charge

which serves to initiate the headcap pellets. The overall reliability of

the delay squib then relates to the reliability of each pyrotechnic compon-

ent completing its assigned task without damaging the unreacted materials in

the pyrotechnic train or the squib itself.

With this in mind, the specification required that teL'; squibs perform in a

normal manner when each component of the pyrotechnic train contained only

80 percent of the amount of material to be used in the production squibs.

For example, an 80 percent prime charge initiated the gasless ignition ele-

ment; an 80 percent ignition element set off the delay, etc. In a like

manner, test squibs performed in a normal manner when overloaded with 120

percent of the explosive material in each component of the explosive train.

With some delay squib designs, there may be the possibility of a "short"

delay because of gas leakage around the delay column. When this condition

occurs,flame from the ignited prime material flashes around the delay col-

umn, igniting the output charge. To guard against this possibility, the

specification required that each squib should be subjected to a pneumatic

pressure test after the delay column was installed (but before installation

of the primer component or the output charge). The vendor was asked to de-

termine th" peak pressure produced by his particular prime when firing into

the gasless ignition element above the delay. Having determined this value,

each development and production squib was then leak tested at 1 1/2 times
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this value. This proved to be a valuable test as leaks were found in some

of t11,; eariv acvclupmený aquibs, which, ir uncorrected, might have resulted

in short delays.

The ignition characteristics of the delay sciuib were checked with 60 percent,

80 percent, 100 percent, and 120 percent output loads in each of the three

different headcaps. Although it was not feasible to perform a complete

Probit type test with each headcap, the B-KN0 3 pellets were successfully

ignited by single squibs each containing only 60 percant of the normal out-

put load in 15 tests, five with each type headcap.

DEGRADATION TESTS

The usual EED specification requires that the device be subjected to a number

of non-destructive tests such as a measure of the bridgewire reuistance, the

insulation resistance, etc. Although there is no reason to suspect that

these tests might degrade the squib in some way, there appeared to be no

test data available to demonstrate this fact. Goddard-Douglas decided to

gather information on the effect of these non-destructive tests. Therefore,

test squibs were subjected to 25 applications of tests measuring insulation

resistance, dielectric strength and electrostatic discharge. In addition,

test squibs were subjected to a current of 20 milliamperes for a period of

24 hours representing a small leakage through the electrical circuit. None

of these tests degraded the firing characteristics of the squib.

Of a more controversial nature was a test subjecting the squibs to 25

applications of the no-fire current of one ampere. Goddard-Douglas believed

that if the squib might be exposed to this environment on the launch pads,
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the effects of this environment should be determined. Therefore, test squibs

were subjected to 25 cycles of the 1.0 ampere no-fire current. After this

test, the squibs functioned in a normal manner. In subsequent tests, two ini-

tiators were sunoected to 52 cycles of Lhe uu-A.r* . A 2 112 iaft ..... I
followed by a five minute cooling period. After this test the initiators

were functioned at 4.0 amperes. The bridgevire burnout time of 2.6 milli-

seconds for the squibs tested is comparable to an average of 2.4 millisec-

onds for the 72 qualification firings.

COMPATIBILITY-STOWAGE LIFE TESTS

Typical specifications for ZEDs require a shelf life of from three to five

years. Although it is not unreasonable to believe that an END in satisfac-

tory after storage for this length of time, or longer, this requirement

places the vendor in an unfair position. He can either say that he has no

data on the storage capabilities of the materials in the ZED, or that based

on "engineering judgment" (or some similar ambiguous statement) the squib

will meet the requirement, or in the unusual case, that he has this storage

information on a "similar" device.

It was the consensus of opinion of the Goddard-Douglas engineers involved,

that the five-year shelf life requirement should be validated by an acceler-

ated life test. It was further believed that the pyrotechnic materials, by

themselves, would not degrade in storage. Rather, trouble might be expected

from the reaction between the contained pyrotechnics and the various goo's

and gunks that some manufacturers insist on including in their END's. It

was also believed that any incompatibility between materials would degrade

the performance in a relatively short time, especially at elevated temperatures.
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As a result, an accelerated storage life test was included in the specific.-

• I" -na,1•-= arpeared zo be no accepted standard for such a text, the

vendor was allowed to select three diff-,it 0p1efs÷ed te... • =-turc;• and atoi" -

age times so that, when plotted on a log-log graph of time versus tempera-

ture, the three points were on a straight line passing through the 700F,

five year (43,800 hour) point.

McCormick-Selph stored the delay squibs at 1600F for eight hours, 1300? for

72 hours and 1120F for 336 hours. The squibs yere then fired in a 10 cc

pressure chamber and behaved in a normal manner.

This test is not considered severe and there is certainly no correlation

between the test and actual storage conditions. However, a standardized

test of this nature is necessary if the vendor is to be held responsible

for assuring that bis products meet storage requirements.

STABILIZATION OF DELAY MATERIALS

In the Aerospace Ordnance Handbook (Prentice-Hall, 1966), Weingarten points

out problems concerning the poor storage characteristics of some delay

materials. More frequently than not after a period of storage, delay squibs

will show an increased burning time. Because of this, many (but, unfortu-

nately, not all) vend rs will pre-mix batches of delay powders and use them

only after the mixed materials have been stored in intimate contact for a

number of months or stabilized at an elevated temperature.

The squib specification attempted to provide for this by requiring that the

delay materials be "suitably stabilized before use in accordance with best

manufacturing practice". The prepared SCID used in production squibs was
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aged approximately six months after being drawn to the proper diameter. It

is still too soon to determine whether long term storage will rohni,11 in mn

increased delay time. However, the burning rate did not change during this

six months storage period. From this it is reasoned that no significant

changes will occur during normal storage.

EVALUATION OF FLASH PATTERN

In addition to the typical pressure-bomb tests, this specification required

photographing the flash pattern of a number of squibs. Although this might

not be called a quantitative scientific test, it did provide information on

the uniformity and size of the flash pattern. Interestingly, the pattern

from this particular squib showed few coruscating particles although these

hot sparks are normally believed to be necessary for reliable ignition of

boron-potassium nitrate pellets. This is not meant to imply that the igni-

x tion characteristics of the squib wouldn't have been improved if the hot per-

ticles had been produced. Only that without these incandescent particles the

squib successfully ignited the B-KN0 3 pellets with a 60 percent output charge.

ELECTROSTATIC PROTECTION

Because of a previous lethal accident caused by static electricity, Goddard-

Douglas was acutely aware of this potential hazard. It was decided to take

extra precautions in making this squib safe from electrostatic discharges

(ESD). A review of ESD protection devices indicated that a preferential air

gap between the electrical lead-in pins of the squib and the metal case ap-

peared to offer the best protection available. This allows an electrostatic

spark to Jump across a small air gap without passing through the explosive

primer material around the bridgevire. In the production squib, this air

gap was controlled to break down between 1000 and 3500 volts dc.
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A preferential air gap is protection only if it can be determined that it is n

pI f-i~tisl. That is, the primer material around the bridgewire must be in-

sulated so that breakdown does not oacur thrmn,,oh C.hn l m-+-r-l it 1; .;.-

sible to completely insulate this explosive against any voltage likely to be

encountered. However, to function properly the flame from this primer must

initiate the next component in the pyrotechnic delay train. This requires

an opening in the primer cavity for the flame to pass through and this, in

turn, limits the amount of insulation that is practical.

Again, the concept of "factor of safety" was used in determining the rela-

tionship between the preferential gap and the insulation of the primer

cavity. With development squibs, breakdown of the primer cavity did not

occur at 10,000 vdc providing a factor of safety of at least 3:1 over the

maximum breakdown of the preferential gap.

Production squibs of the same design were subjected to 25 discharges from a

500 picofarad capacitor charged to 25,000 volts between the pins and case.

Following this test, they functioned in a normal manner.

RF SENSITIVITY

As part of the development program, 270 initiators were sent to Franklin

Institute for RF sensitivity tests. *1
Of major interest was whether the non-conductive primer material used by

McCormick-Selph in this squib was more or less susceptible to HI at various

pulsed frequencies than conventional conducting miLes. Unfortunately, con-

parative data were not available at the time this report was prepared.
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As an additional safeguard against RF, a Douglas lossy line (skin effect)

iI
filter is installed on the an,,4l, 4. +ht ececr-N 40'. sI÷t i. :ila

to one described by Warner and Klat at the Second Hero Congress in 1963*.

It provides from 10 to 80 db protection over the frequency range from 0.1 to

10,000 MHz.

During transportadion and storage, the squib is provided with an RF tight,

Faraday cage-type protective cap over the connector end.

CONCLUDING RM4ARKS

The Goddard-Douglas specification produced several concepts that are worthy

of consideration by others in the industry.

For example, the techniques of underload and overload testing of the pyro-

technic components resulted in a design in which an engineer can place a

great deal of confidence. This was achieved with a test program that re-

quired far less units than typical statistical testing.

The concept of pressure testing the delay column for possible leaks proved

to be valuable and is one that should be considered for other delay devices.

A reasonable method of estimating shelf life should be of interest to all

manufacturers of EED's. Whether the test is the one suggested in this paper

or some other accelerated aging test is of little concern. However, it is

desirable to reference a standardized government procedure for determining

shelf life. Therefore, it is suggested that a specification outlining suich

a procedure be prepared.

* Skin Effect Filter-Attenuator for Electroexplosive Device RF Protection,
by H. B. Warner and R. H. Klamt, Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. , presented
to the Second HERO Congress, April 30--May 2, 1963.
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And lastly, industry-vide standards are needed for determining the electro- 4.

static sensitivity of EED's. This potential hazard is largely neglected by

b •e Industry. A better understanding of the dangers from static electilcity

and how to eliminate these dangera should receive the swae attention that

has been given to the RF hazard.

FIGURE P M2C1713

TEST CHAMBER FOR X-258 HEAD CAP TESTS
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FIGURE 2 M2.1716

TEST CHAMBER FOR FW-4 HEAD CAP TESTS
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FIGURE 3 M2.1715

TEST CHAMBER FOR TE-364 HEAD CAP TESTS
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M2.1717 Pi(OTECTIVE CAP

FARADAY CAGE (-~\\

FIGURE 4 •"

&DELAY SQUIB ON S-470-P-1

15-SECOND

DELAY SQUIB OUTPUT CHARGEGEWIRE

DELAY COLUMN INITIATOR

FIGURE 5 M2.1714

DELAY SQUIB, COMPARISON OF SPECIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS AND DETERMINED VALUE

SQUIB SPECIFICATION DETERMINED

CHARACTERISTIC REQUIREMENT VALUE

NO-FIRE 1.0AMP, 5MIN. 1.72AMP, 5MIN

ALL-FI RE 4.OAMP, 20MS 3.47AMP, 20MS

DELAY TOLERANCE 13.5 - 18. 75 SEC 14.8 - 16.8 SEC

MIN. DELAY 1O SEC 13.0 SEC

INITIATION FACTOR 1.25 1.67

PRIMER RELIABILITY - 9.36%R, 90%C

INITIATION RELIABILITY SINGLE: 92.7%R, 90%C
DOUBLE: 995%R, 90%C
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FIGURE 6
M2.1718

SCHEMATIC OF DELAY SQUIB PYROTECHNIC TRAIN

IGNITER - SQUIB .B
HEAD CAP

PELSCHARGE ELEMENT ELEMENT

FIGURE 7 M2-1757

CONSTANT CURRENT BRUCETON TESTS

VALUE (1) FRANKLIN MC CORMICK SELPH

ALL-FI RE (AMPS) 4.05 3.47

50, (AMPS) 2.31 2.40

NO-FI RE (AMPS) 1.32 1.72

NO-Fl RE (WATTS) 2.01 2.10

(1) CALCULATED AT 99.9% R, 95% C
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FIGURE M2-i758

RF SEARCH TESTS U

PIN-TO-PIN PIN-TO-CASE
FREQUENCY TYPE OF -

(MHz) POWER NO-FIRE FIRST-FIRE NO-FIRE FIRST-FIRE
(WATTS) (WATTS) (WATTS) (WAT[M

1.5 CW 2.75 3.0 2.8 -

10 CW 8.5 9.3 2.0 -

243 CW 5.0 7.5 3.0 -

2700 CW 31.0 - 22.0 -

9000 CW 20.0 25.0 25.0 -

2700 P 1.5 - 2.5 -

5400 P 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.5

SP 2.0 2.5 1.5 2.0

FIGURE 9 M2-1759

RF BRUCETON AND PROBIT TESTS (1)

TEST FREQUENCY NO-FIRE 50% ALL-FIRE
TYPE (MHz) MODE (WAITS) (WATTS) (WATTS)

BRUCETON 1.5 CW P-P 1.50 3.92 10.3

PROBIT 5400 P P-P 1.08 2.66 6.54

PROBIT 9000 P P-C 0. 75 2.13 6.09

(1) CALCULATED AT 99.9% R, 95% C
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The investigating committee that studied the failure of the

delay squib which led to the development discussed in this paper determined

that the failure occurred because there was a gap between the delay column

and the sleeve within which it was held. This gap could be attributed to an

out-of-round ferrule. Some of the output charge was apparently pressed

into this gap so that, when the squib was initiated, the flame propagated

through the primary mix and up through the gap passing around the delay mix

and igniting the output charge. As a result, the squib fired instantane-

ously rather than with a 12 second delay.

Mr. Lipnick of the Harry Diamond Laboratories pointed out that

all too often people in industry and government make use of an explosive
component in a current design without performing a proper statistical

evaluation of the potential performance of the component in the design in
which it is to be used. It is common, for example, to use an explosive

component in a new design that was actually developed for a completely

different purpose without adequate testing and evaluation of its possible

behavior in the new and unintended application. It is often necessary to

enter into a large development program to develop an item which is intended

for the purpose for which one wishes to use it. Mr. Lipnick then re-

iterated the need for any industry or agency of the government to avoid

attempts to make use of something for which it was not intended and

not properly evaluated.

Mr. Lipnick made the further point that while Mr. Moses

indicated in his development program that heavy dependence was placed

on engineering judgment, but that his data indicated that considerable

testing was done and that, in his opinion, sampling from the lot and
proper statistical testing was absolutely necessary. Mr. Moses con-

firmed this view.
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I- akiwcLu a bubuequent question Mr. Moses pointed out that

the term "initiation factor" which appears in Figure 5 pertains to the

percentage underload which ignited the ignition pellets. An initiation

factor of 1.25 is a 80% underload; an initiation factor of 1.67 is a

60% underload.

Mr. Demakey of General Electric - RSD made the point that using

redundant squibs as was planned could affect the reliability estimate with

respect to the delay time specifications because, if either of the two

redundant units functioned prior to the shortest acceptable delay time,

the function must be considered a failure. On the other hand, if either

unit functioned prior to the longest acceptable delay time, the result is

a success. While both Mr. Moses and Mr. Demsky essentially agreed that

this effect, resulting from a redundant system, should affect the standard

deviation and therefore the estimate of failure or success against spe-

cific specifcation limits, they were unable to agree on whether or not

the mean time would shift in a redundant system.

Mr. Lipnick commented on the practical aspects of 5 year

storage life tests, pointing out that his customers frequently could not

find the components after 5 years.

In answer to a final question, Mr. Moses stated that the all-

fire Bruceton test, the results of which are shown in Figure 5, was conducted

at 700 F.
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testing at elevated temperatares. Vhen subjeatod to Increasing intersal .

pressure, the chevron shape has been found to gradually deferm Into a shsp"

appTeaChing A trlangie as 4*Wu beoW. With the Loss Of the chevron shpo,

the cutting ability drastically degradeso

IA actual a~plications the shaped charge is provided with .nd-seas to

pr'eveqsnt misture fom• being absorbed Into the 2DI core since this ea do@-

troy the detonating properties of IDI. Thus, any chemical Instabilities

of the rliS onsatituenta, or of the ead sa materials, result in the gpse-

ration of pass which will gradually distort the chevron shape ed degrade

its cutting properties. Therefore, it is esosntial that the ingredients

and sealing materials used in the ELSC possess a high deogre of chemical

stability at elevated tooperatures.

SHEATH SHEATH

EXPLOSIVE CORE XPLOSIVE CORE

STANDARD FLSC FULLY BALLOONED FLSC

CROSS SECrION OF NORMAL AND BALLOONED SHAPED CHARGE

The General Electric Company first observed defoimatton of shaped charge

during the high temperature conditioning portion of a qualification test

program on a separation subsyst•. As a part of an extensive investiga-

tion to correct this deficiency, it wae conclusively established that the
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chevron shaped FISC then available, even if provided with leak tight end

seals, was not stable at higher temsperature levels. Ballooning of FLSC

;r. cUarW!F*LU.tl7y ulurvIed at temperatures as Liow as WOOL. in various

tests it appeared that part of the Instability of the FLSC assemblies was

due to incompatibilities of the RDX with the matertia•s used as end seals.

It was also determined that the use of an external mechanical support to

restrain the FLSC sheath greatly increased the resistance to deformation.

As a result of this latter finding, continuous external supports were in-

corporated into the designs of several separation assemblies, which were

then successfully qualified.

This approach avoided rather than solved the basic problem which is

to remove the cause of the instability. We therefore began a program,

which was funded by AFBSD, to determine and eliminate the basic cause of

the Instability of RDX as used in shaped charge material.

In order to study the variables involved in thermal stability of RDX,

two samples of this explosive were obtained from the Canadian Arsenal Ltd.

The first sample was designated as Type B indicating that it was made by

the Bachman process which utilizes acetic anhydride as the nitration medium.

This results in the formation of from 8 to lO% of HMX as a bi-product.

The second sample, normally referred to as Type A RDX, was made by the

British process which uses only nitric acid and results in less than 1% of

HHX being formed.

Both samples were specially purified by the Canadian Arsenal for this

program. Type B was recrystalized twice from hot acetone without the use

'• of water or other solvents (a true organic recrystallization) and the Type A
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wasp ex "icLed with toLuene (to reMove the beeswax with which It had been

coaIted) smd then recrystallized once from cyclohewanons and once free

acetona. The twice reax~stallized UtDI was obtained to eliminate the pessi-

bil.ity of Luell amounts of Impurities decompos.ing and obscuring the results

ftr the RDX itself. Type C RDX Is the unrecrystallixed material made by

the Bachman process.

The apparatus chosen for the study was a modified Ibotanisoepe as shown

In Figure 1. Mhix consisted of a 4-inch diameter by 6-inch high aluminum

block with roeveral holes drilled in It to the depth of 4 Inches, One hole

vas of sufffelent 41aueter to hold a text tube and the others were smaller

for theirmometers and therw.ocouples. The entire block is heated from below

by the electric beater which is control led by an automatic teq2.ratura cont-

roller through a therr couple in the black.

Thc t.st tube is placed in the hole and connected at the top to a gas

aeasuriug device by mans of a rubber stopper and a section of capillary

tubing. 7he gas measuring devica is essentially an inverted, burette with

a stopcock at the top and connected at the bottom to a mercury reservoir

and leveling bulb. The test tnbe with the sas ple at the bottom is filled

.with fine glass beads to reduce the froc volume and obtain greater accuracy

and sensitivity. It was found that If this was not done, tempferature fluc-

tuations of .a few degrees led to changes in the level of mercury Indicating

a change in volum in the order of half a cubic centimeter.

About 60 tests were made using this apparatus (mostly at 25001). Various

materials were added to the RDD sample In the test tabe before addition of the

glass be& . Gas evolution was measured over a period of hours to wooeesa

the case demanded. Data obtained is sumarized in Figures 2 through 7.



:1
Unless otherwise specified, tests were conducted with the twice recrv-

stallized RDX obtained from the Canadian Arsenal. (All RDX used during

this program originated from Canadian Arsenal Lot C905.) Samples A and

B were dried to less than 0.2% water as it has previously been found that

if the RDX contained more than this percent of water, it led to sufficient

pressure at 250°F to produce ballooning from this cause itself. Unless

otherwise specified, the RDX used is that made by the Bachman process and

contains about 8% of HHX *s impurity.

There were a wide variety of theories as to the cause of the instability

found in shaped charge made from RDX. Space prevents discussion of these,

but they can be divided into classes and each was studied experimentally

and most of them sliaLnated. The general classes are as follows:

1. Sheath material and/or moisture. The usual material for shaped

charge sheath is antimonial lead but pure lead and aluminum have

also been used. Moisture may enter into the reaction postulated

between RDX and the sheath material.

2. Additives

3. Materials used in making adequate end-seals in shaped charge

systems.

4. Impurities in the RDX.

EMPERLIHElTAL RESULTS

Sheath Materials

First studied was the effect of varying the percentages of lead and of

water on the stability of the purified RDX. Figure 2 shows the effect of

increasing the amount of water from 0.75% to 2.5%. As can be seen, the

14-,5



gas evolution increased from 0.6 cc to 4.8 cc in a period of 200 bours. I
Next, the percentage of Lead (as a fine powder) was increased from 50%

of the iii Weigntr. o i•ou. In this ease 12 do o Sa was evolved in the

first 40 hours after which gas evolution appeared to ceaoe. These expert-

mats showed that both the amount of water and of lead affect tbhe rate of

Sas evolution from pure RDX.

Gas analyses on similar experinnts conducted at the Advanced Techno-

logy Laboratory of the General Electric Company, showed that in most cases

smLl aimonts of formaldehyde and oxides of nitrogen were formed. This

indicates that a smalL amunt of thermal decoqposition of the IDI Itself

occurred. This, in so far as is known, is the only reaction that leads

to the formttion of forwaldehyde. No amines were found in these samples

which were relatively small. Therefore, a 100 cc sample was prepared and

analyzed. In this case traces of both mono and trinathylamine were found.

This confirms qualitative observations that upon openiag ballooned shaped

charge an odor of Gaines is often datected. However, the fact that it

took a large sample to yield traces in the mass spectrographic analysis

indicates that the hydrogen formed by the lead-water reaction does not

reduce the RDX to any e"tent and so does not contribute significantly to

the overall ballooning. 7his was confirmed by testr where the tDX was run

under an atmosphere of hydroger (instead of air) and the analysis Indicated

that there were no amines whatever formed.

These data taken together, support the general theory of a lead-water-

IDE interaction but do not tell much about the mehanism. All that can be

said is that there is a small amount of spontaneous decoeposition of RDI
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itself which may be catalyzed by the oxides of nitrogen and the lead

oxide which is formed by the lead-water reaction. If the water level

dnagý_ . -cz. "iu•-larmaily present in commercial shaped charge (about

0.4%), this reaction is not rapid enough to account for the ballooning

phenomena, which, with commercial charge, has been experimentally found

to occur in 2 hours at 2500 F. It would take roughly 50 hours to develop

enough gas from the iead-weter-RDX interaction to cause ballooning.

Several atteaw-to were made to determine if the antimony-lead couple

was a factor. The only antimonial lead obtainable was the regular shaped

charge sheath material. This was fairly hard and was filed to give a

powder, which was however, coarser than the commercial lead powder used

previously. It was impossible to find any discernible difference between

the pure lead and the antimonial lead.

Aluminum was tested in the form of filings taken from the actual sheath

of aluminum jacketed shaped charge. It was only tested with water contents

below 0.25%. Under these conditions, zero gas evolution was found over a

period of several days.

Additives

There are at least two materials commonly added to RDX in preparation

of shaped charge. The first is Duponol which is an antistatic agent and

which improves the working properties of the RDX during fabrication. The

percentage of this is less than 0.05%. There is also a trace of rhodamine

dye added to give color to the material as an aid in identification. Both

of these materials were investigated to determine if they had a detrimental

catalyst. Samples containing only rhodamine and only Duponol were prepared

1-14.7
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from the recrystallized material. Only the sample cootainien Dubmia

shaved any effect whatever and it was on 1he borderline of experima italII

accuracy. it was therefore concluded that If the amtunt of Deposal and

rhodamize did not exceed that normally present, their offsect woe meli-

gible. Dupoeml In gross amunts us known from earlier experliments to

lead to rapid gas evolution. It was, however, decided to recommend that

neither of these matovia'ls be used in new specifications for thermally

stable shaped chw

Materials Used In End-Seats

Five different end seal materials more tested for their affect on 3MI

In isotentscops tests. 7hese aresepoxy resins and are wsed to fabricate

a moisture tight seal at the ends of the shaped charge as It is made Iato

assemblies. Since rubber grommets and. motcl caps are also used in making

the seal, the epoxy rosin theoretically never comes in direct contact with

the RDL. Faulty fabricAtien, or use of too much amneu curing agent ca"
result in physical contact. Ths end seal mterilis pt h rss

time by General Electric Go. has been N and P-100, 7Iis ases an amine known

as TRTA (triethylene tetra iaimne) as curing agent. It has been discovered

(as mentioned in the introduction) that if sany free TSTA memos in contact

with RDX It Wiade to rapid gas evolution and, at elevated temsperatures, to

deflagration. 7be H and P was mixed, allowed to cure overaight-and than

oudup. A volume of the mixture equal to approximately that of the halt
gram sample was mixed directly with the sample of -RDX is one test and sops-

rated from the sample by a small plug of glass wool Is smother test. When

recrystallixtd. RDX was used, to effect was found when the tw were separated

by gliass wool. When mixed directly, the gas evolution followed the cufrve in



S I- ~ Figure 3. The same ebo experiments were also performed on crude RDX. In

this case, even when separated by glass wool, a slow but steady evolution

of gas resulted. When mixed directly a rapid decomposition of RDX occurred

as illustrated in the lower curve of Figure 3. With freshly prepared mater-

&ia it was found that the RDX deflagrated when mixed directly.

After confirming the fact that the end seal material iii nurrent use

could lead to gas evolution, four other epoxy resins were tried. These

were tested with Type B RDX and mixed directly, rather than being separated

by glass wool. The results are eutarized in Figure 4. CONAP was found

to be the best with the next best being Scotcheast No. 10. Hetagrip and

ArmtrozgC7 were better than the H and P-100 but still considerably poorer

than the other two materials. Hetagrip was tried freshly mixed and used

immediately. In this case a deflagration occurred within 5 minutes at 2500 F.

Metagrip in an amine catalyed epoxy somewhat similar to H and B-100 so that

this is not a surprising result, CONAP, while the best from a stability

standpoint, has poorer physical properties (particularly flexibility) than

the Scotchcast No. 10. It was therefore decided to recomimend Scotchcas:

No. 10.

Two rubber materials used in fabrication of shaped charge devices were

tested. These were Q2-0046 silicone rubber and grommet rubber. In both

cases some absorption rather than evolution was found. As before, the

samples were in direct contact with the RDX.
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I urities In the IDX

A theory had been advanced that the M war the cause of the Instabi-

A 6 ,WilL, ,.• A. WUL-LAU EM- W UU VW,, Y517A u at O i suprior

stability of IMl compared to RDX, it was tested. Type B RDX made by the

Bachmmn process, contains up to 10Z WII as impurity. Type A. made by the

English process, contains none of this material. Gas evolution tests were

made on both types under several sets of Identical conditions and no diff-

orence could be found in their behavior thus sliminatint the HIX theory

from consideration.

At this point, it appeared that & substantial prt of the instability

of RDX was due to the impurities that were removed by re•rystallisatton

from acetone. Figure 6 shows bow the purified material cosyared with the

crude (Type C) material. Some of the crude RDX was recrystallised and the

acetone filtrate taken and evaporated to obtain a fraction with concentrated

impurities. As had been expected, gas was evolved at a very rapid rate as

shown in Figure 7. This establishes the fact that the impurities in the

RDX are the most Important factor in gas evolution leading to ballooning of

shaped charge.

It would be desireable to have a qualitative means for measuring the

de&ree of instability of various types of UDI. The Isoteniscepe-gas evolu-

tion method appeared prmoising to fit this need. At 250OF the rate of gas

evolution, while c%ýasldersbly different, is too slow to be practical.

Accordingly the temperature was raised, first to 275*F and then to 3000F.

At 300°F, the difference in rate becomes pronounced as shown in Fg1pre 5.
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1-7t It ws of interest to determine how many recrystallizetions are re-

quired to obtain material of satisfactory stability. Figure 8 shows the

effect of one, two and three crystallizations from acetone. The crude

material it off scale at the right of this figure. We see that even one

recryetallization improves the material drastically. It should be empha-

sized that recrystallization is used In the true chemical sens*. It means

that the RDXI@ completely dissolved in boiling acetone then cooled in an

ice bath and permitted to crystallize slowly. It is filtered rapidly and

no water or other solvent is used at any step in the process.

STABLE SHAPE•) CHARGE AND FORCED BALLOONING TSTS

The Ensign Bickford Co. prepared a sample of Ostable' shaped charge,

for our experlments, mAe from RDX which had been recrystallized three

times by the Canadian Arsenal. Duponol and rhodanine were not used in

this lot. This "stable" shaped charge was tested and ccmpared with the

regular commercial material in forced ballooning tests as described in

subsequent paragraphs.

The ballooning of the shaped charge depends both on time and on

temperature. In order to determine the limits of s-torability of shaped

charge, artificial ballooning tests were performed by sealing the ends of

a short length, placing it in an oven with accurate temperature control,

and inspecting it periodically. By use of a range test temperatures in

separate experiments, a curve was plotted. Extrapolation of this curve

gives the life at temperature below the minimum temperature at which

it was tested.
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Difficulty ws experienced in making adequate s0aIs On the ds. f -IM

best method found was to le•rt the end of the piece of shaped charge late

an aluinum cap. The cap is then filled with glass wool and about half of

the cap arA a hAlf inch of the shaped afifte sheath covered with a heavy

coat of epoxy reala.

The adherence of the epoxy to the lead sheath has been sbewn to be the

place where failure occurs due to inadequate bending. It is not surprising

that reliable plastic-metal bends cannot be made wien it is realised that

the bond is subject to some internal gas pressure even at low temperat-res

and that as the ballooning phenomena Is approached, the Iaternal pressure

reaches 50 psi with attendant sheath deformation. The preparation of the

lead surface ti of Importa-ne and It Ahould be carefully brushed to iemeve

the leoad oxide coating that is always present on metallic lead. In using

a stiff brush the natural way to brush shaped charge is lengtbvise. If

this is done, very fine scratches, that can only be seen under nagnifica-

tion, are made in the metal. These scratches are not completely sealed

by the visoous epoxy resin. Lateral brushing, though difficult, was found

to give somewhat better bonding between the lead end epoxy. Practically

no difference ma found among the opozys from the standpoint of adhrences.

The final choice of Scotchbcs 1e. 10 as made on the hasis of thermal

stability and flexibility.

In the artificial ballooning tests, 6 inch pieces of shap charge were

cut and the ends sealed as best as possible by the method described. About

6 such amiplos were placed in as eve preheated to the desired test tempora-

tuar. In the tests at lower tomperatures they were Inspected daily for

ballooning. At the higher tomperture they were inspected at sborter tuter-
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vals (as short as 15 minutes at 350 0 F). The start of ballooning usually

began in several hours at the higher temperature which may veil be due to

the water vapor. This was defined as a 10% change in the width of the sha-

ped charge. Full balloonling was defined as deformation of a portion of the

shaped charge (usually between one half and one ich) to the point where the

V-groove was in line with the bottom of the legs of the chevron, thus form-

ing approximately a triangle.

First of all, the behavior of the standard commercial shaped charge

was determined. These results are shown in Figure 9. This commercial

shaped charge was run as a comparison with the shaped charge made by En-

sign Bickford Co. using the purified RDX (the "stable" shaped charge).

Similar tests were conducted on the stable shaped charge (results are al-

so shown in Figure 9). With the stable shaped charge ballooning was ob-

tained at various temperatures down to 2600 F. Below that temperature ball-

ooning could not bw obtained even In extended periods. For this reason, 6

feet of stable shaped charge was cut into I Inch pisces and placed in the

Isoteniscope to measure gas evolution. It was found that in over 500 hours

at 220 F, about 1.0 cc of absorption took place. At 240 F there was about

0.2 cc of evolution in the first 7 hours and then slow absorption took place.

In over 600 hours there was about 0.3 cc absorbed.

This corresponds to the results found in the oven tests at 2400 F. It

was found that the shaped charge began to bal;.oon In about 3 hours, stopped

after it was approximately 25% balloonedsand did not balloon further in sev-

eral hundred hours. Examination upon completion of the oven test indicated

that several shaped charges had developed leaks. However, several were still
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I
intact and should have developed ballooning if they were going to. Cal-

culation showed that the moisture content (which was out of specification

being 0.4% rather than the 0.2" requested) was sufficient to produce par-

tial ballooning due to the vapor pressure of the water alone. Previous

tests have established that It takes between 50 and 100 psi to produce

ballooning. A water content of 0.4% is just sufficient to produce an Inter-

nal pressure at the lower end of this range (due to the vapor pressure of

the water alone at 240 0 F).

Samples of the stable shaped charge were run in the isoteniscope at

250°F and at 300OF for the purpose of giving a correlation with the behavior

at lower temperatures. It was found by this method that between 0.3 and 0.4

cc of gas per foot of shaped charge are evolved In the time in which the oven

test had indicated full ballooning had taken place at these teuperatures.

This gives a quantity of gas to expect for full ballooning. Since 6 feet of

stable shaped charge were used in the lower temperature isoteniscope tests,

it would have been expected that about 2.0 cc of gas would be evolved for

completo ballooning. As stated, slight absorption at the lover temperatures

was actually found.

It is therefore concluded that, IF THE MOISTURE CONTENT IS HETD BELOW

0.2% the stable shaped charge is good indefinitely at 2400F. At 220oF (even

with the higher percentage of water), it is stable indefinitely since the

vapor pressure is Insufficient to produce an internal pressure above 40 psi.

[I



IV. CONCLUSIONS

amsed on se above experimencai data certain conclusions have been reachea,

which are summarized as folloWs!

1. The lead-water-RDX interaction does lead to the evolution

of gas, but at a very slow rate. The ballooning of shaped

[� charge cannot be explained on the basis of this reaction

alone. The following was also found:

a. An increase in the percentage of lead (surface area

of contact) causes an increase in the rate of gas

evolution.

b. An Increase in thl, percentage of water leads to an

Increase in the rate of gas evolution

2. Hydrogen, even if formed by the reaction of lead and water,

does not react with RDX appreciably to form volatile amines.

3. The presence of aluminum of the type used in sheath materials,

does not lead to evolution of gas. Aluminum is several times

as strong as lead (tensile strength roughly ten times as high)

and it was not possible to get ballooning even at 350°F as the

end seals consistently failed first. It is therefore concluded

that, with aluminum sheathed shaped charge, ballooning will not

occur until a high internal pressure has been generated. It is

probable that the seals will fail before this necessary pressure

is reached.
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4. Any PbO formed by the reaction of water and lead does not act

to accelerate the decomposition of RDX.

5. The presence of HIX has no effect. on the stability of RDX.

6. Duponol (an antistatic agent) in the amounts usually present

c.uses only a slight increase in gas evolution. Duponol in

gross amounts is known to lead to thermal instability.

7. Rhodamine (a dye) in the amounts usually present in shaped

charge does not affect thermal stability of RDX.

8. No fibers were found In the raw RDX upon microscopic examination

of the two sampes that were available. From this it has been

concluded that raw RDX is thermally unstable even in the absence

of fibers, although undoubtedly it is less stable if cellulose

fibers are present (as has been reported).

9. H and P-l00 (the epoxy resin presently used in Hark-6 shaped

charge assemblies) will cause rapid gas evolution IF IT COWES

IN CONTACT WITH THE RDX CORE. This may occur through faulty

preparation of the assemblies. Vapor contact is tv be avoided

?articularly with over catalyzed H and P.100 which will contain.

free TETA.

10. Other epezys tested as repla.ements for the } and P include:

Netagrip, CONAP, ArmstrongC7 and Scotchcast No. 10. CONAP,

even in direct contact with RDX, evolved only a small amount
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of gas. However, its physical properties (flexibility particularly)

make it undesirable for use. The second best from a gas evolution

standpoint was Scotchcant No. 10. It has acceptable physical pro-

parties and its use is recommended.

11. The largest part of the thermal instability of "raw" RDX comes from

the impurities which it contains. There are at least 50 of them and

it is Impossible to identify any particular ones that are detrimental.

The chances are that many of the possible impurities have poorer eta-

bility than the RDX itself. There are others, notably UX, which are

more stable.

It has been shown, both by Isoteniscope-gas evolution tests and forced

balleoning tests on shaped charge itself, that these impurities can be

removed by recrystallization from acetone. It Is important to note that

a TRUE REMCRYSTALLIZATION is required using differential solubility and

no water in any form. The term recrystallization is used in the explo-

sives industry to include a variety of processes in which water is

added while cooling or evaporating.

12. It is necessary to dry the RDX at elevated temperatures (650C to 800 C)

under reduced pressure with a stream of DRY air flowing over the sur-

face or through it. This is required for two reasons. First calcula-

tions have shown that if the water content is above 0.2", ballooning of

the 15 grain, lead sheathed shaped charge may occur due to the vapor

pressure of the water alone. Secondly, if this is not done the RDX may

not be dried homogeneously and local concentrations of water several

times the average value may be found.
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13. By use of highly purified RDX, keeping the water onmtent

of the RDX ba•low O.2%.ea" nsint Imnxwv aud nAml & PAtd4al4

shaped charge ean be asd. that is stable imdefiaitely at

temperatura to 240•F.

DISCUSSION

All of the questions put to Dr. Bowman are quite adequately

answered in the text of the paper so will not be reprinted here.

low
06

FIG. 1 APPARATUS
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1-5 MEASUIMMENT OF rEXPLWSIVE OUTPUT

1. L. Schimmel and V. J. Drexelius

McDonnell Douglas Corporation

St. Louis, Missouri

INTRODUCTION

The prime reason for using ordnance devices in aerospace applications

is as a lightweight source of energy. Increasing usage has generated a need

for a higher degree of precision in determining output in terms of work

units rather than comparative methods heretofore available. It was stated

most succinctly some ten years ago by Jacobs when he said a perennial

question concerning explosives is "How much work can the explosive perform

upon its environment when it is detonated?", Reference (1). Three years

ago at the most recent Electric Initiator Symposium, Menichelli presented

a comprehensive review of explosive output tests in use at that time.

These included the Trauzl Lead Block, sand bomb, lead disc, steel dent,

gap type and pressure bonb tests, Reference (2).

At McDonnell Douglas Corporation, a device has been developed based

on the use of calibrated honeycomb which absorbs energy quantitatively

as it is crushed, References (3) and (4). This device offers five

advantages:

1) It measures the output of a wide spectrum of ordnance devices.

2) Each honeycomb sensing element can be accurately calibrated

prior to and after use.
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3) Output measurements provide an index of the ability of a donor

to initiate an acceptor, and the amount of mechanical work a device can

perform.

4) For- a given strength honeycomb, amount of crush is directly

proportional to energy output, and a wide range of outputs can be

measured by selecting appropriate honeycomb. Answers are obtained in

engincering units (i.e., inch pounds).

5) No electronic instrumentation is required.

The word explosive as used herein includes both detonation and

deflagration.

DESIGN AND CALIBRATION OF ENERGY SENSOR

The Energy Sensor, illustrated in Figure 1, is similar in design to

crusher type gauges. The Sensor consists of four parts: a piston, cylinder,

end cap, and honeycomb element. The honeycomb has permeated cells which

allow air pressure to bleed through the cell walls and out vent holes in

the end cap and cylinder.

Calibration

Crush strength of each individual honeycomb element is determined

prior to use. Figure 2 gives crush characteristics of an element made of

5052 aluminum with 1/8 inch cells, and a density of 8.1 pounds per cubic

foot. The foil is 0.002 inches thick and is permeated.

11
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The load -deformation relationship is shown for a one square inch piece,

1.5 inches long. A load of about 900 pounds is required to start crushing;

however, once begun, the honeycomb continues to crush uniformly at a load

of about 600 pounds, until the element is essentially "bottomed out", at

which time the load increases again. The illustrated curve was obtained

on a Wiedemann-Baldwin Universal Testing Machine at a crush rate of 0.02

inches per minute. Prior to use in the Energy Sensor, each honeycomb

element is pre-crushnd .06 inches and then calibrated over the next

.04 inches. The length usable in the Sensor is the nortion that crushes

at a uniform load. For the above element, this length is about one inch.

Additional data on energy absorption properties of aluminum honeycomb may

be found in Reference (5). A question often arises as to whether essenti-

ally static calibration described above is satisfactory for dynamic

response to an explosive action. References (6) and (7) describe dynamic

testing of crushable material using impact rates as high as 150 feet per

second. While these reports do not provide data on alwuinum honeycomb,

they show that 6.0 pound per cubic foot balsa wood with a static crush

value of 4,800 pounds had essentially the same crush strength when

impacted at 150 feet per second. Because this rate is more than double

that experienced when testing detonating devices, and because the

response rate of alurinum honeycomb should be at least as good as that

of balsa wood, it is concluded that static calibration is sufficient.
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USE OF THE ENERGY SENSOR

Thren di ffP~i-nn. 1Hn] ~-,r -- -- tput bccr &ujc ithI

the Energy Sensor:

1) Air and underwater explosive effects

2) Detonating cord output

3) Output of various initiators and power cartridges

For each of these applications an index of energy output is obtained

by multiplying the calibrated strength of the honeycomb by the distance

crushed.

Measurement of Air and Underwater Explosive Effects

Flexible Linear Shaped Charge (FLSC) is used by McDonnell Douglas to

accomplish severance of the F-ill Crew Module from the airturaft. The Crew

Module is built by McDonnell Douglas Company under contract to General

Dynamics Company. Because it is necessary to accomplish severance quite

close to the Crew Module, and because personnel escape may be required not only

in air but also underwater, it was necessary to determine the effect of

the explosive charge on the Crew Module itself. To obtain this infor-

mation, tests were run using the Energy Sensor both in air and under-

water. Figure 3 presents these results for twenty grain per foot RDX FLSC

taped to a target plate, and using Sensors mounted at the indicated

distances from the shaped charge. It shows that the energy effects on

structure 1 inch from FLSC are several hundred times as great underwater

as in air. In a similar application, the Energy Sensor was used to measure

explosive effects in air from a ten pound spherical explosive charge

(Reference 8).
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In this series of tests, McDonnell Douglas Sensors and piezoelectric

LLrvuducers were mounted in pairs at equal distances from the charge.

Measurements by the two devices were comparable.

EKergy Output of Detonating Cord

Mild Detonating tord3 (MDC) has been used for some time toperform

severance and jettison functions.' Figure 4 shows one such application,

in cross section, with an assembly composed of a jettisonable door, 1YDC

in a holder, and support structure. The attachment bolts are pre-drilled

so as to break at the d~sired point when MDC is detona'ted. Such a design

was used on the Mercury egress hatch, and also on the Gemini and F-1J1
I i

Crew Module. For this type of application it is important' to know energy

output of MDC, as it provides an index to the' strength and 'spacing of

bolts that can be broken, as well as door ejection velocity. Figure ,5 shows,

how the Energy Sensor is used for this purpose. MDC is positioned between

the Sensor and a weight which is propelled upward by the' explosion. The

curves show the energy measured by the Sensor, and that imparted to the

propelled weight as potential energy, for different weight6. It can be

seen that the sum of these ene~rgies remains relatively constant at about

250 irch pounds for two strands, each 2 inches lozg, of 5 grain per foot

MDO with an RDX coreload. On the F-ill Crew Module extensive ube is

made of a new high temperature explosive, dipicramide (DIPAM), whose

properties have been documented by Kilmer, Reference (9). Figure 6

shows that the energy output of DIPAM by this test is about 140 inch pounds,

or 56% that of RDX.

Energy Output of Initiators '

The primary application oý the Energy Sensor has been to measure

output of various kinds of initiators, dewonators, power cartridges andý

' L1
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I
primers as shown in Figure 7. A photograph of this apparatus is shown in

Figure 8. The initiator is inserted in a massive steel block by means of

an adapter. When the initator fires, the piston in the block is propelled

foz;J uand acts againt the uv,.. ui -. uasurmuni, of energy output of the

initiator is obtained by the extent of crush of the honaycomb element.

Detonating Cord End Boosters

Shielded Mild Detonating Cord (SMDC) end boosters are used on the

F-111 Crew Module to provide output in order to function various mechanical

devices, and to initiate the severance, ejection and recovery systems.

The SMDC explosive train, as shown in Figure 9, consists of 31 grains per

foot silver sheathed DIPAM, and a fe'rule and base charge of hexanitro-

stilbene (ENS-I). Properties of M'S-I are described in Reference (9).

Background on the development of this explosive train at Naval Ordnance

Laboratory, White Oak, is given in Reference (10). The end booster cup

material is critical from the stanapoint of explosive propagation, as

described in Reference (11). It is .004 inch stainless steel, and the

diameter is .156 inches. The explosive effects from the MDC are completely

confined in the stainless steel tubing. The ferrule and cup contain 38

•nd 65 milligrams, respectively, of IVS-I.

1) End Booster Output for Functioning Mechanical Devices - For

several F-111 Crew Module applications, SMDC provides energy to do

mechanical work. Figure 10 shows an actuator in which the SMDC end booster

propels a piston. An interesting feature of this actuator is that the

orifice is-used to meter the desired fraction of end booster energy to

the piston. A second example is shown in the firing head of Figure 11 in

1-5.6
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which redundant end boosters are used to drive a deformable firing pin

forward to strike a primer. For both applications, the prime concern

is with end booster energy output.

2) End Booster Output for Explosive Propagation - Two different

configurrtions of SM)C end boosters are shown in Figure 12. The figure

on the right is the explosive train presently being used. The figure

on the left represents an earlier design. It will be noted that the

energy output varles quite significantly with compaction pressure and

ferrule design. For a base charge compaction of 10,000 psi, the energy

output was 130 inch pounds. Increasing the compaction to 32,000 psi

increased the output to 185 inch pounds. In the production configuration

the ferrule is tapered, such that essentially the entire face of the

base charge is initiated, and the energy output averages about 375 inch

pounds. These values of energy output provide an index of the ability

of end boosters to propagate across air gaps as shown in Figure 13.

The first configuration fired across a j inch gap, but failed across

a 1 inch gap. For the second, the values were 1 inch and 1 inches; for

the third, the fire distance is more than 4 inches, and the fail distance

somewhat greater than 6 inches. It is postulated that the energy

delivered by the end booster is used to generate high velocity particles

from the booster output charge cup which initiate the acceptor. This

belief is strengthened by findingb of Kilmer in Reference (10), in

which he showed that for the same explosive train with no cup, the fire

point was .040 inchea., and the fail point was .160 inches. A detailed

study of the mechanism of detonation transfer across air gaps for SMDC
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end boosters has shown that energy output of the donor end booster is

but one of several factors which must be considered, Reference (11).

Energy Sensor Operating Characteristics

Three modes of operation of the Sensor are shown in Figure 14. Even

though a single strength of honeycomb is assumed, the pressure required to

actuate the Sensor varies when used to measure explosive effects in air,

the output of a power cartridge, or that of a detonating end booster.

The end booster illustration shows that for 500 pound crush strength

honeycomb, over 25,000 psi is required to initiate crushing. An indenta-

tion in the steel piston insert, shown in Figure 7, similar to the result

of a plate dent test, is obtained for each detonation. However, no

reasonable correlation was obtained, between either the depth of the dent,

or the volume of the dent and the energy output of the boosters. The

rate of response of the Energy Sensor to explosive inputs is shown in

Figure 15. The curves were obtained by means of high speed motion

pictures (5000 frames per second) using a transparent cylinder and

photographing the honeycomb compression. It will be noted that for

a detonating cord end booste.-' in which the detonation is completed

in just a few microseconds, it takes approximately li milliseconds

to complete the crushing action. For the power cartridge which waR

loaded with double base propellant, compression begins as soon as the

chamber pressure reaches the crush pressure of the honeycomb, and

continues as long as the propellant burning maintains pressure above

this level. When used with a power cartridge, the Energy Sensor

1-5.8
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measures only the actual work done on the honeycomb. Almost an equal

amount of propellant energy is required to pressurize the test fixture

I block cavity formed as the piston moves forward. There are also

relatively small heat and friction losses.

Tabulation of Devices Tested with the Energy Sensor

The wide spectrum of ordnance materials tested and qu&'titated using

the Energy Sensor is tabulated in Figure 16. Included are primary and

secondary high explosives, propellants, ignitior: materials and primer mixes.

The major use has been in measuring output of detonating cord end boosters

loaded with HNS-I as the base charge. The Energy Sensor is used as part

of the SMDC acceptance test procedure in which a minimum energy output

is specified. Another interesting use has been in determining energy

output of two types of M42 percussion primers. The first was loaded with

Picatinny Arsenal 101 mix, and the second with a potassium chlorate, lead

sulfocyanato mix. The average output of the PA 101 mix piImer is about

double that of the latter, namely 100 versus 50 inch pounds. Another

application of this kind of measurement is shown in the Figure 17 tabu-

lation of output for eight lead styphnate cartridges. The first group

was a control, not exposed to temperature, the second was exposed to

370OF for 8 hours. The average energy output for the two groups is

essentially the same, showing that output was not affected by 8 hours

exposure aL 3700 F. These results were used to pinpoint a development

test failure as caused by insufficient explosive charge, rather than

high temperature degradation.

i I-5.9I -
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CONCLUSIONS

1. An Energy Sensor has been developed which Cr.A hR iiij .n

quantitate explosive output.

2. The Sensor directly measures explosive effects in air and

underwater.

3. With appropriate accessories, the Sensor can determine the

output of detonating cord, primers, igniters, power cartridges and

detonators.

4. Because mechanical work output is measured, results can be

directly applied to analysis of explosive devices powered by detonators

and cartridges.

5. Results obtained provide an index of the gap jumping ability

of detonating end boosters.
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DISCUSSION

It was pointed out during the question period that the device

does not measure gas pressure. The device has been used successfully to

measure the output of very Jow pressure, slow burning items which are

nearly gasless in output.

In answer to specific questions from the floor, Mr. Schimmel

stated that he was not opposed to the use of pressure bombs nor was he

implying that the honeycomb system was necessarily superior to electronic

methods of measurement.

Mr. McGirr of Atlas Powder Company made the point that having a

measure of the output of a donor did not necessarily give you adequate

information to guarantee initiation of the next explosive element. Mr.

Fhimmel agreed and stated that none of the present output tests can tell

if you can propagate across a gap or initiate the next element in the

explosive train. The output of the donor is only half of the problem;

the other half is the sensitivity characteristic of the acceptor of

which the sensitivity of the explosive, the alignment, the metal-explosive

Interface, the purity of the explosive, the temperature and other parameters

were all factors.

Mr. Stresau of the R. Stresau Laboratory added to this discussion

by pointing out that the sensitivity of an explosive cannot be expressed

in terms of a single variable. As an example he noted that one could

have two detonators and two acceptors such that detonator A would initiate
acceptor A but not acceptor B while detonator B would initiate acceptor B

but not acceptor A. Mr. Schimmel was in full agreennt with this comment.
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1-6 SOLID STATE TIMERS

ACCURATE TIME DELAYS FOR ELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES

I 9Author: Louis J. Caparoni

Aerospace Components Division Laboratories
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.

Tamaqua, Penna.

An electroexplosive device will perform its function

almost instantaneously when the proper energy is applied to it.

The input .onergy necessary to set off the device can be very

small. The high amplification that is possible, very small

inputs to trigger large outputs, has resulted in many applications

where size or weight are important. Thus we see many functions

on aerospace vehicles performed by EED's. A further advantage

ic that they can be used with time delays: The output occurs

some specified time after the input that initiates the action.

Tbis flexibility makes it possible to carry out a sequence of

functions by using a variety of delay times.

Time delays can be achieved by a variety of methods;

mechanical, pyrotechnic (or chemical), electrical, or combinations

of these methods. All these approaches depend on some time

dependent function: Frequency, either mechanical or electrical;

the rate of a chemical reaction; or the rate of flow of a fluid,

heat or electrical energy. In the case of frequency-based timers,

the desired time is obtained by counting the cycles. In the case

of a chemical timer the desired time is obtained by having the
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appropriate amount of chemicals in proper configuration. The"

desired time for timers depending on rate of flow is obtained

by having the approprLate flow restrictors, etc.

MECHANICAL TIMERS

Mechanical timers may depend on either frequency, or

rate of flow. Typical frequency-dependent mechanical timers use

gear trains and a clutter or escapement. A source of power,

frequently a spring, is used to drive the gears. When the

escapement or clutter has cycled an appropriate number of times,

a pair of electrical contacts closes, completing the circuit to

fire the EED. This type of device can range from inexpensive

clutter-controlled units to very precise and costly watch-type

mechanisms. While the more precise mechanisms are not temperature

sensitive, none of these devices take very kindly to shock and

vibration. In addition, they must be protected against

contamination and dirt.

Rate of flow mechanical timers usually depend on a

volume of fluid, either air or a viscous liquid, being forced

through an orifice by a piston. When the piston completes its

stroke it closes contacts, thus completing the circuit to fire

the EED. Time for these units will vary with the temperature

since the viscosity of the fluid will vary wit'i the temperature.

They are also sensitive to both contamination and corrosion.

1 -6.2
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In addition, the smaller the device, the more difficult and

SI• PYROTECHNIC AND CHEMICAL TIMERS

The most common timers that depend on the rate of a

chemical reaction are pyrotechnic delays, frequently built into

EED's. These consist of mixtures of fuels and oxidizers which

are fired by the EED initiator and in turn fire the output

charge of the device. The desired delay time is obtained by

the appropriate column length of mixtures of materials that have

known burning rates. They are temperature sensitive:that is,

the higher the ambient, the higher the burning rate. They are

not sensitive to shock and vibration, but must be protected from

moisture.

Other types of timers that depend on chemical reactions

are seldom used because of their many problems: Approaches which

depend on acid eating through a wire or diaphragm have been used.

ELECTRICAL TIMERS

Lumped in this group is a variety of approaches, some

of which also require mechanical devices with them. Motor driven

timers, for example, usually require gear trains, cams, etc. to

open or close electrical contacts. These may be adjustable, and

are generally bulky. They may be sensitive to dirty or corrosive

environments, and may be sensitive to shock and vibration.
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Electronic timers, whether vacuum tube or solid state,

can use several approaches: Oscillators which may be feedback, t I
tuning fork or crystal controlled; resistor-capacitor (RC)

network; or resistor-inductor (RL) network.

The RC network timer is the most widely used. It is

small in size and weight, and can provide uniform times. The

timing action is obtained by charging a capacitor through a

resistor. When the capacitor becomes charged to the prescribed

level, it triggers a solid state switch. This then discharges

energy into the EED, firing it. The firing energy can come from

the line or a firing capacitor.

The accuracy of such a solid state timer depends on

the input voltage, and the stability of the components in the

RC network and the various compensating and controlling networks.

Higher than nominal voltages to the RC network will charge the

capacitor faster, thus giving shorter delay times. Likewise,

lower voltages will give longer delay times. The effect of

variable supply voltage can be eliminated by a solid state voltage

regulating device, regulating at some voltage less than the minimum

expected. Since the times obtained by RC networks are a direct

function of the values of R and C, it is necessary to use stable

components, that is, components whose values change very little

over a wide temperature range. Commercial components are available

that will maintain a repeatibility of t 2% over a temperature
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range from -650 to +16 0 0F. In order to overcome changes in

triggering level of solid state switches with h~n........ .n -__-

ture (thus affecting the delay time) it is necessary to interpose

a triggering network between the RC network and the switch. Thus,

temperature compensation is introduced by applying a fixed bias

to a triggering circuit which acts as a buffer stage to the solid

state switch. Such a system shows very little temperature

sensitivity.

The design of a reliable, precise time delay system for

use with EED's presents some interesting problems. The timers

must be small, require little power, and yet be capable of

transferring fairly high energy pulses rather quickly to the EED's.

Conventional transistor circuits are not particularly well adapted

for this service. Gain stages and power transistors would be

required to handle the output energy. On the other hand, only

simple circuitry is necessary with a solid state switch. Low

level input pulses (especially good with long delays) will

successfully trigger this high gain device to transfer the

necessary high energy pulses to fire EED's.

A group of timers were built essentially as described

above, with the voltage regulated to the RC network, a temperature

compensated triggering network, and a solid state switch. These

were used with a charged capacitor to fire a variety of EED's

under adverse environments.



Table I shows the times obtained (without EED's) with

five timers that were vibrated at 30 g's at swept f-rauer,!e'ncee

from 5 to 2000 cps and back, for one hour in each of three

mutually perpendicular axes. After the three hours of vibration

the greatest deviation from the original time was + 1.25%.

Table 2 shows the results obtained with these same

units accelerated at 200 g's for one minute in each of the three

axes. The delay times were checked during the acceleration in

each plane, as well as afterward. The arrows indicate the

direction of the applied force, and the symbols N and S indicate

the placement of the unit. Again the time deviation was very

small; the greatest deviation was -1.1%.

Table 3 shows the results obtained with 100 g, 11

milliseconds, ½ sine wave shock pulse. Each unit was tested with

three shock pulses in each of three mutually perpendicular planes.

Again the times were essentially unchanged. The greatest change

from the original time was only + 1.75%. In addition, each unit

was shocked while it was timing. No significant change was observed.

Table 4 shows the results of firing 15 Atlas Miniature

Switches with A (or 6 ohms) bridges. The firing capacitor was 15

microfarads charged to 15 volts. The nominal delay time was 8

seconds. The delay time at 77 0 F was 7.9 seconds. The total

time spread was -0.4% and + 2.8% with switches fired at -80 0 F,

770 F and 200 °F.
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Table 5 shows the results of firing 8 Atlas Miniature

Switches having B (or 4.5 ohms) hridgp.q Th. o _41+4.... ---

I
47 microfarads -ged to 15 volts. These nominal 8 second units

gave 7.7 seconds at 770 F with a total time spread of -4.1% over a

temperature range from -700 to 200 0 F.

Table 6 shows the results of firing 12 Atlas Miniature

Switches with C (or 1.8 ohms) bridges. The firing energy switched

by the solid state timer was a 47 microfarad capacitor charged to

15 volts. With a nominal delay time of 8 seconds, the observed

time at 770 F was 7.7 seconds. The time spread was -4.0%, + 0.07%

ov'er a temperature range from -800 to 200 0 F.

Table 7 shows the results of firing 11 Atlas 750#

Reefing Line Cutters, with B (or 4.5 ohms) bridges, using two 8

second solid state timers. The firing energy switched by the

solid state timer was a 47 microfarad capacitor charged to 15

volts. The observed time at 770 F was 7.9 seconds with a time

spread of + 3.8% and -2.3% over a temperature range from -650

to 16 0 0F.

CONCLUSIONS

As the sophistication of aerospace devices increases,

the requirement for more and more precise time delays for EED's

will also increase. Solid State Timers offer numerous advantages

in this field. They are small and light in weight. They have no
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affected by vibration, shock, or a wide range of temperatiirpR=

Even the poorest results cited above are far better than can be

obtained by other techniques in common use.

VIBRATION 5 TO 2000 TO 5 CPS AT 30 G'S
TIME DELAY- 8.0 SECONDS
SOLID STATE TIMER

DELAY TIMEIN SECONDS
UNIT BEFORE AFTER AFTER AFTER
NO. VIBRATION ISTHOUR 2ND.HOUR 3RDHOUR

I 7.931 7.908 7.898 7.895
3 7.799 7.897 7.861 7.858
6 7.754 7.744 7.746 7.747
8 7.773 7.722 7.701 7.730C
9 7.674 7.680 7.700 7718

TABLE I

1-.6 8
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ACCELERATION 200GS FOR I MIN.
TIME DELAY - 8.0SECONIn.

DELAY TIME IN SECONDS

UNIT BEFORE Ln z __ ( 11" AFTER
NO. ACCEL. S ACCEL,
1 7909 7.905 7.907 7.905 7911 7.908 7.910 79133 7.917 7870 7.899 7905 7.900 7885 7893 7925

6 7738 7719 7.723 7.670 7657 7.681 7.654 7.739-
8 7653 7639 Z.623 7657 7669 7639 7.673 7.6789 7,741 7.722 7713 7.709 7.700 7683 7692 7.715

TABLE 2

A.C.D. LABORATORY

ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES INC.

SHOCK - IOGS II MILLISECONDS

1/2 SINE WAVE
TIME DELAY - 8.0 SECONDS

DELAY TIME IN SECONDS
UNIT BEFORE AFTER AFTER AFTER

NO. SHOCK I ST TEST 2ND TEST 3RDTEST
I 7901 7912 7916 7913
3 7860 7890 7,895 7890
6 7745 7.743 7.728 7.725
8 7.735 7.871 7,697 7.680
9 7.700 7710 7.698 7.680

TABLE 3

A.C.D. LABORATORY

ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES INC

I.
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ELECTRO-EXPLOSIVF flFVIC"

ATLAS MINIATURE SWITCH
ATLAS ABRIDGE

TIME DELAY - 8.0 SECONDS
SOLID STATE TIMER OUTPUT-15 V.-15 MFD.

BRIDGE DELAY BRIDGE DELAY BRIDGE DELAY
RES. TIME RES. TIME RES. TIME

(3.3 8.C49 6.0 6.168 b.8 7.970
6,0 8.025 5.7 8.222 6.0 7.970

"80" 5.7 8.030 *200( 6.5 8.111 +77" 5.8 7.979
6.0 8.033 5.9 8226 5.7 7.976
6.3 &030 6.0 8.106 5.5 7.977

TABLE 4

A,C.D. LABORATORY
ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

ELECTRO-EXPLOSIVE DEVICE

ATLAS MINIATURE SWITCH
ATLAS "B* BRIDGE

TIME DELAY-- 8.0 SECONDS
SOLID STATE TIMER- OUTPUT-15V. -47MFD.

BRIDGE DELAY BRIDGE DELAY BRIDGE DELAY
RES. TIME RES. TIME RES. TIME

+770 4.9 7.705 4200* 4,5 7.782 -70 5,0 7.760

4.5 7694 4.7 7.781 5.3 7670

4.4 7.689

4.4 7.707

TABLE 5

A.C.D. LABORATORY

ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC
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ATLAS MINIATURE SWITCH

ATLAS'C"BRIDGE

TIME DELAY - 8.0 SECONDS
SOLID STATE TIMER-- OUTPUT - 15V-47 MFD.

BRIDGE DELAY BRIDGE DELAY BRIDGE DELAYRES. TIME RES. TIME RES. TIME

+200"1.9 7.775 -B0o 1.8 7,941 +779 1.9 7.700
2.0 7. 788 1.7 7.997 1.9 7.686

2.0 7.772 1.7 7970 1.8 7.6B3
1.7 8.005 1.8 7.692

1.8 7.938

TABLE 6

A.C.D. LABORATORY
ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES,INC.

E LECTRO-EXPLOSIVE DEVICE
ATLAS 750# REEFING LINE CUTTER

ATLAS B" BRIDGE

TIME DE A",Y-- 6.0 SECONDS
SOLID STATE TIMER-OUTPUT-15V-47MFD.

CUITER TIMER DELAY

SERIAL SERIAL TIME
NO NO.
9 8.298
10 1 8.222

S-65 2 1 8.305
1 3 8.257
8 3 8.180

+77° 4 7929
II 7.816
3 17.8,15

.160° 7 7.814
53 7.847
3 7.641

A.C.D. LABORATORY
TABLE 7 ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, iNC.
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DISCUSSION

The size of the 8-second delay was stated to be about ½ in 3

including the firing switch and capacitor. A buffer stage is used be-

tween the trigger and the switch to minimize the effects of temperature

on the delay time. This is a uni-junction transistor.
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1-7 FIRING SQUIBS BY LOW VOLTAGE CAPACITOR DTSCIAURGE

S) FOR SPACECRAFT APPT.TCATTON

j. E. Earnest, Jr.

A. J. Murphy

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

ABSTRACT

The design of low voltage capacitor discharge circuits for firing HBW squibs

requires that squib-thermal and circuit-electrical time constants be considered

as interrelated.

These functional relationships are analyzed by use of an electro-thermal

analogy with one composite time constant.

The effects of secondary characteristics not considered in the simple

analogy are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The use of a capacitor discharge firing circuit to reliably initiate

hot-bridgewire type squibs requires among other things that the electrical time

constant of the firing circuit be considered in relationship to the thermal

time constant of the squib. This paper presents a review of the basic theory,

This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under
Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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defines the primary electro-thermal parameters and presents a practical example

of the design of a capacitor discharge firing circuit. No attempt is m(dp )

compare the efficacy of using a capacitor discharge-type firing circuit versus

either a constant voltage or constant current power supply. It is presumed that

a capacitor discharge-type subsystem has been chosen to initiate HBW squibs.

This choice could be required by low power availability (spacecraft solar cells)

or other system restraints (direct current isolation from the main battery).

A review is presented of the readily available, commonly used constant

current characteristics of HBW squibs, including Bruceton derived All-Fire

and No-Fire sensitivity data. The empirical relationship between the

constant current into the bridgewire and the time to fire is examined and

an analytical solution is defined by means of an electro-thermal analogy.

The interrelationship of current, time, energy and power involved in the

electrical sensitivity of the squib is examined in the light of the resulting

equations.

Test results for a modern 1 amp/l watt squib at typical conditions of

applied power and reliability/confidence are compared with the analytical

solution. A capacitor discharge energy supply is then substituted for the

constant current power supply in the basic analogy and the subsequent equations

examined. An analysis of some of the more important relationships in the

capacitor discharge configuration follows and the results are applied in the

design of a practical subsystem.

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The majority of present HBW squib firing circuits utilize either constant

current or constant voltage power supplies. It is therefore natural that most

published data on squib firing sensitivity is related to constant power. The

squib engineer, when using a constant current circuit, is concerned with two
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basic parameters, i.e., the level of constant current or voltage which must

be applied and the time at which the squib will subsequently fire.

A common method employed to determine this reliable initiation level is

the Bruceton All-Fire Test. This is i method of statistically analyzing the

results of usually fifty or more test firing attempts by calculation of a

mean firing level and extrapolation to a specified reliability/confidence

level. For example, with a typical 1 amp/l watt squib a current of 3.40

amperes might result as the .999R/.90C All-Fire level for all other squibs

from the same lot as the test units. In the Bruceton All-Fire Test a current

pulse is generally used (e.g., 10 to 50 milliseconds). After completion of

the tests, the investigator can state, for example, that he is 90% confident

that 999 out of 1000 of the aquibs from this lot will fire within 10 milli-

seconds when supplied with 3.40 amperes constant current. The engineer may

then place an additional margin on both the current level and the time the

current is applied. In our example, he may then require that the firing

circuit deliver a minimum constant current of 5.0 amperes for a minimum of

50 milliseconds. Thus, an adequate margin for system reliability is ensured.

It is interesting to note that the nominal firing energy (I Rt) delivered

to a squib with a one-ohm bridgewire is typically from 35 to 80 millijoules

and that the power (I R) 4elivered is of the order of 25 watts. However,

other Bruceton tests may be run for five minute periods and designated as

No-Fire Bruceton Tests. The resulting upper current limit at the specified

.999R/.90C level (which will be called the Sure-Fire level) is generally 25%

less than the 10 ms. pulse All-Fire level. However, in the No-Fire Bruceton

the .999R/.90C no fire level is of primary concern. For a 1 amp/l watt squib

this is typically in the range of 1.2 to 1.8 amperes.

If time-to-fire versus current is monitored during both types of Bruceton

tests and the results plotted on logarithmic paper the relationship appears
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as in Gra h 1. The firing time appears to decrease as current increases,

and there is a constant power level below which firing never occurs. These -

Bruceton tests provide an estimate of the constant current All-Fire and

Nio-Fir-e levels.

This Bruceton data provokes further investigation into the time-to-fire

versus current relationship. Graph 2 illustrates the results of 17 firings

conducted with a group of I amp/l. watt squibs between 2.0 amps and 20.0 amps

(in 0.5 ampere increments). If a best fit is drawn through the firing points

an empirical relationship between current and time-to-fire is graphically

established. As noted, the time-to-fire decreases as the firing current

increases and the firing time approaches infinity as the current approaches

some real level. Furthermore, the apparent energy required to fire the squib

decreases with increasing current and appears to approach a constant value.

In this figure, the equivalent current value where the energy approaches a

constant value is approximately 7.0 amperes. This indicates a practical

constant energy-to-fire region from 8 amperes up to the highest test firing

current of 10.0 amperes. The energy here is a calculated 75.0 millijoules.

This relationship is more apparent when plotted as in Graph 3, energy-to-fire

versus current.

Without an analytical solution to this empirical relationship, practical

use of the graphic method can be made. From a lot of squibs intended for

flight use, a simple series of test firings in the All-Fire and No-Fire regions

can provide good relative test data. For example, above the expected Bruceton

All-Fire level, six or so firings at each of three or four current levels can

provide a statistical mean and appropriaie reliability/confidence limits of

the energy-to-fire and yield a good representation of the constant energy

and/or transition region. A modified No-Fire Bruceton Test can be conducted

in the no-fire region and a 50% firing line (plus appropriate reliability
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levels) calculated.

GrIh L -h.,--• r-.1 c t .... .y.. UL LtbLItg. By fitting a curve

between these two regions, an empirical function with a band width can be

established. This relationship can be used for monitoring lot-to-lot uni-

formity and sensitivity, to measure relative sensitivity degradation of the

squibs after abuse, and to provide the ordnance user with a more thorough

knowledge of how a particular squib should function.

ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Analytical solutions to the mechanics of supplying electrical energy to

the bridgewire, the heating of the bridgewire and the consequent explosive

initiation have been examined previously in published literature. However,

a brief review will facilitate the interpretation of the capacitor discharge

energy delivery mode related to the basic equations.

Electrical energy is supplied to the bridgewire. This energy may be

delivered at a constant race (i.e., constant power) or delivered as a function

of time (i.e., power as a function of time). The electrical energy for con-

stant current is simply I 2 Rt (joules). This is the amount of energy delivered

to the squib in time t. This energy is received by the bridgewire, the

temperature of which is increased in proportion to the amount received. This

bridgewire has a specific heat capacity, i.e., a specific number of joules of

energy are required to raise its temperature one degree centigrade. The

dimensions of the specific heat capacity used here are joules/0 C. The

bridgewire also has a specific thermal resistance which unfortunately is not

See Bibliography.
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A

infinitely large. This factor results In heat loss away from the bridgewire

(i.e., through the ceramic. ninn: mAt-rh hp•i e Ar A the

temperature increases, a proportionally higher number of joules per second

(watts) is lost by heat transfer away from the bridgewire.

Illustration la illustrates the typIcal HBW squib. Illustration lb

indicates a thermal representation of this squib. The bridgewire has an

effective thermal capacitance and a thermal resistance. Power into the

bridgewire can be considered in joules per second and the thermal potential

in degrees centigrade. This thermal circuit is directly analogous to the

capacitor/resistor electrical circuit shown in Illustration ic and is the

basic electro-thermal analogy.

This electrical analog of the thermal characteristics of a squib

indicates power input (joules/sec) as current (amperes, or coulombs/sec).

This energy raises the bridgewire temperature (i.e., charges the capacitor)

while also supplying energy to the heat loss paths (i.e., the electrical

resistor) in direct proportion to the temperature. The heat loss in watts

per degree centigrade is represented as 1 . Equivalent units are tabulated
R

below.

ELECTRICAL THERMAL

Amps (coulombs/sec) Watts (joules/set)
Volts °C

Ohms (volts/coulombs/see) °C per Watt (OC/Joule/sec)

mhOs Watts per C

The equations associated with Illustration lc can be handled as follows:

(Total Current) I =I + 12

(Current to the Il = cd= ce
dt

Capacitor)
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(Current to the 12 e"8
Resistor) r

I-, -C- A - r
r rc

c

power in

IT
1) e+ 8 -P(t) (The basic equation.)

7c C

If the power input is considered constant, the equation becomes:

:1

42) +8 K0 -1K2R
.!•1 rci C

IK is the constant current (amperes) delivered to the bridgewire (of

resistance R). Upon integration, equation 2) becomes

3) 
8 =K 2Rr (l-e- t/re)

Equation 3) represents the normal curve utilized for squibs upon application

4 of constant current (the effect of the bridgewire temperature coefficient of

resistivity is considered later). Examination of this equation as time

approaches zero and as time approaches infinity provides the following:

As t +0I I
2 24) =1 Rt/c, Oc=I R = Energy to fire as t ÷0

1-I7
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As t -

5) = T 2Rr or ec =1 2R re E - 0

Equations 3), 4) and 5) represent a simplified solution to the relationship

of time-to-.fre versus current. If 0f (firing temperature) is assumed to be

a relative constant for a lot of squibs and t is a function of IK' the

equation identifying this relationship becomes:

I) IK = f
Rr (l-e- t/re]

This equation, when graphically plotted as time-to-fire versus current,

matches the empirically derived function shown in Graph 4 and is the simplified

analytical solution. A graphical representation of equation 3) displaying

bridgewire temperature as a function of time at several different values of

current input is shown in Graph 5. Note that as time approaches zero the

temperature becomes a simple linear function of time (I K2Rt/c); as time

2approaches infinity the temperature approaches some upper limit (I.c ir).

There are several test techniques that can be applied in order to make

practical use of this analysis of a squib's electrical initiation characteris-

tics. But primarily, this is a tool by which the ordnance user can, with a

relatively small quantity of test squibs (I) identify the relative sensitivity

characteristics of a particular lot of squibs; (2) determine relative firing

reliabilities and confidence levels at different constant current inputs; and *1
(3) measure the relative increase or decrease in sensitivity of squibs after

subjection to any of several environmental abuse tests. For example, the

Sure-Fire level and the energy to fire as t ÷ cc may be found to increase or
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decrease after electro-static discharge or after several short pulses of

All-Fire current.

One interesting approach consists of calculating the electro-thermal

efficiencies of a particular lot of squibs. Graph 6 shows such a plot of

the ratio of time-to-fire to the thermal time constant of a squib versus

the the percentage of delivered energy that is heat loss. As an example, it

is easily determined that if our typical squib has a thermal time constant of

8.0 milliseconds and a sufficiently'high level of constant current is used

in firing to achieve a time-to-fire of 2.0 milliseconds, the heat loss away

from the bridgewire is approximately 10%. This means that if the current

2
were 5.0 amperes the energy delivered would be 50 millijoules (IK Rt). Thus,

45 millijoules would have been expended in increasing the temperature of the

bridgewire and 5 millijoules expended in heat losses. Note that as the firing

time approaches the thermal time constant the heat loss approaches I,
2.718

or 37%.

Also, the Bruceton All--Fire and No-Fire current bands may be plotted

as energy retained within the bridgewire versus time (Graph 7). A typical

I amp/l watt squib is used for this example. Several plots of current to

the bridgewire from 1.0 ampere to 5.0 amperes are illustrated. The No-Fire

band limits of 1.4 ampere No-Fire and 2.6 amperes Sure-Fire are shown. The

2.6 ampere constant current input approaches a limit of 61.0 millijoules.

This can be interpreted as the sure fire energy (retained in the bridgewire)

to achieve reliable initiation. The thermal time constant of this squib

is 61.0/2.6 , or 9.0 milliseconds.

It should be apparent that there is a correlation between energies

derived by the analytical solution and the typical Bruceton test results

(at the .999R/.90C All-Fire limits). No correlation is apparent at the 50%
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levels or the No-Fire levels. The NH-Fire Bruceton data indicates that the

sure fire energy within the bridgewire is 61.0 millijoules (2.6 amperes). "

The 10.0 millisecond Bruceton All-Fire results also indicate an all fire

ULIULgy wiLhin Ehe bridgewire of approximately 61.0 millijoules. An analysis

of the energy margin, if the recommended firing current is 5.0 amperes,

indicates a margin of 150-61.0 or 146% (within 10.0 milliseconds).
61.0

These sensitivity characteristics of a typical 1 amp/l watt squib, the

nominal current levels at which they are fired and the relative reliability

margins will be utilized in the practical design of a capacitor discharge

firing circuit.

CAPACITOR DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

The electro-thermal analogy permitted a definition of the temperature of

the bridgewire as a function of the power in. The previous derivations were

for constant current into the bridgewire. This equation, however, should be

valid for any power input as a function of time.

The instantaneous current from a simple capacitor discharge circuit is:

7) i= I e-t/RC
0

The instantaneous power therefore is:

8) P(t) = I 2Rs e-2t/RC
o

Substituting this value in equation 1)

9) + =1 2Rs e-2t/RC
0 o

rc1- c
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7I
which upon integration becomes

10) 0 Rs RC r (et-r - e~~C
o 2rc-RC

-2t /RC
i1 In this equation the quantity, e- , approximates the fractional energy

S(l~e-t/rc)
left after firing (as a charge on the capacitor) and the quantity (1-e

j! approximates the fraction of energy dissipated as heat losses (away from the

-tire -2t/RC
bridgewire). Thus, if at some time-t, (e - e- ) equals, say,

(0.9-0.3), then 30% of the energy originally stored on the capacitor remained

undischarged, 10% of the energy delivered was dissipated as heat losses, and

(0.9-0.3) or 60% of the stored energy was utilized in heating the bridgewire.

Equation 10) can be differentiated and, by setting dO = 0, the time at
dt

maximum possible bridgewire temperature (i.e., the time beyond which the squib

will never fire as it is then cooling off) can be obtained.

11) t in (2rc/RC)
max 2 - 1

RC rc

This value, t, can be utilized when examining the optimum values for a capaci-

tor discharge circuit.

Using a typical I amp/l watt squib as an example, it is interesting to

examine and compare the theoretical bridgewire temperature (or bridgewire

energy) as a function of time when constant current power and when capacitor

discharge power is applied.

Our typical squib exhibits the following characteristics from the

Bruceton No-Fire Tests (5 minutes): No-Fire level of .999/.90, 1.40 amperes;

mean No-Fire level, 2.00 amperes; and Sure-Fire level of .999/.90, 2.60 amperes.

From a practical standpoint this means that all of these squibs will fire when
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i
2.60 amperes constant current is applied for five minutes. Thus, the Sure-Fire

power level is 6.76 watts and all of the squibs in this lot will have increasing

bridgewire temperatures until initiation (when 2.6 amperes minimum constant

current i Rnp1ied•

When tested with a constant current input higher than the Bruceton All-Fire

level (which might be 3.4 amperes) the .999R/.90C energy-to-fire level is 75.0

millijoules at 7.0 amperes. The theoretical thermal time constant of the squib

is the energy-to-fire as t -÷ 0 divided by the power below which the squib never

fires as t + •. In this case, this is simply 75.0/6.76 or 11.1 milliseconds.

2
The time at which the squib fires with 7.0 amperes is 75.0/7 or 1.53 milli-

seconds. Using Graph 7 to calculate efficiency, the ratio t/re = 1.53/ 11.1

.138 and the heat loss is 6.4%. Therefore, the approximate constant energy

as t - 0 is .936 x 75 or 70.0 millijoules. A more exact thermal time constant

can now be calculated as 70.0/ = 10.34 milliseconds. For calculation

purposes rc will be taken as .010 seconds, the constant power level as 6.76

watts and the constant energy level as 67.6 millijoules.

This same squib when energized from a capacitor discharge power supply

can be examined by utilizing equation 9) and the energy in the bridgewire

plotted versus time (Graph 8). The assumptions are made that the minimum

initial current (I) is 15 amperes, the bridgewire resistance (Rs) is 1.0 ohms,

the total circuit resistance (R) is 2.5 ohms, and the thermal time constant (rc)

is 10 milliseconds. Four different values of capacitance from 200 microfarads *

to 600 microfarads are plotted.

The bridgewire temperature (energy) initially increases at a faster rate

than with the constant power input. However, unlike the constant power input,

it reaches a maximum value and then decreases. It should also be noted that
44

as the electrical time constant (RC) is increased the Oc curve becomes flatter

1
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approaching the constant current curves as RC approaches infinity. As a

f first approximation of thp mnimu- anpaiitazc value used in tnis example,

the basic equation can be set equal to 67.7 millijoules and solved for the

capacitance. This results in approximately 285 microfarads. Initiation

would occur at 1.25 milliseconds. However, the bridgewire would only be at

this energy level instantaneously and then would begin to cool off. It can

be seen that the 600 microfarad capacitor would provide an energy margin of

136-68, or 100%.
68

It is hoped that the foregoing discussion will be sufficient to demonstrate

how constant current squib parameters might be used for the sizing of capacitor

discharge circuits. One typical design approach will be described and the

effects of secondary charactersitics not considered in the simple analogy

briefly discussed.

The practical design of a capacitor discharge firing circuit entails

a number of parameters. However, the following exercise indicates one

approach wherein the relationship between the electrical and thermal time

constants becomes quite apparent. Equations 7) and 11) can be combined to

yield:

12) A\2 (M) 1 where Y RC
i . |1-Y 2rc

Equation 12) is plotted in Graph 9 and can be utilized for design solutions.

First, a maximum allowable current to the squib is established.

Experience and available test techniques (in our example) suggest limiting

this to approximately 22 amperes. For optimum design efficiency a maximum

operating voltage consistent with this 22 ampere limit is desired. However,
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an upper limit of 150 volts seems advisable to facilitate packaging and preclude

high VQ!tngC arcing. AT IF LIuL of high reiiabi.l:Lty inuustrial components

with optimal size to weight ratios makes tantalum foil capacitors ntt1etive,

while 50 volts maximum appears to be a practical upper limit for available

hardware. Note that optimum design is predicated upon specific requirements

and subsequent tradeoffs, i.e., size, weight, reliability, availability, cost,

rated voltage, rated capacity, etc.

The 22 amperes I maximum and 50 volts V maximum indicate a 2.3 ohm R
0 0

minimum. Allowing an anticipated AR of 0.70 results in a maximum resistance

of 3.0 ohms. This maximum resistance, R, will predicate our worst case. The

basic squib characteristics of energy-to-fire as time approaches zero (E )

and constant current required to fire as time approaches infinity (I.) are

utilized to define the thermal time constant re. In our example we find that

a 0.999 reliability/90% confidence examination of the squib indicates 0.75 joules

(E0) and 2.8 amperes (I.). The rc product is E /12Rs or .075/2.82, which is 9.6

milliseconds for a 1-ohm squib. Note that the worst case thermal time constant

is not the longest thermal time constant possible, but represents that squib

requiring the highest energy (E) and the highest firing current (I.).

Graph 9 can be used directly. However, it is convenient to replot now

that some parameters have been fixed. Letting C = 2rc Y = 2x.0096 T =.00644 Y
R max. 3

and V = i R = 2.8x3 = 8.4 , a replot of minimum capacitance versus

minimum voltage can be established as in Graph 10. At this time, the voltage

regulation is examined and the upper voltage set as, say, 50 volts. Thus,

a ±10% regulated voltage would be nominally 45.5 volts or 41.0 volts minimum.

From Graph 10 it is determined that a capacitance of 31Ouf is required. In

this example, the capacitors available are reduced to 75% of nominal capacity
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I
at the lowest expected temperature; thus, 413uf (nominal) is required.

The electronic design engineer must observe a number of precautions in I
rho A1inlye procedure. Exc~ozvc valtagc dcra•i•g on polarized =ci4paLLuL,

for instance, may affect reliability adversely. A solid state switch, such

as a silicon controlled rectifier must be represented as a constant voltage

drop and a resistance. In this event the V in our equation is reduced by
0

this drop. The equivalent series resistance of the capacitors and other

circuit resistance parameters must be known and controlled within limits.

The capacitor reliability at peak discharge current must be examined.

One typical spacecraft circuit utilized on the Mariner 1964 spacecraft

involved a transformer coupled a.c. input with rectification and limiting

resistors to the capacitor charge bank. Silicon controlled rectifiers were

utilized for switching and the limiting resistors so sized that even a shorted

squib would eventually result in less than the required holding current. Thus,

no protection against squib shorts was necessary and the resulting design in-

corporated a minimum of components. One ohm load resistors were placed in

series with each squib to provide isolation and incidentally mechanize the

measurement of current.

SECONDARY CHARACTERISTICS

Of the parameters not previously considered, the most important appears

to be the change of squib resistance with time. The utilization of one

composite thermal time constant for the squib instead of multiple time con-

stants appears to be of lesser iiiportnnce; however, this factor must be

remembered in any rigorous he-cling of the data as time approaches infinity.

The thermal analog utilizing multiple tire constants is not only cumbersome

in its equations, but selection of the proper critical temperature/voltage
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I
element is somewhat open to question.

CULUiJI:dLtJLIUtn uf Lhu chauge uf squib resisLance ( ) due to the temperature

coefficient of resistivity (a) results in the following equations for constant

current firings.

13) C6 + IK2Rs (I + a)
r

14) Oc K2 Rs rc ( e-( IK 2 Rs

K1 KRS a r

This equation can be examined at the firing temperature ( 0f) at which

time c0 A. The quantity, A, is the fractional change of resistance from

ambient to firing and can be obtained from test results. As time approaches

infinity equation 14) yields:

15) 6 fc = lW2Rs (I + A) rc

ff
Combining the equations 14) and 15) when ctef = A , the following is obtained.

[2 2 ~2]
16) fc - t Rs [A(IK- I2-

Equation 16) can be relatively useful. A, t, Rs, and I are measurable for a

given squib. I can be obtained from Bruceton test results for a particular

squib lot. The corresponding capacitor discharge equation utilizing aO is

complicated. The first approximation yields:

17) c6 + O 1 2Rs (1 + aO )e-2t/RC

r
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2 -2ttR
-t -I Rs ar (I.-e /

1 8 ) _c e e 2 + - e t-R C

To 2I's 2- + 1 2Ra a/c 2 - + I 2Rs u e-/C

RC r c TC -rc
c

Equation 17) is not quite correct. It should be:

19)c~ e ~2 J2t/RC (1+ O~Rs)19) C6 + I•2R (I + a6) e-
R

As the parameters 0 and t both appear in exponential form, no technique for

integration occurs. This equation can be examined at the maximum temperature

where 0 - 0, e a 0f, and Of AA. However, the resulting equation:

20) (If 2  2t/C(R + Rs)

is the basic capacitor discharge equation, and, having no boundaries for energy

delivered, is not too meaningful.

The effect of a on our simplified analogy must be examined. In practice,

the curve resulting from equation 6) is superimposed on the various constant

current firing data derived in testing. Any significant deviation of the data

from this idealized curve would indicate second order effects. Equations 16)

and 18) could then be used for spot checks.

The simple analogy does appear to be adequate for sizing the typical

1 amp/l watt squib utilized in this report. This squib does have a resistance

change but the equations supply counteracting factors. First, the derivation

of E from constant current data neglected the effect of a and thus gave ao

value lower than actual. Second, the simplified analogy fails to account for

the increasing squib resistance. Thus, although the calculated E may be low,
0
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the squib receives more energy than calculated for a given current. This 11
effect is enhanced since the increasing squib resistance not only increases " I
the instantaneous nnwpr hii- n1...... the portion of th, available energy which the

squib itself receives in the capacitor discharge circuit. A final detrimental

factor exists in that the increasing total loop resistance increases the elec-

trical time constant and produces a slower energy delivery thus increasing heat

losses.

From the above, it can be seen that the simple analogy has its pitfalls

and that test results are required on a given squib before final determination

of the applicability of this approach can be made.

In summary, a short electrical time constant for the circuit is desirable

so that the energy being delivered at a fast rate can be most effectively

utilized. A long thermal time constant for the squib is desirable so that the

initial electrical energy can be utilized primarily for heating the bridgewire,

thus minimizing the heat losses. The optimum design of a low voltage capacitor

discharge firing circuit requires consideration of these time constants in rela-

tion to each other, and considerable awareness of second order effects, only a

few of which are discussed here.
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DISCUSSION

The C used in this paper for all applications, constant current and
capacitor discharge, is the specific heat. The R is the reciprocal of heat
loss in OC/watt; this was also used in capacitor discharge and constant
current work. This dialogue became lengthy and chairman VanLandingham

suggested that the two men get together after the meeting to discuss the work.
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INTRODUCTION

The LEED System (Laser Energized Explosive Device) operates

in a greatly simplified manner and eliminates the use of all

connecting metallic lines, bridgewires, spark gaps, ceramic

headers, etc. The laser source creates an energy pulse which

is transmitted via non-metallic, fiber optic conductors

-irectly to the pyrotechnic compound to produce the required

_eaction. This system has eliminated the danger oi premature

actuation or "dudding" of an explosive device in the presence

of radio frequency or electrostatic energy. It has also

eliminated the problems of premature actuation of pyrotechnic

compounds from shock or relatively high temperature.
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HAZARDS AND OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS OF CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS

The three conventional systems; Hot bridgewire explosively-

actuated devices, exploding bridgewire devices, and percussion-

actuated devices are all affected to varying degrees by the

hazards of RF, electrostatic energy, temperature environments,

operational checkout, simultaneity of actuation and remote operation.

1. RF Effects on Electro-Explosive Devices

Hot bridgewire and EBW systems are susceptible to RF energies

because their bridgewires are coupled to the electrical lead wires

used to transmit the energy from the power source to the bridgewire

within the explosive device. These components, unless extensively

and expensively shielded, constitute an effective antenna to receive

the RF energy. Since, in a hot bridgewire device, the bridgewire is

specifically designed to actuate the explosive at a relatively low

energy level, premature actuation can occur. In an EBW device

which is designed to require a high energy level for actuation, the

RF energy can be integrated into sufficient thermal energy to "dud"

the unit or otherwise degrade its performance. The RF energy may

also be rectified within the unit by the electrical discontinuity

at the bridgewire interface.

The presence of this high voltage between the bridgewire and case

of the unit leads to premature actuation or dudding because of high

voltage degradation in a pins-to-case mode.
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2. Electrostatic Hazards

1 •The electrostatic hazard can be generated in many ways. The follow-

ing are the most significant. It can be generated by the action of

personnel nandling devices, due to their body capacitance and

mechanical motion. It can also be transmitted from another source

such as a vehicle which may become charged due to the turbo-electric

charging of the vehicle moving through the air, by antenna rectific-

ation, or thermionic emission from large rocket engines. If this

energy is in turn transmitted into the initiator via the bridgewire

transmission system and/or the initiator grounding system, degradation

or premature initiation of the pyrotechnic can occur.

3. Temperature Restriction

Most explosives used in both hot bridgewire and EBW systems are

limited to temperature extremes of around 350 0 F. Operation in

temperature extremes above these levels requires short term exposure

or the result will be degradation of the pyrotechnic function or

premature actuation.

4. Simultaneity of Actuation

Simultaneity of occurrence is a relative problem, with percussion-

actuated devices having the poorest simultaneity capability because

of the mechanisms required to actuate these devices. Hot bridge-

wire devices are somewhat improved over percussion-actuated devices

because of the more efficient actuation of the hot bridgewire firing

method.
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I
However, this is still limited to the millisecond range. The

explosive bridgewire device exhibits the highest simultaneity

capability of any of the conventional systems due to the rapid

delivery of high energy into the exploding bridgewire interface

and the fast reaction of the secondary material.

5. Checkout Capability

The conventional systems are very limited in the ability to deter-

mine their operational status. Operational capability is inferred

by examinations and tests made prior to the time that actuation is

necessary. Also, there is no sound method for establishing if any

degradation of the pyrotechnic compound has occurred due to time

or other environmental exposure. Also, there are extreme

difficulties in evaluating the operational capabilities of the EBW

system. The intricate spark gap is difficult to test and this in

turn makes it even more difficult to check the presence or integrity

of the bridgewirr. A confined detonating fuse system which may be

employed to transfer the detonation from the EBW detonator to the

receptor has no method of operational checkout to determine whether

or not it will function properly before actuation is actually

attempted.

In summary, it can be seen that designing for, or tolerating, these

hazards cause significant compromises to be made in the overall

efficiency of a conventional system.
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LEED DEVELOPMENT

On the basis of several Dreliminary exnerimentq iitilizinic i 1;r

to initiate explosives, the company decided to fund an in-house

investigation of laser-energized systems. The reasons were

clear7 if explosives could be initiated using coherent light as a

source of energy and a means found to transmit it to various

components (detonators, initiators, igniters, etc.), one could

not only eliminate the RF, electrostatic, and EMI problems, but

might possibly arrive at a system that was a great deal simpler in

design. The result is the LEED System. Soundness and versatility

of the concept have been thoroughly established and the system is

now undergoing final development testing.

THEORY AND OPERATION

A. Lasers

Lasers (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation)

provide a coherent light output essentially at a single mono-

chromatic frequency. Both ruby and neodymium lasers are currently

being used in LEED System. Basically, solid-state lasers work in

the same manner. A number of active atoms in a solid-state crystal

are raised to a metastable energy level by means of optical pumping.

The characteristics of the system are such, that as these atoms

fall to lower energy levels, they emit radiation. This radiation

stimulates in-phase radiation of other atoms and the output is a

highly collimated beam of light of sharply defined frequency.
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The following discussion is an extremely simplified version of how

lasers operate and is presented only to provide background on the

LEED System.

Scattered throughout the ruby crystal, in a typical laser system,

are many chromium ions in a ground state or normal energy level

(Level 1), see Figure 1 and 2. When the chromium ions are excited

above the ground state, they are raised to a high energy semistable

(metastable) energy level 3. The energy input to cause this

activity isusually derived from a xenon flashlamp. These chromium

ions do not, however, return to their ground state in one jump.

Some drop (decay) from Level 3 to Level 1 directly, and some drop

to Level 2 and remain at that energy level for a short time interval.

The rate at which the chromium ions go from Level 3 to Level 2 is

greater than the rate of those going directly to Level 1 or from

Level 2 to Level 1. In addition, the rate at which the ions go from

" •Level 2 to Level 1 is less than the rate at which they are raised

from Level 1 to Level 3. In effect, the chromium ion population

level becomes inverted and produces the only condition in which

coherent amplified light can be produced. At this point, there are

more atoms at Level 2 than at the ground state and stimulated

emission is superimposed on any spontaneous emission. This phenomenon

occurs because, as the chromium ions drop from Level 2 to Level I.,

they emit photons of light at specific wavelengths and frequencies.

These photons shower down individually and stimulate further emission

of photons from other chromium ions in Level 2.
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I
This activity increases with photon reinforcing photon in a precise

Sphase relationship. As this antivi tv i n sra . .t-raT.s nf nhnt.rnms

bounce back and forth along the axis of the ruby crystal due to the

reflectivity of the end mirrors which control the feedback of the

optical amplifier system. They build in intensity until they burst

from the partially reflecting mirror, and precisely perpendicular to

it,in the form of a highly coherent beam of light of about 6943F.

The key to the entire process that produces in-step or coherent

radiation; is that of an incident photon triggering an ion to emit a

photon in-phase with the incident photon.

B. Fiber Optics

The techniques of transmitting laser energy through long transparent

plastic or glass fibers is relatively new. These fiber optics are

produced in many forms and sizes, including single fibers and fiber

bundles, either solid or completely flexible. Diameters of glass and

plastic fibers may be as small as 4 or 5 microns and as large as

desired. Light is propogated through fibers by a series of internal

wall-to-wall reflections when the light is induced within the accept-

ance angle of the fiber to cause these total reflections from the

walls. Individual fibers are insulated from one another by a glass

"cladding." This cladding must be at least 0.5 micron or one wave-

length thick in order to be effective. Some light is lost in its

transmission in an optical fiber and this loss is a function of the

absorption of the glass or plastic.
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In addition, there are lGsses in the light as it enters and leaves

the fibers. Optical fibers may be tapered to concentrate or L
diffuse a light source and the faces of a bundle of optical

fibex.s may be treated, ground or polished dependent on the results

desired.

The maximum angle at which a fiber accepts light is dependent on the

indices of refraction of the fiber and the cladding. The behavior

of light in different fibers is a function of many variables, fiber

configuration, materials, wavelengths, etc. Many types of optical

fibers have been investigated in many combinations of core material,

cladding materials, end-finishes, diameter and lengths. This invest-

igation resulted in being able to select optimum fibers and a method

of treatment to increase their efficiency. These fibers can be

produced in long lengths and are completely flexible. They can be

tied in knots, dropped, vibrated, and smashed with minimal degrad-

ation in their light transmitting properties and can operate in

temperature environments of -450°F up to +1200 0 F. They are completely

unaffected by E and H fields. Some fibers are also very resistant to

high neutron flux fields.

C. Explosives and Propellants

The high temperatures which can be produced by concentrating the

laser light in a very small area, are sufficient to initiate almost

any explosive.

I- .
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Secondary explosives are also detonated. In order to further

optimize the LEED system, and reduce the enerqv and power levels

necessary throughout the entire system, we are investigating many I
propellants and explosive combinations, their chemistry and the

optical parameters. The end object is the development of a

series (primary and secondary) of explosives insensitive to any

damaging environment, but capable of reacting to the laser beam and

producing any end-function necessary. In addition, we are invest-

igating absorption spectra of inert compounds in order to produce

combinations in which degradation of the pyrotechnic compounds may

be discovered by optical means. These compounds are mixed as

indicators into the explosive itself.

The coherent light emitted from the laser is transmitted into the

optical fiber at an acceptance angle which is optimum for that

fiber. These acceptance angles are quite low, on the order of 7 to

9 degrees maximum and produce the highest reflective quantities

from the internal walls of the fiber and consequently the best trans-

mission of light. The fibers selected for any system are selected

on the basis of the end-function or requirements of the system.

The use of the laser has provided a new and unique approach to the

design of initiators, detonators, igniters, and other ordnance

devices (see figure 3). The initiator used with the LEED system looks

exactly like a normal EBW or hot bridgewire unit on the outside.
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It is, however, extremely simple in design. All bridgewires,

spark gaps, pins, ceramic headers, insulators, etc., have been J

totally eliminated and the device simply contains the explosive

compound sealed in by means of a glass window. The glass itself

is a high quality infrared transmitting glass with tapered conical

shaped edges which recollimates the laser beam being received from

the optical fiber and loads the window optimally. The windows are

designed, and have been tested, to withstand up to 100,000 psi and

allow the application of laser light on the explosive compound over

.2a 0.01 in area.

Connectors

One of the most interesting features of the LEED System isthe ease

of connecting the optical fibers to the end-users: detonators,

initiators, etc. The system does not require any special methods of

optical fiber end-coating, grinding, or special geometry and the

optical fiber ends can be cut and mated to the connector in simple

fashion. End treating controls are not complex and do not require

any sophisticated tooling to achieve. A processing system is under

development and will enable this operation to be performed "in the

field" with simple hand tools.

The connectors do not have to be water or moisture tight since these

environments do not effect the transmission of energy from the

donor to the receiving fiber.
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No indexing is required since there is no polarity in the common

sense of the word. Through bulkhead initiation is accomplished

with the simplest of connectors. Instead of the normal explosive

donor transmitting a shock wave through the bulkhead to an

explosive receiver, a hermetically-sealed window in the bulkhead

wall.. is used to pass the laser energy through the wall and elimin-

ates ;iny shock to the bulkhead itself. The window can be sealed to

withstand up to 100,000 psi and 1000 0 F. Connector areas can be

significantly reduced since the amount of energy transmitted by

the laser system (per unit area) is many times that of an electrical

system.

The LEED system is completely insensitive to E and H fields. The

only physical connection to a detonator or initiator, or group of

these devices, is the series of optical fibers. The coherent light

moves, independently of these fields, to the explosive device and

causes the pyrotechnic reaction. Since the optical fibers and the

ordnance devices are immune to reaction of these fields, (they

contain no electrical circuitry or are pure Faraday shields;

radiation has no means by which it can produce effects), the system

is completely safe and reliable. Tests have been conducted to

determine if any electrical phenomena occurs due to the coherent

light being transmitted through the fiber. It has been found not

to be measurable if even existing.
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Accidently setting off the LEED System by means of extraneous

light sources is very nearly, if not totally, impossible for

the following reasons:

a. High intensity non-coherent sources are very nearly non-

existent. Tests with output energy as high as 5000 joules,

using non-coherent sources, have been focused into the fibers

and have not set off any reaction.

b. Due to the characteristics of the fiber optics, unless the

energy it is transmitting is coherent, the phenomenon

necessary for pyrotechnic reaction will not be present and

since there are no naturally coherent sources, the hazard is

eliminated.

c. The fiber is totally internally reflecting and, hence, is

totally externally reflecting. Therefore no energy will be

received by the fiber unless it is within the acceptance

angle of the fiber which is below 9 degrees.

It can be seen that a very high intensity light (higher than the

flux density of the surface of the sun) that is coherent, at the

right frequency to transmit efficiently down the fiber, and within

the acceptance angle of the fiber must be used. To have all of these

parameters occurring and available at a single moment in time at a

specific location, is for all practiPal purposes impossible.
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It can be seen that due to the inherent characteristics of the LEED

System, electrical tests on the device and its transmitting fibers

are totally meaningless, thereby eliminating many MIL Specifica- I
tion tests. Since the device and components are themselves solid-

state (solid fibers of glass or plastic, and initiators or detonators

which are hollow metal shells) the requirements for tests such as

jolt, jumble, sand, dust, fungus, etc., have been greatly reduced.

The laser package itself is nothing more than a firing unit attached

to a flash lamp and no new hazards have been introduced by the

design of this system. Usually, initiators and detonators with their

associated firing leads travel outward from a central location into

a mom hazardous or exposed environment in an aircraft, missile, or

spacecraft. The strains put into the firing package have already

been adequately remedied in the development of the present EBW firing

SI control system which is similar in design.

These units have exhibited the capability of operating in all current

aerospace environments. There is every confidence that the more

simplified firing unit used in the LEED System will easily meet those

requirements.

The laser head is designed to be a completely mechanically solid

and integrated unit. The emitting rod, whether ruby or neodymium,

is mechanically located at one focus of a solid-state ellipse, with

the linear flash lamp located at the other foci.
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These two components are held in a clear transmitting glass which

is supported along its length. The laser head requires no cooling

of any type and therefore, the normal susceptibility of cooling

equipment to adverse environmental conditions is eliminated.

LEED devices (initiators and detonators) have been placed under

water and been fired. Since there are no electrical connections

they have been proved to be perfectly safe and totally reliable for

underwater operations.

Checkout

Most of the current ordnance systems, hot bridgewire, EBW, CDF,

etc., are extremely hard to check out reliably. LEED Systems allow

visible optical checkout of the entire optical fiber system, the

window, and the condition of the propellant or explosive. One mode

of checkout is simply to inject light into the optical fiber.

Briefly, the checkout procedure for a LEED System is as follows:

A multiple input is used for all devices, i.e., some fibers are

available for transmitting the laser pulse to the reacting pyro-

technic device and a small number of fibers are reserved for checkout

purposes. These checkout fibers are routed to a convenient location,

where they receive an input of non-coherent light. This light energy

reflects down the fiber, through the sealing window in the device and

onto the pyrotechnic compound. The pyrotechnic compound then reflects

a portion of the light back through the window, through the fibers,

to a receiving device.
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Depending upon the color (absorption spectra) of the pyrotechnic

compound or pyrotechnic compound in combination with various inert

indicators, a refiective readcut is available di- he uuLpuL unu

of return fib•- •n-- ,.- .ite the us of •• wa,,niq

blue dot flashbulb. If this bulb was placed at the end of a fiber

system and one looked down the fiber onto the blue dot, (which

would reflect its blue light back through another fiber in the

same bundle), a positive indication of the condition of the bulb

could be made. If oxidation, moisture, or some other condition

occurred, a change in the color of the reflected light would show a

"no-go" condition of the system.

If the fibers are broken at any point along their routing, we can

assess this system failure since we receive no light return. In

addition, if an initiator or detonator has not been connected to the

fiber, there will be no light return showing a discontinuity in the

system.

The use of such a system for checkout allows inspection of the energy

carrying capability of the fiber, the transmitting condition of the

sealing window, and to a good degree, the chemical state of readiness

of the pyrotechnic compound. With this system it is possible to have

a non-coherent light source on at all times and know the condition of

the pyrotechnic compound and the entire system at any time prior to

firing.



When the laser is energized and coherent light is emitted to fire

the device, a small light return from the window to the checkout

fibeL i5 returned allowing the timing ot the actuation of the

WThon the pyrotechnic CoMpoUnl reacts, anid emI[iLb iLb

characteristic light due to the emission spectra of the various

compounds that are burning, a light output at the checkout fibers

can be seen, and if applicable, this light can be photographed for

later spectrographic analysis to determine sought-after parameters

and characteristics of the reaction. After pyrotechnic reaction

has occurred, the detection of the darkening or blackening of the

windows from oxidation taking place by the pyrotechnic on its

surface during the reaction, provides a positive indication that

the reaction took place.

Explosives and Propellant Characteristics

Many tests on various explosive and propellant combinations have

been conducted and a number have been selected for use with the LEFD

System. These range from the primaries to the secondaries, although

from the safety standpoint either type may be used.

Some customer specifications insist upon secondary explosives, and

for that reason a number are being tested and qualified with the

system, for example,PETN and RDX. The door has been opened by the

development of the LEED System for the use of mixes which have

special properties and characteristics.
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Requirements such as shock, drop, friction, electrostatic input,

heating rate, etc., have been set up and these tests are being

performed on various new compounds in an effort to develop a

material which is tailored to the operating characteristics of

the LEED System.

Firing

The LEED System power supply is adap~table to the normal electrical

systems used in aircraft, missiles and spacecraft., The system

operates in a similar fashion 'to an EBW system.'

A low voltage source, i.e., DC battery or 400 cycles At, is used as

input energy. This is then stepped up to a higher voltage and'

charged into a capacitor. The capacitor is then "dumped" into the

optical pumping source, which may-be a xenon flaslilamp, to create

the necessary population inversion in the 'ruby or neodymium rod.'

Basically, the system is a low' voltage, "to hig4h voltage step up, to

energy storage, and then via an electriQal switch, to the flashlamp.

Since simultaneity is hot a function of.-system ready-time, but a

function of the relative time of occurrences of the ehd devices,,

it is obvious that a laser system which can initiate a large number

of devices from the same burst* of energy should have an increased

advantage in this area..
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With an EBW system, a separate firing unit is necessary for each

detonator or initiator. Simultaneity of the LEED System is

enhanced over an EBW system because of the fact that simultaneity

is a measurement of the relative time between any two occurrences.

In an EBW system, where a separate firing unit is necessary for

each end function, one must take into account not only the variables

of the reaction, but the variables of reaction time of the firing

units. With the LEED System, since all pyrotechnics are actuated

from the same output of coherent light, the only variables are the

reaction times of the detonators or initiators themselves.

By producing optical fibers of the same length and characteristics,

the system is uniform. It is also possible to use fibers of vary-

ing length and matched to varying optical properties to produce

simultaneity.

D. LEED Systems Applications

SOS, Inc., has developed LEED as a systems conce.': and for the first

time ordnance can be handled as a complete integrated system. In

the pas'i, for example, with hot bridgewire systems, ordnance was

usually a device that was attached to another electrical power

system or the distribution capability of another system. This

penalized the designer of the ordnance component as well as the use

of the component, and did not allow the flexibility of design

necessary for optimum performance.
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The most important characteristic of the LEED System is its

inherent flexibility. Since the laser source is capable of

supplying energy for detonators, initiators, igniters, etc.,

from the same output pulse, it is now possible to connect all

of these to a common energy supply line. For example, a multi-

branching output fiber bundle may be routed to as many as 50 :o

100 leads which may be used for all devices in the system. All

of these individual systems are independent of one another and

are isolated electrically but programmed from a single source.

This capability has been a requirement in the past, but was not

available in hot bridgewire or EBW Systems.
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E T~GLASS SEAL

BRIDGEWIRE

CONNECTOR PINS

PYROTECHNIC MIX

INSULATORS .IQ , WIRE

ow IWA, #v•#rn*-
SPARK GAP

EXPLODING WIRE

CERAMIC SEAL

DETONATING NIX •

INSULATOHS--""- I I X.S.W..
CONDUCTING LASER OPTIC

L.ASER ENEEtdIZED EXPLOSIVE DVMCE
VT1LM^Z601 IONUP LAErx ERotpiw ran GsiUANTwSD
LmOITAV10 OPW ORPMMNICE isvoya" tee"OAwQT.

100,000 PSI WINDOW

DETONATING OR DEFLAGRATING MIX

Laser-energized explosive device (bottom) compared with
hot-wire and E. B. W. initiators.

10

90

Integrated laser-energized explosive device system. Legend: 1) electrical power sourcL

2) high-voltage generator and control system, 3) laser-firing energy sources, 4) energy-

sequencing system and firing control unit, 5) integrated lasei units, 6) safe and arm
device, 7) solid-stage optical switch, 8) explosive devices, 9) light-activated remote
controls, 10) safe-arm feedback system, 11) optical switch control links.
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DISCUSSION

Coherent light is used to keep energy within the fiber. The

free running laser supplies light in discrete pulses to the fiber that

serves to bunch the light cutput and effectively amplify the light in this

manner. This feature provides a fuse effect and also prevents sources

like zenon lamp flashes or atomic explosions from firing the explosive.

Some pyrotechnics are too transparent to the light from this

source. PETN, for example, absorbs energy strongly from light that is

below a wavelength of 200 millimicrons but above this the absorption

drops from 100% to 12 - 18%. Additives are used with some materials to

increase absorption. These additives do not increase the impact sensitivity

of the explosive materials appreciably.

Alignment of the fibers and the acceptor is no real problem. The

fibers are cut off with a razor blade for demonstration purposes.

Vibration, moisture, and dirt have little effect on the system.

Forty-foot drops, 30-caliber machine gun firings or several inches of water

have little effect as long as the window is not completely opaque.

1 .
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Louie J. Montesi

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland

1. Current Navy design practice for explosive trains is to interrupt the

action of the sensitive explosives between the initiator and the input

to the lead and/or booster. The explosive action is interrupted to

avoid accidents from unintentional initiation of the "sensitive"

explosives in the train. This has previously been accomplished by

interposition of barriers and/or by misalignment of the train components.

•. A second Navy requirement is that arming, or alignment of the

displaced coMncnents, for example detonator to lead, be accomplished

after launch. In underwater ordnance, such arming is usually accomplished

by mechanical means, actuated by either water pressure or movement of

the device through water.

3. A third Navy requirement is that any explosive used beyond the

interrupter shall be no more sensitive than the Navy standard of

tetryl.

4. An appealing approach to the development of systems which are to

arm after water entry is to utilize the difference between the confining

action of air and of water to control propagation of detonation.

Stresau and Slie inventedý a "Water Confinement Arming Device" using

the above differential confinement principle. This is a device which

will propagate to detonation only when immersed in water. It does not

depend on physical interruption of the column to prevent detonation

propagation when in air. The detonato?, as further refined by Stresau

is shown in Fig. 1.
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5. The unique feature of this design is that a lightly confined

column of explosive is surrounded by an annular air cavity and, in

turn, by a relatively heavy metal tube. The diameter of the column

of e-rploaiva l -v-r1 ao ;hat it is less than the failure diameter

when the annular cavity is filled with air, and larger than its

failure diameter when this same cavity is filled with water. This

change in "failure diameter" ir the result of the greater effectiveness

of water as a confining medium. This effect is further increased by

the reflected shock wave from the surrounding tube.

6. Streeau in his original assessment of safety and reliability used

a "no dent criterion" for a detonator failure in air. That is, when

his device was initiated in air, explosives could propagate to and

through the base charge, but could not produce any measurable dent in

a steel witness block used to measure base charge output'. However

.his design when fired in air occassionally permitted comlete burning

of the base charge explosive.

7. The purpose of this report is to describe work at the Naval Ordnance

Laboratory undertakLn to further the development of an explosive device

of this type. Our work has five facets:

a. Study feasibility of using higher density nitroguanidine

to increase mechanical stability to vibrational forces.

b. Quench burning action when fired in air.

c. Verify confinement enhancement effect of steel Jacket when

in water.

d. Improve fabrication methods: shorter column, better plastic

tubing material.
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e. Make item capable of meeting usuaJl surveillance conditions

:uL•" cplovive components, i.e. H•ii-Std-3C4 temperature-humidity cycle.

8. The first teats conducted (on part of the work being reported here)

on the water confinement arming device, as refined by Stresau, were to

determine the optimum charge density of the nitroguanidine transmission

charge. Devices having transmission charge densities from 0.35 gm/cms

to 1.25 gm/cm were tested in air and water. Table 1, gives the results

of these tests. It can be concluded from the results that the nitro-

guanidine transmission charge density should be less than 0.80 gm/cs?

and more than 0.35 gm/cr? for reliable initiation of the base charge

in water. As regards safety, or chance initiation of the base charge

in air, no high order initiation of the base charge occurred over the

entire density range.

9. In addition to these tests the propagation velocity of nitroguanidine

at various densities was measured underwater using a 35 m= smear camera.

The propagation velocities of nitroguanidine were measured in two test

configurations: with and without the outer metal confining sleeve. As

earlier stated it was suspected that the shock wave underwater was

reinforced by the reflected shock ,ave from this confining tube. The

results of these tests (see Table 2) although inconclusive appear to

support this suspicion. It is also evident that the propagation

velocity increases as the density of the nitroguanidine transmission

charge increases. From the records we noticed that the maximum

propagation velocity was always reached prior to a detonation run

length of 22.5 mm. For this reason it was felt that the exposed tube
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10. To determine the feasibility of quenching burning of the base CH-6

charge when the device is in air, and completely detonating the base

charge when the device is in water, an aluminum barrier plate was

placed between the intermediate CH-6 charge and the base charge.

Several other changes were also made based on the propagation velocity

studies, see Fig. 2.

11. Tests were conducted to determine the optimum barrier thickness

required for reliable detonation transfer in water. The observed

probability of initiation through this barrier was studied as a

function of the barrier thickness. The data are summarized in Table 3.

There were 54 out of 52 successful fires made with barriers ranging in

thickness from 40 to 200 mils. Using binomial statistics , we can

deduce a reliability of at least 94.6% at 95% confidence for a 40 mil

barrier. However, 19 out of 19 fires were observed with a barrier

thickness of 150 mils, a thickness nearly four times greater than our

intended 40 mil design thickness. These data intuitively indicate a

high margin of reliability for the system. The results at 150 mils

combined with the observed 2 responses out of 8 trials at 250 mils can

be combined to give a quantitative estimate of reliability at 40 mils

by the following process.

12. Experience tells us that the probability of detonation transfer*

through solid barriers in small diameter systems such as this increases

*The probability is expressed as a straight line function.
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as the logarithm of the reciprocal barrier thickness 5 . We observed

2 responses out of 8 trials at a barrier of 250 mils. Although the I
oh~er~red •'rnmbAbhlli't.yr is 0.h2r,, if! at least one--•cc in t'-n-"÷-

that the true probability of firing might be as much as 0.60. At a

barrier thickness of 150 mils, 19 successes were observed in 19 trials.

The estimate of the true probability of firing at 95% confidence could

be as low as 85.4%. Expressing the normalized probability coordinates

in probitsP we can extrapolate a conservative estimate of reliability

of greater than 99.91%. Table 4 shows how this extrapolation is made.

13. The safety aspects of the WARAS Device*tested in air were assessed

using the VARIC(P test procedure 7 . This procedure is a method developed

by Ayres, et al, and can be used to determine the detonation transfer

probability across some explosive interface. Figvx.e 3(a) is a blown

up view of the aft end of the WARAS Detonator. When one uses the

VARICOMP test procedure to assess safety, an explosive more sensitive

than the design explosive is used. The VARICOMP test explosives have

been calibrated by the NOL Small Scale Gap Tests, Figure 3(b). We

wish to prove that detonation will not propagate in air from nitro-

guanidine to the CH-6 base charge across the 40-nil thick aluminum

barrier. We therefore substitute more sensitive explosives--PE-MN and

Calcium Stearate-MDe, (1. 6 5/98.35)--for the C11-6 below the aluminum

barrier. It should be noted that only the CH-6 in the base charge is

changed.

14. As an additional conservatism we carried out all of the safety

tests with a thinner barrier than is intended in the final design, i.e.

25 mils instead of 4o mils.

*Acronym for Water Arm-Air Safe Detonator
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15. The resulto are 3hown in Table 5. Three types of quenching were

noted; (a) somewhere iA the nitroguanidine column leaving somi unburned

nitroguanidine, (b) somewhere in the intermediate CH-6 charge above the

alurinm barrler leawills buu un -ned GH-6, and (c) quenching at the

barrier with all explosives above the barrier being consumed. Only

when the latter outcome was observed was there any chance of initiating

the VARICOMP explosive. Consequently only line 2 of Table 5 can be

used in the VARICOIP safety analysis.

16. Using binomial statistics we can assume that even though we saw

no transfers out of 4 trials at 95% confidence there could be as =.ich

as 52.7% response with PE7N in this configuration. This gives a limit

on the drive across this interface of no more than 2.81 DBg. But a very

conservative estimate8 for the firing probability of CH-6 pressed at

10,000 psi in this system is 0.1% at 95% confidence. However, we are

using CH-6 at 22,000 psi rather than at 10,000 psi, and CH-6 is known

to be considerably more difficult to initiate at the higher loading

pressure.

17. Since the safety and reliability aspects of the WARAS Detonator

were deemed acceptable with a 40-mil thick aluminum barrier, a number

of these units were made and subjected to the standard Navy environmental

and surveillance tests with the results shown in Table 6. As can be

seen, the WARAS Detonator passed all tests except Mil-Std-304, the

tenperature and humidity cycling test.

18. Since the device did not pass the temperature-humidity test, we have

made a concentrated effort in that direction. In the past a spirallyZ
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wound mylar tube, 0"'165 ID with a nominal wall thickness of 2 mils

w u . .se i t4he onntn. 4. _I. .. o tAC

detonator to pass Mil-Std-304 was attributed to leakage at the sea=s

between adjacent turns of the mylar. We theref6re procured seamless

polypropylene and polyethylene tubing (Table 7). Additional units

were just made with polyethylene and subjected to Mil-Std-304, but

the results were, if anything, worse (Table 8). 'We believe the,

problem is to find bonding agents or sealing resins which will adhere

to polymer surfaces such as polypropylene or polyethylene. A

literature search was made for ways to improve the bonding of these
tubes. It was found that the bonding to these tubes could be improved

by various surface pretreatment processes1 0 such as flaming, cordna

discharge, dichromating, or exposure to ionized gases.,

19. Because treatment with ionized gases was the simplest to conduct,

this approach was tested first. Additional WARAS detonators were made

using ionized oxygen to prepare the tubing surfaces, and subjected to

Mil-Std-3C4. Two potting compounds were tried in conjunction with ihe

tube materials and surface treatments. However, the end results were

discouraging. Failures to fire in water after Mil-Std-304. were still

observed. The results are given in Table 9. Leakage was traced to:

(a) poor epoxy seals, (b) pin holes in the tube (it seems that it Is

possible to get pin hole8 in tubec of 2 mils wall thickness), (c) tube

punctures during loading.

20. However, the tests did show that (a) Epoxy A performs better than

epoxy B, and (b) the polypropylene tube when treated performs better

than polyethylene tubes.
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21. From these results it appears essential to either increase the

wall thickness of the tubing or hsave inspection techniques that wili !

praclude the acceptance o± ttij.ng having pin holes or other leaks.

Since damage to the tubes may occur during the loading process the use

of thicker tubes is going to be investigated. Such work is already

underway. The use of a thicker tube will necessitate a reconfirmation

of the safety and reliability estimates already made.
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Fig. 3A Fig. 3B
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TABLE 1

THE EFFECT OF DENSITY OF NITROGUANIDINE

ON PERFORMANCE

NITROGUANIDINE TEST
TRANSMISSION ENVIRONMENT

CHARGE DENSITY
(gm/cm3 ) WATER* AIR*

0.35 4/10 0/2
0.40 4/4 0/2
0,45 14/14 0/2
0.50 - 0/5
0.54 - 0/5
0.60 3/3 0/2
0.70 20/20 0/3
0.80 4/5 -

0.90 2/5 0/1
1.00 0/1l 0/2
1.25 o/ 1 012

*RATIO GIVES NUMBER OF HIGH ORDER
INITIATIONS (STEEL DENT CRITERION)
OBTAINED PER NUMBER TESTED.



TABLE 2

PROPAGATION VELOCITY OF NITROGUANIDINE UNDERWATER

AT VARIOUS DENSITIES

NITROGUANIDINE PROPAGATION

TRANSMISSION CHARGE VELOCITY (METERS/SECOND)
SDENSITY (gm/cm3 )S NO CONFINING SLEEVE WITH CONFINING SLEEVE

0.45 2600-2700 2800-2900

0.45 2800-2900 2800-2900

0.55 2500-2800 2800-2900

0.70 3000-3050 3100-3200

TABLE 3

ALUMINUM BARRIER THICKNESS TEST

RESULTS OF THE WARAS DETONATOR

NUMBER THICKNESS OF RELIABILITY TEST
ALUMINUMTESTED RESULTS*BARRIER (MILS)

4 40 4/4
21* 40 21/21

2 50 2/2
2 60 2/2
2 70 2//2
2 80 2/2
S10Q 1/1
1 125, 1/1

19 150 19/19
1 200 1/1
8 250 2/8

*RATIO GIVES NUMBER OF HIGH ORDER

INITATIONS (STEEL DENT CRITERION)
OBTAINED PER NUMBER TESTED.

"**UNITS ARE FROM THE ENVIRONMENTAL

TESTS (EXCEPT MIL-STD 304)
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TABLE 4

RELIABILITY TEST RESULTS OF WARAS DETONATOR

USING A BARRIER TYPE PENALTY TEST

ALUMINUM OBSERVED LOGARITHM CONSERVATIVE
BARRIER RECIPROCAL ESTIMATE OF PROBIT
(MILS) RESPONSE BARRIER THICKNESS PROBABILITY (g)

(c ) (e) (f)

250 2/8 0.602 0.600 5.253
150 19/19 0.823 0.854(2) 6.054
40 - 1.397 0.9991 8.134

(1) UPPER LIMIT OF OBSERVED PROBABILITY FOR 2/8 FIRES,
95% CONFIDENCE

(2) LOWER LIMIT OF OBSERVED PROBABILITY FOR 19/19 FIRES,
95% CONFIDENCE

NOTES-
(a) 9 VARIES LINEARLY WITH e, THEREFORE g = me + b

WHERE 9 IS THE PROBIT VALUE FOR ESTIMATED PROBABILITY.
e IS THE LOGARITHM OF RECIPROCAL GAP.
b IS THE Y AXIS INTERCEPT (3.071) CALCULATED

BY SUBSTITUTION.
m IS THE SLOPE (3.629) CALCULATED FROM THE

EQUATION BY SUBSTITUTION.
(b) THE VALUE OF g FOR 40 MILS IS OBTAINED FROM

m, e, AND b.

TABLE 5

SAFETY TEST RESULTS OF WARAS DETONATOR

USING VARICOMP TEST PROCEDURE

BARRIER BASE CONSOLIDATION SSGT FAILURENO TES THICKNESS CHARGE PRESSURE SENSITIVITY POINTNO. TESTED
(MILS) EXPLOSIVE (PSI) (DBG) (a) (b) (c)

1 30 25 CH-6 22,000 5.65 0 14 16

2 5 25 PETN 8,000 2.80 1 0 4

3 5 25 1.65% CaSt/RDX. 8,000 3.80 2 3 0

(a) IN THE NITROQUANIDINE COLUMN
(b) IN THE INTERMEDIATE CHARGE COLUMN
(c) QUENCHED AT THE ALUMINUM BARRIER
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TABLF 6

WARAS DETONATOR- ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

- ... ...

CONDITIONING
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONING NO. SUCCESSFUL RESPONSES

TgTFFn TO NO. T"IED

SAFETY* RELIABILITY

TRANSPORTATION VIBRATION 10 0, 5
(MIL- STD-353)

AIRCRAFT VIBRATION
(TN 1441-VIA)

IC')LT (MIL-STD-,300)" 7 0/3 4/4

JUMBLE (MIL-STD-301)'* 7 0/4 3/3

FORTY- FOOT DROP*" HORIZ 3 0/ 1 2/ 2
(MIL- STD-302) VERTICAL 3 0/ I 21 2

TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY 2 WKS 10 0/2 6/8
CYCLING (MIL-STD-304) 4 WKS 19 0/9 9/10

*NO EXPLOSIVE BURNED BELOW THE ALUMINUM BARRIER.""TO MEET THIS TEST SUCCESSFULLY, THE DEVICE NEED NOT BE OPERABLE;

BUT NO EXPLOSIVE ELEMENT SHALL EXPLODE OR BE UNSAFE TO HANDLE
OR DESTROY. HOWEVER, THE DEVICES APPEARED IN SUCH GOOD
CONDITION FOLLOWING THE TEST THEY WERE SUBJECTED TO SAFETY
& RELIABILITY TESTING AS WELL.

TABLE 7

WARAS DETONATOR - DESCRIPTION OF TRANSMISSION
CHARGE TUBE

TUBE I* TUBE 2 TUBE 3

MATERIAL MYLAR POLYETHYLENE POLYPROPYLENE

TYPE SPIRALLY WOUND SEAMLESS SEAMLESS

INSIDE DIAMETER 0.165 0.167 0.165
(NOMINAL)

WALL THICKNESS 0.002 0.006 0.002
(NOMINAL)

TOLERANCE 10.001 1 0.002 +0.002

- 0.000

*TUBING IN THE ORIGINAL WARAS DEVICES WHICH FAILED

THE TEMPERATURE- HUMIDITY CYCLE TEST
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I
TABLE 8

TEST RESULTS OF WARAS DETONATOR i
USING POLYETHYLENE TUBES

TYPE OF TEST RATIO OF DETONATION
TRANSFERS TO NUMBER TESTED

SAFETY 0/5 (CH-6 BASE CHARGE)
0/1 (PETN BASE CHARGE)

RELIABILITY 5/5

MIL- STD304 28 SUBjECTED
2/12 FUNCTIONED UNDER WATER
16 CUT OPEN FOR INSPECTION

TABLE 9
RESULTS OF FIRING IN WATER WARAS

DETONATOR CONDITIONED IN MIL-STD-304

TUBE TYPE
MIL-STD-304

EXPOSURE EPOXY POLYETHYLENE POLYPROPYLENE
TIME (a) (a) (b)

TREATMENT 1 TREATMENT 1 TREATMENT 2

I WK A 2/3 3/3 3/3
B - 2/2 -
A 1/4 6/7 3/32 WKS
B 0/3 3/4 -

4 WKS A 2/7 6/9 4/5
B 0/8 1/4 -

RATIO INDICATES NUMBER OF FIRES TO NUMBER TESTED

(a) TUBES TREATED WITH IONIZED OXYGEN (300 WATTS, I HOUR)
(b) TUBES TREATED WITH IONIZED OXYGEN (275 WATTS, 1/2 HOUR)
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1-lOP NONDESTRUCTIVE VISUAL EXAMINATION

BY NEUTRON RAIlOGRAPHY

Charles Porter - GpnprMl Flortrrc Company
Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory

Pleasanton, California

Frank Burkdoll - Explosive Technology, Inc.
Fairfield, California

ABSTRACT

Neutron radiography is a valuable tool for routine and special nondestructive

examination of many explosive components as well as other devices. With few

exceptions, neutron radiography will not totally replace X-ray as a method

of nondestructive examination but provides an invaluable augmentation to the

present state-of-the-art methods of examination. A technique has been

developed and details affecting the quality of neutron radiographs have been

identified. For the first time, the ordnance designer has the opportunity

to actually see the explosive load in a given device even though the material

may be encased in a massive metal container.

INTRODUCTION

The reliable function of any explosive train is dependent on the presence

and proper orientation of one explosive element with respect to the next.

The normally applied inspection technique to assure presence of explosive

elements in an assembled device are dependent on X-ray photography. The best

X-ray techniques available today, however, do not yield the desired degree of

clarity or definition. Most explosives used in devices are essentially trans-

parent to X-radiation, while the materials encasing them are relatlvely opaque.

I-I0.1i
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The presence of explosive material in metal-sheathed detonating cords cannot

ho' "cr,,rtv2i d by v- 1 _' Lyj iL can only be interred that the apparent

j cavity in the cords is filled with explosive. Presence nf Axplosive in

devices having massive metal cases can neither be detected nor inferred by

X-ray examination. Presence of thinly encased explosive can be detected by

X-ray, but only with great difficulty and by using densitometric techniques.

It is thus evident that the presence of explosive in most devices cannot be

determined by X-ray examination, but-can only be assumed and an X-ray photo-

graph is not necessary for that assumption. X-ray photographs, however, do

provide a valuable method of inspection for presence and proper orientation

of all parts fabricated of metal or of materials opaque to X-rays.

Approximately five years ago, Explosive Technology investigated the possibility

of i•spec•ing metal-clad detonating cords by using neutron radiography. It

was realized immediately that in order to make such radiographs, a neutron

flux of a magnitude available only from a nuclear reactor is required.

Continuous scanning of metal-clad cords by low-level neutron sources using

electronic detectors appeared to not have the required resolving capability.

Explosive Technology, without access to a nuclear reactor, shelved the idea as

an interesting possibility for the future. Approximately one year ago, the

General Electric Nuclear Test Reactor (NTR) at the Vallecitos Nuclear Center

was made available for radiography and a cooperative program was undertaken

between ET and General Electric to investigate the possibilities of utilizing

this powerful tool to examine explosively loaded devices. The culmination

of this cooperative program between General Electric and ET has been the

first commercial, large-scale use of neutron radiography and the production

of the largest neutron radiograph (14 inches by 17 inches) ever made.
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I
This size radiograph now is made routinely at the GE facility. Doping of

, t . . .. , ,y LO be detected on neutron radiographs II
was also investigated and a suitable method has been devigerd.

DISCUSS ION

The mechanics of neutron radiography are relatively simple. A beam of well-

collimated thermal neutrons is passed around and through an object. The beam

behind the object carries in it, via spatial intensity modulation, information

about the internal structure and composition of the object. An imaging system

is placed behind the object to record the spatial flux variation. This

description fits both X-ray and neutron radiography; and the image obtained

looks a great deal like an X-ray photograph, with the important exception

that the contrast between materials is vastly different from that observed on

an X-ray. Also, more detailed study brings out other basic differences.

Essentially, neutrons are atomic particles with no charge. They can, therefore,

penetrate relatively substantial objects, and their absorption is a function

of the type of material being penetrated. It will be noted that these are

exactly the properties that make X-rays useful for the examination of the

internal structure of objects. It is logical, therefore, that neutrons can

be used in the samc manner. Setting aside the methods of production and

imaging of the neutrons, what would be the appearance of a neutron radiograph?

The appearance of an X-radiograph is easily predictable - thick objects appear

lighter th..n thin objects; dense objects appear lighter than less dense

objects; and high atomic number materials appear lighter than low atomic number

materials. The first two characteristics are common with neutron radiographs;

however, neutron absorption is almost independent of atomic number.

1-10.3
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in terms of X-ray attenuation, an equivalent amount of -le is more absorbent

than H, Li more absorbent than He, Be more absorbent than Li, and so forth

up the periodic table. This is because r -ay absorption occurs in the

e'ectron shell around the atom and the configurat ion and the number of these

electrons is a function or' atomic number. Neutron attenuation is a nuclear

interaction and the nuclear properties involved are not a function of atomic

number. Therefore, with neutron attenuation, such a systematic behavior

does not exist; e.g., He, U-238, Be, Al, Pb, B-Il, Li-7, are reasonably

transparent, while H, Fe, W, Mo, Mn, are moderately absorbent, and U-235,

Pu-239, Ge, Cd, 8-10, Li-6, are highly absorbent.

The absorption coefficient for neutrons is a random function of atomic humber,

wherees the absorption coefficient for X-rays is a monotonically increasing

function of atomic number. Table I lists a number of elements and their

respective absorption coefficients for X-rays and neutrons. Thus, a hydrogen-

containing explosive will be relatively opaque to neutrons.

In its most common forin, neutron radiography is performed using a well-collimated,

thermal neutron beam from an atomic reactor. Other types of neutron sources,

electrostatic generators, isotopic sources, etc., have characteristics

(primarily intensity) unsuitable for commercial neutron radiography. Indeed,

the vast majority of thermal neutron reactors are unsuited for this type of

work. The core configuration of the General Electric Nuclear Test Reactor

is particularly suitable for the production of the intense, gamma free, large,

well-collimated beam, which commercial neutron radiography demands. Standard

X-ray film is placed behind the object to record the image of the object and

its internal structure. As X-ray film is relatively insensitive to neutrons,
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a thin sheet of Gadolinium metal is placed in contact with the x-ray fi!m.

This converter screen captures neutrons and emits low-energy gamma rays,

% which expose the f M.

The resolution of the radiographs obtained using the Gadolinium foil

technique is a function of the beam-defining aperture and the film grain.

These control exposure time. Routine pictures are taken with resolutions

better than 4 mils per inch thickness of the object. Higher resolutions are

easily obtainable for special application. Resolutions as high as 2 x 10-5

inches are theoretically possible.

The induced radioactivity in samples, caused by neutron bombardment, is very

slight and no special handling is required. There are ample data in the

literature to indicate that the threshold for damage to explosives caused by

irradiation is aL least a factor of 108 above the exposure necessary to

make neutron radiographs of the requi red quality.

Explosive devices are particularly good subjects for neutron radiography.

When properly designed and assembled, gas generators, bolts, cable cutters,

etc., work reliably. This characteristic is one of the prime reasons for

their wide use in the aircraft and aerospace field. But final assembly is

done by human beings and the near absolute reliability required of the. devices

is not possible to assume in this form of manufacture. Explosive sections

with gaps, cracks, insufficient density, improper location, or missing

altogether, are inherent causes for failure. Also, epoxy glues often used in

explosive placement can cause failure if inadvertently allowed between sections I,

of an explosive train. Post-assembly X-ray examination for these defects is

generally extremely difficult, if not impossible. The reason for this is the

explosive and epoxy sections are made from low density, low-atomic number

i-io. i



materials, while the dEcvirn ho,--.- KC Steel 3 r Z ,,;i, u,,,. iu peneLrate r.e

housing, X-rays of relatively high energies must be used. The low atomic

number hydrogeneous sections of interest inside are almost transparent to

these X-rays. Neutron radiography offers the capability for nondestructive

examination for such defects. The hydrogen-containing explosive and epoxy

are strong neutron attenuators, slightly stronger than steel and very much

stronger than aluminum. These characteristizs allow the position and condition

of the low-atomic number explosives and epoxies to be established by neutron

radiography. Generally, this information cannot be obtained in any other way

short of destructive examination.

Let us examine some samples of neutron radiogriphy and compare them to X-ray

samples.

Figure I shows an X-ray photograph of a common cigarette liahLer. We can see

that all the metal parts are present and in their proper place, but we can

not determine whether cotton and wick have been included. Figure 2 is a

neutron radiograph of the same lighter. Here we easily can see most if not

all of the components visible in the X-ray, but we also clearly distinguish

tme cotton stuffing, wick and flint. As a further demonstration, Figure 3

dramatically shows the capabil ity of neutron radiography by showing that the

same cigarette lighter has been filled with fluid. The ability to "seen' the

cotton, wick, and fluid is attributed to the high hydrogen content of these

materials. As was pcinted out, highly hydrogeneous materials a~e opaque to

neutrons. Table 2 lists a number of materials ccmmon in the explosive

ordnance industry arid their X-ray and neutron attenuation coefficients. From

Table 2, it is plain that materials such as lead azide and lead styphnate

are readily '"seen" in X-ray photographs, but not in neutron radiographs, while
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materials such as PETN, ROX and smokeless powders willI be readily ''seen'' in

neutron radiographs but not in X-rays. Of special interest are epoxy re .ins

and pyrotechnic mixes containing boron. These appear on neutron radiographs

as almost completely opaque and on X-rays as almost completely transparent.

Some of the advantages of neutron radiography are evident by examination of

Figures 4 through 1.

Figure 4 shows an electrically initiated detonator in both X-ray and neutron

radiographs. We immediately note that in the neutron radiograph view the

explosive train is pressed in at least five increments. Two increments at

the output end are at a higher density than the remaining three increments.

It would appear, from the very light area, that the initiating end of the

column is a mixture relatively transparent to neutrons. Note that the thin-

wa led detonator case does not show distinctly on the neutron radiograph,

while on the X-ray it is clearly shown but its contents are indistinguishable.

Figure 5 is another electro-explosive device of the gas generating or pressure

cartridge type. Comparison of the two images indicate the use of a prime

charge cup that is probably made of plastic, since it appears dark on

the neutron view and light on the X-ray view. The prime mixture is probably

lead azide or lead styphnate since it appears dark on the X-ray and light on

the neutron view. Beyond that, nothing more can be ascertained from the

X-ray other than that the closure disc is in place. The neutron ,iew, however,

indicates that there is a disc separating the prime from the main charge

and that this disc is either paper or plastic. The neutron view also reveals

the base charge is a granular powder that is loose in the cavity, which is

only approximately half-filled. Note also, that one can detect the insulation

on the wires in the neutron view.
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Figure 6 is another electro-exolosive d p.ivi, ph nnr h r) f;k-

both of a loaded device and the header prior to loading. Evaluation of the

X-ray and neutron views reveals that the header cor.siEsts of a material,

probably glass, that is relatively transparent to neutrons. A prime holder

is used in the header also and is relatively transparent to both neutron and

X-ray, and is probably a ceramic. The prime charge is opaque to X-ray and

is relativly transparent to neutrons, indicating that it is probably lead

azide or lead styphnate.

The output charge is transparent to X-ray and opaque to neutrons, and is

probably one of the more common explosives or double-based propellants.

Insulation has been placed over the wire and a plestic seal ing compound has

been used to seal the back side of the header to effect a seal with the wire

insulation. The prime charge holder has been bonded in place using some

organic adhesive.

Figure 7 is another electro-explosive device. Three views are shown. Two

are neutron radiographs of two different devices; the third is an X-ray of

one of the devices. All three are essentially identical.

The X-ray reveals that a primary charge in the device is probably lead azide

or lead styphnate, and is properly located. The closure is properly located

and intact, and the shorting plug is in place. No information as to quantity

or quality of output charge is available.

The two neutron radiographs indicate that in addition to the primary charge,

a paper or plastic material over the primary charge is in place. A granular

powder, not completely filling the cavity, makes up the output charge. A

paper or plastic disc is used also to separate the output charge from the

end closure. In one case this paper or plastic disc is properly located.

1Y1o08
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In the other case, it has relocated itself farther back in the cartridge.

Shorting plugs are placed in both devices, but unlike the X-ray, wherein

we see only the wires of the shorting plug, the neutron radiograph reveals

both the wires and the plastic mrterial making up the shorting plug. Another

neutron-revealed difference is worth noting; in one device the cartridge

between the shorting plug and the header has been partially filled with what

appears to be a plastic material, while in the other device this cartridge

is empty,

Figure 8 shows three views of a non-electric explosive device; two of them

X-rays and one a neutron radiograph. Studying the neutron radiograph,

reveals an explosive train full length of the device. The explosive train

is surrounded almost full length by a material transparent to both neutron

and X-ray, which is in fact aluminum. In the small end of the device, the

explosive train and its aluminum housing are covered by a material more

opaque than aluminum; namely, stainless steel. This stainless steel shell

is held in place with an epoxy resin. At the large end of the device, the

neutron radiograph reveals that the explosive train extends to the end of

the device, and that there are two internal parts to the device at this end;

one of them is bonded to the aluminum tube surrcounding the explosive train,

and the other is bonded to the first part. Evaluation of the light X-ray

gives no indication of the presence of the explosive train or the aluminum

tube that surrounds it. The light X-ray does give good detail of the two

internal parts in the large end as well as the outside container of the device,

all of which are stainless steel. In order to make an X-ray that shows the

very thin stainless steel cup at the end of the device, it is not possible

to show any other detail of the device.

1-10.9
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Figure 9 shows four shielded mild detonating cord tips, which are built hx"
Am

ET for the F-111 program. Briefly, these tips consist of a silver-sheathed
4I

mild detonating cord, a conical transition charge, and a cylindrical output

charge. The cylindrical output charge is contained in a 4-mil stainless

steel cup. All parts shown, with the exception of the nuts and the silver,

are stainless steel. The explosive is HNS. In the first tip, we see an

obvious air gap between the transition and the booster charges. In the

second tip we see a low-density transition charge. In the third we see low

density in both charges and in the fourth, a total absence of explosive in

both the transition and booster charges.

Figure 10 gives some idea of some of the things that are possible by doping

explosives with materials that are opaque to neutrons, and some idea of

the discreet difference that can be detected by this technique. The bar at

the top of the figure is a specially prepared length of mild detonating cord

having an aluminum sheath. The cord is loaded on the left, or lighter area,

with pure RDX, while the right, or darker area, is loaded with the same RDX

doped with 1/2% Gadolinium oxide. At the bottom of Figure 10 are four

specially prepared pressings of a pyrotechnic material relatively transparent

to neutrons. The two samples on the left are as normally prepared, while the

two on the right are doped with 1/2% Gadolinium oxide poorly mixed. Of interest,

the dark lines at the end of each of the cylinders are nothing more than a piece

of masking tape attached to the end of the aluminum cylinder. These radiographs

indicate the possibility of using neutrons as inspection technique to establish

the degree of dispersion of components in a pyrotechnic mix. In addition, they

clearly show that it is possible to design for neutron radiography by adding

insignificant amounts of inert materials, thereby making explosive trains or

relatively transparent materials, more opaque to neutrons.

Vi 1-10.10
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Figure II shows four aluminum cylinders 3/4 inch in outside diameter with a

FM. 1/4 inch diameter hole completely through. The hole is loaded with the same

qidriLiLy Of explosive in each case, pressed in two increments. The explosives

are, from left to right, RDX, PETN, Dipam and HNS. Reference to Table 2

indicates that RDX and PETN have neutron attenuation coefficients close to

each other, while Dipam and HNS neutron attenuation coefficients are

significantly different from those of RDX and PETN. These differences are

clearly seen In Figure 11.

Figure 12 dramatically shows the capability of neutron radiography. The

three cartridges shown in Figure 12 have. revealed in detail that which can

be done only by neutron radiography.

CONCLUS ION

For the first time, the explosive device Industry now has available, a

technique that allows inspection for the one most important requirement,

the presence of explosives. The state-of-the-art in neutron radiography has

advanced to the point that its use on a large scale is now practical as an

inspection method for as'zertaining the presence of explosives in devices.
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TABLE 1. MASS ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT

0

Element X-Rays )ý- 0.098 A) Neutron (Thermal)

H 0.280 48.5

Li 0.125 3.7

Be 0.131 0.5

8 0.138 24.0

C 0.142 0.26

N 0.143 0.148

0 0.144 0.15

A] 0.156 0.036

Ti 0.217 0.119

Fe 0.265 0.141

Mo 0.79 0.055

Cd 1.09 11.2

Gd 2.08 84.0

w 2.88 0.058

Au 3.21 0.2

Pb 3.5 0.034

U 3.9 0.033

U-235 3.9 1.89
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TABLE 2. NEUTRON AND X-RAY ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS

0
Neutron X-Ray

Material Density Attenuation Attenuation

PETN 1.77 2.545 0.255

RDX 1.82 2.894 0.2666

DIPAM 1.8 1.640 0.198

HNS

Lead Azide 4.8 0.783 12.15

Lead Styphnate 1.5 0.6776 2.442

16% B Boron 2.16 8.588 0.344
84% KNO3 Potassium-Nitrate

48% Ti Titanium 3.19 0.569 0.607
52% KC104 Potassium Perchlorate

70/30 57% Zirconium-Nickel 3.97 0.618 1.612
43% KC104 Potassium Perchlorate

Smokeless Powder (Bullseye) 1.6 2.15 0.225

Steel 7.86 1.1 2.1

Lead 11.3 0.39 40.0

Silver 10.5 2.5 11.0

Aluminum 2.7 0.097 0.42

Titanium 4.5 0.54 0.98

Zirconium 6.4 0.31 4.6

Boron 2.65 60.0 0.35

Epoxy - Armstrong C-7/W 11.1 8.38 0,179

Transmitted intensity = Incident intensity times e X

,4 - attenuation coefficient

X - thickness in centimeters

Neutron spectrum - hard thermal

X-Ray energy - 123 Kv
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1-12P A RADIANT ENERGY TECHNIQUE TO MEASURE EXPLOSIVE OUTPUT

by

Ga. G. Keliy

INTRODUCTION

Out objective has ben to develop and test an electro-pyrometric

device which can be used to make relative quantitative measurements of

the explosive or reactive output of a wide variety of EED's. The need

for such a device springs from two problem areas in output testing.

1. Presently used output measuring techniques are very often

time consuming and costZy.

2. There is a degree of uncertainty associated with conventional

output measurement techniques1,2,3

I It is well known that the energy output from an EED covers a

broad spectrum of radiant as well as the kinetic energy. The radiant

energy ranges from dc to radio frequencies. We have chosen to develop

instrumentation to observe the radiant energy between 2300 and 12000

Angstroms which encompasses the visible portion of the spectrum. By

employing two photomultipliers we are able to determine whether the radia-

tion emitted from an EED is closer to 2300 Angstroms which is at the

ultraviolet end of the spectrum or 12000 Angstroms which is at the infra-

red end of the spectrum. If we combine this qualitative information with

the quantitative information given by the.magnitude of the radiation em-

itted from a particular portion of the spectrum, we then have a measure-

ment or series of measurements which we have found useful in estimating

the following EED output characteristics:

1. Black or graybody temperature versus time

2. Luminous and radiant intensity versus time

1-12.1
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3. Total radiant energy ,rit-pt

4. Relative brisance and output strength

5. Detonation front details

From a practical standpoint these measurements may replace

many conventional output testing techniques and, in addition, give a

hatter overall view of the EED output in relation to its job in an ex-

losive train or special application. These measurements are easily and

quickly made. If necessary, the output detector (the unit with which all

measurements are made) may be locited a considerable distance away from

the EED. With the addition of some digital instrumentation the output

measurement of interest may be displayed in a "go-no-go" fashion for

production line work.

The first part of this paper is concerned with the construction

of the output detector and its calibration. The second part deals with

the experiments on actual EED's which illustrate the various output

measurements with the detector.
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1. CONSTRUCTION OF RADIATION DETECTOR

The radiation output detector consists of two photomultipliers

one of which measures intensity of a broad band of light in the ultra-

violet region of the spectrum and the other intensity of a broad band of

light in the infrared region of the spectrum. The ultraviolet (UV) photo-

multiplier is an RCA IP28 and the infrared (IR) photomultiplier is an

RCA 7102. The typical relative responses of these photomultiplers as

used in the output detector are shown together in Figure 1. A sharp cut

yellow filter has been used with the 7102 photomultiplier to eliminate a

spurious response in the ultraviolet region.

Figure 2 shows the physical layout of the phoromultipliers.

At the top of the picture we have the output detector housing. At left,

center we see the IP28 along with its dynode resistors. At right, center

is the 7102 which receives the light through the head of its glass en-

velope. At the bottom, left is the input filter cell housing which holds

protective sapphire windows, diffusers, and "gray" filters. At bottom,

right we have the beam splitter which divides the incoming light between

the IP28 and 7102. Both photomultipliers are shock mounted and the as-

sembled detector on its tripod is shown in Figure 3 (a heavier housing

for the IP28 is shown in this figure).

Figure 4 is a simplified block diagram of the entire detector

system. The power supplies are conventional and produce a variable vol-

tage of from 0 to 1200 milliamperes. The dynode voltage dividers are

non-indicative and external to the output detector housing to prevent

temperature problems (a modification not shown in Figure 2). A Tektronix

551 dual beam oscilloscope with two fast rise preamplifiers is used to

monitor the output of each photomultiplier.
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2. THEORY OF TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

We have found that the ability to measure output temperatures

is quite useful for the comparison of deflagrating EED outputs and also

for the study of detonation front details. Since a large portion of the

experimental work with the output detector was concerned with the measure-

ment of these phenomena, a discussion of the manner in which temperature

measurements are made is presented below.

The output detector with its two photomultipliers is actually

a form of the well known two-color optical pyrometer. To understand the

theory of the two-color pyrometer we refer to Planck's equation4 which

expresses the specific intensity of radiation of wavelength radiated by

a blackbody at the temperature T:
cI c c/ýT •-1

where

E - Radiant flux emitted per unit area increment of wavelength,

watts/cm2/cm

c constant - 2.74 x 10-12 watts cm
2

c 2 = constant = 1.438 cm *K

X - radiation wavelength, cm

e - 2.71828

T = absolute temperature of source, *K

Since there are no perfect blackbodies, emissivity (c) which
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) expresses the rnrin nf rndint- fIv, mitfted Ny a givn ýurfn t

If emitted by a blackbody surfoce at the same temperature and wavelength,

should be included.

Eý = ( -) (2)15(2

Emissivity is usually a function of both wavelength and tem-

perature but foi- now we will assume it is constant over the wavelengths

of interest.

Equation (2) may be simplified, if AT << c2 to

E=,cc (e-C 2 AT)

which is know as Wien's Equation and is a good approximation for tem-

peratures below 4000*K and wavelengths in the visible and ultraviolet

portion of the spectrum. If we now consider that a measurement of radiant

flux E is made at twp different wavelengths or wavelength bands'then we

will arrive at an equation which expresses the ratio's of the flux's

E andE

AA

EA EB'

Ths Ra :--=i:t 2 ~ B).(4)

X 7 TBj . (5)

The emissivity which we have considered to be out constant

over the wavelengths of interest has been cancelled out in equation (5)

and the ratio R is only a function of temperature T. In actual practice
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there are few surfaces or radiation sources which possess an emissivity

which is constant at all wavelengths, however, the ratio pyrometer is

useful because the emissitivity of a surface varies slowly over a range

of wavelengths. Thus, if the two measured wavelengths are not too far

apart then the ratio of the emissivities will be close to one and equa-

tion (5) will be valid. Since only a ratio is being measured the ratio

pyrometer is not affected by fluctuations of the radiation source (if the

sensors can follow the fluctuation) due to dust, smoke or changes in the

source size.

The theory just discussed applies to a two-color optical pyro-

meter which makes use of the ratio of two narrow bands in the visible or

near-visible portion of the spectrum. This type of pyrometer is of limited

use in the measurement of sources which exhibit absorption or emission

bands. The difficulty occurs when one of the two response bands falls

directly on an emission or absorption line. Since the response hands

are usually on the order of 100 Angstroms wide or less a false indication

of the radiation intensity at the sampling point would be given. The

broad band method has the advantage of being relatively unaffected by

emission lines, absorption lines, and emissivities which may be dependent

upon the wavelength of the radiation.

The radiation detector which we have constructed has the over-

all response shown in Figure 1. Although the general concept of the

two-color pyrometer the•ory still applies the relationship between tem-

perature and the ratio of two broad response bands such as these cannot

be stated simply as in Equation (5). Rather than develop an equation
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similar to Equation (5) and use simplifications such as were used in

Equation (3) the absolute relationship between blackbody temperature and

LaLiu of photomu-Iriplier outputs was found empirically by multiplying

phe percentages of radiation emitted by a blackbody at a given wavelength

and temperature by the sensitivity of the photomultiplier (s) at the same

wavelength to obtain photomultiplier output as a function of wavelength

for each temperature. By integrating the area under curves generated

by this process, photomu~tiplier output as a function of blackbody temp-

erature may be obtained. If we then take the ratio of the UV detector

output to that of the IR detector output we obtain a curve of UV/IR

rAtio as a function of the blackbody temperature.

The results of a computer program used to perform these oper-

ations are ,summarized in part by the curve of Figure 5. This curve

relates'the UV/IR ratio and the blackbody temperature of the source, for

a potential of 900 volts on the IP28 and 1200 volts on the 7102 (these

voltages are currently being used on output measurements). According

to the computer study the useful temperature measuring range of the de-

tector is from about 17000 Kelvin to at least i0,500* Kelvin, The upper

limit is probably much higher but our calculations were carried out only

to this temperature.

According to Cook the temperatures to be expected from deton-

ations lie in the range of 2000 to 60000 Kelvin. Squib temperatures

are probably no lower than 2000* Kelvin, so that the present output de-

tector system seems adequate for the measurement of the temperatures of

interest. Should the need arise later to measure reactions of lower

temperature a simple substitution of a different photomultiplier in place

of the IP28 would fulfill it.
1-12.7



3. SENSITIVITY CALIBRATION

In both the experimental stage and in the practical application

stage it is important that the sensitivity of the UV/IR output detector

be such that readings can easily be reproduced. Factors which may affect

the gain or luminous sensitivity of photomultipliers are temperature of

the surroundings, fatigue and life characteristics, and supply voltage.

Realizing that the luminous sensitivity of the photomultipliers

may not be sufficiently stable over extended periods of time we must pro-

vide a source of spectral radiation which will remain constant. This

standard must have a spectral distribution which emits light in the por-

tions of the spectrum to which the photomultipliers are sensitive. Thus,

a change in the photomultiplier sensitivity which occurs in only a portion

of its spectral response curve will be apparent. The standard should

be bright enough to equal an EED flash, and its color temperature should

be in the 20000 to 6000' Kelvin range.

The standard which we have chosen to satisfy these requirements

is an aged 500 watt lamp, made by G. E., with a tungsten filament and

frosted T-20 bulb. This type of lamp is recommended for a standard of

luminous intensity by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards. We have

three such lamps, one of which has been calibrated by a certified agency

of the Bureau of Standards. All three lamps are aged so that their

intensity is stable, They are bright enough to act as a simulator for

an EED. Figure 6 shows the calibrating fixture with the detector in

1-12.8
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place. The saddle for the detector Is at the far right, To Its l'fL

is a tube attached to a slotted shield; next Is a slotted disc which

revolves atti' "chops" the light to eliminate the effects of background

noini' Rnd !ist• in linu, the Cal.rrrn laitip Ul..... ee advo

meter used in calibrating are shown at the extreme left.

The initial calibration of the output detector is as follows:

The output detector is placed on the calibration fix:ture as shown in

Figure 6. The chopper is turned on and the lamp is slowly brought up

to 110 volts ac. The current is recorded at this voltage. Various dy-

node divider voltages ranging from 800 to 1200 volts dc are then applied

to the two photomultipliers in the detector and the corresponding photo-

multiplier currents are rea4 on an oscilloscope at each voltage. These

steps are repeated for each of the three lamps so that the accuracy of

the calibration is not dependent on a single lamp. Subsequent calibra-

tions simply consist of checking the detector at a few voltages with the

lamp operated at the correct current and voltage. If either photomulti-

plier in the output detector shows a change in gain, due to fatigue for

instance, it may be brought back to the original gain by adjusting the

dynode divider voltage. On the other hand, if a change in gain is de-

sired it can be accurately set by changing.the dynode voltage until

current from the photomultiplier is at the proper level.

In general, a major calibration is required only once for

each photomultiplier, when it is placed in use, and subsequent checks

are made at appropriate intervals. Readings may easily be reproduced

within 5% of the major calibration. Actually, the calibrating setup

just described is somewhat elaborate. A less elaborate setup would

suffice for practical applications and could easily be built into the

output detector itself.
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4. LXHuRIMENTAL STUDIES USING THE UV/IR RADIATION DETECTOR

We have briefly describhd the construction of our two-channel.

radiation detector. The overall coverage of the detector extends from

about 2300 Angstroms to 12,000 Angstroms. With proper calibratinn the

radiant sensitivity of the detector is reproducible and steady over ex-

tended periods of time, and linear over several magnitudes of radiation.

The rise-time of the photomultiplier outputs when viewing sharp rise

radiation puls' is less than 100 nanoseconds.

In addition to the temperature measurements which may be per-

formed in accordance with the theory and the calibration described in

Section 2 and 3, the detector may be used for other output measurements.

In the descriptions of the several experiments which follow it will become

apparent that the versatility of the detector makes it a suitable tool

for many phenomena where radiation is involved. The ease and speed of

measurement is especially attractive.

4.1 Measurement of the Temperature History of EED's

It is of general interest and, in cases where deflagrating

output and explosive trains are involved, of particular interest to know

the approximate temperature history of the EED output. Using the theory

and calibration technique described in Sections 2 and 3, and assuming

that radiation emitted was fairly rich in background spectra we were able

to make estimates of the temperature history of several EED's. The EED's

whose radiant outputs were studied are listed in Table 1 alon" with
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some of their proppriri s hid arc p,ýiL•Iu Lo this study. Figures 6

and 7 show respectively, typical oscillographs of the phornmllfplier

outputs produced by the UV and IR radiation from a T24EI detonator and

MKAI squibs. The oscillograph traces in these figures start at the

right and the deflection is in a negative direction since the photomulti-

plier output signals are negative voltages. These traces are typical and

from these we obtain, by graphically dividing the curves, a curve of

UV/IR ratio as a function of time. Curves for the EEDs listed in Table 1

are shown in Figure 8. For comparison an output curve is also shown for

an exploding Nichrome wire and xenon strobe lamp.

Table 1

PROPERTIES OF EED'S USED IN OUTPUT STUDIES

Name of Device Base Charge Case Material

T24E1 Detonator 70 milligrams PETN Stainless Steel
M51 Detonator 90 milligrams PETN Stainless Steel

(TI8E3)

T60 Detonator 50 milligrams PETN Stainless Steel
M48 Detonator 160 milligrams PETN Aluminum

(TI8E4)
T-6 Blasting Cap 870 milligrams RDX Aluminum

J-2 Blasting Cap 940 milligrams RDX Copper Alloy
XM3 Squib ? Aluminum
Mc/S/A Igniter ? Steel

M2 Squib Ignition Mix Plastic
MlAl Squib DDNP Ignition Mix Plastic

' 1-12.11
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4.2 Details of the Detonation Front Observed

Having established that the temperature histories of different

EED's show characteristic trends our next step was to investigate the

possible existence of correlation between output strength and UV/IR ratio

as a function of time.. An elementary approach was to measure the average

steel plate dent depth of some of the EED's whose UV/IR curves are shown

in Figure 8 and check for correlation. Of five EEDs whose average dent

depths were measured no striking correlations were found. In another

experiment we searched for correlation between the steel plate dent depth

produced by a T24E1 detonator and the simultaneously measured UV/IR ratio.

No correlation was found but it was felt that the side viewing of the

T24E1 which was positioned vertically against the steel block led to

unwanted light output variations.

A third technique was tried in which high and low output

strength was simulated by varying the length of air gap between a column

of high explosives and a detonator-booster charge. Reinforced Primacord

(PETN) was used as the "column" of high explosive while a T24E1 detonator

was used as the detonator-booster. The series of tests with the PETN-T24E1

combination showed the ability of the radiation output detector to

distinguish details of the detonation front via the radiation from the

front. A temperature peak of about 5500' Kelvin was observed 200 nano-

seconds after the "first light" from the PETN column was detected. Know-

ing the detonation velocity of the PETN we were able to estimate the

width of the temperature peak to be 2 millimeters. It was theorized
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h
that this hot zone represented either the temperature rise produced by

the emerging shock wave impinging on the surrounding air or the actual

reaction zone of the detonating PETN. The temperature peaks are readily

seen in Figure 9 which is a plot of the temperature history of two dif-

ferent types of PETN-T24E1 combinations.

In general, we found that the first 10 or 20 microseconds

_f UV and IR output radiation were suitable for the observation of

detonation front details and, perhaps, brisance (see SEction 4.5.3 for

discussion of brisance in relation to primers). Where a measure of out-

put strength is required, however, our experiments indicate that the

first 10 or 20 miLliseconds of radiation must be measured. This period

of time includes much of the radiation output from the secondary explosive

reactions as well as the initial detonation phenomena.

4.3 Measurement of Output Strength Using Integrated UV and IR Radiation

In view of our findings concerning the total or overall radia-

tion a simple integrating circuit was assembled which, when used with

the radiation output detector, would roughly sum the quantity of radia-

tion emitted from the EýD over relatively long periods of time. This

circuit, diagrammed in Figure 10, consists of a series resistor and a

parallel capacitor.

If RC > 15T

where

R is resistance in Tohms

C is capacitance in farads

T is the period of the observed pulse in seconds
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where

e is the voltage whose waveform is to be observed.

The above criterion (RC > 15T) will result in an integrating

circuit which will shift an input sinusold of period T at least 89.40.

7" ý with the circuit of Figure 10 the integration will be very good

for pulses having a period of 29 microseconds or less. Pulses of longer

duration will be integrated but not with the same accuracy.

To check the validity of our assumption concerning the impor-

tance of the total radiation output, a T24EI-RDX explosive train whose

output could be varied by changing an air gap in the train was used in

two different modes. In the first series of tests the explosive trains

were aligned axially with the output detector; in the second series of

tests they were viewed from the side while they were being fired on a

steel dent block to record dent depth. Still a different setup shown in

Figure 11 was used to provide variable explosive output to test the

integrating technique. In all three test series the length of the air

gap was varied to provide variable output. An oscillograph sweep rate

of .5 or 1. milliseconds per centimeter was used for all observations.

This allowed the first 10 or 20 mill!•econds to be recorded. A set of

integrated UV and IR output traces obtained using the radiation detector

and the circuits of Figure 10, of the axially viewed T24EI-RDX combination

for three different gap sizes is shown in Figure 12. These traces are

typical of the T24EI-RDX combination viewed from the front (axially) and
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-j i rom the side, and the M55-RDX combination shown in Figure 11. 1
It is apparent from thp nevllnpgraphlr rrnrPR that the itfrn-

red radiation is influenced most by the variation in output. As the air

gap length increasen, giving a smaller explosive output, the magnitude

of the integrated IR trace increases; this means that the quantity of

infrared radiation emitted from a low -ntput simulator is greater than

that emitted form a higher output simulator. Also noticeable is the

appearance of a "primary" and "secondary" peak on all the integrated

IR traces and several of the integrated UV traces. The use of these

terms is illustrated in Figure 13. It may be seen moreover, that in

both series of simulator firings the "height" (see Figure 13) of the

secondary peak in relation to the height of the primary peak increases

as the output strength decreases. (As gap length increases output strength

decreases). This relationship is most readily seen in the IR traces al-

though it exists also in the UV traces.

Examination of the integrated UV/IR output traces of the M6

blasting cap reveals that the primary and secondary peaks also occur

with this EED. Indeed, other systems such as the T24E1-PETN combination

(discussed in Section 4.2) and some specially fabricated detonators,

later to be discussed, also exhibit the double peak phenomena.

In Figure 14, the ratio of the average heights or magnitudes

of the primary to the secondary peaks which occur in the integrated IR

traces are plotted as a function of average steel plate dent depth for

the T24E1-RDX combination and the M55-RDX combination. The average

dent depth were taken from previously obtained data and the ratios of
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primary to secondary peaks were averaged from two or more oscillographs

obtained from firings at each gap setting. It is readily seen that a

definite correlation exists between the ratio of the peaks and the out-

put of depth for both explosive systems.

The oceurence of this phenomena in these systems in the M6

and in other EED systems led us to believe that the study of primary

and secondary peaks can lead to a more general way of assessing EED

output. A plausible explanation for the primary and secondary peaks is

given below.

The appearance of a "primary' and "secondary" peak in the

integrated radiation output traces can easily be misinterpreted unless

we bear in mind that these traces are the summation of the quantity of

radiation emitted from the explosive reaction as time elapses. This

fact is best illustrated by examining Figure 15 which shows the uninte-

grated UV ari IR traces obtained from the M6 blasting cap. In this

oscillograph the deflection has purposely been made more sensitive than

normal to show the secondary period of emission which starts approximately

150 microseconds after the beginning of the traces. The primary emission

is so much more intense that the secondary emission that it causes the

traces to deflect off scale in Figure 15.

Examination of Figure 15 indicates that there are probably

two distinct reactions occurring. The first reaction which causes a

rapid intense buildup of radiation intensity lasting about 30 micro-

seconds is undoubtedly caused either directly or indirectly by the
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II expanding shock and reaction zone. Whether the radiation is emitted

from strongly inlzed n•Ir in rhp qhork front or a reaction zone plasnma

behind the shock front may be questionaihe but the rapid rate of buildup

and its short duration suggest a plasma-like source of emission.

The second reaction which starts radiation emission at 150

microseconds and lasts for about 600 microseconds appears to be a burning

phenomenon. The time of occurrence, the duration, and the random oscil-

latory nature of the traces during this period all suggest burning. A

possible explanation of such a reaction is that after the shock and re-

action front has dissipated due to atmospheric attenuation and spherical

divergence, the products of detonation enter into secondary reactions in

which oxidation and the formation of additional products takes place.

Some burning of unreacted explosive may also occur but this will be

minimal in high order reactions.

The delay in the appearance of secondary emission may occur

becapse the expanding reaction zone acts as an opaque filter to the

radiation produced by secondary products which are found within the

detonation head. It is also possible that previous to the dispersion of

the detonation front the products of detonation have not mixed with a

sufficient quantity of atmospheric gases for secondary reaction.

More difficult to explain is the dependence of the intensity

of _iation emitted from the secondary reaction upon the order of the

outi.... The traces of Figure 12 show that the height of the secondary

peak, which reflects the quantity of radiation emitted from the secondary

reactions, is incLeased. In other words, there is an increase in the
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amount of secondary reaction in the lower order firings. At present we

theorize that, in a lower order detonation less explosive material

may enter into the production of the Rhook-rPmetion front therphy mnkinp

available more energy--rich products for the secondary reactions. In any

case the observations of the ratio of the quantity of radiation from the

primary shock reaction (a quantity which remains fairly constant as the

order of detonation varies) to that of the secondary reaction results in

a measure of output strength which may be conviently observed with the

radiation detector. This measure is common to many, if not all, explo-

sive systems.

There is a difference in the quality and the quantity of the

radiation emitted from EED's with different case materials. This effect

is often noticeable to the naked eye. To pinpoint this effect and also

the effect of different charge materials three types of detonators were

specially prepared by Mr. E. Miller of Picatinny Arsenal, Table 2 sum-

marizes the characteristics of these three types as well as those of the

XM66E2 detonator which was also used in this test series.

Table 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECIAL DETONATORS

Item Lead Charge Quantity of Charge Case Material Configuration

Type A RDX 230 mg Stainless Steel

Type 0 TETRYL 230 mg Stainless Steels Identical

Type E PETN 230 mg Stainless Steel

XM66E2 PETN 230 mg Aluminum Comparable
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This configuration, that is, the physical arrangement of the

bridgewire, the plug material, and the various dimensions, is identical I
for types A, V, E, and comparable to that of the XM66E2.

Some conclusions to be drawn form this brief study of case and

charge material are as follows:

a) Each explosive type (RDX, PETN, and TETRYL) does

produce characteristic output traces. The traces

are reproducible enough to allow a positive

identification of the explosive material if

the configuration is held constant.

b) A large difference exists between the aluminum

case output and the stainless steel case out-

put. The aluminxim cased items give greater

radiation output and exhibit a high, prolonged

temperature. Since the boiling point of aluminum

is about 2300* Kelvin while the boiling point

of stainless steel is close to 3300' Kelvin

it is more likely that the cases of aluminum

would enter into some of the reactions upon

detonations than steel cases. Under heat and

pressure aluminum can enter into many heat pro-

ducing reactions with the eleants of the ex-

plosive as well as the atmosphere. Cook 6 dis-

cusses how certain aluminum oxide products

formed in an explosion are capable of buffering
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the explosion temperature which may help

to explain the relatively stable high Ii
temperature observed.

c) The integrated traces appear to be of little

value in distinguishing differences in charge

material. They may be useful for detecting

case material differences.

4.4 Output Tests of M42 Percussion Primer

Thus far, the usefulness of the radiation detector has been

discussed mainly with respect to detonating, "hard" output devices. A

special series of tests run on the M42 percussion primer serves to

illustrate the usefulness of the detector and the various techniques

described in the preceding sections for evaluating the "soft" output

of devices such as squibs, igniters and primers.

The M42 Percussion Cap (or primer) is a low output device

which is initiated by the action of a firing pin which crushes the ig-

nition mix between a tiny self-contained anvil and the primer cup. Its

uses are varied but in general it is employed where a heat sensitive

reaction must be initiated. The prime purpose of the tests on the M42

percussion caps was to discern qualitative and quantative differences in

outputs of four different lots. The chemical composition of each lot

was different so that output differences were expected.

The arrangement of the steel ball drop tester used to initiate

the caps and UV/IR radiation output detector is shown in Figure 10. A
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'I ) 3.5 ounce steel ball wis used at a dIron hoi•,ht ,f 7 ; iI•!o.g~n

impact energy of 126.5 inlCih-p)ounds. This impai e nerg!v is mere than

enough to insure fir '.ng of all four lot:s of percili-isfon caps. The out-

put parameters which were specifically studied w0,-o the energy history,

approximate temperature history and hrliancc.

4.5.1 Energy History of Output

Since the output of the percussion cops is relatively "soft"

and the shock output low, most of the energy outpuit can be accounted

for by observing the intensity of the emmitted rdiation. Furthermore,

the temeprature of output flame and Fubsequeoot radiation is low relative

to detonation phenomena. For these reasons the cnergy history of the

M42 percussion caps was observed using only the infrared photomultiplier

(an RCA 7102). Three distinct types of phenomena were observed in the

output of the percussion caps: an initial burst period, an induction

period and a burning period. Figure 17 illustraitus these three phenomena

with an actual radiation trace obtained with the detector.

4.5.2 Approximate Temp~erature History

For temperature measurements both the infrared and ultraviolet

photomultipliers are used. As di.cus-sed in Section] 2 the temperature

of the source may be estimated with a ratio of UV to TR radiation inten-

sity if the source radiation is near blackbody or grvbhody in nature.

Due to the composition of some of the percussion mixes the emitted

radiation may not completely fulfill these conditions so that the tem-

perature history presented in Figure 8 is approximate in lieu of further
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investigations. The temperaturo-tiMC curves for each lot are average

values for the pairticular lot. The observed temperature of 20000 to

2700' Kelvin seems to he reasonable for a soft output device such as a

percussion cap.

4.5.3 Brisance

When speaking of "soft" output devices such as the M42 per-

cussion cap the term hrisance is almost without meaning since the term

is a properly identified with the detonation pressure. Since there is

some violent action associated with the M42 caps, however, we have tried

to make some estimate of the relative brisance or "shattering action" of

each lot.

The estimate was made by measureing maximum rate of rise of

the oscillograph trace from the infrared photomultiplier by the initial

burst radiation. A fast rate of rise in relation to a slower one indi-

cates more brisance. Table 3 lists the average of the maximum measured

rise rates for each lot. The actual voltage rise, rate as measured on

the oscillograph as well as an estimate of the maximum radiant watts per

second is given. The latter factor was computed by assuming a 510 ohm

load across the RCA 7102 photomultiplier -utpat and an average radiant

sensitivity of 4 milliwatts/ampere.
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Table 3 1
MAXIMUM RATE OF RADIATION INCREASE OF

FOUR LOTS OF M42 PERCUSSION PRIMERS

Maximum Voltage Rate of Rise Rate of Increase of Radi-
Lot No. (volts/milliseconds) ated Power (watts/secs)_

110 .18 .0014

WWC 1-15 4. .032

WWC 358 10. .079

PA-1Ol 800. 6.3

4.5.4 General Summary of Four Lots

Enough data were collected with the ald of the radiation

detector to define both the apparent and subtle differences between the

four lots. In general, the output of Lots WWC 358 and 1-15 seem to be

predominately burning in nature while the outputs of Lots PA-101 and 110

show little burning and a tnedency towards detonation. One could there-

fore, select a lot to perform a "soft" or a "hard" initiation task.

Table 4 summarizes all radiation tests on the M42 percussion caps on a

relative basis.

Table 4

RELATIVE RATING OF FOUR LOTS OF M42 PERCUSSION CAPS

Energy evolved in initial burst Energy evolved in burning
(in less than 1 msec) Relative

Duration Amount of
Relative Brisance Relative Interpret. Coruscating

Lot No. Peak: Interpretation Magnitude (msec) Particles
110 2 small 1 (neglig) I negligible none

WWC 1-15 10 small 2 (medium) 35 medium Medium

Reg. Pattern
WWC 358 6 small 3 (large) 110 long Medium

Irr. Pattern

"PA-10 400 large 2 (neglig) 4.5 short none
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary purpose of this project was to develop an output

test which is more meaningful than the presently used conventional tests.

What we have developed is a tool and associated techniques which can be

used to study. evaluate and monitor most types of EED output.

We have discussed in some detail the construction, theory

and calibration of a radiation detector. In this discussion we have

shown how the detector can be used for dynamic temperature-measurements

in the 17000 to at least 10,000' Kelvin range as well as standardized

radiant energy measurements of a wide variety of radiation sources. We

have also shown experimentally how the detector may be used to measure

several different EED output parameters, in many cases as a function of

time. The basic radiation output measurements which can be made with

the present detector system are as follows.

1. Blackbody or graybody temperatures as a function
of time.

This measurement is made by measuring the intensity

ratio of a broad band of ultraviolet radiation to

a broad band of infrared radiation. The measured

source should be blackbody or graybody in nature

but because of the broad detector response it

rpay deviate somewhat.
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Rain ....... cncr a6 a _function Of time...

Since the photomultiplier is basically a detector

of radiant energy this measurement can easily be

made. With the addition of the proper band pass

filters and a routine calibration the detector

may be used to make standart luminosity measure-

ments.

3. Time-integrated radiant energy measurements.

With the addition of simple RC integrating networks

to each photomultiplier output the total amount

of radiant energy emitted in the ultraviolet

region and the infrared region of the spectrum

over a period of time can be measured.

From these basic measurements a number of important output

parameters can be derived. (The technique may be used for deflagrating

devices such as squibs as well as non-electrically initiated devices

such as stab primers). These measurements along with their implications

are given below:

1. Temperature-history.

The temperature as a function of time has been

measured for a large variety of EEDs. This

measurement seems generally useful for classi-

fying EEDs by type, i.e., squib, igniter, detonator.

Case material and composition of the explosive

or deflagrating charge are factors which influence

the temperature history of the EED.
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2. Raid[IL Energy i-listory.

In "soft" output devices where much nf th6 o'itput

is in the form of radiatl•n this measurement of

radiant eoer :y as a function of time is vory use-

ful for observing induction times, burning times,

and the relative merit of the output.

3. Total or integrated radiant energy.

This measurement is extremely useful as an output

measurement. For detonating devices the ratio

of the primary energy emission to the secondary

encrgy Pmission occurring during afterburning of

the detonation products is an excellent measure

of the order or strength of the output. The

measurement is especially easy to interpret

and a high degree of output resolution is pos-

sible. Total radiant energy also has a limited

application in studying the effects of case

and charge material.

4. Secondary measurement.

Much additional information can be derived by

examining various aspects of the first three

measurements. Brisance, for instance, can be

estimated by measuring the rate of rise of the

radiant energy or temperature history curve.

Details of the detonation front can be observed

also, via the shape of the various curves. Peak

temperature is another possible secondary measurement.
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In conclusion, we find that the measurement of output radia-

tion from EEDs with the aid of the radiation detector and the proper

analysis of the generated data can give a better and in some cases, a

heretofor unknown evaluation of output. More experimental work is needed

to place some of the empirically proven relationships on a sound theoreti-

cal basis but the basic techniques have been presented.

The fact that most of the possible output measurements are of

a relative nature does not detract from the usefulness of the system

and the techniques, since output information from the photomultipliers is

in the form of electrical signals means that nay of the output measure-

ments described in this report can be automated so that the final infor-

mation can be presented as a quality figure or "go-no-go" signal which

can be especially useful for production line and quality control testing.
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-A- brief deurlption of the Navy-'s Bazards of Electromagnetic Radiation to
Ordinane (ERO),.progra;n ispresented. Included are some of the various,

Sob eet.ves ,uch-as,, the test progr•m for weapon developers, HERO evalxation
test Thfornation, Severai.basic design approaches for solution of the prob-
leu exd the consultation services furaished to our weapon desigtaers and

de~iropers.

2!2 ad• -terference Protection for Pyrotechnic R.L, R•obinson

This presentation describes the technique which the Manned Spacecra7t'
Center proposesoto protect an electroexplosive device from potential
radiofrequeny-interference problems. A typical electrcexplosi-,-
device and the ,ipchanisn by which radiofrequency interference C: ....
prewature ignition are described.

2-3 Measuring the Electric and Magnetic Componets Robert B. Cowdell
of the Near Field

,This paper describes the development of a field Intensity meter to ,.,sur-
ver-/ high intensity electric and magnetic components of the near field.
Intensive tests on existing commercial receivers were conducted to affect
a design which could be exposed to high level ambient fields without mal-
function. An extensive theoretical study of the near field distribution
was conducted to establish a standard field for calibration purnoses.

?-L4 Lightning Surge Current Hazards to Semi-Conductor and 1.-M. N e W-naT

rlectro-explosive Systems J. D. Robb
J. R. Stahmann

Studies of surge coupling into aerospace vehicles indicate a limited
spectrum of pulse amplitudes and rise times which can produce s4aniflcant
damaging surges in internal electronic and electro-explosive systems.
M%,st surge coupling arises from openings in the vehicle's conducting
outer shell, such as antenn. feed throug•hq and radom-: systems. :llustrationg
nrc giv-.n oi typical examples of hazatds ad protectivwl techniques.

- Ery•_ 72ransfer Electrostatic Arcs C. . Schrcedar, J"

1,vn;i c n; I Mts of e'eztrc ..... 'z art discharges haw: ['hn st-udied
"i, i• upon eneýrgy Issipntl:n..thh rc ,is a fjncticn n; :.',rcuiit

--. ,! e•• ab ule e +. r at, r,•ise test -
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2-7 Designing Electro-Explosive Devices for El•etrowtatic L. D. Pitts
Xnsensitividby'

This paper contains theory and design equations with whi.b the engineir can
analyze EED design for capability of withstanding a partictu1r static
discharge voltage from pin-to case.- Included are a general discuIssionof

electric fields, dielectric strength, and resistivity as Applied ,o breakdocvn
voltage calculations and use of such calculati:on in analysis of general design.
factorv and evaluation of a specific EED .design. -Also, s8method for measurins
dieleczric etreagth and resistivity of explosives and p-rotechnics is set
forth.

,-8P MP Protected EED's UtilizLna Miniature ELC Networks Jossph'E. Sidoti

The use of RLC networks to provide RF protection in EED's has significantly
improved their characteristics. Attenuation values can be aCtained over a
considerable frequency range without sacriflcing voltage breakdown or insul-
ation resistance. Typical attenuation characteristics of a device 0.179"
diameter by 0.379" long, range from 15 db at 100 KC to er 0 bat 10,000 MC.
Theoretical and constructional details are discussed.

2-9P Effects of Radio FreMusncy Stinni..on P. F. Yohrbach
Riectroexplouive Devices R. F. "Wood

Tests conducted on a large number of different types of EED's has given some
insight into the general behavior of EED's when exposed to RF signals. This
paper describes this general behavior for CW and pulsed signals and for the
different functioning modes, (pin-to-pin, pins-to-case and bridgewire-to-
bridgewire). In addition these studies have indicated some of the construction
fa•Ilt that lead to increased HF and static sensitivity which may not be revealed
by normal testing to standard EED test specifications.

2-10P Miniaturization of Out-Of-Line Explosive Safety Systems R. Stresau
R. Degner

.roblem areas relating to the miniaturization of fuze explosive systems
are discussed. These problems fall in the general areas of policy, design,
and jabrication. The two policy problems are the ambiguity of safety Tolicy
and the inhibition of inovation which result from standardization policy.
A number of soluxtions to the design and fabrication problem are discussed,
one of which has been subjected to an explosive feasibility study. A pro-
cedurc .as devised whereby high reliability can be demonstrated on the basis
Ot ýtha result of a single trial.

"______ .C. Holsener
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2-1 HAZARDS OF ELECTRO4AGNETIC RADIATION TO ORDNANCE

R. M. PRICE

U. S. Naval Weapons Laboratory

The Naval Weapons Laboratory, Dah3gren, VirCginia is located about

60 miles south of Washington, D. C. on the Potomac River. Research and

development programs in support of the U. S. Navy are conducted at

Dahlgren. There are over 1800 civilian employees and 150 Navy personnel.

in our three technical laboratories and support organizations.

Our three technical laboratories are:

1. Computation and Analysis Laboratory which specializes in usijns

large digital computers to solve problems of the Navy. It is the prime

agency in the Navy Weapons Establishment in the fields of computation,

data processing and exterior ballistics.

2. Warhead and Terminal Ballistics Laboratory which specializes

in warhead research and development, terminal ballistics and cartridge

actuated devices.

3. Weapons Development and Evaluation laboratory which conducts

research in support of the development of fleet weapons systems. It

also develops sub-systems and ordnanee components ond conducts weapon

system evaluations. We in HEOR are a part of this laboratozy.

Also located at the Naval Weapons Laboratory is a separate command,

the Naval Space Surveillance System.
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Some of the major programs of the Naval Weapons Laboratory are m

shown in Figure 1.

Mn Naval Weapons Iaboratory has technical direction of the Navy

HERO program. We are charged with the responsibility of determAning

the degree to which weapons may be susceptible to electromagnetic

radiation, of devising means and techniques for rendering weapons safe

in radiation fields, and for reccmnending operational and handling

restrictions as a temporary remedy to the problem until permanent

methods are available.

We have a film which will present some of the problems we face

in the HERO program.

FM1h: 9 Min.

Generally the HERO program provides for a systematic attack on the

problems with two broad objectives: first, to resolve the HERO problem

for current weapons in current environments and second to establish a

satisfactory posture with respect to current and future weapons in the

more severe environments of the future.

The Electromagnetic Hazards or HERO Division at Dahlgren has

approximately 100 people actively engaged in the program.

From the film you have seen what our problem isn The Bureau of

Shipr, which is now the Ship Systems Co~mand, has specified the

magnitudes of the electromagnetic fields on the decks of the ships

in both the radio and radar frequencies.

We at Dahlgren must determine the susceptibility of all of the Navy

items which contain electroexplosive devices using these fields as the
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criteria. To accomplish this, conplete weapon systems are exposed to

the rf envr.rn.ts i .unt ilinies, lnciaen-tatiy, these are the

only known facilities of this kind available today.

Figure 2 describes the facility.

This is one of the facilities. It is a steel deck 240 feet long

by 100 feet wide designed to simulate an aircraft carrier deck. At

one end is a turntable capable of rotating loads up to 25 tons. *There

are radio and radar transmitters to create the rf fields for the tests.

There are three of these ground plane facilities, two of which are at

Deahlgren. Our third facility is located at the Naval Air Test Center,

Patuxent River, Maryland. We also conduct tests on board the ships

of the fleet in the radio frequency environment created by the ships.

Our test teams have been on board destroyers, frigates, cruisers,

aircraft carriers, and submarines. There have been HERO tests conducted

"on board more than 80 ships.

Also we have conducted some tests at other Naval Shore Stations

plus measurement surveys at various other locations.

When we test, we use the complete weapon system. For an air-

launched weapon, this includes the delivering system. The aircraft

or launcher to which the weapon is attached and connected will

contribute to the rf currents induced into the electroexplosive

devices; one reason is by increasing the effective antenna.

The reason for locating our third ground plane facility at Patuxent

River was to take advantage of the aircraft located there and to use

the airport facilities for flying in fleet aircraft for test purposes.

2-1.3
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In our tests we use a weapDon vhinh IR Ine7+. except for !y.-

electroexplosive devices for go/no-go tests and we use electroexplosive !

devices simulators for instrumented tests. Results for our go/no-go

tests tell us if there is an actuation or not, but nothing in between.

Our Instrumented tests tell us how close we are to an actuation.

If we find that a weapon is susceptible, it is then necessary to

restrict radio frequency transmissions or retrofit the weanon to make

it iUmiune. Of courses the ideal approach is to recognize the possible

hazards during the design of the weapon and make provisions to preclude

the HERO problem at this time.

There are several basic approaches for solution of the problem.

One approach is illustrated in Figure 3. This approach is to

enclose all of the electroexplosive devices and their associated

circuits, which includes power sources, transmission lines, and

switching and arming devices, within a completely closed conductive

shield. The electromagnetic energy which is incident on this

conductive surface is attenuated exponentially with respect to the

depth of penetration. Thus, this complete shielding approach is

an effective solution to the HERO problem. The precautions necessary

here are to use proper techniques to assure complete shielding

particularly at the Joints and seams.

Even though this approach is theoretically sound, it may not be

possible to accomplish practically. However, sometimes this approach

can be adapted to fit particular situations. Figure 4 illustrates

such a case.
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Various components can be placed in shielded compartments andV ~~~interconnected by ship-lAPA .c±!e !r c.~in -b -1Ia~iksLu -bechniques

are critical. The circuit shield must be connected to the component

shield axound the entire periphery cf the shield.

Now, even this is not possible in situations where electrical

firing signals are required from sae source external to the weapon,

such as an air launched weapon vbich receives its firing signal

through a cable from the aircraft to the weapon.

Figure 5 ill utrates an approach to exclude radio frequency energy

in this case. A suppression device, such as a low-pass electric wave

filter, is installed in the transmission line and the circuit shielded

from the output of the filter through the electroexplosive device.

We have not only the problem of coupling radio frequency energy

into the electroexplosive device but also problems caused by radio

"fr•equency discharges, sometimes referred to as rf arcs. These occur

during interface connectionsp such as the connection of a weapon cable

to the aircraft. The suppression device will not protect against

problems caused by the rf discharge because the rf disuharges generate

low frequency energy similar to that furnished by firing sources.

Figure 6 illustrates mne solution to the rf discharge problem.

This is simply to open the firing circuit between the point of rf

discharge and the electroexplosive device until after the connection

is made.

These, then, are three approaches to the solving of the MRO

problem:

(1) Enclose the entire veapon in v continuous shield,
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circuits; and

(3) Filter the firing circuit) shield from the filter to the

electroex.plosive device, and mahe the proper provisions for radio

frequency discharges.

In all these three approaches there is only one real principle

involved. This is complete and proper shielding. The filter in the

third approach is a frequency discriminating device that selectively

excludes rf energy frco the shielded comarment.

These approaches are described more thoroughly in the IRO Design

Guide which has been published under the HERO program. This document

has been furnished to provide engineering data and to specify desiLgn

techniques which will insure radio frequency safety and reliability

in weapons. This Design Guide is now available to weapon designers

and developeras.

Another of our objectives is to furnish a Test Program for Weapon

Developers. This is to provide weapon developers with tests for

measuring the susceptibility of a weapon to environmental electro-

ragnetic radiation.

If we can furnish test procedures ed equipment whereby a weapon

designer or developer is able to determine if his methods of making

the weapon immune to radio frequency energy are adequate, then this

will eliminate the need for costly and time consuming redesign or

retrofits.
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There are four test requirements. These are:

(1) SMPIA-tm.ý efftiA'cncoz Of c~-azi± ýlle ýj

(2) Shielding effectiveness of 'enclosuresI

(3) Filter effectiveness, and

(4) Weapon susceptibility to radio frequency discharges.

For the first two requirements we haye pibllshed a Technical

I'amrorandum describing methods for deternaining the shielding effective-

ness of cables and enclosures for frequencies up to 30 Mc/s.

We also have a statistical program in progress. This ib a

Sprobability analysis which is to estinate the probabil ity or an

Saccidental actuation of a weapon system -under all the combinations

of shipboard conditions encountered.

We have u research and develop~ment program which is investigating

shielding, te~chniques, methods of radio frequency ener•y suppression)'

new tecbniques in explosive train initiation, and nev ihstrkurntation

techniques. These are programs involvinC principles and not specific

hardware items.

Then we have one other program which is most importsnt to me since

this is my particular area of work. This is our consultation service.

In this service we vill furnish advice to our weapon'designers and

developers to assure that proper design techniques are incorporated

to makm the weapon immune to electrcnagnetic radiation. We have

consultants at four other Naval stations, in Pennsylvania, WashIogton,

D. C., and two in California. Vie furnish service to other Naval

installations and their contractors, wherever it is required. The
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service is available throughout the ccmlete dlewvoniflknt en to t.i

assembly line to explaJi techniques, cuch as shield terminations.

From three of these programs, the research and developnent in

shielding techniques and radio frequency energy suppression methods,

the consultation service, and the test program for weapon developers,

we hope to assure that there will be no }IERO problem in our future

weapons.

This has been a brief description of the HERO program. If there

are any questions, we will try to answer them.
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Naval Weapons Laboratory

WARFARE ANALYSIS

ASTRONAUTICS
EXTERIOR BALLISTICS

FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE SYSTEM

WARHEAD RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES

TARGET VULNERABILITY AND DAMAGE
STUDIES

HAZARDS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION TO ORDNANCE

BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL
WARFARE

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

WEAPON SAFETY

FOUNDATIONAL RESEARCH

FIGURE 1

FIG. 2 HERO TEST FACILITY
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DISCUSSION

Basic instrumentation is a thermocouple of the type developed some
time ago by Denver Research Institute. The couple is antimony-bismuth
located about 1 to 2 mils from the bridge wire. It i8 calibrated with
direct current. The output of the couple is fed to a recording oscillogvaph.

Go-no-go testing is only a small part of the work. About 99%
is of the instrumented type. Since the beginning of this work in 1959,
many initiators have been fired.
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2-2 RADIOFREQUJENCY-IINTERFERENCE PROTECTION

FOR PYROTECHNIC SYSTVWS IN MANNED SPACECRAFT

By Robert L. Robinson

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

ABSTRACT

This presentation describes the technique which the Manned Space-

craft Center proposes to protect an electroexplosive device from poten-

tial radiofrequency-interference problems. A typical electroexplosive

device and the mechanism by which radiofrequency interference can cause

premature ignition are described,

INTRODUCTION

It has been known for several years that eleotroexplosive devices

(BED) are susceptible to premature operation from radiofrequency inter-

ference (RFI). Many techniques have been used to reduce this undesir-

able, and in many applications, dangerous effect.

This presentation describes the methods used by the Manned Space-

craft Center (MSC) to assure that spacecraft pyrotechnic systems are

protected from RFI. The sensitivity of EED to RFI and the expected RFI

environments will be presented.
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PRESENT SYSTEM CONFIGUIRATION

The Apollo spacecraft uses a standard EED for the ignltion ellcl nt

in all explosive functions. There are two devices: one with a double

bridge wire and one with a single bridge wire. In this presentation,

only the double bridge wire device will be described. This unit is

shown in cross section in Fig. l(a). The all-fire condition occurs when

at least 3.5 amperes are applied through either bridge wire. For the

no-fire condition, 1 watt can be dissipated for 5 minutes across each

bridge wire, and 9000 volts can be discharged from the 0.0005-microfarad

capacitor across the pins to the case without igniting.

The initiator body is made from stainless steel and performs the

multiple functions of inner-face and electrical connector. The body also

serves as a pressure vessel to contain the pressures produced by the

initiator and by the device to which the initiator is attached. The

four pins in the header are the connections that bring electrical energy

to the bridge wires. The bridge wire is the resistance element which is

heated by the input current. Heat from the resistance element ignites

the primary charge which burns and initiates the main charge. The pri-

mary charge is pressed down into the cup of the header and is covered

with isomica insulation discs. The discs, in conjunction with the

ceramic header, insulate the initiation charge from the rest of the body

material to prevent electrical circuits being made from the body through

the charge to the bridge wires.
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Radiofrequency-Interference Environment b

Now that the EE-D has been shown to be sensitive to certain RFI

energies, it is appropriate to examine the envirornent to which a space-

craft will be exposed. Based upon a study made by MSC, the significant

radiofrequency (RF) emitting energy sources in a spacecraft mission are

those earth-based high-energy transmitting systems shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. RADIOFREQUENCY SOURCES

Frequency, Field strength,
Equipment Frqeny

MHz watts/meter2

Ground stations 6000 20

Shipboard 4000 80

Emitters onboard
spacecraft 3000 30

The first group of emitters is categorized as ground stations and

includes commercial, amateur, mobile, and radar stations. Of this group,

the radar stations will produce the highest field strength incident on

the spacecraft (approximately 20 watts/meter2) at a frequency of

6000 megahertz (MHz). The second group of emitters is those energies

produced by the powerful shipboard tracking radars used by the Atlantic

Missile Range. The radars have a capability of exposing the spacecraft

to a power density of 60 watts/meter2 at a spacecraft frequency of

4000 MHz. The third group is onboard spacecraft emitters, which are the
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communications transmitt-p- aný the Lcitmetry and tracking beacons. The

highest power density produced by these units JR A.pprzi ,•at-l

30 watts/Meter at a frequency of 3000 MHz.

A simplified envelope of the worst environment for an Apollo mission

is shown in Fig. 2. This is a graph of the power density incident on

the spacecraft at various frequencies. The figvue illustrates that the

power density starts to become significant near 100 MHz and peaks at

60 watts/meter 2 at approximately 10,000 MHz. These data consider the

location of the spacecraft relative to the various emitters, that is,

the distance of the spacecraft from the launch pad and the distance from

the emitter to the orbiting spacecraft.

Initiator Radiofrequency-Interference Sensitivity

To simplify the discussion on modes of RFI premature ignition, the

electrical configuration of the initiator is shown schematically in

Fig. l(b). The dashed lines represent the metal case of the unit. Since

the initiator is designed to fire as a result of resistance heating of

the bridge wire, EFI currents, as well as the functional direct-current

(dc) pulse, can make the initiator fire. Not so apparent is the fact

that when a voltage gradient of sufficient magnitude to cause conduction

is applied across a metal oxident explosive (the primary ignition mate-

rial), ignition will occur. In the initiator configuration described,

ignition could occur if sufficient voltage were impressed between the

pins and the case. Extensive testing has demonstrated that the energy

required for this ignition mode (as opposed to bridge-wire heating) is
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much less, creating a much greater concern for RFI when these conditions

result. The voltage required for this phenomenon is relatively large,

although the resultant energy is low. The driving impedance of the

spacecraft wiring systems is not conducive to continuous-wave (CoW) RFI

energy transmission in the high-voltage low-current relationship. This

condition does exist with the pulse output modulation now widely used on

radar equipment. This RF energy transmission system results in peak

voltage levels several orders of magnitude greater than the peak voltage

associated with a CW transmission "Aith the same average input power.

After testing, the initiator was seen to be most sensitive at 9000 MHz

where the no-fire level (1 in 1000 fire) was 89 milliwatts.

Protection

From the demonstrated sensitivity of the EED to RFI and environment,

it is apparent that provisions must be made in a system design to prevent

premature firing. Presently, premature firing is avoided by providing

an isolated and shielded system.

The present MSC EED circuitry-design criteria, as related to RFI

protection, are shown in Fig. 3. To provide the required isolation from

unshielded systems, a separate battery is provided for each EED. The

batteries are completely encased within a Faraday-type enclosure. The

circuit is balanced with and isolated from the spacecraft structure (with

the exception of a high-resistance electrostatic bleed resistance). The

total wiring system outside the metallic relay boxes consists of twisted

shielded-pair cabling. For complete protection, the shields must not
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have any openings. This requirem-nt causes complications in large sys- j
tems, such as Apollo, and results in a very expensive system in terms of

money, weight, and time. Currently, the systems have been able to meet

the requirements of 40 decibels (db) of RFI power attenuation (1).

RFI FILTER APPROACH

Advantages of Filter

A different approach is being taken for the more advanced and longer

duration spacecraft missions after the Apollo Spacecraft Program. This

approach requires insertion of an RFI filter in the electrical circuitry

just ahead of the EED. This method of protection is particularly

attractive to spacecraft application because the consequential RFI

environment is at the higher frequencies where the' smaller lossy-element

filters become useful.

In spacecraft used for long-duration missions, the BED electrical

system must be powered from the spacecraft's main power system since

batteries that permit long mission operation are not available, Also,

the present method cf circuit isolation (for achieving the required atten-

uation) cannot be used because the shielding is defeated when the RFI

"clean system" is connected into an unshielded "dirty system." Investi-

gations have shown that standard switches and relay contacts must

provide the required isolation at high frequencies; therefore, a shield-

type interruption cannot be used between the systems. With the RFI

filter, the main spacecraft power source can be used for initiation and
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still achieve the required circuit isolation at the RFI frenipinies

involved.

There are several advantages in using a filter in lieu of shielding.

For example, a weight saving of more than 100 pounds could have been made

by eliminating the shielding system on the Apollo spacecraft and by

using a filter. Probably the greatest advantage is that the attenuation

of a filter is easily measured. The determination of the attenuation

effectiveness of a shielded system requires a costly and. involved, full

spacecraft system test. This test is usually performed on only one

vehicle where many devices are involved; also, data obtained depend

greatly on how well the shielding is installed on a particular vehicle.

Expensive and heavy connectors are required to penetrate bulkhead struc-

tures and provide the required 3600 Faraday shielding.

Selection Criteria

In the selection of a filter for spacecraft applications, a program

to survey industry's on-the-shelf and state-of.-the-art inventory was

initiated to determine whether a suitable unit existed. The Apollo

spacecraft and mission were used as a basis of selection.

The reliability and attenuation of the system were large factors in

the selection of a filter. Other factors were the± attenuation of the

normal EED firing pulse, the power-handling capacity, the voltage break-

down, and the effect of the filter upon monitoring of the EKED bridge wire.

Weight, cost, and physical size are also large factors in spacecraft sys-

tems. For example, in the Apollo spacecraft approximately 150 electro-

explosive devices are used to initiate or perform mission functions.
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When the Apollo spacenrRft. •_o '•P"fr the.lon5-LtnrLuf missions in the

Apollo Applications Program (AAP), these filter units must be retrofitteri

into existing hardware. Therefore, the three factors (weight, cost, and

size) become important. The unit must be reliable, to provide the

required attenuation and to prevent failure of the system in which it is

installed. The device must withstand the initiator firing currents and

voltages without failure, either shorted or open.

Filter Design

Thirty-two different systems were analyzed in the filter survey.

After a program of examination and extensive testing, a hybrid-type filter

(shown in Fig. h(a)) was selected. This filter is actually a combination

of two systems, It is an inductance-and-capacitance (It) filter that

uses the standard LC configuration to present the incoming high-frequency

signal with a high-impedance path in series and with a low-impedance

path in shunt to reject the signal. The normal LC filter has disadvan-

tages that prevent widespread use of this filter only in this applica-

tion. At certain frequencies, these elements combine (resonance) to

give essentially zero attenuation. At the higher frequencies, these

elements change their characteristics and become useless. This problem

was solved by constructing the LC filter with high-frequency lossy ele-

ments (insulated ferrite beads) that dissipate the high-frequency power

(area in which the LC filter fails) in the form of heat.

The unit was constructed for an initiator configuration which has

two bridge wires and a four-pin connector (Fig. 4(b)). The device
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consists of four ferrite and coil assemblies concentrically mounted in

a brass grounding ring; the input ends of the ferrite-bead combination

are soldered to a solder-mount receptacle connector, and the output ends

of the inductor coil are soldered to the pins of a straight plug. The
four ferrite and coil assemblies are enclosed in brass tubes which, after

encapsulating the assembly with potting compound, are soldered into both

connectors, effectively completing the assembly. The four-pin filter

with its connectors weighs approximately 65 grams, and is 2-11/16 inches

in overall length and 21/32 inch in diameter. The two-pin filter for

P! single bridge-wire initiators weighs approximately 44 grams and is

2-1/4 inches in overall length and 21/32 inch in diameter.

Figure 5 is a plot of the attenuation of the filter in db (loga-

rithmic ratio of input to output power) versus the frequency in MHz.

The curve is shown flat above 60 db because this level was the limit of

the instrumentation used for the attenuation measurements. The filter

provides from 10 to more than 60 db of attenuation at frequencies in

excess of 100 kilohertz (kHz). It is important to note that beyond

10 MHz, the attenuation is greater than 60 db and never decreases.

Figure 6 is a plot of the RFI environment, as shown in Fig. 2, and

of the same environment attenuated by the filter. As can be seen, the

environment is reduced to an insignificant power level.

Development Status

Twelve developmental devices have been constructed for preliminary

testing. These 12 units have been exposed to sample tests based upon
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the mission envi.rnrme.nts t....c . .... Staidard initiator will be II
exposed. The units were also used to fire the initiators at maximum snd

minimum firing currents. No major problems were found throughout the

testing. The only failure that appeared was that of the soldered end

closures, and this problem can be corrected by using a weld process to

close the end of the units.

Twenty prototype units are now in the process of being manufactured.

These filters will be used for testing in a design-verification test

program (a condensed qualification program) to verify that the design

can survive the test conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The RFI filter described should satisfy the RFI attenuation, weight,

size, and reliability requirements for use in NASA Manned Spacecraft

Center programs. The qualification program now being generated will

verify whether the design is compatible with these requirements.

The units will probably be used first on the Apollo Applications

Program in which the unit will be attached externally to present

initiators. Future plans call for filter incorporation directly into

the initiator design.

REFERENCE

(1) Anon.: Safety Range Safety Manual. Headquarters Air Force Eastern

Test Range, Patrick AFB, Fla., AFETRM 127-1, Nov. 1, 1966.
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DISCUSSION

The bridge-wire to bridge-wire mode of initiation is being eliminated

by eliminating one of the bridge-wires.

The RF filter mentioned in this paper works for both bridge-wire

and pins-to-case modes. The Franklin Institute made this filter and tested

it for both modes.

Attcnutation measurements are made with normal squib impedance,

with a one-ohm carbon resistor and with a load that would be considered

worst case. Details of the tests are contained in Franklin Institute re-

ports to NASA/MSC.

The magnitudes of the fields taken for this work were Apollo

mission oriented and not taken from other sources. Measurements and calcu-

lations are based on a journey from Kennedy Space Center through the lunar

mission and back. Some of the orbital fields were surprisingly high, up

to 40 watts per square meter and mostly radar frequencies.

A bleeding resistor of 100,000 ohms or more is required; ours is

3 megohms. While the EED's are qualified for 25,000 volts from a 500 pico-

farad capacitor, these resistors are placed to equalize any stray potentials

or currents that may be present.

It was made clear by Mr. Cormack (NAVAIRSYSCOM) that it is indeed

difficult to predict the environment with constant movement of shipboard

and land-based equipment in secured combat zones. Very high RF environ-

ments can be achievrd readily under the right set of circumstances and

these exist today. These environments can apply to Army and Air Force

weapons and equipment just as much as to Navy equipment,
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2-3 MEASURING THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC

COMPONENTS OF THE NEAR FIELD

Robert B. Cowdell.

Genisco Technology Corporation, Genistron Division

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In modern weapons complexes it is typical to encounter high levels

of power being transmitted in close proximity to weapons systems and

personnel. It is generally acknowledged chat exposure to excessive levels

of power is hazardous and it is desirous to avoid these exposures or protect

against them.

In order to accurately define the electromagnetic environment to which

systems will be exposed, there is great need for instrumentation that measures

accurately the electric and magnetic components of the near field when close

to high power radio frequency radiators.

To further the development of such instrumentation, it became necessary

to compute a reasonably accurate theoretical description of the near field

distribution, and to gather information on the limitations of conventional

field intensity meters now in use for near field measurements. The initial

goal was to establish a standard field with which to calibrate the instru-

ment and to develop mechanical and circuit design criteria unique for near

field measurement.

The remainder of the project consisted in designing the Near Field- Field

Intensity (NFFI) meter and subjecting it to rigorous accuracy and susceptibility

tests as proof of its ability to perform.

1.1 THEORY OF OPERATION

The unique design of the NFFI meter reflects major developments in

measurement philosophy when compared with that of commercially available

RI-FI receivers. This instrument is designed to measure radiated levels

of electric and magnetic fields directly, in volts per meter or amperes per

meter, over the frequency range of 2 MHz to 30 MHz.
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The meter is designed to operate in either of two modes. In the wide-

band mode the instrument accepts all signals falling in the range of 2 Mz fn

30 M1•4- ard indic a Lem tihe total RM field present in this frequency region. In
the tunable mode the instrument can be set to anv frequniicy in th c 2, 1 'lY L u

30 M•z range and signals falling within 250 KHz of the selected frequency will

be measured (the receiver bandwidth in the tunable mode is nominally 500 KHz).

The range of measurement is 2 to 500 volts per meter for electric fields

and 5 to 1,500 millamperes per meter for magnetic fields.

The instrument is constructed in two enclosures (Figures 2 and 4).

The detector unit contains essentially the receiving circuits (both the wide-

band and tunable detectors) and the meter tuning unit contains the reading

circuits (the tunable local oscillator and meter). Both units have a re-

chargeable battery power supply.

1.1.1 SIGNAL RECEPTION IN THE WIDEBAND MODE

The input signal passes through either the electric or magnetic probe

(see Figure 1), depending on the type of field being measured. Each probe

has its own input filter (which rejects signals outside the 2 to 30 MHz range)

four step attenuator, and preamplifier. Signals then proceed into the wide-

band amplifier. The three stage (2 to 30 MHz) rf amplifier raises the input

signal to a usable level and feeds it into the square law detector. Here

the rf signal is rectified. The dc output voltage from the detector is

proportional to the input power level (the square of the input rf voltage).

The detector output is then fed to a dc amplifier where it is amplified by

a factor of 100 and routed through the 60 foot interconnecting cable to the

meter-tuning unit where it drives the dc output meter. It is necessary to

amplify the detector output in order to drive the dc meter and to insure that

signal quality will not be compromised by high levels of rf pickup on the

inter-unit cable. The scale of the output meter is calibrated to take the

square root of the input voltage. The meter always indicates the true RMS

value of any type of input signal.

1.1.2 SIGNAL RECEPTION IN THE TUNABLE MODE

Signals received in the tunable mode pass through the E or H field probe,

input filter, attenuator, preamplifier, and wideband amplifier exactly as

described in the previous paragraph. The rf signal to be measured (fed from
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the wideband amplifier) and the output of the local oscillator (LO) are then
coupled directly into the mixer. The tunable LO output is fed from the

meter unit through the inter-unit cable. When an rf signal is to be received,
the LO is tuned to a frequency 40 MNIz above the frequency to be measured. The

LO tuning range is from 42 MHz to 70 MHz.

Frequency combination in the mixer occurs in a full wave reccifier. The

rectifier output contains many frequency components, including a signal at a

frequency which is the difference between the two input signals. This signal is

the frequency of interest which is ultimately amplified in the IF section. When

iý is desired to receive a 2 MHz RF signal, the frequency indicator on the remote

dial is set at 2 MHz. This sets the LO at 42 MHz and the 40 MHz difference frequency

out of the mixer reflects the amplitude variations of the 2 MHz RF signal being

measured. The input RF signal, in effect has simply been translated in frequency.

When a 2 PfHz signal is being measured the mixer output will be 2, 38, 40,

and 42 MHz. All but the 40 MHz signal will be rejected as they are fed into the

highly selective bandpass filter. When the L0 is tuned at 42 MHz it is required

that the bandpass filter pass the 40 MHz beat frequency and reject the high level

42 MHz LO signal. The bandpass filter provides the necessary selectivity by

having greater than 50 DB of rejection at 42 MHz (the lowest frequency of the LO).

In the 3 stage, 40 14z IF amplifier the mixer output from the bandpass filter

is amplified to a usable level and fed into the square law detector. The

detector output then drives the output meter in the same manner described in

paragraph 1.1.1.

1.2 NFFI SYSTEM FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The output of the system calibrator is controlled by a compensating

network designed to have a frequency characteristic which is approximately

the same as that of the amplifier response. At any frequency where the

amplifier response rises, the calibrator output also rises and the calibration

procedure requires that the amplifier gain be reduced by means of the "Calibrate

B" setting control. The combined effect of the calibrator and amplifier gain

control is to produce an almost perfectly flat system frequency response. The

effect of the attenuator is to raise or lower the entire system sensitivity by

a fixed amount.
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The measured system frequency response in the electric field mode is

flat within 11.3 DB and the magnetic field rpsnnn.,q rit-hin ••1.5 D2 for cither -

wideband or tunable sections. The system bandwidth is 500 KHz at all frequencies

in f-hp tiinAbhe mode.

1.3 NEAR FIELD PROBES

The modified discone electric field probe and the shielded loop magnetic

field probe (see Figure 4) possess unique properties requisite for near field

use. The probe is small when compared to the wavelength of the measured field

or to the size of the transmitting antenna. The small size of the probe assures

that the field immediately around the probe will not be appreciably disturbed

when the probe is inserted into the field for measurements. Although the probe

is small it developes sufficient output to drive the meter circuits.

The problems of antenna cable pickup and field distortion are avoided by

mounting the probes directly on the face of the detector unit. Use of a grounded

cable to connect the probe to its detector would load the transmitter and cause

distortion of the normal field distribution. The loading would occur because

currents are induced into the ground cable and transmitted energy is dissipated.

1.4 SHIELDED ENCLOSURES

Extensive susceptibility testing and field intensity measurements established

that a minimum of 100 DB of shielding isolation was required between 100 KHz and

10 Glz to isolate meter circuits from high level external fields. Once an adequate

metal type and thickness was chosen, control of potential sources of leakage

became a critical problem. Important principles of shielded enclosure design are

itemized below.

1. No screw or bolt penetration wis permitted in the enclosures. i

(See Figure 3)

2. All switches and lights entered the enclosures through single wave-

guide beyond cutoff openings (Figure 5). The total number of openings

were minimized. No electrical leads were routed through the openings.

Knob or switch shafts were non-conductive. The length to diameter

ratio of each tube is 8 to 1.
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3. All meter circuitry is attached to a "shoe box" type of lid

ýi s4uLe 2) UIIU lo Ld.ktIi vuL u0 e•iciusnureu by reMOVing the entire

unit face. The energy leakage path through the seam was designed

to be a labyrinth tc maximize reflection losses. In addition,

a gasket of knitted wire mesh is employed on the top of the seam

and finger stock around the sides as an added precaution against

energy leakage. The cover is fastened with 8 snap tight catches.

4. To prevent leakage all connectors are the threaded type. Unused

connectors are covered with metal caps. Cable shields ground

securely around the exterior connector periphery.

5. Cable pickup problems were reduced by minimizing the number and

length of cables. Cable shields require high quality grounding

to be effective. An inter-unit triaxial cable with insulated

shields proved the most effective against cable pickup.

6. The DC meter movement is mounted outside the shielded enclosure

(Figure 2) because tests proved it was not susceptible to RF

fields. Leads to the movement are filtered where they enter the

shielded enclosure.

1.4.1 SHIELDING TESTS

During acceptance tests the shielding ability of the enclosures was

evaluated. At 5.155 M}z with the NFFI meter placed one meter from the trans-

mitting antenna, a field strength of 425 volts/ meter was recorded. With

the probes removed and connectors uncapped, there was no response of the

meter. At 9.005 V•z the meter was exposed to 880 milliamps/ meter. With

probes removed there was no response from the meter. Also, with the probes

removed, the meter could be calibrated normally in the presence of these

strong fields.

1.5 EASE OF MEASUREMENT

During accuracy tests an average time of 30 seconds was required to

calibrate the meter. The meter required recalibration after 15 to 20 minute

periods had elapsed. During two days of testing, measurements were recorded
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tt an average of one reading each 90 seconds.

One great advantage of the NFFI meter over comnmercial RFT meters is that

tield strengths are read directly on the meter scale as volts per meter or

amps per meter. This eliminates the handling of cable, antenna and other

miscellaneous correction factors commaon to this type of equiipm-nr: By directly

reading field strengths the transmitter can be adjusted during resting to

obtain desired field intensities. These factors should prove to be valuable
assets during any test program.

2.0 ACCEPTANCE TESTS

Acceptance evaluations consisted primarily of accuracy tests to compare

measured and calculated field intensities over the entire frequency range of

the meter. In addition, the ability of the broadband section to add two fields

at different frequencies was tested. Susceptibility tests evaluated the ability

of the meter to operate in the presence of high intensity fields between 2 MHz

and 30 MHz as well as the systems immunity to high intensity radar signals.

2.1 ACCURACY TESTS

Extensive testing was performed to evaluate the accuracy of the proto-

type NFFI meter. A serious problem that hampered the completion of testing

was that of establishing a standard field for calibration purposes.

Using a 35 foot monopole with a steel ground plane, data measured

between 2 MHz and 10 MHz fell within ±2 DB of the calculated field. Above

10 MHz the computed field strength could not be used as a basis for comparison

because the current distribution along the monopole became non-sinusoidal.

(See Paragraph 4.1 for further explanation.) Quarter wave monopole antennas

then replaced the original configuration and testing was continued between

10 MHz and 30 MHz. A typical measuring configuration is shown in Figure 6.

Figures 7 and 8 are samples of electric and magnetic field accuracy test

results.

2.1.1 TEST RESULTS

The average percent deviation between the calculated field intensity

and the measured field intensity is presented in Table I. This data was

obtained by computing the average difference between the calculated field and

the measured field considering all data points recorded at different distances
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from the antenna at one frequency.

TABLE I
AVERAGE DEVLITION BETWIEEN 'EASTED & CALCUL"ATD

P FIELD INTENSITY IN DECIBELS

FREQUENCY ELECTRIC MAGNETIC

IN MHz FIELD FIELD

11.064 -0.7 3.5

1.1.535 1.7 1.3

12.045 0.08 0.8

13.53 .34 0.8

15.595 3.7, 1.9

16.06 2.0 1.7

16.3 1.6 2.0

18.036 3.35 1.7

19.27 4.7 1.9

20.05 0.6 1.1

22.91 -3.5 -2.3

23.18 -2.7 -2.8

24.45 -1.9 -0.4

25.575 -0.5 3.4

2.2 ADDITION OF SIGNALS AT DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES

The meter is required to measure the RMS value of the total field

present. It was therefore necessary to demonstrate that in the broadband

mode the meter will add two signals at different frequencies correctly.

Tests to demonstrate this capability were performed by exciting a

parallel plate standard field generator simultaneously at two different

frequencies of known amplitudes. The NFFI meter reading was then compared

with the calculated RMS value of the total field. Results of these tests

were as follows:
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Test 1:

Frequency R)E Fie ld-

4 MHz ,, v/

5 MHz 5.50 v/m

Measured RMS total field: 7.50 v/m

Calculated RMS total field: 7.40 v/m

Measurement error: 0.1 DB

Test 2:

Frequency RPM Field

4 MHz 5.0 v/m

20 MRz 5.1 v/m

Measured RMS total field: 7.30 v/m

Calculated RMS total field: 7.14 v/m

Measurement error: 0.2 DB

The results of these tests indicate extremely good accuracy of

overall calibration and flatness of frequency response.

2.3 SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTING

The purpose of susceptibility testing was to establish any susceptibility

of the meter to high intensity fields beyond its design frequency range.

The ungrounded NFFI detector unit was mounted on a tripod five feet above

the ground plane. Each of several radars was focused on the meter and the

power density of each one was measured. While the NFFI meter was exposed to

each of the listed radars, measurements were performed with the results shown
2in Table II. Power densities are in mw/ cm
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TABLE II

Cf1 tv' ' M I' TIl STI Rfl ItS?

LAVAE POWER IN-BAND RESULTS,
BAND DENSITY PROBE MEASURED FIELD NFFI RESPONSE

P 0.078 none none no response

P 0.078 E 170 v/m no response

P 1.0 E none 2 v/m

P 1.0 1 25 ma/m no rehponse

L 1.45 none none no response

L 1.45 E 130 v/m 10-DB rise

L 1.45 H 95 ma/m no response

S 1.20 none none no response

S 1.20 E 26 v/m no response

S 1.20 14 85 ma/m no response

C 6.3 none none no response

C 6.3 E none no response

C 6.3 H 160 ma/m no response

X 1.4 none none no response

X 1.4 E 130 v/m no response

X 1.4 H 35 ma/m no response

2.3.1 CONCLUSIONS

When exposed to each radar signal the meter gave no indication of

susceptibility, nor did the field strength reading change when signal

strengths were measured, using the magnetic field probe.

In the electric field mode indications of susceptibility occurred at

P-band when the meter was placed ten feet from the transmitting antenna.

At l-band, slight susceptibility was also noted as a change in indicated

signal while reading field strength at 4.525 MHz.

There was no indication, response or damage when the meter was exposeo

with the probes removed, and terminals capped.
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The electric field susceptibility occurred because signals entered on

the electric field probe, were detected, and changed the output meter indication.

It is not likely that measurements will be taken in the main beam of a radar

transmitting at high power levels due to presence of personnel hazards. Moving

the meter a very short distance would enable one to record dAte w*'hile out of

the main beam but in high level ambients.

3.0 NEAR FIELD INVESTIGATION

The study of the near field distribution achieved its projected

goals by obtaining a precise theoretical description oi the near field

of the 35-foot monopole antenna over an ideal ground plane. A comparison

of the theoretical study to field intensity measurements made using

commercial meters assisted first in formulating design concepts for a meter

to measure in the near field, and second in approaching the problem of

generating a standard near field for calibration purposes.

3.1 THEORETICAL STUDY

Equations describing the magnetic and electric (vertical and horizontal)

components of the near field were programmed for a digital computer. Data

was obtained in graphical and tabulated form for 21 frequencies between 4 MHz

and 30 MHz, at 10 heights above ground (0 to 15 feet), and at distances from

1 to 70 meters from the transmitting antenna (a total of 44,100 data points)

Figure 9 presents a typical computer graph.

3.1.1 THE ROLE OF ANTENNA CURRENT IN CALCULATED FIELD INTENSITIES

The exact value of the maximum antenna current must be known to cal-

culate either the electric or magnetic components of the near field.

Equations describing field strength are based on the assumption that the

current distribution on the antenna is sinusoidal, with a node at the free

end. The maximum current (I max) occurs at a distance'X/4 from the free

end. Currents measured at the base of the antenna are only equal to the

maximum antenna current when the antenna length is ;/4. When the antenna

is longer or shorter than X/4, I must be calculated. When the antenna
max

is shorter than 'A1/4 I a does not occur at any point on the antenna.

Nevertheless, the ficticious Imax must be computed and used to calculate

field strengths. 4
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3.2 FIELD INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS

The measurements survey was conducted on a 100 by 200 foot by 1/4 inch

"LhlclL Cteel gtround p- La e using a J3--LUUL high LmUonoplU L ri . .. i...i... LiL al.ntenna.

(See Figure 6.) Commercial meters and their antennas as well as the NFFI

meter were employed to measure the vertical electric and magnetic components

of the near field. Data was recorded at fixed heights above ground and at

8 frequencies between 2 MHz and 30 b14z. Distances from the transmitting antenna

ranged between .11 and l. in the increments of .11 of the frequency being

transmitted.

4.0 EVALUATION OF TIHE NEAR FIELD DISTRIBUTION

The field distribution predicted by the programmed digital computer

study differs from the fields actually generated. This does not imply that

the theoretical study was inaccurate, but only that the facilities used to

generate the fields were physically limited and could not achieve the conditions

requisite for generation of the predicted ideal distribution.

The tolerances presented in Table I are those of the entire test system.
I The test system is composed of the NFF1 meter and the reference field.

Repeated tests of the NFF1 system have proven that its response is well within

its prescribed tolerances. The remaining deviation (beyond the ±1.5 DB tolerance

in the NFFI meter) must originate in the system generating the reference field.

The data reported includes that taken with the 35-foot monopole to

a frequency corresponding to approximately 0.42 wavelength, and at all

higher frequencies with 0.25 wavelength antennas.

4.1 ESTABLISHING A STANDARD FIELD USING A MONOPOLE ANTENNA

The calculated near field of the 35-foot monopole can be used as a

standard field at frequencies below 10 MHz. However, this configuration

is not accurate above 10 MHz because the effect of the finite antenna cross

section causes the current distribution along the radiator to become non-

sinusoidal (see Figure 10) as the length of the antenna approaches .47Aat

10 NHz. Any departure from a sinusoidal current distribution will result in

poor agreement between the computed and generated fields. (i) The calculated

field has as a prerequisite the sinusoidal current distribution. The problem
of computing near field intensities for monopole antennas with nonsinusoidal

current distributions is restrictively complex. Additional problems arise when
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computing maximum antenna currents for an antenna with an unknown current

distribution.

When the cross section of the antenna becomes vanishingly small. its u
current distribution will approach the simple sinusoid. For antennas of

finite thickness that are shorter than 47 31 the curr.nt disjtribution -Is V•ry

nearly described by the simple sinusoid, and the fields can be calculated

without excessive difficulty.

4.2 ESTABLISHING A STANDARD FIELD USING A QUARTER WAVE ANTENNA

Above 10 MHz a standard field for calibration was generated by cutting

quarter wave antennas from A.W.G. 12 gauge copper wire (diameter .08 inches).

The antennas were mounted directly on the ground plane with the antenna

current ammeter at the base.

The advantages of this method are:

1. The problem of nonsinusoidal current distribution is

minimized by using very thin wire antennas.

2. Location of the aimmeter exactly at the antenna base

reads the maximum antenna current directly and eliminates

maximum current computations.

3. Maintenance of a ratio of antenna length to diameter of

1000 or higher minimizes end effect. (2)

4. Use of quarter wave antennas greatly reduces the complexity

of calculating field intensities.

(1) H. Jasik, Antenna Engineering Handbook, 1961, p. 20-9.

(2) Radio Amateurs Handbook, p. 301, Fig. 14-3.
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4.3 TOLERANCE IN ANTENNA LENGTH

•k ) Any deviation in actual length of the quarter wave antenna from the

length used in field calculations is reflected primarily as an error in

base current measurement. The base current changes very slowly in the

vicinity one quarter wavelength from the free end because the current

reaches its peak value very slowly. This error is quite small and was

estimated at 0.1 to 0.2 DB.

4.4 CALIBRATION OF RF AMMETERS

Accurate ammeter calibration is critical to accurate calculation of

the standard field because the field intensity is proportional to the

maximum current on the antenna. All ammeters were calibrated but no

definite statement of accuracy is known. The ammeters were calibrated

across their entire scale to insure maximum accuracy. The estimated

accuracy of the RF amneters is ±5 per cent of full scale. According to

this estimate, the ammeter error could be 0.4 DB.

The location of the ammeter in the antenna circuit was carefully

controlled to insure that the current measurement was exactly at the antenna

base. Location errors are considered to be negligible.

4.5 EFFECT OF ANTENNA BASE HEIGHT

If the antenna base is elevated above the ground plane, the near

field distribution will be altered. The 35-foot monopole is elevated

because of its large insulator base. At the frequencies and distances

used this error is approximately 5 per cent.

The quarter wave antennas were supported with bases very close to

the ground plane, thus almost eliminating this source of error.

4.6 LOSSES IN SUPPORTS

Some quarter wave antennas were supported by a seasoned wood mast.
To check the effects of possible losses in the mast, the same antennas

were supported from a spar well away from the mast. The effect of the

mast was found to be negligible.
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4.7 EFFECTS OF GROUND PLANE MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION

Noticeable perturbations in field distribution appear at the hiRh

frequencies. These appear to be related to the location of welded seams

in the steel ground plane, and also tendd t-n deviate from thc expe c ted

distance and height relationship. Several lines of investigation were

carried out on these effects.

(a) A search was made in the technical literature for analytical

methods including the effects of magnetic permejbility of the

ground plane on near field distribution. Several authors re-

cognized the influence of such losses, but made no attempt to

analyze the problem. It was recognized as being exceedingly

complex even when gross simplifying assumptions were intro-

duced. (3)

(b) A professional consultant on antennas was retained to investi-

gate the feasibility of an analytical solution, but the results

were negative for the reasons stated above.

(c) A simplified solution, based on a plane wave incident on a steel

ground plane, was obtained using Genistron's Recomp ITI computer.

This solution confirmed plane wave attenuation by the ground plane,

with resulting wave tilt. No suitable modification of results

could be found which is applicable in the near field.

(d) Two accurate scale models of the ground plane, one of copper and

the other of steel were constructed. Frequency scaled quarter

wave antennas were installed and comparative measurements of the

resulting near fields were performed. This experiment produced

the best available estimates of steel ground plane losses as

compared to a similar copper ground plane. The experiment indicated

a reduction in strength of the near field at 20 megahertz of 0.9 DE

and approximately 0.5 DB at 10 megahertz. These numbers are relative

to copper and do not account for discontinuities at welded seams which

have been observed in some instances to be I or 2 DB.

(3) S.A. Shelkunoff, "Antennas, Theory & Practice", p. 213
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4.8 EFFECT OF CORONA

Corona discharges occur when a high notenrial gradient, r r h,, tnn of"
the antenna causes ionization of the surrounding air, and acceleration of

the .or±i.e. pa Lk;lev* muveieiiL ut LLkebe parMLiC le COIIsLiEtues a currentI

flow, Corona is normally only visible in the dark as a blue gas-like glow.

During daylight testing, high intensity corona discharges were, on

several occasions, evidenced by burning and melting of the tip of the antenna.

The burning could be prevented by carefully filing the end of the antenna
until it was round. Thus the corona was reduced so as to not be visible in

daylight. Because corona ceased to be visible in daylight does not mean that
it ceased to occur, but only that it was reduced in magnitude.

4.9 AVAILABILITY OF PRIMARY STANDARDS

Inquiries have been made to determine the availability of primary

standards. Although programs were underway to develop an acceptable standard

near field for calibration pruposes the development was not complete and

no estimate was available as to the probability that an accurate standard

could be obtained at the time this project was undertaken. Neither could

any commitment be obtained regarding the accuracy limitations of a monopole

antenna over either a copper or steel ground plane.

In summary, the use of fields generated by a quarter wave monopole

over a large, conductive steel ground plane is adequate within ±3 to ±6 DB,

for calibration in the near field.

Other laboratory standards equally as useful and accurate are parallel

plates for generation of a standard electric field and a long wire for generation

of a standard magnetic field. The distance between plates as well as the plate

diameter must be much larger than the system being calibrated. The long line

is very susceptible to reflections from metallic objects in its vicinity.

5.0 EVALUATION OF COMMERCIAL RECEIVER PERFORMANCE IN THE NEAR FIELD

Commercial equipment in its off-the-shelf configuration could not be

used to measure in the near field when high levels of power were being

transmitted. Measured levels were inaccurate (often varying in a random

manner and frequently without meaning) even when the meter was placed qt

great distances from the transmitter. In order to use the standard commercial

receiver, it had to be housed in a double screened copper enclosure, placed
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inside a second solid steel enclosure, isolated from ground, with its own

portable power supply, and with heavy in-line attenuators at the screened

enclosure.

The principle source of error, using commercial receivers, was case

penetration. On,'P thr receiver wan claboi-aLely shielded other inadequacies

became apparent. Additional problems arose from grounding the rod antenna

counterpoise, thp large size of antennas, ane long interconnecting cables.
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¼) JDISCUSSION

Mr. Renedict (JPL): Electromagnetic Hazzardr to rlectroexplosive

Systems by G. E. Morgan of the Air Force Avionics Laboratory, W.P.A.F.B.,

published January, 1967 (AFAL TR 66-354) indicates only the Navy has ex-

pertenced RF problems. Is NASA spending money for a problem that does not

exist?

Mr. Cowdell: The Navy's problem •s unique in that its air craft

are aboard ships very close to RF radiators and sitting on a good ground

plane. NASA encounters similar conditions when tracking space vehicles with

high powered radar systems. The proximity to high levels of RF energy

determines whether or not there is a problem. The systems used by the Air

Force probably do not involve such energy levels.

Mr. Carter (Kentron): Were problems of susceptibility experienced

with the interconnector between the two units?

Mr. Cowdell: No. The sensing unit sensed the RF naturally. The RF

signal was converted to a DC level within the measuring unit and the cable

transmitted DC to drive a meter so that RF pickup on the cable was of no

concern.

The first attempt to check our accuracy in a high intensity field

startled everyone when the meter was pegged as the transmitter was turned

on. The two shields on the triaxial interconnecting cables were both

inadvertently shorted to ground. Isolation of the inner shield from ground

resQlved the difficulty.

The design is not considered optimum. There is a significantly

better design which is also considerably more expensive. The project was

undertaken with the understanding that there would be two units with an

inter-connecting cable. The ideal method would be to use non-conductive

cable or another means of transmitting the signal representing RF field

intensity or to use telemetry possibly 200 to 300 MHz above the measuring

frequency and then telemeter information back to the receiving unit.

The latter are expensive and we were forced to go with the cumbersome

cable.
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2-4k LIGHTNIN sum CUMENT HAZARDS TO SECI-CONDUCTORS & IELETROEXWUSIVE SYSTEM

J. D. Robb arnd J. R. Stahuiann

0 NElectromagnetic Suirge Laboratory and Lightning & Transients Research Institute

A. Introduction

A general investigation has been initiated týo evaluate the tsheorctic~l
mechanisms and practical aspects of. surge peaetration into aerospace
vehicles. The theoretical studies have indicated that t~he principal -prclblcrn
of s urge penetration into totally enclosed conducting shllc1s, i. e. , tho i-
with no openings, would be from high energy pulses with rise times in h
range of 0. 1 -microseconds to 100 microseconds, corresponding to the
-approximate frequency range of 0. 01 to .10 megahertz. For higher fre -
quencies, there is little cur r ent penetration bpca-ase of skzin .effect andi
for lower frequencies there, are few current sources capable ofrniain
the extremely -high currents required to produce significant -effects insicXt
a conducting shell. In aero~space systems, however, the practical aspect
is that most penetration is through openings in the generally excellent
conducting shell, st~ch as skin joints, antennas an41 win4ows. T+ypical.
examples of mechanisms which permit energy coupling into a vehicle
interior are given.

Z. Theoretical Evaluation of Coupling ecais.

Studies of possible hazards from elecitxroagnetic sur-3s to e.eCz-.ro-
explosive systems in aerospace vehicles are underway and th-e f~w~
summary of progress to date along with possible solutioný is presented.

0 ~The possible hazards being evaluated incl.ude:

a. Hazards to EES's from direct natural lightning strilkes.

b. Possible hazards from HF' electro-magnetic field surges.

c. Couplingr through apertures o! tr pnsient -eulsed microwave ener gy

d. -Miscellaneous practical coup-Ling..,f -mechtaniz.-ns.~

Studies of these pocssible mode-s of energy, co`ng no the ve*hic>c
iznterior along with rneasu"-reents of` -.:,e miimu' use cur-reun r
as time duration requir:e-d to fire ;th-e ZZS's perrn-.to an initial evalua;tion 04'
the critical problemn a.ý7eas.

A brief theoreti cal study was carrica out 'ýFh ~ current .~ra
tion spýcctrum. (corresnondirig to pulsceý W1ý.A d_&*en rise hcs a
h.y2pothtical vreh-icir;e consisti-nn of an i=ne'.pcr fec-.y cnutrgcyl`-&der wi:;
closed ends. Penetration was calcul.at~d .'or severc .Chicknes.ies of
numn skin.. The studies sh-owed that th electric ildfoun.d inside the cy-
lindler would be that due to th-e IR c~ro-.: along, the interiorý surface Ir-oru
small percen~tage o.' current. which pienetrates to -the inside suriace. (0;r
more correctly, the voltage drop due to the inte-r icr curr ent surtrace den-sity
J and "Ghe interior su;.-ace resistivity as determ..i-;-ed izom skcin dep-th calcu-a
.ation s.) A very small magnetic field also woul:d be found, insiie a_-ca-u1ze

of the displ.acerrnent currents associated wvith thc tirn-e ratýe of hneo
`T~ i;eldc b-ut 'is current flow from i'.aectcurct wo,.Id incnr .

acc very sni-n.l i an-.y intzrna circuit loors com-t)a7,:-zc. ;--te dirzcetcorý u
tion curren-ts through- the- interior circuits. i..uit.: o- ~c.a
uzed e.-. MAD equiu-,i~reat could 6eve"1o'1 7c n ;wvr h
ca~c_..a:on.5 ol: penetration- are preseintec. ;.n
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The principal internal transient voltage pulses would thus be the
residual voltage pulse on the interior skin of the vehicle and, as shown
in Figure 2 of Appendix I, this would be quite small. That such interior
conduction currents are not negligible is indicated by a recent report of
damage to semi-conductors in a jet transport from a nose to tail strike.
The basic question which is still unresolved is the degradation of shield:-
ing by the vehicle outer skin joints of the various types.

In the evaluation of pulsed electromagn~etic field elffects or. aeos-,ac.:
vehicles, reference is made to the excellent pa~per* by Dr. C.W. FaV 7 o..;-
of the Sandi Corporation in which dipole antenna theory is used to evalu;.t*c
RF penetration of imperfectly. conducting cylinders. The currents inducedz
on the outer skin are evaluated by antenna theory and at a waveleng' h cor -
responding to the dimensions of the vehicle, the lowest impedance to t~he
incident wave would be that of a dipole. Thus the current's coupled to the
outer skin through the dipole impedance from the intense thunder stocrmr
fields would be well below those conducted t~hrough the vehicle by the ex-
treme driving voltages of natural lightning.

Little information is available of the -microwvave radiation o.-' natuzul
lightning discharges but this is proposed under future -LTARI& 1xiggele
lightning studies. But it is known that the higher frequencies oi the ozcp
front do pass through apertures relatively unattenuated (c. g. , aperture
antennas) and, that although the total bourst pulse enargy for a steel, wave-
front is small, the amplitude can bi, h-Igh.- and th.,e sensivity of modern s
conductor devices such as 7".T's is cr odilyvery. high.

In reviewing these ?oassible sur-.- penatraz3iaciniASac.i
reviewing in-flig~ht damnage reports to electrical circuits fron-, sur-e n-
tration, the prirncipal problems sn to lle no; 1ia &'ract. -cr~atlon olf ;'.-e
excellent outer skin shie-c~ing,; how-.vcz, a's ou..;Lized in t'he =rCviouas tnceo-
retical discussions, but ra.-a.r in th:-e disco:ntin.Ui:ies or. openin_.g S i.- theý
skzin and the pnints at which.- strok1-e voltaý;ei can enter ;:'-e elcct-rica"I cir -

c uitr y to F, Z5S1s.

These points irnclue t'he followjing, as iý~rae n z:. %Ach..

fig-ur es:

-uffcient reac-.ive poetaswith i;An st::..e carreinis to cou-. ~
vo~tzges into ZE circu*.zzy. ?erChe al"oni't acrossth unryZ
io:'ver the reacti.-.zce is ccr a' in.atd1',-! case of. Lue I tank access; dcrs,
necessary. Copigacross vehia.cl-e ski0_i :.;;z i. Z to beevia

cuitry. 1z. a re.n ~ ~rar~ oa ~rr. ~-

~. t. ariso, J.,and Rt. W. P. King,, "aesp.on:se oi a Loaded ZIec~ric
Dipole ir. an Imperfectl CondctingIClne fFnt egh"Sni
Corpo.-ation reprint SCR-148, June It96'0. Best
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resulted in a severe explosion of about 6 feet of wingtip. Whether this
was due to gas presslires from vaporized wiring or ignition of fuel va',-o:"
was not determined as the damaged wing was no longer available for in-
spection where LTRI personnel could examine it.

c. Induced streamering off components or per sonnel
ýStreameringinside" piastic enclosurez withou; puncture i au

common as evidenced by frequent fighter pilot reports of electrical shocl<.

d. Penetration through antennas
Damage to VHF-UHF antennas is nearly as cornmon as damrgc

to I-IF antennas used to be before the use Of lightning arresters. As pro-
tection can be easily provided there is no excuse for continued use oi
older lightning vulnerable VHF-UHF antennas.

e. Inductive coupling of lightning stroke currents into aircraft wir'yn:
A common example is damage .to multiple turn coils iiOAD eASC'qp-

ment frornM nearby lightning currents. The same coupling can occur to con-
trol servo motors, etc., from nearby lightning bonding wires.

The attached figures illustrate the various points. Some exar ..les of
many of these problems are also given in a recent report bn iightnrin- haz-
ards and protection studies of the F-104 aircraft. *

Bonding problems are becoming increasingly severe both because of
the increased vulnerability of semi-conductors and the more serious con-
cern with fuel systems and this will require a revision of the present
bonding specifications which are out of date ( for example, lvil 5087;.
The problem which remains .is to develop a specification which can anLiV-
cipate these new design techniques and this does not appear Io be eas-,.
For pylons on fighter aircraft specifications could probably be written
but the next question is how could the surge impedance be measured. 1`1:2h
conventional laboratory measuring equipment this would be very diffie.it
because of the extremely low impedance.. The low cost LTRI artificial
lightning generators designed for use -by'aircr.fc maufacturers could be
used but they require trained personnel for their coeration. This trai--
ing could possibly be handled by LTIRI labor atories.

A new konding specification might% require a maxi mun pe s b
resistance and reactance between any two possible lightning s-rike 2oin.s
on the aircraft including external pods or control surfaces. Zn addition,
any wiring en'ering the aircraft fL-om t>.e outside, e.g., antennas or wing
lights, would have to be checked for possible surge couping. It is again
emphasized that it would be a difficult program.. to implement by specifi:
cations and measurement but we strongly feel that some new very serious

•&T'Report No. 447, "Lightning Hazards .nc1nd Procction for Loc.kheci
F-104 Aircraft, " sponsored by U.S. Air Force and •oyZ Canadian Sir
Force, February 1966.

2est Available Copy
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problems are presently being introduced in new aircraft dec *gns and n.uch
more sensitive electronic components and that something should be done
as soon as possible to prevent costly further retrofit programs on these
aircraft. One answer would be to require full scale artificial discharge
testing of each new aircraft design as has been done by LTRI on many air-
craft such as in the special programs on F-100 and F-104 aircraft. An
example is shown in Figure 1 of artificial lightning tes.ts of installed
protection on the canopy of a RCAF F-104 aircraft. In line with defensr
department requirements for greater reliability, we believe that tests of
lightning protection (and precipitation-static) for new aircraft will eventu'-
ally be recognized as necessary on each new aircraft both from the point of
view of safety and economics as measured against the cost:of retrofit
programs or losing even one aircraft. Most of the discussions in this
paper have been concerned primarily with aircraft but it should be pointed
out that the concepts apply almost equally well to space vehicles exposed to
lightning currents or fields.

3.0 Concluding Discussion

A general investigation of the mechanisms and the theoretical and
practical aspects of surge penetration into aerospace vehicles has shown
the following:

a. That the pulse voltages penetrating the continuous outer metal
skin of an idealized vehicle would be relatively small for even direct
lightning discharges, being equal to the product of the inner surface cur -
rent density and the metal resistivity, and are smaller yet for impinging
electromagnetic waves to which the vehicle presents a relatively high im-
pedance compared with the low impedance for direct conducted
strike currents.

b. That the practical aspect of surge penetration is that most pene.
tration is through openings in the vehicle skin such as a.ntenras, naviga-
tion lights, plastic sec11ions, windo% s and po 0ible s o:.. oZ.s.

c. That vehicle skin joints previously ev•.!uazeQ OOZ 1os0ib>e s'-
ing from lightning discharge curre-ts shoud aain be c-cked for. .

penetration.

Thus the most important aspect of aerospace ve.:icle pr0 Gec'ion `7o m
surge penetration is surge entry through openin'gs or joints rather t:, .
penetration of the generally excellen: shielding o- "he skin. if rccnt
concern are wet or insulated joints in the outer skin for which li"tc daze is
available and through which damaging energies cou'd be coup-edinco .e
vehicle interior in view of the greaCer sensitivity of :he newer semi-con-
ductor devices and associated ELD's.

Ack.-cw>le dqernent

This paper is based on stucies for Ue USAF, .Avicnics Z~bora.=ry,
,right Patterson A- Base, Ohio nrder oac .....

and studies for the RCAF under whose sponsorship severa- 4i-ý e A -Z

craft. have been tested.
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Figure 1. Demonstration of lightning protection for fighter aircraft canopy.
Five million volt discharge strikes canopy over protection strip
above occupant's head. LTRI Research Vessel "Thunderbolt" on
which high voltage generators are located may be seen in background.
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I
Examples of Possible Surge Penetration Mechanism Hazards to EES's

1 Radomes .iurre

Pitot heater 15,000 volt.
Lightning Stroe wiring pulse

Pitot boom Heavy bond
C0. 3x 0H

Reactive voltage drop across I
bond sends large pulse into
electrical system

V = L 1.5 x 106 x 10 10= 15, 000 voltsTF Bad

Pitot heater wiring
-"a• • ~~~ '-.:.. na~minumn tubing

500 volt

Resistive voltage drop across pulse

tube resistance

V = IR = 105 amps x. 5 X 10- ohnms

500 volts

Stroke current into airframe

1. 2 Pylon to wing bonding

G5round return coupled Wing
voltage into pod or pylon ond

wiring - of the order of -

di -6 10
V L 0. 1 x i x l0 Lightning

100 to 1000 volts stroke ad

2-h.6
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2. 0 Direct Coupling

2. 1 Navigation light wiring

Dircct, rti~uuLurctl hazard
to wingtips, vertical
stabilizers, etc. Wina Wing light

Pulse passes ,,
into aircraft Lightning stroke

Stroke flashes to skin
inside wing

3. 0 Induced strearnering in side plastic housin•

3.1I Canopy enclosures

Nearby lightning discharge inducer.
streamer off pilot's head via controls. N a b i h nn i c a gNote: houinNearby lightning discharge

direct strokes have been. recorded.

• / ~~Canopy -. •

irAircraft fuselage /

3.2 Raadomes Nearby lightning discharge

Nearby lightning discharge
induce~s streamers off antennas
and wiring inside radome with
or wihotuncture,

' R adomne
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4. 0 Surge penetration through antennas HF fin ca / ;

4. 1 C an t.vfp anlp-nn c P F 4 -4 WL[ .' TTLTH -
VHF

HF lightning arrester capacitor blocks UHF

struke energy from radio equipment. but
passes voltage transient equal to spark Lightning
gap setting into radio equipment. arrester

VHF-UHF cap type antenna passes strok /
energy into aircraft exterior. /

/t

Voltage t ransient
equal to sparkga
setting

4. 2 Shunt fed antennas HF and VHF-UHF HF shunt
Santenna

Shunt fed antennas d.verts stroke energy / .,n
to airframe but passes voltage transient
to radio equipment. Magnitude equal to
product of fin inductance and lightning
current rate of change, C/ VHF

dflow 
UHF

V -shunt
dt antenna
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5.0 Mutual inductance surge coupling

5. 1 Radornes

Stroke to radome protection strip coupleshigh voltage pulse to radar control wiring, R adorneVoltage equal to mutual inductance M and
current rate of change.

II V M di
V = M • Radar i

Muntuaroulin

Lightning 
c i o 

ontn
str oke eV . M

Lightningprotection "

strip

Mutual coupling

5.2 Empennagebodn

Flux coupling to servo motor control
wiring product of mutual inductance

anSd current rate of change.

idi
Fi Rudder~i

Empennage

servo

d• Light or antenna

"--- •• tning••Lightning stroke

Mut~ual bonding wire
c:oupl~ing\

Stroke current
flow

2-4.9
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APPENDIX I

Field Penetration Across a Cylindrical Wall - II

//

In Figure 1, consider a current, I (peak value) with frequency f
is flowing in the wall of a cylindrical tube in 'he axial direction or z
direction. Let

R =Inner radius of the tube

R Outer radius of the 1.ube
2

Conductivity of the tube material

Skin depth of the tube material

In the case that.kz R >> (the th~ckness of the wall is

small compared to the radius of the *ube, The wall can be treated ap-
proximately as a flat. surface, the current density across the wall is then
given by 9- r.

where r is the radius di stance from the axis.

The constant o can be found by integrating i(r) over the cross

section of the tube -and equating the result to the total current I, that
is.

S (2)

2-4•.10



I i •In the case that RH -R <(e R, R, we have

where R mean radius of the tube

=(R 1 +R 2 ) /2

b thickness of the wall

- R 2 - R 1

The magnitude of the electrical field at the inside surface of the
wall is then:

-L b

(4)

Figure 2 shows the value of E. as a function of frequency f (note

that the skin depth S in Equation (4) is a function of f) for copper and
aluminum in the case that

I 100, 000 amps

R 3. 5ft

b 0.03; 0. 06; 0. 09 inches

2-h.41
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F_.ijure 2. Elecdric field inblite a cylinder carrying 100,000 ampere impulse.
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D _ _

Figurc 3.

In Figure 3, consider a conductor with length L is mounted in the
inside of the tube and is parallel to the axis at a distance D from the
wall. We will now find the induced emf due to the change of magnetic

field inside the tube.

Assume that the electric field,E, is uniformly distributed inside the

tube. The magnetic field at distance• r from the axis is:

H~~r) u") E ucr-'ý-iT r c)r

27

The total flux linkage is then:
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The induced emf is then:

In the case that

R = 36" (ZI meter)

D = 6" (t 0. 15 meter)

L = 36" ( -'l meter)

we have

Vim, ~ ~ A- (8)

A plot of V as a function of f is shown in Figure 4.
ind

The current in the conductor is given by:

E~L VrcA,(9)

where Z is the impedance of the conductor and it connections.

A numerical calculation shows that E.L is of the order of 10- volts

whereas Vid is of the order of 10- volts. The induced voltage Vind

in Equation (9) can be neglected and the current is given by

c - : (10)
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Figure 4. Induced voltage on an axial wire inside a cylinder carrying 1 00, 000
ampere impulse.
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DISCUSSION

In response to a question by M. Tucker of Sandia Corporation,

Mr. Stahmann gave the following explarations. During work of a year ago,

current profiles recorded on triggered lightnipg strokes were, as expected,

on the order of 1 1/2 microsecond rise time and 50 microseconds to half

value. The past summer,strokes had a slow rate of rise, in mnlliseconds,

lasting in the order of tens of milliseconds and components of this nature

were repeated as much as 12 times.

Mr. Mc~irr of Atlas Chemical Industries asked several questions

about lightning protection for buildings housing explosives processing

operations.

Mr. Stahmann's replies are summarized as follows. There does

not appear to be an easy way to eliminate the inductive kick on 440

or 220 lines from a nearby lightning strike. Work by the power companies

has been concerned mainly with the breakers kicking out and loss of

power but not with pulses that might affect measurements on or storage

of EED's. The simple gaps used as lightning arrestors on telephone

lines do not work but improvements have been made in the last 2 or 3 years

in missile systems and communication lines.
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i2- ENERGY TRANSFrV TA L TROSTA TIC Ancb

C. F. SCHROEDER. JR.
SANDIA LABORATORY, ALBUQUERQUE

INTRODUCTION

Our effort at Sandia Laboratory to gain a better unde'rstanding of

arc energy phenomena was part .of a program whose aims were to'develop

reliable test' instruments and devise meaningful tests, for electrostatic

sensitivity evaluation of electroexplosive devipes. T6 this end, some basic,

study of dynamic are phenomena was mandatory if we expected to be able

to use our test data in determining pertinent componenL characteristics.

I s'houlo like-to preface my dispussion of electi~ostatic arc energy

transfer with a brief suminary of pertinent points of test equipment tdesign,

and, as an epilogue, to~discuss some interesting results of. electrostatic

sensitivity testing of components.

I TEST EQUIPMENT

I .

Preliminary tests were made to determine the equipment required

to produce consistent discharge pulses and to devise a means of interpreting

the pulses in terms of their stimulus to explosive materials.

The primary result of the prelimiinary tests was the definition of'the

problems to be overcome if the objectives of pulse consistency and effective

interpretation were to be met. These problems moy be most simply

stated as: Stray inductance, stray capacitance, and switching limitations.

Stray inductance, of course, produces ringing ansi, in general, may

be avoided by use of noninductive resistors and redudtion of lead lei.gths

* This work was supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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wherever possible. To this end, a suitable length of RG 213 cable, rather

than a storage capacitor, was used in the circuit.

Stray capacitance i.s significant only in that portion of the circuit

which is not charged prior to switching; if, therefore, not held to a mini-

mum value, it can materially reduce the impressed voltage and available

energy of the impulse.

The switching problems interact with the capacitance problems in

that impulses insufficient in voltage level to insure prompt electrostatic

breakdown will charge the stray capacitance and reduce the potential dif-

ference across the switch contacts, even to the point of extinction of the

switching arc. Eventual discharge of the stray capacitance re-establishes

the switching potential and (depending on the switching method utilized) may

permit further discharge of Lhe storage capacitance; but the result is

multiple discharges - often so spaced in time that they may not be observed

by an impulse monitoring device.

While the construction of any real circuit cannot result in zero stray

capacitance, and currently available switching-devices can all be operated

under circumstances which permit multiple striking, the effects may be

minimized.

Our construction, which had to provide for operator safety and con-

venience, as well as a fixed series resistance, included a stray capacitance

of about 5 percent of the storage capacitance.

The switch we used is described as a high-voltage spark gap by

T. J. Tucker, and consists of an adjustable-length spark gap utilizing

a gas dielectric at pressures up to 1000 psi. With nitrogen at 1000 psi as

the dielectric, the switch will hold off about 1 kilovolt per thousandth of

an inch of gap up to about 30 kilovolts, and permit a clean discek ege when

the pressure is released.

2-5.2



SI - The test equipment parameters used in electrostatic sensitivity test-

ing are:

Voltage range - 0-50 kilovolts

Storage capacitance - 600 picofarads

Series resistance - 500 ohms

These values agree with those generally in use at Sandia Laboratory for
safety testing and have been generally substantiated as representative of

2
body accumulation and discharge parameters by Tucker's work.

ENERGY TRANSFER

The same parameters were used as design center values for our

studies of dynamic arc characteristics, except that the voltage range was

limited to 20 kilovolts.

In the energy studies, repetitive arcs ra.!her than impulses were

studied to avoid switching problems, thereby permitting the use of a

sampling oscilloscope.

As shown in Figure 1, the circuit capacitance of 600 picofarads con-

sisted of a cable charged slowly to the gap breakdown potential, which was

held to very consistent values by irradiation with a beta source; the cur-

rent was monitored by a low-inductance, fast-rise, current-viewing re-

sistor; and the voltage, 0, was monitored by a damped capacitance divider.

Three values of series resistance, R, were used: nominally 200,

500, and 1000 ohms. The point-to-sphere gap was set to 5 nominal values

between 0.050 inch and 0. 150 inch. Gases were used as gap materials be-

cause of their ability to recover rapidly between successive discharges.

Nitrogen, argon, and air were studied. The combination of these para-

meters required 45 tests in all.
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output voltage level of the power supply determined the spark repetition

rate. This rate was adjusted within the range of 20 to 100 arcs per second

to permit tracing the oscilloscope outputs on an X-Y plotter at a writing

speed of 0. 2 to 1 inch per second. The arc phenomena were thus traced at

an effective rate of 5 nanoseconds per inch.

Each test was plotted three times consecutively. The plots were

then retraced to average small variations in values and to establish initia-

tion points and reference levels of voltage and current. From the tracings,

digital values of current and voltage were read at each half-nanosecond

time interval from zero to 36 nanoseconds (twice the cable delay time).

The reduction of these data was done by a computer which performed

the required operations sequentially on all 45 tests. Consequently, all the

calculated values of various pertinent test results were available for evalua-

tion of trends, average behavior, and credibility. As criteria for evalua-

tion, three basic hypotheses were considered:

1. The ability of an explosive device to withstand or be actuated

by a given electrostatic discharge would most likely be de-

termined by the rate of energy input to the explosive material

and the total energy dissipation in the gap region.

2. Inasmuch as electronic and ionic carriers are required for dis-

charge of the capacitance through the gap, the total gap energy

dissipation will be related strongly to the maximum current.

3. The principal gap energy dissipation will occur during the arc
2

Srent development period, during which time the gap voltage
4

will decay to a virtual zero value.

These hypotheses, and tentative empirical values, aided in the derivation

of a computer program which included justifiable correction procedures

as well as comprehensive analytical procedures.
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The pertinent caloufAtn , , .

1. Determination of gap voltage values - na nnposed to the

plotted values, which were influenced by the passive
components in the voltage probe.

2. Determination of the time interval over which significant

energy was dissipated in the gap,

3. Summation (in lieu of integration) of the voltage-current-

time products to obtain gap energy dissipation.

4. Determination of peak current, breakdown voltage, and
total stored energy.

5. Determination of the incremental values of gap resistance.

Correlation of the calculated results was obtained in two areas. First, a
comparison of gap energy dissipation to stored energy showed that, at a
given circuit resistance, the ratio was well defined, normally distributed,
and typified by a standard deviation commensurate with the accuracy aims
of the test program. Second, a test of the second hypothesis (relating gap
energy to the maximum gap current) produced three distinct, approxi-
mately parabolic curves, each associated with a given circuit resistance,

as shown in Figure 2.
These modes of data correlation proved mutually corraborative with

respect to the relationship between the gap energy and the peak current.
However, attempts to define the dependence of the gap energy upon the cir-
cuit parameters through curve fitting procedures produced equations in-
volving inexplicable exponents for the circuit parameters.

In order to determine an accountable relationship between gap energy
and circuit parameters, a theoretical model was developed defining a
cable discharge in which the initial current step was perturbed by the
presence of a rapidly descending series resistance.
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The model provided an integral equation, explicit in gap energy

dissipation, which required postulation of a gap resistance-time relation-
ship for exact solution. However, it wns possible to extract dlniensio,.ed

parameters so that the integrals involved only time-dependent numerical

ratios. An examination of the limits of the ratios and the relative values of

their integrals justified the use of constants in place of the integrals for a

first approximation. Including the time factor in the constants, the first

approximation for gap energy was shown to be of the form:

E =A2(kR + k Z

where

E = Gap energy dissipation

A = Peak current

R = Circuit series resistance
s

z0 = Characteristic cable irnmcedance

kip k = Constants (including time)

2

It is interesting to note that the examination of integral limits and relation-

ships showed that k2 must be negative; this condition was met by the

empirical results. The constants were determined by a weighted regres-

sion analysis, and the measured values from the computer program were

compared with the values calculated from the empirical equation. It was

shown that, within the experimental limits, the gap energy could be pre--

dicted with an expected error of about ± 13%.

The calculated values of gap resistance were plotted versus time

and compared to various simple functions which might be tested in the

theoretical model. A suitable function was found and tested by integrating

the model expression; this yielded a new time parameter which showed
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close association wi•h the gaees undcr tcst. WVhen the empirical equation,

which included the time parameter, was subjected to weighted regression
analysis, no significant reduction resulted in the standard deviation of the

measured versus calculated energies.

The conclusions of the experiment are that the gap energy is

predictable from the circuit parameters and the peak current and that gap

energy dissipation is independent of the arc length and material in the gap.

A pessimistic view of these conclusions would be that the results

(and the equation) are valid only over the experimental voltage range of

1500 to 7000 volts. On the optimistic side, extrapolation upon the limited

range is not precluded, since the data showed better correlation at the

upper end of the range than at the lower end.

COMPONENT TESTING

When the test instrument described earlier was utilized in tests of

one type of EED, the results of the arc studies were applied as an inter-

pretive aid, leading to some interesting conclusions.

The component involved was a dual bridge-wire detonator designed

for a 30, 000-erg square wave input per bridge wire. The explosive content

was about 30 milligrams of lead azide-lead scyphnate mixture, 100 milli-

grams of lead azide, plus a secondary booster charge. Electrically, the

device afforded a very short gap between the bridge wire and a grounded

internal element. An external ring provided shorting of the bridge-wire

leads to the case except when the mating connector was in place.

Several tests were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the

grounding ring as well as the consequences of grounding-ring malfunctions.

One interesting result occurred where three bridge-wire pins were

grounded and the fourth pin received the high-voltage impulse. This
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configuration required the pulse to pass through the bridge wire. When

the technique of Langlie' was applied to determine a voltage threshold of

component initiation, a no-firo nondition w..-as noted on all tests up to 21. 5

kilovolts, and an all-fire condition prevailed at 22. 1 kilovolts and above.

The calculated bridge-wire energy dissipation was about 12, 000 ergs in

this voltage range.

For comparison, application of the empirical energy transfer equa-

tion showed that an arc initiation at the same energy would require a 10.8-

kilovolt impulse.

In other tests of the same component, requiring disabling of. the

grounding ring and preclusion of external arcs by means of dielectric fluid

insulation, an all-fire level was reached at 12. 8 kilovolts, with a no-fire

level at 11. 7 kilovolts or lower to a point which will be discussed later.

The calculated gap energies in the threshold range were 14, 000 to

17, 000 ergs, comparing rather well with the 12, 000-erg bridge-wire

threshold. The difference may be attributed to the high velocity of the

scattered ions and electrons formed in the, arc initiation, compared to the

rate of energy loss through thermal conductivity in the bridge-wire de-

tonations.

The fact that the experiment as performed on the component dis-

cussed previously revealed a no-fire level below 12 kilovolts is of vital

concern in the safety aspects of EED's, at least where similar primary

explosives are employed. Again applying the technique of Langlie, the

aforementioned threshold range of 11. 7 to 12.8 kilovolts seemed established

when one test at 6. 4 kilovolts (required by the sequence) yielded a detona-
tion where a no-fire was deemed almost a certainty. Continuation of the

test sequence resulted in the irrevocable conclusion that the component

was capable of being detonated by any pulse as low as 2.5 kilovolts which

could bridge the short internal gap. All of these lower level firings were

associated with current pulses showing evidence of multiple arc striking.
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Without nfferng a cauzc for the luwer level firings, let me state

II ) that the following truths have been established:

1. The voltage did not deviate significantly from the measured

values.

2. The capacitance did not deviate significantly from the measured

values.

3. The components did de.tonate.

Since the test equipment described herein was completed only

recently, our work has not included testing of EED's with primary explosive

materials other than the lead azide-lead styphnate mixture; but the results

of our component testing do indicate that a device which does not fire at

high or intermediate voltage levels could be hazardous at comparatively

low levels. This fact must be kept in mind when establishing standards

for electrostatic sensitivity testing.
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DISCUSSION
Mr. Petrick of NWL asked Mr. Schroeder about jitter in the

switching mechanism. In order to reduce the jitter in the switching me-

chanism,tests are being considered using argon and argon with one percent

oxygen to see if a sharper breakdown can be obtained with a reasonable

dielectric strength.
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2-6 SENSITIVITY OF EXPLOSIVES TO SPARK

Author: R. McGirr

Aerospace Components Division Laboratories
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.

Tamaqua, Penna.

The Bureau of Mines investigated the spark sensitivity

of explosives in 1946 and 1953 and these investigations were

reported on in Reports Nos. 3852 and 5002. The technique consisted

of exposing a small amount of unconfined or partially confined

explosive to a single discharge from a condenser charged to a

high voltage. The energy of the spark discharged is varied by

changing the capacitance and a plot made of ignition probability

vs. energy.

Slide 1 shows the results on explosives with which

we are concerned.

Slide 2 shows the same test performed at Reynolds

Experimental Laboratory and the results are equal but additional

materials of interest were tested.

For these materials a sensitivity rating was arbitrarily

assigned and is shown on the left. Lead styphnate is the most

sensitive and next in order of sensitivity is lead azide. Note

that the dextrinated and polyvinyl are of equal sensitivity.

Another source of data is a report by Moore, Sumner

and Wyatt, ERDE, United Kingdom, quoted in Franklin Institute
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Report F-B2333 to NASA. It describes a spark qgn tp~tr ,,ing

a resistor in series with the capacitor discharge.

Dextrinated lead azide fired with a minimum energy

of 70,000 to 280,000 ergs.

Crystalline lead azide fired with a minimum energy

of 400 to 18,000 ergs.

This is the first time the purer lead azide was

reported on.

For various reasons we had the feeling that this

spark gap method is not a true valuation of sensitivity to

spark and decided to evaluate these explosives when confined

on a carbon bridge.

Slide 3 shows the carbon bridge primer used as a

test vehicle.

Slide 4 shows the results of the tests which are

performed at 100 volts varying the capacitance. The outstanding

point is that the purer lead azides now head the list for

sensitivity. This includes the polyvinyl, RD 1333 and colloidal

azides. Note that styphnate is no longer the most sensitive.

This confirmed our feeling prompted by a series of accidents and

incidents when handling these materials or when they were employed

as ingredients in finished EED's.

The Bureau of Mines method is limited to high voltage

because of the air gap distance. Our method permits the formation
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of low energy sparks transmitted through the'graphite medium

and at the same time gives a truer picture of confined explosive

which is again not possible in using the Bureau of Mines method.

The unconfined explosive permits some loss of the compression

effect of the liquid, solids and gases releasedas a shock wave'

and also, the important reflections of the shock waves are lost

unconfined. Since the carbon bridge is not efficieiit below say

60 volts, 100 volts was chosen.

As a 25,000 volt static discharge test is ,commornplace,

when the size of the EED permits, to resist this amount of voltage

is a Food indication, in view of Chart 3, of'the needfor good

design and care and cleanliness in manufacture.
I )

Slide 4 also is a guide to which materials are suitable

for ignition compounds and which are not. It is important to

recognize that this knowledge is aimed at the manufacturer of

EED's rather than the user as the purer leag azide is more

efficient where a space is at a premium; however, it'is also

very important as the safety of the loading operator comes before

all else. When the purer lead azides were introduced generally

we were assured that they were not more sensitive than dextrinated.

Our experience has always been the opposite and this'was confirmed'

some time ago by an article in "Ordnance' which stated RD 1333 is

sensitive enough to require special frictionless loading equipment

not required by dextrinated lead azide.
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Because the purer lead azides are more efficient, by U

the same token, the heat and pressure released by the decomposition ]

of the first grain Is sufficiently high to set off neighboring

grains. Since the pure azides are single crystals they are perhaps

more sensitive than the dextrinated azide grains which are

multicrystalline grains.

Last, but not least, on Slide 4 it is interesting to

note the effect of increasing voltage from 100 to 300 volts on

superfine RDX.
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STATIC SENSITIVITY 5 KV

RATING TYPE ERGS
NOACTION iN 10 T E5T

2 LEAD AZIDE (DEX) 70,000
3 TETRACENE 10,000
I LEAD STY PHNATE 9,000
4 PETN -I00 62,000 (DEFLAGRATION)
3 SMOKELESS PWDR\

(UNGRAPH ITED) 12,000

REPRINTED FROM BUREAU OF MINES
REPORT OF INVESTIGATIONS 5002

STATIC SENSITIVITY 5KV
1/16 INCH AIR GAP

RATING TYPE ERGS
NOACTION IN SOME ACTION

10 TESTS

2 LEAD AZIDE (DEX.) 62,000 75,000
2 LEAD AZIDE (PV) 62,000 75,000
3 TETRACENE 370,000 500,000
2 NOL 130 64",000 75,000
I LEAD STYPHNATE

(BA3IO) 4,000(3 KV) 8,000 (4 KV)
I LEAD-STYPHNATE

(NORMAL 4,000 (3 KV)
I LEAD STYPHNATE

(NORMAL MILLED) 4,000 (3 KV)
3 LMNR 120,000 250,000
3 LMNR 95%.KCLO3 5Y 120,000 370,000

REYNOLDS EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY
ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

2
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.370-%010
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r • , ti j .19 4 .0 06-

'-INERT FILL PRESSED
"AT 227 POUNDS

STAINLESS STEEL
LEADS 26 GA. CARBON BRIDGE

200 MGS. TEST
EXPLOSIVE, LOOSE

STAINLESS STEELCU BAKELITE PLUG INSERTED
AT 227 POUNDS

A.C.D. LABORATORY
ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC

3
SPARK SENSITVITY OF CONFINED EXPLOSIVES

00 VOLTS CAPACITOR DISCHARGE

RATING TYPE MEAN ERG LOWEST

3 LEADAZIDE pEX) 125 100
I LEADAZIDE (PV 6.5T027 2

TETRACENE
2 NOL 130 B 45 40
2 LEAD STYPH. BASIC) 40 27
2 LEAD STYPH. NORMAL) 40 20
2 LEAD STYPH. ORM. MILLED) 75 70
I LEAD AZIDE R D 1333) 10 2

4 BARIUM STYPH. 2100 400
2 KDNBF 40 35
4 BARIUM PICRATE 7300 2500HMX
10 PETN {MILLED) - <500,000
0 RDX UPERFIN - <5oo,00o
5 RDX UPEIIFINE 22Z500 AT 300V
I LEAD AlIDE COLL) 13 O0

A.C.D. LABORATORY
ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC

4
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Lewis (Space Ord. Syst.): In the slide that showed where

you converted from the spark gap to determine the electrostatic sensitivity

of mixes to the conductive carbon bridge, was the electrostatic energy ap-

plied between the carbon bridge and the cease or through the carbon bridge?

Mr. McGirr: We applied the energy through the leads and through

the carbon bridge. The point is to make the little sparks pass through

Ohe intimate particles of explosive. The only way you can do that is to

get the carbon bridge to assist it.

Mr. Lewis: The point I was curious about was with the carbon

bridge acting as a parallel shunt path of the pyrotechnic compound, how

do you know the energy division, if any, that is going through the mix, and

the energy that is flowing through the carbon? It seems to me that it

might be possible what you are determining here is the thermal sensitivity

of the mix, due to the loss across the carbon bridge.

Mr. McGirr: I am not saying just what I am determining, I am

saying that the sensitivity of explosive to spark or heat shows that the

pure lead azides fall into a pattern that has never been recognized before.

Mr. Petrick (NWL): You mentioned that the spark gap was not a

true representation. Why is that so?

Mr. McGirr: The reason I said that was that you lose the effect

of confinement, and all these tests neglect confinement. In the Bureau

of Mines test, you place the explosive in a-loose vial in some kind of a

tiny receptacle and then you lower the needle. They had an additional

test wherd they partially confined the explosive. I don't know what

the people did at ERDE, I could not make much out of the report synopsis

that was available to me, but I presume that the point that a.s being missed

is: if you have 2 particles that are really squashed together, you are

going to get a different effect than if they are not.
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Mr. Harwood (GE): In determining the sensitivities of various

materials, did you consider rhb effects of molatrue ut liLumdiry in the
materials, and if so, what effect did you observe with increasing moisture?

Mr. McGlrr: We know, and I think you will agree, that if you

increase the moisture, you are going to get erroneous results. All these
explosives were handled with the same relative humidity. The test was
performed at constant relative humidity. The explosive, as it came to that

locale, was as dry as you would care to handle it. We have a rule at Atlas

that we do not go dashing around.with bone-dry azide and styphnate. We

try to limit it and yet meet the military requirements.

Mr. Harwood: Speaking more specifically, did you notice if
there was any increase in sensitivity of the materials as moisture increased,
increased conductivity due to moisture, or perhaps a lower discharge voltage

due to moisture increasing the sensitivity? (Editor's note: Moisture

usually tends to decrease sensitivity. That is why sensitive explosives

are handled wet - for safety.)

Mr. McGirr: We didn't run the test to that degree.

Mr. Bendict (JPL): You mentioned a recent Franklin Institute

report in which there was a reference to an English paper of about 15 or
20 years ago, showing a curve which looked very much like an impedance

matching curve for the sensitivity of explosives to steady discharge as

a function of the series resistor. Would either you or Mr. Hannum care
to comment on the shape of that curve?

Mr. Hannum: I am not sure I know what curve is meant. Was this

the one on the work that the British did showing that there is a critical
series resistance for each material? Well, this evidently is a fact, but

it is in the test where you have loose explosive and an electrode and a
plate. What Bob McGirr did was with a carbon bridge. We did very similar
(to Mr. McGirr's) work about 8 years ago and published reports. We found .

that we had the same results as far as styphnate and azide are concerned.
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- I I think maybe Don Lewis has a point. Are we talking about

spark sensitivity or heat sensitivity or what? Apparently the configuration

of test fixtures plays a large part in influencing the results.

Mr. Lewis: The reason I made the conaent is that we performed

a series of tests to determine the effect of electrostatic discharge in

confined powders. We made the test as Mr. McGirr did in the bridge mode

and we also made the test in pin-to-case mode. We varied the compaction

pressure. In the pin-to-case mode test we got data that parallelled the

Bureau of Mines as a family of curves, depending upon compaction pressure.

When we went to the carbon bridge type test, we got curves much like

Mr. McGirr did, which tends to follow a thermal sensitivity curve.

Mr. Ayres (NOL/WO): In the general area of the electrostatic

spark sensitivity, Dr. R. M. H. Wyatt came to NOL for a couple of years

and built an apparatus which was a Chinese copy of the one he used at

ERDE and duplicated the results that he got there. This has been pub-

lished, unfortunately most of it is classified. Those who have the need

to know should get this information. If you will write to NOL, we can

at least give you the report numbers, and in some way facilitate your

getting Wyatt's reports.

I would like to point out that we should try to make a distinction

between the work that Bob McGirr has done with the carbon bridge and a

pure spark& I am quite sure that the mechanism whereby the energy is

transferred into the explosive is quite different in these two cases.

When you are talking about the sensitivity with the carbon bridge as the

interchange medium, believe me, this is diffuclt to figure out just exactly

how the carbon bridge operates. I am not arguing against his work.

I am saying, as a caution, that you should not say that this is a pure

spark discharge mechanism.

Mr. McGirr: In regard to the comment about the mechanism of

sparks in a carbon bridge, I think you are glossing over the point that

the chart that I put up followed the Bureau of Mines chart in all respects
except for one explosive. I don't think this one explosive should be

used as an example to upset the apple cart.
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2-7 DESIGNING ELECTRO-EXPLOSIVE DEVICES I

FOR

ELECTROSTATIC INSENSITIVITY

By

L. D. Pitts

WGENERAL PRECISION, INC.

Link Ordnance Division

ABSTRACT

This paper contains theory and design equations with which the engineer can

analyze EED design for capability of withstanding a particular static discharge

voltage from pin to case. Included are a general discussion of dielectric

bfrength, resistivity, and dielectric constant as applied to breakdown voltage

calculations and use of such calculations in analysis of general design factors

and in evaluation of a specific EED design. Measured values of dielectric

strength and resistivity for some common explosives and pyrotechnics are

presented.

Introduction

Many squibs and detonators used for military and space applications

are required to withstand a high voltage discharge from a capacitor without

firing (typically 10 or 25 kv from a 500 pf capacitor with sometimes a 5,000

ohm resistor in series). For some commercial uses even such a simple

device as a blasting cap must meet such a requirement. The discharge test

is intended to simulate the application of the static electric charge which
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may be accumulated by a human body or environmental surfaces

(Reference I). The concern with electrostatic sensitivity is well grounded

since it is known that many EED's are very easily ignited by static dis-

charge and that this has led to expensive and even fatal "unplanned

events" (Reference 2). Much effort is expended to provide protection

through safety procedures and external devices, but it is necessary for

the EED engineer, whether designer or user, to gain an understanding of

design considerations within the EED, for, unless we make the EED itself

safe, we shall never have a completely safe system.

Difficulties In Designing Insulation Systems

High voltage arcs have been a subject of physical research for hundreds

of years; e. g., Ben Franklin's experiment with the lightning discharge in

1752. However, the knowledge of arc mechanics (Reference 3), especially in

gases, is not always reliable. Such an authority as Baker says, "It is an

indication of the complexity of the problem of producing a satisfactory theory

of breakdown that, despite the tremendous advances made, agreement has not

yet been reached on the mechanism, even in the simplest of solids, the simple

ionic crystals " (Reference 4).Dielectric strength numbers for insulating

materials are of limited value since few manufacturers use any sort of

standard test, and thus, much data is misleading. Even if breakdown theory

and dielectric strength data were perfect, they would be of limited use to an

engineer designing an EED or similar complex dielectric systein unless he

understands the breakdown criteria in such systems. This paper is intended

to provide an understanding of the electrical relationships inside multiple

dielectric systems, so that the engineer can make rational decisions when
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designing ]EED's for static discharge requirements. It is necessary to begin

with fundamentals. I

Single Dielectric

The simplest configuration is the single homogeneous, symmetrical,

dielectric block between two plate conductors of Figure 1. With a voltage

applied between the plates, a uniform electric field creates the even distribu-

tion of equipoteatial surfaces in the dielectric. For an insulator, at low volt-

ages, the current flow is trival. When the applied voltage reaches the

breakdown voltage, V 3 . the insulator will begin to draw appreciable current.

Normally, this consists of an arc in which electrons are pulled from their

parent atoms into the arc beam. Presumably, this happens at some critical

electric field intensity referred to as the dielectric strength, D, of the

material. Thus, one might expect a linear increase in breakdown voltage

with increasing dielectric thickness. For most materials, however, the

dielectric strength falls off rapidly with increasing thickness, as indicated

in Figure 2. Dielectric strength may decrease by a factor of 10 as thick-

ncss varies from 1 to 100 mils. This behavior in solids is due to distance

effects on the joule heating of the material by leakage current? according to

Eichberger (Reference 5). However, others believe it is a result of

statistical probability of avalanching, as in gases (Reference 6).

Other factors strongly influence dielectric strength measurements;

electrode and insulator geornatry, surface conditions, purity of materials,

structural defects, environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity,
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and pressure), and method of voltage application. For short time tests (as

cpp6cad Lu iUe tests) the common test voltages are impulse, ac and de.

Becaune imr•nlse testing appliez ,oltage stress for the shortest times, it

generally produces the highest dielectric strength, often referred to as the

intrinsic strength and considered the ultimate dielectric strength of a mate-

rial. A lower dielectric strength is given by dc voltage, with ac still lower

due to heating caused by the reversing motion of the electrons and ions in the

changing electric field (Reference 4), or due to creation of space charge

(Reference 6). The ac dielectric strength falls still further at high fre-

quencies. However, our tests for dielectric strength of air along an alumina

surface indicate that step dc (discharge from a 500 pf capacitor) gives a

dielectric strength of only 75% of that for slowly rising dc and peak value

60 Hz ac.

The remainder of this paper assumes that the applied voltage is a fast

ri sten like the discharge of a capacitor into a high resistance.

A simple equivalent circuit (Figure 1) may be postulated for this con-

figuration; a high resistance resistor in parallel with a low capacitance capac-

itor. If we apply a voltage step, the capacitor charges up instantaneously to

the input voltage, and leakage current flows through the resistor. One could

complicate the circuit by including the equivalent series resistance in the

capacitor leg, but it is usually too low to have much effect on charging time

of the capacitor.

Series Dielectrics

If we place two single dielectrics in contact in series with each other
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(Reference 7), we have the case of Figure 3. Looking at the simple equiv-

alezt 1i cult we bc Lnat at• he vultage acrous dielectric 1 prior to break-
0

down will he:

V V c 2 V k Eqn. I
c + c d

1 2 2
._./.+ _k 2
d d

where k is dielectric constant. The remainder of the voltage will be dropped

across dielectric 2. This equation is derived from ac laws for capacitance

and from the parallel plate capacitor equation.

At long times the voltage division is determined by the resistors to be:

V= V R V r d Eqn. 2

R + R r d + r d
2 12

where r is resistivity. Area cancels out in Equations 1 and 2 since it is the

same for both dielectrics.

If the series dielectrics are in parallel with a low resistance path, such

as an arc, the capacitances will determine the voltage division since the

system decay time will be so short.

Equation 2 illustrates why two 300 vdc capacitors of equal capacitance in

"series might not stand off 600 volts of dc. That is, the unspecified leakage re-

sistances might be such that practically all the 600 volts was across one capacitor.

For the t case, sufficient criteria for breakdown in V are that the
a 1

applied voltage be greater than V Bi for a period like one time constant 7' and

, ~2-.7.5
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that the capacitor C be able to pass large current for this time; similarly,

for breakdown in dielectric 2. If the breakdown in one dielectric leaves a

sufficiently large voltage across the second dielectric, that may break down

too. However, in many cases, one may find evidence of arcing in one dielectric

but not the other. For the long time case, after the capacitor is fully charged,

if the voltage V is raised above the breakdown voltage for material 1, material
1

1 will break down. The current is not supplied by the external voltage source

since it is current limited by the resistance of material 2; instead, the current

is supplied from the discharging of C with the faster time constant of

T = Rarc C . This discharge is not trivial since a 2 pf capacitor at 1, 000 volts

stores 10 ergs of energy, enough to set off lead styphnate in some configurations

(Reference 8). Also, once the arc starts, the total external voltage is across

material 2.

Thus, a criterion for breakdown is that V from equation 1 or 2 exceed

the breakdown voltage of material 1. However, for a high-current breakdown,

the external voltage must also exceed the breakdown voltage of material 2.

This analysis, which can be extended to any number of series dielectrics,

shows that while it is necessary that V < V + V to prevent breakdown, it is
Bi B2

not sufficient.

Parallel Dielectrics

The case of parallel dielectrics is shown with an equivalent circuit in

Figure 4. If you were to test this configuration, you might find an arc at the

interface initiated at some voltage below the breakdown voltage of either

material, particularly if one of the materials were a gas like air. This is
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apparently due to mnetallic or contarrAinant islands appearing at the interface

If
p and lowering the effective path length for breakdown (Reference 9). Tests

at Lini k Ordhlance confirm that _his may indeed be a factor in ordnance compo-

0 nents. It is at such interfaces that cleanliness of parts is extremely important.

If sufficient freedom from contaminants is maintained, the interface effects can

be minimized to the point where one may ignore surface breakdown for design

purposes. The equivalent circuit is simple, in this case, the same step

response for short and long times, a uniform electric field across both di-

electrics. When the breakdown voltage of the material with least dielectric

strength is reached, the breakdown will occur in that material. But what occurs

if the amplihtde of the capacitor discharge voltage step is raised above the

breakdown voltage of either material? Bo both materials break down? Does

just the first material break down? Does just the second material break down?

If you choose as materials for test two spark gaps such as employed in exploding

bridgewire firing units, you will probably find all three answers arc correct!

Then why do EED's from the simple blasting cap to the most expensive aero-

space initiators employ the preferential breakdown conrcept to prevent an arc

through their primers? The criterion for breakdown is application of an over-

voltage for some minimum length of time. There, is no way in our example to

prevent the over-voltage from appearing across dielectric Z. However, if

we make the a.rc resistance through dielectric 1 small enough we can achieve

a complete discharge of our voltage source before an arc has had time to form

in dielectric 2. The emphasis here is on designing as large a ratio of V B/VB

as possible, minimizing time V is greater than VB, and attaining as low an arc

resistance in dielectric 1 as possible, by using short gap distances for instance.
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An EED Example

in order to apply the criteria for breakdown of dielectrics to a specific

PFD design, it wGould pi'obbl~y be necessary to have better data on dielectric

strength, permittivity, and resistivity of insulation materials than is pre-

sently available. To make the necessary calculations economically would

require a computer program, so presently I suggest the calculation of break-

down voltage across the likely paths in an EED design and use of applicable

criteria in analysis of the design.

For instance, Figure 5 shows a hypothetical design of a hot wire

detonator. For simplicity, the bridgewire is not shown. First, one computes

the breakdown voltage for each possible path.

V ( D d = (70 volts/mil) (25 mils) = 1,750 volts
B(AB) air AB

(250 x 3) (25) = 18, 750 volts
~V B(AC)

VB(AD) (90) (20) + (70) (25) = 3,550 volts

V (90) (20) + (2,500) (3) + (110) (25)= 12, 050 volts
B(AE)

VB(AF) (90) (20) + (2,500) (3) + (110) (200)= 31,300 volts

Dielectric strength values for explosives are taken from Table 1, values

for other materials from Appendix A (70 volts/mil is a common approximation)for air.

Tabulated value for thick steatite is multiplied by 3 per Appendix A instructions.

From the section on series dielectrics, it is obvious we are not strictly

correct if we consider only the summation of breakdown voltages across var-

ious paths. However, this turns out to be a useful first order approximation.
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I
Let us suppose we are working with a 9,000 volt discharge from a 500 pf

capacitor with no series resistor. It is obviously unlikely to arc through

the ceramic at AC or, even allowing for decreased dielectric strength of

RDX at 200 mils, along path AF. The presence of the teflon disc makes

path AE an unlikely breakdown path. Path AB is intended to act as an ex-

ternal air gap to break down preferentially and prevent arcing through the

primer. For AD, the dielectric strength of air is employed in the calcu-

lation across the top of Lhe cup. Our experiments with a metal disc in place

of a primer show that unleas an insulator is very carefully glued on the cup

with a thick adhesive layer, the dielectric strength will be typical of air.

Other experiments show that arcing easily occurs across a surface in air

when an insulator is only two mils removed from the surface. Minimum gap

distance may be much less.

Path AD is indeed the most likely failure mode for the short cup EED.

In this case, of course, with the high spark sensitivity of lead azide, any

arc through the primer will be sufficient to cause ignition. The ratio of

VB(AB}/ VB(AD) is only 2 to I and the ratio of dAB/ dAD less than 2 to 1.

Also, V BAD)is well below the peak 9, 000 volts applied and the arc resist-

ance of AB across 25 mils of air is likely to be somewhat higher than desir-

able. Thus, one might characterize this as a marginal device, one which would

stand off 9 kv, by means of the external gap, but which would likely experi-

ence random failures. Filling gap AB with a high dielectric strength potting

material would produce 100% failures. The simplest improvements to this

design would be an increase in length and breakdown voltage of paths AD and
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AE and a decrease in length of path AC, the protective path. If there is a

1, 000 volts insulation test required, making it undesirable to shorten the

gap, electrode sharpening could be accomplished to encourage faster

trc formation.

General Considerations in EED Design

There are three general approaches to designing an EED for ele' tro-

static insensitivity.

1) Design the insulation system so that internal breakdown volt-

age is very high, ideally above the maximum specified test

voltage by some safety factor.

2) Use protective devices (gaps, semiconductive potting' etc.)

to prevent arcing through primer.

3) Use spark insensitive primer formulations.

In designing for high internal breakdown voltage, the use of tall primer

cups and long explosive columns does not offer much help since dielectric

strength falls off so rapidly with increasing distance. Our measurements on

dielectric strength of explosives indicate that it is unlikely we will find a simple

primer capable of standing off 9 kv all by itself. The most likely answer in

this region is the judicious and ingenious use of insulators to raise breakdown

voltage of the internal paths. Also, one may use ;he principles outlined for

series dielectrics to design for a minimum voltage to appear across the primer

mix itself. Ideally, one should check out the EED system for breakdown

voltage with actual hardware and all protective devices defeated. The external
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gap is easily disabled in many cases by enclosing part of the pins with mylar

-tape r tubing and f..illing tI-- 8-&V wi"h akn•igh dielectric strength epoxy ad-

hesive. With inerts in place of the expIlosive components, one ran find dthe

likely internal breakdown paths.

Preferably, protective gaps should be hermetically enclosed in the EED

to prevent disabling of the gap by comtarninants or mishandling (Reference 10).

There are obvious tests to run to determine bruakdown voltage and effective-

ness of a gap. One may want to set up procedures to assure cleanliness and

breakdown repeatability of a gap in production.

I will not discuss the considerations of insensitive mixes except to point

out that the conductive mixes will lower internal breakdown voltages, in-

creasing the chances of insulaticn damage and, in some cases, degradation

of the mix.

Obviously, the design engineer will choose whatever combination of the

three approaches which seems most likely to be compatible with all the speci-

fications of the particular EED device, including, of course, selling price.

It might be mentioned that the customer often can be helpful by allowing larger

EED sizes to permit higher internal breakdown voltages and by lowering in-

sulation requirements to permit more effective breakdown protection.

Bridgewire Considerations

For the most part, the bridgewire plays a minor role in pin-to-case

considerations. One wants to keep sharp corners and exposed points to a

minimum, of cnurse. But, bridgewire system design may be very important

for certain cases.
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Figure 6 shows a bridgewire system )nd equivalent circuit for a case

where the bridgewire is w&M-1 -. e! a,.-way frrc-, the iSiiicr edge of the pin.

Naively, one assumes that shorting the pins together piitp ;0!! elements of

the pin-bridge system at the same potential, or at least that gaps 1 and 2

break down at the same time, shorting current away from the bridge. How-

ever, if the gaps are not designed and tested to insure that both break down at

very close to the same time (in the nanosecond range) only one may break

dwn, especially at voltages just above the gap breakdown voltage. Or, one

may consider the highly practical case where the voltage is applied to only

one pin.

In either case, when only gap 2 breaks down, the sharp leading edge

ot our applied pulse appears to the system as a very high frequency voltage

and skin effect drives the majority of the current to the outside of the pin. In

addition, the extremely high currents generated (high enough to set off a

thermally sensitive CED) if the source is not current limited) cause the volt-

age drops across the small resistances of CA, AB, EF, and FD to be

significant. If these voltage drops are large enough, we are likely to see

arcing across gaps 3 and 4; that is, an arc from the inner edge of the pins to

the bridgewire. This arcing may have high enough energy to ignite a static

sensitive primer adjacent tothe bridge. If not, it may still cause a resistance

change in the bridgewire by welding the wire to the inner edge of the pin or

by eroding away the wire. Such arcing has been observed by us in unloaded

units. A decrease in resistance due to the additional welding is the most likely

effect, Remedies are to weld fri*ewires at inner cdges of pins or to design
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protective devices so that they shunt current away from the bridge.

.Dielectric SoreigL Of u xplosiv"

Even a superficial analysis of the internal dielectric system of an

EED requires a knowledge of the dielectric strength of explosives. The

fixture of Figure 7 was designed to hold explosives for such measurements

and permit multiple and inexpensive testing at high consolidation pressures.

Mylar* wab chosen for insulation because of its high dielectric and mechanical

strength. Drill rod electrodes had flat ends to simplify calculations. The

system was proved out with a 20 mil thick sample of epoxy, the entire system

standing off 25 kv without any breakdown. Tests were performed with the

setup of Figure 8, the voltage source, a charged 500 pf capacitor switched

through a Jennings RE 6B high voltage vacuum relay. Breakdown was

determined from the stored oscilloscope trace. Incidentally, the storage

oscilloscope greatly facilitates a test of many single events. Resistance

measurements were also taken and resistivity calculated from the simple

formula for constant cross-section resistors. No measurement of dielectric

constant was made, though it easily could be iri a similar fixture.

The results show that the primary and secondary explosives act like

insulators with a dielectric strength in the area of 100 volts per mil (.iith the

exception of HNS). The pyrotechnics fall in three categories. They either

evidence similar behavior to explosives, act like a poor conductor, or possess

*Mylar tubing obtained from Stone Paper Tube Co., Washington, D. C.
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high resistivity with trivial dielectric strength. Figure 9 shows that the K i
dielectric .qtrrgth of Ic-d atyphiiaae fails off significantly with increasing II
column length, as expected. Figure 10 indicateb only minor loss of di-

electric strength at low densities. Particle size effects may be important,

as indicated in Figure 11 for purified SiO 2 , a convenient material to grind

and sieve. The particle size effects are not accounted for in Table 1.

Since air was present in the explosive and pyrotechnic samples, the

data of Table I should not be taken as necessarily intrinsic to a given mate-

rial, but they should be valid for design use, where one expects air to be

present in the powder. Note that the values are for approximately 20 mil

thick samples and should be derated for long columns.

Though the dielectric strength test was not intended as a spark sensi-

tivity test, it is of interest to note that only primary explosives and the Zr-

KC1O mix fired in the normal configuration. Some other metal-oxidant
4

mixes fired when an air gap was introduced, concentrating the arc.

The resistivity and dielectric strength tests have been useful at Link

Ordnance for development of electric primer mixes. The simple geometry

permits one to quantify effects of consolidation pressure, different constituents,

etc. , so that a better understanding of electric primers may be obtained.

Electrostatic Insensitivity Specification

Specifications are inadequately written for electrostatic sensitivity testing

of EED's. A typical specification might read, "Shall not fire when 25 kv is

applied from either pin to case from 500 pf capacitor through 5,000 ohm
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series resistor." Such a loose specification may convince the designer that

Sthe :Lurnmr i noc very serious about the requirement and might buy off a

lot whiph 1hAd A fe.ýy tes~t failure--.

No tolerances on components or voltages are called out. Switching

device and allowable voltage drop across it are unspecified. If a high volt-

age relay or spark gap is employed for switching, a keep-alive resistor is

usually necessary to insure discharging the storage capacitor in a single

repeatable pulse. The specification does not allow for this.

Since most EED's breakdown in some manner, the specification should

consider high frequency effects. However, there is no specification of rise

time, so that a manufacturer's test system may be highly inductive, yielding

slow rise time and lower peak currents. With long test leads to the EED,

inductance and skin effect may absorb much of the voltage drop in the circuit

and radiate a large portion of the energy stored in the capacitor. The cust-

omer should require measurement of voltage at the EED if he really intends

the test voltage to be there.

Some initiators may be most censitive with the 5,000 ohm series re-

sistor, but the bridgewire problems will not be tested since the resistor

limits peak current to 5 amps. Some EED's may pass a 25 kv test with flying

colors, but fire at 5 or 10 kv, voltages they are more likely to see in the field,

because the protective gap is less likely to fire first with a lower overvoltage.

It would usually be quite simple for the manufacturer to arrange for protective

breakdown in his test equipment or output cable. The customer himself

usually provides a protective device by specifying a connector that will not

stand off the test voltage.
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Even if there is no conscious cheating in electrostatic testing, the

loose specifications and lack of standardization inevitably lead to confusing

and misleading test results. Manufacturers are not going to take electro-

static sensitivity seriously unless forced to by adequate specifications or

serious accidents. Until the customer learns to write a complete speci-

fication, he is going to continue to buy devices which are unsafe or at least

not positively known to be safe.

Conclusion

Use of available dielectric strength data perrnits a first order analysis

of any EED for electrostatic insensitivity. Additional data and involved cal-

culations are necessary to include resistive and capacitive factors in analysis.

EED's can be designed rationally to meet electrostatic discharge re-

quirements, and should be.
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TABLE 1

DATA PR'ESENTATION

Dielectric Density

Resistivity strength
Powdera(•- cm) (volts / mil) (gm/cm)

Primary

Explosive Normal Unmilled
Lead Styphnate 1013 140 2.5

Basic Lead Styphnate l1014 100 2.5

Lead Styphnate
with 2% Viton A 3 x 10'2 120 2.5

Lead Azide 5 x 10° 90 3.7

75% Lead Azide
25% Lead Styphnate 9 x l0ol 130 2.5

Secondary
Explosive PETN 3 x 10s 130 1. 7

RDX 5 x 1013 110 1.5

HMX 4x 10") 90 1.4

HNS 5 x 10" 400 1. 5

Pyrotechnics
& misc. mixes Bullseye 4 x 10ý <5 - -

Black Powder 106 < 5 1.6

BKNO Powder 3 x 1012 70 95

80% PETN
20% Graphite 500 < 5 1. 5

PbO - Almix 3 x 10'0 < 9 4.3
2

KCIO - Al mix 3 x 10' < 5 2.14

KCI0 - Zr mix 4x 101  < 5 2.5
4
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APPENDIX A

Insulation Properties

Table 1 of Appendix A lists insulation properties of materials

culled from manufacturer's literature. Unless otherwise aoted, the

dielectric strength of the materials listed as header materials and .

adhesives appear to be for thick samples, while values for the insulation I

materials are for thin samples. Considering the relationship of dielectric

strength vs. thickness (Figure 2), one may arbitrarily raise the header

and adhesive dielectric strength values for thin geometries (25 mils or less)

by a factor of 3. Values for insulation should probably be reduced by 5 for

thick materials (greater than 25 mils).

2-7-I
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APPENDIX A

TABLE I

Dielectric Strength Dielectric Resistivity

V/mil Constant Ohm - cm Source

HEADER MATERIAL

Alumina 1510 50 (1/4" thick) 5. 5 1014 Carborundum
(porous)

Alumina 1542
96% (dense) zoo 9.2 Jold It

Steatite 302 250 5.58 Centralab
Boron Nitride 500 - Union Carbide Corp.
Beryllia 7198 258 6.93 zxl01 4  Frenchtown Porcelain
Glass Boro-

silicate 1000 4.7 > 1014 Corning Glass

INSULATION

Mylar 4000 3. 1 i0'0 DuPont
Kapton 7000 (1 mil thick) 3.5 1018 "1
Lexan 3910 (1. 5 mils thick) 3. 17 2. 1 x1015  General Electric
Teflon Z500 2. 0 - Technical Fluoro-

carbon
Tedlar PVF film 3500 8.5 "
Scotchtite 3028 1400 (.010" thick) 5.3 30x101 4  3M Company
Rulon A 400-500 (.080" thick) z2 6 1015 Dixon Corp.

ADHESIVES

Epon 840 400-500 4. 6 5x101 5  Shell Chemical Co.
Scotchcast 504 450 4.33 12x10 14  3M Company
Scotchcast Resin 450 4.3 >1014 "

Viton 500 - - xl013  DuPont
Silastic 732 RTV 500 2. 8 1. 5x1013  Dow Corning
Stycast 3070 500 4. 2 Zxl0• Emerson Cumings
Skybond 700 179 4.1 1.9x107 Monsanto
Eccobond 98 450 4. 0 101s Emerson Curnings
Eccoseal W66 500 3.2 1015  "i If
Polyurethanes 5600 4. 3 101 0 Columbia Technical

Corp.
GASES

Air (I atm)
ball electrode 100 (. 100 thick) 1. 0 --- Reference Date for
needle electrode 33 (.100 thick) Radio Engineers (ITT]
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•2-8P RF PROTLCTION IN ELECTRO-EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
THROUGH THE USE OF

,AUTHOR: JOSEPH E. SIDOTI COMPANY: MICRO-PRECISION PRODUCTS, INC.

The use of ferrites and barium titanate materials In the construction of RF

attenuated plugs for electric initiators has resulted in dramatically improved

performance over devices heretofore available. Initial attempts at RF attenua-

tion utilizing carbonyl iron with iron phosphate coating, provided some degree

of RF protection. The problems that were created, however, were considerable

and complex. Voltage breakdown characteristics had to be sacrificed, attenuation

was low to moderate at best and practically ineffective below 100 MC; reproduce-

"ability in production was difficult, if not impossible to achieve. By the means

of incorporation of R-L-C networks, most of these objections were eliminated.

There are a number of parameters involved in the design of such networks and in

order that some degree of prediction can be achieved it is essential that the

effect of variations in these parameters be established. The following will

serve to illustrate the types of circuits which are involved. There are at least

three basic types of circuits possible in each of two types of configurations.

Almost any desired effect can be provided by the proper arrangement of elements.

28
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At one extreme, for example, would be a filter referred to as a hi-pass filter

that would eliminate any DC or AC below a given voltaqe and frequency. The

types of circuits providing this type of attenuation characteristics and their

typical response curves are shown in Figure 1.

It is apparent that the DC and low frequency energies would be effectively

attenuated in this arrangement, until the cut-off frequency "fo" is reached.

After this point, only the AC component woud pass through.

Naturally, the DC flow is necessary if the particular device is to be fired by

capacitor discharge techniques, so that at first it would seem that this app-

roach is not feasible. However, it can be shown that as the DC voltage is in-

creased to the point where breakdown occurs across the capacitor, energy would

then pass through. This approach has been used as a safeguarding technique

generally described as the spark-gap method, which assures that all energy

below the frequency "fc" would be effectively attenuated, including random DC

voltages whose potential is lower than the discharge potential.

At the other extreir2 is the class of filters known as the low-pass filters which

are shown schematically together with their typical characteristics curve in

Figure 2. As can be seen, it is significantly different from the first group.

This type of filter would pass all frequencies including DC up to the cut-off

frequency "fc". Attenuation would conmence at frequency "fc" with increasing

effectiveness at frequencies greater than "fc".
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To further complicate matters, it is possible to combine any of the previously

described circuits thereby achieving some composite type of attenuation charac-

teristic; examples of which are shown in Figure 3.

For the purpose of discussion, if any one type of circuit of all the circuits

described were to be selected for investigation, the following would have to be

considered:

For example: One R-L-C network adequately suited for an RF attenuated squib

plug might be the low-pass filter. Such a device will pass frequencies below

a given frequency which we shall call the cut-off frequency, and will attenuate

frequencies above that given frequency. The following is a schematic of a simp-

lified "11 section low-pass filter, whose characteristic curve has previously

been described. In this circuit the various parameters are labeled and identi-

! I lied. See Figure 4.

In practice however, there are effects which will result in modifications to

the described circuits, especially at the higher frequencies. For instance,

distributed capacitance, finite resistances of insulation materials and physi-

cal means by which components are assembled can convert the relatively simple

"L" section network into a more complex circuit. Variations can also occur

as a result of the interaction caused by the presence of two leads within the

same enclosure, and even this will change as one subjects the frequency to var-

iations ranging from zero (DC) to hi-frequency AC (RF).
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Needlcss to say, a mathematical review would require a considerable number of =

assumptions before one could proceed in a very elementary manner to attempt to

predict final characteristics of atny given device.

0N, the basis of the foregoing, therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that

an empirical evaluation of various parameters would easily provide the most

meaningful information. RF attenuation characteristics have been established

and effective RF attenuators developed, utilizing a circuit arrangement similar

to Figure 2. Attenuation curves for these devices, comparing them to previous

state of the art devices are shown in Figure 5.

The following will describe the constructional features of those devices which

have been evaluated to date. Figure 6 shows the constructional features of this

particular device. Ferrite beads, whose inner and outer diameters have been

metallized are soldered to wire leads and to one side of a Barium Titanate capa-

citor slab. The opposite side of each slab is then soldered in turn to a

ground plate. The entire device is then assembled into a metal shell and encap-

sulated. A shield across the face of the device prevents coax-line type of feed

through of high frequency energy.
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2-9P EFFECTS OF RADIO FREQUENCY STIMULI ON ELECTROEXPLOSIVE DEVICES i
Sy Paul F. Mohrbach and flobert F. Wood

The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

1. INTRODUCTION

The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories have during the

past several years, determined the response of a large number of el.ectro-

explosive devices (EED%) to RF stimuli. These determinations are in terms

of magnitude of RF power which must be delivered to the base of an electro-

explosive device in order to produce an initiation or a noticeable altera-

tion of characteristics of the EED. In the process of performing these

tests and analyzing the results, a number of general trends have been

observed both with respect to absolute sensitivity and to the reasons for

any pronounced sensitivity. It is the purpose of this paper to present

some of these generalizations for the frequency range of I to 10,000 MHz,

but it is essential to keep in mind that they are genpralizations and

* that there have been exceptions to nearly every one of them. Therefore,

the statements made in this paper can be quite successfully used as guide

lines for design and planning, but actual testing of the EED must be per-

formed if the specific behaviour of the EED to RF stimuli is to be known.

2. HOT WIRE EED'S

The most common type of EED used in modern ordnance and space

systems is the hot wire type, hence, the bulk of our studies have been on

this type. These EED's contain one or more small lengths of wire (called

a bridgewire) connected electrically on the input side to metal pins run-
ning to an electrical signal source and connected mechanically on the out-

put side to a pyrotechnic material. Upon application of the proper

electrical stimuli to the input leads, the bridgewire is heated sufficiently

to initiate the pyrotechnic material.

Unwanted electrical stimul, such as RF, can also enter on the

input pins and in addition, may also appear between the pins and the case
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or between the bridgewires in the case of multibridgewire devices. It is

convenient to discuss each of these cases sepnrnrply:

2.1 Pin-to-Pin or Bridgewire Behavior

Response to Continuous Wave (CW) RF Stimuli

Figure 1 shows a typical response cuve of a hot wire EED exposed

to CW-RF signals in the bridgewire mode. For simplicity, only a single

curve is shown which we can consider as the 50% firing level. In actual

practice similar statements apply to the 0.1% and 99.9% firing levels.

As a general rule, in the range of 1 to 1000 MHz; the RF sensitivity of

typical devices in terms of average power is always equal to or less than

the dc sensitivity. Therefore, a relatively insensitive device, such as

a I watt no-fire item, would tend to take more RF power to initiate in

the bridgewire mode than would a device with a "no-fire" of 200 milliwatts.

Initiation in these cases appears to be mainly a matter of bridgewire

heating.

In the frequency range above 1000 MHz no such pattern emerges.

At these higher frequencies, initiation phenomena other than simple bridge-

wire heating occur. Arcing, for example, frequently occurs and may exist

between the bridgewire and the case even though the RF stimuli is being

applied to the bridgewire. These multiple mechanisms of initiation fre-

quently result in a wide spread in the data such that the 50% firing sensi-
tivity to RF may be less than the comparable dc level but the 0.1%

sensitivity may be greater than the dc 0.1% level. The general tendency

is for a device to still be less sensitive than the dc level, but any

assumptions based on this carries a much larger risk factor.

Response to Pulsed RF Stimuli

For the most part, pulsed RF sensitivity studies have been con-

ducted only in the frequency range above 1000 MHz. Our standard test con-

ditions use a pulse width of 1.5 microseconds with the pulses repeated

every 1000 microseconds (the ideal case is shown in Figure 2). A limited
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number of tests in which tle pulse widths have been varied from 1.5 to I
3....0 mncosccnds anu I.-j. pulsu iLupeLItLion raice varied from 3OU Lto ZOHOO

pulses per second have indicated no large variation in sunsltvlty, in

terms of average power, as a result of such parameter changes.

Generally results are similar to those obtained with CW signals

except that arcing becomes even more acute resulting, many times, in even

greater sensitivity and the phenomena of thermal stacking becomes a factor.

Thermal stacking, illustrated in Figure 3, refers to the case where the

amount of heat in the bridgewire, and its immediate surroundings, has not

been completely dissipated by the time the next pulse arrives. The heat

produced by this second pulse is then added to the residual heat from the

first pulse. In this manner heat can be built up by successive pulses

until initiation temperature is reached or until dudding is produced by

a cooking-off or decomposition of the explosive in the immediate vicinity

of the bridgewire.

2.2 Pins-to-Case Behavior

Response to Continuous Wave (CW) RF Stimuli

Inadvertent initiation of EED's in this mode appears to be

primarily a function of voltage stresses applied between the pins and the

case. If an EED is unusually sensitive to static electricity in this mode

or if an EED which passes a 500 volt insulation test could not take more

than 1000 to 1500 volts from the same type of source without breaking down,

it is very probable that it will be sensitive to RF in this node, at least

at selected freque4ricies. Since the sensitivity is stated in terms of

average power, the sensitive condition will occur whenever the pins-to-case

impedance is such that large voltages can be produced with small powers.

This will occur when the conductance values are very small. For most

typical hot wire EEDs this occurs in the vicinity of 1.5 MHz which is the

lowest frequency that we normally conduct tests. Unusually sensitive con-

ditions can exist with sensitivity values frequently falling to levels

below 200 milliwatts9
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Response to Pulsed RF Stimuli

Pulsed RF and the condition lust discussed, represent the most I
cnstivC EED ;)cuudLtiuuis in terms of H)! response. Twenty-five to thirty

percent of all hot wire FED's tested have shown marked sensitivity to

pulsed, pins-to-case applied RF signals. Furthermore, the sensitivity

appears to bear no significant relationship to the dc sensitivity. For

example, many 1 amp/l watt devices, especially those that use metal loaded

pyrotechnic mixes, have shown pronounced sensitivity to this type of

stimuli. Functioning times tend to be relatively long in terms of the

normal functioning time of a device, indicating that multiple pulses are

frequently required but the power for firing is as much as 18 db below

the dc level. Initiation mechanisms are mostly in the theory stages

since it is difficult to obtain much meaningful Information about the in-

ternal impedance at frequencies above 1300 MHz. Power levels below 100

milliwatts are frequently sufficient to produce initiations.

2.3 Bridgewire-to-Bridgewire Behavior

The discussion pertaining to pins-to-case behavior applies

equally well to bridgewire-to-bridgewire behavior in multiple bridgewire

EEDh except that the frequencies at which the proper impedance condition

exist are not as consistent as in the pins-to-case instances.

3. SPECIAL EED TYPES

Only two types of FEDb, other than hot wire types, have been

investigated in sufficient depth to permit any generalizations. These

are the exploding bridgewire type and the carbon bridge type.

3.1 Exploding Bridgewire

Initiation of this type of device by RF has been a rare occurrence

in our studies; however, bridgewires can be burned out with relative ease

and, on occasion, explosives in the immediate vicinity of the bridgewire
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"can be altered. In the case of EBWts which contain a series gap, the gapa

can become completely ineffective at frequencies above 1000 MHz and major

alteration of gap characteristics can occur with RF powers as low as I watt

average.

3.2 Carbon Bridge EED'S

These devices have proven to be extremely sensitive Lu RF; how-

ever, in this case maximum sensitivity occurs in the bridge mode. Pin-

to-case sensitivity can be comparable to that of hot wire EED's but

sensitivity to RF applied through the bridge can be as low as a few Milli-

watts. Furthermore, a single high frequency pulse can initiate a carbon

Ii bridge EED.

4. Causes of RF Sensitivity

Two common reasons for an EED being pins-to-case sensitive arises

because of design and manufacturing methods used in their production. The

first one, which we call the over-hanging bridgewire, is shown in Figure 4.

This figure shows a comparison of an EED in which the bridgewire is carried

only halfway across the metal support posts while the other shows the bridge-

wire overhangs each post. In the evaluation of this item, arcing occurred

as evidenced by burn marks at the end of the wire and ouL the inside of the

metal case. The second case, which is shown in Figure 5, shows metal

burrs on the bridgewire post. Arcing occurred between the burrs and the

case. Microscopic eixamination of the EED indicated that the burrs on the

bridgewire posts appeared to be the results of a grinding operation. When

these burrs were examined after RF was applied, the burnt edge of the burr

could be distinguished. A burn mark could also be seen in the plastic

insert that covers the inside of the case. An inert unit that had power

applied for several seconds showed a charred pat' across tha plug face

from one of the protruding pieces of metal to the case. To prevent internal

arcing careful manufacturing methods must be observed and the design of

the EED checked for possible trouble spots.
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There is 01IL' oLhur situation that can cause extreme pinls-to-case

or bridgewire-to-hridgore'•it'LI RF sensitivitv. This sitluation occurs when

a conductive mix is used ;Is the pyrotechnic material. The addition of

zirconium or aluminum to Lht. eXplosive charge is normally done to increase

the heat transfer characteristics of the EED. These metal particles (in--

sulated from each other by the explosive material) tend to increase the

field intensity within thi explosive charge which may cause the FED to be

extremely sensitive to pulsed RF with its high voltages.

5. A SUMMARY AND A WARNING

As indicated in the last section, bridgewires extending over

the ends of posts, metal fragments dragged off the ends of posts, addition

of metal additives to explosive mixes, poor design from the static elec-

tricity standpoint and probably other factors not yet uncovered can all

contribute to makitg CED's sensitive to RF stimuli. This sensitivity

can often be much greater than the dc sensitivity, therefore, it is danger-

ous to use the dc sensitivity as a criterion except for possibly the

bridgewire mode in hot wire devices below 1000 MHz.

In general, EBW's are difficult to initiate with RF but can be

dudded. The gap in gap type EBWs can be altered by RF. Carbon bridges

are extremely sensitive to RF signals, particularly in the bridge mode.

The inost sensitive conditions for hot wire devices usually occur in the

pins-to-case mode. This sensitivity is most likely to occur from a CW

stimuli in the vicinity of 1.5 Mllz or at some pulsed frequency above

1000 MHz.

It should be noted that these are generalizations and that for

any specific EED not yet evaluated only tests will establish the real sen-

sitivity. One of the more sensitive items we have encountered took more

than I ampere and I watt to fire at dc (it wa'i not an official 1 amp/l watt),

and had its most sensitive condition when exposed to pulsed RF in the bridge-

wire mode. It initiated at an average power level. of 40 milliwatts.
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tribu Before closing, one final warning should be offered. We have

discussed in gPnPrPl terms the RF r ,,ponc of EED's and what factors uoi-
[ ~tribute to this response. The overall RF/E':ED vulnerability problem,

however, is one that encompasses not only the E'ED but the circuits that

serve to extract the RP energy from incident fields and deliver it to the

EED. While one should certainly avoid the use of RF sensitive EED's and

initiator designers should strive to use available knowledge to produce

less RF sensitive devices, the use of an RF insensitive EED does not

guarantee safety. An RF insensitive EED carelessly handled in an RF en-

vironment or assembled into a circuit poorly designud from an RF pickup

standpoint may be far more dangerous than an RF sensitive EED handled

with the proper precautions and assembled into a properly shielded or RF

filtered circuit.
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2-10P MINIATURIZATIuN OF OUT-OF-LINE

EXPLOSIVE SAFETY SYSTEMS*

By R. Stresau and R. Degner**

R. Stressu Laboratory, Inc. Spooner, Wisconsin

INTRUDUCTION

In the usual ordnance explosive devices, the bulk or

weight of the safety-and-arming mechanism is reflected in a

nearly equivalent reduction of explosive payload. Reduction

of dimensions of fuze mechanisms can be expected to lead to

increased effectiveness of many weapons. In additiong the

availability of smaller safety and arming devices would make

it possible to introduce out-of-line safety in auxiliary de-

vices where it is desirable, but where space or weight limita-

tions have eliminated it.

The lower limits of safety and arming device dimensions

are related to the dimensions of the smallest explosive COm-

ponents which are available and can be relied upon to initiate

subsequent components and charges. The displacement necessary

for acceptable safety, the thicknesses of barriers and gaps

necessary to isolate explosive components, and the wall

*Based on work performed for the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Corona, California under Contract No. N123(62738)31089A.

**Mrs Degner's present address is University of Wisconsin, Madison.
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thicknesses necessary to contain the explosive effects in I
accrd-nnee ... +,•., roquiramnrtS1 ec kputu

to the diameter of the detonator. Thus, the volume and hence

mass of the explosive train and immediately associated inert

assembly is proportional to at least the square (and, to the

extent that column lengths can be scaled, perhaps to the cube)

of the detonator diameter. At least to some extent, the

smaller mass of the moving parts and the shorter distance

through which they need be moved (between safe and "armed"

positions) should be reflected in similar reduction of bulk

and mass of the mechanical components of the safety and arming

device. Of course, such potential gains will be realized

only after considerable invention, research, and development

of mechanical arming systems, which will not be considered in

the present discussion.

The smallest detonators and leads in current ordnance
2

use are about 0.1 inch in diameter. Difficulties experienced

by both the Army and the Navy with 20 mm fuzes employing deto.

nators of this size have resulted in a widely-held opinion

that this size is the smallest compatible with reliable initia-

tion of "booster" type explosives, which are defined by the Navy

as no nore sensitive than tetryl and by the Army as no more

sensitive than RDX. Recent developments, including that of

MDF or Missilcord, which, even when loaded with much less sen-

sitive explosives than RDX or tetryl$ propagates reliably

with charge diameters of a few hundredths of an inch, that of
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tile "Mln'det" and other small detonators by a number of

orgAni atinn.q) sugevSt that thi-s opinion should b r-con

sidered.

Recent developments, including that of Mild Detonating

Fuze*, suggest that fuze explosive trains and other high

explosive systems can be made using explosive components

of much smaller dimensions than those currently used in

ordnance 2 . Since the total bulk and weight of many such

systems is nearly proportional to that of the explosive com-

ponents used, such smaller components would remove a barrier

to miniaturized fuzes and other systems. Such miniaturized

fuzes, in turn, could result in improved performance in small-

er ordnance by maling more space available for main charge

explosives, improved reliability in larger ordnance by virtue

of increased opportunities for redundancy, and substantial

performance gains in ordnance or various types as the result of

the more sophisticated systems which are possible*

In most cases where smaller components offer advantages,

it is necessary to transfer detonation from such small compon-

ents to the main charge of a high explosive weapon. !Jost of

the advantages of the smaller components would be lost if

safety policy prevented their use in direct communication with

*Mild Detonating FuzeI and NMF are DuPont trademarks for metal
jacketed detonating cord with linear explosive densities of
one to twenty grains per foot."Minidet" is also a DuPont Trade
Mark. MissileCord is a trade mark of the Ensign-Bickford Co.
for metal covered detonating cord.
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the main charge. The safety policy of the Navy, as now inter-

preted (at least by some), precludes the use of explosives

iore sensitive than tetryl in such direct communication.

Explosives which are useable in such positions, but which

can be initiated by means of standard fuze explosive com-

ponents, are referred to as "booster explosives". The booster

explosives most comnonly used in Naval Ordnance, tetryl and

CH-6, will detonate quite reliably in rather small size

columns, if well confined, as in MDF. However, the transfer

from such small columns to larger charges is not particularly

reliable unless it is accomplished quite gradually in a tapered

lead or by relatively small stepwise increases.

To attain the full advantage of small explosive components,

it should be possible to initiate a booster or relatively large

lead directly. On first consideration, it would seem that a

booster explosive which can be initiated by a smaller source

than can tetryl is a contradiction of terms, since such an

explosive would have to be more sensitive than tetryl. If

the criterion of sensitivity were the size of source for thres-

hold initiation, this would be unarguable. The criteria which

have been used to characterize sensitivity in the application

of Navy policy have been impact sensitivity tests, such as

those with ERL Type 12 tools3 , and gap tests, such as the

Naval Ordnance Laboratory (White Oak) Small Scale Gap Test

(SSGT) 4 . In such tests, the quantity of explosive exposed to

the experimental stimulus remains nearly constant, while the
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intensity of the stimulus is varied. In contrast, initiation

by a small source, such as MDF, involves a stiaulus of nearly

the same intensity of that delivered by a fuze component of

currently used dimensions, but the quantity of explosive ex-

posed to the stimulus is muci reduced. Even without consider-

ation of the mechanisms involved, it is reasonable to expect

that the susceptibilities of various explosives to initiation

by such differing types of impulse should be something other

than direct. There is no reason to expect that an explosive

which can be reliably initiated by means of smaller MDF than

can tetryl would be automatJcally more sensitive than tetryl

in a gap or impact test. Part of the work described herein

was the development of an RDX base explosive which, when

loaded into explosive components of "standard" dimensions,

can be reliably initiated by means of a small source, but

which is less sensitive than tetryl according to impact or

gap tests.

Several requirements must be met in developing any

safety and arming fuze. Chief among these is the policy of

the Navy concerning the safety and arming of fuzes which pre-

scribes '... a safety-failure rate not in excess of one in

one million." (Reference 2). At the same ti~ne, reliability

in the 99.99% range on a 95% confidence level must be established

in the armed position. Practical considerations in developing a

safety and arming device would also include an allowance for

clearance between the moving parts and a means of preventing

the loaded explosives from falling out of the detonator.
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Included herein is a report of an experimental feasibility

•tudy of a ui±au u s y and arming system utiliz•ing

small detonators and SPX-2 boosters which would sAtisfy thA

requirements mentioned above.

EXPLOSIVES ADAPTED FOR USE IN MINIATURIZED

EXPLOSIV'E SYSTEMS

As has been indicated earlier in this paper, an explo-

sive which is capable of detonation when initiated by a very

small source adds flexibility in the design of miniaturized

explosive systems. Most explosives currently used for leads

and boosters impose severe limitations in this respect. An

early part of the current study was the development of an

explosive (which has been called SPX-2) which is believed to

be acceptable as a "booster" explosive according to the usually

applied criteria, but which can be initiated by sources of

quite small dimensions. More recently, other explosives

(notably hexanitrostibilene (HNS)) have been developed which

are understood to inherently possess these characteristics.

However, since the experimental work to be described was per-

formed using SPX-2, the development of this material is des-

cribed.

Qualitative Theoretical Considerations

Detonation has been described as a reactive shock. A

more detailed description includes a nonreactive shock followed

by a reaction zone of finite thickness. In a stable detonation,

the inherent losses associated with shock waves are exactly
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• ) compensated by the chemical energy liberated by the reaction.

I IStable detonation, where the advancing shock front is

a plane surface, so that only movement perpendicular to the

shock front need be considered, is referred to as "ideal

detonation." Conditions at the end of the reaction zone

(usually referred to as the "Chapman-Jouguet point"), as well

as the rate of propagation of an ideal detonation, are deter-

mined by the density and available chemical energy of the un-

reacted explosive and the equation of state of the reaction

products.

In a "nonideal" detonation, movement in directions other

than that of propagation have significaat effects. The two

common "naturally occuring" situations that result in nonideal

9 detonation are found (1) in a charge so small that the effects

of expansion at boundaries are transmitted to the Chapman-

Jouguet point at the charge axis, and (2) in the expanding

detonation in a larger charge which results when it is initiated

by a smaller charge.

Eyring and his associates (Ref. 7) showed that the radial

movement in cylindrical charges results in curvature of the

detonation front and they related the conditions and stability

of such detonation to the ratio of the reaction zone length

of the explosive to the radius of this curvature. This re-

lationship of detonation conditions and stability to front

curvature, quite obviously also applies (though transiently)

-o the expanding wave that results when a large charge is
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initiated by means of a smaller charge,

Eyring and his associates proposed that tne reaction

that occurs between the shock front and the Chapman-Jouguet

point in a granular explosive is a deflagration at the sur-

faces of the grains. This "surface-burning theory," which

is supported by a wide variety of experimental data (Refs.

8, 9, 10, and 11), imples that reaction zone lengths should

be nearly proportional to particle size. It follows that

the critical source size for initiation of an explosive should

be nearly proportional to its particle size.

The fact that the most effective desensitizers for RDX

are waxy materials may, in terms of the experimentally veri-

fied "hot spot" theory of initiation published by Bowden and

Yoffe (Ref. 12), which is mutually supporting with the Eyring

surface-burning model of detonation, be interpreted as an

indication that the lubricating properties of these materials

inhibit the localized heating at grain boundaries. This

lubrication might be expected to have more effect upon the

pressure dependence of the reaction zone rate than upon the

ideal reaction zone length. It might, then, be expected that

waxy desensitizers should have more effect upon gap or impact

sensitivity than upon susceptibility to initiation by small

high-intensi~y sources.

The foregoing suggests that RDX of fife particle size

should be more susceptible to initiation by sources of small

dimensions, and that this property should not be greatly

affected by desensitization with waxy substances, such as '
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stearates. As the experiments descrAbed later in this paper

have showu, this appears to be correct.

To prepare RDX of fine particle size, the RDX was ]
dissolved in boiling acetone and the solution poured into ¼

chilled distilled water while stirring the water vigorously,

The process used to coat the finely precipitated RDX was

adapted from that used in the manufacture of CH-6 and the NUL/W

Varicomp mixtures. After washing to remov' the acetone 'and re-

moving excess mo~sture by either decanting or filtering, but

without drying, a 100 gram batch of the precipitated RDX. Aras

added to a solution of sodium stearate in distilled water and

stirred to form a slurry (a small amount of oil soluble red'
dye had been added to the stearate solution). while cqntinuing A

to stir, a distilled water solution bf calcium chloride was

added gradually, precipitating the calcium stearate and leaving

a sodium chloride solution which was removed by washing on a fil--

ter. tThe oil soluble dye, of course7 followed the stearate

and colored the resulting product pink. The uniformity of the'

color is visible evidence of the uniformity of the coating.)

After filtering, the material was dried in an aluminum pan at

ab:,ut 800C0 Three SPX'I. (SPooner eXplosives)I listed in Table ',

were made for use in these experiments.

In the determination of the reliability of detonation

transfer between small charges and SPX, the same difficulties,

are enciuntered which led to the development of thIe Varicomp1 3

method for such determinations with "standard" sized explosive

components. To apply the Varicomp technique to sr~all charge-

SX transfers, a series of explosives, similar to SPX except
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that larger proportions of stearate were used, was prepared.

nl.a•g~tLo÷ sth~�.. . m.turcs w.r. SVC-fulluwed by a number i

indicating the number of parts of sodium stearate used per 100

parts of RDX. The other materials prepared at this laboratory

nave been included in the following table of the SVC series.

TABLE 1. The SVC Series For Varicomp Methods

Other Percentage Calcium
SVC No. Designation Stearatea

6VC-0 XF-2 0
SVC-1.5 SPX-2 & SPX-2a 1.47
SVC-3 SPX-1 2.88
SVC-6 5.62
SVC-12 &

SVC-12a 1006
SVC-24 19t1

a
Assuming 100% yields

SVC-12a was made because SVC-12 was somewhat lighter in

color and somewhat more sensitive than had been anticipatedJ

indicating that it may have contained somewhat less stearate

than intended. SVC-12 w-ds retained as a useful member of the

SVC series*

Sensitivity Tests of Explosives

The explosives prepared in the course of the work des-

cribed herein were compared with standard military explosives

by means of the "Spooner Small Scale Gap Test" (SSSGT), which

is a "poor man's version" of the Small ,.ala Gap Test (SSGT)

standardized by Ayres 4 at NoL/W, and with respect to their

susceptability to initiation by means of Mild Detonating Fuse,

In addition, to simulate an application more closely than does

the SSSGT, the "MicroScale Gap Test" (MSGT) was devised for

calibration of the SVC series.
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Loading Conditions. With one or two exceptions, all of the

"explosives used in these experiments were loaded at 10,000
1)umlus poe. mqUakdm iclni~eiaearkts were ,seasuirad "'olumct-rically

following the general rule that the length-diameter ration of

an increment should not exceed one. Because of the low bulk

density of the fine particle explosives prepared at this labora-

tory, increment lengths of these materials were usually much

shorter than this.

SSSGT. The setup shown in Figure 2 was used for the SSSGT. A

one inch long steel cylinder, one inch O.D. with a 13/64 inch

I.D., was loaded with the acceptor explosive. The donor explo-

sive used in all of the SSSGT tests was a 1½ inch length of

B100 LJDF (Lead Jacketed Detonating Fuse containing 100 grains

of RDX per foot). The length of donor was fit flush in a wooden

block and paraffin wax spacers ( in j DBgs step sizes) were used

as the variable. The parts of the firing test arrangement were

aligned by fitting them in a paper tube as shown in the diagram.

Initiation of the donor was accomplished with a blasting cap

butted head-oa to the MDF with spagetti tubing,
4The "gap Decibang" (DBg) series proposed by Ayres and used

in the SSGT is such a series for which the transformation function

is X = -0 log G

where IX is the ±nitiation intensity in
Decibang (DBg) and

G is the gap in inches
For the SSSGT, the same series of gap lengths was adopted, but,

to avoid ambiguities resulting from its differences in detailed
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test conditions from the SSGT, the sensitivity Gap Decibang unit

is abbreviated DBgs rather than DBg.

MDF Initiation Suseeptability. For this test, the explosive being

Lesbed was loaded in a steel cylinder (Figure 3), as in the SSSGT

tests. The donor explosive was various sizes of Mild Detonating

Fuze. Holes of the proper size were drilled in steel blocks

and the donor length of MDF fitted flush with the surface of the

block. A blasting cap butted head-on to the length of MDF donor

served to initiate it. For the MDF Initiation Susceptability

Test, the steps used were available sizes of MDF, 1, 2, 5$ 10

and 20 grains per foot.

MSGT. A diagram of the firing test arrangement for these tests

is shown in Figure 4. The explosive being tested was loaded

in 3/8 inch steel cases, j inch long, with a .132 inch I.D.

The correct number of Mylar spacers (.002 inch steps) and the

loaded case were then fitted into the wooden location block.

A 1 inch length of A5 MDF (5 grains of PETN per foot) was then

inserted in the wooden block and cut off flush with the surface

of the wood block when it seated on the Mylar spacers. Initia-

tion of the donor MDF was with a blasting cap which was taped

to the wooden block in a horizontal position with its side

butted against the MDF;

Results of Sensitivity Tests. Experimental results are given

in Table 2, which also includes some SSGT and impact sensitivity

data, supplied by Ayres (Ref. 4), for comparison of SSSGT and

SSGT 'data.
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EXPERIMENTAL FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A

Having developed fabrication techniques for small deto-

nators and an explosive, which though acceptable, at least

according to our interpretation of DOD and Navy safety policy,

could be initiated by such a small detonator, the combination

of these in a miniaturized fuze explosive system seemed to be

the next logical step. No specific requirement for such a

system had been promulgated probably because the possibilities

and dimensions were not known. To obtain data regarding the

feasibility of such a system as well as preliminary design

data, an experimental study was undertaken. Figure 5, which is

a scale drawing of the system which was finally suggested as

a result of this study, may also be used as a diagram to illus-

trate some of the variables which had to evaluated in order

to demonstrate the safety and reliability of the system and to

provide design data whereby the safety and reliability could be

assured.

Reliability Tests

Reliability of the proposed fuze train in the armed posi-

tion was assessed by means of single-shot, single Varicomp explo-

sive rundown performance tests, adapted from the single-explo-

sive rundown performance test developed by Ayres, Hampton, Kabik,

and Solem (Ref. 13). An explosive was needed that would be more

insensitive than the design booster explosive (SPX-2) but could

be initiated by the design detonator when the fuze train was in
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the armed position. SVC-24 was found to have these characteris-

tics. The Spooner small-scale gap test (SSSGT), the micro-scale

gap test (tSGT), and the MDF initiation susceptibility test

were used to define their relative degrees of sensitivity. By

using the standardized Bruceton analysis (Ref. 14) these data

were plotted on probability paper to find the maximum stimuli

needed to initiate the more sensitive explosive (SPX-2) and the

minimum stimuli needed to initiate the more insensitive explosive

(SVC-24) at different degrees of reliability (both curves were

plotted at the 95% confidence level). The initiation of the

booster loaded with SVC-24 by the design detonator indicated

a minimum reliability of 5% at a 95% confidence level ( 1 for 1).

This minimum reliability prediction was combined with the curve

of the minimum stimulus needed to initiate SVC-24 as a function

of reliability to find the minimum value of the stimulus pro-

duced by the design detonator. This value was then combined

with the plot of the maximum stimulus needed to initiate the

design explosive (SPX-2) at various levels of reliability to

predict the reliability with which the design detonator will

initiate the design booster.

As can be seen from Graph 1, when SSSGT data are used to

characterize the sensitivities of SPX-2 and SVC-24, one success

in the trial with SVC-24 would be sufficient to predict relia-

bility with SPX-2 of well over 99.99% at the 95% confidence

level. This estimate of reliability is a three-step conservative

estimate: (1) the plotted response of the less sensitive explo-

sive is the minimum at tie 95% confidence level, (2) the plotted

stimulus is the minimum at the 95% confidence level that would
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produce such a response, and (3) the reliability so determined

is the minimum at the 95A confidence level with which this

stimu!,US Will ini+4tiatea th esin boosterQ_a

The SPX-2 and SVC-24 response curves shown in Graph 2 are

based on 20-shot and 10-shot Bruceton tests, respectively. A

logarithmic scale was used as the normalizing function of the

MDF sizes, because the step sizes approached a loLarithmic pro-

gression and also because a logarithmic plot is considerably more

conservative than a linear plot. A two-step conservative

estimate (used in Ref. 13 for predicting reliability from sin-

gle explosive rundown performance tests) shows reliability well

over 99.99%. A three-step conservative estimate gives relia-

bility of 99.7%.

The plot of SPX-2 re.sponse in Graph 3 is based on a 10-

shot Bruceton test. The mean was computed to be at 0.019 in.

of Mylar barrier, with a standard deviation of 0.00394 in.

Unfortunately, the give-grain MDF used in the MSGT did not have

sufficient output to initiate SVC-24; therefore, a plot of SVC-24

response was not possible from the MSGT data. However, data

I from the bDF initiation susceptibility test can be used to show

that at a 0.000 inch gap, the maximum reliability with which A5

MDF will initiate SVC-24is 6% at a 95% confidence level. Also,

a response (one-for-one trial) with SVC-24 indicates a minimum.

reliability of 6% at a 94, confidence level. Using these two

estimates, it can be seen from Graph 3 that the minimum reli-
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susceptibility test data is over 99.9%. This prediction is

based on a three-step conservatice estimate; one at a 94%

confidence level and two at a 95% confidence level.

It is recognized that there is likely to be a great deal

of skepticism about a test that predicts reliability in the

99.99% range at a 95% confidence level on the basis of one

shot. It was for this reason that data from three different

tests were used for predicting reliability from single-shot,

single Varicomp explosive rundown performance tests. Table 3

shows the reliabilities indicated by the three tests.

TABLE 3. Summary Of Predicted Reliability

Test Reliability (%) Basis

SSSGT Over 99.99 Three-step conservative
estimate (each step at
95% confidence level)

MDF Over 99.99 Two-step conservative
estimate (each step at
95% confidence level)

UDF 99.7 Three-step conservative
estimate (each step at
95% confidence level)

MSGT-MDF Over 99.9 Three-step conservative
estimate (one step at
94% confidence level, and
two steps at 95%)

It is realized that in this type of analysis for predicting

reliability a normal distribution and applicability of the tests

to the proposed fuze train are assumed. However, these assumptions
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"are inherent in all statistical extrapolations from small sample

data to the !.1imbility and confidence levels generally stip-

ulated in military requirements. From the three different sets

of data it may be noted that, with respect to the assumption

of normality, the assumptions used in the SSSGT were exactly

the ones inherent in the SSGT (Ref. 4). It should also be noted

that the normalizing function used in each of the other two

tests was that which gave the most conservative estimate of

reliability.

With regard to the applicability of the three tests to

the proposed fuze train, note that two aspects of sensitivity

have been considered. In the SSSGT and MSGT, source intensity

was varied and source size remained constant, while in the MDF

initiation susceptibility tests, the source size was varied and

the intensity remained constant.

In view of the foregoing discussion, it is believed that

the reliability extimates from single-shot, single Varicomp

explosive rundown performance tests9 as usec' in this program,

have more validity than estimates based on 20-, 50-, or even

100-shot tests where a single variable is used. It has been

pointed out that each estimate from a test of this kind is based

not only on the one test of the proposed system, but on the 200

trials used to characterize the design explosive and the Vari-

comp explosive.

Firing Arrangement. One basic firing setup was used in all the

safety and reliability tests. A *-in.-diaaeter Delrin rod was
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drilled centrally with an 0.050-in.-diameter drill to align

the detonator with the center of the *-in.-dianeter booster

"-whe r they were plaeod in the angii of a steel strap bent to

a right angle, as shown in Figure 6. Spring-type clothespins

were used to hold the components firmly against the angle

during firing. For transverse-displacement tests, the Delrin

rod (holding the detonator) was displaced the desired distance

by placing a piece of feeler gage stock between it and one side

of the angle.

The discharge of a 2.0 uF condenser, charged to 90 volts,

was used to initiate the detonators.

Boosters. Three types of booster were used in the experiments,

Gilding metal blasting cap casing (0.272 in. O.D., 0.006 in. wall)

in l/8-in.-lengths was loaded with single increments of SPX or

SVC explosive for use in the detonator output de3ign tests.

Seamless mechanical tubing (0.250 in. O.D., 0.196 in. I.D.) in

i-in.-lengths was loaded with SPX-2 at 10 kpsi for use in the

barrier safity tests. The results of the barrier safety tests

led to the design of the booster shown in Figure 7, which was

used in all subsequent experiments. Two procedures were used

for loading these boosters. Most were loaded in a single incre-

ment (from the large end, of course), but for the last few experi-

ments, the lead was reconsolidated from the small end, and

sufficient explosive was added to fill flush.

Detonator Output Design Tests. Early experiments of this project

were directed toward the development of design criteria for a
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detonator of small dimensions with sufficient output to relia-
b-.'lJ, ,.,,.414. .ia-am -, aI: .. a•k.----------,-------a. .. ,,.,. •O , ,,, , l' 4 h ri N,
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output of a detonator as sufficient to reliably initiate SPX-2

was the single-shot, single Varicomp (SVC-24) explosive run

down test as described above. Dent tests and experiments with

other Varicomp explosives of the SVC series were used in some

of the earlier detonator design experiments, mainly as indica-

tors of effects of changes in explosive composition, preparation,

and loading pressure upon output.

A few preliminary experiments were performed to determine

whether the observation reported in Reference 15, that PVA

lead aside has its maximum output when pressed at very high

pressures, also applies to the general design shown in Figure

1. These, as mentioned in an earlier paragraph, were fabricated

using a somewhat different sequence of operations. They also had

flash charges of basic lead styphnate or a mixture of lead

styphnate and lead azide, which were inserted in the loaded case

before the ceramic plug and held under a consolidating pressure

of 200 psi during the curing of the resin cement which held the

case to the plug. In these experiments, output of detonators

loaded at 50 kpsi were more variable in output than those loaded

at 15 kpsi and 10 kpsi, which was interpreted as a "dead pressing"

effect. Column lengths in these preliminary experiments were

varied between 1/16" and 1/4" with no significant effect upon

output. In a few, with PVA lead aside intermediate charges and

RDX/XF-2 base charges, the effect of RDX upon output, as measured
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in dent tests, was negligible. Detonators with milled PVA

le-d zide(MF -1) were -o-M -0-_-4:tzent in dant output aii-

somewhat higher in average output as measured by the dent

tests. Some of these, with azide columns only 75 mils long,

initiated SVC-6 and SVC-12(a). The results of those prelim-

inary experiments were sufficiently encuaraging that the more

systemcwtic program described below was undertaken.

On the basis of the preliminary experiments described

above, it was decided to standardize loading pressure at 10

kpsi, and to use milled PVA lead azide as the "intermediate"

charge in which the transition to detonation is expected.

Other experiments showed that the milled PVA lead azide (MF-l)

could be reliably initiated by a bridgewire, so the functions

of the "flash" and "intermediate" charges could be combined in

one charge, which has been referred to as the "flash" charge.

All subsequent experiments of the work described herein were

performed with detonators loaded at 10 kpsi and with flash

charges of PVA, MF-l lead azide. Data obtained in these experi-

ments are given in Table 4.

In Table 4, a general trend toward increasing effective-

ness in the initiation of SVC explosives may be noted as the

code numbers of the detonators increase. With the MFTD 5, deto-

nator., scores were 8/10, 7/10, and 2/3 for SVC-24 pressed at 2.5,

5, and 10 kpsi, respectively. Lower limits of reliability (from

binomial statistics, see Referencel3) estimated at 95% confidence

from these scores are 49%, 39%, and 22% respectively. These
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estimates are all appreciably higher than the 5% which can be

estimated from a 1/). score and which was used in the singlo

LAU IS~d.y D Z3 LAU LUL LJLA .L LL W.Z PdP .L 11U J.•,•.W 6Fa6 VU

in Graphs 1., 2, and 3. Using these higher values of reliability

for the initiation of SVC-24 in these analyses will lead, of

course, to either estimated reliablilties appreciably higher

than the 99.99* plus or to higher confidence levels then the

three-step 95ý confidence of the single-shot analysis. Deton-

ators of this design and loading were used in all subsequont

experiments.

Gap Tests with SPX Loaded Boosters. Most of the experiments

which had been performed up to this point had been performed,

with bare ended detonators and leads and with gaps mniniiized.

However, in recognition of the requirement for end closures-and

clearances in a real S-A device, measurements of the effects

of closures, gaps, and their interactions were undertaken.

With bare-ended ,4'TD 5 detonators, the maximum gap across

which boosters loaded with SPX-2 at 10 kpsi could be initiated

was 35 nils. A thin coating of epoxy resin on the output end

of the detonator increased this to 40 2ils, and a heavier epoxy

coating raised it to 70 mils. These results, though based on

rather few tests, indicated that the closure can be an import-

ant factor in transmission of detonation across gaps for mini-

aturized detonators, as well as for larger charges. Where

closures play a role in transmission of detonation, an optimum

thickness of any closure material can be anticipated, for which

the gap is maximum. Since its thickness can be only qualitatively
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iontrolled, epoxy resin is a rather poor matcrial to use in

anfY invest1 tinn nf th& of je ÷@ 0 c -.

A few experiments were performed using aluminum at hand

(kitchen-type foils and disposable utensils.) including foils

1.0 nAil, 1.5 mils, and 4 mils thick. -FTD 5 detonators with

I- and 1.5-mil aluminum end closures (ceaented with contact

cement) initiated boosters like those shown in Figure 6 across

O.105 in. air gaps two out of three times in each case. With

4-mil aluminum closures, the same detonators initiated the

boosters across 0.035-in. air gaps, but failed when the gap

was increased to 0.040 in.

Expolsive System Design Tests with Varicomp Explosives. An

important motive for the development of the Varicomp concept

(Ref. 13) was the complex interaction of the variables in an

explosive syste:m. Often the variables interact to result in

optimim gaps, barriers, or loading densities for a given com-

bination of other variables. Under such circumstances, an

estimate of reliability from tests in which one or another of

these variables is used to penalize the system may be quite

misleading. The SVC series of Varicomp explosives was used in

a series of short experiments to investigate some of these inter-

actions.

Detonation was transmitted to boosters like those shown in

Figure 7 (loaded with 6VC-12a) through C.014-in. aluminum bar-

riers four out of five times, but failed with 0.018-in. aluminum

barriers. WFTD 5 detonators were used in theae tests and the

boosters were loaded at 10 kpsi.
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In an air-gap test with the components described in the

)oregoing paragraph and witn a 1.L-mil aluminum closure cemented

to the detonator. the score for an .... .n- we_ f... O, O,. 0uwf

six.

With the 1.5-mil aluminum end closure cemented in place,

the score for initiation of the boosters loaded with SVC-24 at

1C kpsi was only one in three. When the closure disk was pressed

against the end of the explosive column at 10 kpsi, the score

was improved to five out of seven. With this same detonator

(f&FTD 5 with an aluminui closure disk contact-cemented in place

at 10 kpsi) and the booster shown in Figure 7, loaded with SVC-24

nt 10 kpsi, the score with a 3-uil air gap was six out of seven,

and with a 6-mil gap, one out of six.

In all previous trials, the booster had been loaded from

the output end. Wheu the lead was reconsolidated from the input

end, an appreciable increase in sensitivity was apparent. With

the same combination oi components, mentioned immediately above,

for which only one detonation of the booster was observed in

six trials, boosters with reconsolidated leads at 10 Kpsi were

initiated on the first trial at gaps of Q, 6, 10, 20, 25, and

28 nils, and there were no failures in this range. at 30 Ails,

failures were observed in two consecutive trials. This increase

in sensitivity at higher loading density has been observed in

other systems where the detonation transfer vehicle is the bottom

of a detonator case, or a closure disk or other flying fragments.

It may be explained in terms of improved shock or zechantcal

impedance match between the explosive and the fragments as the

density of the explosive is increased.
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To the extent that the basic assumptions inherent in any

statistical extranolitlnn nc e +4 -- rinfz; d ay la

accepted, the foregoing data indicate that a detonator of the

MFTD 5 design and loading, with a closure disk of 1.5-mil

aluminum applied under pressure, can be expected to reliably

initiate the booster shown in Figure 7 (loaded with SPX-2 and

reconsolidated from the input end at 10 kpsi) with a reliability

better than 99.99% at the 95% confidence level across air gaps

ranging from zero to 28 ails.

The choice of Varicomp explosive for the barrier test was

somewhat unfortunate in that the SVC-12a is so close to SPX-2

in sensitivity that rather large samples are necessary to es-

tablish by the single Varicomp explosive rundown test (Ref. 13)

reliabilities and confidence levels that are acceptable for

missile systems. The small quantity of data obtained by the

analysis described in Reference 13 indicates that, with a 14-mil

aluminum barrier, an LOTD 5 detonator will initiate SPX-2 with

a reliability of at least 09.8o at the 95% confidence level

(two-step estimate). Although this demonstrated reliability is

soaewhat lower than would be desirable, the 14-mil barrier is

much thicker than would be suggested in a niniaturized system.

Safety Tests

A s-fety criterion which has been applied to fuze design

is that "the probability of safety failure shall be less than

one in a aillion." When such general critera have been stated,

they are not generally accompanied by definition of "safety

failures" or by experimental or analytical procedures whereby

such safety is to be demonstrated. We have never heard anyone

seriously suggest the firing of the detonators in two million
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plus unarmed fuzes which would be necessary to demonstrate
: uvh safety at a reasonable conrclence level. MIL-STD-315 1

calls for proeressing arming testRs ogl ng elther the Br ,c^^•:I

or Probit experiental and analytical procedures, but indicates

99;% safety as an acceptable level. In this study, a technique

has been used (see Graphs 4 and5) which is believed to be

more conservative than either the Brlt ceton or 1-robit method

and the results have been used to adjust the design to the

"one in a million safety failure probability" level.

Barrier Safety. The barrier safety test was carried out to

deterainc the anount of steel barrier needed between an fAFTD 5

and a booster of SPX-2 to assure the required degree of safety

from initiation by shock transferred through the booster case.

Because the possibility existed that the radial confinement of

the case might increase the effective sensitivity of the booster,

the charges for this series of experiments were loaded into

1/4-in, lengths of steel tubing, 1/4 in. OD and 0.196 in. ID.

All charges were loaded with SPX-2 at 10 kpsi.

vIFTD 5 was used to initiate the booster through an annealed

spring-steel barrier. In 10 trials with 0.005-in.-thick bar-

riers, all 10 boosters detonated. In 10 trials with 0.010-in.

barriers, all boosters were intact. The statistical lever

technique outlined earlier In this report was used to deternine

the barrier thickness needed to meet safety standards. As indi-

cated in Graph 4, a steel barrier 90 nils or more thick is

required to assure a safety failure rate of less than one in a

nillion at a 95% confidence level. For a safety test, the
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logarithmic normalizing function assumed in this construction is

more conservative than a linear funetinn-

The results of the barrier safety test were employed to

design a booster that could be used as the output component of

a miniaturized system to be used in continued experiments for

-stablishing the safety and reliability of such a system. This

booster (Figure 6) was designed before the project technician

was aware of the requirement for a safety failure rate of less

than one in a million. The 1/32-in. minimum barrier thickness

corresponds with 99.9% safety at the 95% confidence level,

which is appreciably better than the safety level most frequent-

ly mentioned as an objective in one of the most widely quoted

references in this area (Ref.9). However, the thickness of the

barrier between the deto-nator and the booster explosive when

the detonator is in the safe position (as determined by the

analysis discussed in the following paragraphs) is well over

the 90 mils needed for a safety failure rate of less than one

in a aillion at the 95% confidence level.

"Frogressive Armed" Safety Test. A test was performed to deter-

mine the amount of transverse displacement from the armed posi-

tion between an *-&TD 5 and the booster shown in Figure 5 that

would be needed to attain the required nafety failure rate of

less than one in a million at the 95% confidence level. In 10

trials at 0.040 in. displacement the booster explosive was unaf-

fected.

These data were plotted in logarithaic probability coor-

dinates (Graph 5), using the statistical lever technique
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described rreviously. The graphical analysis indicates that a

i J __d. 4 . .. J ,. .... ÷ 4, ,A. " Io, --o -, n- 4 - -4 1 n - • -h- _

confidence level can be attained with a transverse displacement

of 0.110 in. Here, as with the barrier test, the assumption of

a logarith:aic normalizing function is more conservative than

is the assumption of a linear normal distribution function.

A &ugL:ested Small-Explosive &3stem Design

Figure 5 shows all the critical dimensions of a tiniatur-

ized explosive system in which the data in the preceding section

(Results and Discussion) hove been a&lplied. In the safe posi-

tion, the data indicate a safety failure rate appreciably less

than one in a million at the 95% confidence level. In the armed

position, the reliability of each channel is two-channel redun-

dancy resultkgin a failure rate of less than one in a hundred

million.

The system shown is only one of a large number that might

have been suggested. System configuration is best determined in

terms of the nechanical requirements of an S-A device. The'-e

cxperi.ients have shown thst a detonator 1/4 in. long by 1/20 in.

in diameter will reliably in:,tiate -FX-2, and that safety in

accordance with Navy -:olicy can be attained with the transverse

displacement of such a detonator by less than 1/8 in. The exper-

iments have also demonstrated that such reliability and safety is

compatible with reasonable design practices with respect to

closures, clearances, and manufacturing tolerances. The exploit-

ation of the possibilities demonstrated should be a challenge to

the ingenuity of designers of fuzes and S-A devices.
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CoNCLUSIONS
ML ;U IU isive trains offers substantial

opportunities for improvenent of ordnance. The greatest gains in

this respect can be realized by the development of new design

criteria, fabrication techniques, and evaluation procedures.

Although it is to be anticipated that the effort to develop such

criterias, techniques, and procedures will lead to invention, no

such invention is necessary to realize very substantial benefits

fron' viniaturizationg since all essential concepts exist. The

present need is for the detailed data whereby designs may be opti-

nized, evaluation progra-iis outlined, and production standards

specified.

An electrically initiated explosive system that ieets Navy

standards of safety and reliability, has sufficient output to in-

itiate standard booster explosives in current use, and has a

total volume less than 1/2 c:a3 (or 1/32 in. 3 ) is entirely feas-

ible. The data herein allow appreciably more latitude than would

be needed for reasonable design and indicate the existence of

several opportunities for improvement of performance not ex-

plotted in these experi:ments, which in turn suggests that fur-

ther reduction in component dimensions is probably also feasible.
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S2-11P R. F. BONDING

by

W. C. Reisener

The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

A major cause of radio frequency inte,.ference in the past few

years has been inadequate electrical bonds on electronic equipment, air-

craft and aerospace vehicles. This has been largely a result of the in-

creased complexity and power levels of the electronic systems now in use

and can constitute a hazard to systems containing EED's. Standard prac-

tice in the past, to determine the adequacy of electrical bonding, has

been to measure the dc resistance between various points in a vehicle

and require that it be maintained below a prescribed value. However,

it has been found that such a procedure does not necessarily eliminate

interference problems at communication or radar frequencies. In order

to provide a more appropriate procedure for evaluating the performance

of bonds at radio frequencies, a program has been underway for the past

three years to examine various impedance measuring techniques suitable

for this purpose.

During the early phases of the program, bonds of various types

were investigated. It was concluded that the only effective way to avoid

RF potentials at various points in the system is to provide a continuous

ground plane or enclosure with the minimum number of openings. Such

bonding techniques as straps are almost worthless at high frequencies and

can even accentuate the problems, even though in some cases they are a

necessary safety precaution for power frequencies, static charges, etc.

Therefore, during the remainder of the program, emphasis was placed

on bonds of a continuous nature, such as are used to attach the external

skin to aircraft or provide shielded enclosures for electronic instru-

mentation and ordnance devices. In addition to the structural purpose
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V. .&su bounds, they quite often are used to provide the shielding and

grounding required for the electrical firing system.

Paralleling, the past methods fpr evaluating the effectiveness

of bonds, it was decided to investigate the use of the RF impedance as

the criterion, rather than the dc resistance. However, this is now a

very localized measure, as opposed to the dc measurement which is in-

fluenced by many parallel paths between the two points defining the im-

pedance. The RF impedance must be measured continuously along a bond

to insure that isolated areas do 4 not exist that could result in excessive

RF voltages or leakage. A poor section of the bond would then be indi-

cated by an excessively high impedance reading.

The primary consider tions in comparing various techniques

available for impedance measurements were the ability to make connections

to the bond conveniently, without introducing additional bonding problems,

the sensitivity and stability for measurement of very small impedances,

and the ease of measurement for field use by normal maintenance personnel.

Furthermore, it was desirable that the instrument did not radiate power

over a large area of the.bond, resulting in excessive sensitivity to geo-

metry and the adjacent surroundings.

Early work emphasized the lower frequency range, roughly from

100 KHz to 50 MHz. In this area a number of impedance measuring devices

are available; however, most require clearly defined terminals and some

means of connecting to them (cable connector, clamps, probes, etc.).

Since the impedance of the bond is extremely low, (in the milliohm range)

and quite often it is not possible to make a metallic contact to the

surfaces (due to paint, corrosion, etc.), it was found that the most

practical instrument for use at low frequencies was an induction coil.

With this device, a flat coil is placed parallel to the surface. Currents

are induced on the surface in the vicinity of the coil which are forced

to flow through the bond. The impedance of the bond is then determined

by its effect on the impedance of the coil. In practice, the coil is first

placed over a section of the surface adjacent to the bond. The change
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in coil impedance when moving to the bonded section is then measured and I
interoreted to glvp thp ond impedance. I

Two models were built and tested. In these, the induction coil

was made part of a parallel resonant circuit which formed one arm of a

bridge circuit. This is shown in Fig. 1. The resistor and capacitor,

R1 and C 1 , were first adjusted to balance the bridge over an unbonded

section of a metal plate. The coil was then moved over the bond, and the

bridge rebalanced. The change in R and C1 in going from the unbonded

to bonded portions of the plate then gave the change in input admittance

of the coil. The first experimental model is shown in Fig. 2. This

was followed by a second model (Fig. 3) for which the circ~uitry is given

in Fig. 4. The coil itself was etched from copper-clad lamir.ate as draim

in Fig. 5. The base material provided a means for maintaining a constant

distance between the plata and coil (5 mils). The coil was backed up by

a piece of polyurethane foam to allow the coil to conform to curved sur-

faces.

The sensitivity of this instrument was quite adequate for

measuring typical bond impedances, being able to measure the difference

in conductivity between brass and aluminum base plates.

A fairly extensive theoretical study of this technique was made

to help clear up several questions about its use and interpretation of the

results. An important conclusion of this study was that its use with

magnetic plates greatly affects the calibration, and as a result it is

more suitable for use with non-magnetic materials. An exact mathematical

solution could not be obtained due to the complexity of the geometry;

however, by making suitable approximations, the induced current and re-

flected impedance were calculated with reasonable accuracy as a function

of various parameters.

It had been hoped that this method could be used to cover the

entire range of frequencies of interest, up to 400 MHz, resulting in a

relatively compact, easy to use device, with no problem making contact

to the bond. However, after experiments with several designs which
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CpVLaLtd at 250 MHz, it was concluded the precision and repeatibility were ii
not as high as desirable. A usable device was constructed, but it wn8 too

sensitive to physical parameters and difficult to calibrate. Best results

were obtained using the coil as part of the resonant circuit of an os-

cillator. The frequency of oscillation and emitter current of the oscil-

lator provided data to determine the bond impedance.

Several other methods offered promising results at high fre-

quencies. These made use of time domain reflectometer and C. W. trans-
mission line techniques. The pulse reflectometer measurement employs a

parallel plate transmission line consisting of the bonded plate as one

conductor and a test plate for the other. The discontinuity caused by

the bond results in the reflection of a pulse back toward the source.

Measurement of the amplitude and shape of this pulse can then be used

to describe the impedance of the bond. The sensitivity of such a system

is limited primarily by the noise level of the detector circuit (sampling

oscilloscope) and by the bandwidth (or time resolution) of the system

(both pulse rise time and effective sampling time). The bandwidth limit

is particularly important, since the width of the bond is very short

compared to practical resolution distances of this type of instrument.

A typical time resolution might be on the order of .15 nsec, which for
an air dielectric line corresponds to about a 2 inch distance. This is

about 40 times the normal width of a bond, resulting in a reduction of the

measured reflection coefficient, caused 1 y the bond, by a factor of about
40. Typical noise limited sensitivity limits the resolution to a reflection

coefficient of .001. Therefore, the minimum reflection coefficient that

could be detected with such a system and typical bonds is about .04.

As an illustration of the effect of this limitation, consider

two lines joined together by a short section of line of different character-

istic impedance.
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For low loss lines and a short bond, the reflection coefficient

is approximately equal to

or F1 % (cz2 - •i)z

oro
(u5S2 - R5 1  Z, (R s2 - i

0

where t is the length of the bond, and a and b are the plate separation

and width.

Thus, if the length of the bond is about equal to the spacing

of the plates, and a minimum reflection coefficient of .04 is required,

the difference in surface resistivities must be at least 15 ohms. The

surface resistivity of copper is about 5 milliohms at 400 MHz; therefore,

the resistivity of the bond would have to be 3000 times as large as that

of copper to be detected by this method. Reactive bond impedances may

result in higher reflection coefficient, but for a resistive bond of

reasonably high conductivity, this method is not sensitive enough.

Laboratory tests were performed using a standard coaxial line,

in which was inserted a short section (up to one inch) of high resistance

center conductor. In this way much better control was possible of the

quality of the line and the characteristics of the simulated bond. The

purpose of the tests was primarily to determine if the method could pro-

vide adequate sensitivity and to detect any problems which might affect

the results.

In none of the tests was it possible to detect any significant

reflection from the bond, even though the resistance of the bond was con-

siderably higher than would normally be accepted in practice. There

are two major causes of the inadequate sensitivity of the TDR method.

These are the limited bandwidth of the device and the reflections caused

by purely geometrical discontinuities. The effective rise time of the
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"^cfl ,,ijj..... ubud for these experiments (HP 1415 A) is about 0.15 ns. I
This is equivalent to a resolution along the transmission line of about U
4.5 cm (1.75 Inches). The thickness of most bonds is much less than

this (by a factor of 30 or more). This means that the signal reflected

back from the bond will be attenuated by this factor, because the re-

flections from the leading and trailing edges of the bond very nearly

cancel each other. Only when the wavelength approaches the dimensions

of the bond will a sizable reflection be produced, but this corresponds

to frequencies well above the capability of the reflectometer and above

the range of interest of this program.

Equally serious is the effect of geometrical discontinuities.

Reflections from the normal dimensional variations effectively establish

the noise level of the instrument. Only in the case that these geometry

variations affect the performance of the surface, such as when it is used

as a ground plane for an antenna, does this effect have anything to do

with the satisfactoriness of the bond, and generally the variations are

small enough so that they can be ignored. In most cases, a change in

geometry will not affect the performance of a bond, if the purpose of

the bond is to avoid excessive RF voltages on the ground plane or to

provide adequate shielding to prevent RF from being induced in a firing

circuit. These geometrical discontinuities produce reflections by generating

local variations in the wave impedance which may be quite large compared

to the variations in surface impedance caused by a poor bond. The inability

of the TDR technique to differentiate between these two effects is the

prime reason for its poor performance in this application.

It was felt that the limitations imposed by geometric discontinu-

ities in a transmission line approach could be largely eliminated by usil.g

a resonant, CW technique in place of the broad band TDR method. The

arrangement used for the TDR experiments with the bond in series with

one conductor, is equally unsuitable for CW measurements - to detect

the effect of the bond, it is necessary to measure a small change in the

standing wave ratio, which for a properly terminated line, is very close

to one. A much more sensitive arrangement is possible, in which the line
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is terminated by the bond impedance. A perfect bond (zero impedance)

then results in a very large vswr, limited only by the line losses. To

keep the effect of line losses to a minimum, the vswr should be determined

from voltage measurements 1/4 and 1/2 wavelength from the termination.

Actually, it is relatively unimportant which maximum is used to determine

the maximum voltage, since this value is essentially constant regardless

of the distance from the termination, as long as the bond impedance is

very small compared to the line impedance. On the other hand, as the dis-

tance from the termination is increased, the voltage minima become pro-

gressively larger due to the additional line losses that are introduced.

It is therefore important to make this measurement as close to the ter-

mination as possible. Assuming that the voltage maxima are unaffected

by the termination, it is then possible to determine the termination

(bond impedance) by measuring the change in voltage minimum and the change

in the position of the minimum, when the termination is changed from a

solid conductor to the bond. The bond impedance is given in terms of

these quantities by

ZB R

where A is the change in the reciprocal of the vswr, ( andSmax
LAt is the shift in the position of the minimum.

The line losses are important only since it is necessary to

measure a change in the minimum voltage. If the initial voltage is al-

ready quite large, it becomes difficult to measure the small difference

caused by the bond. If the line were lossless, the change in minimum

voltage could be calculated directly from the reflection coefficient of

the termination. The vswr in this case would be merely the ratio of the

line impedance to the bond resistance. Thus, for a typical example

(.05 inch length of Eccobond, operating at a frequency of 250 MHz) a vswr

of 2000 is indicated. To be able to measure the effect of the bond, the

initial vswr should also be of this order of magnitude. The measured
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vswr for the section of GR line was about 48.4 db (vswr - 263). The I
aadition of this .05 inch section nf Treohnond wo.uld thcn increase _he

minimum voltage by 1.1 db. This is within the capability of the instru-

mentation, indicating that the CW technique does have adequate sensi-

tivity.

For the experimental work, the setup shown in Figure 6 was used.

The test line consisted of a length of General Radio type 874 coaxial

line, but in this case, a length of Eccobond solder was placed at the

end of the center conductor. To this was cemented a brass slug which

formed a short ciruit termination for the line. The standing wave

ratio was measured with a slotted line and probe (General Radio 874-LBA)

and an I-F amplifier (General Radio 1216-A).

A set of three samples were tested using this method, All

three had the test line terminated with a brass slug (short circuit).

The first sample had the brass slug cemented directly to the GR center

conductor. The second sample (sample No. 2) had the brass cemented to

a 0.7000 inch Eccobond center conductor insert that in turn was cemented

to the GR center conductor. The third sample (sample No. 3) was similar

to sample No. 2, but it used 1.360 inches of Eccobond for its insert

length.

The maximum and minimum voltages for the three test samples were

measured for an input power of 0.012 watts to the test samples. This

0.012 watts corresponded to a maximum I-F reading of 46.0 db for all

three samples. Minimum I-F readings of -2.4 db were obtained for sample

No. 1, zero db for sample No. 2, and +3.0 db for sample No. 3. The max-

imum and minimum db readings for each sample are averages of three or

more readings.

In conjunction with the db readings for each sample, the resis-

tance of the Eccobond portion from each sample was measured with a Keithley

Model 502 Milliohmmeter. The Eccobond portion of sample No. 2 (0.7 inch

length) had a resistance of 8.1 milliohms, where a comparable length of
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brass measured 0.06 milliohms. The Eccobond portion of sample No. 3

(1.36 inch length) measured 15.0 milliohms while a comparable length

of brass measured 0.10 milliohms.

Using the values of vswr, the indicated bond impedance for

the two cases are

R - 50 164 milliohms (No. 3)

These are considerably lower than expected from the assumed resistivity

of the Eccobond solder. The factor of 100 estimated for the ratio of

resistivity of Eccobond to copper would give resistances at 250 MHz of

R 0.4(0.7) - 357 milliohms (No. 2)27(.125)

R 0.4r1.36) . 693 milliohms (No. .3)R=2vr(.125)

These are higher by a factor of about 5. Since no reliable data are

available on the resistivity of Eccobond at this frequency, it is probable

that the actual resistivity is lower than the assumed value.

The initial vswr agrees reasonably well with the theoretical

value. Using a value of surface resistivity of 4.0 milliohms for copper,

the attenuation constant of the line at 250 MHz is

where r = 0.287 inch is the radius of the outer conductor, and ri = 0.125
0

inch is the radius of the inner conductor This gives

= 7.31.0- ohms/inch
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If the voltage minimum is measured a half wavelength away from the

termination (X/2 - 23.6 in), the value of at is 0.173. Thub. the vswr is

R o 50
r - - . -- 289

The measured value was 263 (9% low). This difference can-be

accounted for by losses introduced by the connectors and short circuit

termination. This relatively good agreement supports the conclusion

that the assumed resistivity of the Eccobond solder was too high.

As a result of the encouraging performance of the CW transmission

line technique when used with a coaxial line, a parallel plate line was

fabricated which would be suitable for field use. Fig. 7 is a photo-

graph of this line, and Fig. 8 is the test setup, showing the appropriate

laboratory equipment to be used with it.

Contact between the end of the parallel line and the bonded sur-

face created a problem because of surface irregularities of the bond and

the parallel. line. This was solved by putting three mil copper shim

stock on the ends of the parallel line, for the shim stock tends to com-

press and fill the microscopic surface irregularities to produce a good

contact to the bonded surfaces.

A series of typical bonds were measured at 258 MHz. In all

cases the bond produced a repeatable and smaller VSWR than a continuous

sheet of copper or aluminum. This indicates that the parallel plate

line system has enough resolution to distinguish the difference between

good bonds, and hence, can certainly detect a poor bond.

VSWR values for the bonds were reduced from 2% to 68% of those

for a copper or aluminum short, depending on the type of bond tested.

The copper short showed a VSWR of approximately 115 while the best bond

produced a VSWR of 112 and the worst (0.5 ohm dc resistance) a value of 37.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study have shown that it is practical to

measure bond impedances in the vhf and uhf ranges for the types of

bonds typical of aerospace vehicles and associated electronic equipment.

The techniques lend themselves fairly easily to the design of compact,

easy to use, field instruments necessary for a practical quality control

program. However, before such use can be made of these principles, a

great deal of work remains to establish acceptable impedance limits for
various applications and to interpret the measured data in terms of its

effect on the electronic and control systems. Much of this can only be

learned through the use of this type of measurement in actual practice,
and correlation of the resulting data with specific interference problems

that arise. Eventually, a much more practical and useful method will

develop, than is now available, for evaluation of bonding systems and

elimination of the RFI problems for electronic equipment and the RF pick-

up in ordnance circuits.
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ABSTRACTS SESSION THREE

3-1 Tmerature Coef~ficient of2 Resistivity Effects on IhA/17,w D. E. Davenport

NoFirIntiaors~

A previous paper presented the development of a sliaple theoretical model
for lA/lW ordance, devices whic-h enable one to predict the design parameters
for-producing the,,desi~red all-fire and no-fire characteristics based upon
the heat ,tranisfer propdrties of the various components. This paper used t~he
smplesemodel with a~constant power input to the device for both all-fire and

nv-f~.re~testltng. In this present paper, we have extended the moidel to the
ease of h constant.'urrent testing, 'ihich is so often specified, and have

teeore to en into account the ef-ýetts of the bridgewire resistance on the
ord"'nc device. performance.

>_2 -insensitive Electric Initiators Vincent J. Menichelli

A bridge,'el mt,,tdesign effective for the fabrication of electric initiators
capa ble of passin"g at. least 17-ampere of current and/or abqorbing 1-watt of
pover for 5 minuites without initi~ating will*1 be described. This objective is

* ~ aecOmplished !.uaih 'coiiventional explosives such as lead azide or lead styphnate,
San conveni~nl_ I.it!Kat orh hrdware. Consequently, m ost existing, relatively

sex~itie ife bri~dge, electroexplosive devices can be directl ovetdt
.1-amp.,.1-watt nio-f ire devices by changing only the bridge element in accordance
with. the described'de-sign principles..

3.3 constant, uir rent, Ignititon of Metal -Metal James L. Austing
Oxide Mixtures, John P. Weber

.-An experimental study-on the i Ignition ,of metal -metal oxide mixtures :1,n contact
with electrically'pulsed bridgewires was performed. The systems that were
studied included, aluminum.- tungsti c oxide, aluminum - copper oxide,
aluminum - vanad~um pentoxide, and aluminum - molybdic oxide. These mixtures
are highly exothermic',"with'reaction temperatures in excess of 2500*K. Metal -
metal oxides, theref ore'serve as 'good ignition sources for a variety of e:c-
plostve type" component's."Represlentative data are presented to show tl'at
ele-ctric initia~tors incorpora ting the proper metal - metal oxide system (1)
are capable of, withstanding static electric discharge pulses in excess of those
generated by the human body, and (2) ci..on be designed to provid'e a 5-amp,
5-watt no-fire cap~ability.

3-4 Electric Detonators for Navy IGuided tfiss__a ýApli~cations R. Stresau-
Experimental Studies of Four Conceptjs R. Peterson

D. Chamberlain

Feasibility was investigated of four concepts of detonators to meet the
one watt, one ampere no-fire criterion while retaining sufficient pulse
sensitivity (10,000 ergs "all fire") for use -1'ith firing circuits now in
service. The four concepts, brief!-,, are as ._rllows: (I) A bridgewire of
I ow enough resistance to carry one ampere wil,' -nt heating sufficiently to
*-,ffect the flash charge, with series rpsi;toý (IT) A hot bridgewire electric
iL' tiator with flash charge of sufficient thc ,_:ýl cenductivity to dissi-.

a watt without firing, (III) An initiatc with a corduct:Lve rpjirýtjc
d!.- element, (IV) An initiator with -iri bridgýe on a thermilly con-

d'icrtlve substraira.
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3-5 A Microcircuit Bridge for High-Reliability EED's D.,N. Griffin

An integrated microcircuit bridge has been developed that provides a
higher no-fire capability, and better structural reliability than con-
ventional wire bridge designs. Detailed design and performance dat'a'will
be given, covering 1 Amp/i Watt. 2 Amp/3 Watt, and 5 Amp/l.5 Watt No-
Fire systems.

3-6 Electric Detonators with "Markite" Electrically R. H. Stresau
Conductive Plastic Bridge Elements R. L. Petersen

S. A. Corren
M. A. Coler

Detonators with bridge elements of "Markite" conductive plastics were sub-
jected to a preliminary evaluation based on the Military Standard (MIL-STfl-
322) for the evaluation of electrically initiated explosive devices and the
Military Specification (MIL-L-23659(WEP) for the design and evaluation of
electric initiators. Additional tests ere also performed.

Variations in design parameters achieving miniaturization and other special
characteristics are discussed and illu..trated. The techniques appear to
favor economical mass production of rugged units.

3-7 High Temperature Resistant Wm. Perkins
Conductive Prixid1ng Mixes Allan Schlack

Because EED's are used in appltcations where they are exposed to elevated
temperatures, it is desirable to design an EED which would function at and
after exposure to this environment. Also, EED's are required which can
function satisfactorily after being subjected to 1 ampere current and/or
1 watt D.C. power for five minutes. Conductive mix type electric ignition
elements were studied which could meet these requirements. Two promising
mixtures, evaluated at elevated temperatures, functioned satisfactorily.

F-p A Heat Transfer Study of Hot T.!ire Ignition of J. L. Austing
Metal - Metal. Oxide Mixtures J. E. Kennedy

D. H. Chamber:lain
R. H. Stresau

wi re Igntrion thi-rshold oft metal - vwetal oxide mixtures is cont-rolled
L insfer processes in an between the bridgewire and the pressed gran-

, r ,d of re.:Ictive solids. An experimental study has been qade of individual
Iteftcting ignition, such as the autoignition temperature of the

mi xtures;, the electrothermal heat loss factor of the bridgewire and
., ,"':t•ýýivfty of th. r-eactive mix '. The importance of a convec-

I' a 1)T r : to , to the bcd
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... ..... ..... . ..., .L iL ý iU • 11 Lhle Design of K. M. 6tresau
Electro-Explosive Devices R. Peterson

D. Chamberlain

Electrical, and thermal considerations in the design of electro-explosive
devices are considered with an emphasis on means of complying with the "one
watt, ore ampere no-fire" requirement of many recent standards and specifications
and yet retaining sufficient pulse energy sensitivity to be fired by guided
missile fuze circuitry in current use. Included are discussions of implic-
cations of the general, lumped parameter electro-thermal and thermal conductiv-
ity, and the control of gross heating of initiators.

3-10 Observations on the Initiation of Secondary Explosives by H. S. Leopold
Exploding Wires

Photographic, electric, and explosive observations of the conditions necessary
for the initiation of PETN and other less sensitive secondary explosives
will be discussed. Topics covered include sensitivity, density, and effect
of stimulus strength on the growth to detonation characteristics under conditions
where propagation depends mainly on the exploding wire stimulus. The effect
of changes in wire dimensions on the initiation energy for explosives of
varying sensitivity are also shown.

3-11 An Application of a Thermal Explosion Criterion to the M. H. Friedman
Initiation of Explosives by Variable-Current Wires R. L. McCally

An analytic technique has been developed which can be used to predict

thermal explosion delays. The only data required are the energy input
to the wire as a function of time, and the properties of the wire and
surrounding explosive. The procedure is illustrated for EBW operation
and is compared to computer solutions.

3-12 EBW FirinR Unit and Detonator Compatibility Investigation J. M. Reuter
R. G. Amicone

A study has been performed to determine the compatibility of the EBW Firing
Uinits with the detonators used on Saturn vehicles. This worl(, at worst case

temperature conditions, determined the firing unit peak output current and
time to peak current vs. detonator input energy requirements for 99.9% all
fire at 95% confidence.

3-13 The Initiation of Insensitive Explosives with James L. Austing
Metal - Metal Oxides

Temperature-stable and insensitive explosives require initiation systems,
which are at least equally stable and insensitive, in order to take full
advantage of the improved properties of the main charge. This investigation
concerned the feasibility of using selected metal - metal oxides to initiate
a detonation in insensitive explosives.
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3-1 TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

OF

RESISTIVITY EFFECTS

ON

!A/lW NO-FIRE 1'JITLýTOItS
By

D. E. Davenport

GENERAL PRECISION, INC.

Link Ordnance Division

Introduction

In an earlier paper (1) a theoretical model was developed for the prediction

of performance of initiator designs which was based on the thermodissipative

characteristic of the design. The model differed from other suggested heat trans-

fer models in that it included the detailed heat transfer property of each of the

elements rather than lumped constants, thus making it possible to evaluate the

effect of several parameters on all-fire and no-fire characteristics. This also

gave the model flexibility to be used as a quality control analysis tool, since

one could study the effects of the normal manufacturing tolerances and/or design

changes on the performance of the initiator.

This model made possible one of the first lA/lW no-fire designs which used

only primary explosives in the initiation chain, thus providing the stability and

long storage life associated with those materials as well as high reliability and short

response time of conventional initiators. The model has also been applied to

some of the simpler fuel-oxidant mixes that are so often used to achieve lA/lW

no-fire characteristics and has been shown to predict their performance within

the uncertainty of the ignition temperatures which can be assigned to these more

complex systems.

(1)"Theoretical Approach to lAmp/l Watt No-Fire Ordnance Designs", D. E. Davenpor

- IEEE Aerospace Technical Conference and Exhibit, June 1965.
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The original mathematical model contained several simplifications

to make it more readily adaptable to solution. In the interim since the

original paper, some of the simplifications have been removed tn PVfoPne

the theory and to make it possible to include temperature coefficient of

resistivity effects. This paper will discusn these effects, and some of

the experimental techniques which have been developed to use them to

non-destructively test initiators.

The original mathematical model was based on a simplified initiator

design with cylindrical symmetry as in Figure l(b).

The simplifications of most serious implication were:

(1) Assuming a single medium around the bridgewire with properties

which were linear averages of those of the insulator and the

explosive.

(2) Assigning an ef:ective linear heat transfer constant, 1-1, to this

medium to calculate radial heat losues rather than using the appro-

priate Bessel functions or more complex expressions.

(3) Assuming the complete solution may be made up of two independent

solutions; one, a short term transient, which depends only on the

bridgewire and its immediate surroundings, and another, which

depends on the properties of the remainder of the header assembly.

(4) Assuming tests were made under constant power conditions so

no temperature coefficient of resistivity effects were included.

The first three assumptions led to no noticable divergence of theory and

experiment over a wide range of parameters, but both assumptions (2) and (4)
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restrict the information that can be obtained from the model. In this paper

which can be obtained when these restrictions are lifted.

The Original Model

For the all-fire case, elements (3) and (4) of Figure 1 (b) can be

considered infinite heat sinks, since their temperature changes very little

during the period of interest. Th•e heat flow can then be described (by

the heat balance equation:

Z d T ýdT /d T
P c(IT r dx)~~ K 7r ) 9 jfrZ

x x +dx

(1)

0 (4. 186) Xk)

In this equation:

P = density of the bridgewire material, g/cm3

c = heat capacity of the bridgewire material, cal/g/ 0 C

r = radius of bridgewire, cm

x = distance along the bridgewire, cm

T = temperature of the bridgewire, °C

t time, in seconds

2 oK = thermal conductivity of the bridgewire material, cal/cm sec C/cm

H - an effective radial heat transfer constant

T = initial temperature of the system, C
0

I = current flow, amperes

R bridgewire resistance, ohms
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X = length of the bridgewire, cm

In the solution of this equation, the power input, ?2R, was considered constant

so the equation was written as:

dT 2
d =d-T - U (T -T) + a

d t 2l 0x
dx0

(2)

where q u = 2 anda -IR
crPp 4,B6cr l pX

and the nolation was shown to be:

a 1-sinh x\ 1  +sinh (X -x) 1
asinh X

0.0Z(• sin (2. n- 1 Vx1 n -,I V

I- -t t L
n =I (2 n -1) ý(2 n - 1)2 7r+

Temperature Coefficient of Resistivity Effects

In practical cases, however, constant power is seldom used since the

resistance of the bridgewire is usually somewhat temperature dependent.

The more normal practices are to test the unit under constant current

conditions and to use the device under constant voltage conditions. When

the bridgewire resistance is not independent of temperature, these practices

lead to some marked changes in the time-temperature profiles of the bridge-

wire which should be well appreciated by both manufacturers and users of

initiators.

These differences can be qualitatively appreciated by the consideration

S'



of what happens to the power level under conditions of constant current and

0j constant voltage firings, when the resistance is written in a temperature

I dependent form such as R= Ro (1 + a T). Since a is of the order of-3 -3

1 x 10 to 4 x 10 for many common bridgewire materials, it is seen

that the resistance level may double as the temperature of the bridgewire rises

a few hundred °C (the initiation temperature of common ignition materials).

When initiator tests are carried out under constant current conditions,

I the power may be written as:

I P=I R (I+ UT)
0 0

F Thus, the constant current condition of firing is one of rapidly risin

power input to the bridgewire. In the case of constant voltage firing the

power becomes:

E R (I+ a T)

-0

In this case it is seen that the power is a rapidly decreasing function of the

bridgewire temperature for most bridge materials and many Jall to half or

less of the initial power before the initiator fires.

Qualitatively, it can be seen that for the all-fire condition, the initiator

should fire much sooner under the constant current condition than under

the constant .roltage condition assuming the initial power is the same. Thus,

a constant current test will be optimistic for a time-to-fire measurement

(i. e. predict a shorter time to fire) compared with a constant voltage test.

On the other hand, for those multicomponent primer mixes which exhibit

failures to fire from bridgewire burnout if the power is too high, the
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constant current test will be more effective in detecting this type of failure.

This will be seen more graphically in the quantitative calculations to be

presented in a later section.

For the no-fire condition, the constant current test is the most con-

servative since it gives a higher final power application than the equivalent

initial voltage. It should be noted that the standard deviation will be smaller

on a constant current basis bec~ause of this same effect, i. e. the temperatutre

of the bridgewire will vary faster than the square of the current for constant

current and slower than the square of the voltage for constant voltage.

Model Predictions

A quantitative evaluation of the effect ol the temperature coefficient

on the performance of~the initiator at constant current may be obtained by

substituting R =] Rq ( 1 + Ot T) into Equation 3 for R and rearranging the
O

equation. It can be seen that this will simply add another term in the first

order temperature term and the solution remains the same if the definition

of V, is changed fr:om:

2 H
0 cr P

to:
2

2 H 0 0

c' P 4. 186 cr, V P x o

Thus, the effect of adding a temperature coefficient of resistance, a, is

similar to reducing th ue of radial heat leakage constant H. This means

iv will lead to higher bridgewire temperatures. Note, also, that e the effect

of abecomes worse at higher current levels and smaller wire sizes, i. e.

greater varyes of a t
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The nature of the temperature increases introduced by the tempera-

ture coefficient of resistivity can be seen from calculations which were

carried out for the temperature at the mid-point of a0.l" long bridgewire

a- a function, of Lime for various values of a. The results are shown in

Figures 2 (a), 2 (b), and 2 (c). It can be seen that for small values of a

the maximum temperature tends to level off with time, but that for larger

values of a the temperature-time curve shows an ever increasing slope.

At the highest value of athe temperature "runs away" and burnout of the

bridgewire results in a fraction of a millisecond.

From these examples, one gets a feel for the serious implications

of a large temperature coefficient of resistivity on the all-fire conditions

of an initiator. Fundamentally, the result is one of limiting the total

energy which can be delivered to the system by shortening the time until

the bridgewire burns out. Under conditions of no burnout, the bridgewire

approaches some high temperature asymptotically and the temperature of

the explosive material in contact with the bridgewire approaches the bridge -

wire temperature over a thicker and thicker annulus until a critical volume

for that temperature is heated and ignition is achieved. As the power

applied is increased by increasing the initial current level and/or increasing

the temperature c)efficient of the bridgewire, the bridgewire reaches its

melting point and burnout in shorter and shorter times. In the limit, the

total Er Y supplied is just that required to heat the bridgewire to its

melting point since the times are so short that there is no significant heat

leakage before burnout.

To obtain a better estimate of the amount of explosive which is heated
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to the ignition temperature under the various conditions one shou.d calculate

the radial temperature distribution about a bridgewire ,inrdr *-everal .

and compare the results. The following two sections give the results for

two cases; one, the normal all-firecase in which a. modest current is applied to

bridgewires with various temperature coefficients of resistivity, the second,

the high current all-fire condition which is often called out, which results in

the bridgewire melting in a very small fraction of a millisecornd, the so called

"instantaneous" burnout condition in which negligible heat transfer occurs

before burnout.

Radial Temperature Distribution Calculations

In order to develop quantitative measures of the volume of primer which

may be heated by the bridgewire under various conditions, it is desirable to

abandon the assumption of a linear radial heat leakage constant, H, and carry

out a more detailed calculation of the radial temperature distribution. In

order to do this a computer program was set up using a grid type solution.

The bridgewire and the regions about it were divided into annular rings, as

in Figure 3, of such size that using small time increments and linear temper-

ature gradients, one can follow the temperature distribution as a function

of time. The radial solution was obtained at the center of the bridgewire

assuming no longitudinal heat flow along the bridgewire, which is accurate

for the very short times involved for the all-fire case. The temperature

drop at the explosive - bridgewire interface was assumed to be equivalent

to that in a5 micron thickness of explosives.

Figure 4 shows typical radial temperature distributions in a medium

with a thermal conductivity coefficient of . 001 cal/cm /sec/°C which is appropriate
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for the most conductive explosives. By assuming this high value one will

obtain estimates of the maximum pyrotechnic volumes heated.

The carves indicate that the total annulus heated to a significant

temperature is less than 25 microns (I mil) thick for the best cases before

the bridgewire reaches about 2000°C which is above the melting point for

many bridgewire materials and may be considered a reasonable burnout

temperature. For short times of the order of 1 or 2 milliseconds, it is

seen that the annulus, which is above 2000C, is more nearly of the order

of 5 - 10 microns and thus, for such short firing times at 4 amperes one

must use materials which will initiate from very small volumes.

As a increases, the bridgewire temperature rises more rapidly, since

the effective power is increased. However, at burnout the annular region

above the critical temperature becomes narrower. Thus, for D =. 002

Figure 4 shows that at t = 10 microseconds for a = 0 about a 30 micron

width annulus is heated above 400°C when the bridgewire reaches 2000°C

whereas, with a = . 0035 burnout is reached in slightly over 1 millisecond

and less than 10 microns is heated above 400%.

The size of these annular regions relative to the particle size of the

explosive can be better appreciated from a schematic drawing of this same

data such as in Figure 5. In the figure four primer particle sizes (taken

to be spherical for simplicity) have been arranged around a 2 rmil wire and

the annular temperature regions superimposed. The particle sizes shown are

those typical of the finest powders normally used (-325 mesh).

One is impressed by the facts that only the lowest indicated temperature

0"range (Z00 - 300 C) includes most of the volume of the largest particles, and

that the inter-particle voids are quite large on this scale. This emphasizes
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the necessity of using fine particles and making good contact between the

particles and the bridgewire if reliable ignition is to be achievoar F'rn

pyrotechnics with ignition temnperatures above 500 0 C only the finest particles

are entirely heated to the ignition temperature.

From the standpoint of primary explosives which have an ignition temper-

ature around 300 C, the annulus heated to ignition is still quite large since

the critical hotspot Rize is less than 10 microns (2). For a bimolecular

reaction however, the critical volume may be expected to be much larger.

Thus, successful ignition may occur after burnout as additional heat leaks out

from the molten wire. The most severe condition will be "instantaneous"

burnout, where only this heat of fusion can contiibute to ignition.

Instantaneous Burnout of the Bridgewire

If the high temperature coefficient of resistivity 4or high current input)

leadsto essentially instantaneous melting and burnout of the bridgewire, the

temperature distributions in the explosive will be of tIn type shown in Figure

-3 2 06. In this case, the conductivity assumed (K = 10 cal/cm sec C/cm) is

very high for an explosive and very low for; a glass header, which will max-

imize the volume of explosive heated.

It will be observed that there are three vertical scales which depend on

the heat content of the bridgewire at the time of burnout, gold and copper

being in the lowest range, the stainless steels and nichromes being in the

intermediate, and platinum being in the highest group showfi.

(~)

)Bowden and Yoffee estimate the critical sphere size as between 0. 1 and 10

microns in diameter, Fast Reactions in Solids, Academic Press Inc. 1958 1
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It is to be noted that with the gold and copper alloys an annulus of

1 millisecond, xless than a 5 micron annu].T iq RhovP 500°0C nnd by

1. 5 millisecond, the temperature is everywhere below 5000G. Thus,

for successful initiation the critical annulus width must be of the order

of 5 microns (1/5 mil) or less for 1 millisecond.

For the stainless steel'alloys the situation is somewhat improved,

but even for the platinum alloys only about a 15 micron annulus remains

above 500 C for 1 millisecond. Thus, initiation must be fairly rapid

even for the best of these cases, or the temperature will fall below the

ignition point.

It is to be noted that if the insulator is ceramic the times on the

curves will be less by a factor of 5. Thus, it is easy to see why dudding

may occur with pyrotechnic blends on the bridgewire, especially if tie bridge

wire is made of a gold alloy with a high temperature coefficient of resistance.

In this case one may heat only a few tenths of a mil annulus above the ig-

nition point for a few tenths of a millisecond and ignition will be almost

impossible to achieve with a pyrotechnic.

The Effect of aon Temperature Distribution Along the Wire

The effect of the temperature coefficient of resistivity on the temper-

ature distribution along the wire in the all-fire case is very small because,

as we have seen in the previous study, the end leakage effects are negligible

in times of the order of milliseconds. Thus, the temperature distributions

are essentially flat along the wire until one approaches very close to the

ends of the wires (see Figure 7). Of course, the temperature of the wire
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is increased significantly since, under constant current conditions, the

effe-rti-r power level icrca g-tar aa U iucrewaen the resisLance of the

bridgewire.

In the no-fire case, the effect of the temperature coefficient of resist-

ivity becomes more severe since heat leakage out the ends of the wire in long

periods of time extends the temperature gradients further toward the center

of the wire. The resulting temperature distribution is magnified as the

temperature coefficient of resistivity i a increased, tending to make the

distribution even more peaked. For this reason, it is preferable to keep the

radial heat leakage of the wire large compared to the longitudinal heat

leakage so that the power dissipation will remain as uniform as possible for

the no-fire case. If the temperature distribution is very flat for the case of

no temperature coefficient of resistivity, then a large temperature coefficient

of resistance will not change it appreciably.

The Effect of a on Local Defects

if there are local defects in the wire such as nicks, reduced diameter,

or kinks which tend to result in a hot spot, the effect of the temperature

coefficient of resistance is to cause this local heating to increase with time

and thus to make the effect of the defect worse, Tn the no-fire case, this

creates an incipient initiation point and in the all-fire case it. creates a

potential burnout point in the wire. The effect is just as bad whether it is a

constant current or constant voltage firing, since it is only a question of

relative power of the defect to the rest of the wire.

The Use of o as a Quality Control Measure

Although a high temperature coefficient of resistance has been shown
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to have some severely degrading effects or. the performance of an

initiatnr, A m.edezt tcn-per-atur- coefficient oa resistance (0. 5 to 1 x 10-3/

GC) can be extremely valuahbl in allowing one to BitAas ure the performance

qualities of individual initiators in a nondestructive fashion with a very

simple arrangement of a constant current source and an oscilloscope.

Since it was shown earlier (1) that H, the radial heat leakage para-

meter, affects both the short term and the long term performance of the

initiator, a test that measures H gives a measure of both the no-fire

and the all-fire characteristics. One such test is to measure the temperature

increase in the bridgewire when a constant current is passed through

it for a short period, say 10 milliseconds. The temperature rise can

be easily measured if the bridgewire has a significant temperature co-

efficient of resistivity by using a constant current pulse and measuring

the voltage drop across the bridgewire as a function of time.

A time of 10 milliseconds is suggested since in this time the effect

of the material within about a 2 mil radius of the wire has contributed to

the conductivity and the major temperature rise of the wire has been

achieved. From this time on the temperature rises very slowly and only

as a result of heat capacity effects and remote boundaries within the

system.

As a further refinement of the technique, it has been customary

at Link Ordnance to ignore the first millisecond, since the temperature

increase in this time is almost independent of H. (See Figure 5 and 6 of

Reference 1). Only after the bridgewire temperature has reached a temper-

ature such that radial heat loss constitutes a significant fraction of heat
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input does the temperature rise become very sensitive to H. Whether or

not the first ilmint-ni' raim. .- i_ wil not -1 ff1ct thC .''--;

the measurement, but only the absolute size of the numbers one is working

with.

Figure 8 shows a circuit designed for the production monitoring of the

thermal coupling of Iridgewires by measuring the increase in the bridge-

wire temperature from 1 to 10'milliseconds after the application of a 1 amp

pulse, 10 milliseconds long, The voltage drop across the bridgewire under

test is fed through an amplifier that increases the voltage to about 10 volts

for convenience in measurement. The pulse is then fed to two peak follower

units, one of which follows the pulre for only I millisecond and the other

for the full pulse length. The outputs of these two units are then fed to a

differential amplifier which subtracts the two values and sends the difference

to a digital voltmeter which displays the voltage increase (or resistance

change) that occurred between 1 and 10 milliseconds.

This gives a fast, reliable, direct reading ineasurement of the thermal

coupling. Since the pulse is short and total energy low, the measurement

may be repeated after a few seconds when temperature equilibrium has been

reached again. If desired, a Tektronix 549 storage oscilloscope can also

be used to monitor the pulse so that one may observe t.,e detailed pulse shape

on any anomalous pulses without the cost and bother of taking oscilloscope

pictures.

With the use of an evaluation technique such as this, one can monitor

production and limit the range of acceptable values of the thermal coupling

as close as desired to any level. This can markedly reduce the spread in
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both no-fire and all-fire performance values obtained. If it is applied at

a•i early stage in production, just after the primary mix has been loaded

into the head.r, th. reject uaib can be recycled with a minimum loss of

manhours or material.

It should be commented that this technique does modify the type of

performance distribution which one will have left since the tails of the

distribution have been severely limited.. This has the affect of making the

distribution much narrower than would be indicated by a standard Bruceton

test which conceritrates its measurements in the center of the distribution

which has not been affected.

Link Ordnance has found the TCT measurement an extremely valuable

tool from both cost and quality standpoints. As higher and higher reliability

levels are imposed, the stray unit which significantly modifies the standard

deviation can have disasterous effects on the acceptability of a lot. A non-

destructive test which can find and remove such units is a blessing for both

suppliers and users.

Summar?

The effect of a significant temperature coefficient of resistance for

bridgewire on the performance of an initiator can be either good or bad,

dcpending on the conditions under which the initiator is used. Under constant

voltage firing conditions it allows the temperature to rise rapidly and then

lowers the temperature rise rate as the bridgewire burnout temperature

is approached. In the case of constant current firings, however, the oppo-

site effect is achieved and the temperature "runs-away" giving bridgewire

burnout in undesirably short times.
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During a normal 4 amp firing pulse, the annulus of explosive around

mil....... W1,Cw1,- Lhat is above ignition temperature is shown to be less

than I mil before bri-dgewire burnout with• br'idgewire materials that have a

negligible temperature coeff.i lent of resistivity and less than half of that

for materials with a large temperature coefficient of resistivity. Thus,

for pyrotechnic materials with larger critical thicknesses for ignition than

this, the ignition will occur after bridgewire burnout as the heat from the

bridgewire fragments leaks cut into the explosive. This indicates the

desirability of using materials with small critical volumes for ignition.

Initiators which use high at bridgewire materials, or which are to

be fired with high currents relative to their all-fire levels will function

with essentially instantaneous burnout of the bridge. This requires that the

primer material be capable of initiating in a ft action of a millisecond and

from a hotspot only a few microns thick.

A thermal coupling test (TCT) circuit design has been developed, making

use of a small temperature coefficient of resistivity in the bridgewire to

monitor the all-fire and no-fire quality of initiators. The simplicity and

reliability of the test make a desirable non-destructive test for production

monitoring to improve both costs and reliability of units requiring high con-

fidence levels of performance.

DISCUSSION

Mr. Parker of Lawrence Radiation Laboratory made the comment

that a text by Carslaw and Yeager shows a solution where the resistivity

varies linearly in the wire.
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3-'2 INSENSITIVE ELECTRIC INITIATORS

VimlueiAt J. Mnc~
U. S. Naval ordnance Laboratory

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland

INTRODUCT ION

The electrical initiation of explopiveE in bridge-

wire type electro-explosive devices is a thermal process

(exploding bridgewire devices an exception) wherein the

temperature of the bridge circuit is raised high enough

to cause a sustained reaction in the explosive material

in contact with it. The normal mode initiation sensi-

tivity of a given electro-explosive device (EED) depends

upon a number of parameters such as the bridge circuit

design, the header, and the explosive material in contact

with the bridge circuit. EED's can be and have been

dcveloped to function over a wide energy range fromt a few
S1 2

ergsE to deci-joules. A number of investigators, as far

back as -1872, have devised mathematical models in

attempting to describe the electro-thermal conversion

and the heat transfer from the bridge circuit to the

explodive charge. In general, the models contained a

large number of parameters which resulted in equations too
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complex for easy solution. In order to reduce thp

equations to a workable form, large intuitive assumptions
had to be made. More recently Korty 3 and Rosenthal 4 have

lumped many of the parameters and arrived at a simple set

of equations which can be easily handled. Rosenthal has

designed and built instrumentation to measure some of the

important thermal parameters which are necessary to

understand the energy conversion.

Rosenthal's basic thermal equation

C d(
p f + YO = P(t)

where: C =icat capacity of the bridge system
SC(power-time/r temperature change)

y = Heat loss factor(power/ 0 temperature change)

8 = Temperature rise above ambient

P(t) = Input power function

t = Time

shows that the sensitivity of an EED can be decreased by

making C large e.g., increasing the volume of the bridge

circuit and/or increasing y. y can be altered by

controlling bridge element configuration, selection of

explosive and other materials in contact with the bridge
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e el-meeL, asid by i,,-Li,,kcy of contdct between explosive and

1 wire. For a fixed bridqe circuit, (e.a., header, pin

spacing, bridge wire volume, and explosive on the bridge-

wire) the sensitivity can be alteiedby altering, the

bridge element configuration. By changing the bridge

element configuration, an' EED was designed which was

insensitive enough to pass 1-ampere ou c'uxrent or absorb

l-watt, of power for five hinuteb without in~itiating, using

conventional exp]-osives an'd hardware.' 0

Tho' theory advanced is that the sensitivity of an EED

can be altered by. increasing or, decreasing the su.t.face area

of the bridge element while the, bridge e]emeht volume

remains constant. 'The br"idge element of a conventional

ZED is usually a conducting metallic wire 'of a given ,diaii.ter

and length. The heat ,lss factor, (-y) iq directly related

to the surfacc 'arc;s of the briqge clement. As the surface

area increases, y increases. For agiyeri bridge element

(constant volum~e and length) the, Sugufade area 'can be

increased by changing tho, shape of the cross section. For

a constant cross sectional area of approximately ].0 square

""qils, the followipng table shows the increase in the

perimeter (for fixed length, the surface area increase is

of course proportional) when the crpss section is changed
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front a circle to various rectangles.

Configuration Cross Sectional Perimeter
(mils) Area(sqqare mils) (mils)

3.5 Diameter 9.6 11

1 x 10 Ribbon 10 22

0.5 x 20 Ribbon 10 41

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Hardware of a conventional type presently being used in

a number of Navy developed EED's was u:>ed to demonstrate that

a decrease ii sensitivity would occur as the perimeter of the

bridge element was increased. It was ýhe intentio0, ýf

successfu'l, to u.s;c this technique to convert existing

convencional EED's to thQ less sensitive 1-amp/i-watt no-fire

type with a minimum of redesign. The initiator assembly used

is shown in figure 1. It consists of a conventional glass/

kovar plug, plastic insulator, and aluminum charge holder.

Normal lead styphnate or lead azide-was pressed into the

charge holder cavity and onto the bridge element. The

initiator assembly was then solder-sealed into a metal cup

containing a base charge of PETN as shown in figure 2.

.i4
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"IF •u.Various bridge elements were soldered to the pins

of the initiaLux plug and flush with the surface of the

glass. The bridge elements tested, shown in figure 3, are

divided into two groups. Group I elements were used to

Sdemonstrate that sensitivity could be decreased by increasing

the peripheral area of the bridge element (equivalent to

increasing y of Equation l). Group II elements were used

*to determine the bridge resistance range which could be

obtained and still meet the l-amp/l-watt no-fire for five

minutes criterion. The bridge element material in Group I

was Cupron and bridge elements in Group II were fabricatedI from Cupron, Alchrome, and Evanohm. The compositions of

these materials are listed in appendix A. These bridge

"materials were selected on the basis of their low temperature

coefficient of resistivity to minimize thermal feed-back in

constant current testing.

TEST RESULTS

Heat Loss Study - A series of tests were conducted to

determine if in fact the electro-thermal performance was

affected as the surface area of the bridge element increased.

The tests were conducted using the detonator assembly as

shown in figure 2 and the bridge elements of Group i, Figure 3.
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Bruceton tests of approximately 50 samples each were

conducted on each bridge element configuration in Group I

to obtain the m41an sensitivity Lu Qdpdcitor discharge,

pulsed constant current, and continuouf. constant current.

Table 1 lists the results of this tegting. The meap energy

to initiate by capacitor discharge (100 microfa;ads, variable

voltage) is approximately constant. This was apticipated

because the thermal time constant (T = ) is large compared
4,12with the discharge time constant of the capacitor

Appreciable cooling therefore does not take place during

the time of energy input. Because Qf thb -A diabatiy nature

of the heating, the differences in surface areas of the

bridge elements are inconsequential. For this adiabatic1

healing, the temperature rise varies as and y is
pP

ineffective.

The mean pulsed constant current data were obtained

by keeping the current cQnstant at $-amperes and determining.

the time for which this current had to flow to produce 50%

fires. As the perimeter increased, the mean time to fire

increased. The results indicate that the heat loss factor

(y) increased as the peripheral area of the bridge element

incr eased.

Sensitivity to continuous constant current was QbtainQd
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in a variable-current Bruceton test. Each current level

was maintained constant until firing or- for a minimum of

10 seconds, whichever occurred first. If the device did not

fire in 10 seconds, it was assumed that an equilibrium

temperature below the functioning temperature had been reached.

The time to fire for those devices which fired in less than

10 seconds was not recorded, consequently, the energy input

to time of firing could not be calculated. Again, as the

bridge element surface area increased, the sensitivity decreased.

The sensitivity values do not appear to be affected as much by

continuous constant current testing as by pulsed (5 ampere)

constant current testing. Energy comparisons could not be

made because the firing times for the continuous constant

current tests were not measured. The fact that the current

did not change very much for continuous constant current firing,

whereas the energy changed drastically for the pulsed.current

firing probably occurs from change in the effective heat losses

under the two, sets of conditions. For the pulsed constant curren

input the large structural mass of the EED plays no significant

role. The effectiveness of the heat sinking is controlled by

the leads and the contact between the bridge circuit and the

glass substrate. This latter changes rapidly with the bridge

geometry. For the relatively long continuous constant current

input, the massive structure of the EED probably controls the
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heat losses to the surrounding atiposphere. This massive

structure remains unchanged by the small changes in bridge

circuit - glass substrate geometry.

Bridge Resistance Study - This work was conducted to select

bridge element materials and designs which copld be put to

practical use in existing Navy devices. The method was to

load detonators, as shown in figure 2, containing the variouq

bridge elements of Group II, figure 3. The bridge element

resistances ranged from 0.1 ohm to 5.0 ohms. Lead azide or

normal lead styphnate was ioadeo on the bridge element. A

constant current was allowed to flow through the circuit for

a period of 5 minutes or until the device fired, whichever

occurred first. If the device fired in less than 5 minutes

it was considered a "fire". Not all combinations of bridge

circuits Rnd explosive loads were capable of meeting the

1-amp/I-watt for five minutes no-fire criterion. Table 2

shows that for bridge Element "A" only the Cupron material

with a bridge resistance of 1.7 ohms met the qo-fire

criterion with either lead azide or normal lead styphnate.

Since only a few samples were tested, it is questionable

whether or not the normal lead styphnate loaded items can

indeed meet the no-fire criterion.

Table 3 indicates that for bridge element "B" only Cupron

with a bridge resistance of 0.7 ohms and with eithe. lead

azide or normal lead styphnate on the bridge could meet the

no-fire criterion.

3.2-8
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In table 4, it is seen that for bridge element "C" all

the bridge elemcnt mitezial art! capable ot meeting the no-

fire criterion for both lead azide and normal lead styphnate

with the exception of the Evanohm/normal lead styphnate

combination. The bridge resistances were 0.4 ohm for Cupron

1.2 ohms for Alchrome. and 1.3 ohms for Evanohm.

For simplicity and ease of fabrication, bridge element "D"

was tested. Because of the short bridge element length, the

bridge resistance is less than one ohm. Lowering the bridge

resistance below one ohm requires that the current value must

increase above 1-ampere in order to meet the 1-watt no-fire

criterion. Table 5 shows that only Alchrome and Cupron with

lead azide on the bridge element could meet the 1-amp/l-watt

no-fire criterion.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been experimentally demonstrated that the rate

of heat loss (and consequently the value of v in Rosenthal's

thermal equations) can be influenced by the geometry of the

bridge element. The surface area of the bridge element, through

which heat was conducted away, was varied and controlled and

for a given bridge element volume and length, the electrical

sensitivity decreased as the surface area increased. The
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bridge elements used in this investigation are not necessarily

the most efficient. It is expected that thinner films s~ach

as evaporated metals would be more effective in increasing

heat losses. Other investigators have already successfully

experimented with evaporated metal films. 1 4

Bridge elements made from three different materials were

tested to select a design which would be suited for l-arop/

1-watt no-fire devices, Of the three materials, Cupron

resulted in a less sensitive system for the same bridge element

geometry. It is suspected that thermal conductivity of the

materials may be responsi]b1. Thermal conductivities for

Evanohxn and Cupron were obtained from the Molecu-Wire

Corporation, Scobyville, N. J. They are respectively 0.126

and 0.218 watts/im/9C, 13

The bridge elements shown in Group II, Figure 3 (except .

element "D") were fabricated by a photo etching process. The

materials were obtained from Driver-Harris Company, Harrison,

N. J., in sheet form (1 mil thick) and supplied to the Chem

Fab Ccrp., Donaldson Street, Doylestown, Pa., for photo

etching of the elements. This method has proved very

successful in producing uniform elements. The other elements

described were made by a drqwing process.
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3-3 CONSTANT CURRENT IGNITION
OF METAL-METAL OXIDE MIXTURES*

James L. Austing
Research Engineer, Chemistry Research Division

IIT Research Institute
Chicago, Illinois 60616

John P. Weber
Staff Member, Component Development Division

Sandia Corporation
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

I NTRODUCTION

Electroexplosive devices (EED's), or electric initiators as

they are frequently called, are used in ordnance systems to

convert an electrical pulse into a chemical burning or detonation

reaction for purposes of reliably initiating a subsequent pro-
pellant or explosive charge. The typical design of the electro-

explosive device consists of a suitable electrical bridge element

which is in physical contact with an explosive or pyrotechnic

flash charge; the electrical pulse heats or explodes the bridge,

and this in turr initiates the flash charge. Research and develop-

ment activities in the area of electroexplosive devices over the

last several years have been directed towards improving the

safety of these devices, while maintaining their inherent high

reliability. Specifications and standards have been drawn up

Work supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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which require that EED's dissipate without functioning input ¶

no-fire currents and powers of 1-amp and 1-watt for 5 minutes

o 5-61P arid 5-watts for 15 minutes. Furthermore, EED's must

not be sensitive to electrostatic discharges 3uch as those

produced by the human body. By designing EED's to meet these

cantly reduced. The work described in this paper wns part of

an overall program to develop electric initiators of improved

safety for aerospace applications.

The metal-metal oxide pyrotechnic is a mixture of a metal

powder and a metal oxide powder that upon ignition will react in

an oxidation-reduction type reaction, with liberation of a large

amount of heat, such that the products may be in the liquid or

the vapor state, depending on the system of interest. The most

familiar of these systems is the thermite reaction,

2 A1 + Fe2 0 A10 + Fe (1)
2 3 2 3

where the product iron is in a molten state. Hence, metal-metal

oxides have high reaction temperatures, and can be used as

ignition sources for a variety of explosive and ordnance type

devices. The thermite reaction itself is somewhat difficult to

ignite, but other properly selected combinations can be ignited

reliably by the flow of current through a bridge. This paper

discusses the experimental efforts related to the development of

an electrostatic-insensitive 5-amp, 5-watt no-fire initiator,

and the all-fire ignition studies of metal-metal oxides pressed
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against 5-mil diameter wire bridges. Subsequent papers in this

procePcdinog will describe the dc -lopmcn"t of an ignitazility

criterion for a pressed reactive bed in contact with electrically-

pulsed bridges (ref. 1), and the initiation of detonation in

insensitive explosives by means of metal-metal oxide reactions

(ref. 2).

THERMCHEMI CAL CALCULATIONS

Table 1 shows calculated thermochemical data for systems

of interest. The heat of reaction was calculated from the

enthalpies of formation of the compounds as reported by Glassner

(ref. 3) and Perry (ref. 4). The reaction temperature was

calculated from an enthalpy balance equated to zero for adiabatic

and constant pressure conditions by using enthalpies and heat

capacities also from Glassner. The final column shows the

assumed state of the reaction products at the reaction temperature.

The reaction temperature of all systems except the aluminum-

copper oxide system is high enough to bring the product oxide

to its boiling point. For the purposes of these calculations,

this process takes place as follows (ref. 5):

Al A12 0 3 (l) m- 2AlO(g) + 0(g) (2)

@ 3770 + 200 0K

The reaction temperature of aluminum-copper oxide is much lower,

because the product copper boils at 2868 0 K and thereby provides

a heat sink to any further elevation of temperature.
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DESCRIPTION OF ALUMINUM AND METAL OXIDE POWDERS

Four grades of aluminum powders were evaluated. These

included two spherical grades) H-3 and H-5, manufactured by the

Valley Metallurgical Company, Essex, Connecticut, and two flaked

grades, 28-XD and 40-XDI manufactured by the Reynolds Metals

Company, Louisville, Kentucky. The two spherical grades are

quoted to be of 3-ýi and 5-ji average particle sizet respectively,

in accordance with the designation. The H-5 spherical grade

meets the requirements of specification NMIL-A-23950 (Wep), while

the flaked grades meet the requirements of specification

MIL-A-512A.

Two grades of tungstic oxide, TO-2 and TO-3, were used

extensively. These were manufactured by the Sylvania Electric

Products Corporation, Towanda, Pennsylvania. All Sylvania

tungstic oxide is manufactured by roasting tungstic acid. The

product is pale yellow in color. The TO-2 grade is a fine

powder, with a quoted maximum particle size of 3ý, while TO-3

is much coarser, 15 to 20 p.

Two suppliers of cupric oxide were located: the Glidden

CompanyHammond, Indiana, and Calumet and Hecla, Incorporated,

Calumet) Michigan. The products of both companies meet the

requirements of specification MIL-C-13600. The Calumet and

Hecla powder is somewhat finer than the Glidden powder, accord-

ing to a comparison of the manufacturers' specifications.

Manufacturer's specificationsg when available, showed

that all the oxide powders used were of reasonable purity.
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Glidden cupric oxide contains at least 95% CuO, and Calumet and

IlGcia cup-iu oxide contains at least 98.5% CuO, with the largest

impurity in these bei.ng cuprous oxiaf.

The particle size distribution of the above powders was

measured by using the IITRI centrifugal disc photosedimentometer.

This instrument is described in Reference 6. In this analytical

proceduro the Stokes diameter distribution of the particles in

suspension is deduced from the concentration changes occuring

within the settling suspension when the suspension is subjected

to centrifugal forces. The size analysis of the powders that

were used extensively is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Thd TO-3

tungstic oxide was not tested, because it was too coarse for the

centrifuge, and time did not permit a gravity sedimentatLon

analysis.

ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATIONS

Thermal Stability of Metal-Metal Oxides

One method for evaluating the thermal stability cf a system

is differential thermal analysis (DTA). The sample under study

is heated continuously at a controlled rate side by side with a

thermallý inert reference material. A thermocouple embedded in

the sample and in the reference material permits continuous

monitoring of the temperature difference between the two as a

function of temperature magnitude. As long as no change takes

place in the sample, the temperature difference ideally is zero.
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If the sample changes phase or reacts endothermicly, a thermal ,

arrest occurs. if the sample reacts exothermicly, the temper-J

ature difference becomes positive, and may be so large that tc.e

slope of the curve becomes vertical.

The DTA instrument used was the Fisher model 260 Differential

Thermalyzer, which consists of three separate units, a furnace,

a solid-state programmer, and a sample holder. A Microcord 44

recorder (Photovolt Corporation) completes the instrumentation

system.

The procedure for thermal analysis is outlined in Fisher

catalogue No. 10-560V1 and was the same for all samples tested,

Samp>e weights were maintained at 100 mg, but some were diluted

with alumina to decrease the violence of the reaction should an

explosion occur during the heating cycle, and to keep the thermo-

couple in contact with the material should a reduction in sample

volume occur. This method of sample preparation minimized the

amount of sample present in the crucible, yet maintained a mass

approximately equal to that of the reference crucible. The

quantities of sample and reference material should be approximately

the same in each crucible to minimize baseline drift in the

thermogram.

Thermograms for two metal-metal oxide systems are shown

in Figure 3. Similar curves are also presented for the aluminum-

potassium perchlorate system, because this system has also been

used in 'The design of initiators Irith a 5-amp, 5-watt no-fire

capability (17ef. 7). The peaks which can be readily identified
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are the rhoribic to cubic transition in XCIO4 at 300GC, t7ii•

decomposition of KC1O4 at 500 0 C, the fusion of product KCI at

770 0 C, and the fusion of aluminum at 660 0 C. In addition9 the

absence of appreciable exothermic peaks up to temperatures as

high as 800 0 C suggests that metal-metal oxides have an enhanced

thermal stability, These observations are in line with previous

work, wherein certain metal-metal oxide mixtures such as AI-WO3

were held in 500 0 C environments for as long as 60 minutes, during

which time no autoignition occurred; upon cooling down, the

mixture could be ignited by current flow through a wire bridge

with no apparent degradation of performance (ref. 8).

The large exotherm in the Al-WO3 trace beginning at approxi-

mately 825 0 C is believed to be associated with autoignition of

the mixture. Accordingly, we have assumed that 825 0 C is the

autoignition temperature, and have used this value in the

deveJ-opmen:. of the ignitability criterion for the Al-WO3 system

in Reference 1. The fact that propagating reaction was initiatee

at marginal currents where the calculated bridge temperature

was not much in excess of 825 0 C suggests that this temperature

is a good estimate of the autoignition temperature.

Sensitivity to Electrostatic Discharge Pulses

The ability of an electric initiator to withstand electro-

static discharges such as those produced by the human body is an

important safety consideration. A number of tests were conducted

on initiators loaded with pressed Al-CuO and Al-KCI0 4 mixtures.
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The initiator is depicted in Figure 4. It consisted of a steel

sleeve case assembled to aKovar-glass header in such a manner

as to form a cup approximately 0.540 in. deep. The components

were held together by epoxy resin. The Kovar-glass header was

bridged with a 5.-mil-diameter Evanohm wire each end of which was

welded to the pins. The tests were conducted by discharging a

600-pf condenser at a maximum of 25 kv through the metal-metal

oxide mixture, that is, from pin to case. No 500-ohm series
*

resistor was used, so that effectively the electrostatic

discharge was in excess of what can be generated by the human

body.

Under the above conditions, it was found that mixtures of

H-3 spherical grade aluminum and cupric oxide were not initiated

at 25 kv. In fact, a given pressing could dissipate repeated

discharges at-this voltage without being initiated. Identical

results were obtained from mixtures of flaked aluminum and

potassium perchlorate. It is conceivable that many other metal-

metal oxide systems such as Al-WO3 subjected to this environment

would behave the same way, although these other systems were not

tested.

On the basis of these results, a family of electrostatic-

insensitive initiators with a 5-amp, 5-watt no-f:.re capability

*i

The function of the series resistor, when used, is to simulate
Lhe resistance of the human body, which under discharge
conditions is approximately 500 ohms.

3
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has been developed for aerospace applications. The basic charrg

in these initiators is a mixture of flaked aluminum and potassium

perchlorate (ref. 7).

CONSTANT CURRENT IGNITABILITY STUDIES

Constant Current Firing Circuit

The ignitability studies of the metal-metal oxides were

conducted with a constant current firing circuit, a schematic

diagram of which is shown in Figure 5. The basic power supply

consists of lead storage batteries connected in series. The

operation of the circuit is as follows. The resistance, Ri, is

set equal to the resistance of the initiator under test. The

current, Ii, through R1 is adjusted to the desired value by

moving the rheostat. Then the calibrating circuit switch is

opened, and the circuit to the initiator is completed by closing

the mercury switch. The initial current through the initiator

is equal to the preselected value of I1. The switching of

resistance, R into the circuit permits higher currents at a

given rheostat setting.

The specification of each component is given in Figure 5.

The current, Ii, was read with a standard ammeter. Alternatively,

the current can be adjusted to the desired value by measuring

the voltage drop across R with a voltmeter. The variable

resistance, R1, was constructed from 17-gage (0.045-inch) Nichrome

wire about 50 cm long and was suspended along a meter stick

graduated to the nearest tenth of a centimeter. Contact between
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th circuit and the Nichrome wire was made by means of alligator

clips, which permitted adjustment of the value of R,• by_ varying,,

the effective length of the Nichrome being used. The mercury

r switch was a heavy-duty type rated at 15 amp. This switch

permitted positive completion of the circuit to the initiator

with a minumum of bounce and chatter. The shunt resistor in

series with the initiator was also constructed from 17-gage

Nichrome wire of such a length as to give a resistance of

approximately 0.020 ohms.

All cables in the firing circuit, from the batteries to the

initiator, were in the form of long, flat conductors separated

by a dielectric. The purpose of this construction was to mini-

mize the rise time to peak current. Stresau and Hillyer (ref. 9)

designed an EBW firing circuit based on this principle. Our

flat cable, diagrammed in Figure 6, consisted of two soft copper

strips, 3/4-in. wide by 0.0108 in. thick, which were separated

II

by 5-mil Teflon tape. These three components were held together

by a tight wrapping of Scotch No. 33 electrical tape. Conduit

to switches and resistors were constructed in the same manner in

order to minimize inductive loops. The inductance and the

capacitance of the circuit were measured witb a type 1650-A

General Radio impedance bridgen and values of 21 4henries and

0.009 ef were obtainedg respectively. Probably most of mhe

inherent inducwance was in the wire-wound power rheostat and

other resistors.
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S) Oscilloscope studies showed that the rise time to peak

current was approximately 10 isec. Selected oscilloscope records

at various swieep rates are presented in Figure 7- Thbo nqnillosnone

was triggered from the applied voltage pulse in Figure 5, and

the voltage drop across the shunt resistor was monitored in these

tests.

The rise time of 10 4sec for the flat cable firing circuit

should be compared with that for the previous design of this

circuit, in which all conductors were stranded wires. Although

the inherent inductance was not measured, the rise t.ime to peak

current was 60 pisec. These data indicate that the inductance in

the latter circuit was higher and that a concentrated effort to

minimize inherent inductance where it is undesirable will signifi-

cantly improve the current-time characteristics of a firing

circuit.

Formulation and Loading of Powders

The metal-metal oxide formulations were mixed in small

batches of 15 to 40 g. Powders were placed in a closed jar and

rotated for approximately 10 min on a bench-top roller mill.

This rotation resulted in a mixture that visually appeared to be

uniform.

The initiator shown in Figure 4 was used for all ignitability

studies, this initiator contained the Kovar-glass header bridged

with the 5-mil diameter Evanohm wire. The following procedure

was used in loading the initiators. A weighed quantity of metal-
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metal oxide, 350 to 500 mg, was pressed into the cup of each

I

initiator at a specific, predetermined loading pressure that

ranged from 2500 to 20,000 psi. The ram used in the pressings

was a drill blank of such a diameter as to have a slip fit inside

the initiator. The height of the column of pressed powder was

calculated by subtracting the depth of the initiator after loading

from the depth prior to loading, both measurements having been

made with a depth micrometer.

The density variation at each loading pressure follows a

normal probability distribution. This is illustrated in Figure8,
*

in which the individual densities for 2/3 stoichiometric H-3

aluminum + TO-2 tungstic oxide at 4800 psi are plotted versus

probability coordinates. Similar results were obtained at other

loading pressures and for other systems in which a sufficient

number of poiyts permitted calculation of standard deviation.

The data are sumiarized in Table 2. There appears to be a

general decrease in standard deviation as the loading pressure

increases.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation included measurement of the resistance

of the initiators before and after loading, continuous monitoring

of current through and of voltage drop across the initiators

during firing, and measurement of overall function time.

Deficient in aluminum
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of a calibrated circuit that limits the flow of current through

the initiator to 1 amp, so that the voltage drop across the

initiator in millivolts is numerically equal to its resistance

in ohms. An accurate value is obtained by measuring the millivolt

drop with a laboratory potentiometer. At the same time, the

very low current does not change the characteristics of the

initiator.

The performance of the initiators during firing was moni-

tored by a Tektronix type 555 dual-beam oscilloscope equipped

with a Polaroid camera. The upper beam was chopped into two

channels by means of a type CA dual-trace plug-in unit. Channel A

recorded the voltage drop across the shuntresistor in Figure 5.

Since the shunt resistor is made from a heavy piece of resistance

wire, its resistance changes very little during the milliseconds

required for initiator functioning. Hence, this voltage drop

is proportional to the current. Channel B recorded the applied

voltage drop across both the initiator and the shunt resistor.

The voltage sensitivities on the preamp were set so as to

give beam reflections of about 2 cm on each channel. In this

way, the simultaneous recording of current through the voltage

drop across the initiator provided a continuous picture of

initiator resistance during firing. The sweep rate on all shots

was slow enough that the chopping frequency of 100 kc did not

cause discontinuities in the current and voltage records.
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I I
The lower beam of thA n(i -1lnco-e ; used in conjunctionrt

with an ion probe system to measure the overall functioning time

of the initiator and was equipped with a type L plug-in unit.

The ion probe circuitry is shown in Figure 9. The actual ion

probe consisted of a Kovar-glass header from which the bridge

wire had been removed, and the header was inserted in the end

of the loaded initiator. The heat of the metal-metal oxide

reaction, as it emerged from the end of the pressed column,

caused the air around the probe to ionize and hence to become

electrically conductive. When the condenser began to discharge,

the voltage drop across the 47-K resistor initially jumped from

0 to 45 v. It then decayed at a rate dictated by the RC time

constant, which was 47 msec in this system. In the oscilloscope,

therefore, the point at which the jump in voltage occurred was

the time interval of interest, the overall function time.

In all the firings the upper beam (two channels) and the

lower beam were on separate time bases so that sweep rates could I
be varied independently. Both beams were triggered from the

applied voltage pulse in Figure 5. A typical oscilloscope

record is shown in Figure 10. Note that the voltage trace

decreases slightly from its initial value. This pattern indicates

that the resistance of the initiator decreases during firing.

At 37 msec the voltace trace becomes rather erratic) the sig-

nificance of which is explained below. The lower trace shows

that the overall function time of this initiator was 66 msec.

S"4
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Deermination Of Time of Igqnition t

Afte ALLU a number of shots it became apparent that the

time at which the voltage trace became erratic was associated

with ignition of the metal-metal oxide bed. This result was

demonstrated to be a fact in a series of tests in which the

height of the metal-metal oxide column was decreased in increments

from the test to the next. The burning time, defined as the

difference between the overall function time and ignition timeý

should be a linear function of column height. Furthermore, if

the ignition time has been properly selected, an extrapolation

to zero column height should show zero burning time. The data

are summarized in Table 3, in which the assumed ignition time

is the point at which the voltage trace becomes erratic. Plots

of the assumed burning time versus column height are shown in

Figures 11 through 13, in which the extrapolation is also made.

In every case the curve extrapolated to or very near to the

origin, thereby confirming the assumption concerning the time

of ignition on the oscilloscope records.

Summary

The constant-current ignitability studies on various combi- 'I
nations of aluminum and metal oxide are summarized in Tables 4

through 9. The data in each table are arranged in the order of

decreasing current. Initial currents were varied within a range

of 49.6 amp to 7.1 amp, with.the majority of the tests being

conducted at or near 15 amp, which is the design all-fire current
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for the 5-amp, 5-watt no-fire initiator. Most of the evaluations

-ere perfcr...•,d Gii mixLures containing 2/3 the stoichiometric

amount of aluminum, because these mi.wi-..r.e .could b g ne4g-4 de A-I[IV io a

reliably at 15 amp. It was our general experience that ignition

became more difficult as the percentage of aluminum was increased

and/or the loading pressure was increased. However, some of

these systems that are difficult to ignite at 15 amp may be

reliably ignited at higher currents.

At the start of the testing the initiator resistance was

measured both before and after loading. However) it became

apparent that the conductivity of the aluminum-metal oxide bed

was low enough that no change in resistance could be detected.

Hence, measurements of resistance before loading was discontinued,

and only the resistance after loading is reported in the tables.

The resistance at ignition was calculated from the voltage

and current traces at the point where the voltage trace became

erratic. Most of the records showed a slight, steady decrease

in initiator resistance to a value very close to that at ignition.

After this decrease the resistance remained essentially constant

up to the time of ignition. Calculations presented in Reference 1

show that complete melting of the Evanohm bridgewire occurred

well ahead of the ignition. Hence, the decrease in resistance

can be explained in part by the possibility that molten Evanohm -J

has a lower resistivity than the solid Evanohm. Another part of

the explanation stems from the DTA data in Figure 3. These data

showed that melting of aluminum preceded ignition. It is possible
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that a layer of molten aluminum developed around the bridge prior

to ignition; this occurrence would increase the effective cross-

sectional area and thereby decrease the resistance.

The unit burning time in Tables 4 through 9 was calculated

by subtracting the ignition time from the overall function time

and then dividing this difference by the column height. Overall

function time was not reported in the tables in order to conserve

space but can be calculated from the following:

Function time ignition time + (3)

(column height) x (unit burning time)

The unit burning time data for several metal-metal oxide

systems are plotted in Figures 14 through 19. Unit burning time

"is the reciprocal of burning rate. Note how well the burning

rate correlated with density, particularly in the aluminum-

tungstic oxide systems. The scatter in the points for these

systems is within the experimental error of the measurements,

that is +2 msec in burning time and +0.002 in. in column height.

The correlation for the aluminum-cupric oxide systems was not as

good, possibly because the pressed columns were inadvertently

allowed to exceed one diameter (0.222 in.) in length. This

occurrence may have caused excessive density gradients in the

column.

Increasing the amount of alumintim caused the mixture to

burn more rapidly in all systems. Increasing the density slowed

the burning except for H-3 aluminum-Glidden cupric oxide system.
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As shown in Figure 18, mixtures that contained a stoichiometric

quantitity of aluminum or 30% excess aluminum exhibited more i
rapid burning as the density was increased. However, it is

difficult to see such a trend in Figure 19, which shows the

results with H-5 aluminum.

The overall function time of an initiator was the sum of

the Jgnition time plus the burning time. Generally changes in

the amount of aluminum in the mixtures did not greatly affect

overall function time at 15 amp. Most of the overall function

times were in the range of 50 to 80 msec depending on the system.

Since increasing the amount of alutninum caused the mixtures to

burn faster, the conclusion was that these mixtures took longer

-o ignite. On the other hand, mixtures with decreased aluminum

content ignited more quickly but took longer to burn. Our unit

burning time data showed fewer points for mixtures with a

stoichiometric or greater quantity of aluminum. This resulted

because these systems were harder to ignite at 15 amp, and their

performance at higher currents was not studied. However, in

view of the more rapid burning of these systems, some definite

advantages in shortened overall function time might be gained

by firing these systems at substantially higher currents.

The data in Tables 4 through 9 show that loading density

had a observable effect on ignition time. Generally speaking,

at a given current an increase in density caused an increase in

ignition time. A possible explanation for this effect is discussed

in Reference 1. The implication, of course, is that accurate
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Ii control of overall function time of the initiator requires cortrni

of metal-metal oxide loading density, particularly for a syst. I:T
such as Al-CuO where not only iqnition time but also burn.nq

rate varies significantly with density

5-amp, 5-watt No-Fire Experiments

The ability of metal-metal oxide 1nitiators bridqed with a

5-mil wire to dissipate a constant 5-amp. 5 watt pulse w;theut

functioning or seriously degrading the performance is shcwn in

Table 10. Ten initiators illustrated in Figure 4 were loaded

with 2/3 stoichiometric mixtures of either AI..WO 3 or Ai CuO) in

the same manner as for the constant current ignition studies

A current of 5 amp was then delivered t.o the initiator for a

period of IS minutes. The Input power at this current was

somewhat greater than 5-watt.s., except for the test. where the

initiator resistance was less than 0.200 ohm The in.tiatc"ts

became very hot; however none fired under these conditions.

After each initiator cooled to ambient temperature. an

attempt was made to fire it at the desiqn all -fire current ctf

15 amp. The performance at 15 amp is summarizeJ in cclumns 5

through 8 of Table 10. The ignition times are essent.ally The

same as for initiators which have been tested only at i i amp.

as previously reported in Tables 4 ard 8. However, the unit

burning times (m~e. burning rate) of the metal.metal oxide waý;

affected somewhat by the 5-amp exposure The AI-WO system

burned more slowly that than studied in Table 4 wh;1e the
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AI-CuO burned more rspidly that that in Tahb! 8 However, the

burning rates under both se-ts of conditions are of the same

order of maqnitude,so that the observed difterences are of no

major concern.
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Table I

CALCULAEL) THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF METAL-PMETAL OXIDES

etof Reaction, 298 Reaction State of
System kcal mole kcal/g _kcalc Tempcc, Reaction Products

2A1 + WO3  -199 -0.70 -3.82 3770 Solid W,
molten Al 20 3

2/3 Al + CuO -97 -0.99 -5.50 2868 Gaseous Cu,
molten AlI20 3

10/3 Al + V2 0 5  -293 -1.07 -3.33 3770 Molten VA
molten Al 20 3

2A1 + MoO 3  -220 -1.11 -4.33 3770 Molten Mo,
molten Al 2 0 3

8/3 Al + KC1O 4  -534 -2.54 -6.55 3770 Gaseous KC1,Gaseous A10,
Oxygen

Table 2

DENSITY VARIATION OF PRESSED METAL-METAL OXIDE POWDERS

Density, g/cc
Loading Standard

System Amount of Al Pressure_,psi Avnraqe Deviation

H-3 Al + TO-2 WO3  2/3 stoich. 4,800 3.42 0.19

H-3 Al + TO-2 WO3  2/3 stoich. 20,000 3.81 0.04

H-5 Al + TO-2 WO3  2/3 stoich. 4,800 3.59 0.08

H-3 Al + TO-3 W03  2/3 stoich. 4,800 3.84 0.08

H-5 A1 + TO-3 WO3  2/3 stoich. 4,800 3.83 0.10

11-3 Al + Glidden CuO 2/3 stoich. 4,800 3.16 0.20

H-3 Al + Glidden CuO 2/3 stoich. 20,000 3.14 0.06

H-5 Al + Glidden CuO 2/3 stoich. 4,800 2.98 0.07
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Table 4

IGNITION OF H- i ALUMINUM + TO-2 TUNGSTIC OXIDE

Unit
Resistance, ohms InitLal Ignition Column Burning

Shot Density after at Current, Time, Height, Time,
Amount of Al NO. 0 /cc Loadin Ignition amp msec __in. _ msec/in.

2/3 stoich. 220 3.65 0.223 0.158 37.0 2.5 0.211 183
362 3.83 .199 .180 36.2 1 .201 169
219 3.58 .222 .164 25.7 5 .215 181
361 3.84 .232 .195 21.0 6 .200 170

47 3.52 .243 .173 15.7 14 .219 178
166 3.60 .268 .170 15.7 14 .214 178
150 4.07 .228 .143 15.7 34 .150 187
146 4.13 .191 .139 15.7 42 .148 189
153 4.05 .205 .140 15.5 37 .151 192
167 3.44 .229 .164 15.2 14 .224 165

46 3.83 .215 .160 15.2 18 .201 194
149 3.93 .217 .158 15.2 26 .196 199
145 3.81 .235 .158 14.8 26 .202 183
357 3.84 .213 .196 14.8 14 .200 200
152 3.87 216 .158 14.8 30 .199 19G

48 3.71 .194 .153 14.8 20 .208 18,
49 3.77 .222 .158 14.8 22 .204 19)
50 3.67 .231 .149 14.8 27 .199 I'll
51 3.99 .219 .151 14.8 29 .193 1i:1
52 3.89 .219 - 14.8 24 .198 197

163 3.60 .192 .158 14.2 23 .214 1:3
169 3.56 .221 .169 13.0 29 .217 170
358 3.86 .200 .181 12.7 23 .199 196
170 3.56 .229 .161 12.2 34 .217 175
172 3.72 .203 - 11.3 >180 .207
173 3.71 .183 No go 10.4a No go .208 -

Stoich. 3.13 3.56 .204 .171 23.0 4 .217 ill
41 3.33 .204 .155 15.7 16 .232 99
45 .3.57 .227 .145 15.2 30 .216 111
42 3.59 .205 .118 15.2 52 .215 107
44 3.81 .229 No go 15.2a No go .202 -

355 3,58 .2l1 .156 15.1 24 .215 98
43 3.40 .264 .161 14.8 20 .227 106

286 3.14 .2.1 .205 14.5 12 .246 77
287 3.31 .201 .180 13.2 23 .233 90
356 3.49 222 No go 12.9a No go .221
288 3.25 .194 No go 1 1 .1 a No go .237

3U% excess 40 3.45 .235 No go 16.18 No go .224 --

39 3.09 .223 .169 15.7 18 .251 72
53 3.25 .262 .141 14.8 30 .233 88
54 3.29 .211 .135 14.8 29 .235 85

50% excess 55 3.11 .236 .134 15.2 34 .249 88
56 3.17 0.225 No go 1 4 . 8 a No go 0.254 -

aOne-minute pulse.
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Table 6

SI IIGNITION OF H-3 ALUMINUM + TO-3 TUNGSTIC OXIDE

Unit
Resistance, ohms Initi.al Ignition Column Rurning

Shot Density, after at Current, Time, Height, Time,
Amount of Al No. g/cc Loading _qni_ition amp isec in msec/in.

2/3 stoich. 366 3.90 0.223 0.177 42.5 1.5 0.197 226
245 3.74 .209 .149 34.1 2.5 .206 211
365 4.02 .209 .17F 23.7 5 .191 251
243 3.98 .220 .160 23.5 6.5 .193 246
242 3.75 .209 .160 16.9 12 .205 210
69 3.79 .250 .152 15.2 20 .203 226
70 3.93 .230 .140 15.3 36 .196 240
71 3.95 .211 134 15.1 36 .195 256
72 3.99 .246 .144 15.2 32 .193 243
73 4.15 .246 No go 15.4a No go .185 -

345 4.04 .230 .176 14.5 20 .190 263
279 3.83 .212 .165 13.5 24 .201 234
346 3.98 .219 No go 1 2 . 9 a No go .193 -
277 3.95 .221 .181 12.6 30 .195 246
280 3.85 .207 .196 12.1 21 .200 210
278 3.88 .213 No go 10.4a No go .198 -
281 3,86 .210 No go 1 0. 3 a No go .199

Stoich. 67 3.64 .232 .151 14.4 16 .212 170

30% excess 66 3.46 0.213 No go 14.8a No go 0.223 -

aone-minute pulse
Table 7

IGNITION OF H-5 ALUMINUM + TO-3 TUNGSTIC OXIDE

UnitResistance, ohms Initial Ignition Column Burning
Shot Density, after at Current, Time Height, Time

Amount of Al No. q/cc Loading Ignition amp msec in. msec/in.

2/3 stoich. 317 3.95 0.235 0.177 36.2 2 0,195 246
232 3.75 .229 .161 32.4 3 .205 224
231 3.83 .209 .155 24.3 6 .201 229
315 4.02 .222 .171 23.2 5 .191 262
230 3.85 .200 .148 17.8 12 .200 250

35 3.89 .227 .157 15.7 16 .198 248
37 4.07 .199 No go 15.7a No go .189 -
38 3.93 .203 .163 15.4 18 .196 260
36 3.99 .230 .171 15.3 20 .193 259

ill 3.83 .253 .165 15.0 20 .201 244
112 3.85 .259 .173 13.7 31 .200 245
342 4.02 .206 .165 13.2 44 .191 262
165 3.92 .201 No go 1 2 . 6 a No go .196 -
343 3.98 .231 No go 10.7a No go .193

Stolch 28 3.67 .211 .141 17.0 21 .210 176
29 3.64 .215 .147 17.0 17 .212 165
12 3.85 .234 No go 1 6 . 8 a No go .200 -

30% excess 11 3.69 0.221 No go 1 5 .8 a No go 0.209 -

aOne-mlnute pulse.
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Table 8 •

IGNITION OF H-3 ALUMTNUM + GLIDDEN CUPRIC OXIDE

S.c sita-ncc_, on s Initial iynition column Burning

Shot Density, after at Current, Time, Height, Time,
Amount of Al No. q/cc Loading Ignition amR msec in. msectLn__

2/3 stoich. 241 2.89 0.202 0.157 33.5 2 0.267 101
321 3.07 .219 .196 28.8 3 .252 143
320 3.19 .2.9 .180 21.5 5 .242 153
127 3.21 .270 .169 20.3 9 .241 179
240 2.94 .225 .163 18.3 11 .263 114
138 3.29 .197 .161 16.5 20 .187 182
137 3.08 .190 .160 16.3 16 .251 156
129 3.11 .244 .166 16.3 16 .198 167
135 3.21 .198 .165 16.1 18 .241 170
121 3.07 .224 .162 15.7 20 .252 163
120 3.10 .200 .165 15.6 21 .250 156

86 3.08 .221 .162 15.4 22 .251 191
128 3.19 .201 .169 15.4 24 .242 149
87 3.04 .200 .163 15.2 19 .255 173
89 3.23 .230 .163 15.2 25 .239 213
88 3.29 .232 .164 15.2 26 .235 208

239 2.82 .201 .162 15.0 14 .274 58
119 3.12 .232 .1"71 14.6 22 .248 169
332 3.18 .217 .185 14.5 16 .243 161
333 3.17 .2]0 .182 13.0 26 .244 148
334 3.17 .210 .180 11.0 108 .244 156
283 2.91 .210 .202 10.6 40 .266 60
335 3.10 .211 .180 9.0 220 .249 -
336 3.10 .211 No go 7.1a No go .249 -

Stoich. 85 3.25 .212 .162 15.2 50 .238 80
83 2.96 .192 .153 15.0 30 •262 99
84 3,20 ,225 .162 15.0 48 ý242 87
82 2.87 0.271 0.167 14.5 20 0.270 126

30% excess 79 3.16 0.256 0.156 16.1 38 0.245 82

77 3.06 .241 .151 15.7 36 .253 83
78 3.06 .245 .154 15.7 51 .253 91
80 3.02 .249 .159 15.2 30 .256 94
75 2.86 .192 .143 14.9 26 .271 96
76 2.75 .210 .164 14.8 51 .282 114
74 2.80 .238 .168 14.8 24 .267 101.
81 3.01 0.241 - 14.4 6 sec 0.257 -

one-minute pulse.
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Table 9

IGNITION OF H-5 ALUMINUM + GLIDDEN CUPRIC OXIDE

Un3 t
Resistance, ohms Inital Ignition Column Burning

Shot Denslty, after at Current, Time, Height, Time,
Amount of A No. *gc_ Loading IgnitLon am masec in. msec/in.

2/3 Stoich. 236 2.94 0.207 0 157 49.6 1 0.263 141
326 3.15 .213 .180 35.5 2 .245 175
235 2.96 .210 .166 35.2 2 .261 103
234 2.88 .229 .165 25.2 5 .268 127
324 3.15 .203 .173 24.0 4 .245 175
174 3.04 .236 .164 15.7 15 .254 150
103 3.32 .236 .162 15.5 27 .233 210
101 2.93 .216 .167 15.0 21 .264 136
328 3.25 .193 .176 15.0 21 .238 198
102 3.19 .200 .162 14.2 33 .242 190
175 2.95 .190 .161 14.1 30 .262 134
176 2.97 .232 .160 13.5 28 .260 127
329 3.15 .213 .176 12.5 35 .245 167
177 3.04 .226 .171 12.2 50 .254 138
330 3.13 .212 .184 10.8 60 .247 162
178 3.07 .233 - 10.4 20 sec .252 -

331 3.20 .201 - 9.0 1 sec ý241

Stoich. 96 2.97 .198 .155 15.5 30 .261 106
98 3.11 ,253 .160 15.1 44 .249 96
97 3.08 .235 .159 15.0 47 .251 108
99 3.10 .223 .170 15.0 31 .250 116

100 2.98 .232 .164 14.6 29 .260 127

30% excess 92 2.96 .229 .155 15.4 49 .262 69
91 3,08 .248 .166 15.2 22 .251 88
94 2.92 .253 .156 14.8 35 265 72
93 3.06 0.197 No go 14.8a No go 0 253 -

Saone--minute pulse- Table 10

SUMMARY OF 5-AMP, 5-WATT NO-FIRE EXPERIMENTS

Resistance Af'.er Cooling
after 5..amp Ignition Ignition Column Unit Burning

Density, Loading, 15-min Current, Time, Height, Time,
Syste _ gcc ohms Test amp. msec. an. msec/in.

H-3 Al + TO-2 W03, 3.65 0.221 No go 15.5 15 0.426 317
2/3 Stoich. 3.72 .221 No go 15.0 16 .419 320

3.77 .202 No go 14.0 23 .412 286
3.60 .203 No go 15.0 15 .433 305
3.61 0.210 No go 15.0 17 0.431 308

2-3 Al + Glidden CuO, 3.27 0.207 No go 15.0 15 0.381 165
2/3 Stoich. 3.22 .207 No go 15.0 16 .386 161

3.29 .207 No go 15.0 16 .378 175
3.13 .193 No go 15.0 16 .398 83
3.11 0.210 No go 15.0 15 0.400 137
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DISCIISSION

Mr. Breslow (NOTS): With respect to all of the non-fire values

in the performance requirements, apparently there is no firm specification

in terms of tieing them together. I would like to ask, after experiencing

a no-fire condition, how does this affect the preformance as a function

of the interval after the no-fire condition?

Mr. Austing: I am going to ask my co-author to answer part of

this question, but let me say that this is partly a function of the bridge

design. We are currently doing 1-Amp 1-Watt work using some of these

mixtures. We find that when we expose them to 1-Amp 1-Watt for 5 minutes

and then let them cool down, they perform exactly the same as if they had

just been pulsed with 5-Amps all fire. I think this can be handled with

the proper bridge design.

John, how does a wire bridge perform under these conditions?

Mr. Weber (Sandia Corporation): Art's question may be related

to the mixtures we had. I would like to clarify it a little. The actual

5-Amp 5-Watt system that we are using now is being produced at Mound

Laboratories in Dayton with a 5 mil wire. But the only mixture that is

currently being used is the aluminum potassium chlorate which meets the

resistance after fire requirements nicely.

The work that Jim presented was just part of the overall program.

NOTS did part of the work on this; Unidynamics did some other parts. After

the 5 amp no-fire exposure, I believe the devices still function for 15

minutes. There is a little shift in the 50% firing point.
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3-4 ELECTRIC DETONATORS FUR NAVY GUIDED M4ISSILE APPLICATIONS-

EXP•RIIENTAL STUDIES OF FOUR CONCEPTS*

By R. Stresau, R. Petersen, and D. Chamberlain

R. Stresau Laboratory, Inc. Spooner, Wisconsin

INTRUDUCTTON

Growing concern regarding hazards of premature detonation

of electroexplosive devices as the result of induced currents

has led to the promulgation of Reference 1, which requires, in

part, that "maximum no-fire currents shall be not less than one

ampere" and "maximum power shall be not less than one watt per

bridge." These requirements eliminate all detonators in cuirrent

use in Navy guided missiles. In some, (where there is room) it

mnight be possible to attain such characteristics by the use of a

large enough bridgewireo However, such an increase in bridge di-

mensions would result in a detonator requiring more energy, in a

pulse, than is available from firing circuits in current guided

missile use. Furthermore, the heating time of such a large

bridgewire would introduce more delay than is desirable.

As is shown in Reference 2, reliable and prompt initiation

by firing circuits in current use is not necessarily incompatible

with the requirements of Reference 1. The "one watt, one ampere,

"' on-ork perfored for the U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,
Corona, California under Contract Nos. N123(62738)31089A

N123(62738) 53830A (X)
N00123 -67-C-0508
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no-firc" criterion is attained hy cbigning rc brid•w0ro systeiji

of sufficiently high heat loss factor, The pulse energy require-

aent is proportional to the heat capacity of the bridgewire

system, Although for a given configuration and combination of

materials, heat capacity tends to increase wiith heat loss factor

(there is at least one exception), a judicious choice of materials

and configuration can lead to substantial chanpes in this re-

lationship. For some general configurations considered in Re-

ference 21 it is possible to control energy requirement and power

or current reqtuirement independently over wide ranges by adjust-
ment of dimensions. Reference 2 is a consideration of inter-

actions- of materials and configurations in their effect upon

therral properties without more than passing consideration of

fabication problems. The relationships derived in Reference

2 suggest a number of designs which are quite promising (on

parer). T,:o of these were quite adaptable to fabrication by

techniques which had been developed at this laboratory for other

ptu'posos. A third was essentially a modification of an EED which

had previously been developed by the ;Iarkite Development Corpora-

tion,

The objective of these studies was the development of

criteria for the design of an initiator which will:

1o Be unaffected by exposure to a mininum current
of one amrere or a minimura power of one watt for at least
five minutes,
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2. Fire reliably from a wi1.q- *nnvut cf 100 eyg
(Tilis vaiue ,,ias chosen as typical of detonators currently used
in guided missiles. It is understood that somewhat more energy
can be m;dp avaloable vwithout zi•riuus modifi'cation of existing
flring currents).

3. Function within appreciably less than 100 micro-
seconds after application of an adequate firing signal.

To dissipate a watt without firing or deterioration, the heat

loss factor or the bridgewire system should be at least 3 t~illi-

watts rer degree centigrade. If the resistance is less than an

ohm, the current for one watt must be at least an amr;ere. On

the basis of previous experience that reliable firing fron pulses

requires about 1000 ergs per cylindricl ail (a cylinndrical mil

is the volume of a cylinder one rail in diameter by one mil long)

of brldgevire volume, this volume should be limited to ten cylin-

drical mils or less.

The four design concepts considered herein are the follow-

ing:

I, A bridgewire sihort enoL t'h to conduct sufficient heat
through the wire to the terminals to limit its temperature to
less than 300OC while carrying a current of at least an ampere,
combineod with sufficient series resistance to bring the total to
more than an ohm.

II A bridgewire of dimensions similar to those in current
use w.;ith explosives and inert components of high thermal conduct-
ivityo

III. An EED in which the bridge is comrosed of "'•Markite"
(the trade mark of the 1,arkite Corporation of New York City)
electrically conductive plastic molded to a substrate of electri-
cally insulating but thermally conductive plastic,

IV. A flattened bridgewire or film bridge in good thermal
contact with a "plug" or header of high thermal conductivity
(alum.ina should be a satisfactory material),oz
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2ach of those concerts was investigated 'sing components whireh.

I .ci-)nd be relatively easily fabricated from commercially avail- 1
ab.le sc-.-_t~abricated :no Lerials or wlt ol ngrade by modifiC'-~

ýioft of tooli.ng) at hand, The components tested are not necesp-

arily conapatible with designs interchangeable with items in

current use such as the ;-Z.71 detonator. li~owever, the data re-

ported L~,:ein are believed to domiontrate the fLeasibility of such

co-aponents and to providen preliminare' criteria for their design.

D1)23Giý' C ut.CLFTS iýND Hx;Iiif AL ORWARE

As stated earl~ier, the particular design concepts -meni-

*tioriod above wiere cLosen on the b~asis of av!nilab~lity of miater-

ials s:3ni technioues for the fabrication of detonators of the de-

sired c,--c-racteristics (as calcu.1:oted usintg equations derived in

Reference 2). The first twio (whAtih had wvire bridges) were made

using t~he selectively etched ;ollaston -wire technique which had

been develof;ed at this laburatory for the fabrication of EBW.

dcton-ýtors of special ehoracteristics *The iyIlugs for the L-lar-

kite detona3tors uere made by the ;1axikite Dovelormn-nt Corporation0

.ciactivol~y E~tched 'doll~aston ..Vire BridgesI *olla:,ton -,-ire is a coaxial bimetcillic ~naterial with a
core. of nlatinwnm or gold and an outer lay(EŽV of silver. It wa s

or~i.fiaolty d evol-o).d as a -iceans Df obtaininw.- '.,re- smadler than

ca% be 'Jrnkwfl directly. Týhe *Yiollaston wi:re used in mnost of these

detonatorls, ;waohas a core size generally larger than the

snoln~tobtainable drawn wieand is used as a mecans of limitirhg
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effective bridgewire leneth by selentiv o1rhing The pr"cce^ u

is as follows: (see Figure 1) A "hairin" of ',!ollaston wire is

inuerteod in the holes of a short length of double bore ceramic

tubingo The protruding ends are soldered to convenient terminals

(for most experimental detonators7 the two sides of a small strip

of copper clad phenolic circuit board are used). The ter~minals

are cemented to the end of the ceramic tube with an epoxy resin

which, (if the operation is successful) is drawn through the

tube by carillary act:ion to forn a nearly flat meniscus flush

with. the opposite end of the tube. The silver ýs etched from

the exposed loop of ',lollaston iiire to leave an effective bridge-

.,ire of the desired length.

Short Dridgewire -'iith Series Resistance

Since the thermal conductivities of metals are hundreds

and in 3•ome cases thousands of times those of commonly used

flash charge explosives, appreciable fractions of heat loss

factors of many bridgewire systems are attributable to heat

flow along the wire, An interesting possibiliti, is that of

desigaing a bridgewire which will. dissipate a watt to the ter-

:minaJs with a temperature rise sufficiently low that the flash

charge explosive will be unaffected, Due to the close analogy

bet-v-een thermal and electrical conductivity, as pointed out in

Reference 2, the choice of bridgewire materials is the only

source of latitude in the otherwise fixed inverse relationship

between heat loss factor and electrical resistance, and this

latitude is insufficient to result in a design of practical

interesto
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in thp ,nhýtr hnvd, ý z n: ... in ±u• 2, a bridgewire or I
0.1 ohm resistance of almost any metal would have a te:neprq-

ture differential between the center and terminals of less

than 3000 when carrying one ampere. By inserting series re-

sistances in the terminal system sufficient to raise the total

resistance to at least one ohm, the power dissipation of the

. )nat:r may be raised to one watt. This series resistor, of

k •rse, would also dissipate about 90% of the energy of a pulse

(the high temperature coefficient of resistivity of a pure metal

bridge would decrease this percentage somewhat) so thylt the bridge-

wire proper in combination with the flash charge should have an

"all fire point" of about 1000 ergs. Based on the rule of thumb

given above, it should have a volume of about one cylindrical rmil

or less. A few simple calculations showed that the most practicable

dimensions for a bridgewire of one cylindrical mil volume and 0.1

ohm resistance would result with a metal of low resistivity. In

gold, for example, a wire about 0.3 mils diameter and 10 -mils long

would have these characteristics. Since a few feet of 0.3 mil

gold core VWollaston wii'e were at hand and it seemed at least possi.I

ble to limit bridgewire lengths to ten mils or less, such items

were used in experiments to check the calculations and determine

innut c;haracteristics of units with such bridgewires.

The concept outlined above is embodied in the design shown

in Figure 2. Although detonators of this general design could be

made and, as results reported herein will show, would be expected

3-4.6 3



to have the desired characteristics, the opar•tnn• in v!,ed

in applying the series resistors would add to the cost and

the resistors themselves would add to the bulk of the deto-

nator. A simpler, more compact, and less expensive design

would be one similar to that shown in Figure I in which the

"leg wires" also act as series resistors. In order to serve

this function, the legwires should have a combined resistance

of not less than 0.9 ohm and a heat loss factor sufficiently

high to limit their teaperature rise to fifty degrees or pro-

ferably less while dissipating a watt. The design of legwires

of such characteristics requires some attention to heat dissi-

pation, but is quite simple technically.

Explosives Of High Thermal Conductivity

"Flash charges" which surround the bridgewires of most

EED's are essentially very finely divided powders at rela-

tively low loading densities. In this state of aggregation,

almost anything is a gooc thermal insulator. It was hoped,

at the outset of these experiments, that lead styphnate, lead

aZide, or most likely, silver azide, if loaded at high enough

densities, might have high enough thermal conductivities to

dissipate a watt from a bridgewire of the size needed for the

desired pulse sensitivity. Although this hope was thwarted by

the results of early experiments, it was found that thermally

conductive additives to the flash charge explosive resulted in

ZED's of the desired input characteristics. Figure 3 shows

the arrangement used in these experiments.

3-.4.



"1arkite" Conductive Plastic Bridged Initiators

The r!arkite Development Corporation is, primarily, a

mainufacturer of precision potentiometers in which conductive

plastics are used as rq*istance elements, In connection wMth

this work, they have developed techniques for the preciso

control of properties and dimensions of plastic components

in which two or more materials of very different electrical

properties are molded together. They have also developed

electrically insulating plasticqj the thermal conductivity

of which can be predetermined over wide limits by composition.

The Xarlite Corporation had de~eloped, as an internal develop.

%ent program, an electric initiator plug which met the one

ampere, one watt, no-fire criterion of Reference 1. In this

development, however, no effort has been made to minimize firing

energy requirement since Markite had not been informed regard-

ing guided missile applications. When consideration of such

detonators was assigned to this laboratory, the writer con-

tacted the Markite Corporation and later visited then to dis-

cuss the possibility of developing an initiator, based on their

materials. -The information regarding their capabilities was

used as the basis for a tentative schematic design. Markite

adapted existing tooling to fabricate items approximately this

design for preliminary tests. The results of these tests were

sufficiently promising to suggest procurement of a larger

quantity of units, which are dimensionally interchangeable w4th

those of Mk. 71 detonators. i•ost of these plugs have been
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S) ilncorporatAa In .d-_at dtOnlturs, as per Figure 4, for

testing.

Gold Leaf Bridges On Alumina Substrates

The fourth concept outlined on Page 3 of this report

(that of a bridge element in good thermal contact with a

thermally conductive substrate) might be reduced to practice

in any of several designs. The "Markite" conductive plastic

devices are an embodiment of this concept in the most general

sense. Approaches which were considered included bridgewires

"mashed" flat, and hopefully into the pores of the substrate

sufficiently to give a good thermal bond and chemically, electro-

chenically, and vacuum deposited films. Of the schemes con-

sidered, the first with which promising results were obtained

was that in which the bridge consists of gold leaf, applied to

the surface of an alumina "plug" or "header" at rather high

pressure. Headers for experimental detonators of this kind

were made from two hole alumina tubing of the kind made for

protection of thermocouple leads. Legwires of platinum, copper,

stainless steel, and Ceramvar were cemented into the holes

with epoxy resin and Kovar legwires were brazed in place. The

gold leaf was pressed onto the surface at pressures from 20,000

to 50,000 pounds per square inch. Most of these had the annular

space between the lead-wire and the bore of the tube only

partly filled, leaving cracks or grooves which were filled with

lead-tin solder at this laboratory. The plugs were loaded and

assembled in complete detonators as shown in Figure 5.
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Evaporated Aetal Film on Alumina Substrates

In addition to the Gold Leaf bridges, a few bridges were
mnade by thA Unt11,Mi ofro t- 1P A+a2:A od -UUyl .

similiar to those shown in Figure 5. This effort has been

initiated only recently and considerable effort will be neces-

sary to obtain a combination of header surface preparation

and evaporated film %aaterial which will perforl satisfactorily.

The units which have been tested to date had films of aluminum

and a proprietary combination of metals which were applied by

the G. 1. Schjeldahl Company to header3 which had been prepared

by this laboratory, as described in the preceding paragraph.

These were assembled to complete detonators as shown in Figure

EXPLUSIVES, ADDITIES, PRiýAVIATliN, AND LOADING

Explosive compounds used in these experiments are iateri-

als widely used in ordnance with the exception of silver azide,

which has been the subject of considerable investigation. S.me

have been reduced to very fine powders by milling and, for some

applications) have been incorporated in mixtures to alter their

thermal characteristics. All have been loaded by pressing.

Explosive Compounds

For "flash charges" in direct contact with bridge elements

of initiator, the following were used:

Normal Lead Styphnate. P-urchased from the Olin
Mathiesen Chemical Company in January, 1962 and certified by
that company to be in accordance with ýflilitary Specification
:AIL-L-17186 (Bu Ord).

Basic Lead Styphnate. Purchased from the Olin Math-
iesen Cheraical Company in JanuaJry, 1962 and certified by that

company to be in accordance with Military Specification
:,IIL-L-16355 (Bu Ord).

3-4.o 10
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I
Polyvinyl Alcohol Lead Azide. Purchased from the

Olin i4sthiesen Chemical Company in July 1960 and certified by
that company to be in accordance with :JIL-L-3055 (dated 30 5;ert.
1945) and amendment #1 (dated March P4. 19q2) and ),.: C.Q. "
23505-Z-.A'. i-uiyvinyt Alcohol Lead Azide, which is also
referred to as PVA lead azide, is a patented proprietary prepara-
tion of the Olin Idathiesen Chemical Company, which hms been
shown 4 5 to have performance characteristics superior to those
of the dextrinated lead azide which was used in most ordnance
until relatively recently.

S:ilver Azide. Sutpplied by the U. S. Naval OrdnanceLaboratory, White Oak, Maryland. Their storage lot X-1171
which was made by the Hercules Powder Company.

For intermediate charges in the complete detonators which

were made and tested as part of this study, Lead Azide, RD1333,

nade by Hanley Industries of St. Louis, was used. RD1333,

which is made in a carboxy methyl cellulose solution has pro-

perties similar to those of i-VA lead azide. The principal reason

FVA lead azide was used in flash charges was that a quantity

sufficient for all lead azide flash charges t. be used was

milled early in the study, when PVA lead azide was the only

lead azide on hand. RD1333 was used for intermediate charges

because, by the time complete detonators were made, a larger

supply of this material was on hand.

Base charges of complete detonators were RDX furnished by

U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland, from their

st)rago lot X-177, which is designated as Holston RDX, 44

micron. It is presumed to meet MIL-R 398C, Type B, Class E.

dilling

Since the normal lead styphnate and PVA lead azide have

particles many times larger than the diameter of the bridgewires

which must be used to meet the functioning energy requirements,

these materials were ball milled before using as flash charges

3-4.11i



or components thereof. Basic lead styphnate and silver azide

were fine enough, as received, to be used in the uniilled state.

Additives

To increase the thermal conductivities of flash charge explo-

sives (and organic adhesives), they were mixed with several mater-

ials of high thermal conductivity including silicon carbide of

various granulations, carbonyl iron, and aluminum in both

spherical granule and flake form. Of these, the only material

which increased the thermal conductivity of explosive mixtures

sufficiently to be interesting in this application was the

aluminum flake. During most of the experiments described herein,

the only flake aluminum at hand was some U.S.P. material pur-

chased from a chemical supply house and bearing a dlerck label.

Mixing

The addit.ves mentioned in the foregoing, which were all

fine powders, were blended with the explosive powders by placing

all components (a gram or two total) in a cylindrical container

(aluiiinun tubing, stoppered at both ends) of inside dimensions,

ine half inch diameter by one and one half inch long which was

rotated, end over end, at sixty RPF, for one hour. In visual

as well as microscopic examination, the mixtures appeared quite

uniform.

Loading

Explosives were pressed at pressures between 1000 and

100,000 pounds per square inch using hand operated mechanical

presses. The force applied was controlled with the help of a

calibrated spring scale where the force exceeded 20 or 30
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I
pounds. Below this level, direct dead-loads were u:led to

) control the force. Longer charges were loaded by increments which

were r•ot allowed to PUAxnA • Af ' -bri lei ..... "3ne iI

EXPEI-RiENTAL ARRMNGEMITS AND FROCEDURES

Experiments of this program were determinations of electri-

cal input characteristics of the various types of initiator des-

cribed in earlier paragraphs as loaded with the various explo-

sives and mixtures which have been mentioned above. Sensitivity

to both condenser discharge pulses and steady current were

determined. In addition, measurements were made of functioning

times and heat loss factors.

Pulse Sensitivity

Pulse sensitivity determinations were madle by means of

Bruceton tests using a condenser discharge circuit in which the

controlled variable was the voltage to which the 0.5 .iicrofarad

condenser was charged. Since the circuit included a firing

chanber safety interlock which may have introduced a significant

loss, it is possible th.t the true threshold energy requirements

may be somewhat lower than those determined fro% the test data.

Functioning Times

Functioning times of the pulse fired units were measured

using a Taktronix 517 oscilloscope, which has a very accurate

driven sweep with rates ranging (by factors of two or two and a

half) from five nanoseconds per centimeter to twenty microseconds

per centimeter. The sweep is triggered with the firing pulse

and displaced by the closure of a circuit by means of the deton-

ator output. 11hen only the "plugs" with charges loaded into the
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"ferrules" are tested, closure is accomplished by the ionized

gases of the detonating explosives. The case bottoms of com-

plete detonators close this circuit by metal to metal contact.

A variety of probe designs have been used, each adapted to the

initiator system with which it was used. For purposes of this

report, it should suffice to say that each probe system consist-

ed of a pair of electrodes well within a hundredth of an inch

of the output face of the initiatoi'. The delay resulting from

this gap combined with that of the oscilloscope circuit (estim-

ated by the makers to be about 0.03 Aicrosecond) may result in

a positive error of as much as a tenth of a microsecond, which,

as will be seen is negligible co;upared with the time scatter of

even the most reproducible initiators, in this respect, which

were tested.

The functioning times at steady currents near the thres-

hold firing level, as Aight be expected, varied from fractional

seconds to nearly the five minutes specified for no-fire in the

one ampere, one watt, no-fire criterion. Where long enough,

they were measured with a watch. Shorter tines were not measured.

Steady Current Sensitivity

Threshold steady state conditions were measured in Bruce-

ton tests as well as by stepwise increases of current on each

initiator until it fired. This latter scheme is not generally

recommended in sensitivity testing of electric initiators because

it has been found, for some types, that exposure ti conditions

near but below the threshold condition may alter the sensitivity

of an item.
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In this case, the justification for testing for steady state thresho

K • •.cunditions by "sneaking up on them" is that the purpose of these

tests is to vn~rds apist initi`atloua by spurious signals. It

should be anticipated that, before an initiator, in service, is

subjected to a spurious signal sufficient to fire it, it will,

generally be subjected to many wealrer signals. Thus this "sneak-

ing up" test is a systematized simulation of real conditions.

Of course, it was used because it yields quantitative results

from nuch smaller samples than are necessary for Bruceton or

other "go, no-go" tests.

For the steady current sensitivity tests, initiators were

placed in "heat sinks", one inch diameter cylinders of aluminu:m,

the length of the initiators, and centrally drilled to as close

a fit as possible with standard number size and fractional inch

Sdrills. Very small diameter initiators (C.050 to 0.065 inch

O.D.), were clamped in copper foil lined "split mold" clamps de-

signed to give nearly complete surface contact. When only

Initiatinr elements of detonators were used in the aluminum cyl-

inder heat sinks, theraal contact was augmented by the use of

soldering gun thread compound. Complete detonators were slipped

into the heat sinks without such heat transfer agent to simu-

late the least favorable condition to be anticipated in ser-

vice.

The "constant current" used in these experiments was ob-

tained by the use of a direct current supply and a rheostat.

In each constant current test, both the current through

and the voltage drop across the detonator were measured. The
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power, of course, is the product of current and voltage and the

resistance is the quotient of the voltage by the current. The

resistance, and consequently the voltage, often changed nuite I
r~n y ......... pre -ccdlng firIng s, ti--j-s values were

quite inaccurate for items which fired. For this reason, con-
stant current sensitivity tests arc not particularly useful In

assessing steady state power sensitivity. In one watt, one am-

pere, no-fire tests of units with less than one ohm resistance,

the current was increased until the power was one watt and held

at that level for five minutes.

Temperature and Heat Loss Factor Determinations

Since platinum has such a high and accurately known there7

mal coefficient of resistivity, it is possible to ure its re-

sistance increase as a measure of temperature. Where the re-

sistance of a platinum bridgewire is used to measure its own

temperature rise due to electrical power dissivation, the

measured temperature rise is, of course, the average of temper-

atures which vary along the length of the bridgewires. In a

bridgewire short enough that axial heat flow in the wire accounts

for most of the losses, the temperature rise at the midpoint

may be over half again the average. Where losses to the sur-

roundings dominate, the temperature is nearly constant along

the wire so the average and the peak ure rather close to one

another.

The heat loss factor is the slope of a plot of power vs.

temperature. Since the resistance coefficient of platinum

Is nearly constant in the range of interest, the slope of the
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power/resistance curve is also proportional to the heat loss

-k factor. Heat loss factors for various platinum bridgPs item

were determined by; (1) measuring voltages for current levels

from about a quarter of an ampere up to either the one ampere,

one watt level or to the firing point; (2) converting this data

to power-resistance terms and plotting; (3) converting the power/

resistance slope to a heat loss factor. Heat loss factors so

obtained should be referred to as "apparent heat lass factors"

because of the axial variation in temperature referred to above,

but, used in conjunction with threshold firing tenperatures

determined by the same zeans they provioe a valid means of pre-

dicting threshold firing current and power by means of non-

destructive tests.

RESULTS

The feasibility of each concept was studied, first,

by prelizinary experiments to evaluate the pertinence and

validity of the concepts and the calculations upon which they

were based, followed by tests of large enough quantities to

obtain estimates of the sensitivities to steady current and

power and to condenser discharge applied pulses. The pre-

liminary tests were designed to answer the specific questions

associated with each concept, so they are reported separately.

The final feasibility tests were designed to determine the

degree to which the experimental items approach the design

.)bjectives so the data for various types is comparable and are

reported together.

Preliminary Experimental Results, Type I Initiators

Type I initiators, for purposes of this discussion, are
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defined on page 3 of this report as initiators which depend

up-,on axial flow of heat in the bridgewire augmented by series

rpciftuZr. t: pvidthu required power dissipation. Calcu-

I lations quoted in Reference 2 Show th&. the th-001hc1d firing

current should be l iversely proportional to bridgewire resis-

tance and that the product of the threshold current and the

resistance should be about C.15 olhn-amperes. Other calcula-

tlons 2 suggest the use )f a gold bridgewire 0.3 mils in dia-

neter by 7 mils long with 0.1 ohm resistance. Bridgewires this

short present something of a fabrication problem. The first

attempt yielded a group with resistances ranging from G.125 oh m

to L.28 oha. Although the calculations if Reference 2 in-

diceted that these would fire on less than an ampere, they

did Frovide a means of testing the calculations and, in parti-

cular, the inverse relationship of threshold current to resis-

tan•ce.

,. steady current from a six volt storage battery, con-

trolled by a series resistor was passed through the bridgewire

until it fired the flash charge or for five minutes (in one

test two minutes).

The data indicated that the product of the threshold

firing current and the cold resistance is about 0.125 ohm-

amperes. A subse(.uent Bruceton test in which the test variable

was the product of the cold resistance and the applied current

(for each trial, the current was adjusted on the basis of the

resistance of the unit being tested) yielded a nean threshold

condition of 0.123 ohm-amperes with a standard deviation of

0.047 log units.
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Prelininary Experimental Results, Type II Initiators

S] For nuraOsAR nf th'I rArinV!t. TvnA TT intiAtnVAn a An-

fined as initiators in which the electrical power is dissipated

in a "conventional" bridgewire which is surrounded by ex-

plosives and structural components of sufficient thermal con-

ductivity to dissipate one watt as heat without temperatures

high enough to initiate or permanently change the initiator.

Since laboratory scale fabrication of "plugs" with plati-

nun Wollaston wire is convenient for this laboratory, the use

of the platinum bridgewire as its own resistance thermometer

was an obvious approach for the preliminary experiments.

Assuming that the primary explosives contemplated for

use will survive a 3000 C to:mperature rise, an initiator of

one ohm resistance and a heat loss factor of at least 3.33

milliwatts per degree should meet the one watt, one ampere,

no-fire criterion. It was calculated that a platinum bridge-

wire 0.5 mil diameter by about 25 mils long (dimensions approp-

riate for the desired pulse sensitivity) would have a heat loss

factor of only a fraction of a milliwatt per degree if sur-

rounded by lead azide or mercury fulminate. However, these cal-

culations were based on literature values (given in Reference

2) accomranying data regarding state of aggregation. It was

suspected that the cond'lctivities given were of loose powder

or relatively lightly pressed material so that it was at least

possible that, with high enough loading pressures, one or

another of the explosives under consideration might be con-

ductive enough to raise the heat loss factor to a satisfactory

level. Lacking this, an inert additive of high thermal con-
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Ii
ductivity might have the desired effect.

None of the primary explosives at hand haA high nugjhI

thermal conductivity, even when pressed up to pressures at

150,000 pounds per square inch, to even approach the desired

"one ampere, one watt, no-fire criterion" of Reference 1 in

an initiator with a bridgewire of appropriate size. However,

it was found that the addition of flake aluminum (25 or 50%

by weight) to either lead or silver azide or lead styphnate

increases the thermal conductivity to a point where the "one

watt, one ampere, no-fire" is readily attainable. The aluminum

was found to have little effect upon the pulse sensitivity of

lead styphnate or silver azide loaded initiators. However, the

lead azide loaded items had substantially reduced threshold

pulse fire energies (which more than doubled with exposure to

one watt and one ampere for five minutes)when aluminum was add-

ed to the azide. The azide/aluminum mixture showed other some-

what mysterious characteristics so this mixture has been abanr

doned, The result of this preliminary experimentation was the

decisiun to investigate both lead styphnqte/aluminum and silver

azide/aluminum mixtures as flash charges.

Preliminary Experimental Results, Type III Initiators

Type III initiators for purposes of this report are con-,

sidered to be those with the "Markite" conductive plastic bridge

elements. Since these elements were delivered as complete

plugs with no quantitative data regarding either their compo-

sition oi dimensions, the only preliminary experiments which

were performed were the loading and test firing of the initial

samples which were submitted. The first sample submitted was
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a group of three which had external dimensions of a quarter inch

diameter by a quarter inch long and resistances between a half

and one ohm. These misfired on 10,000 ergs but fired on

20,000 ergs after gurviving one wastt o nd -- no ampere for five

minutes. The results of these experiments were sufficiently

encouraging that a larger sample was ordered, tests of which re-

sulted in threshold firing energies of 11,600 ergs as loaded

and 11,100 ergs after exposure to one watt and one ampere for

five minutes. This type of bridge element had promise, but

the plugs were too large to fit into the MAk. 71 envelope and

the energy requirement was somewhat higher than desired. An

additional order was placed with the Markite Corporotion for

plugs as shown in Figure 4, which were to be delivered in small

quantities at first, followed by larger quantities, either the

same or modified depending on results of the preliminary tests.

In this manner, the design shown in Figure 4 evolved.

Preliminary Experimental Results, Type IV Initiators

Type IV initiators are defined (page 3) as film bridge

initiators with substrates of sufficient thermal conductivity

to meet the one watt, one ampere, no-fire criterion. A wide

variety of substrates and film materials can be suggested for

this type of unit. Of those that were tried, the first suc-

cessfully fabricated at this laboratory was the gold leaf

bridge on the alumina substrate. In the initiator tests a

group of initiators of both sizes were loaded at 10,000

pounds per square inch, some with milled normal lead styphnate

and some with milled PVA lead azide. Some were subjected to

stepwise increases in steady current until they fired &r burned

out. Some were fired at 10,000 ergs (1/2 mnfd at 63 volts) and
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their functioning times measured and the remainder were sub-

jected to progressively increasing condenser discharge pulses

until tney fired. Some if the latter were also set up for 1
functionrng time meesurenents. Thcse procadures were used Lo

obtain a maximum of data from the limited number of detonators

at some sacrifice of pertinence to probable conditions of use.

All of the pulse fired detonators had previously survived five

minutes at steady input conditions of at least one ampere and

at least one watt. Maximum no-fire currents ranged fron 1.22

to 2.66 amperes and maximum no fire powers from 1.5 to 509

watts. None fired on one watt or one ampere for five minutes.

Pulse firing energies ranged from 1000 to 6250 ergs. The only

respect in which a significant difference was noted between

azide and styphnate loaded items was in the functioning times

on 10,O00 ergs (0.5 microfarads at 63 volts). The lead azide

loaded items, under these conditions had functioning times

between 1.0 and 1.75 microseconds, while those loaded with lead

styphnate took 20 to 25 microseconds.

The headers used in the detonator for which data are given

above were made from short lengths of alumina thermocouple

tubing into which copper legwires were cemented using epoxy

resin adhesive. To investigate the effects of legwire materi-

als a group of detonators, consisting of three subgroups with

copper, platinum, and stainless steel legwires (providing a

14/1 range of legwires' thermal conductivities) was prepared,

loaded, and tested. Stainless steel, which has similar thermal

conductivity was used because samples of Kovar or Cerarvar

had not yet been received.
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steady state threshold firing conditions were determined

by steowise gradunl inr.nr'sa of the curr.nt untj. nti dunathr

fires. Although the possibility that such tests can yield mis-

leading results was recognized, the lack of sufficient sample

size for Bruceton or other "go-no-go" tests, left us with lit-

tle choice. All items were bridged with a double layer of gold

leaf applied to a circular area 0.1 inch in diameter, concentric

with the face of the "plug" and loaded with lead azide at

40,000 psi. (In three increments, the first of milled INA lead

azide and the other two of "RD-1333"j. The results, which are

given in Table 1, show no significant trend relating power dis-

sipation to leg-wire thermal properties. Of the three materials

used, the platinum was the most consistent regarding both resis-

tance and threshold firing conditions. As consideration makes

clear, the reduction of threshold firing power with increasing

resistance is to be anticipated, whether it results from

breaks in the gold leaf or insulating films on the electrodes.

The latter are suspected since unusually high resistance items

were lacking with the items with platinun legwires, which, of

course, don't have the tendency of the other materials to for-

films due to atmosph•.ric corrosion.

In addition to its corrosion resistance, platinum differs

from the other two metals in its rather close match to alumina

in thermal expansion coefficient. It is possible that an effect

of the differential expansion in the items with the other leg-

wire materials was to increase the susceptibility of the bridge

to damage by the high loading pressure used., It may be noted

that, of the resistance properties given in (or readily calcu-
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lated from) Table I that which correlates best with steady

state threshold conditions is the ratio of the initial resis-.

tance t- tht ftaiý loading.

The data given in Table I indinates that initiators or Uhe

design illustrated in Figure 5, with legwires of copper, plat-

inum, or stainless steel can be expected to meet the one watt,

one auipere no-fire criterion if the bridge element is not

damaged in loading sufficiently to substantially change its re-

sistance. If the damage noted is attributable to differential

thermal expansion, Kovar, or Geramvar legwires should be better

than platinum (which is, perhaps, too expensive). If the high

resistances are due to oxide or uther films, gold or platinum

plating of the electrodes should eliminate it.

The three groups (with the different legwires) were com-

bined for pulse firing tests using a half microfarad capacitor

and variable voltage. Threshold firing energies were low enough

to indicate high reliability at 10,000 ergs, but were triple by

exposure to one ampere and one watt for five minutes. Similar

changes with such exposure of lead azide loaded items were ob-

served with "Type III" initiators.

Firing times were measured. Three, fired on 10,000 ergs

(without previous testing) in 1.09, 1.15, and 1.26 microseconds.

A few headers, similar to those shown in Figure 5 were

bridged with evaporated metal films. No mask was used, so the

metal film covered the entire upper surface of each header.

Some difficulty was experienced in attaining the desired re-

sistance :,f one-half to one ohm. Thick enough films to reduce

the resistance to this level tended to scale off. Detonators
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made with thence headers (similar to those shown in Figure 5 but

with lead styphnate flash charges) were quite variable in both

pulse and steady state sensitivity but most survived over one

-mpcrc and one watt and fired on less than 10,000 ergs. The

variability has been attributed to the irregularity of the sur-

face (as a substrate for evaporated f£ilms). Althougo data on,

this approach are too feWy to form a basis for judgment, they

seem to indicate that the feasibility cf attaining the desired

results with an evaporated film bridge on an alumina, header

can be demonstrated,' I
Feasibility Evaluation Test Results

Afar preliminary experiments had established design criter-

ia to the point where fabrication of larger lots seemed Justified,

large enough lots were made to Perform Bruceton tests to deter-

mine threshold firing currents and firing energies (the latter

both as loaded and after exp6sure to at least ohe ampere andLI
at least one watt for 'five minutes)., Re~ults are given in Table

2. If it is assumed that the 6stimated value is ithe, true

value of the standard deviation and'thbt 'the distribution is

"normal" in terms of the chosen function (in thJs case5 the log

of the current or energy)' the degrees of safety and reliability L:an
i L

expressed as percentages or'failure probabilities. For example

a degree of safety or reliability of one ind;.cates safety or

reliability of 84%,, a delgree of reliability of 2.054 corresponds

with 98ý, reliability, and a degree Of safety of 6 indicates a

safety failure rate of one in,ten 4llion. Of ,course, the

estimated standard deviation obtained from a short Bruceton test

may be considerably more or less 'than the true va'lue.
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As may be seen in Table 2, units of each tvne wnra safe

at one ampere and fired on less than 10,000 ergs. Except for

Type I initiators, exawiples of each type also were safe at a

one watt power level and fired in times appreciably shorter

than 100 microseconds. Since only the low resistance bridge

was tested for Type I units, they were not expected to be safe

at the one watt level. No time data were obtained for Type I

units because$ with respect to aspects which affect functioning

times, these initiators are so "conventional" as to leave no

room for doubt that suitable functioning times will be char-

acteristic.

Perhaps a few remarks regarding each test lot will make

the meaning of the data of Table 2 more apparent:

Test Lnt 1. This lot was a group of initiating
elements similar to what might be used in Type I
detonators as illustrated in Figure 1. The basic
principle of this type of detonator is that of
transmitting the heat resulting from the flow of
an ampere through the bridgewire axially through
the bridgewire itself. As indicated by the cal-
culations of Reference 2, it is necessary that
the bridgewire of such an initiator have a resis-
tance of a tenth of an ohm or less. Although such
an initiator should be safe against firing on a
current of one ampere, they will fire on a watt or
less. The data given for Test Lot I was for the
initiating elements alone without the series re-
sistors. For this reason, they would be expected
to fire on a watt but they would have to fire
on less then tOOO ergs because 90% of the energy
delivered to the detonator would be dissipated in
the series resistors.

Test Lot 2. It may be noted that these Luiits meet
all of the design objectives except the functioning
time requirements. They would provide n interest-
ing solution where longer functioning cime could be
tolerated.
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I
Test Lot 3. Test Lot 3 was similar to Test Lot

- 2 excent ?nr the . .se of tho z:,Alv.r . iu rrJi.xture.
The data indicates that silver azide does combine Uthe virtue of lead styphnate in this application
wi•h the shokL functioning time of lead azide.

Test Lot 4. These are the same data as are re-
ported in Reference 4 for these tests of the
conductive plastic L±'idge initiators.

Test Lot 5. The gold-leaf bridges are the most
recently studied type for which data is reported
herein and consequently less experimental data
has been obtained than for other types. It may
be noted that the data indicate that initiators
of this type may meet all design objectives.

DISCUSS ION

Each of the concepts appears to be quite feasible as a

means of attaining the design objectives, each will require

further development before a detonator can be released for

production, and each has its own combination of virtues, poten-

tial, and problems. Of course, the experience gained in this

feasibility study in combination with other factors which have

not been included in the stated design objectives may form the

basis for concentration on one of these types or to eliminate

one or more, at least until new requirements appear. Some of

this experience and other considerations are discussed in the

following paragraphs.

Type I Initiators

Type I initiators have been defined as those in which

thie bridge resistance is low enough to carry one ampere with-

out firing the flash charge explosive and series resistance

is added to make the item safe when dissipating one watt. The
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II

comparative complexity of this type of design may make such

inltiltur-• ure expensive tnan other types unless it is

permitted to include the aerlAq resistance in tho lead wires.

It is possible that this approach would be disapproved on the

basis that the safety could be compromised by cutting up the

lead wires, On the other hand, this general approach is one

in which the one watt, one ampere, no-fire characteristic may

be attainable without dependence upon the fuze body as a heat

sink.

Type II Initiators

This type of initiator in whizh the explosive is given

a high thermal conductivity by admixture of aluminum flake

can provide the basis for the smallest one watt, one ampere,

no-fire detonators which have resulted from this study and also

those f~r which the highest reliability is indicated at 10,000

ergs. The concept has been objected to on the basis that the

electrical conductivity of the mixture might result in other

hazards and on the basis that it might be difficult to assure

uniformity of the mixture. As to the uniformity of the mixture

and possible segregation of components after mixing, this

should be less of a problem with these mixtures than, for

instance, with some of the metal-oxidant delay mixtures because

of the equal proportions of explosive and aluminum used in these

devices and because of the similarity in density of the com-

ponents of these mixtures as well as the small particle size,

The particular design used in tests of Type II initiators

(Figure 3) was chosen for these tests rather largely on the

basis of this laboratory's capability in fabricating such items.
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I
The basic principle of this type, that of raising the thArmel u

I I .conductivity of the flash charge mixture to a point where it

will dissipate the required amount of power, can, of course,

be applied to wire bridge initiators of any of the many de-

signs which have been used provided of course that the inert

components surrounding the flash charge are sufficiently good

thermal conductors,

Type III Initiators

The Markite initiators have been developed farther to-

ward the design objectives than any of the other types which

are discussed herein. As data given in Table 2 indicate,

then electrical input characteristics are satisfactory. In

addition, as reported in Reference 4, they perform satisfactor-

ily after exposure to the 28 day JAN temperature-humidity cycle,

28 day high temperature storage, transportation vibration test,
forty-foot drop test, and at 160° and -6,5F.

A somewhat limiting aspect of the units which were test-

ed was the relatively low mechanical strength of the Markite

plugs which limited loading pressures to 1,000-2,000 pounds

per square inch. At these low loading pressures, about the

only explosive which has the necessary pulse sensitivity is

lead styphnate. A general disadvantage of lead styphnate as

compared with azides is its somewhat slower response. It may

be noted that, although the response of these items is

appreciably slower than that of the azide loaded items of

other types, the functioning times are well within those need-

ed in the present application. Markite personnel have suggested
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several approaches to the lmprove:nent of structural. strength

should such improvement prove necessary.

Type IV Initiators

The gold-leaf bridges on alumina substrates are quite

promising so far as data obtained to date show. In this general

type of initiator a number of variants remain to be tested. The

particular combination of dirmensions and materials used in Test

Lot 5 appears to have characteristics in accordance with the de-

sign objectives. Very preliminary data indicate that similar

results will be obtainable with evaporated metal films.

The Type IV initiators are potentially the most inexpen-

sive of those which have been studied since the bridging pro-

cess, usually the most expensive of electric initiator fabri-

cation, is essentially a printing operation and since the mater-

ials used cost only a small fraction of a cent per unit. The

evaporation deposition of metal film bridges should also be very

economical in volume production.

A problem associated with thin metallic film bridges is

that of economically fabricating headers with alumina-electrode

surfaces of the necessary flatness, flushness, stability, and

cleanness. The epoxy resin bonded headers with which some of

the best results were obtained when gold leaf bridges were

applied liberated excessive amounts of gas in the vacuum re-

quired for the evaporated films. Headers into which the leg-

wires were brazed had the annulus between the wire and the hole

in the alumina only partly filled. Several other approaches
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are under investigation, but, at the time of this writing, the

problem is still to be satisfactorily solvAri

C. ONCLUSION

The "one watt, one ampere, no-fire" criterion Is entirely

compatible with a pulse sensitivity of 10,000 ergs or even
appreciably less. Each of the schemes investigated has been

shown to be technically feasible. Each has advantages and

limitations. For most, further development will be necessary

before ordnance items can be released.

If something must be put into production at this times

the Markite, conductive plastic plug, which has reached the

highest stage of development would be the surest choice. Given

more time, some of the other approaches might have important

advantages.
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WOLLASTON WIRE (leg wires)
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COPPER-CLAD
PHENOLIC
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Figure 1. Initiator with 'uollaston Wvire B3ridge as Used
in "Short Bridgewire" and "Thermall.y Conductive

U Fxplosive" experiments.
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Figure 4. Experimental Electric Detonatoi. with F1gure

darkite, Conductive Plastic Bridged Zzperluental electric Detonator with Llu1slKovar Header
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DISCUSSION

The use of flake aluminum in the explosive mix to aid in thermal

dissipation will increase the hazard to static discharge if used in the

conventional design. It was suggested that the initiating element be placed

in an electrically insulated assembly. Aluminized epoxy could then be

coated on the back end to form a breakdown path.

The plastic bridges discussed in this paper have a very low spe-

cific resistance; however, they can be made much higher. This means that

there is a possibility of using them in applications where graphite bridges

are used.
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3-5 A MICROCIRCUIT BRIDGE FOR HIGH-RELIABILITY
ELECTR0-EXPLOSIVE DEVICES

SD. N. GRIFFIN.

PELMEC DIVISION
QUANTIC INDUSTRIES,' INC.

SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCTION

Most electro-explosive devices use a wire bridge for initiation.,

The bridge wire is delicate, usually only in the order of 0.001

to 0.002 inch in diameter. Also, the wire is attached to its

terminal pins by welding or soldering, both of which ýre manual

operations that are highly dependent on the skill of the worker.

The bridge-wire concept has not changed siAnificartly for many

years and can be considered archaic, both in design and in manu-

facture, when compared with the advances that have been made in

printed circuits and micro-miniaturized electronics. Therefore,

an obvious place for improvement of electro-explosive devices is II
the ignition bridge.

During the past six to eight years, considerable emphasis has been

placed on raising the no-fire characteristics of electro-explosive

devices. The general approach has been to improve the heat-transfer

characteristics of the Dridge and the surrounding components so

that heat can be effectively dissipated when a no-fire current is,

applied. Logically, a metal film or printed circuit is the ideal

ignition bridge, since the bridge is actually bonded to the sup-

porting insulator, resulting in optimum conditions for heat

3-5.



AnC. fm" c-a .... filin bridges have been under investigation for

many years, but major problems have homn encountercd ir tJJILlu.L-

ing resistance and dimensional tolerances within practical

manufacturing limits. As early as 1955, metal-film ignition

bridges were fabricated by the vacuum-deposition process and more

recently, several organizations have been active in offorts to de-

velop this process.

Vacuum deposition results in ultra-thin films that normally Jo

not exceed a thickness of about 2000 Angstroms or about 10 mil-

lionths of an inch. Films as heavy as 20,000 Angstroms can be

produced, although exposure times become very long with a resulting

advmrse effect on production rates and cost. Because it is so thin,

a metal-film bridge fabricated by the vacuum process must be in the

form of a wide band or ribbon in order to provide the proper elec-

trical resistance and current-carrying capacity. While production

c a given film pattern is relatively easy, precise control over

film thickness is also required if uniformity of performance is

to be maintained.

About four years ago, work was initiated at Pelmec Division of

Quantic Industries an the development of a metal-film bridge. A!-

though vacuum deposition was considered, it was concluded that this

process would not be economically feasible for routine production

of high no-fire electro-explosive devices. Instead Pelmec chose

to work with the moly-manganese process, which had already been

well developed in the vacuum-tube industry for the production of

.3-5.2
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ceramic-to-metal seals. This process results in a film approxi-
mately 1 mil thick, primarily consisting of molybdenum metal

£.intered and intimately boadsd Lu an alumina substrate. The

process is attractive on a cost basis because the bridge can be

formed simultaneously with the metalizing operation used in the

attachment of the connector pins to the alumina header. The

Pelmec moly-manganese bridge is not a "metal-film" bridge in the

strict sense of the word since it has a cross section about 2

mils wide by 1 mil deep that closely approximates the cross

section of a conventional wire bridge. Therefope, to differen-

tiate it from the metal-film bridge produced by the vacuum-

deposition process, the Pelmec bridge is referred to as a micro-

circuit or MC bridge.

The micro-circuit bridge has been fully developed, and over a

thousand units have been fabricated and tested in various configu-

rations. These cover a wide range of initiators, detonators, and

cartridges, all having substantially higher performance than their

wire-bridge counterparts.

PROPERTIES OF THE MOLY MANGANESE FILM

The Moly-Manganese Process

The moly-manganese process is widely used in the semiconductor and

electronics industries for metalizing ceramics and for making i

ceramic-to-metal seals. In this process, powdered molybdenum and

manganese metals and/or their oxides are mixed in the form of a

paint or ink which is applied to the ceramic part by brushing,
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Whi -t e a .a t 4 m tny o rs. Tae ceramic part it n placed
in a hydroeenuatmosphere furnace, where thb asic fcim 4• is.a-

mo the ceramic by sintering a6 a temperature above 2000 F. The
moly-manganese ese film is then plated for subsequent solderine or
brazinT ho the metal part. When properly applied, this process
provides a hermetic seal having high mechanical anp p hermal
shock resistance.

While there are almost as many formulas for the metalizing paint
as there are users of the process, the basic composition is a
mixture containing about 60 to 30% molybdenum metal, 5 to 20%
manganese metal, and other metals and oxides as minor constituents.
The powdered metals and oxides are mi~xed with a suitable nitro-i
cellulose lacquer binder to give a paint having approximately 50

to 601 solids by weight. 1

After sintering, the resulting film is predominantly molybdenum
metal, since most of the manganese and other oxides tend to form
a glassy interface between the metal film and the ceramic sub-

strate.

Electrical Properties

The first step in developing the moly-manganese bridge was deter-
mination of the basic electrical and thermal characteristics of
the moly-manganese film. Samples were prepared, as shown in
Figure I,.with thin lines of the metalizing film deposited on
alumina substrates. Various segments of the test strips were
marked off, and the physical dimensions (width and thickness) were



determined. By clamping various lengths of segments in the

test 1).xture, also shown in Figure 1, simulated briages were pro-

H duced having widey n resis tai~ and dimensions. From these

measurements, the following ambient temperature coefficient of

resistivity was obtained:
RA = 2.14 X 107 (i)

where R = resistance (ohms per inch length),
2A = cross-sectional area (in. ).

The measured coefficient of resistivity is about nine times

higher than the reported value for pure molybdenum, apparently

because of the non-homogenous nature of the sinteŽred metal and

the fact that a portion of the film is non-metallic in composi-

tion.

Measurements were made to establish the thermal coefficient of

resistance for the briage material. Utilizing tne test fixture

shown in Figure 1, test segments were heatea in an oven and resis-

tance was measured at various temperatures up to approximately

450 0 F. Straight-line plots of resistance versus temperature

were obtained and from these the following coefficients were de-

rived:

(R/R 0 - 1) (t - t -l = 0.00137 (ohm/ohm/F) (2)

0.00246 (omn/ohm/°C),

where R resistance (ohms) at temperature t,

R resistance at 0 F,
0

t :temperature,

t : 0°F.

o -



The measured thermal coefficient is about 70% of the reported

value fvU. pure molyDaenum and is of the same order of magnitude

as that of gold and platinum, whirh are typical bridgo wirc

materials.

Current-Temperature-Time Characteristics

Utilizing the test fixture shown in Figure 1, segments of the test

strips were subjected to various applications of direct current,

with voltage and current across the bridge being simultaneously

recorded on an oscillograph. With suitable corrections for lead

resistance, the resistance of the bridge could then be derived at

any time on the basis of the recorded voltage and current values.

With the bridge resistance (R) at any time known, the average

bridge temperature was then derived using the thermal coefficient

of resistance given in equation 2.

Tests were conducted with ambient temperature bridge resistance

varied from 0.52 to 3.05 ohms and with applied current varied

from 1 to 10 amperes. A primary battery was used for power

supply, and current was regulated by selection of battery voltage

and by adjustment of total circuit resistance.

At low currents, the bridge temperature rose rapidly (within a

few milliseconds) to a steady-state condition, after which a slow

temperature rise occurred due to the gradual heating of the alumina

eubstrate. The rate of this slow temperature rise increased as

current, and hence initial temperature, was increased. At higher
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currents (depelldinu nn ph,,si4 C1 11d -. . d resistance of the

I .. ] specimen bridge), bridge burnout occurred.

lBecause of the increase in bridge resistance with temperature,
current decreased with time. At burnout temperature, the cur-
rent would normally be approximately bu% of initial curr'ent.
flowever, power would remain nearly constant, either increasing
or decreasinp sliphtly with temperature, depeniding on the ratio
of bridge resistance to total circuit resistance.2

1'ipures 2 and 3 show typical temperature-versus-time plots in
which bridge burnout occurred at widely different heating rates.
In the tests shown in Figure 2, the average heating rate was
about 10 to 20 degrees per millisecond, and burnout occurred in
approximately 1 second. Under these conditions, an upward bend
in the temperature/time plots occurred just prior to burnout.
This upward shift was assumed to hlave been caused by an increase
in bridge resistance due to oxidation of the bridge rather than
by a rise in heating rate. Therefore, the reported burnout tem-
perature in these cases is based on an extrapolation of the normal
heating curve. When a heating rate of the order of 1UU to 200
degrees per millisecond was used, burnout occurred within 10 to20 milliseconds as shown in Figure 3. [•nen burnout occurred this

' rapidly, the upward shift did not occur, indicatinsT that the oxi-dation reaction was too slow to cause any significant change in

brid:e resistance.

The average of all of the recordeca burnout temperatures was 1408°F,
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which coincides with the temperature at which rapid oxidation
of molybdenum takes place. Molvhcim ,,- jL .. t.. .. etal .
having a very high melting point (4700 0 F). However, it is also
a reactive metal and is readily oxidized. At low temperatures,the metal is protected Oy an oxide film (MoO 3) At about 1400 0 F,
the oxide becomes volatile so that the surface protection is lost,
and rapid oxidation can occur. The melting point of molybdenum
trioxide is 1463rF.%

After the preliminary tests in which the burnout temperature of
the moly-manganese bridge was established, test specimens were
covered with a small bead (approximately 5 milligrams) of normal
lead styphnate bonded with nitro-cellulose lacquer. Tests were
again run at different heating rates, and the temperature and
time of initiation of the lead styphnate was determined by means
of a sudden small spike on the voltage and current traces. This
effect was caused by the heat flash produced by the explosion,
which instantaneously heated the bridge about 50 degrees, re-
sulting in an increase in resistance and a corresponding shift in
the voltage and current across the bridge.

Initiation time for the lead styphnate bead varied from O.010 to
3.680 seconds. Initiation temperatures varied from 544 to 845°'f,
with the lowest temperatures occurring in conjunction with the
shortest initiation times. This is in reasonable agreement with
reported thermal-initiation temperatures of 500 to 590 °F for
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lead styphnate. In all cases, the bridge remained intact after

initiation of the lead styphnate.

Typical records of temperature versus time for tests in which

lead styphnate beads were fired are given in Figures 4 and b.

MICROCIRCUIT BRIDGE DESIGN

Figure 6 shows the basic design configuration that has been used

in the Pelmec MC bridge. The bridge consists of three portions:

(1) the bridge itself which is the small necked-down portion

in the center; (2) the resistance leads from the connector pins

to the bridge; (3) the circular ends that form tne points of

attachment to the pins.

On the basis of the test data described in the previous section,

it was estimated that the functioning portion of the bridpe

should have a cross section of about 2 square mils in order to

provide pyrotechnic initiation and burnout in approximately 1

millisecond with a firing current of 4.b amperes. In early de-

signs, a bridge width of 5 mils was used, since it was assumed

that this was the narrowest pattern that could be produced within

reasonable tolerance limits. This wiath in turn required a film

thickness of about 0.4 mil in order to maintain the proper cross

section. As process techniques were refined, it was possible to

reduce the width of the bridge; at present bridge patterns 2 mils

wide are being fabricated routinely with a dimensional variation

of about 5%. The narrower width allows a thicker film to be used,

3-5.9



which in turn reduces the relative variation in thickness.

The micro"bridge portion controls the functional characteristics

ot the circuit. However, most of the total circuit resistance is

in the resistance leads. Therefore, changes in the length and

width of the leads allow circuit resistance to be changed with-

out affecting bridge functioning characteristics. Variation in

the total circuit resistance does have an effect on the no-fire

level, however, since rate of power dissipation, and hence rate

of heat input is proportional to resistance.

The circular ends of the bridge pattern are coated with a nickel

oxide paint and the unit is subjected-to a second firing in a

hydrogen-atmosphere furnace, This procedure reduces the nickel

oxide to nickel, which sinters and bonds to the moly-manganese

film. Following this operation, the pins are brazed to the

ceramic header, simultaneously forming a high-strength seal and

the electrical connection to the MC bridge. The pins used are

of Kovar, whose coefficient of expansion closely matches that

of the alumina header.

The design techniques just described can result in an almost un-

limited variety of bridge patterns. Figure 7 shows the various

configurations that have actually been built and tested by Pelinec.

The first bridge made is shown in Figure 7A. This bridge was de-

signed to give a nominal resistance of 1 ohm; and a limited

number of Probit-type tests with lead styphnate indicated a no-fire
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) ] level of approximately 2 amperes and 4 watts, together with a

functioninv time of IoRg thAn 1 m4114 - -- ]b am........

Because of the high no-fire capability demonstrated in the initial

tests, the bridge shown in Figure 7B was designed with a nominal

1/2-ohm resistance to give 2 watts of power dissipation at 2

amperes. A considerable number of cartridges were built and

tested with this bridge configuration.

The bridge shown in Figure 7C was designed for a small initiator

having a nominal 1/2-ohm bridge resistance. It was also modified

to give a resistance of 0.07 ohm, which resulted in a no-fire

capability in excess of 5 amperes and 1.5 watts.

Finally, the configuration shown in Figure 7D represents the most

recent MC bridge design. It has a 5-minute dc no-fire capability

of better than I ampere and 1 watt with a nominal bridge resis-

tance of only 0.4 ohm.

PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES

The following devices have been built utilizing the MC bridge

for initiation. They are described in this paper primarily to

show some of the performance capabilities of the bridge. Conse-

quently not all of their design or performance details are

included.
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Model 126U Cartridge

Th. VPeluec Mociel. :L260 Cartridge is shown in Figure 8. This

design represents a modification of a qudlified cartridge which

had a conventional bridge wire and lead styphnate as the first

element in the pyrotechnic train. Lead styphnate was also used

in the Model 1260 Cartridge. However, because of the high heat-

transfer characteristic of the MC bridge, a high no-fire capo-

bility was obtained in spite of the relatively low thermal

stability of lead styphnate.

Typical ambient-temperature Bruceton No-Fire data for the Model

1260 Cartridge are shown in Figure 9. With a bridge resistance

of 0,9 ohm, a 5-minute no-fire level of 1.9 amperes or 3.3 watts

was obtained. These values were calculated for 99.5% reliability

at 95% confidence. Function time was less than 10 milliseconds

with a 4.5-ampere firing current.

5-Ampere/1.5-Watt Initiator

An initiator for CDF was built as shown in Figure 10 to meet a

5-ampere/l.5 watt/5-minute no-fire requirement. The MC bridge

configuration shown in Figure 7C was used. However, the bridge

was modified to give a resistance of 0.07 ohm, which provides a

power dissipation of 1.6 watts at 5 amperes. A metal/oxidant

initiation charge was used, and a limited number of units were

subjected to the various performance tests tabulated in Figure 11.

As shown in the figure, all of the specified requirements were

met or exceeded.

3-5.12



Model 1353 Initiator

f The v'elmec Model 1353 Initiator is shown in Figure 12. In this
desipn. the 11 bridge is i•icorporatec in an all-ceramic initiator

that is heat-sterilizable, and is insensitive to a 2b-kv discharpe

from a 500-picofarad capacitor in all modes, The unit meets

the 1-ampere/i-watt/5-minute no-fire requirment with a bridge

resistance of only 0.4 onm. however, a 1-ohm bridge can also be

provided if required. The initiator can be used by itself for

pyrotechnic ignition or high-explosive initiation. It may also

be used in standard 0.280-inch-diameter squibs and detonators

as shown in Figure 13.

The Model 1353 Initiator utilizes the bridge configuration shown

in Figure 14. After the MC bridge has been formed on the ceramic

header, the areas surrounding the pinholes are nickel plated, and'

the pins are riveted to the header and brazed. Each of these steps

is illustrated in the figure. The header assembly is then pressed

into the ceramic cup, together with the pyrotechnic charge, and

sealed with a high-temperature epoxide resin that is heat cured at

400 F for 1 hour. The end of the ceramic cup is in the form of a

0.010-inch-thick diaphragm that completely pulverizes when sub-

jected to the pressure of explosion of the pyrotechnic load.

Over 500 Model 1353 initiators have been manufactured. The perfor-

mance data discussed below are based on preliminary evaluation

tests of 100 units. A complete evaluation test program is sched-

uled.

3-5.13
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Figure 15 is a summary of the measured performance characteris-

tics of,' th ' Nodel ibJb initiator. The initiator is tentatively

rated as meeting a $00F 0  environmcnt for 1 hour and bU 0 F for 30

minutes, since no degradation of function time or pressure output

was observed after exposure to these conditions. Since the initi-

ator is of an all-ceramic construction, it displays excellent

dielectric strength. Also, it will withstand a discharge of 25

Jcv from a 500-picofarad capacitor in all modes without any special

* provisions for external shunting. Function time at ambient tem-

perature versus firing current is shown in Figure 16.

A 25-shot constant-current 5-minute no-fire Bruceton test was per-

formed with results as shown in Figure 17. A no-fire current of

1,4 amperes was computed with a reliability of 99% at 95% confi-

dence level. On the basis of ambient-temperature bridge resistance,

this represents a no-fire power of only 0.8 watt. However, because

of the increase in bridge resistance with temperature, steady-state

power dissipation at this current level is actually 1.2 watts, as

shown in Figure 18.

During the no-fire tests, voltage and current were continuously

recorded, which allowed bridge resistance and power to be derived.

Typical plots of power versus time are also given in Figure 18

for a no-fire test at 1.75 amperes and a test at 1.95 amperes in

which the unit fired, since these values represent the extreme

spread in test conditions. In all of the tests in which the

initiator did not fire, the power approached steady-state condi-

tions at a level of 2 to 3 watts. In tests in which the initiator
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fired, the power rose continuously, reachinp a level of 4 to 6

It can be concluded that the no-fire power ratina should be

established on the basis of 4 constant-power no-fire test, run

in addition to the constant-current test.2,6 The present mili-

tary requirements are not consistent on this point, since in some

cases the no-fire power test is specified,7 whereas other require-

ments specify that the no-fire power level must be computed from

the no-fire current and the ambient-temperature bridge resistance.

The latter approach is not considered realistic by this author,

and it is hoped that this inconsistency will be resolvec at the

present meeting,
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FIGUR~E 1 -Moly-Manganese Film Bridge Samples arri Test Fixture.
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Current Sample No.
(Arnpp > 2. 2 3 4 L 7 L _ 9 _10 11 12 13, 14 15 11,I 16 9. . 20 21 22 23 24

5U% Probabili ty I'Oint 2.3b Amps
9J~.1.% No-Fire Prouabi Iitv (95% Corfidencc) = 1.933 Amps (3.33 WattS)

o.%Sure-Pire ProbAbility (915 Confidence) z2.82 Amps

rIGURI. 9 - rucetori ,-N-inute No-Fire Tust, Pelmee Horiel 12633 Cairtridipx

FIC'UIrI 102 -Am/.ýWt Initiator.
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TUST 11-ArURED PLRI*OfýMAJCL

Oridge, Circuit Resistance : .0U ohmsl

DC Dielectric Breakdown (Pin/Caso): >2,bUb voltj

AC Dielectric Breakdown (Pin]/Case): 1,50f) JIMS volts, LO

riectrostatic Discharge (Pin/p1in 6 Pin/Cadse): 25 kv, DC, 5fou :110,L

No-rite Sensitivity: 5 amper•,./0 5 watt/5-minuta

Function Time (15 Ampere riring Current): uoU7 seconds

Port-riring Resistance (Pin/Pin & Pin/Case): > ýUuo olims

FTGURE; 11 Summary of H|easured Performlance Capabilities, Pelmec
5-Ampere/l,5 Watt IIC13 Initiator

FIGURE 12 -PuImec Nodal 13b3 Initiator
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FICURE 13 M -odel 13b3 Initiator Incorporated in a U.2BO Diameter- Squib.
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TEST MEASURED PERFORMAI4CL

R-4d.-ge Circuit Rle,-E Lance: .30 ± .U4 ohms

Insulation Resistance: > 20 megohms at 2000 vac

DC Dielectric Breakdown (Pin/Case): > 2,500 volts

AC Dielectric Breakdown (Pin/Case): >2,000 RMS volts, 60-'

Electrostatic Discharge (Pin/Pin & Pin/Case): 2b kv, DC, 500 MMFD

No-Fire Sensitivity: I 1 ampere/l watt/5-minute

High Temperature Stability: 500 F for 1 hour
(600 0F for 30 minutes)

Autoignition Temperature: > 8uu
0 r

[unction Time (Ampere Firing Current): 1 millisecond

Pressure Output (in 2-cc Volume): 1U00 psi

Post-Firing Resistance (Pin/Pin F Pin/Case): > 500U ohms

-IGURLE 1 - Summary of Measured Performancc Capabilitlcs, Pelmec Nudel 135. Initiator
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X a Fir'n, 0 = No-Fire; Bridge Resistance = .38 t .04 ohm.

60% PLobability Point = 1.87 Ampgres
99% No-Fire ProLability (95% Confidence) = 1.40 Amperes
99% Sure-Fire Probability (95% Confidence) = 2.33 Amperes

FIGURE 17 - Bruceton 5-Minute No-Fire Test, Pelmeo Model 1353 initiator
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DISCUSSION

The temperature values plotted in the graphs were obtained by

monitoring the bridge current and voltage with an oscillograph. From this

can be calculated the average bridge temperature. The temperature gradient

between pins is not considered. In the notch designs, temperature is not

discussed becasue of the non-uniform pattern.

Since the bridge is bonded directly to the ceramic header, it

should pass the shock and vibration tests; however, qualification tests

hgve not been performed as yet.

The bridge is designed so that its open circuit resistance after

firing is 15,000 ohms when no pyrotechnic material is used. The final re-

sistance will be lower when a pyrotechnic material is placed adjacent to

the bridge. A typical value for a device containing a metal oxide mix and

fired in a pressure chamber was 5,000 ohms.
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3-6 ELECTRIC DETONATORS WITH "MARKITE"' ELECTRICALLY
CONDUCTIVE PLASTIC BRIDGE ELEMENTS

By R. H. Stresau, R. L. Peterson, S. A. Corren and M. A. Coler
Stresau Laboratories and Markite Engineering Co.

INTRODUCTION

During the past twenty years, mainly in connection with the

development and manufacture of potentiometers of highly controlled

characteristics, the Markite Corporation has learned to synthesize and

compound plastics with a wide range of precisely predetermined electrical

conductivity and other characteristics and to fabricate these materials

in a variety of configurations. Means were also found to substantially

increase the thermal conductivity of plastics without altering their

electrical insulation characteristics.

When concern regarding electromagnetic radiation hazards resulted

in the promulgation of lower limits for firing current and power of

electroexplosive devices, it became apparent that electrically conductive

plastics, in combination with the other capabilities, might be applicable.

Figure I is a photograph of two plugs made for Naval Ordnance
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Laboratory at White Oak. These units met the I ampere, I watt, no-fire

criterion. They illustrate some of the striictural variations that are

possible with all-plastic elements. The bridge area in one element is

raised while in the other the bridge is in the plane of the plug face.

The silver plated brass terminals, the plastic insulator base,

the conductive plastic bridge and the highly conductive contact areas

are co-molded into one unitary structure. Units such as these can be

tailored to meet specific requirements by varying such parameters as:

1. The specific resistance of the bridge material.

2. The geometry of the bridge.

3. The geometry of the plug.

4. The thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the insulator

plastic substrate.

For use in guided missiles, the Naval Ordnance Laboratory at Corona,

California has a requirement for an electric detonator which will meet

the "one-ampere, one-watt, no fire' criterion but which might be sub-

stituted directly for the Mk. 71 detonator without requiring modification

of existing firing circuits (which can be relied upon to deliver about

10,000 ergs, in a capacitor discharge). The study of the feasibility of

such a detonator has been assigned to the R. Stresau Laboratory by the

Naval Ordnance Laboratory (Corona). The use of conductive plastic as a

bridge element is one of several approaches which are under consideration.

A joint effort of the R. Stresau Laboratory and the Markite Engineer-

ing Company has resulted in the development of the bridged plug shown in

Figure 2. Tests indicated that such units could meet the requirements

of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (Corona).
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The reticulated design permits the better dissipation of the 1 watt

input. This picture IIlustrarh AnAin tkh gn !tity 1I,,;,01n1t

In the plastic molding technique.

Subsequent experimentation has shown that Markite conductive plastic

bridge elements are adaptable to a wide range of applications, including

some where miniaturized components with extreme sensitivity are required.

Figure 3 is a photograph of an element with an overall diameter of

0.077 inch. The conductive plastic forms a bridge between the metal stem

and the metal collar. These units like the others can be made by auto-

mated operations. The particular elements shown fired at 1000 ergs with

5 volts or with 2000 ergs at 2 volts.

"HIGH POWER, LOW ENERGY" REQUIREMENT:

The combination of relatively high power requirements (one watt)

with relatively low energy (10,000 ergs) is theoretically feasible as

was shown in "Electrical and Thermal Consideration in the Design of

Electroexplosive Devices' by Peterson, Chamberlain, and Stresau, presented

in another paper at this meeting. The high power requires that the heat

loss factor of the bridge element be large and the low energy requires

that its heat capacity be low. In view of the very small range of the

volumetric specific heats of solids, the requirement for a small heat

capacity ordinarily calls for a small bridge element volume. This leads

to the use of microscopically fine wires. It was found, however, that

the relationship of heat capacity and firing energy is substantially
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altered when conductive plastic bridges are used. When certain critical

currents are exceeded local high temperatures are qenerated whinh Aro

far in excess of what would be expected from the total volume of bridge

material. The V-1 characteristics of the conductive plastic are des-

cribed later.

FEASIBILITY EXPERIMENTS

The plugs shown in Figure 2 were incorporated in test initiators,

loaded with lead styphnate and tested. The threshold pulse firing

energy (discharge from a 0.5 microfarad condenser) was between 11,000

and 12,000 ergs and was not significantly affected by exposure to one

watt or one ampere for five minutes. If cased in heat sinks of suf-

ficient thermal conductivity, their threshold firing power was close to

five watts. These results showed that a comparatively substantial bridge

of electrically conductive plastic on a substrate of comparatively high

thermal conductivity had promise of meeting the Navy guided missile re-

quirement.

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION TESTS

An evaluation of conductive plastic bridged plugs supplied by the

Markite Engineering Company was performed by R. Stresau Laboratory, Inc.

This was done under contract to the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory,

Corona, California.

Three hundred of the units (Type 21166) shown in Figure 4 were sub-
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Jected to test. The body of the plug conforms to the requirements of

the Mk. 71 detonator. ThA maRimuim f 2.L110 O .ver-

all height is 0.230 inch. This includes an integrally molded cup for

holding the charge. The black zone is the conductive plastic bridge.

Its short dimension (0.040 inch) Is the length. The width extends

across the face of the plug (O.125 inch). These dimensions, as well as

the thickness and specific resistance of the conductive plastic may be

varied, depending on the characteristics desired. The remainder of the

face Is a highly conductive plastic which joins the terminal pins to the

bridge. All these elements are co-molded into one integral structure.

The test program was based on MIL-L-23659(WEP) and MIL-STD-322 to

establish compliance with the one watt, one ampere, no fire criterion

with modifications to allow for using only 300 instead of 1500 samples

normally required. The description of the tests and the full results

are reported by R. Stresau Laboratory, Inc. under the aforementioned

contract in NOLC Report No. 707, dated 1 March 1967.

Figure 5 shows a schematic assembly of the test detonators. Im-

mediately adjacent to the conductive plastic bridge is a layer of normal

lead styphnate, milled and pressed at 1,000 psi. This layer is followed

by several layers of lead azide and finally 40 mg. of RDX. The cup is

stainless steel as used in Primer Mk. 63. The case is sealed to the plug

with an epoxy resin.

The pulse firing circuitis shown in Figure 6. The capacitor is

discharged through the bridge by activating the relay! With the 0.5

microfarad capacitor a calculated Input of 10,000 ergs requires charging

to 63.2 volts.
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The apparatus for determining sensitivity at extreme temperatures

is shown schematrlrily ;.,, F!gLurG 7. NuLt: thar 1he detonator fits Into

an aluminum heat sink. This arrangement was specified hy NOllC as

corresponding to field conditions.

Details of the "Stop Timing" probe can be seen In Figure S. The

functioning times of the pulse fired units were measured with a

Tektronix 517 oscilloscope with sweep rates ranging from five nanoseconds

per centimeter to twenty microseconds per centimeter. The sweep was trig-

gered with the firing impulse and displaced by the shorting shims in the

"Stop Timing" circuit by the detonator output.

The main features of the test results are summarized In Tables 1,

2 and 3.

Table I gives values for mean threshold firing current and power

as determined by a Bruceton test procedure. It Is at once evident that

regardless of the environmental or mechanical exposure the mean amperes

and mean watts are well below one. As for the drop, vibration and jolt

tests, the detonators tested were able to carry the one ampere, one watt

with no failures. .

Table 2 shows the effect of the test.conditions on the pulse sensi-

tivity of the detonators. The mean firing energy was determined by the

Bruceton test procedure. It is apparent that the all-fire pulse energy

i

is appreciably below the 10,000 erg requirement, regardless of the test

B

= conditions. The number of test samples is too small for a definitive

i

analysis of the effects of the various tests on the pulse sensitivity or

on reliability. These results are analyzed in detail in the ttresau

report previously mentioned and the implications are discussed.
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The functioning times given were measured incidental to Bruceton
, ~testq and warn fk,,.f^- than....

S.reu wi h only slightly more

their threshold energies. At 10,000 ergs we expect the fiinrtionrng
times would average about 20 microseconds.

The dent test averages of about 0.015 inch are about what would
be expected for Items of this size. The actual size is to some extent

reduced by the shim studs and air gap of the timing probe.
Table 3 shows the affect of subjecting the detonators to one

ampfre or one watt for five minutes before subjecting them to various
tests. The data indicate an apparent rise in the mean energy to blow
for all except the 160'F test. The increased energy, however, is

still well within the 10,000 erg requirement.

The test does not require that the units function after the drop,vibration and jolt tests. That the units did function after the dropand vibration tests is an indication of the ruggedness of the structure.

VOLT-AMPERE CHARACTERISTICS

Some of the electrical characteristics of the Markite conductive
plastic appear to be intrinsically different from the more conventional

types of bridge material.

Bridge materials were compared by means of the circuit shown in
Figure 9. The AC voltage, Variac-controlled, is passed through the
material to be tested and a standard resistance, so that the abscissa
reads current while the ordinate displays the IR drop across the test

specimen.
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Figure 10 is a drawing of representative curves gene,,ated on the

osciiioscope when the current is increased from zero to the point at I
I

which the conductive pl'stir bkb•ls with vislbic spa.K. The itistance

wire, representative of metal wire bridges, maintains a simple ohmic

relationship. The conductive plastic (Type 21166) bridge material has

an Initial ohmic range, a short non-linear range, followed by a range

in which the current remains substantially constant whil the voltage

rises rapidly to the destruction of the element. The limiting current,

in this case 2.5 amperes, corresponds to a temperature sufficiently

high to explode the ordinary primer material. Current inputs up to

Point A of Figure 10 do not cause irreversible changes in the material,

and the same curve segment can be regenerated again and again. Between

Points A and B small irreversible changes occur in the material. If

the current is repeatedly raised from zero to Point Bthere is a slight

increase of resistance with each repetition. When the current is

raised beyond Point B, the unloaded material blows with a %isible spark.

This property of the material permits presumptive testing of the blow

characteristics of a detonator without loading.

Figure 11 shows the curve generated by a thin graphite rode in

the same resistance range as the conductive plastic of Figure 10. The

characteristic of the graphite rod, unlike the conductive plastic, is

ohmic at least up to 10 amperes.

Figure 12 shows the behavior of Acheson Dag 440, a resin-containing

graphite dispersion. This relatively high resistance material appeared

to have a limiting voltage and did not reach a current sufficient to blow

in this test.
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In Figure 13 is shown the behavior of a film of Aquadag (a water

V-1-1 .u C iutdai graphite). because ot the considerably higher I
resistance of the Aquadaq, the characteristic is not Rtrictly romperable

to those of the previous tests, but its non-linear characteristic ap-

pears similar to the Dag 440 and certainly different from the con-

ductive plastic.

To observe whether the V-1 characteristic of the conductive plastic

was merely a heating effect, continuous AC below the critical value was

applied to a conductive plastic bridge. Figure 14 shows the result of

this test. It will be seen that the ohmic characteristic of the ma-

terial below the critical current wa3 maintained although the total

energy generated was far in excess of that required to blow the equi-

valent bridge in Figure 10.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion we indicate some of the advantages that might be

realized from the use of Markite conductive plastic bridged initiators;

I. The plastic structure permits considerable flexibility in design.

2. The unitary molded structure is resistant to vibration and

handling damage.

3. The relatively large area of the bridge minimizes the effect of

nicks and scrapes.

4. Non-destructive pretesting for lA-lW is possible.

5. It is possible to test presumptively for firing characteristics
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without loading.

6. The properties of the bridge can be varled by varying the

specific resistance of the bridge material,

7. The prooerties of the bridge can be varied by varying the

thermal conductivity, heat capacity and current leakiness

of the insulator body.

8. These plugs have cost advantages inherent in molding pro-

cesses when large quantities are involved.

9. There is the possibility of Including circuitry within the

body of the molded plug.

10. The coniductive plastic bridge requires no skilled hand

labor such as for spot welding wire.

11. Miniature units can be made by automated procedures.

12. The conductive plastic bridge can be made to encompass a

broad range of stable resistances.

Acknowledgement:

The material in this paper is based in part on work performed

for the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Corona, California, under

Contract No. NI23(62738)53rOA(X).

DISCUSSION

The shelf life of the plastic bridges is not known.

It is believed that the Markite plastic can withstand the tempera-

ture required for sterilization.
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FIGURE I

Maikite Conductive Plastic Bridged Plugs

One Aripere One Watt, No Fire

FIGURE 2

Markite Conductive Plastic Bridged Plugs

One Ampere - One Watt, No i`ýre
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I FIGURE

Harkte Conductive Plastic Bridged Plugs

Miniature

-
FIGURE 4

Harkite Conductive Plastic Bridged Plugs

Type 211616
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MLE I ICUf.RENT-'PQME.R SENSITIVITY

EXPOSURE AS JAN, HIGH CONDITIONED FORTY VIBRA- JOLT I

BEFORE LOADED TEMP. TEMP, TESIED FOOT TION TEST

TEST HUMID, STORAGE AT DROP TEST

__0. OF CYCLE _. 160F -65OF TECT

NO. OF 25 20 12 10 10

AMPS 1.78 1.71 1.89 1.88 1.79 0/5@1.0 0/481.0 0/361,0'
MEAN

DENT SIZE
AVERAGE 0.017 0.013 0,018 0.017 0,012

INCHES

WATTSWAT 2.22 2.43 3.80 1.87 1.27 0/591,0 0/481.0 0/381.0

TABLE 2 PULSE SENSITIVITY AS LOADED

EXPOSURE AS JAN, HIGH CONDITIONED
BEFORE LOADED TEMP, TEMP. TESAED

TEST HUMO. STROAGE AT 160OF AT -65OF
CYCLE

NO. OF
DETONATOPS

ERGS 4630 4200 7140 4220 7650
MEAR

FUICT. TIME

MICRO SECS. 27 51 49 26 34
AVERAGE

DEf;T SIZE
AVERAGE OO14 0.014 0.017 0,018 0.015
INCHES

TABLE 3 PULSE SENSISTIVITY AFTER ONE WATT - ONE AMPP,

EXPOSURE AS JAN, HIGH. CONDITIONED FORTY VIBRA- JOLT
BEFORE LOADED TEMP. TEMP. TESH'ED FOOT TION TEST

TEST HUMD, STORAGE AT DRnP TEST
CYCLE 160OF -65OF TEST

NO, OF
NO, OF 25 17 12 10 10 5 4 3i DETONATORS

ERGS 5670 8850 8410 6000 7130 5/59 4/4@ 0/3@
MEAN lO.0oc 10,000 10,000

FUNCTIONING
TIME MICRO 26 50 46 20 64 23 23
SEC. AVER,

DENT SIZE
AVERAGE 0.016 0.016 0.017 0 ,016 0.014 0.020 0,017

INCHES
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3-7P HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANT
CONDUCTIVE PRIMING MIXES

Allen F. Rchlqck

William E. Perkins

Chemistry Research Laboratory
Frankford Arsenal, Phila., Pa. 19137

INTRODUCTION

This presentation deals with work directed toward the develop-

ment of an electric ignition element for a specific application,

namely, a bomb ejector cartridge. The requirements established for

this cartridge and tight time schedule which had to be met influenced

many of the decisions which were made throughout the development

phase of this program.

Some of the major requirements for this electric ignition element

were:

I. be capable of withstanding a minimum of one ampere

direct current and/or one watt of D.C. power for five minutes without

firing or duding.

2. be capable of being actuated from a D.C. pulse of five

amperes in less than 25 milliseconds

3. be operable at and after extended conditioning at

350'F.

4. be operable at and after extended conditioning at

-65 0 F.

5. be non-case grounded
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I
6. be insensitive to a static discharge of 150,000 ergs

flm• •minrnJ...c~arad tOL.u±ILseI-7. be an open circuit or exhibit a resistance of 20 ohms

or more as a result of firing.

These requirements were listed in the purchase request received

from the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base,

Albuquerque, New Mexico for the development of a bomb ejector cart-

ridge.

The most severe requirement for this electric ignition element

is that it must be capable of withstanding conditioning at 350'.

For the past few years electro-explosive devices (EEDs) are being

used in more applications where they may be exposed to elevated

temperatures. These temperature requirements have put an added

burden on the design engineer in that he must find explosive mixtures

which, in themselves, are stable at these temperatures and also are

compatible with the metallic components which are to contain them.

APPROACH

Two approaches were considered to meet these requirements; one,

use of a bridgewire element with a built-in bridgewire destroyer, and

the other, use of a conductive mix element which inherently produces

an open circuit when fired. Both approaches required that a high

* See references
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temperature ignition mixture be developed. Use of a conductive mix

element was chosen for this program because the design and manufacture

of this type element seemed simpler.

Initially, an electric ignition test element was designed to

study promising mixtures. The basic design shown in Figure 1 contains

the following:

1. Simplified construction for ease of manufacture.

2. Body and electrode constructed of stainless steel to

withstand the high conditioning temperature without being affected

adversely by the priming mixture.

3. Insulator made from ceramic to withstand high condition-

ing temperature and high pressures produced during its actuation.

4. A steel support cup which is crimped into place to main-

tain the compression on the conductive charge to stabilize the resis-

tance and provide an adequate degree of confinement at actuation.

5. A cavity for placing a supplemental charge to adapt

the element to a wider variety of applications without affecting its

basic sensitivity.

6. Magnesium discs to provide an adequate degree of con-

finement for the conductive mixture and supplemental charge. These

are consumed during ignition.

The next consideration was choosing the mixture compositions

2,3
to be evaluated in these ignition elements. Previous studies on high
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temperature stable percussion primers provided two promising mixtures

capable of withstanding conditioning at elevated temperatures. Table

I rhows ....l umposition ot these mixtures. FA 989 mixture consists

of calcium silicide, antimony sulfide and potassium chlorate. Primers

Table 1

Compositions of High Temperature Stable
Percussion Priming Mixtures

Ingredients Per Cent Composition
Mixtures FA 989 FA 968

Calcium Silicide 17

Antimony Sulfide 30
Potassium Chlorate 53

Phosphorus, red 27.3

Barium Nitrate 66.0

Glass, ground 6.7

containing this mixture were not adversely affected by conditioning

at 400 for several weeks.2, 3 FA 968 mixture consists of red phos-

phorus, barium nitrate and ground glass. Primers containing this

mixture were not adversely affected by conditioning at 350* for

several weeks.2 With the addition of conductive materials to the

priming compositions, the mixtures can be made conductive. There-

fore, these two basic mixtures were chosen for study.

In studying conductive mixtures, certain conductivity relation-

ships must be considered. The conductive particles are dispersed in

a random manner throughout the entire mixture aad the resultant
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electrical conductivity is a function of the resistivity of t-h- ,nn-

ductive ingredient, length of the most conductive path and the

physicochemical characteristics of the composition.

The mechanism of the initiation of conductive mixtures is com-

plex primarily due to the fact that resistance measurements are

variable and depend upon the current of the firing circuit. Theý

initiation mechanism has probably been studied in more detail for con-

ductive mixtures containing carbon than any other conductive ingred-

ient.4 Therefore, carbon was chosen as the conductive ingredient to

be ased in these mixtures.

It is believed that for some applications carbon could oe used

in conjunction with other conductive materials to obtain various and

possibly unique performance characteristics. However, in this pro-

gram no conductive materials other than carbon were used in the con-

ductive mixtures in order not to complicate the design which might

cause long time delays. The conductivity of the ingredients in each

of the basic mixtures was determined. Calcium silicide in the FA 989

mixture was found to be conductive and was deleted from this mixture.

Initial studies were performed using a basic mixture of antimony

sulfide and potassium chlorate. Table 2 lists the compositions of

three mixtures evaluated in these studies. It is noted that the

carbon content was increased from 14 to 20 per cent. The range of

carbon content in these studies was chosen from results obtained in

preliminary studies.
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Table 2
Compositions of Mixtures

Evaluated in Test Elements .
Ingredients Per CeUL Compositions

Mixtures FA 984 FA 986 FA 985

Antimony Suifide 28 28 27

Potassium Chlorate 58 55 53

Carbon 14 17 20

Since the ignition elements must pass one ampere current for

five minutes, their resistance had to be necessarily low, and it

was decided that a value of approximately one ohm would suffice.

This would limit the power required to approximately one watt. As

the resistance of the element increases with constant current, the

power drawn by this element increases. Thus, with high resistance

large amount of power would be drawn, heating the priming mixture

considerably and perhaps igniting or duding the mixture. The res-

istance of an ignition element is largely affected by the composi-

tion of the conductive mixture, the gap width, which is the distance

as measured through the mixture between the two electrodes, and the load-

ing pressure of the mixture. These variables were evaluated in the

following studies.

Figure 2 shows the effect of gap width on resistance as the

carbon content was increased from 14 to 20 per cent. A straight line

was obtained when the average resistance was plotted against the

logarithm of gap width. As the gap width increased, the average

3-7.6
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resistance nf t-h .. .4 .•g- - 1,,m.... tuLCaued. uap widths below

.020 inches were not studied because the assembly of the Cererit

insulators to the metallic components became too difficult. Based

on available data, a gap width of .020 inches was chosen for use in

the standard ignition elements. As the carbon content of the mixture

increased, the resistance of the elements decreased. With a .020

inch gap width there was no significant difference in the resis-

tancds of the elements which were between 1.6 and 2.0 ohms. On the

basis of exploratory studies, the mixture containing 17 per cent

carbon was chosen for further evaluation. Since the ignition ele-

ments rust meet the one amp/one watt requirement, it was essential

that sufficient carbon be added in order to conduct this input

energy without firing. Fourteen per cent carbon did not seem

sufficient to meet this requirement safely. The addition of twenty

per cent carbon, it was thought, would dilute the output of the

primer below that required.

Figure 3 shows the effect of loading pressure on resistance of

the ignition elements containing FA 986 mixture (17% carbon). The

gap width in this study was .020 inches. A straight line was

obtained when average resistance was plotted against the logarithm

of loading pressure. As the loading pressure was increased the

average resistance of the elements decreased. When the loading
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pressure was equal to 1000 psi the resistance of the ignition ele-

meits was approximately 2 ohms. At this resistance there was an

iLldlcaLiun that the ignition elements lacked sufficient electrical

sensitivity. It was decided that 800 psi represented a satisfactory

compromise for loading pressure.

Having established a gap width and loading pressure, the elec-

trical sensitivity of the FA 986 mixture charged into these ignition

elements was next considered. Figures 4 and 5 show the functioning

characteristics of the ignition elements. Figure 4 shows the per cent

of elements which functioned satisfactorily versus the firing current.

In this study an element was considered to have functioned satis-

factorily if it fired in less than 25 ms. The curve shows that the

current at which no element functioned satisfactorily was approximately

2 amperes and the current at which all elements functioned satis-

factorily was approximately 5 amperes.

Figure 5 shows the average functioning time of the elements

versus the firing current. The functioning times were quite long

(about 1000 ms) using a firing current of 2 amps. The funettoning

times decreased rapidly as the current was slightly increased.. The

functioning times averaged less than 25 ms when the firing current

was greater than 4 amps.

All of the elements prior to these functioning tests were

subjected to one ampere current for five minutes. None of the

elements fired. The firing circuit used for these tests is shown

3-7.8
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n Fi ...... G. At the start of each test the switch was turned to

position I and the voltagp wag slowly increased ... i the line

current read one ampere. This current was allowed to flow through

the ignition element for five minutes. The switch was then turned

to position 3. The current was readjusted to read one ampere by

changing the resistance of the rheostat to match the resistance of

the element. The voltage was next increased until the firing

curzent was obtained. The switch was turned to position 1 applying

the firing current to the element. The functioning time of the

element was recorded.

From these data the non-case grounded XM 54 electric ignition

element, shown in Figure 7, was designed and fabricated. When these

elements were charged with 4.0 grains of FA 986 mixture, the follow-

ing characteristics were exhibited:

1. all resistances, as measured at 1.0 ampere current,
were found to be between 2.3 and 4.5 ohms

2. all elements were capable of passing 1.0 ampere
current for 5 minutes without firing

3. all elements tested at 2.0 ampere current fired
but functioning times were in excess of one second

4. all elements tested at 3.0 amperes current fired, with
functioning times averaging under 100 ms.

5. all elements tested at 4.0 amperes current fired with
functioning times mostly under 25 ms.

6. all elements tested at 5.0 amperes current fired in
less than 10 ms.
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High temperature starago rpatn wa-er perfcrmcd cn tha 1=454

elements. The elements were conditioned at 400'F for 25 hours

and then cooled to room temperature. All elements fired with the

application of 5.0 ampere current.

Ten XM 54 elements were subjected to an electrostatic discharge

of 300,000 ergs from a 2 micromicrofarad condenser. No elements

fired.

At this time the purchase description for the bomb ejector

cartridge was changed significantly. The current at which the

functioning times of the ignition elements had to be 25 ms or

less was changed from 5.0 to 4.0 amperes. Also, a requirement was

added that the combustion products of the mixture be non-corrosive.

Since FA 986 mixture produces corrosive products on combustion

it could no longer be considered for use in these ignition elements.

Under the high temperature percussion primer program2 the red phos-

phorus/barium nitrate/ground glass non-corrosive mixture was devel-

oped. Using the same technical approach followed to develop the

FA 986 conductive mixture, a series of non-corrosive blends using a

basic blend of red phosphorus, barium nitrate and carbon were pre-

pared and evaluated in XM 54 components. The ground glass was

excluded from the mixture since it was only used in the percussion

primer to enhance impact sensitivity which is obviously not required

in these ignition elements. Table 3 shows the mixtures evaluated.
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auble 3

Compositions of Non-Corrosive Mixtures Evaluated in
XM 54 Components

Ingredients Per Cent Compositions
Mixtures FA 997 FA 998 FA 999 FA 1001

Phosphorus, red 25 22 20 24.0
Barium Nitrate 70 68 65 68.5
Carbon 5 10 15 7.5

The carbon content was increased from 5 to 15 per cent. The elec-

trical sensitivity studies indicated that the mixture designated

FA 1001 exhibited the best results. XM 54 ignition elements charged

with 3.0 grains of FA 1001 mixture exhibited resistances in the

range of 2.5 to 4.5 ohms which were capable of passing one ampere

direct current for five minutes without firing or duding and were

capable of firing from a 4.0 amp pulse in less than 25 ms.

It was noted during the functioning tests that the resistance

of the i6gnition elements did not adhere to ohms law, but changed

significantly as the current in the circuit was increased. This

was especially true at the higher current levels. Since this current

change is pertinent to electrical sensitivity information an

oscillograph was placed in the test circuit as shown in Figure 8, to

provide a current versus time curve. A series of curves were

obtained showing the average actual firing current versus time as the

apparent current in the circuit was increased in increments of .25

ampere3 from 2.50 to 3.50 amperes. The apparent current is defined
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as that current which flows in an equivalent circuit in whlch ae

resistor, whose resistance is equal to that of the ignition element

at one ampere, is substituted for the element.

Figure 9 shows the results of this study. As shown, the actual

firing current is significantly higher than the apparent current

applied indicating the resistance of the element decreased as the

current of the circuit was increased.

The purchase request required that a Bruceton analysis of these

ignition elements be performed based on the firing current being

the independent variable. The results of the previous study show

that the firing current is not an independent variable; instead the

firing current and the resistance of the element are interdependent.

It was suggested that the method of conducting the Bruceton analysis

be modified to reflect the actual results obtained in this test.

Since this suggestion was not favorably received, the test was con-

ducted as close to the original specification as possible using the

apparent current as the independent variable. Data obtained in this

analysis are contained in Appendix A.

Using the apparent ctrrent in the circuit, the electrical

sensitivity of the XM 54 electric ignition elements charged with PA

1001 mixture was calculated as follows:

1. Current for 99% confidence level -- 3.82 amperes

2. Current for 95% confidence level -- 3.48 amperes
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. Current for 5% confidence level -- 2.15 amperes

4. Ctirient for 1% confidence lel -- 1.81 amperes

High temperature performance tests were conducted on these

XM 54 ignition elements. The elements were conditioned at 350'F

for 8 hours. A current of one ampere was passed through the ele-

ments for 5 minutes with now firing. Subsequently, an apparent

current of 4 amperes was passed through the elements and all fired.

Static discharge sensitivity tests were conducted on five XM 54

electric ignition elements. Each was subjected to 10 pulses of

150,000 ergs from a 500 micromicrofarad condenser with none function-

ing.

Numerous other tests were conducted on the cartridge in which

the XX 54 electric ignition element was a part of the performance

train. Included in these tests were the shock and vibration, sonic,

temperature cycling between -65 0 E and +350*F. and leakage tests. No

malfunctions were obtained that were attributed to the XM 54 electric

ignition element.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Unde' t+h pregrz -tW CandiucLive mixtures were developed which i
exhibit no change in functioning characteristics after exposurp to

a temperature of 350 to 400'F. Use of these mixtures in other

applications where temperature stability is required should be

investigated.

Although many of the studies performed in the development of

these mixtures were exploratory in nature, the information obtained

indicates that a wide range of performance characteristics can be

produced with conductive mixtures.

In the past few years EEDs, including bridgewire and exploding

bridgewire elements, have become more sophisticated to meet increasingly

severe performance specifications. The design changes required to

accomplish this have increased the costs of these EDs such that

reliability tests are performed using only small quantities. On

the other hand, conductive mix elements can be designed so that they

are relatively cheap to manufacture providing large production sav-

ings over other types of EEDs. Also, because of these reduced costs,

reliability tests can be performed using much larger quantities,

therefore, giving more accurate analysis of the performance charac-

teristics of the elements. The conductive mix approach undoubtedly

has its limitations, and may not maet every requirement for every

EED, but its simplicity in design and versatility should be brought

into focus for future considerations.
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3-8P A HEAT TRANSFER STUDY OF HOT WIRE IGNTPTIO

OF A METAL-METAL OXIDE MIXTURE*

by

J. L. Austing and J. E. Kennedy,
IIT Research Institute, Chicago, Illinois

and

D. H. Chamberlain and R. H. Stresau.
R. Stresau Laboratory, Inc., Spooner, Wisconsin

ABSTRACT

Measured values of thermal conductivity and autoignitlon

temperature of an aluminum-tungstic oxide mixture and the elec-

trothermal heat loss factor of a hot bridgewire have been used

to calculate the temperature profile history of the bridgewire

and surrounding reactant. Experimentally observed ignition

characteristics correlate with the calculated thickness of

reactant elevated above autoignition temperature.

INTRODUCTION

The hot wire ignition threshold of metal-metal oxide mix-

tures in contact with bridgewires is controlled by heat transfer

processes in and between the bridgewire and the pressed granular

bed of reactive solids. In principle, given values of the

physical and chemical properties of the bridgewire and the

reactive mixture and specifications of the system geometry, one

could calculate the response of a device to a given electrical

firing pulse.

*This work was supported by the U.S_ Atomic Energy Commission
under Contract No. AT (11-1)-578, Task Orders No. 55 and 64.
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In practicef analysis of hot wire ignition is usually

limited either to 't" of the '- temperature history,

from which estimates of ignition probability nr time may be made

in certain cases, or to consideration of heat transfer into the

reactant and its ensuing reaction through use of a computer. A

method is illustrated in this paper which permits calculation

of the temperature profile history of the reactant bed by a

graphical finite difference solution easily done by hand, and a

criterion of ignition is suggested for a reactant for which no

kinetic data are available other than autoignition temperature.

An analysis is presented of a system studied experimentally

by Austing and Weber(), specifically the 2/3 stoichiometric

aluminum-tungstic oxide mixture* subjected to constant current

firings. Experimentally determined values of the electrothermal

heat loss factor of the bridgewire, and of the thermal conduc-

tivity and autoignition temperature of the reactive mixture,

together with values obtained from bandbooks, represented the

input for the analysis. Advantage was taken of the fact that

values of thermal conductivity of the reactive bed can be

derived from experiments in which the heat loss factor is

determined; derivation of equations showing this relation is

presented.

3

*This mixture is formulated from H-3 spherical grade aluminum
and TO-2 grade tungstic oxide. The term 2/3 stoichiometric
implies aluminum deficiency.
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The bridgewire temperature history was calculated up to

and beyond tht v-Iz =11irg t=,tipe-varure Dy use of the electro-

thermal equation studied extensivelv by Rosenthal(2) This

bridgewire temperature history was then used as the interior

boundary condition in calculating radial heat conduction from

the wire into the reactive bed. A parameter determined from

the temperature profile histories thus calculated for the re-

active bed was plotted against euperimentally determined igni-

tion times to provide an "ignition threshold" curve from which

ignitability and ignition times may be predicted for untested

conditions. The calculated parameter chosen as a criterion of

ignition was the heating of a critical thickness of bed to a

temperature in excess of the autoignition temperature.

BRIDGEWIRE TEMPERATURE HISTORY

The differential equation that describes the heating of a

bridge system with heat losses under constant-current conditions

is (2):

Cp dt + YO = 1 2R0 (I + aS) (I)

where C = heat capacity of the bridgep

0 = temperature rise above ambient temperature

t = time

y = electrothermal total heat loss factor

I = current

R0 = resistance of the bridge at ambient temperature

a = temperature coefficient of resistivity.
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As expressed in Equation (1), the heat loss factor, y, is

a lumped type of coefficient meant to include all modes of heat

transfer from the bridge, namely, conduction, convection, and

rad iation.

The solution to the Equation (1) is:

2 2~i ____ ~
2 exp c t (2)

y - I 2R0 a P(2

if a and y are not function of temperature. For Evanohm (the

bridgewire material used io.ignitability experiments the

temperature coefficient of resistivity, a, is quoted to be

±0.00002/°C(3), a value that justifies assuming a=O. Equation

(2) thus simplifies to:

12 0  1 - exp -C•p (3)

Equation (3) was used to calculate the bridgewire tempera-

Lure histories at selected current levels and several values of

the heat loss factor, y. As illustrated in Figure 1, the solu-

tion involves a portion in which the wire is below its melting

point of 1325,C, a constant temperature plateau during which the

wire melts, and a region in which the wire is molten but is

assumed to maintain its shape. The heat capacity of molten

Evanohm was assumed to be nearly double that of the solid Evanohm,

as is the case with most metals. Equation (3) was applied for
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solution of both regions in which temperature rose with time; an

appZoupicti- delay time was entered into the solution in the

molten region, to accnnnt for the timc rdquirad Lo iit the wire.-

The value of y was determined by conducting steady state

experiments at low currents, insufficient to cause initiation;

at steady state, the bridgewire temperature remains, constant,

hence Equation (1) reduces to

YO = I 2R0(l + ao) = I 2 RT (4)

where

RT = resistance at steady state temperature. A'brid~e

of platinum, which has a high value of a, was used' in Peat loss

factor experiments to that the steady state resistance of the

wire could be used to imply its temperature*

Axial and Radial Partitionina of Heat Loss

The steady state tamperature attained by a bridgewire is an

equilibrium condition in which the total heat loss is equal to

the ohmic heating. The total heat loss factor y may be parti-

tioned into axial and radial components wherein

Y = Ya + Yr

"where

ye = axial heat loss factor

r= radial hea'c loss factor

3-S.5
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Since radial gradients in the wire and axial flow in the

surrounding media can be ignored because of thp very !l-rgc

ratJ.o of thermal conductivities of the two media in most systems

of practical interest, we may assume that heat flow can be

divided into axial flow along the bridgewire and radial flow

i~nto the surrounding reactive bed. The steady state situation

in a differential length, dL, of wire can be represented by the

eqtoeuation:

IIPedL

A dq + OkrdL

2
or Pe - (6)

dL A r

and q =-kwA do (7)

where
pe = electrical resistivity of wire metal

A = cross-sectional area of wire

q = axial heat flow at any point in the wire

= radial heat loss factor per unit iength. and

k =thermal conductivity of the wire.

Equations (6) and (7) may be combined,

_ -~ 2d q =__•d _q_ 4q] ] Okr

dL df dL '!.'A d - A r

and rearranged

qdq (Akw3,rCE- I ek w)d9 (8)

ew8.
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Throu-'L integration and application of the boundary conditions

that q 0 and m(maximum temperature rise)at the midpoint

of the wire,
2 22 22 212 k (H 0)-Ak kr(2 ( 2 (9)

qe ew m -.0)M

By setting 0 = 0 as at either end of the bridgewire, the

heat flow through the wire at each end, q may be determined.

Since by definition

2qe

S81 2 )e kw -4Akwk r] ( 10)
Y'a OM

The total heat loss factor, y, is by definition the quotient of

the total electric power by the maximum temperature rise.

12PeL
Ae m (11)

Since Yr = Lkr and combining with Equation (5),

'Pe A y k
1pe = La + Ahr (12)

m r

Equation (10) can be substituted into Equation (12) to eliminate

Om7 which is not readily determined experimentally, to derive

4Ak72 3 2 2 +Ak 2
4A-W V W k rAL2

4Akw - kwkr (13)
3-Ya87
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The radial component of the heat loss factor, yr, is given

by:kr k dL krIavL

r-m V(14 )

in m

Rather than derive a rigorous but cumbersome expression for

temperature as a function of position along the bridgewire,

an estimate of the ratio 0av/9m based on similarity is sug-

gested, in the form

eav ce m/L--- = - (15)
em (dG/dL)e

where the subscript e denotes the end of the bridgewire, and c

is & constant. The value of c can be shown to be approximately

8by comparison of heat loss factors and temperature distri-

(4)butions of "short" bridgewires(. By substituting expressions

from Equations (7), (10), and (14) into Equation (15), we

derive:

" = [ - | (16)

The value of k is dependent upon the configuration of ther
surrounding boundaries as well as the thermal conductivities of

the media. For a cylindrtcally symmetric system,

kr (Df /Db)(17)
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where

V = efectiv cn,]LIutŽ i oi theI I material surrounding the bridgewire

I D = inside diameter of a surrounding heat
sink, and

Db bridqewire diameter

E perimental Measurements of Heat Loss

The above equations imply that measurement of values of the

axial and radial heat loss factors also provides the data Lor

coiculation of thermal conductivity .f the surrounding media.

The experimental arrangement for determining heat loss factors

consisted of a Glasseal glass skirted flange header with p ins

set 0.250-inch apart. The pins and glass were ground and

polished flat and the bridgewire was soldered to these pins. The

header was then epoxied into an aluminum charge holder with an

internal diameter of 0.404-inch. The aluminum-,tungstic oxide

mixture was pressed into this holder and onto the bridgewire at

the loading pressure (or density) of interest. Heat loss fac.

tors and thermal conductivities presented in Table 1 were de..

rived from data obtained in steady state experiments using this

hardware. To calculate the apparent thermal conductivity of the

glass/reactant surround •f the bridgewire, Equation (17) was

solved simultaneously for: each pair of data sets acquired for

a given reactant composition loaded at a given loading pressure

at each of two bridgewire diameters. The value of the equivalent

heat sink diameter, Df- was also obtained for this calculation.
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The thermal conductivity of the surround was found to vary from
approx imate ly 1 • - -^1 5 • 1 -3 - "

r m -t 1... " L/'c cm ' as ioading

pressure on the aluminum-tungstic oxide mixture was increased

from 41800 to 20ý000 psi. Because these values are very close

to those of glass (which ranges from 1.5 to 2. x 10-3 cal/sec

cm OC) we may accept the measured values as representing the

thermal conductivity of the reactant mixture.

The partitioning of heat loss between axial heat losses,

which are not useful in ignition, and radial heat losses which

flow into the reactant is apparent from Table 1. The observa-

tion that thermal conductivity of a granular bed increases with

loading pressure (as particles are pressed closer together) is

in agreement with work reported by Kistler and Caldwell( 5 ).
The thermal conductivity of the 2 stoichiometric aluminum-

tungstic oxide mixture was checked independently in a more

standard cell for determination of thermal conductivity. The

results were in agreement with the values in Table I(6).

TEMPERATURE PROFILES IN REACTANT

A comparison between calculated bridgewire temperature

histories and ignition times for hot wire ignition of aluminum-

tungstic oxide mixtures demonstrates clearly that the bridgewire

temperature can far exceed the measured autoignition temperature

of 8251C() for aluminum-tungst.ic oxide for many milliseconds

before ignition occurs. This point clearly indicates that a
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significant radial thickness of bed reaches or exceed.i At-,

ignition temperature and therefore presumably reacts at a sub.

stantial rate prior to initiation of a propagating reaction wave.

Because no reaction kinetics data are known to have been de

termined for the alumJnum-.tungstic oxide mixture,, an analys..s w.is

made of the temperature profile induced in the reactive bed as

a function of time, omitting consideration of chemical react iurn.

The thickness of bed that had exceeded autoignition temperature

at the time of experimentally observed ignition was estimated

for each of several constant firing currents. Upon these cal

culated data is based a hypothesized I'ignition threshold" from

which ignitability and ignition times may be predicted.

Finite Difference Solution

The partial differential equation describing conductive

heat transfer to an inert bed (since reaction can not be treated

quantitatively) from an infinitely long cylindrical bridgewire

(7)
i's

( rkf a (18)
a8t -pcr r r'

where: p = bulk density of reactive bed,

Cp specf.ic beat. of bed, and

r = rad.,dl p.,•t ion measured from
the wire axi,..9
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with the boundary conditlon:

U = 0(t) according to Figure 1 or equivalent,

t-r W re for t 0,

and the init.ial condition:

0 0 at all r at t 0.

The rather complex expression for bridgewire temperature

history Imposed as the interior boundary condition and the fact

that a temperature plateau occurs during melting ,n the midst. of

the bridgewire heating cycle make analytical solution of Equation

(18) cumbersome. The interior boundary condition is handled

easily, however, by a finite difference method of solution.

Let us introduce the substitution Z = 'n(r/Rwjre), as sug-

gested by Peck( 8e) which produces the transformed equation

S ... (19)
dt 2 2PC r OZpp

where 0 = O(Z.,t). To express Equation (19) in finite difference

form, write Taylor series to provide expressions for O.• and
1 020(9) th
2 --.. . The value of 0 at the m increment of Z and the

r th Z

n Increment of t i.s denoted by the symbol 0 M.U, The series

m'n+j. mmn it ~n+1 nt t

iBr~idgew'ire temperature b.istry was calculated u.,-•g total heat
loss factor y (rather than It) because this was believed to lead
to the most accurate value of tLxnperature history near the cen.
ter of the bridgew.i.re.
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can be arranged to obtainj

- mn-s-i- m n
~t n+l-t n

Similarly Taylor series in Z ab~out Pl for estimates of fm,n m+l.nand 0ri are solved simultaneously, by elimination of
for 2~ Z2 The series

'az

E) +e e (z z + 2o "m+ I-Zm+M+l,n m,n+(z m+l- m 2~~ 2

and

23 Zr- 1-Zo A
0 n -,- (z Z) + ~ ý--m)r-J., ýZ z M-1 3z2 2

and use of a substitution rAýZ = z- lead to

r2 az (2) (Z M r-z -) ( 2r

The full, finite difference form of Equation (19) denoting
(t t) by At, is

9tf,n+lV ein 2

PC (Ar)2
r)
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The coefficient 2kfAt/Pc (Ar) is the modulus of the equa-

tion. Imposing the arbiLid.y constraint

2kfAt I2 1 (21)
PCp (Ar) (

the coefficient of e vanishes and Equation (20) simplifies to

('Zm - zm -1)em@-ln +(Zm+l - zm)m-1n (22)
mn+(Z Zm)

In making calculations at equal time intervals such that

At is constant, Ar must also be constant in accordance with

Equation (21). With Ar constant, AZ must vary as a function of

r as

AZ =A _ A (r/Rwire)

r r/Rwire (23)

Equation (22) is applicable for the case of differing as well as

constant values of AZ.

A graphical construction for solving Equation (22) is a

linear plot of e versus Z, with Z intervals marked off per

Equation (23). Equation (22) is an algebraic statement of the

"lever rule," indicating that the value of em, n+l can be read

at the intersection of a straight line drawn between 0m-ln and
with the vertical line Z Since Z = 4n(r/R ), semi-

m+l,n mwire

logarithmic graph paper can be used with 8 on the linear scale

and r/Rwire on the log scale. This facilitates the reading
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of temonrature rises at various radial positions0  The calcula-

tion proceeds from the bridgewire surface (at which Z = 0, since

r/Rwire 1) into the bed.

An example of the graphical finite difference solution is

shown in Figure 2. After arbitrarily selecting a value of Lt

to be 1 msec for that calculation and setting the modulus equal

to unity, the value of Ar/Rwire is calculated per Equation (21)

to be 0.354. The equal increments of Ar/Rwire are laid out on

the graph, then connecting lines are drawn for successive time

increments in accordance with Equation (22). The first non-

trivial connecting line is drawn for a time of 2 msec between

temperatures existing at the bridgewire surface (r/Rwire = 1.000)

at 1 msec per Figure 1 and at the second increment to the right

(r/Rwire = 1.708) at 1 msec. The value of G(Zl, 2 msec) can be
read at the intersection of this line with Z1, and this point is

used as an end-point for construction of a line for t = 3 msec,

as seen in Figure 2. As the graphical calculation proceeds to

subsequent time intervals, additional increments in Z enter into

it, signifying temperature rises at increasing distances from

the bridgewire. After several time increments9 estimates of l
temperature rise at alternate increments of Z (e.g., Z1, Z3,

Z5 are available at a given time increment, in addition

to knowledge of the temperature at Z0, which is the wire surface.
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Temperature profile histories calculated Jn this way for J
diffirent valuez of current levt~l, dnd bridgewire diameter) are

presented as Figures 3 and 4. In each case the value of At

used in the calculations was much smaller than the time incre-

ments displayed as parameters in the graphs. The value of At

used in each calculation was selected so as to be small in com-

parison with the observed or anticipated ignition time for a

given set of conditions.

It should be noted that it is possible in this finite dif-

ference method to make quantitative use of reaction kinetics

data when such is available for the reactant. The extenL of

reaction at each location during each time increment could then

be calculated since each local temperature is known. Heat

release (or absorption) accompanying the calculated degree of

reaction can be appropriately accounted for by adjustment of

each local temperature before proceeding with the next incre-.

mental calculation.

Hypothesized Ignitability Criterion

From plots of the temperature profile histories such as

in Figure 3, the calculated thickness of reactant bed heated

above autoignition temperature may be determined as a function

of heating time at constant current. It is reiterated that these

plots were made omitting consideration of chemical reaction. In

particular, the thickness of critically heated bed was calcu-

lated for each of four current levels for which ignition times
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had been experimentlly measured(1 for a constant Evanohm

bridgewire diameter of 5 inils and reactant density of about

3.5 g!/r', These data, lieLd in T2able 2, are plotted in Figure

5 to form thE solid "ignition threshold" curve.

The thickness of the reactant zone which exceeds auto-

ignition temperature pricr to ignition is approximately 0.001

to 0.002 in., depending upon current level, heat Ioss factor,

and heating time, This thickness represents a linear distance

equivalent to ten to twenty 3-I• particle diameters. The fact

that the zone of growing reaction is many particles deep lends

3ome justification to our imnplicit asz;umption, through use of

the heat conduction equation, of a bed of constant properties

at all locations.

It is hypothesized that ignition will occurc (1) whenever

calculation neglecting chemical reaction indicate that the

thickness of bed exceeding autoignition temperature is greater

than the threshold curve of Figure 5 at any time, and (2) that

it will occur at the time at which the threshold curve is

reached. Althcuah the threshold curve was constructed from data

obtained in constant current firings of units with 5-mil bridge-

wires and 3.5 g/cc reactant density, it is suggested that the

curve may be used to estimate behavior (i.e., i.gnitability and

ignition time) for untested conditions different from the above,

e.g., at different bridgewire diameters, reactant densities, or

current waveforms. Indeed an analyticalcriterion such as of-

fered in Figure 5 is of substantial value only if it will serve

to describe various sets of conditions of interest.
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Tu test the generality of the ignition threshold curve,

predictions of ignitinn 1mes were made for two variations in

the input data. Comparisons of the predictions with the re-

sults of experiments are given in Table 3. First, initiators

containing Inconel-glass headers bridged with 2-mil diameter

Tophet-C wire were loaded with the 2/3 stoichiometric mixture

of H-3 aluminum and TO-2 tungstic oxide, and were fired at 5

amperes. This current is the design all-fire current for these

initiators, which have a 1-amp, 1-watt no-fire capability. Three

experimental firings indicated an ignition time of 3.5 msec,

which was in fair agreement with the value of 4.6 msec predicted

from Figure 5.

Secondly, had been observed(1) that an increase in reactant

density caused an increase in ignition time. An attempt was

made to determine whether the analysis would agree with this ob-

servation. An aluminum-tungstic oxide density of 4.0 g/cc den-

sity inferred a different value of thermal conductivity (1.5 x

0- 3 cal/sec cm IC, measured experimentally) and a different

value of heat loss factor y (0.022 watts/OC, extrapolated from

values in Table 1) which affect the calculation, The high value

of y in particular effects a substantial reduction in the

equilibrium bridgewire temperature, which is closely approached

during the pre-ignition period, The calculated value of 27 msec

for ignition time at 4.0 g/cc, 15 amperes, and 5-mil bridge

diameter is in very good agreement with the observed value of
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29 msec; these values differ sharply from the value of 14 msec

at 3.5 g/cc, 15 amperes, and 5-mil bridge diameter, which was

used as one of the datum points in constructing the ignitionV
threshold curve. Thus Lth dnalysis appears to account satis-

factorily for the effect of density upon ignition time, princi-

pally through recognition of the effect of density upon the

value of y,.

On the basis of these results it is suggested that ignition

threshold calculations as described may be applicable both in

cases where reaction rate information is available, and where

it is lacking.
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Table 2

IGNITION THRESHOLD DATA*

Shot Current, Ignition Radial Thickness of Bed
Number amps Time , msec Above Autolgnlt.Lon Temp.,; in.

323 35 2 0.0009

219 25 5 0.00145

167 15 14 0.0019

106 11 28 0.0016

*2/3-Stoichiometric H-3 aluminum + VO-2 tungstic oxide,
nominally 3.5 g/cc9 heated by 5-mii Evanohm bridgewire,
for y = 0.012 watt/"'C

Table 3

PREDICTED AND OBSERVED EFFECTS OF CHANGES

IN DENSITY AND WIRE DIAMETER ON IGNITION TIME

Reactant Current Bridgewire Observed Calculated
Density (amps) Diameter Ignition Time Ignition Time

(g/cc) (mils) (msec) (msec)

3.5 15 5 14 *

4.0 15 5 2.9 27

3.5 5 2 3°5 4.6

'Datum point used in constructing 'ign.ition threshold" curve.
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Figure 3 CALCULATED TEMPERATURE PROFILE HISTORY

AT 15 AMPERES CONSTANT CURRENT FOR y - 0.012 WATT/CC
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II

3-9P ELECTRICAL AND THL.HMAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN O'

ELECTRO-FIXPLOSIVE DEVICES

By R. H. Stresau, R. Peterson, and D. Chamberlain

R. Stresau Laboratory, Inc. Spooner, Wisconsin

INTRODUCTION

Widespread concern regarding hazards of premature initi-

ation of electroexplosive devices as the result of electromag-

netic or electrostatic conditions inherent in ordnance appli-

cationg has lod to the promulgation of a number of specifications1

and standards limiting the sensitivity of EEDs. General

application of some specifications intended for general useI

would result in the disqualification of practically all EEDs

in current use in fuzes. A more serious effect would be the

disqualification of existing firing circuits, designed for use

with the relatively sensitive MEFs in current use and the

need to replace them with larger and heavier units necessary

for the less sensitive E~s which meet these recently estab-

lished criteria. However, more detailed consideration of the

characteristics and limitations of firing circuits in current

use and of the criteria set forth in recent documents indi-

cates that they are not necessarily incompatible. Many firing

circuits in current use are essentially pulse generators

capable of quite substantial output of instantaneous current

and power but somewhat limited amounts of energy per pulse,
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while the recently established criterinnl.In •1-J lrý !imit•:

I

of power and/or current required to fire with no reference to

energ~y sensitivity. In principle, as will be shown, power

sensitivity and energy sensitivity are subject to Independent

control by the designer's choice of materials and dimensions.

The input characteristics of thermal EEDs (as distin-

guished from exploding bridgewire devices) are determined by

the interaction of resistive heating, heat transfer, and reaction

kinetics. A complete and rigorous analysis of evei, the simplest

MED in these terms would requi&'O an extensive (and expensive)

computor program as well as data which are not available. How-

ever, thermal EEDs have been found to be particularly suscep-

tible to analyses in terms of simplified models which have been

found to be extremely useful (within their intended ranges of

application) in the deisgn of EEDs to meiet specified input

requirements and in the prediction of performance and behavior

of existing designs. The analyses presented herein are based

on such simplified models of designs which have been suggested

to comply with the requirements of Reference 1 and yet fire

from the output of existing circuits. In addition to the analyses,

this report includes experimental data which are in general

agreement with one of the analyses.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

As with any explosive initiation system, the threshold con-

dition for initiation is that at which heat is liberated by the

explosive decomposition faster than it is dissipated from the
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nucleus of reaction. This, of course, results in a temperatur.e
increase and (in view of the exponential relationship between

reaction rnte and temperature) an expunential increase in

reaction rate. If the explosive is assumed to be a continuous

solid medium in which the dominant heat transfer process is

conduction and which reacts in accordance with the Arrhenius

equation, it is possible to express this process in a differ-

ential equAtion which can be (and has been2 ) solved numerically

to yield critical temperatures for various react'on nucleus

dimensions 2 . However, the assumptions mentioned are so un-

realistic in their representation of granular solid explosives

that the numbers obtained are meaningless 3 . On the other hand,

if the magnitudes are ignored, the relationships predicted by

such calculations have been verified by any number of experi-I ientg3, 4, 5o 6. In Reference 4, it was pointed out that such

solutions indicated that the inverse of the threshold tempera-

ture should vary with the logarithm of the reaction nucleus

dimension. Experimental data for hot wire EnDs gave straight

lines when inverse critical temperatures were plotted versus

logarithms of bridgewire diameters 4 . Moreover, activation ener-

gies obtained from the slopes of these lines wexe in excellent

agreement with those obtained by other investigators using very

different techniques5.

Although the considerations d:iscussed above indicate that

the threshold temperature for initiation of an EED varies as

an inverse function of the bridgew~rc diameter (and also of the

time the temperature is sustained), this variation in tempera-

ture over the usual range of EED designs is small enough that
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the assumption of a bingle "ignition temperature" for each
explosive material can be very uiaeful, Kabik, Roagnthal, and
the7 aumptbining tof s aneumptlon with the equationr

where

ip is the heat oapaoity of tho bridge system

0 is th* temperature rise above ambient

t is time

Sin a heat loss factor

and P(t) is time dependent power input,

have, after experimentally determining Cp and • for an existing

E (as well as Gm, the threshold temperature for initiation)

predicted with precision the response to a wide variety of

complex input signals. -

If Equation (1) is salved for a pulse so short that losses

may be neglected, the relationship: j

where

E is the energy delivered by the pulse to the bridge-

wire can be combined with the assumption of a constant "ignition

temperature" to obtain the relationship that the firing energy

requirement is proportional to the bridgewire volume (since

volumetric specific varies rather little from one metal to

another). For a rather large range of bridgewire dimensions,

the threshold firing energy is given by the empirical equation:

E 25 + 450 Dh 2 L ------------------ (3)
t b
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I Convenient Tnitn anrI Cnq Arjn4 rn,+.e".a

Since
1 0 ergo one microJoule =one watt-miorosecond

the energy (E) in ergs stored in a capacitor of (C) microfarad1

capacitance, charged to (V) volts becomes:
F :- 5CV2 - -- -- -- - - - - -- -(5)

and the energy of a pulse becomes:

E = 10 f Pdt - - - -------------- (6)
where

E is the energy in ergs

P is the power In watts

and t is time in microseconds.

For bridgewires, a convenient unit of volume is the cylindrical

mil, which is defined as the volume enclosed in a cylinder of

one mil diameter by one mil length. A rather accurate estimate

of the heat dapacity of a bridge (Cp) can be made by multi-

plying the specific heat by the specific gravity and applying

the conversion:

1 calorie/mI 0 C = 0.54 ergs/cylindrical miloC - - - -(a)

For non-cylindrical bridges, the cubic mil may be a more con-

venient unit of volume.

1 calorie/mlOC = 0.687 ergs/cubic milOC --------- (b)

For resistance calculations it is convenient to convert hand-

book values to ohnv mils or ohm circular mils/mil:

I microhm centimeter = 0.000394 ohm mile (c)
= 0.501 ohm circular mils/inch (d)
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Heat transfer coefficients are most convenient in watte/milOo.

u Lorgzl/econa cm O1 z 0#0106 wateiamil-C -(-)--- e)

Relationship of Electrical and Thermal n

Since both thermal and electrical conductivity are propor-

tional to the area of the conductor at right angles to the path

of flow and inversely proportional to the length of the path.

Thus, for any conductor:

Pfl/ - ke/R ------ )---------------------

where

Pf is the rate of heat flow between two points,

0 is the tempersture differential between the points

R is the electrical resistance between the points

k is the thermal conductivity of the material

and e is Its electrical resistivity.

for EED design calculations, it is convenient to express the

predudt (k ) in ohm watts/ 0 0. Published heat transfer data are

often expressed in terms of calories per second, which may, of

course, be converted to watts by multiplying by 4.185.

Pertinent Properties of Materials Used in EEDs

The properties given in the tables (-1j2) are taken from

handbooksem -9, manufacturers'". descriptions, and other sources.

They have beeu combined and converted to the convenient units

mentioned above.

Thermal properties of electrical insulators which have been

used or might ftnd application in EEDs are given in Table 2.

A glance at the heat capacity data given in Tables 1 and 2 will

reveal that the volumetric heat capacities of all materials,
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metallic and insulatom, vary rather little from one to another.

The search for a heat sink medium with an imipalllly ' a -- ÷

capacity has rather dim prospects. In metallic conductors,

there is a tendency for high resistance alloys to have low ther-

mal conductivities but this tendency is insufficient to com-

peflsate for the increase in electrical~esistivity and maintain

the nearly constant value of the product (pk) which applies to

the pure metals and alloys of medium resistivity. In general,

this tendency continues for insulators in that most electrical

insulators are also reasonably effective thermal insulators.

A notable exception is beryllium oxide, which is comparable with

pure metals as a thermal conductor. It may be noted that the

ceramics listed have thermal conductivities about ten times those

of the plastics listed. Of course, plastics can be varied in

many of their properties by the addition of fillers. One maker

of specialized plastics has statedI 0 that plastics with thermal

conductivities approaching one-tenth of that of metallic aluminum

are possible.

Gross Heating of an EED

Most considerations of heat accumulation and dissipation

in an EED are concerned with the bridgewire and its immediate

surroundings. It is of some interest to consider these matters

as they apply to the whole EED considered as a lumped thermal

mass. Equation (1) is as applicable to such considerations as

to the bridgewire system.

A reasonable estimate of the heat capacity of a typical EED

can be made rather easily in view of the fact 9 which can be checked
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by reference to Tables 1 and 2, that the volumetric heat cap*-

cities of materials used in EEDs vary rather little from one to

another. Assuming the avera6e to be 0.3 erg/°C oyl. mil., the

heat capacity (Cp) of a detonator the size of the Mk.71 (0.193"

dia by 0.5" long) is about 5,700,000 ergs/°C 0.57 Joules/°0

Cp. If such a detonator were thermally Isolated (that is to

say, • : 0), the solution of Equation (1) for the one watt five

minute test would be:

Cp •9P t --------------------------- (8)

.570:300

9=5270C

which would be hot enough to initiate most explosive materials.

Of course, such thermal 'solation is impossible and can

be approached only by much extreme measures as a Dewar flask.

However, this calculation serves to illustrate the importance of

heat transfer from the detonator to its surroundings. If we

consider a detonator of this kind hanging in free air, the heat

loss factor (6) may be seen to be the sum of the heat loss factor

due to convection and that due to conduction along the lead wires.

Reference 9: gives, for the surface coefficient of heat transfer

for ordinary surfaces in still air 1.65 BTU/sq. ft. hr. OF which

is equal to 0.0063 Watt/sq•. In.

Since the surface area of a detonator of the size mentioned

above is about 0.36 square inches, the heat loss factor for loss

to the air is 0.00227 watt/°C. The heat loss through the lead

wires can vary enormously over the range of materials and sizes

used for lead wires in current practise. Two examples of commonly
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used oombinations of materials and dimensions are 26 gage stain-

laoa Etcu &nd 20 gage copper, each four inches long. Solving

Equation (7) for the atarlna., the heat l^o through sac. wire

turns out to be about 0.00001 watt/O0, a nearly negligible con-

tribution to the total heat lose factor. On the other hand, the

heat loss through each of the copper leads is 0.00215 watt/oC.

Adding the surface losses to the lead-wire losses, the heat

loss factors ( Y ) are 0.00229. iA/OC for the EED with the stain-
steel lead wire and 0.00657 watt/OC with the copper leads. Equi-

librium temperatures for the two detonators with steady power

input of one watt while hanging free in still air £r*465Ro and

153 0 C above ambient respectively. Thermal time constants (CP/f)

for the two detonators are 255 seconds and 87 seconds respec-

tively. These time constants, of course, are very much larger

than those of any bridgewire systems of practical interest. Thus,

for steady state conditions, the temperature rise (9) of the

detonator considered as a lumped thermal mass must be added to

that of the bridgewire system as calculated using Equation (1)

in its usual context.

Although it would be possible to combine Equation (1) for

the bridgewire system with the same equation for the EED as a

lumped thermal mass to obtain a somewhat more realistic predic-

tion of its behavior, such an equation, in addition to b•ing a

bit cumbersome, would be an oversimplification of the true situa-

tion. A rigorous representation would have to consider tempera-

ture distribution within the EED and in surrounding media in

terms of distributed parameters. In view of the complex
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Configuration of initiator components and the variety of design,

a general formulation for such consideration does not asem

possible. A more profitable pursuit would seem to be the oon-

sideration of ouch general design• as a unique system.

The condition assumed in the foregoing analysis, that of a

detonator hanging free in still air, Is unlike eny anticipated

condition of use in a weapon, As used in weapons, EEDs are

usually inserted in relatively snug fitting holes in metal fuze

components. Under these conditions, thi heat loss factor Is some-

what difficult to asseseLbeosuse of its dependence on clearance,

fuze body materials, surface finishes, etc. but it is safe, in

general, to assume that it will be large enough that the equilibrium

temperature rise of the detonator body will be negligible.

However, a test for compliance with the "one watt, one-ampere

no-fire" criterion, in the absence of specified procedures or

test fixtures is unlikely to be performed under service instal-

lation conditions and may be performed under the free hanging

conditions assumed above. A designer forced to deiýgn for such

conditions has two alternatives$ (1) Increasing the heat capa-

city (Cp) sufficiently that the 300 Joules causes a manageable

temperature rise. (2) Increasing the heat loss factor (')

enough to limit the equilibrium temperature rise to a reasona'lle

value. In view of the small range of volumetric heat capacit.es

of solids (see Tables 1 and 2), the first of these alternatives

is possible only by increasing the volume to several times that

of the Mk. 71 Detonator (a change which would be quIte unpopular

with fuze designers). The second alternative can be attained by

the use of sufficiently conductive lead wires. The 20 gage by
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four Inch copper leads assumed above would be nearly sufficient.

However. It. nhr,,h4 C-- - o -1tat thir caleultLun ia based

on the assumption that the ends of the lead wires are held at

"ambient" temperature. It is probable that such an assumption

is probably quite valid for most test arrangements since rela-

tively large clips are the most convenient and durable means of

connecting for test purposes. However, the compact, isolated

electrical systems which are preferred in many designs to reduce

electrical haadas may be relatively poor dissipators of heat.

Thus a detonator designed to dissipate heat through its case

to surroundings might fail a "one-amp, one-watt no-fire" test

yet be appreciably safer in a fuze installation than another

which passes the test because it was designed to dissipate heat

through the lead wires. A third alternative, which is useful

in some situations, is the use of radiation to dissipate heat

from an initiator. The high temperature (4000C - 5000c) needed

to dissipate a watt from the square centimeter or so area of a

detonator, (even if it is black) imposes limitations in the

choice of materials and design. If the initiator designer is

given sufficient voice in conditions of use to assure that it

will be mounted in firm contact with a "heat sink" of adequate

heat capacity, detonators much smaller than the Mk. 71 can be

designed to comply with Ref. 1.

To assure adequate levels of safety against environmental

electrical hazards and avoid expensive delays resulting from

conflicting interpretations, a document such aa Reference 1

should include unambiguous criteria defining thermal characteristics
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of mounting& and electrical circuits used in both use and testin6

of EMe for compliance with "one watt, one ampere no-fire" or

DESIGN CONCEPTS AND ANALYSIS

All of the designs which will be considered herein involve

a "bridge"%' a small electrically conductive element which is

heated by the passage of electricity 46 a temperature sufficl-

ently high to ignite a "flash charge" of explosive or pyroteochnic

material with which it In in intimate contact. General types

of bridges to be considered include "long" bridgewires, both

round and flat, "short" bridgewires, and "film bridges".

Long Bridgewires

For purposes of this discussion, a "long" bridgewire is

defined as a bridgewire long enough that end effects are neg-

liible in determining heat loss factors. Because metals are

so much better conductors of heat than explosives or pyrotechnics

"long" bridgewires, in this sense, are exceptional. In most

EEDs, the bridgewires are of "intermediate" length in that both

end and radial heat losses are significant. In most cases,

radial losses to the flashcharge explosive are greater than end

losses.

If it is assumed that the heat flow pattern about a bridge-

wire is cylindrically symmetrical, the flux through any cylin-

drical surface is given byt

Pr -27l rLkj .........- (9) dr
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where

P,, is the total heat flux throuph the surface

r is the radius of the cylindrical surface j
L is the length of the cylinder (and the bridgewire)

kf is the thermal conductivity of the flash charge material

and dT/dr is the temperature gradient at the particular section

Rearranging and integrating:

where

@. is the temperature difference between a bridgewire of

diameter Db and a concentric cylindrical heat sink of

internal diameter D

and )(k is a "heat loss factor" which can be used in Equatiow (i)

(1) Of course, rather-few, if any practical initiators approximate

the bylindrically symmetrical configuration to which Equation

(10) applies, however, for any given design, it is possible to

estimate an approximate effective value of D2, or if experimental

data are available relating steady state power sensitivity to

bridgewire diameter for a given combination of hardware and flash

charge material, the data may be substituted in Equation (10)

to obtain an estimate of the effective D and the thermal con-
2

ductivity (k) of the flash charge explosive.

A number of investigatorsll, 12 have assumed that the heat
loss factor of a bridgewire with a given explosive surrounding

it can be characterized in terms of a surface coefficient of

heat transfer, which can be multiplied by a temperature to obtain

a bridgewire surface heat flux donsity for '"no-fire"-' "mean"•' or

3
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Wall-fire" conditions. Designs based on such assumptions have

Equation (10) was found to fit the data of other experimenters.

Equation (10) has been verified experimentally in the work

reported in Reference ( i3.

No calculations are necessary to show that current "long"

bridgewire designs with explosives and loading practices in

current use will not produce-a detonator which will comply with

Reference 1 and still be usable with currently used guided

missile fuze firing circuitry. Any number of examples can be

cited of such detonators which have firing energy requirements

several times that available from fuze circuits and yet will

fire on a fraction of a watt. A glance at Equation (10) and

Table 2 will reveal that, of the factors which affect power

disiipation, that subject to the widest variation is the ther-

mal conductivity (k) of the flash ohawge.=so-Uaofta•uaelY, data

relating thermal conductivities of explosive materials to state

of aggregation are not readily available. Data culled from the

literaturew reduce to.i thermal conductivities of lead azide

and mercury fulminate iOf 0.00164 and 0.00117 mw/ 0 C respectively

at unstated states of aggregation. Assuming that these values

are for powdered materials at relatively low loading densities,

an effort was made to determine the increase possible as the

crystal densities of prd&ary explosives were approached. Lead

and silver azide and basic and normal lead styphnate were pressed

around bridgewires at 150,000 pounds per square inch. Because

of the dimensions of the wires, which made it difficult to
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II
separate radial and axial heat flow and may have introduoed a

variable related to the relative size of the particles of

explosive and the wire diameter, some interpretation difficul-

ties were experienced. However, the thermal conductivities

seem to ranee from about 0.005 or 0.006 mw/°C for normal lead

styphnate, to 0.010 or 0.012 mw/OC for silver azide. Unfor-

tunately, these values are still too low for the explosive to

transmit sufficient heat to obtain the "one-watt,one-amp no-

fire" level which is often required. However, it was found that

the addition of flake aluminum (25% to 50% by weight) increases

the thermal conductivitiec of these materials by a factor of

10 or more, which is suffiolmhtI 5 .

It has been shown 1 6 that it is feasible to meet the require-

ments of Reference 1 in a detonator of conventional design,

wherein a substantial part of the heat loss factor is attribut-

able to radial hejt flow from the bridgewire to the flash charge

explosive. An objection to all such designs is that such radial

heat flow depends upon firm and intimate contact between ex-

plosive and bridgewire. Such contact may be lost as the result

of relative movement of explosive and bridgewires due to environ-

mental temperature changes, vibrations, or accelerations, shrink-

age of a "beaded" explosive charge due to lose of solvent, local

thermal decomposition or melting as the result of "no-fire"

currents or pulses, or gradual relief of residual loading stresses.

Such loss of contact can result in substantial decrease of the

heat loss factor and hence of the "no-fire" power or currert.

If a specification such as Reference (1) is to be relied upon
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to assure safety against premature functioning am the result

reliable heat flow paths should form the basis of the "no-fire"

conditicns specified.

Flattened Long Bridgewires

The assumption that the heat loss from a bridgewire to

the flash charge explosive can be characterized in terms of a

surface coefficient of heat transfer suggests the use of a flat

wire or ribbon to increase the surface area for a given cross-

section. There is no question that such systems can substan-

tially increase heat loss factors without increasing the heat

capacity of a bridge system, but it is safe to predict that the

increase will generally be less than would be calculated on the

basis of the surface coefficient assumption. The complexity

of the heat flow pattern about such a bridge discourages analysis

at this time, but it is clear that the reduction in the diver-

gence of the flow will result in a reduction of the effective

surface coefficient. In itself, the flattening of a bridgewire

seems an unlikely solution to the problem with which this report

is primarily concerned. It might turn the trick if it was found

possible to inclease the thermal conductivity of a flash charge

material almost to the point where a long round wire met the

requirements. A flat bridgewire bonded to a thermally conduc-

tive substrate would be the equivalent of the "film" bridge

discussed in a later paragraph.

3
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Short Bridgewirea

A 1.. Ia ^ v- .A-f& CI -W. wire Snort

enough that radial losses are negligible in determining heat

lose factors. Like long bridgewires, short bridgewires in

these terms are exceptional in current practive.

In a "short" bridgewire, as defined above, only axial heat

flow need be considered. The axial flow at any point in a wire

is given by the expression:

p -kbAdT/ds ------------ (11)

where

p is the local rate of heat flow

kb is the thermal conductivity of the bridgewire material

T is the temperature at any point

and s is a given length of wire.

It it is assumed that the ends of the bridgewire are con-

nected to effective heat sinks at the same temperature, the

temperature distribution will be obviously symmetrical and the

thermal gradient and hence heat flow is zero at the center.

The heat flow through any cross-section at a distance s from the

center is equal to:

p = sP-/L -------------- (12)

where

P& is the total power dissipated in the bridgewire

and L is the total length of the bridgewire.
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Combining Equations (ii) and (12) and integrating$

dT / - Pads

,./2bA'L

To c-as is : T (L2 /8)

0

TOc-To Gm P - - - -- -(13)

-4 = :m 2lTD2kb
L

where

is the heat loss factor

To is the temperature at the center of the wire

To is the temperature at the ends

and 0. is the maxiuti temperature rise

Of course, the electrical resistance of the wire is given by:

Rb: pL/A- -- -- ------- -- -- --------(14)

where

Rb is the resistance of the bridgewire

and P is the resistivity of the metal

Combining Equations (13) and (14)s

Gm a PaRb/8kbp or x a k, 8kbi/Rb ...... (15)

Equation 15 can be a useful design tool since thermal conduc-

tivities and electrical resistivitiem are readily available

data for all bridgewire materials and ignition temperatures can

be estimated from available data, or determined experimentally.

It should be noted that in Equation (13) the power require-

ment is proportional tb the longths, while, in Equation (3) the
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energy requirement is nearly proportional to the bridgewire

volume. Thus with a given wire, the power requirement is In-

oreased and the energy requirement decreased by reducing the

length of the bridgewire. The power and energy send1tivities

of "short" bridgewire initiators may thus be controlled by the

designer quite independently of one another. Given the desired

values, they may be substituted in Equations (3) and (13) or

(3), (14), and (15) which may be solved simultaneously to obtain

the bridgewire dimensions needed. Suppose, for example, that a

detonator is required with a one-watt "no-fire" condition and a

fifty percent firing energy of about 4500 ergo. From Equation (3):

D2L au0

and from Equation (13), assuming a tungsten bridge:
(11(L),(4)

Om = 300 = (80)(0.0037)Dt

Dg/L =0.144

zombining: DL/L2 0 _ = 69.5 ,L = 8.35 mils

andb= 5 = 1.20 D, I= 1.1 mile

The foregoing example illustrates on the one hand, the

simplicity of designing "short bridgewire" initiators, and on

the other, the fabrication problems which may be encountered.

The resistance of such a bridgewire would be about .015 ohm.

"Short bridgewire" initiators have the advantages of

positive-heat dissipation and independence between energy and

power sensitivity. However, the determinate relationship be-

)ween power requirement and resistance makes it impossible for a
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"short bridgewire" initiator using available alloys as bridge-

wires and primary explosive flash charges to meet the require-

monts of Reference (1). The development of higher temperature

flash charge materials might alleviate this difficulty. Another

possibility is the insertion of a thermal barrier, such as a

disc of mica, between the bridgewire and the flash charge.

Short Bridgewire with Series Resistance

In the foregoing section, one of the most serious diffi-

UAes noted was that, when the resistance of a short bridgewire

is low enough to raise the no-fire power to one watt, the no-

fire current is over five amperes. Another is that the resistances

are so low as to result in rather difficult dimensions, from a

fabricator's viewpoint. Low resistances are also difficult to

deal with electrically and may introduce new hazards. All of

these problems suggest a rather simple solution, that of design-

ing a bridgewire with a "no-fire" current of one ampere and adding

sufficient series resistance to raise the overall resistance to

one ohm. The no-fire input power of such a combination will,

of course, be one watt.

If, in Equation (15), power is expressed in terms of current

and resisttince:

P 12Rb = 8k G/Rb

I - --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- (16)
Rb

where

I is the current which will result in a temperature rise e

Substituting values for gold in Equation (16) the IR product,

which, incidentally, has the dimensions of voltage and indicates
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that, 'or short bridgewires, firing voltage is Independent of

"bridge resistance, is 0.14 for 3500C. 0.17 for 50OOC and 0,24

for ioOuCU. It would seem that a gold bridgewire should have a

resistance non tO one-e hfcnn o W to & a on ap

no-fire condition. Because of the small range of the products

of electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity for pure metals

(and alloys of medium reaistivity) the relationship of peak

temperature to the IR product is nearly independent of bridge--

wire material.

A few experimentz have been performed to verify the calcu-

lations above and to develop design data applicable to a detonator

to comply with Reference (1). In a preliminary attempt to fab-

roeate a group of initiators with 0.3 mil gold bridgewires with

bosistances close to one-t3Uth of an ohm resulted in a group

with quite variable resistances ranging from less than one-

tenth to over two-tenths of an ohm. Tests of these (with basic

lead styphnate flash charges) indicated that the threshold value

of the product of resistance and current il close to 0.13 ohm-

amperes, The items with resistances between 0.08 and 0.11 ohms

were apparently unaffected by exposure to one ampere for five

minutes.

A larger group, made with similar materials, was sorted

into two categories. Those with resistances above 0.11 ohms

were subjected to a steady current test, using the Bruceton

technique, in which the test variable was the product of the

measured cold resistance and the .-pplied current. The mean

threshold firing condition was 0.123 ohm-amperes with a standard
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deviation of 0.047 log units. (A threshold temp. of 2700

(Equation (16).)

These data tend to verify Equation (16) and indicate that I
Petici1 --volut-Iu '60 the problem or developing a detonator

of reasonable input energy requirement which complies with

Reference 1 may be a short bridgewire with series resistance.

As pointed out above, a bridgewire-flash charge combination with

a one ampere no-fire characteristic, combined with sufficient

series resistance to Iaile the total to one ohm, becomes a "one

ampere-one watt no-fire" device. Of course, the series resistance

increases the total energy requirement in proportion to the

resistance increase, but, as has been pointed out, the energy

and poweroor current requirements of short bridgewire initiators

can be adjusted independently. The validity of this principle

and its feasibility as a practical solution has been demonstrated

experimentally 1 5 .

Bridgewires of Medium Length

In a bridgewire in which both the axial and radial components

of the heat loss factor are significant Y. can be represented

by the equation:

4AWt2V6 Q+AWX - ----------- (17)a L

where

A is the cross section area of the wire

1w is the thermal conductivity of the wire metal at any

point along the wire

Kr is the radial heat loss factor per unit length

L is the length of the wire 4

and (a is the axial component of the heat loss factor
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The radial component of the heat lose factor ( c') oan be

=K, (L - -AKw ---- - ------ (18)

Equation 18 has been simplified for tractibility but Reference 18

shows It to be applicable and also gives the derivation of

Equations (17) and (18).

Film Bridges on Thermally Conductive Substrates

The formation of bridgewires by depositing an electrically

conductive film on an 4noulating substrate has been the subject

of wide interest for many years. Films have beenndeposited by

vacuum evaporation and sputtering techniques, chemical, electo-

chemical, "writine",' and as paints, glazes, "dags,• and inks.

Stencils, maPkk, and photographic techniques have been used to

control the pattern of the film.

If the heat flow from a limited area on the surface of a

relatively large mass is considered, it is quite plain that

the flow will tend to approach spherical divergence. In spheri-

cally divergent flow, the flux through any spherical surface is

given by:

Pu -kpAT = -k 4 -rr 2 !
'LIr P dr

rearrunging and Integrating:

4lTkpdT - d

r2

4 kp~g = Ps q_= Pa(1/rl - l/r 2 )

r1

but since r 2 is much greater than rl, its reciprocal becomes
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negligible so:

Ps = 41Tk,." rl

where

Po is the total heat flux in a spherically divergent flow

O is thi temperature drop ftsm a small spherical surface

of radius rI to a much larger, concentric spherical

surface of radius r2, or, more generally, the difference

in temperature between a point at distance r from the

center and a remote point.

The heat flux per unit area (p) is given by:

41TQkipr k: GoP -4 rid ' 19

Of course, the heat flow in a substrate very close to a heat-

emitting film is quite complex and the spherical flow is an

approximation. However, if it is assumed that the effective

center of the spherical flow from a film of square outlirp is at

a distance from the corners equal to the side (a) of the square,

the temperature Ov at the corners is given by:
ev P-..-.

kps

but the center of such a flat surface is closer to the center of

the sphere than the corners (in this case the distance at the

center, h = a V42--) so the temperature rise go at the center

of the film with respect to remote points in the substrate is:

Vc = a I

ýf2 kps

and, since the effects of variations of film nonfiguration may
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Sbe expected to be reasonably self compensating if the configura-

HAa t w ulu u'..y diri'erent rrom square, a reasonable

approximation of the maximum temperature Hamo 0M of a film of

area A is given by:

- - ------------------- --- (20)

and the heat loss factor:

S: : kVp -vf2- ------------ (21)

Assuming a safe "no-fire" temperature of 3000, Equation (20)

can be converted to a debign formula for "one watt no-fire":

A: Ps (l (22)

Power is expreosed in milliwatts so that thermal conductivities

given in Table 2 may be used directly. To design a bridge

which will also fire reliably on 10,000 ergo (from Equation (3)

assuming the same relationship between volume and energy require-

ment in film bridges as wire bridges and also assuming that the

"allzfire" energy is twice the fifty per cent point), the volume

should be limited to about 8 cubic mils. To make the one-ampere

level coincide with the one-watt level, a resistance of one ohm

is desirable. Table 3 gives some film bridge dimensions,

calculated using the foregoing considerations, which should

result in initiators which comply with Reference (1) and could

be substituted in many currently used guided missile fuze systems.

As is illustrated in Table (3), the squaring of the thermal con-

ductivity of the substrate material in Equation (22), in combina-

tion with the wide range over which thermal conductivities vary
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(Table 2) limits the choice of substrate materials to a relative
faw. At the one extreme, beryllia Is such a good thermal con- I

ductor that it ia que~tionablc that a film bridge of reasonable

dimensions would fire a flash charge on five watts, The diien-

slons of the film on alumina are quite compatible with those of

detonators in current use. Film bridges on alumina substrates

have been shown to quite feasible solutions to the stated problem1 6 .

Table 3. Dimensions of Film Bridges (all in mils)

Film Film Gold Films Platinum Films
SUbstrate Area Thickness Width Length Width Length

Alumina 22.2 0.36 0.244 91.5 0.49 45.4

Beryllia 0.2 40 -------- this is ridiculous!

Mullite 2222. 0.0036 24,4 91.5 49. 45.4

Glass (max kp) 9650. 0.00083 105. 91.5 197. 45.4

Nylon 165,000. O.000484 1800. 91.5 3680. 4554

The area necessary for films on glass substrates is close

to the maximum which could fit into a detonator of usual dimen-

sion. It probably violates the assumption upon which the deri-

vation of Equation (22) is based that the film ij of small extent

compared with the substrate# which may increase it's heat loss

factor and, henos, it's "no-fire" power and current.

The dimensions necessary for a film bridge on a nylon sub-

strate were included mainly to illustrate the uselessness of

unmodified plastics for this application. In Table 2 it may be

noted that most plastics have appreciably lower conductivities

than nylon, so much larger contact areas would be needed.

Plug and Terminal Design and Materials

In the foregoing discussion of film bridge initiators, the
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I
thermal conductivity oa' the plug was shown to be the most

Crit 1&0l Val-lbic. For other types of initiator, the relatlon-

ship is somewhat less direct, but still quite important. Tn

a "short" bridgewire,rthe calculations are based on the assump-

tion that the terminals are effective "heat sinks" which remain

at ambient temperature. The validity of this assupption rests

on the implied assumption that the heat loss factor from the

inner ends of the terminals is sufficiently large to keep the

temperature at least reasonably close to ambient. The second

order differential equation relating this heat loss factor to

dimensions and conductivities of plugs and terminals is not

difficult to solve, but satisfactory insertion of boundary

conditions has not been accomplished at the time of this writing.

The temper'.iture drop between the inner face of the terminal

and the case of the detonator can be approximated by assuming it

to be the sum of the drop through that portion of the terminal

(o:ý lead) wire which isitimolded into the plug (which may be cal-

culated by means of Equation (7)) and the radial drop from the

wire to the case through the plug (which may be calculated using

Equation (10)). Applying this approach to the plug used in the

Mk. 71 detonator, assuming that a half-watt is carried off in

each terminal, the temperature drop through thebridgewire is

500 and that through the plug (assuming its thermal conductivity

to be 0.01 milliwatts/milOC) turns out to be about 1000. This

1500 must be subtracted from the no-fire temper-•ture of the explo-

sive to obtain the permissible temperature differential between

the center and ends of the bridgewire. An incrizase in thermal
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conductivities of plugs and terminals would make it possible

to design for higher temperature drops in the bridgewire 9nd

allow somewhat higher btldge resistances. If the thermal con-

ductivity of the plug is reduced sufficiently and a good thermal

contact established between the terminal and the plug, the

terminal wire might serve quite usefully as the series resistance

with a short bridgewire.

In a "long bridgewire," the effect of the plug is still

more indirect, but the plug undoubtedly contributes significantly

to the heat loss factor, particularly in a "flush bridged"

initiator like the Mk. 71 detonator. A "long bridgewire,"

flush bridged on a plug of high thermal conductivity (such as

alumina or the carbonyl iron which has been employed as an RF

attenuator) is an interesting possibility for the applications

considered herein, particularly if used with an explosive of

good thermal conductivity.

Choice of Flash Charge Explosive and Loading Conditions

As has been stated earlier in this report, the assumption

of a more or less fixed "ignition temperature" as a property of

a particular exolosive is an approximation which greatly simp-

lifies calculations such as those given herein. However, this

3approximation should not be relied upon too quantitatively3.

For instance, if the heat capacity of the bridge system is con-

sidered to be that of the bridgewire itself, the thrishold firing

tempernture of lead styphnate (under pulse firing conditions)

as implied by Equation (3), which is based upon performance data

for a number of detonators, is over 10000, while steady current
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firing data imoly a much lower threshold temperature. In terms

of the more basic consideration that initiation results when the

sum of the input power and the rate at which it is dissipated,

in combination with chemical kinetics, the threshold temperature

for pulse firing should be higher than that for nte-dy state

firing. It mi,:ht be argued that the success of Equation (1) in

predicting behavior of initiators to which it has been applied

in extensive experiments tends to support the supposition that

a fixed initiation temperature is a real property of an explosive.

However, adjustment of the heat capacity and heat loss factor

to fit experimental data could mask this difference, so that

Equation (1) could be a highly successful empirical relationship

without representing the true situation. Although a quantitative

analysis will not be undertaken at this point, it is quite clear

that'this difference in temperatures would be expected to vary

greatly with the thermal properties of the initiator system and

the kinetic propertles of the flash charge material. It is

suspected that the choice of the Mk. 1 squib for the extensive

experiments in the application of Equation (1)7 was fortuitous

in this respect. Initiators of the charecteristics which would

comply with Reference 1 and yet fire on a pulse of reasonable

energy content might be expected to have larger differences in

these temperatures since the Oombination of a small heat capacity

and a large heat loss factor would result in very short cobling

times. This difference would be further increased in such systems

as short bridgewires and film bridges, in which most of the heat

loss i• to inert parts rather than the explosive.
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Exploeives of high activation energy increase their reaction

rates more sharply with rising temperatures so that their effec-
tive "ignition temper tunre" vary lei with uonditions. Of tne

commonly used primary explosives, normal lead styphnate has an

unusually high activation energy. From this point of view It

might be the ideal explosive for use in short bridgewire and film

bridges initiators of the kind discussed herein.

It is quite probable that host transfer considerations

account for at least some of the effects which have been related

to reaction kinetics.ol•it ao been observed 1 7 that energy re-

quirements for pulse firing of initiators loaded with both lead

and silver azide decreased progressively as the loading pressure

was increasedso that the average value for explosives pressed

at 90,000 pounds per square inch was about one-third of that for

the materials pressed at 3,300 pounds per square inch iii other-

wise identical devices. The only reasonable explanation which

occurs to the writer is that the higher thermal conductivity

resulting from the higher loading pressure cause a large frac-

tion of the energy delivered to the bridgewire to be bransferred

to the explosive rather than back to the termlIals. It has been

shown 1 5 experimentally that both the increased current require-

ment 9nd decreased pulse energy requirement which are desirable

for purposes with which this report is concerned can be obtained

by the use of explosives with high thermal conductivities. The

investigation of the effects of explosive composition and loading

techniques upon thermal conductivities of primary explosives may

be *xpected to yield data of value in the development and design ADO

of improved EEDs.
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It Is possible, by the application of heat transfeor consid-

orations as discussed herein, to design electroexplooive devices

with a wide range of input characteristica. The relationship

between threshold firing power is by no means direct and, in

fact, for some circumstances it may be inverse. £he full appli-

cation of the design techniques outlined herein will depend upon

the accumulation of more complete data regarding heat transfer

properties of primary explosives and the development of techniques

for the fabrication of initiators of materinls Lnd dimensions

indicated by the calculations.
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J •Table 1

Properties of Metals Used in Bridgewires and Other Components

Volumetric Electrical Thermal Electro-
Specific Heat* Resistivity(p)# CcnuducdiV'() Thermal
eAs/°0 *reas/oc milliohma-ciro. uat'tWli • (pAmicrohm

metal ou. mil oyl.mil mils mile/mil Q0 watts/oc

Aluminum 0.534 0.422 1.11 1.46 5.3 5.84

Constantan 0.611 0.481 19.3 24.6 0.57 10.73

Copper 0.672 0.529 0.678 0.862 9.24 6.55

Evanohmc 0,597 0.469 52.8 67.2 0.30 20.3

Gold 0.424 0.334 0.96 1.22 7.4 7.2

Inconel 0.600 0.479 39.4 50.1 0.403 15.85

Man&.anin 0.547 0.431 17.75 22.6 0.55 9.75

Platinum 0.514 0.405 3.94 5.02 1.76 6.93

Pt/Ir,90/l0 0.503 0.397 9.45 12.05 0.79 7.43

Silver 0.432 0.341 0.64 0.817 10.7 6.83

Stainless Steel 0.768 0.603 36.3 46.0 0.73 26.5
(309)

Tungsten 0.452 0.356 2.08 2.76 3.7 8.07

Carbon 0.618 0.486 314.0 402.0 0.127 42.7

*Specific heats given are estimated averages for the range from 0-10009 C

#Resistivities are at 200C

aResistivity values are given in milliohm mile and milliohm cir-
cular mile per mil because the numbers are close to one. For
calculations in the suggested units, they should be converted to
ohms.

bThermal conductivity values are given in milliwatte/mil because
numbers are close to one. For calculations in suggested units,
convert to watts.

CEvanohm is a proprietary alloy of the Wilbur Driver Company
containing 74.5% Nickel, 20.00% Chromium, P.75% Aluminum and
2.75% Copper. Data from 'Evanohm' booklet prepared by 'Wilbur
B. Driver Company-Newark, New Jersey.
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Table 2. Thermal Properties of Some Electrical Insulators

Vn1 imatnio m hralI
Heat Capacity Conductivity Temp. (00)

MErgs Milliwatts Melting or Max. Rafe-
Material 1COU7'al milec Distortionc Cont• rences

Alumina (A1 2 0 3 ) 0.46 0.5 2050 1500 9,12

Beryllia (BeO) 0.528 5.3 2530 9

Delrinr %cetal 0.34 0.0058 160 c 100 14

E0oxy 0.2-0.3 0.004-0.04 120 c 80 9.18
Mica 0,4 0.019 9

Mullitea 0.05 1770 1650 9,12

Mylarr 0.0038 250 a 150 13,14

Nylon 0.0058 180 c 150 14
Glass app. 0.35 0.011-0,-2 400-500 9

Polyethylene 0.35 0.0085 40-50 c 100 14

Polystyrene 0.32 0.003 70 o 70 14
Phenolics 0..21-0.4 b 16o c 200Porcelain 0.42 0.04 1000

Quartz (cryst.) 0.34 0.3380 1756 9

Silica (S102) 0.27 0.026 1670 1620 9

Silicones 0.27-o.4 0.004 260 9
Teflon' 0.35 0.0064 120 c 290 1A4

aMullite - 3A1 2 03 :2SIO2 , a ceramic available in tubing and other
forms

bProperties of phenolics depend upon filler

CDistortion temperatures are based on arbitrary test conditions.
It is difficult to assess their pertinence to EED design.

dMaximum continuous service temperatures are based on Judgement of
persons unknowa. They are included, as are the distortion tempera-
tures, for comparison purposes.

aeThermal conductivity is given, for quartz, along the "c" axis,
highest value in this direction.
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3-10 OBSERVATIONS ON THE INITIATION OF
S................. - BY EXPLODING WIRES

Howard S. Leopold

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
Whitt Oak, Silver Sprinq, Maryland

INTRODUCTION

PETN (pentaerythritol tetrani.trate) is one of the most

commioniy used explosives in EBW devices. However, it has

limitations as the explosive choice for initiators in some

of the new weapon systems. It has fairly low thermal sta-

bility (m.p. 141 0 C) and is consiLdered by some as too

sensitive to be used in an in-line fuze train. Therefore,

there is increasing interest in the possible use of other

insensitive explosives, especially those with good thermal

stability and radiation resistance properties.

Explosive characteristics of prime importance to EBW

designers are the sensitivity of the explosive to EBW

initiation and the explosive's build-up to detonation char-

acteristics. The anticipated increase in voltage necessary

for initiation of less sensitive explosives is important

since engineering difficulties increase rapidly with rising

voltages. The growth to detonation pattern of the explosive

should permit use within the limited dimensions characteristic

of electrical initiators. Secondary considerations in the
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choice of the explosive would naturally include those for

any explosive application - that is the safety, reliability,

and performance characteristics.

This paper gives preliminary results on some of the

considerations necessary for the initiation of secondary

explosives other than PETN. Stresau, Hillyer, and KennedyI

have demonstrated that the initiation energy can be

markedly reduced for the EBW initiation of secondary

explosives by the judicious use of confinement. The expe-

riments described in this paper were made to determine what

explosives would be practical with an initiator of conven-

tional size in which propagation ir• mainly dependent upon

the stimulus intensity and only to a small degree upon the

confinement.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The test explosive was loaded in the fixture shown in

figure 1. The fixture permits streak camera observation of

the growth of explosion along the surface of the explosive

in contact with the transparent plastic, as seen through the

camera slit. Though the fixture pieces are relatively

massive, the confinement is still considered to be rela-

tively weak.
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Various firing circuits were employed for different

voltage levels in the experiments described. Care was

taken to minimize the circuit inductance and resistance

for the different units and a 0.6 meter long coaxial transmis-

sion cable was used to connect the pulser unit to the

test fixture. A streak photograph and oscillogram were

taken of each shot to help in the interpretation of the

results.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Sensitivity - To start a sensitivity survey, the assump-

tion was initially made that conditions favorable for the

initiation of PETN (i.e., bridgewire dimensions, density,

small particle size, etc.) would also apply to other

secondary test explosives. A capacitor of 1 microfarad

charged to 4000 volts was the energy source for firing.

The voltage, though higher than that used in current ord-

nance units, is still within a reasonable practical working

level. As a starting basis, an initial survey was made to

determine the EBW sensitivity of various test explosives.

Table L gives selectcd properties of the test explosives

and table 2 gives the survey results. Out of the explosives

lThis size capaitor is used in many practical EBW firing
circuitý-.
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tt;Lcd, eight including PETN could be initiated high order

at 4000 volts. WheQn tQ-tncl At )nnn . .. rf lf . .,

conditions, six of the eight explosives were initiated

high order.

Previoursly, a 2-mril diameter, 75*-mil length gold bridge-

wire was found optimum with a 1-microiarad capacitor for

initiating PETN. When this size wire was used at 4000 volts,

the wire exploded during the early portion of the current

pulse, making inefficient use of the available energy. There-

fore, further tct.•t were run with other wire sizes and some

partial results are shown in figure 2. Note that PETN has a

voltage minimum with the 2-mil diameter bridgewire. Note

also that tetryl which could not be initiated at 4000 volts

with the 2-mil diameter bridgewire can now be initiated at

lower voltages with larger wires. This shows that the

initial assumption that bridgewire dimensions found optimum

for PETN are also optimum for other explosives is not valid.

Diameter effects of this type have also been reported by

Kennedy, Bergmann, and Stresau2. EDNA was observed to also

have a minimum voltage requirement with the 4-mil diameter

bridgewire. Explosives less sensitive than EDNA required

voltages too high to be practical. For example, HNS has a

minimum 50% firing voltage of 13,000 volts with the 4-mil
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diameter bridgewire. DNPN, TACOT, and the five most insen-I-tivc cxplosivcs tried could not he initiLdIa lh , iii utde-

using voltages up to 17,500 volts with a ].-microfarad

capacitor.

Since the capacitor-voltage relati6nship curv;e for EBWs

shown in figure 3,, is of the same general shape as it is

for hot wire items, the firing vol ý.,-ýe if critical can be

partially reduced by the use bf larger capacitors until the

voltage asymptote is reached. Lower voltages, however, will

increase the time to burs't of the ex.plod.ing wire. I Cthe

amount 'of stored ncnrgy is qriti.cal, a burst current can

be determine'd for a specific wire-explosive-confinemcnt

combination and Cnare's formula. can be uIed to detern~ine

the capacitor-voltage-re ation:uihip for: firing. Thic
l II

relationship can thenbe used to calculat,: the capacitance-
wil

voltage-conibination that will require the lar;t amount Ol:

litored energy.
itit

The firing vol tages can bu u as a-n 'indicatijun of

practicality and shou~ld be appl.ical c,:'to firing ci.rcuitr

with similar circuit values. T _ the circu'it capacitance,

inductance, qr rei!,;tance are quitc different from the values,

usEed herein, the voltage va.Lucs losc their mcaning a4 a mc-ans

of comparison.
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Growth to Detonation Characteristics - In recent years, the

Bruceton test with ,samplc sizes of 100 or less has been

shown to give a good mean, but a relatively poor standard

deviation.[ A prevalent practice is to use as a rule of

thumb a + 4 or + 5 standard deviation extrapolation from

the Bruceton mean as an estimation of the so called

"all fire point". While this might be satisfactory for a

primary explosive, it should be used with caution with

secondary explosives since an "all fire point" may not also

give the desired build-up to detonation characteristic:.

Figure 4 shows the gxowth to detonation of tetryl at dif-

ferent voltage levels. Bruceton tcsting of this particular

batch of tetryl gave for a 1-microfarad capacitor, a mean of

2,960 volts and a standard deviation of 42 volts. At a test

voltage of 3,200 volts which is + 5.5 standard deviations

from the mean, the build up to detonation is still typical of

what is observed using a marginal initiation stimuluL. . This

build up consists of an initial reaction, not apparent photo-

graphically, which undergoec an abrupt transition to a higher

velocity at approximately 5-7 microseconds after the wire burst.

Thc other build-up curves show the effect of increasing voltage.

The length of the initial reaction in granular explosives

varies inversely with the strength of the stimulus. The results,
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are not peculiar to the EBW stimulus alone, having been

found to zipply also to other typcs of initiation.7

Figure 5 showt, the growth charactexi.stics of HNAB at

the 2000-and 4000-volt Levels. Although occurring later

in time, the reactivc wave induced by the weaker stimulus

(2.0 kilovolts) reached steady detonation velocity at a

shorter distance from the bridgewirc than did the wave

induced by the 4.0-kilovolts pulse. Although experimental

confirmation was not tried, this raises the interesting

possibility that if one were measuring output at a dinltancc

of 5 to 6 mm from the bridgewirc, the mor( weakly initiated

item might possibly have had greater output.

Density Considerations - It is well known that reactions

can be more easily established in porous low de-,nsity charges

than in high density charges. The reason appears to be that

particles of explosive react by sur'face burning rather than

by homogenous thermal decomposition during the initial stages

of propagation.i The density used for PETN (- 0.9 g/cma) in

EBW devices appears to be a compromise between that necessary

for resisting practical handling and launching forces and that

needed for nuitable sensitivity. Since most of the secondary

organic explosives haw- crystal. densiti.es similar to that of

PETN (usually within - 0.1 g/cm3 ) thu density used for PETN
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appears to h rv-nubte - u e f i nu more

insensitive explosives as well. Figure 6 shows the 50% firing

voltage-density curve for tetryl. It is similar to that of

PETN, indicating that the density assumption is probably

applicable to other organic high explosives. The shape of

the curve indicates that slight increases in sensitivity can

be effected by the use of a lower packing density. Whether

or not such lower density charges are still capable of

resisting mechanical forces is not known.

When the bulk density is determined by permitting a

powdered material to flow freely under standardized conditions

into a volumetrically calibrated container, the bulk density

decreases with decreasing powder size. Since smaller explosive

particles also give faster growths to detonation, the use of

finer particles originally appeared to be an attractive means

for obtaining a lower packing density. However, as shown in

Figure 7, there is an optimum size for the greatest sensitivity.

This particle size also required the least amount of energy

at densities of 0.7 and 1.1 g/cma. This limits the use of

size reduction as a means of increasing EBW sensitivity.

Decreasing sensitivity with decreasing size has been reported by

Seely,9 Dinegar, Rochester, and Millican and is believed to be

due to changes in size of the interstitial spaces. It appears

that changes in crystal habit might provide a more remunerative

method of reducing the initiation energy requirement.
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SUMMARY

I!!Several of the more sensitive secondary explosivesI

can be initiated by UBW's without the use of confinement

using voltages which appear reasonable for ordnance

application. The voltage used should be sufficient to

ensure a satisfactory growth to detonation for the desired

application. Conditions such as particle size and density

found optimum for EBW initiation of PETN appear to also

apply to less sensitive explosives. However, the optimum

bridgewire size can change with the explosive.

A
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) - AN APPLICATION OF A THERMAL EXPLOSION CRITERION TO ThF

INITIATION OF EXPLOSIVES BY RAPIDLY HEATED WIRES*

M.H. Friedman and R.L. McCuily

Applied Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hopkins University, Silver Spring, Maryland

The mechanism by which explosives are initiated by embedded

exploding wires is complex. The wire transfers both mechanical and thermal

energy to the EED charge. One approach to determining which, if either,

energy transfer mechanism controls the initiation process is to assume that

only one of these mechanisms is operative and to compute an initiation delay

on this basis. If the computed delay is significantly longer than that

measured experimentally, this would be strong evidence that the alternate

energy transfer mechanism cannot be ignored.

In such an analysis, the chemical decomposition kinetics inevitably

enter the formulation of the hydrodynamic or thermal transfer equations, which

then must be solved numerically. Recently, a relatively simple thermal explosion

criterion has been developed which obviates recourse to a computer. The

purpose of this paper is to present this criterion for the information of the

EED community and to illustrate its use in application to EBW initiators.

In the absence of reactant depletion, and transport phenomena other

than thermal conduction, the heat equation for an exothermic material which

decomposes by an Arrhenius-type process is

* This work supported by the Naval Ordnance Systems Command, Dept. of the Navy

under Contract NOw 62-0604-c.
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2)T
e 2Cp t ke VT + PeQ Z exp(-E/RT) (1)

e e e e e e

TT TTT

where C heat capacity, p - density, T - temperature, t w time, k - thermal

conductivity, Q - exothermicity, Z - frequency factor, E a activation energy,

2 .4.
R = gas constant, V2 w Laplacian with respect to the coordinate r and the

subscript "e" depnotes the explosive. The physicochemical properties of the

explosive and the explosion products are taken to be equal and constant. When

Term I II, III] is dropped from Equation (1), the solution for T(r) [(t),

T(r,t] is the steady-state diabatic, iner solution. When Term III is

retained, the solutions thus obtained are us- ally approximate; the inert solution

can frequently be obtained exactly.

The adiabatic solution can be developced for RT/E 1 1 as (2)

t R x(/T [I +O"(RT/E) 0T (2) A

O'l QZE TT 1

where to,1 is the time required for the explosive to self-heat from T0 to

T V The "adiabatic explosion time" (tad ) can be defined as that time at

which T1 becomes much greater than T0 ; then the lower limit of the integral

becomes negligible and

CRT 2

tad (T°) 0 exp(E/RT) (3)QZE
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For the given set of initial and boundarv cnd1 t..inn .i a•_fin.-.

particular thermal explosion problem, let the inert solution be T (r,t).

Let the uninterrupted duration for which T1 (the "Iinert" temperature) exceeds

an arbitrary temperature Ta, at r, be t a(T ,r). T1e fun6tion ta is normally

single valued in T;a though it need not be. The criterion for thermal explosion
that was proposed is the satisfaction of Equation (4) at some point r within

the explosive and for some value of T aa

t (Ta, ) r td(T) (4)

Let t ra(T ar) be the time required for the "inert" temperature at r to reach
r7 aT . The "inert" temperature at r remains at T or above until t + La a ra a

the explosion time is given by.

te minR [tra + tad (T a (5)

where R is the region in (Tar) - space in which Equation (4) is satisfied.
a

THE HOT WIRE PROBLEM

The problem considered is the following: the region

0 r • b is occupied by a metal electrical conductor, and the region r > b

is explosive. Wire end effects are neglected so that the problem is one-

dimensional and axially symmetric. At time t = 0, the metal and explosive are

at the same uniform temperature T At t = 0, current begins to flow in the

metal, heating it at the rate B(t) calories per cubic centimeter per second.
K kSince the metal diffusivity K = is typically several hundred times as

Pml~m

large as the explosive diffusivity, it is assumed that the metal is a perfect heat
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conductor. It is also assumed that the metal and explosive are in perfect

thermal contact and no phase changes or radiation effects are conaicered.

Thn, the Lime to expiosion is found by solving the governing differential

equation (i), subject to the following initial and boundary conditions:

Tm(0) - T (r,O) T r k b (6a)

m c 0

T (t) - T (b,t) t k 0 (6b)
m e

aT 2k aT

C e . B(t) - e r - b, t 0 (60ý
at b 6r

lim 6Teim 0 (6d)

r-• ar

Explosion occurs when the temperature at some point inside the explosive

begins to increase very rapidly because the heat generated by the chemical

reaction cannot be conducted away fast enough. This "thermal runaway" ia

illustrated in Fig. 1. A computer progran, has been written to solve

Equation (1) subject to conditions (6) for any'explosive-metal combination and

any heating function B(t).

To apply the thermal explosion criterion to exploding wire problems,

it i necessary in principle to know the complete inert solution Ti(r,t)

to Equations (1) (less Term III) and (6). However, two features of exploding

wire heating simplify the problem. First, in consequence of the form of the

heating function, Ti(bt) > T (r,t) for t > 0, r > b, so attention need b'e

directed to only Ti(b,t). That is, the thermal explosion criterion predicts

Ii
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I!that initiation will always take place at the wire-explosive interface.

I 2Second, bec iuse the Fourier number K t/b at explosion is small, the wire
e

temperature is always nearly identicjl to that which would obtain were the

wire adiabatic. The adiabatic wire temperature is

TIiad (t)- T + B(T)dT (7)
PmC m O-.

From the above observations and boundary condition (6b), it is concluded

that a satisfactory solution to Equation (5) can be obtained by replacing the

function Ti (r,t) by the considerably simpler Tm,ad(t).

If the heating function B(t) is such that the inverse function

StrTm,ad) is explicit, Equation (5) yields an algebraic equation for te.

Usually, t (Td) cannot be found explicitly, but the explosion delay canra m, ad

still be determined graphically. For the heating functions characteristic

of EBW's, the latter approach is usually required and will be employed here.

A typical exploding wire circuit can be approximated by a series

RLC circuit. If a capacitor is charged to a voltage V and allowed to0

discharge the curient in the circuit is

-at

i(t) i e sin Wd t (8)
0-d



rv

where . (Ba)

-d-

2 =, 2 .2),.,
(ld 0auu

F R (Rc)

2L

2 1
W - - (8d)

LC

Then
0' - 2~t 2

B(t) - o e sin2 Wdt (9)
2 d()

JAi

where p' is the resistivity of the wire, R - p't/A is the resistance,

t the length, J - 4.1854 Joules per calorie and A is the cross-sectional

area. From Eq. (7) the adiabatic wire temperature is

T ri2(Jd2 1- eU. -x ,-(

m,ad 0 4Pcm 2  2 L. eJ -1.o2ae

[S In W dt (CL sin W dt + tt d Cos '1'd t)j} (10)

This obviously cannot be solved explicitly for t.

The explosion time has been calculated by two methods for a typical

EED system consisting of a 2 mil diameter platinum wire 0.10 inch long

embedded in pressed PETN. (See Table I for the physical parameters). The

first method is rigorous. Equation (1) is integrated numerically subject to

the conditions (6) and the heating function (9). This solution will be

called the complete solution. The second method is approximate and uses

the explosion criterion (5) with the adiabatic wire temperature (10).

Figure 2 shows the graphical (approximate) solution for explosion temperature.
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The results for explosion time are:

I Complete t - 2.99 x 10-7 sec

Approximate t - 2.74 x 10- sec.e

The two values agree to 8%.

Discussion

The explosion criterion as applied to the hot wire problem

generally predicts explosion times that are shorter than those predicted by

the complete solution. The principal reason for this is contained in the

definition of adiabatic explosion time. The adiabatic explosion time (3)

is the time required for a thermal runaway to occur in an insulated mass

of explosive initially at a uniform temperature. In applying the explosion

criterion to the hot wire, the adiabatic explosion time for the explosive

at r - b is used. This infinitesimally thin region of explosive is not

insulated from its cooler surroundings, in this case the entire mass of

explosive not in contact with the wire. In fact, expl.,ion results when

the self-heating in a region near the wire overcomes the heat loss to the

explosive further from the wire. This obviously requires more time than an

adiabatic explosion. The thermal -unaway occuring near the wire is shown

clearly in Figure 1.

The assumption of an adiabatic wire increases the difference between

the approximate and rigorous explosion times because the adiabatic wire

temperature is always slightly greater than the interface temperature given by

the inert solution. The explosion time based on the inert solution was found
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to te 2.79 x 10"7 seconds, which is only 2% greater than the explosion time

found when assuming an adiabatic wire.

Finally these calculations consider only the mechanism of heat

conduction. The explosion time calculated is the thermal explosion time;

i.e., the onset of thermal runaway. It is not the time to detonation, the

calculation of which is extremely complex and must involve hydrodynamics.

The functioning time of exploding wire detonators is of the order of micro-

(11)seconds; the calculated thermal explosion time is approximately 0.3 1A sec.

Therefore, no conclusion can be drawn regarding the roles of the thermal and

mechanical mechanisms in the initiation process. Certainly, the thermal

mechanism cannot be rejected. Further studies are needed. For example, some

questions that should be answered are:

1. Does the thermal model predict the observed dependence of explosion time

on wire and circuit parameters?

2. What is the effect of thermal contact resistance at the wire-explosive

interface?

3. What is the effect of phase changes in the wire and reaction in the

explosive, and the consequent variation of electrical and physical parameters

with time?

4. How fast and by what mechanism does a thermal explosion grow to detonation?

It is hoped that the techniques presented here will be helpful in

arswering son. of these questions.
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TABLE I

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

EXPLOSIVE PETN REFERENCE

e - 1.7 gm/cm3  
(4)

C e 0.26 cal/gm - 0K (5)

k e 6.0 x 10- eal/cm-sec K (6)

Q 1490 cal/gm (7)

Z " 3 .437 x 10 sec (8

E w 31.474 kcal/mole (8)

- 300°K

WIRE - PLATINUM

P - 21.37 gm/cm3  (9)

C m 0.0339 cal/gm K [300 - 10000K] (10)

p - 25.15 x 10-6 ohm - cm [300 0000K] (9)

b - 2.54 x 10 cm.

- 0.254 cm.

CIRCUIT
V 0 2600 volts (ii)

-6L = 0.75 x 10- henries

C 0.50 x 10-6 farad
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Stresau: I would like to compliment you on being one of the

first people in a long time to apply the thermal explosior theory to EED's.

Incidently, I think in 1954 there was some pretty good quantitative veri-

fication of the applicability of this theory to primary explosives. The

question is, in these organic (crystalline) explosives as used in EBW ap-

lications, what is it that keeps the heat contributed by the reaction from

slipping out through all those big intersticies that you have in the low

density stuff?

Mr. McCally: First of all, this was a simplified mathematical

model in which we assumed a rather high density, in fact a pressed density.

We did not assume a low density, and we did assume a matorial, at least

for this mathematical model, to be of a constant uniform density.

Mr. Stresau: But the problem is that you cannot make those go

off with an exploding wire.

Mr. McCally: I think you can probably at least get charring to

occur and this is really the thermal explosion. As I say, we did not study

the transit problem. We were studying the initiation problem.
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3-12 EBW FIRING UNIT AND DETONATOR
COMPATIBILITY INVESTIGATION

John M. Reuter

General Laboratory Associates, Inc.

Norwich, N. Y.

and
Raymond G. Amicone

Franklin Institute Research Laboratories
Philadelphia, Pa.

INTRODUCTION

The Saturn IB and Saturn V launch vehicles each use 22 EBW Firing Unit - EBW

Detonator systems to perform such function as retro motor ignition, ullage motor

ignition and jettison stage separation and destruct. (Slide - Figure 1). The purpose

of this joint investigation of FIRL and GLA was to compare the output of the

firing unit to the input required by the detonator to determine the reliability that can

be expected by the random pairing of production units.

The General Laboratory Associates, Inc. P/N 41496 - 41503 EBW Firing Unit is

a solid state electronic device which charges a 1. 0 1. 1,uf capacitor to 2300 :-100

volts on application of a 28 64 volt DC arming signal. A 28 -±4 volt DC signal to the

trigger circuit discharges this stored energy through a three point spark gap as an

exponentially damped sine wave. Output current and time to the first sinusoidal peak

must fall within the outline described by Figure 2. (slide). This figure forms part of

the NASA specification for the Firing Unit, and was orighially obtained by individual-

ly varying the lumped R, L, C and voltage parameters of the firing unit output circuit

through the full range of their specification tolerances. To determine the firing unit

reliability, NASA specified a mean time to failure of 250 hours at a 90% confidence

level and a one firing per 15 minute duty cycle. They also specified environmental
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conditions, input and r, tnit li itfit nnn t'rriarini nthaor nnramad f

for qualification.

The associated McCormick-Selph P/N 805630 detonator is a 1.4 grain, PETN

loaded device with a 900 E300 volt protective spark gap in series with a . 002' diam-

eter, 0. 17 ohm, Secon 443 bridgewire. Functioning time, firing energy, no-fire and

all-fire input conditions, operating and storage environments, and other parameters

for acceptance and for qualification are specified by NASA. Reliability is specified

for this detonator as a 0. 1 and a 99. 9% all-fire voltage level established at 90% con-

fidence by a Bruceton Test.

Although the detonator and the firing unit are made to meet specified tolerances,

this is no guarantee of a specific reliability for the total system unless the tolerances

bear some known relevance to the performance criterion.

To give you a ridiculous example - my car is 6 ft. wide and my garage doors are

9 ft. wide. Tolerances on these measurements are tight, considering the dimensions

given, but I have lost count of the number of car parking system malfunctions my wife

has demonstrated.

Since it was necessarv for the establishment of system reliability, a quantitative

measurement of firing unit - detonator interface compatibility was required.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Aside from normal electrical and mechanical measuring devices, six pieces of

equipment were used: st-el witness blocks, a variable energy firing unit, an explo-

sion chamber, a low temperature test chamber, a 28 volt DC power supply and a

shunt isolator. To obtain quantitative output data, detonations were measured

as dents in cold rolled steel (AISI-C1010-B70 to If38 Rockwell) witness blocks.
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The variable energy firing unit, shown in Figure 3 (slide), used the same cir-

LI ~ cuitry as a production unit, except that output tank voltage and inductance were var- .1
HI

iable to give a range of 0. bJi to 2. 4)1 second time to peak current and 340 to 7000

peak amperes. This variable energy unfit enables us to produce any combination of'

peak current and time-to-peak that could possibly be delivered by production firing

units. This unit, in fact, can produce currents and times well in excess of the

above for the extrapolations of this test.

The explosion chamber, also shown in Figure 3, or firing fixture was welded up

from 1/4" and 3/8" cold rolled steel, to contain the products of explosion, reduce

back pressure on the firing unit cable and to act as a mount for positioning thedeto-

nators against the witness blocks.

The low temperature test chamber, shown in Figure 4 (slide), was maintained at

-65 ±10F and continually purged with dry nitrogen at 0. 15 to 0. 2 cfm to prevent in-

flux of moisture laden air. This chamber is necessary. to comply with a decision to

perform the test at the worst case specified temperature condition of -65°F.

The 28 volt input was from a 28 volt, 12 ampere battery supply, also on Figure

4, with desirable negligible ripple.

A GLA p/N 42063 shunt isolator was used as a current measuring device for cal-

ibration of output at each level. This device consists of a non-inductive . 001 ohm

load resistor and a transformer converting output current to volts at a 500 amp/

volt ratio.
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TEST PIR1OCEDURE

The sensitivity of approximately 800 detonators was tested at -65 0 F at four dis-

crete pulse times to peak, 0. 57, 0. 8, 1. 6 and 2.4 microseconds. The detonators

were individually monted oin 1/4 inch thick steol plates within the explosion chamn-

ber. The detonators were positioned within the chamber so that they butted against

the witness block with re;latively constant pressure. All detonators, blocks, fix-

tUre, etc. soaked at -65'F for a minimum of 2 hours to stabilize temperature be-

fore firing. A stream of dry nitrogen was directed at the cable connector to insure

a amoisture free fitting.

Approximately 200 dtonators were fired at each pulse condition. Five devices

were used to zero-in on a voltage reading near the expected 5(0/ firing probability

level. This information was used to design a 20 firing Bruceton Test, the results

of which were used as a guide for testing at higher voltages to estimate the current

for 99. 9/ all fire at 95,7o confidence. The Bruceton test, as outlined in the Bruce..

ton Report 1 had pulse condition fixed in four separate tests, with stimulus either

Iraised or lowered by a fixed logarithmic increment. of current, depending upon

whether the pcceding observation was a non-fire or a fire. These results (mean

and estimated standard deviation) were used as a guide in selecting test levels for

higher firing probability.

Approximately 175 detonators were fired at higher current levels, divided as

2!
outlined by Hampton, Ayrcs and Kabik2, to keep the product np (I - p) approxi-

maLely constant where (n) is the number of detonators to be fired at the (p) esti-

mated probability level. Where necessary, revisions were made to refine the

estimates as the tests proceeded.
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loscope current photographs and used to calibrate the firing unit panel voltmeter.

The current measuring device was a shunt isolator cable termination having a

transformation ratio of 500 amperes/volt and a shunt impedance simulating the

detonator.

The depth of dent produced in the steel witness blocks was measured with a

dial indicator.

RESULTS

This testing program accumulated data to measure sensitivity in terms of

current input to the detonators at four discrete pulse times. This sensitivity

was measured as detonator output, which was assessed by observing the depth

of dent made in a steel witness block. A large variability was noted in these

measurements, which ranged from no measurable dent to . 025 inches. The

average dent was . 018 inches, if those blocks with no dent were disregarded.

The skewed distribution of this data, as seen in Figure 5 (slide), makes one

question the ability of the detonator to initiate the next element in the explosive

train, mild detonating fuse (MDF), when less than all-fire stimuli are used.

Some differences are to be expected. Based on the patterns observed with sim-

ilar devices3, we would expect a mean dent depth of .019 inches and a standard

deviation of. 002 inches to be reasonable values. This assumption would place

all those depths .013 inches or less beyond that to be expected from the inherent

variation of the detonator, thus we chose to define these no-fires, since there is

a possibility that they may not perform the intended function. We cannot guaran-

tee that dent depths , 014 inches or greater will always produce tl-e desired result
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III

without a further investigation to correlate dent depth with reliability of initiating

tle r'equired MDF. 'hi1 actual output required of the detonator may well be less

LhalL . 01.i HOics, i so0. " rl'ther justification for this cut-off point is based on the

assumption that all dotolnatorl outputs within tile range of normal variation will do

the jo), hot anything less than the lower limit of this range will be unsatisfactory.

Two separate estimates of the 99.9% -and the 0. 1' functioning probability wore

made, one by the logit 4 , and one by the probi' 5 method. Fit of calculated values

to experimental clata was tested for both methods of analysis and chi square values

were comparable, showing no pronounced advantage in either method other than

the ehi square test for the probit method is based on one more degree of freedom.

14 An equation for each analysis and for each probability level was written

by means of a least squares regression analysis. These equations express the

relationship of peak current (I) required for a given probability as a function of

time to peak (T), as follows;

Probit Analysis

Functioning Probability Regression Equation
0.1% (95} Coaf.) Log I = 7.052 - 1.341 Log T

50 ," LogI = 6.408 - 1.065 Log T
99.9,, (95", ConI.) Log I = 5.867 - 0.828 Log T

Logit Analysis

0.1% (95% CoUl)f. LogI = 7•.215 - 1.404 Log T
50'/%' Log I = 6.449 - 1.079 Log T
99.9', (95% Conf.) LogI = 5.682 - 0.754 Log T

The curves resulting from these equations were plotted ou the firing unit output

diagram as Figure 6 (slide). You will note from the diagram that the logit anal-

ysis is more conservative, and because of this, the logit values are used in our
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U • conclusions.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As Figure 5 (slide) demonstrated, there was a large variability in witness

block dent depth and there was a considerably skewed distribution of dent depths,

with a large number of low order firings. A possible explanation for this behavior

may be that the EBW detonator is inherently dependent on high order detonation of

the bridgewire foh. reliable initiation of its secondary explosive. Electrical stim-

uli that produce marginal detonation of the wire may result in a wide range of out-

put, depending upon the order of detonation finally achieved in the PETN charge.

Since the largest currents in our test were less than the estimated 99.9% all fire

current and output does improve as current increases, it may be that there is no

cause for concern with respect to detonator output, but data to substantiate relia-

bility of output should be obtained. We have recommended that a study be made of.,

(1) the output that can be expected as a function of detonator input current over a

current range which includes the all-fire level, and (2) the output required to ini-

tiate the next element in the explosive train, MDF.

As the all-fire curves of Figure 6 (slide) demonstrated to us, the logit derived

99. 9% all-fire line appears near the center of the firing unit output diagram (dem-

onstrate with pointer). This line is.actually above 45% of toe area in the cited dia-

gram, thus indicating only a 55% probability of finding a production firing unit which

will fire 99. 9% of the detonators. At least, this is the implication if the full spec-

ification tolerances are indicative of production firing units. In fact, however, a

data search on all production firing units delivered to the customer, NASA, demon-

strated that 95% of them fall above the 99. 9% all-fire curve. In addition, both the
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firing units and the detonators are used in redundant installations. Conditions were

rccorn,•.dc, hnwuver, to shift the firing unit output outline up and to the right in

t .. . ... iuded a .in.r increas. in storcd voltage -and/or in capaci-

ta1nc e.
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DISCUSSION

In reply to a question, the author stated that the study technique

was similar to one previously used at McDonnell-Douglas except that the

test range was extended to higher output levels aizd that tests were conducted

at -65 0 F and that the input values were extended to higher levels. The

electrical circuit used was similar to that used in the McDonnell-Douglas

test in all measurable parameters. The time to peak was varied by varying

inductance and cable length.

In the case of a non-fire, in some instances an attempt was made to

determine if the bridge wire had been burned out; in most cases no attempt

was made.
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ABSTRACTS SESSION FOUR

4- -. Tht Out~lok frNondestructive Electrothermal Parametric .N ye
Meaeaecs, an _,ies~$z KED's C. W. Goode

I. Kabik

L. A. Rosenthal

Numerous ýtechrz~ques 1'have been developed, o-jer th-- -y-ears for :ieasur3.ng the
thlmi e _Cma ie .at ýcapacity ani heait-loss factor of wire-bridge EED's.

We fnd hatifiaeaivupements of-these -parameters gi.ve an- understanding of the
repornae. of -'sM .1's to variou~s firing signals. However, our hopes that

-. paamericmeasuremenrts viould-yield a simple ethad ftr classifying EED? s
Erom".' -idngl prdcin c Umte distinct groups of high, Intermediate,

and .2ow -snsiiviy,,h.ve -not' been realized fully.. A more prof itable avenue
-for-application -l these techniques is during the process of EED manufacture.

4s- 2 " -latvt fOrganic Ntro CompoundsE.EDe ri

-~ " 
4fr ~i~gtheme~anialengineer in selecting

STher is -no aimiar standard for guidance of the
4X~a~io tain deignengineer.. This - survey of a wide range-of crganic

dchciiatry 4ef fi-Les diotinct -categories of chemical reactions -hat must be av,,ided
An 'to ýsrelectjzn of materials for uise in stable explosive sy~stems.

.,pTh6 lsg o5* -aterr.1mable PyrotechniA'c Davic'es N. J. Bownan
E. F. Knippenberg

The use of temp-eratures ir.. the v~icinity of 130 to 1450 G for biologica'
-tex !Liz 'ation-,,f space vehicles traveling to other plane's has resulted

in a need t,;6study the ability of explosive devices to withstand the
tenperature andveexposure time off explosive devices to these temperntuxes.
A number of' devices currently in use have failed temperature cycles required
for sterilization ;~nd-' nu-mbe~r of others have survived the cycle. Mate'ria'ls
comprilsing the electr6oexpltosive devices were examined as well as construction
techniques, and certain conclusionc ar,, reached concerning their influence
or, Li - . -, able electroexplosives.

4-IsP Information Sources for EED's Gunther Cohn

Problemns with technical information have been with us for-some time but
they have recently become more acute. This is due to the prolific amount
of in'formation recently. generated (information explosion)'. Information
centers help a lot but, alas, still none exists for EED's.

For this reason, this paper reviews; briefly the useful info rmation sources
for EED's. Included are: (1) library tools, r2) mission houses,()
cech-nical manuals,, (4) En~gineerring'Design Handbook series, (5) s~ynrpsluiu
proceedings, (6) FIRL1 reports, (7) commercial publications, and (8) reports
in publication.

In-, fstrurnentat ion for Research, Evaluation. and Quality .? Dve
",ontr(.1 Of Electroexnlos ives W .S. Weiss

W.J. Dun~ing

S-,o7.f; 1;cw~ ',in -
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h-6 Comments Relating to Confidence-Reliabilty .:A. J. Benedict

Combinations for Small-Sample Tests of
Aerospace Ordnance Items.

Analysis epitomized by the widely-used equation "gamma equals 1 minus

R to the nth" is shown to be reasonably appropriate for small-samp' Pes

tests of aerospace ordnance items; high-reliability, low-confidence
combinations are discussed.

4-7 Lat to Lot Variations in Explosive Properties and Their, ;Richard A. Whiting

Consequences in Explosive Component Development and James N. Ayrzs

Production Richard H. Stresau

Failure in production functioning tests of items which had been demonstrated
to be highly reliable (in design proof tests) is a recurring problem. Such

failures are attributable to various factors among which lot to lot variability
of explosive properties is among the most difficult to forestall. .13y economic

and logistic necessity specifications must include tolerances in composition
and particle size distribution. Only rarely does a speciification include re-
quirements regarding sensitivity or'output as evidenced by detonation transfer.

- Reliability Assessment of Ordnance CoMponents from S. Demskey
Variables Performance Parameters V. Goldie

M. West

The traditional and most widely accepted methods for determining reliability
estimates involves the application of the binomial distribution to attribute
(go/no go) performance data. Since the variables data is ordinarily re-
corded, this type of statistical analysis is relatively inefficient.

This report provides a statistical procedure which yields system estimates
with multidimensional ordance. components and defines the most widely accepted
performance parameters for various types of ordance components. This in turn
provides the means for reducing sample sizes and costs.

14-9 A Mathematical Analysis of Ordnance Circuitry to Jon E. Klima
Determine the Susceptibility to Stray RF Fields

This paper presents highlights of a mathematical analysis used to determine
the RF ordnance susceptibility of an EED when installed and connected to
its firing circuitry. The analysis is applicable to both pin to pin and
pin to case modes and providcs an upper limit to the RF power delivered to the
EED from its firing circuitry. The analysis results can then be compared
to *"EC firing levels and the margin of safety computed,

S Experimental Distribution of Bruceton Test Statistics Herbert D. Peckham

L of statistics froM sixty-one Bruceton Tests conducted against a parti-
cid r FED 7re analyzed. The ireans of the Bruceton Test are tested for the

,x,' .a• narm-ll disstribution. The standard deviations from t h2 Bruceton
T.: (,b;erredv to have a positively skewed distribution which supports

cx, ]1yaco:•':cd tendency of the Bruceton Test to underestimate the
K-rr:l ''vi xt i 1n. The data, representing hard experimental results, are

v(:icy thajn data generaced on computers which may, or may
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4-1 THE OUTLOOK FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE ELECTROTHERMAL

PARAMETRIC MEASUREMENTS ON WIRE-BRIDGE EED's

J. N, Ayres
C. W. Goode
I. Kabik
L. A. Rosenthal

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland

1. The following paper is an extension as well as a summary

of work that has been carried out under a program to develop a

basic understanding of the nature of EED's (electroexplosive

devices). Reports and papers by NOL personnel in this and

related fields are described in the bibliography, page 18. The

work has been limited to non-EBW wire-bridge EED's.

A wire-bridge EED (Figure 1) can be described physically

as a thin strand of metal (the bridge wire) attached at each

end to support posts and surrounded by an explosive composition.

The cross-sectional area of the support posts is much greater

than that of the bridge wire, and the wire may or may not be in

contact with the substrate or plug structure. An EED is a trans-

ducer, transforming an electrical input to an explosive output.

It converts electrical energy into heat which raises the bridge

temperature. At some critical temperature elevation the explosive

will be initiated.

2. Part of the transducer action can be expressed quantitatively

using what we term "Electro-Thermal Parameters". These parameters

are combined in a simplified lumped-constant model2 . The model

can be expressed as a differential equation:

C + Y9 = P(t)(1
Pdt
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3. Whenever a bridgswire is raised above the initial (ambient)

END temperature (TO) by ohmic heating we asu,,, that tli ai&rt

posts and the END outer boundary will act as semi-infinite heat

sinks and will stay at temperature T0o The temperature elevation

of the bridge wire above ambient, TH-To, is expressed by 0.

4. Heat flows away from the bridge axially into the support

posts and radially into material(s) in contact with the bridge

wire surface - explosive, air, plug, or subtrate. It can easily

be shown that heat loss by radiation can be ignored at the tempera-

tures that are apt to be encountered in this type of ZED. We

use, therefore, the Fourier law of heat conduction - that the

rate of heat flow is proportional to the driving temperature

(temperature difference, e). The flow rate proportionality

constant is designated by y and is usually expressed in units of

microwattstC. In our work we refer to y as the "Heat Loss Factor".

Under steady-state heating conditions (where e is constant and

d.• dispppears) the differential equation reduces to

Ye - P(t) (2)

which is a restatement of the First Law of Thermodynamics, i.e.,

that the (electrical) energy flowing into the system - P(t) -

must be equal to the (heat) energy flowing away - y9.

5. The heat capacity of the bridge wire (including a certain

quantity of any substance in contact with the bridge surface)

is represented by C . Under adiabatic heating conditions
p

when the electrical energy goes in no rapidly that the conduction

heat losses can be ignored - Equation (1) reduces to

4-1.2
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C de M(3

-P(t) (3)

if WA 4 n*hVb *ri O2 eIF"V*- - ~.A~*S
C t

C0 we obtain t -. P a I( it.
Cp - O f (4)

where 9 denotes the input energy. Cp, as defined above, has

the dimensions of enerqyand is usually expressed in

electrical units -- microjoulestC or microwatt-seconds/C.

6. Since Equation (1) is a simple conduction heat flow equation,

we would expect an exponential change of temperature when the

input power is applied or removed as a step function. Consider,

for instance, the system from the time the power is cut off

instantaneously. The bridge wire will be at a temperature elevation

e0 , and the heatfIow equation will now be

C Me + Y P 0 (5) idp

The solution to this equation is

=~9 Se[Z~-]=Oexp(ý (6)

C
the cooling time constant, T, being equal to the expression -p

7. A number of methods have been developed for measuring C, Y,

and T, without damaging the bridge wire/explosive system. All of

the measurement methods depend on the fact that the bridge wire

temperature elevation is deduced from its change in resistance.

S- GE (l+M (Ts-T o))i (7)

*See References 2, 3, 7, 15, 20, 21, 27, 30, 32, and 35
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When To - 0C (and Ro and a have both been measured at T0 ] this

becomes

Here a has the units of ohm/ohm/C and is a property of the
a composition and of the mechanical and thermal history of the

* wire material.

8. It can easily be shown for any To that the product, aR,

is constant for a given END provided a and Ro are both determined

at T0 . Equation (7) can be rewritten as

RH - Ro+M(TH-20), or (9a)

THM -A where (9b)T -To ~

AA
xN Mi -=LR0. (9c)

From the equations we see that M is the slope of the straight-line

graph of resistance vs temperature. We find that M is an

individual RED parameter varying from unit to unit of a batch

of BED's in much the same way that Re, Cp, Y) and T vary.

RESOLUTION AND ACCURACY

9 . The resolving power of any of the non-destructive methods

for measuring a, M, Y, Cpj and T depends upon the magnitude of

the resistance change compared to the detection sensitivity of

the equipment. The resistance change depends upon the bridge wire

material and the temperature swing. For non-destructive testing

it is desirable to limit the upper temperature to about 75*C

(the upper limit of NIL-6TD-304). To increase the temperature



swing it is possible to set the lower limit below normal room

"-4cz Qf a biu ox. Ans a consequence the usable

AT is normally in the order of 50 to 80*C.

10. Figure 2 presents the relationship between resistance

change, wire bridge material, and AT. For example, an 800C

temperature change (AT) will produce, in a platinum iridium alloy

of the type used in the 3k 1 Squib (a : 1000 iiohms/ohmitC), a

resistance change (AR/R) of 0.08. That is, the signal (AR) will

be 8% of the ambient EBD bridge resistance.

11. 14 and m are determined by measuring RP, TH, RO, and To.

If M and a are going to be determined to O 3% accuracy, the

temperaturemust be measured to two or three tenths of a degree

and the resistances to one part in a thousand or better for

platinum-iridium. For tungsten the accuracy of the resistance

measurement could be relaxed to three parts in a thousand, and

for a nichrome wire such as is used in the M-100 Match the accuracy

would need to be bettered to about one part in three thousand.

We have found that the determination of X and a is by far the

most difficult of any of the electrothermal parameters,, requiring

very careful laboratory proceduresa.

12. A number of methods for the determination of Y, Cp, and T

have been developed which depend upon measuring a transient AR.

The absolute value of R% (or Ro) is either not needed as precisely

or else not needed at all. In general Y, Cp, and T are more

easily measured than M and a. Replicate measurements have been

made both on Mk 1 Squibs and M-100 Matches. They showed that the

14-1. 5
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experimental error was about 3% for both Y and Cp for the Nk 1

Squib; and about 6% for y and 3% for C_ for the M-In_ !",tch..g

Because a is so much higher for the Nk 1 Squib than for the

iM-100 Match, the errors for the latter would be surprisingly

low except that an improveds0 low-frequency thermal follow

bridge with better resolution had been developed by the time

this work was undertaken.

13. We have noted a trend towards bridge wires with very low

values of m,such as Evenohm and Constantan. Apparently the

designer's intent is to come up with an BED whose load on the

firing circuit will be constant until firing occurs. With such

materials there is no chance of sensing the bridge wire tempera-

ture change since the resistance change will be negligible. We

suggest that in order to exploit these non-destructive measure-

ments of the electrothermal parameters, the END should be

optimized to facilitate such measurements. One direction for design

optimization is to choose high a materials, such as tungsten

or other pure refractory or noble metals. (In general alloying

of a metal will sharply reduce its d.)

14. But even with the present BED designs determinations of C

y, and r can be made simple enough to perform on a routine basis.

By such sophistications as servo circuits, digital conversion,

and shared-time digital computer links it is possible to make a

single instrument which would measure and compute the above parameters

(assuming a fixed M) within a few seconds after the END is

connected to the instrument.

4-1.6
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APPLICATIONS

Three ways of using bztr•IlhVIei1 b-. ,

studieds

a. Predicting EED response to a specific input.

b. Sorting a group of EED's into sensitivity categories.

c. Quality control techniques.

Prodiction

15. The response of a particular type of BED to a specific

electrical input can be predicted by use of Equation (1). An

example will show how the technique is used.

WILL A M1( 1 SQUIB AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE BE FIRED

BY A 20-MICROSECOND, 13-AMPERE CONSTANT CURRENT PULSE?

Typical data for the Mk 1 Squib are:

Re 1 ohm

T 8 milliseconds

X - 950 .ohms/0C

C - 7 Vjoules/0C

To 20'C.

We know by experiment for a pulse input short compared to the EED

thermal time constant that the bridge resistance will increase

linearly with time. Consequently the effective resistance is
Ro+RH

Equation (1) becomes
p +7= Is R +R0  (10)

Also we know that conduction heat losses in such a short time*

can be ignored. Cancelling the middle term, separating variables,
*The maximum per cent error introduced by this assumption will be
l00t where t<O.l'r.

9. 14-1.7
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and integrating between zero and t gives

S- - ,o and substituting it into Equation (9) gives

Ist
(12)

(13) (1) (2Ox10O )S 7xlo.0. (139) (9gSOx1O-) (2OxlO" 4 )

S626C.

Both by applying Bowden's "hot spot theory" and from actual

experiment we find that e necessary for firing will be in the

order of 450 to 5000C. The answer to the question is, therefore,

yes with a high probability.

16. The denominator of Equation (12), Cp - 3xsmt, incorporates

a heat feed-back term, 1I2Mt. The effect of this can be seen by

repeating the above computations with everything the same except

halving the time to 10 microseconds; 8 comes out to bo 272eC rather

than 313 which would be expected in a linear relationship.

Sorting

17. We can measure M, Cp, and Y on individual units of a group

of MED's. We can then apply the prediction techniques just

mentioned to compute the temperature to be expected for each EED

when su-jected to a specific input. The units with the highest

predicted temperatures should be the most sensitive of the group

to the specific input signal* Merely by classifying according to
*An RED with the highest sensitivity to a given input signal is not
necessarily the most sensitive to a diffQrent input signal.
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I
the predicted temperatures it should be possible to sort the N
group into sub-groups of differing sensitivities.

18. We tried to sort both Mk 1 Squibs and M-100 Matches" . Out

of 210 Mk 1 Squibs three groups were selected for sensitivity

testing under a constant current input of long duration. The

two extreme groups were fired with a fail being defined as a

non-response after 10 seconds at the test level. The results

were:

Linear-Logistic No.of
Firing Points Units

Group Prediction % Milliamperes Fired

a Greater Sensitivity 5 259.1
(Less current) 50 266.8 51

95 274.4

b Lesser Sensitivity 5 271.5
(More current) 50 277.0 30

95 282.5

19. The probability that such a shift in the mean could have

been observed, had the two groups been taken from a single

population, is only 1 in 200. We can therefore say that a

statistically significant sorting was achieved. From an

engineering standpoint this sorting would not be particularly

useful since the difference between the two means is less than

5% and because the upper and lower distributions are not

distinct from each other.

20. The remaining Mk 1 Squibs were subdivided into three groups

on the basis of response to an adiabatic input and fired with a

4.m-1.9



50 microsecond variable amplitude constant current input. The

onerav da11uyrqad 8~~ -- h heociiiofcope

records. The most sensitive group (23 units) had asensitivityv

of 1.30 millijoules; the least (23 units) 1.44. millijoules.

However, the standard deviation. were so large that, statistically,
there was no significant difference between the groups. While

disappointing, this answer was not wholly unexpected with such

small sample sizes.

21. A constant current sorting and long duration firing was

tried with M-100 Matches. There were 0 32 units per subgroup.

In addition an unsorted sample of RBD's from the parent group

was also fired as a control.

Test Results (milliamperes)

Group Prediction 50% Point s

L Least sensitive 352 7.1

M Intermediate 350 6.8

H most sensitive 347 5.4

1 Control 1348 14.1

22. The sensitivity trend of the sorted groups is in the right

direction. But the standard deviations are so large that there

is no real difference between any of the groups. Perhaps the

really notable result here is that the sorted groups have

significantly smaller standard deviations than the parent group.

This seems a reasonable outcome. 4,

4--11.2.0
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ft 2ual fU Lian effort was to insists a subgroup
of BE•Do8 made un of thin very mnanativn nmortion of nnrmnl Rmnin-

With END's as they are currently made this objective does not

seem to be attainable. The inherent variability of well.-made

EED's is not apt to be very great - a standard deviation being

just a few per cent of the mean. In order to make a definitive

sort and in order to minimize misclassification (i.e. including

a unit that should have been excluded, or vice versa) the total

experimental error should be less than 1/10th of the standard

deviation of the parameter's distribution. For the 1k 1 Squib

this would mean that the experimental error should not exceed

0.3 to 0.8%. However, (based on such indications as drift of RO

with time) the squib may have inherent dimensional instability

which would make such accuracy impossible.

24. One of the intended uses for sorting of EED's into sensitivity

groups was that the most sensitive group could be used in Go/No-Go

systems tests such as exposure to radar fields. The reasoning

here is that if the very sensitive units were not initiated then

the tactical unita would most certainly not be initiated. The

logic is valid. However, to obtain Go/No-Go system test results

which will give aa indication of how much margin of safety there

is, it is necessary to test with EED's which are considerably

more sensitive (by a factor of three, or five, or ten). This

large a sensitivity ratio is needed to compensate for uncontrollable

variations in system circuitry, components, and environment. From

the Mk 1 Squib firing data we can only expect that the sensitivity

4-l.ll



ratio might be only 1.1 or 1.15 instead of tho desired 3.

Quality Control

25. sin= •--z~to~•8 parameters measure factors which

relate directly to the sensitivity of RED's it in quite obvious

that they should be useful in improving uniformity of product

during manufacture. Bridge wire resistance has been the only

measurable parameter which in any way reflected the nature of the

birdge wire. But even this measurement cannot be interpreted

unequivocally. A high resistance can arise either from "too long"

or "too thin" a bridge. Conversely, a low resistance can indicate

either "too short" or "too fat" a bridge. It is possible to have

a whole family of bridges of identical resistance which would be

either (a) both larger in diameter and longer, or (b) else both

smaller in diameter and shorter. Case (b) would give rise to a

more sensitive EED (adiabatically because the mass is less, and at

steady state because cross-section and surface areas are loss)

while (a) would be less sensitive.

26. Our approach is to measure Ro, Y, and C before loading andP
then measure V and C with material in contact with the bridge

p
wire. C is primarily a function of the mass of the bridge wire -

p
increasing with increasing bridge length and/or diameter. Y is a

function of the curface and croswesection areas of the bridge and,

particularly after loading, of the thermal conductivity of the

material in contact with the bridge. Instead of controlling R

only, a more uniform bridge wire will be obtained by controlling

C and Y as well. This is so because variations in diameter and
4
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length (whether occurring individually or simultaneously) will

affect the three parameters in different ways. There is no way

that t3se d1aumter and length can be out of control if all three

parameters are used to set acceptance limits.

27. But the best is yet to come. The electrothermal parameters

can be used to detect the presence of the explosive on the bridge

wire. This statement is based in part on the experimental

results1 0 '4 described below:

Ten Nk 1 Squibs were tested on the Low Frequency Thermal

Follow Bridge (at 10 Hertz) measuring Cp, Y, and T under

the following sets of conditions:

a. As received conditioni 300 milliamperes.

b. Explosive dissolved away from bridge wire;

100 milliamperes.

c. Bridge wire covered with distilled water; 100 milli-

amperes.

d. Same as step (b) except current is adjusted until

bridge wire resistances (and therefore dynamic

equilibrium temperatures) are the same as in step (a).

e. Same as step (c); currents adjusted to match step (a)

resistances.

28. The results were:

(see next page)
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S-rC zAnviron-
Treatment (milliwatts) (W.wa~tts/C) (pwattsec/eC) (millisec) sent

a 10.38 1430 6.96 4.86 Explosive

b 10.66 330 4.07 12.38 Air

c 10.18 5660 20.95 3.71 Water

d 5.11 312 4.10 13.39 Air

• 58.1 6164 20.74 3.37 Water

Hare it can be seen that both y and Cp increase as we go from an

air environment to explosive to water. The shift in y is

particularly marked and is in the right direction. Cp also

increases which is also in accordance with theory. Note that

the change in T does not follcw the same pattern.

29. That the shifts in Y and C are not only large but also

clearly discernible under the three environments can be seen from

the observed limits for the data at 100 milliamperes through the

bridge wire.

Y Cp

min avg max sin avg max

air 316 330 347 3.84 4.07 4.32

explosive 1287 1430 1569 6.31 6.96 7.27

water 5335 5660 5900 17.41 20.95 25.70

This leads to the idea of following the values of y and Cp during

manufacture in three steps;

a. Bare bridge (in air)

b. Bare bridge (in vacuum or in water)
c. Loaded bridge (after thorough drying of the bridge

structure if step ý,A'4done in water).

I•



From these three sets of values it appears possible to come up

With A.nni.rih 04-114- ---..... . ---2•± , . ua irut-order I
approximation of the thermal conductivity of the explosive.

Such a computation would be of interest to serve as a check on

the process but would not very likely be useful in a quality

control procedure.

30. The general quality control scheme that we would recommend

is as follows.

a. From a pilot group of EED's determine an average M

(or average a). Also determine average R, V, and C

and their standard deviation on the bare bridge, and

then in the loaded state*.

b. From the observed means and standard deviation on R,

y, and C compute acceptance bands for testing all END's

in the different conditions using the M (or average a)

obtained on the control group.

31. Undoubtedly the setting of the acceptance bands will have

to be a cut-and-try process, at least at first. If the bands

are set too close nothing will get through. But information can

be obtained which will help in deciding whether or not the

acceptance bands are properly set; those falling outside the limits

are presumably less reliable or at least differ from the desired

norm. The rejects should be collected and fired under conditions

appropriate to tha reason for rejection.

*Whether or not a third condition such as bare bridge in vacuum or

in water will give information worth the extra effort is a moot point,
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32. Certainly the above quality cortrol testing program would

not be econam4 1-I f• ... .a.4-___.•: 6•--~ deu,. -"•tonators. But there

has been moms utilization of theme techniques on a prdEunti-l--in4e

100% inspection basis, the readings being taken by ordnance

workers trained to operate the equipment. And, if as ban boon

previously suggested, the measurements can be fully automated, the

effort to carry out this phase of a quality control program

would not be very large when compared to all the other operations

that are now customary in the Inspection of the more sophisticated

33. Word has come to us of independent work being carried out

at another laboratory where groups of ZZD I have been run through

the thermal-ýýollow bridge and then given a standard firing signal,

Most of the units had values for the electrothermal parameters

that fell closely together. The ones with abnormal readings fell

outside of the acceptable firing time limits.

CONCLUSIONS l

I-i

34. This is a sketchy presentation of our findings and current

views. Detailed descriptions of our experimental work and

instrumentation can be found in the works referenced in the

bibliography.•
35. We find that electrothermal parameter measurements can be

used as a tool in the design of ea D's and in systems analysis of
reD's and neD firing circuits. sorting of EAD's does iot seem to

be a profitable venture. It may be that refined designs of aeD'sth

wherein resistance drift and dimensqonal instabilities have been

minimized would make lortgngfeasible. But again, the preciseons

ehoo-r.d6 t
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laboratory techniques that would have to be used might negate

any real advantas-fa in 4.*4 6- t•-•1. . -.... u

36. The most promising application in the use of these measure-

ments during EBD manufacture to detect anomalous bridge structures

and to assure uniformity of explosive loading. In times past

we have encountered supposedly high-quality EUD'u which never

would have fired - no flash charge in one case, and water in

the first-fire mix in another instance. Such gross defects would

have been detected by these techniques. Whether or not loading

with the wrong explosive or an inert material could be detected

is rather doubtful but should not be discounted altogether.

37. Finally, we would propound the idea of designing E)VDWs which

are optimized for making electrothermal parameter measurements.

We suspect that such optimization may, in some instance&, lead

directly to better EDD designs. In any case, it would make

simpler the application of these measuremnnt techniques to the

production of RED's with the goals of obtaining a higher quality

END and demonstrating that it has the higher quality.
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DISCUSSION

The author agreed that devices sorted in the manner advocated in

this paper probably had a truncated distribution, and that the performance

of the lot could not thereafter be described by the distribution parameter.

The advantage of the proposed system is that it will permit rapid detection

of those unusual defects which are not normally a part of the production

process.

When straight primary explosives are loaded and fired by capacitor

discharge, this method of analysis permits prediction of the firing time

with good accuracy. When the initiators are loaded with some of the metal

oxidant type mixtures, the firing time prediction is expected to be more

difficult.

In the formulas, the expression c is used to indicate the heatp
capacity of the type of EED being evaluated. This expression is a property

of that particular geometry.
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4-2 REACTIVITY OF ORGANIC NITRO COMPOUNDSInI
By: E. E. DeMaris I

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANYIt RE-ENTR1Y 13YS9TLE? DEPAR"TENIT
Philadelphia, Fa.

ABSTRACT

There is a Military Standard for guiding the engineer in selecting compati-

ble metals for construction. There is no similar standard for guidance of the

explosive train design engineer. This survey of a wide range of organic chemistry

defines distinct categories of chemical reactions that must be avoided in the

selection of materials for use in stable explosive systems. Both elevated

temperature and extended storage stability can be designed iuto a device when

reactive combinations of materials are avoided.

T. PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS

The underlying reasons for the reactivity of organic nitro compounds can

best be seen by examining the physical constants of simple nitro compounds. The

dipole moments give a good quantitative indication of the electron withdrawing

character of the nitro group.
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TABLE I
"}TP()TPO .F. W),L"•SF Q nvli a'vl aIl m'r n llT•" ',•ora ,.- /-, N

T~~~TPC~~~~TA1ýN MCMWk VWcmmnwfrl"" j. AN-D ALIP.A-,!CZ 2

Substituted Benzene Dipanl P MMA"._t.

3.97 (4.27) Sgas

S-• NO2 "o.41

H3C 4.40

0 0k- -ý * N 0 2

\\-COOH 1..0

Aliphatic Compounds

CH3 -.- N02  3.44

C4V"-ýNo2  3.59

The NO2 group is accepted as being symetrical about the N at(= since

paradinitro benzene has a dipole moment of 0.0.

q b

The true structure is a resonance hybrid intermediate (c) between the structures

a and b uith internal polarization.

42C
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Further eidence of the infZluence of nitro groups on reactivity can be

found in the acul strength of different compounds in solution.

TABLE j.I~

DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS OF (1)
AROMATIC AND ALIPHATIC ACIDS (1) (3)

K

p toluic acid 4.36 436xi0"5  .0066

benzoic acid1  cvC•N 4.19 645x10" 5  .0081

o nitro benzoic acid 2.a6 6.9xi0o3 .083

a nitro benzoic acid 3.47 3.4xI0"4 x184

-4p nitro benzoic acid 3.41 3.9x10" .0198

aci - nitro ethane 23 C 4.4 4.0xi0" 5 (4) .0063

acetic acid 4.75 1.78x10" 5  0oo0

phenol, ON 9.89 1.29xlo"° .ooo00=4

o - nitrophenol 7.3.7 6,75xO-0 .00027

op dinitrophenol 40 1 x1O" .01

trinitrophenol (picric acid) 0.38 4.17x10I1  .6
-2Oxalic acid 1.23 5.9 xlO .24

** acid concentration of 1 molar solution of the compound
in water.

The nitro group has the strongest effect on the ortho position in benzene

derivatives. The electron. withdrawing effect is cumsulative as can be seen from

the mono, di, and tri nitro phenols. Picric acid is a strong acid ionizing almost

completely in water solutions. Because of this acidity its use is now generally

avoided.
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II. TAUTOMERISM (REARMANGEHNTS)

Historically the aromatic nitro coounds have been used more widely and

synthesised earlier aD.d easier than the aliphatic nitro compounds. The reasons

for this are two fold: .) the stability of the aromatic ring and 2) the absence

of hydrogen on the NO2 carbon atom. The primary and secondary aliphatic nitro

compounds readily form tautomeric equilibrium mixtures by migration of hydrogen

atoms from the carbon atom attached to the NO2 group.

I II

Tautomeric Ionization
Equilibrium Equilibrium

H 0

Ri-- -- R--C

"aci" form

The equilibrium of the tautoweric mixture of mono-nitro aliphatics can be

shifted to the right by mild bases. Step one has a significant energy barrier

and the rates axe definitely catalyzed by either acids or bases. Aromatic com-

pounds will form salts with strong bases only vith meta dinitro or more highly

nitrated aromatic neuclei. The salt Is obtaiae(ý only if the rasonmlee stabili-

zation of the ring is overcome by reaction conditions and the original aromatic

compound is readily regenerated (5).
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The instability of the aliphatic nitro compounds has been attributed to

......... f= . t t... tt it LauI n uuggented That a trce of acid

be added to nitro-aliphatics to increase their stability. (6)

The alkalinity or basisity of glassware which can usually be ignored

causes rapid "aci" conversion. The "aci" readily disporporticuates into

decomposition products (7). one of the decomposition products, an aldehyde

is a reducing agnt which can be oxidized by normally stable nitro-compounds to

form other decomposition products of low stability. A chain reaction of degra-

dation can be initiated by smll percentages of contaen antion by acidic isomers

of nitro cmapounds.

Aci-nitro salts can be converted to the aliphatic nitro compound only with

dilute acetic acid or CO2 without excessive decomposition at the C - N bond.

When water is present, ethylene dinitramine corrodes several metals ex-

tensively. (8) This indicates that the acid form of nitro-a-amines can be

readily formed. H H
l I I/--.J- c . -- IV- -A-/V - C .= - C d--/=A-

E DIV A •"acid aci f orm

The evidence (9) indicates that - N-N0 is present during the

synthesis of HMX and RDX which themselves have no H on the N attached to the

nitro group.

H NO\ N O 4

H MX R DX
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The acidity of RDX permitted by Military Specification 3M R-398C

Lay be condensation products of the - H2BEN02 group of a rage of molecular

wcijýht6 aii nuo• nitm£tý acid remaining from the reaction medium. Permilssible

acidity should be a measure of the improved thermal stability that has been

demonstrated by repeated recrystallAistim. (10) Tlhe method of titration would

have to be Improved and cautiously designed for this to be applicable.

III ALTATIC, NITRO COMPOUND REACTIONS

Nitromethane exhibits unique condensatiols with bases. In anhydrous medium

with alkali ethoxides a stable crystalline solvate is formed which explodes on

being wet with water.

0CH+ - + EO + Wate
• 31°2  + ETO% EHro H2C =N-o" % , >-explodes

stable crystals

The violent reaction is attributed to the formation of fulainic acid. Mercury

fulminate --&EgO 49is an insoluble salt of fulainic acid and a sensative ex-

plosive. Nitro ethane does not lose water to form fulminates in a basic solution.

Reaction of nitro compounds with acid yields different products when the

starting mterial is in the "aci" - nitro form.

-dilute a/H/
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Reaction of nitro compounds with acid yields different productR whsbn the

starting material is in the "aci" - nitro form.

•H Na H54O,
R--SH•-Am- 2% \- + No

O •.

Halogenation products also depend on the form of the starting nitro

compound. Acid Br2 B,'

Light Energy

• C--- + in drk C % -- N-- ,+ H r

The reduction products, too, are influenced by the isomer that is

reduced and the reagents employed.

R -- - F N• (vigorous Reagent) ' ' 2 ' ' a

NH40H Heat ' - H -Bise.\

/O Mg, Fe or Z .3% H2 SO4H

R-H- N r 20C
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Catalytic reduction can be accomplished with hydrogen and Raney nickel.

Thorough agitation, law temperatures and vigorous reducing agents are necessary

to avoid condensation of p roducts with the reactants. (11) The complex conden-

sation products make it extremely difficult to determine the source of the

original reducing agent in the decomposition products of explosives.

The anion of aliphatic nitro compounds can be alkylated at either the

- NO2 carbon atom or the oxygen atom by condensation with alkyl halides. The

determining factors controlling oxygen or carbon alkylatior have only recently

(1961) been understood. (12)

CHZl

-- N- XC IN o c ,

The oxygen alkylation product is unstable and breaks down thus:

R R

since oxygen aikylation normally predominates the specific faetors effect-

Lug carbon alkylation may contribute to the understanding of large number of

substitution *.eactions.
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Priary secondary: and tertiary nitro paraffin: can readily ~be identi-.fie .... th "e, ........ aad 'WL4ZIC--U ""VI". k0LM dizu Cid on ihhe nitro-pararrin.

Red B20. ]lue ,.NO White

t~L~,'--1O ±WM -o-r' or - or R Ck~O

Nitrolic acid Pseudo Nitrole No reaction

N 1 N-2 N-3

Poly nitro aliphatics are somewhat unstable and NO2 groups are readily

displaced.

0 tjl \,V2- -KOH0,NO3 +± + 2.

Tetra nitro methane is reactive and forms explosive complexes with aromatic

hydrocarbons. These reactions result from the cumulative inductive effects

of 4 nitro groups on I carbon atom and are not caused by one nitro group being

different structurally (dipole moment of C(NO2 )/ is 0.0). Tetra-Nitro-methane

can be used as an oxidizing agent for amines.

+- HC(NOA)3
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7LV. ARC)A 1C W1;1'Ru uumkomDS

A Synthesis i

The nitration of aromatic compounds proceeds via a aubstitution mchanism.

The most widely used reagents are sulfuric and nitric acids (mixed acid) which

combine to form the nitronium ion.

HON + H4SOI N + 3

Nitric Acid Nitronium Ion

The mono nitrated benzene can be obtained in yields approaching 98% by the action

of mixed acids at 50-550 C on benzene. More rigorous conditions are required to

add the second nitro group (fuming HNO3  conc'd. HpSO4 95°C) and yields of only

88% are realized. The trinitrobenzene (TNB) can only be obtained.by using large

excesses of euming acids and llO 0 C for 5 days to produce yields of only 45%.

The electrmo withdrawing nature of the NO2 group greatly deactivates the ring to

further electrophilic attack. When the second and third nitro groups are intro-

duced they are located meta to the NO2 already present. The activating effect

of the methyl group (electron donating) on the benzene ring enables the formation

of trinitrotoluene (TNT) in yields of 85% under muca milder condibions than those

required for producing TNB. Nitration of phenols is usually preceded by. sulfona-

tion to deactivate the benzene ring and make it less susceptible to oxidation by

the mixed acids. During nitration the sulfonic acid groups are replaced by nitro

groups.

h-2.10



Reactions

The reactions of mono-nitrated benzene with bases proceed only at elevated

temperatures to produce a mixture of products.

N0210
Solid KO(! H

660 >+ +K) 66"C
00

The reaction is a diproportionation proceeding in the absence of oxygen and

in moderately reminiscent of the Cannizaro reaction. Para nitro-toluene under

prolonged heating with alcoholic alkali suffers dehydrogenation of the methyl

group to form the dimer p p' dinitrnstilbene. Neither of the above reactions

involve disruption of the aromatic ring or the C-N bond.

Dinitro benzene is more susceptible to neucleophilic attack, particularly

when the nitro groups are meta to each other. The mutually ortho position is

subjected to the cumulative electron withdrawing effects of the N0 2 group.

•_ •"•,,NM-0 K+

Salt of 0
Dinitrobenzene
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By chilling end acidifying the salt and treating with acetyl chloride the
ON
/

presence of group has been confirmed. It should be noted that the

alkoxide addition products of aromatic nitro compounds are reported as being

sensitive explosives. The position o, p to the two nitro groups is susceptible

to displacements.

F DNF KF9

100ooC or DMF Na1 NO2

0C@l 200CA A@-A 2IHc IVO• NO,.

KAc

If the first two nitro group are o or p to one another they are more readily

displaced by basic reagents. (14)

NO,

The trinitro benzenes are even more susceptible to basic attack than the

dinitro compounds and more stable salts are formed with bases.

o~t. -tq OIO1e.- OEt

KOET HCL

HCL 2 '-KOMe
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Ot-h'er z•- ti.tklci trinizro benzenes have a nitro group displaced easily 3
by sodium sulfite or other bases.

Na2 S° 3  KO H 0Y

Even the symetrical TNB is converted to 3, dinitroanisole'when refluxed

with sodium methoxide in methanol:

NaOCH3

I• : > J + NN•30H

oReflux

The methyl group of dinitro, toluene is activated' to the extent that cozidensa-

tions occur with aldehydes in the presence of secondary amines 'to produce water.I '
TNT reacts similarly.

NOL Piperidine, N c .c NO• 0
+ 170'C 1F+

T~he methyl group of TNT can be oxidized to the carboxyl group by acidic,

dichromate. lecarboxylization of the product results in'TNB in high yields.

Nitro arom tic comppounds can be reduced rapidly by strong reducing agents

to amines (aniline) or by milder reagents to the intermediate hyro.ylamines.

4-2.13
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Nitroso compounds are intermediates more suseptible to reduction than the

parent nitro compound and cannot be obtained by direct reduction. All of the

intermediate reduction products are typically less stable than the parent

nitro-compound. The reduction products will condense with the original

nitro compound to form more of the less stable compounds.

Nitrobenzene acts as an oxidizing agent in aqueous alkali at elevated

temperatures.

0 dihydroquinone 0quino] ine•
NO2piperidine 25° -Lpyridine• H

Asoengenol - vanillin (aniline)

Nitro-combounds are effective in vulcanizing unsaturated elastomers. (15)

Nitro compound explosives will cause excessive hardening and sometimes

crumbling of rubbers under prolonged contact in storage.

in audition to the activation of methyl hydrogen on carbon atoms

attached to the benzene ring of polynitro compounds, hydrogen attached to a

nitrogen atom can be made acidic under some circumstances. Diphenylamine is

weakly basic but hexanitro diphenylamine (dipicrylamine) is definitely acidic

forming ammonium salts (aurantine) (16) and causing extensive skin irritation.

Carbazole • is also very weakly basic forming (17) salts with perchloric

acid. Tetranitrocarbazole is acidic and can ,be readily titrated with sodium

methoxide reagent in a quantitative determination of purity. (18)
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S~When two or more electron withdrawing nitro or other similar groups

are on a single benzene ring, crystalline complexes are formed with electron

rich aromatic and poly-aromatic hydrocarbons. A single nitro group alone is

O, • not enough to cause formation of stable complexes

•- • COcH••but 2 nitro-meta dimethyl phthalate does form

N02. complexes. The poly nitro benzene ic a "Vacid"

i. e. theirorbitals of the aromatic ring are deficient in electruns ind will

try to aline (20) with electron rich aromatic rings substituted with electron

donar groups. The picrate complex of carbszole melts at 185 0 C while the TNB

complex melts at 1660C. Since the TNB complexes normally melts higher than

Vicrates (21) there is some indication that acid-base or proton transfer to

carbazole in the picrate-carbazole complex (i.e. saAt formation) is increasing

the melting point. Tetranitromethane form analogous coilexes with isolated

ethylenic linkages. These complexes have been extensively characterized and

are useful in detecting and identifying aromatic hydrocarbons or conversely

identify explosives.

VI STABILITY OF EXPLOSMVE COMPOSITIONS

The reactions cited earlier proceed at a rapid rnte under the conditions

specified. They define some of the simple reaction routes for the well de-

fined decompositions of simple nitro compounds. Similar conditions of reactions

are used for the destructionof waste explosives. Concentrated sodium hydroxide

or sodium thiosulfite (bases and reducing agents) are prescribed for laboratory

destruction of small quantities (22) of nitro explosives.
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The stability of the C-NO2 bond is rather high (23) but because the

energy released encourages rearrangements of the nitro group it is difficult

to measure. Tne activation energies (24) required for decomposition of high

explosives are much lower than that required for the C-N bond alone. The

poly-nitro organic compounds that perform well as high explosives (25) have

high internal dipoles. The cumulative effect of the internal dipoles increases

the tendency to react when a reaction route of low activation energy is present.

Impurities or additives may lower the activation energy when a new route of reac-

tion (mecbanism) is introduced. This most likely contributes to the difference

of values at one temperature reported in ref. (24). The change of mechanism or

reaction route will change the activation energy. These facts are widely recogni-

zed in the literature and must be acknowledged when stability tests of a given

system are planned to avoid misleading test results by change of mechanism.

Contamilnaes do not always decrease stability even at greatly elevated

temperatures (26). In. the case of organic nitrates stabil.zers are added which

combine with decomposition product so that they do not promote (catalyze) more

rapid decomposition. If there is decomposition of the additive it will generally

react with the explosive via reduction or condensation reactions of the types

cited earlier.

A phase change, in itself does not cause decomposition (27), however, it may

mobilize reactive pairs that would not meet at lower temperatures so that they

can react. Generally, melting will increase the rate of deterioration propor-

tional to the liquid phase via rearrangements and auto oxidation of the energetic

molecules in solution. Extensive testing of explosives and materials of construc-

tion has been performed by government arsenals. (28) (29). When the chemical
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structures of the additive are known it can be ant.ipei fted at %That te-nperaturc

reaction rates will be appreciable. Reactions that proceel readily can be

avoided by careful material selection. 'The mobility of the reactive pairs

also greatly effects the rate of reaction (30).
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DISCUSSION

The author was asked to identify some of the sources of the

contaminants dincussed. The two chief classes of these compounds are bases

and reducing agcnts. Some of these are found in the materials of con-

struction. As such, their tendencies to react are tolerated. There is

some tendency to react in any explosive, especially those which are mix-

tures such as Torpex, a mixture of TNT, RDX, and aluminum. In this instance,

the aluminum in the mixture tends to act as a reducing agent thus de-

creasing the stability of the mixture.
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14-3P THE DWISGN OF STILIZABLE PYROTEUIC DEVICES

by

Dr. N. J. Boyman, Consulting Engineer, and

E. F. Knippenberg, Development Engineer (1)

Introduction

Vehicles that land on the other planets of the solar system should be

sterilized to prevent contamination with earth bacteria. Among the methods

that have been suggested for this are:

1. Dry heat
2. Chemical methods
3. Radiation
4. Ultra sonics

Of these only the first two appear practical at present. Chemical methods

will be useful in fabricating individual components but for a complete vehicle

only dry heat is adequate to sterilize with a high degree of certainty. The

Jet Propulsion Laboratory has studied sterilization with dry heat aud at the

time this study was undertaken they had established 1450 C for 36 hours, three

successive times as the standard criteria. Since that time there has been

established, a range of temperature-time relationships that will accomplish

sterilization. Of these the standard procedure at present is 6 cycles at

1350 C for 56 hours each time. Because of physical deterioration of the non-

explosive components, particularly plastic materials, this latest procedure

should be somewhat less severe on pyrotechnics than the older procedure used

in this work involving a higher temperature.

The pyrotechnic devices that will be required on interplanetary lenders

are among the most sensitive compoments of the vehicle. The reasons this study

(1) s-Entry Systems Department, General Electric Company,

3198 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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was undertaken are several. First we wished to establish, insofar as was

possible, a list of explosives that in themselves would withstand sterili-

zatlon conditions and which, therefore, were suitable for use in devices.

Second. we soght- to find a ccmprahzinnva •Aniga of pyrotechnic devices,

available commercially, that would withstand sterilization. Thirdly, we

hoped to establish which of the various possible designs were satisfactory

by analysis of the devices that did not pass sterilization. The first of

these objectives was largely satisfied by a literature search although some

testing was done.

Literature Survey

All the available data on properties of a wide range of explosives was

tabulated with the object of attempting to determine which ones were of suffi-

cient thermal stability to be sterilizable. There were 4 types of data which

were particularly helpful. These were:

Five Second -Eplosion Temerature

As this is one of the standard tests made on explosives, data was avail-

able on most explosives. While 5 seconds is about 4 orders of magnitude

shorter than the time in which we are interested, a correlation between de-

flagration time and temperature was made using literAture curves available on

RDX and PETN. Consideration of this data led to the conclusion that any explo-

sive that would withstand 285 C for 5 seconds would be satisfactory. Similarly,

if it deflagrates in 5 seconds at temperatures below 210 0 C, it would not be

acceptable. This gives a temperature range of 750 C in which the suitability

of an explosive is questionable.

High Temperature Gas Evolution

This is a standard test run on explosives. The temperatures at which it

is run vary somewhat, but I00°C is a standard temperature at wbich much of the

4-3.2
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wurk on rtis property has been done. A value of 1% weight in 48 hours

was taken, more or lee erbitrar.1y, rs thle dividing line.

Vacuum Stability

This is another test that is widely run on explosives and considerable

information Is available, most frequently at 12 0 0C. A gas evolution rate

above Lee in 48 hours was chosen as the dividing line between what was accept-

able and what was not. This again was more or less arbitrarily based on the

observed fact that when all the data was tabulated, the vast majority of explo-

sives fell in two general categories. One category had gas evolution rates of

a few tenths of a cubic centimeter and the other rates of several cubic centi-

meters up.

Meltina Point

The final criteria was the melting point of the explosive. In general

any explosive melting at less than 1450 C was rejected. If melting occurred

it could lead to reaction with other materials which would contribute to non-

uniformity and erratic behavior. This is not a hard and fast criteria and

depends upon the design. For example TNT melts at 80°C and so was ruled out.

However, it is possible that a device might be designed with TNT as the main

charge, but completely contained and separated from the initiation charge. In

this design the TNT would melt during sterilization but, if separated from the

other parts of the system, would probably be quite acceptable. It is recognized

that TNT is one of the most stable explosives from a thermal standpoint.

When taken separately these criteria were often not definitive. There was

however, very few explosives whose probable ability to withstand sterilization

temperatures was in doubt if all criteria were considered. In some cases, of

course, data on high temperature stability was available making use of these

criteria unnecessary.
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Over 150 explosives were surveyed and a list of the ones that appeared

acceptable prepared. These are shown in Table I. Also shown are 3 Important
I

explosives on which there was insufficient dataewailable to make & decision.

Tests on w iv..

Because these important explosives were in the doubtful class, they were

tested for gas evolution at 050 °C using a modified ieoteniscope (Figure 1).

This instrument consists of a block of aluminum about 4 inches in diameter

and 6 inches high. In the top are bored holes for a test tube, thermometer and

thermocouple. These holes go to a depth of about 4 inches. Approximately 0.5

grow of explosive are placed in a test tube filled with glass beads, and placed

in the block. A rubber stopper with a capillary tube carries the evolved gas

to a 10 al gas burrette with a leveling bulb where the gas is collected over

mercury and measured. The capillary tube and glass beads are used to reduce

the volume of the system and improve both the accuracy and sensitivity of the

measurement. The block is placed on a hot plate which is connected to a source

of electric power through a temperature controller.

With this instrument 6 materials were tested, including lead monoitro

resorcinol and black powder which were on the questionable list. Several mater-

ials that were known to be satisfactory were checked by this method, such as the

3 types of boron-potassium nitrate pelletts available commercially. The exact

composition of these is given below.

B/KIMO 3 pressed powder 18/82%

B/KN03/leminac 23.7/70.7/5.6%

B/KM03/Tetranitro carbazol 15/70/15%

The sixth material was magnesium-teflon ignition material.

The sample of IM was placed in the isoteniscope and heated for 4 days

at 1500 C with no gas evolution. Black powder contains 8 to 10% of sulfur which

melts from 1120 C to 1200 C, depending on the allotropic form, and is quite vola- 4
tile above 700 C. According to the criteria mentioned above, black powder should
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have been eliminated because of the low melting point of the sulfur. However,

thazsul1 , a i-..,LLUiA cuuLiLjtuenr and i was decided that a test should be

made. It was found to evolve no gas in 3 days at,1500 C and several blark

powder devices passed sterilization as will be shown later in this paper.

The boron-potassium nitrate mixtures and magnesium.,teflon were tested

in the same manner and found to evolve no gas in 4 days. In the case of the

boron-potassium nitrate-laminac material, some deterioration in physical p'ro-

parties was found. The pelletts were much more easily crushed after sterili-

zation.

Lead styphnate, the remaining material on the questionable list, was

available in the form of a charge pressed over a flush bridge wire in an

ignition element that had been prepared for General Electric by the kanleyCo.

Since these were available it was decided to test them rather thad rely on gas

evolution of lead styphnate itself. This was particularly fortunate as the

decomposition products of lead styphnate would be brgely non-volatile materials.

The ignition elements were subjected to 3 cycles of 36 hours each at 1450 C. A

total of 24 were tested and fired subsequently without failure. Lead styphnate

was also used in several specific devices that passed sterilization and these

two facts establish it as being a satisfactory explosive for use.

It was concluded from these experiments that all 6 of the materials were

satisfactory as ingredients of a sterilizable device.

Specific Devices

Catalogues from all the major vendors were examined for devices that contaieec

only explosives on the list of those satisfactory for sterilization purposes. It

was immediately apparent that, of the thousands of devices listed, only a few were

acceptable for our purpose. Most of them used unacceptable explosives for the

proposed tests.
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The specific devices were placed in a heavy-wall bomb with a screw top

and placed in an oven. To make temperature control as accurAte as possible,

the oven vas attached to a temperature controller, timer and temperature re-

corder. A thermocouple from the controller was placed inside the bomb through

SMl. 4in tho zcraw tcp. The devices were heated to 145 C, as recorded by the

thevmocouple inside the boac, and the timer was started when the temperature

reached 1430 C. The oven was turned off automatically after 36 hours and took

3 to 8 hours to come to room temperature. This time varied depending oa wihether

the time period ended at night or during the day when the bomb could be raoved

from the oven. The samples were subjected to 3 cycles of 36 hours each Wiý..

variable periods at room temperature in between.

Devices that failed to fire are shown in Table 1I and those that fired satis-

fictorily in Table 1110 Many of the devices that would not fire had obvious

deterioration externally. Typical examples included several cases where the

potting compound deformed badly or melted, others where the plastic covering of

the IGad wires fused and at least one where :he case itself was deformsd. Hany

of Lhe devices that would not fire were not affected visibly and had to be cut

oper With a lathe operated by remote control. In this manner, an insight was

obtained to the affect of internal design on sterilizability.

Theor are four widely used designs for pyrotechnic devices. These are illus-

trated in Figure 2. Drawing 2A Phows an ignition bead, on a free standing bridge

wire, which is saparated from the main charge by a small air gap; 2B is igan-

tion bead on a bridge wire, where the combination is surrounded and supported by

a second explosive; 2C shows a pressed charge with a flush bridge wire design;

finally, 2D shows a hybrid type consisting of a bridge wire with ignition bead

close ^o the ceramic or plastic supp rt. Over this is pressed a small aOunt of

ignition charge and there is the main charge loosely contained.
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It was found that the devices constructed accordivig to methad 2A always

•4ýn lA .... .... 1-u.b td convextsiy those of type zu always

passed. Those of types 2B and 2D varied, with some passing and some fallina.

"In some cases of devices of type 2D the failure was traced to a chemical deter-

ioration. For example, several of these used dextrinated load azide which det-

eriorated badly, whereas pure lead azide did not. There uere also several cares

1: where the ignition bead was physically deteriorated deopite the charge pressed

over it, On the other hand type 2W3, where the ignition bead was only supported

by a loose charge and not close to the ceramic header, failed with few exceptions.

These data indicate that any device with an ignition bead, rather than pressed

ignition charge, is not reliable. Also, of those with an ignition bead, design

type D is better than B which in turn is better than A. Figures 3 through 7

illustrate various types of failures encountered.

In summary , it is established that the best design type, both from a mech-

anical and thermal standpoint, is a welded, flush-mounted bridge wire with a

pretseJ ignition charge. The doped, brushed-on or dipped bead mixes are inherently

unsuitable, since they must use some form uf volatile carrier and there is no ade-

quate control of the amount of material remaining on the bridge wire. Its physi-

cal properties also may vary drastically from batch to batch. 4 deposited bridge

is an acceptible design concept, but it is not recommenaded because the design

needs further development and testing.

It should be emphasized at this point, that this was only a preliminary

screening andin no sense a qualification test. Large numbers of devices would

have to be shown to be sterilizable, without failure or deterioration of output

under a range of conditions, to constitute a qualification test. The deterio-

ration in output, if any, was not measured in these experiments Since it would

have made the screening too long and expensive. Hoiever, we have narrowed the

range of potentially usable devices from several thosand to about a dozen types.

It will be noted that the explosives contained in the devices potentially satis-
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f actory, are from a very small list. Many of the newer high temperature

explosives in Table I have never been used in devices on more :l,•- .- -- ý- -

nontal. basis.

ix-sign ol an IFpniter for Rocket iltors

We had originally hoped to find available, a complete range of devices.

In this we were disappointed. The types of devices that were unavailable

included shaped charges, percussion primers, and time delay devices. Perhaps

the most serious lack, from our standpoint, was an igniter suitable for use in

a rocket motor. For this reason we undertook to design a sterilizable rocket

igniter by applying the result., obtained in 6his program. There are two nmain

types of rocket igniter designs, those using pyrotechnic "matches" and those

having an integral construction. The first type has the so-called matches in-

serted in the main charge through holes in the base of the device. There are,

insofar as we know, no sterilizable matches. They all contain explosives that

either have too low an auto ignition point or that show physical deterioration

on heating. Most of them contain binders that crumble or loose their physical

properties on heating to sterilization temperatures.

The other type utilizes a bridge wire surrounded by an initiation explosive

which sets off the main charge. We propose a variation of this type as shoi-m in

Figure 8. It consists of a ielded, flush-mounted bridge wire with a pressed

charge of basic lead styphnate or pure lead azide as the initiation element. The

bridge wire ignites the styphnate ihich in turn ignites the main charge consist-

ing of boron-potassium nitrate pellets and granules. The pellets increase the

duration of burning and the granules make it easier to ignite. The basic ele-

ments of this system have been tested separatoly with excellent results. The

pressed ignition nitrate pellets have been tested in several forms, both by

themselves and in devices. W~e feel that this design has a very high probability

L-.



of being successful without modification. We have not as yet had such a device

fbrc.... S .Zuer the project wan completed, wie w.ere given two rocket

igniters which we found to be sterilizablen The.qe !ere both of ttha saapiT 6Lt.uL'u

design that we proposed. These are reported in Table III.

Discussion and Conclusions

Commercially available pyrotechnic devices were tested for sterilizability

using the JBL criteria. It should be emphasized that none of the devices tested

were originally developed for the put-pose of withstanding sterilization and hence

their failure is no reflection on their manufacturers. As a criterion for accept-

ability, ie used the ability to fire after being subjected to sterilization. in

general, ie ceased testing after the first failure as it is obvious That the de-

vice was inadequate from a reliability standpoint.

The preliminary screening survey showed a number of important things. First,

it indicated that a moderately wic-e range of explosives, capable in themselves of

withstanding sterilization temperatures, are avoilable for use. It also showed

that very few of these explosives have been used in devices. Many on the list

are new an some even classified as to structure and specific properties.

Among the thousands of off-the-shelf pyrotechnic devices, better than 93,

are not sterilizable. Except in the case of pressure cartridges there are only

a handful of available squibs, initiators, and detonators whici are sterilizable.

In the case of pressure cartridges a few suppliers have developed cartridge de-

signs which can tolerate sterilization conditions. In general these cartridges

contain zirconium and potassium *erchlorate or other metal/oxidant mixtures. In

these designs the initiation charge is pressured over a flush mounted bridge wire

and metal-to-glass seals are used. In most cases the cartridges are availablu as

a series of devices in which the only difference is in physical dimensions and

in the quantity of explosive used.
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We also established that certain designs are much better than others from

the sLzndpoint of sterilization. The best design is cicarly a welded, flush-

- I ..ige wire wirh a pressaci charge over it. flo device with an ignition

cad can be considered reliable. Sealants and materola rif ce-nnstructen fir,-

also important. Welding is preferred to soldering and high temperature plastics

should be used, both in the device and for insulation of the lead ,nires (if any).

Glass or ceramic seals are preferred to plastic whereever possible.

One of the main devicos found to be lacking was an off-the-shelf rocket

igniter that was sterilizable. Utilizing the criteria outlined above, we designed

such a device as shown in Figure S. lie feel that it will be sterilizable and have

a high degree of reliability.
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, i h-4P INFORMATION SOURCES FOR EED'S

by Gunther Cohn

The Franklin Institute Research Laboratnrips

Problems with technical information have been with us for some

time but they have recently become more acute. This is due to the prolific

generation of Information (information explosion). Information centers

help a lot but:, alas, still none exists for EED's.

For this reason, this paper reviews briefly the useful informa-

tion sources for EED's. I haie selected a review by sources because of

its more general application, even though tbe type of information they fur-

nish is mixed: some furnish data, some publish documents, some answer

questions. The reader may find it rewarding to become familiar with any

of the sources listed that he has not dealt with in the past. This is

not only a good way to learn of what is currently availablc but also to

keep abreast of new publications.

1. Library Tools

Your librarian is the best starting point. She is most likely

familiar with all of the standard sources and should know ordering proce-

dures. Try the indexes of DDC, NASA, and Clearinghouse and order their

publications. For the first two you need a contract. All you need for

Clearinghouse is $3 per document. The librarian should also be able to

direct you to the information centers: DoD's 22, BuStd's 28, AEC's 26,

and NASA's regional 8, as well as the 4 reference centers. If your

library does not have this kind of information, search it out at one of

the mission houses.

2. The Mission Houses

By mission houses I mean those government agencies whose mission

calls for research or development on the item of interest. NASA, AEC, Army,

Navy, and Air Force all have agencies that are responsible for a particular

piece of hardware or for research in the area of EED's. The advantage of

going to a mission house is that they (1) have people who can answer a

question or who can direct you to a place where the information can be

found, (2) have good technical libraries stocked with documents in their
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field, and (3) publish reports, catalogs, indexes and other documents of

current interest. A 1m4lýi- -14o.4- f --- ---- w ubyond che

scope of this paper but note three sample publications of recent date:

"* "Initiators and Initiating Compositions: A Litera-
ture Survey," by Alfred M. Aýnalone, Picatinny Arsenal,
Feltman Research Labs., Technical Report 14, September
1960, Secret.

Tnis literature search resulted in the compilation of almost 1000 abstracts
on initiators and initiating compositions. Included are reports by
Picatinny Arsenal, its contractors, OSRD and other reports distributed to
Picatinny. Subject coverage is broad; there are excluded only artillery
primers, igniters, and fuzes. Volumes I (U) and IT (S) contain abstracts
and Volume IIl (U) is a coordinate index.

a Explosive Components, Information Pertaining to Fuzes.

Volume IV, S. Ordlerno, Picatinny Arsenal, September 15,
1964 (AD-451 450).

This volume lists physical and performance characteristics of fuze explosive
components such aB detonators, primers, relays, leads, and boosters as
well asi die sizes for booster pellets.

a Security Clasification Guide for Explosives, Depart-
ment of the Navy, NAVORD Instruction 5521.4, 0RD.9152,
December 12, 1966.

This document contains the most recent Navy position on security classifica-
tion of explosives.I

3. Technical Manuals

All services publish a number of formal manuals for their I
material. The Army has TM's, the Navy OP's,the Air Force TO's. In

addition, specifications and standards contain relevant information.

All of these can be searched through their indexes that are updated

periodically. The two basic manuals in the field are:

* Military Explosives, Department of the Army Technical
Manual TM9-1910, April 1955 (Now being revised as
TM9-1300-214).

This comprehensive manual is a useful reference for general and technical
information on military explosives and propellants. Among the subjects
covered are descriptions, properties, tests, handling methods, theory,
and use.

* Military Pyrotechnics, Department of the Army .

Technical Manual TM9-1370-200, December 1958.

1-4.2
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Description, use, operating instructions, safe handling, and destruc-

tion procedures are given for military pv-teh.... cf all type6.
included is a 14-page table of data on specific items.

. "4. Engineering Design Handbook Se1res

ngeiThe Army Materiel Command, under contract with the Engineer-

Ing Design Handbook Office at Duke University, publishes military

design manuals. Written by various agencies and contractors, some 75

titles have been published so far. They are listed on the inside back

cover of each manual. Military agencies obtain these through their pub-

lications office while contractors order them through the contracting

officer. Among the handbooks are those on pyrotechnics, statistics,

fuzes (currently being revised), propellants, and various ammunition

Items. The three handbooks pertaining to explosives follow:

AMCP 706-177, Properties of Explosives of Military

Interest, May 1960.

This report contains data sheets on 81 explosive compounds or mixtures.
Tabulated data include input sensitivity, performance characteristics,
and physical and chemical properties of the explosive. A method of
preparation, synthesis, or manufacture is included for each type of
explosive.

AMCP 706-178(C) Properties of Explosives of Military
Interest(U), May 1960.

This is a companion volume to the above for some 40 classified explosives.

a AMCP 706-179, Explosive Trains, March 1965,

This text on explosive trains was written as an aid to ammunition de-
signers. It covers fundamental principles of explosive reactions and
theory, design considerations of all the diverse explosive elements

including main charges, and related considerations of environment,
fabrication, and evaluation. Glossary, references, index.

5. Symposium Proceedings

To date we have held at The Franklin Institute four symposia

, k on Electric Initiators and two HERO Congresses on (Hazards of Electro-

magnetic Radiation to Ordnance). These meetings were sponsored by various

military agencies and each was attended by over 300 representatives

of government and industry. Their proceedings serve as a review of the

state of the art. Copies of the proceedings may be obtained from the

Defense Documentation Center, Cameron Station, Alexandria, Va. 22314.

Information for ordering copies is as follows:
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" 1st Proceedings Electric Detonators

Sept. 1954 AD-066 001

"* 2nd Proceedings Electric Initiators (U)
Sept. 1957 AD-153 579

"* 3rd Proceedings Electric Initiators (U)*
Nov. 1960 AD-323 117

"* 4th Proceedings Electric Initiators
Oct. 1963 (U) AD-350 150
Oct. 1963 AD-440 764

"* Ist Proceedings HERO Congress (U) *
May 1961 AD-326 263

a 2nd Proceedings HERO Congress
May 1963 (U) AD-342 306
May 1963 AD-417 172

A (U) indicates that the proceedings are classified
Confidential.

*Summarized in "Electric Initiators: A Review of the State
of the Art," by Gunther Cohn, The Franklin Institute Research
Laboratories, Report LM-A2357-12, November 1961 (AD-266 014).

6. FIRL Reports

FIRL stands for The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories.

Our publications are prominent in this field because documenting EED's

is our business. We have written many reports, indexes, catalogs, and

text; some of these are mentioned elsewhere in this paper. We would

be pleased to talk with you if you need further details. Listed below
are three of our best sellers:

q "Army, Navy, Air Force Fuze Catalog (U)," by
Gunther Cohn, The Franklin Institute Research
Laboratories, Report F-A2238, March 1959, for
Picatinny Arsenal, Contract DA-36-034-501-ORD-
2802RD (Confidential) AD-305 024. First Supple-
ment, Report F-A2238-1, November 1959
(Confidential) AD-313 702.

The catalog is a complete store of military and technical information
of all fuzes (670) and explosive components (340), both standard and
developmental. It contains detailed design and performance character-
istics. Three indexes locate key data. lae first volume is a revised,
reprint of an earlier border-punched card set.
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'."Electric Initiator Handbook(U)," Third Edition, by
1 r The Franklin Institute, prepared for Picatinny

November 1960, Confidential (AD-319 980). First
Supplement, April 1962, Confidential (AD 328-852).

This handbook contains basic data to characterize the performance of
25 electric detonators, primers, and squibs. In addition to a data
sheet for each initiator, there are curves that describe function-
ing time and input sensitivity for various stimuli. The methods and
the equipment used (standard test sets, ý-he FILITS) are described in
detail. The 1,andbook is meant to serve the initiator field as the
RCA tube handbook serves electronic industry.

"* "Study of the Design Parameters of Explosive
Initiators With Respect to Space Enviroments,"
by Raymond G. Amicone and Paul F. Mohrbach,
The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories,
Report F-B2333, Contract No. NAS 9-4042,
December 1965, NASA: CR-65325.

This report summaries information on possible environmental conditions to
which manned spacecrafts may be subjected. These will be the envir'nmental
extremes which explosive devices must survive. With the possible exception
of the Venus atmosphere, there appear to be no problems.

7. Commercial Publications

In recent years, manufacturers' catalogs have improved greatly.

They now contain worthwhile technical information, performance data, and

other useful notes. Catalogs are available from the manufacturer for the

asking. Why not send for them?

NotQ also that this industry has a relatively new trade associa-

tion: EPOMA (Explosive and Pyrotechnic Ordnance Manufacturers' Association).

Write to Mr. Hugo Lizza, President, Bermite Powder Co., 2216 West Soledad

Canyon Rd., Saugus, California.

8. Reports in Publication

Here is an advance announcement of some documents in this field

that are now being written. All of them should be published by next year.

Look for them through their publication sources:

* AMCP-706-235, Hardening Weapon Systems Against
RF Energy.

This Engineering Design Handbook is concerned with design techniques that
will help protect the weapon systems against radio frequency energy,
static electricity, and lightning. Design techniques for various subsystems,
examples, glossary, index.
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* NASA, Technology Survey of Explosives and Explosive

A critical review of NASA's literature pertaining to explosives, EED's.
and i:elad uircuirry that may be of interest to industry.

o MIL-HDBK 219 (Proposed), Military Standardization
Handbook, Characteristics and Statistical Data fdr EED'e,
Confidential.

A catalog listing specifications, performance data, and characteristics of
over 1000 initiators.
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4-5P. INSTRUMENTATION FOR RESEARCH, EVALUATION AND QUALITY
CONTROL OF ELECTROEXPLOSIVE INITIATORS

C, T. Davey, W. S, Weiss, and W. J. Dunning
The Franklin Institute Research Laboratories

To make effective use of an electroexplosive device (EED) it

is necessary to know the functioning characteristics well. Input

characteristics are generally determined by applying different levels

of the stimulus under consideration (constant current, constant voltage,

or capacitor discharge) to a sample lot of the EED. The test plan

used is usually a Bruceton or Probit, depending upon previous knowledge

of the type of device under test. Analysis of the test results leads

to an expression of central tendency and dispersion that tells the

designer how many items can be expected to fire from a given quantity

under excitation from a particular level of stimulus.

This information becomes extremely valuable in assessment of

system performance. If, for example, a common power source is used

in a system containing an EED, troubles can be encountered. A 28-

volt source may no longer be 28 volts because of other loading on the

power source. If the devices have been tested at 28 volts only, this

information is of little use in planning a course of action in the face

of a lower exciting signal. The value of precise and accurate statis-

tical data on EED performance cannot be overemphasized.

In the process of testing the EED, unexpected or conflictiag

data are often obtained that cast doubt upon the value of test results.
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These problems can often be tracied to the lack of accuracy and precision

of thp Pquipment uscd and to the Ltsting and analytical techniques. Such

problems usually arise in the Initial phases of equipment development

and lead to modification, redesign, and retrofit.

The Franklin Institute has developed a number of test sets

for use in our laboratories, missile development facilities, and Govern-

ment laboratories. Since 1953 well over one-half million electroexplosive

devices have been tested in our laboratories. Most of the instrumentation

required for these tests was designed and constructed by The Franklin

Institute. This was necessary due to the unique and unprecedented

requirements of the equipment.

All of the equipment provides accurate and repeatable measure-

ments of all the parameters the apparatus was designed to measure. Pro-

visions for self checking and standardization are incorporated; giving

a high level of confidence in the acquired data.

In multi-purpose equipment the transition from one function

to another is accomplished readily. Controls are placed for ease of

operation, accuracy, minimized human error and safe functioning.

Components and circuitry are incorporated that represent the

most advanced state of the art at the time of design of a given piece

of equipment. Since this equipment is designed on a custom basis ac-

cording to the specific needs of the user, who may be our own laborator-

ies or those of an agency outside, it will be modern and up to date.

If required, or requested, the instrumentation is installed

in the field by our personnel, and instruction is given to the operators.

Subsequent: servicing and consultation can be performed.

The initial resistance of the device under test, the sensitiv-

ity, and the functioninkg time are usually of vital interest to thcse

using electroexplosive devices for functions on missiles and spacecraft.
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Each of these characteristics can be measured precisely and easil-y with

the equipment that is to be described in greater detail. In addition,

there ±s the built-in facility for examining the dynamic resistance of the

initiator, that is, its variation in resistance during the app]ication

of a stimulus. This is important in the analysis of the response of the

initiator as an electrical circuit element.

Table 1 indicates the kinds of equipment that we have designed

and built; they are in operation at Army, NASA and contractor facilities

throughout the country as well as in the Applied Physics Laboratory of

The Franklin Institute.

Following are pictures and descriptions of many of its in--

struments constructed by the Franklin Institute Applied Physics Labora-

tory.

Figre I shows the FILUP 3, whose major electrical character-

istics are given in Table 2. This equipment provides pulses of constant

currant from 1 microsecond to several seconds in duration with ampLi-

tudes up to 50 amperes. Constant voltage pulses can be provided ov'r

the same range of duration, with amplitude dependent to a considerable

extent upon the load resistance. The voltage can be as high as several

hundred volts for high-resistance loads and a few volts for very low re-

sistance loads. An oscilloscope, a timer, and a digital voltmeter are

used to show the test conditions, and their, controls are at the finger-

tips of the operator. All output information may be fed at command to

the digital printer. The print-out zan include full identification of

test data: item,date, operator and other salient information of the

test. Current or voltage amplitude, pulse appliration time, and func-
tioning time can also be fed into the printer at command.
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All instruments and power sources are controlled from the

tronL panel of the equipment and setup can be completed in a few

seconds. Dummy load resistors near the value of the device being tested

can be switched into the circuit for precise adjustment of amplitude.

FILUP 2 is almost identical in appearance to FILUP 3. There is

11o facility for printing the information, which is made available to the

operator in a digital display. FPLUP 2, although not FILUP 3, can make

capacitor discharge tests of conventional explosive devices as well as

EBW devices. In addition it provides a constant slope current pulse for

conventional devices with resistances of about ten ohms or less.

Figure 2 shows FILITS 4, which includes capacitor discharge

testing of electric initiators, including EBW. It features resistance

measurements by digital methods with safe currents, a capacitor bank

for conventional hot-wire and carbon bridge initiators, and a capacitor

bank for EBW devices. It has built-in monitors to check the energy trans-

fer efficiency of the firing unit. Functioning time and charge voltage

on the capacitors are indicated digitally.

Figure 3 shows the FILREP, a generator that simulates the

pulses from radar without the added complication of the carrieT fre-

quency. It permits determination of the senrIitivity of initiators to a

train of constant current pulses. It also permits determination of

thermal time constant snd assessment of the effects of thermal stacking.

Figure L shows a firing chamber (protective barricade) used

with each of the instruments described. The chamber is designed to

withstand the repeated firing of initiators including detonators, squibs

and igniters, A safety switch makes an electircal connection to the

initiator only when the chamber door is closed; before the door can be

opened, the switch must he set so that the initiator is shorted. The

chamber is lined with foam rubber to reduce noise and collect fragments.
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The bottom of the chamber is baffled and vented to permit the removal of

gases through an exhaust connection at the top of the chamber. The

box at the left of the chamber contains a flash detector, which stops

the timer when measuring functioning time, upon sensing the flash of the

initiator.

Figure 5 shows the Static Electricity Tester used for deter-

mining the sensitivity of EEDs to personnel-borne static charges. Figure

6 showi the basic circuit that simulates the human being as a source of

static electricity. The development of tl'is circuit is described in

Franklin Institute Monograph APL-65-1, Electrostatic Hazard to Electro-

explosive Devices from Personnel-Borne Charges.

Figure 7 shows the Exploding Bridgewire Tester (also included

in FILITS 4). This equipment features an Ignitron firing switch capable

of passing thousands of amperes with little loss. It can be used re-

peatedly hundreds of thousands of times without significant change in

its characteristics. Low loss firing cable and choice of firing capaci-

tors and charging voltage make this equipment ideal for research, de-

velopment and quality control testing of exploding bridgewire devices.

Wave forms are monitored on the oscilloscope and photographed for record

by means of a Polaroid camera.

Figure 8 shows a modified version of "AIRME" or Apollo Initia-

tor Resistance Measuring Equipment."

Nine of the "AIRME" units are in use in various NASA and con-

tractor facilities. This equipment measures to four significant figures

the resistance of bridgewires in the apollo standard initiator, or in

the case of the modified unit illustrated, any type of bridgewire

initiator.

The leakage resistance from bridgewire to bridgewire, or

bridgewires to case can also be determined.
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For both measurements the potentials and currents are at low,

safe, values. These potentials and currents are applied in the initia-

tor for a predetermined period of time, usually about ten seconds,

which is highly repeatable.

The "ATRMEt" equipment has built in standard resistors of high

accuracy, and if desired a dummy initiator can be supplied that

checks the operation of the equipment out to the end of the replaceable

adapter that fits the actual initiator.

These adapters are normally supplied with "AIRME" to fit the con-

nectors on the initiator. The adapters are replaced after a certain

amount of use when wear on the adapter connector becomes excessive.
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"4-6 CObaEII'S LTiTNG TO CONFIDwNNE-RELIABILM

CC24B•ATIONS FOR S1ALL-SAMPLE TESTS

OF AMPROSPA(1'E IW'IWAWO1 ywya

by

A. G.- Benedict

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

Analysis epitomized by the widely-used equatiun

is shown to be reasonably appropriate for small-sample tests of aerospace

ordnance items; high-rellability, low-confidence combinations are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

For a complex aerospace system to have even a 50% chance or performing

its intended function, the chances of failure in any one subsystem component

must be extremely low.

In evaluation of the reliability of aerospace ordnance components, it is

common to find--

1. The items are expensive, limiting the number of samples available.

2. The items are of a special design, with no past history to suggest

their "likely" reliability.

3. The target reliability approaches unity so that evaluation should

really be directed at fail rates rather than reliability.•

( A decrease of less than 1% in reliability, from 99.9% to 99%,would
represent a tenfold increase in fail rate--from 1 to 1

1000 I00
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4. The items to be tested are "single-shot" and, unlike solenoid relays

(for example), cannot be operated non-destructively; items operated

in test cannot be used in flight. II
5. Tests by both attributes and variables may be appropriate but the

frequency distribution for tests by variables is unknown.%&

6. There will be some uncertainty (if not contusion) in selection of a

reliability-confidence combination to best express the results of

the evaluation.

Evaluation of small-sample aerospace ordnance tests today follows along

lines developed in the mid-twenties by Western Electric and Bell Telephone

engineer and is epitomized by the equation

iF - J=F

j~ (n) fi( 1 f,)nlij= i tn)3 (_R~j(n-J) (3- ._ Equation 1

1=0 j=o

-where n = Number of pass/fail tests

F = Number of fails detected

inn
(n-J).' j

R - Assumed reliability

f = Assumed fail rate

= Lower confidence limit am R,

- upper confidence limit on f.

Log-normal or comparable disbrubutions are often assumed, simply as a
convenient economy. Although actual test results involving only small
samples may prove to be consistent with some arbitrary distribution,
use of such a pre-selected distribution foze extrapolation to extreme
percentiles may be grossly misleading.

See Sampling Inspection Tables Sile and Double Spling page 1,
H. F. Dodge and H. G. Romig, Joh Wiley and Soins, Second Edition, 1959.
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I
which reduces, for a series of n tests with no failures,® to

%n ________ Equation__2

expressed as indicating any of an infinite number of reliability-oonfidence

combinations. For example, a 5-samrple, no-fail teat could be interpreted as

indicating any one of as many combinati'ons as one wished, including those

shown in Table I

FMLIA MIZY R CONMZ•ENCE, MAX. FAIL ATAff

99 5 1
90 41 10

87 50 13
80 67 20
70 83 30
6o 92 40

50 97 50
40 99 60

TABLE 1 (

SOME RELIABILITY-CONFIDENCE COMB3NATIONS

FOR A 5-SAMPLE NO-FAIL TEST

(as calculated from Equation 2)

For simplicity, subsequent discussion is limited to no-fail tests; such
tests are of particular interest in aerospace ordnance tests, because the
number of samples available for test is usually so small that even one
failure may imply an intolerably high fail rate.

Note the rapid rise in confidence for a decrease in reliability from 99%
to 90% and also that _ n r± for < •50%. It may be shown that, for f0,
oglo (1-4) -. 435f. f
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and the question naturally arises as to which combination, if any, is the

most descriptive. For example, if we wanted to use our 5-sample test to

judge the quality of a further six items drawn from the same lot, would the

Argt -1 cnfide•c•nc eui•i-•iuon imply that, or the six samnples,

five (80%), or four (67%), or three (80% of 67%), would be "passes"--or

would none be passes because none are i00% reliable?

Although Equations 1 and 2 relate to tests by attributes, reliability-

confidence combinations are also used to express the outcome of tests by

variables and the same question arises.

Before proceeding, it is important to note that the original problem

faced by the Western Electric and Bell Telephone engineers was that of using

small samples to determine whether a particular incoming shipment of components

met a quality level which prior shipments had shown the manufacturer to be

capable of achieving; if earlier shipments had typically exhibited a

"reliability" of 98% or better, with an occasional "bad" lot having a

reliability of possibly as low as 80%, the customer might be content with

a small-sample receiving inspection scheme which gave him a good chance of

detecting lots with less than 98% reliability. By comparison, many aerospace

ordnance items involve short-run, one-time production offering no prior

history on which to base an "expected" reliability, and the further question

arises--is Equation 2 grossly inapropriate in such cases?

nIN T RELIABILITY OF "NO-HISTOIt" LOTS

At first glance, it might seem that evaluation of a lot for which all

fail rates between 0% and 100% were equally likely would be a much more

"pessimistic" process than evaluation of a lot for which fail rates below,

say, 70% were assumed to be somewhat unlikely. This is not so, however,

because small-sample, no-fall tests quickly cull high fail-rate lots.
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... CONFIDENCE AND UNE)XECTED FAIL RATES

n. ... i... ,U - - or ions yiejicng no fails In samples1I
of size n will contain a proportion (1-R) or less of faulty ±terns,

the remaining fraction n of the lots will contain a proportion of faulty

items larger than I-; from these lots will come unexpectedly high and

possibly disappointing failure rates. For example, from an 8 -sample, no-fail

draw the probability of various fail rates can be illustrated as in Table 2.

Re11abilit• Confidenc•ost Likely Approximate Chances
Re i b l t ~ o f de c lmaximum of Indicated

Fail Rate Fal Rate )

10 0 0

.9 .613 .i (.613 - 0) .61

.8 .864 .2 (.864 - .613) .25

.7 .959 .3 .959 - .86A) .i

.6 .9897 .4 (. 9895( - .959) .03

.5 .9980 .5 (.9980 -. 9897).o08

________ *9997 .6 (.999T - .9980) .002

TABE 2

APPROXIATE CHANCES OF VARIOUS FAIL RATES

FOR A IOT YIELDING NO FAILS IN A SAMPLE OF SIZE 8

.9 is the "inherent" reliability of Equation 5.

Calculated from Equation 6.

These chances strictly relate to ranges of fail rates but are more easily
visualized as relating to fails in a lot of size 10.
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If we make an n-sample test on a large number K of lots of size L for

"Ua l proportions p of passes (P's) between 0 and 1 are equally

likely, the chances C of any 1mv . yien-ldn - c1 plc of n 3'7a ii given by

C = pn Equation 3

and the number of lots M which will yield such samples is given by

M = KC dp J Kpn dp
0 -0

from which M K Equation 4

The proportion Ri of P's in these M lots representing their average

quality or "inherent reliability" is given by

R,=(n+l)J pp P dp n+2 Equation 5
S 0

and the proportion ý of the M lots which will have at least any proportion

R of P's is given by

= (n+l) J pn dp

from which 4 =- Equation 6

STrue only if samples are returned to the lot as drawn, or if the sample
size n is so small by comparison with the lot size L that the
removal of th3 sample has no significant effect on the proportion p
of P's remaining.

Note the similarity between Equation 6 and Equation 2. Eqiation 6 shows
that an isolated lot yielding no fails in a sample of size n will(with confidence V ) have a comparatively high reliability even if,

prior to sampling, all reliabilities between 0 and 1 were considered
as being equally likely.

It can be shown that although the inherent reliability approaches 1
as n -- oo, the corresponding V approaches only the limit 1-e-1.
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From Table 2 it can be seen that an expectation that the fail rate would

be 1/10 or less would result in a 25% chance of being disappointed by a factor

cf 2, and a i0 chance or being disappointed by a factor of 3. 1
It is obvious that lagie a1nRvnep ee in fail r! tec 'vzil bo coon

unless the chances of excessive fail rates (I-Y ) are of the same order

as the expected fail rate (I-R). Tlus for a meaingfun 2 confidence

Y R

but I 1 -e+

" R • -R~

or n • log (l-R) -1 Equation 7
log B

Tabulating n's from Equation 7 for various R' s

R n

.9999 92,000

.999 6,900

.995 1,o60

.99 455

.95 57

.90 21

.85 10

TABLE 3

The quantities indicated by Equation 7 are so large for high reliabilities

that proof of high reliability of aerospace ordnance components by attribute

testing is generally impractical (or unrealistic).
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It would seem, however, that tests by variables might allow use of much

smaller samples, even if results were evaluated to have matching_ ennFbiAnue-

reliability combinations, but this would be true only if one is prepared to

assme a frequency distribution.

Thus the usual qualification program (involving, typically, no more than

one or two hundred test samples) is an anachronism--a carry-over from applica-

tions where a limited number of successful tests was considered to demonstrate

adequate reliability; a program involving 57 samples, for example, could

demonstrate a reliability of only .95-. At best, small-sample qualification

programs of the formalized type will do little more than detect gross fail

rates; if test-sample quantities are limited, detection of low potential fail

rates depends not on such "qualification" programs, but rather on skillful use

of "off-limits" or other comparatively uncommon test techniques, directed

toward revealing failure modes rather than toward demonstrating good qualities.

CONCLUSIONS

By way of summary- -

1. Although strictly not applicable to items with no reliability history,

test result analysis techniques epitomized by

can continue to be used without introducing serious error.

See Table 3. This quantity would be required for each parae ter; for
example, firings at low, medium and high temperature would call for
a total of 171 if a .95 reliability was to be demonstrated at each
temperature.
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2. Low-confidence high-reliability combinations have little practicaljmeaning, but a combination involving equal confidence and reliability

wLll be indicative of the maximum proportion of "fails" which may be

3. Samples of size n which yield no failures belong to "families" of

lots having an inherent reliability Ri = with aR,-n+2
confidence l-R'+I.

4. Qualification tests are practically useless for demonstrating low

failure rates.

5. Samll-sample tests by variables are useful for comparative but not

absolute evaluation of high reliability.

DISCUSSION

It was pointed out during the discussion that the technique

described is most adaptable to small lot inspection and that, for large

quantity production, only the standard sampling plans are economically

feasible.

In presenting the paper, the author commented that the reli-

ability and confidence should be numerically equal. This statement was

questioned during the discussion period. The author asked that those

wishing to discuss'this point contact him on a personal basis.
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" i;4-7 LOT-TO. LOT VARIATIONS IN EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES

AND THEIR CONSEQUENCE IN EXPLOSIVE COMPONENT

DEVELOPMENT AND PClDTITCTTflN

by

U A T . .... A. W I. II ng

Honeywell Inc., Ordnance Division, Hopkins, Minnesola
Richard H. Stresau

R. Stresau Laboratory, Inc., Spooner, Wisconsin

James N. Ayres

U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland

INTRODUCTION

An explosive compcnent that has been performing we]] in all tests suddenly

starts failing. This may happen at any time after the first feasibility tests

until the last production lot has been manufactured. If You are involved

wi.h explosive components and this has not happened to you, then like the

machinist who has never broken a tap, you have not done anything.

Such sudden occurrence of failures may result from several causes: devia-

tions from specifications or drawings, changes in test conditions or

procedures, or variation of properties of materials which are either within

tolerances or are unspecified. This paper is concerned with this last

category of variation and specifically with lot-to-lot variation of those

properties of explosives which affect the initiation, growth, and transfer of

detonation.

The initiation, growth, and transfer of detonation are complex processes

which depend on the interaction of a variety of factors. It is self-evident that

these chemical reactions depend on the composition of the explosive. Less

obvious and cnly imperfectly understood are the effects of such physical

factors as particle size and shape, particle size distributions, and the micro-

scopic spatial distribution of components of mixtures. There is much

experimental evidence to indicate that such physical factors can greatly

affect detonation, and can, in fact, make the difference between highly

reliable operation and almost certain failure of ordnance items.
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EXAMPLES OF LOT- TO- LOT VARIATION

We all recall instances of difficulties which have been attributed to lot-to-lot .

viriations in explosive properties. Most of these difficulties have been solved

by Jinding a "fix" rather- than by definiteiy determining the cw,,p of the dif-

ficulties. It is easier to find examples of variaticns which could result in prob-

lems had they not been detected. Some such examples, categorized in terms

of the various functions of an electro- explosive device (EED), are presented below.

Response to Electrical Stimulus

Figure 1 illustrates the variation of threshold firing energy )f electric

initiators loaded with dextrinated lead azide of various lots. It should

be noted that at the lower loading pressures, the threshold firing energy

varied by a factor of more than two. Tungsten bridgewires were used in

these experiments: any other metal would probably have burned out without

initiating the less sensitive combinations of loading pressure and lot. Thus,

particularly if loaded at the relatiiely low pressures characteristic of the

structural limit of many plugs and headers, devices loaded with lead

azide from one lot might function reliably, while supposedly identical items

loaded with azide from another lot might burn out without firing.

Growth of Detonation

Reliable propagation across explosive interfaces in an EED or fuze train

depends on detonation growth, the total buildup of energy in the detonation

head. This includes delays in transition from deflagration to detonation,

detonation rate growth, and p-opagation at less than ideal rates. These

phenomena are particularly important for the typical EED situation where

the explosive increment length is less than a diameter.

The apparatus shown in Figure 2 has been used by Stresau and Rowe to

investigate lot-to-lot variations in the growth of detonation in lead azide(2),

Table 1 gives the dent depth in steel witness blocks and dead pressing

pressure for various lots ci lead azide. In these experiments, dent depth

was taken as a measure of the length of explosive column necessary to

make a transition from detlagration to detonation. This follows from the

geometry of the experiments where column length is less than one diameter.

It is also assumed that when the transition takes place in lead azide, it is

very abrupt. The range of dent depths is shown to be more than 3:1 for

dextrinated lead azide. ,
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which a plot of depth versus logarithm of loading pressure descended to

half of its peak. The behavior is more clearly illustrated by reference to

Figure 3, also taken from the work of Stresau and Rowe. It is particularly

important to note the behavior of dextrinated lead azide in the region of

10, 000 to 20, 000 psi pressing pressure, common for loading EED's. The

outputs for some lots of dextrinated lead azide are close to maximum while

other lots are approaching minimum output at the same pressure.

Other interpretations cf the data presented above are possible. Such factors,

including a metastable detonation rate for dextrinated lead azide, were dis-

cussed by the experimenters. The implication of these data for present

purposes is clear. An EED, developed, tested, and shown to be reliable

with one lot of lead azide, may produce consistent duds when loaded with

another lot.

Stability of Detonation

The explosive increments in an EED or fuze train are often near the critical

dimensions for stable propagation of detonation. Experiments with 0. 043

inch thick Detasheet C illustrates lot-to-lot variations in critical dimen-

sion. The data given in Table 2 show that strips of Detasheet from one

lot begin to propagate at 0.04 inch width while strips of the same width
from another lot are consistant duds. The particular dimensions are true

only for the experimental setup used, but the effect will be encountered

in other layouts and with other explosives. The trend toward miniaturization

of fuzes will make this a significant problem area in the future. For many,

it is a significant problem right now.

The Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak (NOL/WO) has developed a

test for measuring the sensitivity of sheet explosive. This test is an adapta-

tion of the NOL small-scale gap test and was developed when it was found

that a previously successful explosive device failed to propagate detonation
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with a new lot of sheet explosive. The new lot was some twenty or more
standard deviations less sensitive than the original explosive. It has since

been determined that Du Pont can adjust the sensitivity of sheet explosive

within rather wide limits. In soDhistic!AtPd Hesign• it .*c ncccscary t

specify the sensitivity required.

Detonation Transfer

Only rarely does a specification control the sensitivity or output of an
explosive composition. In the case of RDX composition CH-6, where such

requirements are included in MIL-R-21723, the initiation requirement has

been difficult to maintain in production,

Table 3 gives both the density and sensitivity versus pressing pressure for
various lots of RDX Composition CH-6. Reference data for TNT are

included. Data given are the mean for twenty measurements.

Attention is directed to the variation in sensitivity at 16, 000 psi pressing
pressure for lots X344 and X439, respectively 3. 984 and 5. 479 decibangs
(DBg see NOLM 7328 and 7411). At these two points, the standard deviation

waq calculated and used to predict the percent response versus shock
sensitivity shown in Figure 4. In a design requiring a shock sensitivity of
4. 7 DBg, lot X344 would be in excess of 99. 9 percent reliable while lot X439
would be a consistant dud. The implications for EED design requiring

detonation transfer are self-evident.

CAUSES OF VARIATION IN EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES

An EED may unexpectedly exhibit unreliable performance at any point in
development or production. The exigency of program schedules seldom
permit a detailed investigation of the cause of such failures. A "fix" is
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found, generally by overdesign or- substitution of explosive. New tests show

the item to again be performing properly, and the course of development or

1k production is continued. While the reasons for such behavior are not

generally determined, the following are suggested possibilities.

Chemical Variables

A cause for variation in explosive performance is the variation, within

tolerance, of the composition of mixtures and the purity of compounds.

A case in point is RDX Composition CH-6. This explosive is a mixture

of four compounds, each capable of variation within tolerance on weight

percent and purity. In combination with factors described below, variations

within these tolerances from lot to lot undoubtedly contribute to variations

in performance described under Detonation Transfer.

In the case of RDX Type B, the primary impurity is HMX. Military

specification MIL-R-398 controls purity primarily by specifying a minimum

melting point. Literal interpretation of this specification would allow a wide

range of RDX/HMX mixtures. Examination of the melting point curve of

Figure 5 makes this amply clear. The effect produced by variations in

purity will depend on the particular application, but undoubtedly plays a

part in variation in explosive performance. The user must rely primarily

on the internal controls of the manufacturer to maintain the purity of this

product. It is interesting to note that laboratory analysis of the melting

point, with the Fisher John hot stage melting apparatus, of a lot of RDX

Type B, Class E from Canadian Industries, Limited, and Holston Defense

Corporation both yielded the same result within experimental error: 192 0 C.

The thermograms for the two lots derived by differential thermal analysis

also appeared the same. And yet, as will be shown later, these materials

have a greatly different particle size and shape, and size distribution.
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The percent of lead azide in various lots of several types of azide has been
(3)measured . Results are given in Table 4. No correlation was observed

between lead azide percent and dent depth in the apparatus shown in Figure 2.

Such variations in purity undoubtedly effect performance indirectly by changes

in density ver.-nus 1noading pressure and may account for some of th.e variatiun

in threshold firing energy shown in Figure 1.

The military specification for each explosive is unique in the control of

purity. Even where minimum purity is specified, such as for HMX and

lead azide, the allowed variation is sufficient to result in large variations in

reliability in finished ordnance,

Loading Pressure versus Density

It is known that the initiation sensitivity of explosives is strongly influenced

by density. The difficulty in measuring absolute sensitivity or density casts

considerable doubt on comparisons of data obtained in different laboratories.

However, relative measui ements under controlled conditions in the same

laboratory show significant correlation between density and detonation

sensitivity of various lots of the same explosive loaded at the same pressure.

Such a correlation is evident in the output data for RDX shown in Figure 6

and sensitivity data for RDX Composition CH-6 shown in Figure 7. Although

density is not given for lead azide shown in Figure 1, from the trend in the

data it is evident that a large portion of the variation between lots is due to

lot-to-lot variations in density at constant loading pressure.

In many instances, the unscheduled variation in performance of ordnance

items is the result of variations in density at constant loading pressure.

Factors which influence obtained density include composition, particle size,

particle size distribution, particle shape, moisture content, crystal

strength, and loading conditions. Few of these factors are controlled by

specification.
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Particle Size

It has been shown for ammonium picrate that a coarse particle size material

has a larger critical diameter than a fine material and certain mixtures have

a larger critical diameter than either the coarse or fine material The

maximum critical diameter occurred at about 75 percent coarse material.

There is evidence that RDX mixtures exhibit this same trend The dif-

ference in critical dimension, discussed in a preceding section for two lots of

Detasheet C, were traced directly to differences in PETN particle size.

A more dramatic example of the effect of particle size can be made by

comparing two explosives based on RDX mixtures, namely CH-6 ax.d SPX-2(6 .

Both explosives exhibit the same sensitivity according to the small-scale gap
(7)test . However, CH-6 cannot be initiated by 10 grain/foot MDF while

SPX-2 in initiated by 1 grain/ft MDF. Composition CH-6 is based on RDX

Class A, the particle size of which peaks around 125 inicrons. Composition

SPX-2 is compounded from RDX finer than 44 microns. This illustrates the

tremendous difference in sensitivity to initiation by sources of small dimension

"resulting from gross changes in particle size. It also illustrates the large

difference in relative sensitivity that may result from changes of initiation source.

Changes of particle size which affect EED performance are apparent from lot

to lot of material. Tables 5 and 6 show the results of sieve analysis for

various lots of RDX. Figure 8 shows the difference in particle size, particle

size distribution, and particle shape for two lots of RDX Class E. Changes

in particle size can also be induced by handling or sampling techniques and

should not be confused with intrinsic lot-to-lot variations. For example,

sieve analysis of RDX Class C from shipping bags will exhibit variations in

particle size not only from lot to lot, but depending on how the test sample is

withdrawn. It appears that the coarse material will tend to rise to the top

of the bag.
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Crystallographic Factors

Many explosives exhibit polymorphism. For both lead azide and HIMX,
experimental evidence shows substantial difference in sensitivity between

crystalline forms. McCrone(8) obtained the impact sensitivity data for

HMX given in Table 7. D'op height i." shown to vary from 31-32 cm for beta

HMX to 7-8 cm for delta IIMX. He also found that a small percentage of

the sensitive form of HMX would impart its sensitivity to a much larger

poition of RDX to which it was added. Under normal circumstances, these

observations present little cause for alarm. Beta HMX is stabl.e in the

range of normal atmospheric temperatures and precautions are taken to

assure that HMX and the HMX content of RDX is of the beta form. However,

it is not always possible to learn the complete storage history of an explosive

material. Jeffers(9) reports that exposure to elevated temperature can

result in crystalline transitions which are not always reversed on cooling.

McCrone(10) has also found that the sensitivity of HMX can be affected

significantly by crystalline strain. It might be expected that other hard

crystalline explosives such as RDX and lead azi.de would also show this

tendency. In this respect, there is evidence of substantial residual strain

in some lots of PVA lead azide. The strain resulting from twinning has also 1
been suggested as the reason for some of the explosions which occurred in

lead azide plants before such control agents as dextrin, polyvinyl alcohol,

and carboxymethyl cellulose were used.

Although the specifications for polyrnorphic explosives are generally written
with conscious effort to assure that only the desired crystal form is present,

the possibility of recrystallization in storage cannot be ignored. Residual.
intracrystalline strain is rarely, if ever, considered in specifications.

Such factors may account for some lot-to-lot variability.
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... t.C C A SCc ioi•uiu 0r Mixtures

'IThe intimacy of meclhanical mixtures of granular materials is obviously

related to the particle sizes of the components. Such mixtures can also

be affected by mixing techniques which may cause unintended "balling up"

of certain components or conversely grinding or other particle size

reductions. Moisture content can be quite critical. Too much moisture

can cause some materials to agglomerate. Too little moisture can result

in electrostatic effects which greatly alter the properties of a mixture.

Mechanical mixtures of materials of dissimilar density or particle size,

though quite uniform at manufacture, have been known to segregate under

conditions of transportation and handling. The complications from such

changes in mixtures have led, in some quarters, to the characterization

of the pyrotechnic art as "witchcraft."

Desensitization of RDX by waxy materials seems to be at least partly a

lubrication effect. The coating of the RDX in a hot water slurry as inI Composition A, or by the precipitation technique used for CH-6, is more

effective than mechanical mixing in this respect. In mechanical mixtures

containing waxy materials of relatively low melting point, such as stearic

acid, exposure to elevated temperature can result in migration of the

stearic acid and an effective change from a strictly mechanical mixture

to one in which the explosive is coated with the desensitizer. In one

recent instance, this has resulted in duds of a component which was highly

reliable before such heating.

CONCLUSION

Lot-to-lot variations in explosives properties which can affect the

reliability of EED's or fuze trains have been discussed. It has been

demonstrated that such variations are sufficient in many cases to make
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the difference between a highly reliable ordnance item and a consistant dud.

An aspect which was not discussed hnwewer is Q-F-+,, F ........ if

out-of-line safety is demonstrated with an insensitive lot of explosive in the

lead position, latcr loading u' Lhie lead with a sensitive lot of the same

explosive could eliminate the safety margin.

The significance of lot-to-lot variations in explosive properties depends on

the particular design situation and even on the experience or preceptiveness

of the design engineer. A more experienced individual may include in dis

designs sufficient margin for changes in lot properties. Lacking objective

data on lot variations, however, this approach must lead to variable results.

The trend toward miniaturization of fuzes and explosive components makes

the penalty for overdesign more severe. In this area the development engineer

has the greatest problem an entire development and test program may use

only a portion of the material in a shipping container, and it, in turn, may

be only an ,nsgnificant portion of a lot.

What can be done to offset the effect of lot-to-lot variations as they effect

explosive designs? The most productive response would be to incorporate

standards for sensitivity and output in specifications. This includes

contractor purchase specifications as well as military specifications. In

addition, lot variation data could be collected by a larger user, presumably a

government arsenal or laboratory, and made available to the explosive

designer. Thus, the performance of a wide range of lots could be compared

by the explosive designer with the performance of the particular lot avail-

able for development testing. Appropriate, but not unnecessary, margins

cou d then be designed into the explosive device.

There are other steps to be taken by the EED designer to avoid problems

arising from lot variations in explosive materials. These steps can be

taken in the absence of specification-imposed performance controls or
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representative performance data for a variety of o t s. In a design involving

detonation transfer, where the VARICOMP testing approach is not used,

a much higher level of rel.iAhility must be dem.n..tratcd th-an the rdinary

99. 5 or 99. 9 percent. Where VARICOMP testing is used, an appropriate

bandwidth must be allowed between the design output stimulus and receptor

sensitivity, somewhat in excess of five standard deviations. As an example

of the VARICOMP approach, consider a hypothetical design containing a

lead loaded with tetryl, RDX, or IJNS. An explosive known to be more

sensitive than even the most sensitive lot of the tactical explosive is sub-

stituted in the lead. For example the lead is loaded with PETN or lead
azide. If the fuze passes out-of-line safety in this circumstance, it can

be assumed to be safe with any lot of the tactical explosive. Application

of this technique requires considerable care, and a solid background of

relevant experience. When used properly, this approach is a powerful

tool permitting marked savings in time and material.

Whether the suggestions presented above are implemented, the EED

designer will benefit from -the material presented if a day-to-day conscious-

ness of lot variations hao been created. To be forewarned of lot-to-lot

variations in explosive properties is to be forearmed against unexpected

consequences.
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In reply to a question, the atitho,. stated that he did not mean

to infer that the crystal strength of a given explosive would vary from

lot to lot.
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14-5 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF ORDNANCE COMPONENTS

FROM VARlABLES PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

S. Demskey

V. Goldie

M. West

General Electric Company

Re-entry Systems Department

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1.0 ABSTRACT

Even as probability/confidence requirements for aerospace equipment continue to

climb, industry still clings to analysis of attribute (go/no-go) test data for providing

probability confidence estimates. One justification for this is that the problen:s faced

in alternative approaches are multi-parameter and multi-dimensional, and a recently

developed multivariate tolerance procedure is still complex in calculating system

performance. The method outlined in this paper, VAEP (Variables/Attributes/Error

Propagation), offers a solution which is simple to calculate.

In order to overcome the large sample size associated with application of the bi-

nomial analysis, the VAEP procedure utilizes critical variables and performance

parameters. Although the analysis is somewhat more complex than a binomial attribute

analysis, the advantages outweigh the disadvantages.

The steps followed in providing Probability/Confidence (P/C) estimates based on vari-

ables data are as follows:

1) Identification of the critical, performance parameters.

2) Definition of the test plan

3) Statistical analysis

These activities have been and are followed today but not for the purpose of providing

Probability/Confidence (P/C) estimates. Step 1 is routinely used in equipment design

and Step 2 is used for solving R&D, qualification, and production problems. The statis-

tical analysis, however, does have a new application of an old principle. The two

essential statistical methods are statistical tolerance limits and error propagation.
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It is the integrated use of these two methods which should suffice until a simple multi-

variate tolerance limits method is developed. The concept of error propagation is used

to answer the problem of combining confidence levels. Simply, the innw,.r in hat doe

not combine confidence levels, but this is discussed in more detail in the body of this paper

2.0 DEFINITION OF VARIABLES PARAMETERS

Since more than one variables parameter will be used in making P/C estimates for

systems, it is apparent that the traditional definition cannot be used because it Is

concerned primarily with the life parameter. Thus, the use of variables parameters re-

quires knowledge of the intended use in order to correctly identify the critical performance

parameters.

Probability is a measure of hardware pjerformance, and, statistically, it is the esti-

mated percentage of units which will fall within assigned specification limits, under

real or simulated environments as predicted from experimental data.

Confidence is a measure of data performance, which is an estimate of the number of

repeated samplings of the same sample size which will yield the same reliability

estimate.

When variables data are to be used, it should be emphasized that both Probability and

Confidence are a function not only of sample size but also of data reproducibility (i.e.,

standard deviation). For two samples with the same mean, sample size and measured

against the same specification limit, the sample with the smaller standard deviation

yields the higher P/C estimate. Therefore, the sample size to meet any required

Probability/Confidence levels is generally smaller than that required for attribute or

go/no-go data.
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This concept may be appreciated by considering the two diagrams which follow

S and which represent two sets of results of performance data (e. g., peak pressure)

relative to their specification limits:

LSL UISL LSL USL

Design A Dcslgri B

By considering the data in attribute form, the binomial estimates for 0 failures in

six units

Confidence

Case 50 95

A 0.8909 0.6070

B 0,8909 0.6070

Both estimates are exactly the same' Yet if any engineer were to be asked which is

the better performing unit, the answer would and has been - Design B. A statistical

analysis of the variables data would parallel the engineering response.

2.1 WHY VARIABLES

The previous paragraph suggests, of course, the primary reason why variables data is

used, namely, reduced sample size. The value and effectiveness, to some degree, is

suggest,3d by the issuance of MIL-STD-414.
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1 ) Reduced sample size, however, is not the only benefit to be realized from an

analysis of the variables performance parameters.

As a result of the smaller sample sizes, system testing will be encouraged. For

exauplu, a standard being recommended for rockets requires the testing of a

large number of Igniters, chambers, propellant, etc., and the rocket system

estimate will be obtained by a binomial system method. With VAEP, a small

number of whole rocket systems could be tested. An exact system test with real

hard data is certainly preferred to a group of approximate subsystem tests with

subsystem data.

2) Analysis of variables data forces the designer into identification and measurement

of the pertinent, performance parameters, thereby aiding him in comprehending

underlying physical processes,

3) The parameters provide criteria for controlling lot-to-lot performance. More

productive results can be obtained by exerting control where we know what to

control, then worrying about the so called "random" failure.

4) Analysis of variables data could prevent pushing the "panic" button by evaluation

of instrumentation variation through the use of duplicate instrumentation. No

studies have been made as to differences in costs between the instrumentation

required for attribute measurements versus that for variables measurements;

it is not expected that, even if incremental costs for additional variables instru-

mentation existed, it would be larger than the positive incremental cost of

attribute sample size. If not in a single program, amortization of instrumentation

costs over several programs is certainly reasonable.

In the case of static rocket testing, replicate time-thrust traces are taken but the

information is not used; the data is averaged and often only a single datum for

each parameter is presented to the statistician.

5) Inadequate or marginally performing devices can be detected earlier as a result
3

of smaller sample size and more detailed evaluation of the performance.
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I
6) A variables analysis permits a more objective appraisal of the performance

L J capability against the specifications so that more reasonable tradeoffs may be

m•d ho etweeýn 'eenont -td. -3 yutc•• ain reoquirvmnnoms, an weii as between safety

margins between various components.

7) One situation where the variables approach is more apt to yield an accurate

answer, as well as additional information for corrective action, is an ordnance

component which has both a lower and an upper specification for operating time

(that is, life). Since these devices are of the "one-shot" type, one may decide

to use three units simultaneously so as to reduce initiation failure probabilities.

The initial P/C estimates computed on an attribute basis is more likely to be

based on performance within specifications for every parameter as well as a

three way parallel configuration. Although initiation may indeed be estimated

as a parallel configuration, the operating time may not. Only one of the three

units need operate prior to the upper limit to perform within specifications, but

all three must perform after the lower specification limit to perform the function

as planned; even one unit operating prior to the lower specification unit falls or

prematures the function. Thus, the three units are in parallel against the upper

specification limit but in series against the lower specification limit.

2.2 WHY NOT VARIABLES

If variables are apparently so desirable why is there such resistance to their more

frequent use? In addition to the lack of multi-variate tolerance limits, there are other

reasons:

1) Questions as to the model and whether the correct kind and/or correct number

of performance parameters are being used. The engineer must design his

equipment to meet design performance parameters. Thus, the solution of

variables performance parameters is aualagous to the selection of "black boxes",

i.e., parts, components, etc., in the customary analysis of a system model.

If agreement can be reached regarding selection of the "black boxes", then

certainly agreement can be achieved regarding the selection of variables

performance parameters.

h-._--
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2) The next most important reason for preferring attributes Is that the larger

sample size would catch the "random" failure. It is this writer's contention

thltl: thA form Ilra"A -1 'r-AII ULa•. .....

actually due to an uneconomically detectable cause. Attributes analysis not only
does nothing to identify the cause but actually encourages further testing to meet
the reliability requirement with a failure incurred in the first test group.

3) The last reason given is that the data is not normal. It is true that the example

given in Section 4. 1. 1 does use q normal deviate, but this does not imply that
estimates based on normal deviates are applicable. References 5 and 6 provide
tables for P/C estimates based on the exponential distribution. From this
writer's experience, however, the normal distribution has been satisfactory in
most cues. If the observed data has not been normal, then a su4table tranp-

formation, log, reciprocal square root, etc. has normalized the data. In many
cases, distribution tests, e.g., values of the symmetry and peakedness indices,

have been very close for the normal, log-normal, and reciprocal-normal

distributions.

2.3 CONCLUSION

The obvious disadvantages of variables analysis are: a moderate increase in analytical
cost, and time for completion of the analysis (both of which are being offset today by
increased computer application), and greater detail that is requirod in planning tests.
The advantages to be derived far outweigh the disadvantages in terms of dollars and

"tsonse".

2.4 HOW TO SELECT VARIABLES

In accordance with the statement given in the Introduction to MIL-STD-414, "It is
important to note that variables sampling plans are not to be used indiscriminately,
simply because it is possible to obtain variables measurement data." The best place

to start, therefore, is with the design parameters selected by or for the designer.
To a large degree, therefore, the problem is one of engineering.

'CAP
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A generalization is made, as follows:

In addition to operating time, the variables approach requires that an analysis be made
of some work (or energy) parameter which performs the job and is the reason the equip-

ment has been designed in the first ulace. The eql,,pment hAs not been designed eren crcy

to exist, and operating time merely defines the time specification within which the work

must be performed. Where the component is of the "one shot" type and is routinely

subjected to sensitivity tests (e. g., Bruceton, Probit), then the failure probabilities

associated with initiation should also be included in the overall component estimate.

Thus, there are a minimum of two critical parameters (four when sensitivity tests are

performed) which reflect launch-to-impact performance and reliability. Other per-

formance parameters may be and should be included if critical. A procedure which can

suggest additional, critical parameters is to examine a Failure Mode and Effects

Analysis and measure a parameter which would be indicative of a given failure mode.

For example, continuity (resistance) measurements are indicative of at least two
failure modes in a squib delay switch, i. e., either a broken bridgewire or dirt jamming

the contacts.

The corrollary to this approach is that Engineering's objective must be not only to

design equipment to do the job, but also that each critical performance parameter

be capable of being measured in test, directly or indirectly, prior to use.
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3. 0 Test Plan

The major topics of test planning involve the statistical design of experiments and !

definition of performance parameters. Sinew the former !s c ovcrcd adci"uat•e• y hi

statistical texts, we will concern ourselves with only the definition of performance

parameters for generic types of ordnance devices.

In order to apply the variables test techniques so that an over-all performance

reliability can be predicted, it is necessary to know all of the pertinent parameters

that influence component performance. Quite often it Is difficult to separate the

individual parameters dynamics associated with each phase of operation of a com-

ponent, but our main intent is in the operational reliability of a device and this can

be achieved by defining the necessary input to start the action which will result in an

output related to a work function with characteristic parameters that can be measured.

3. 1 Performance Parameters -

3. 1.1 Pressure Cartridge - A typical initiating device used to perform many functions

in a space vehicle is a gas generating cartridge. Upon initiation, gaseous products

build up and actuate a piston which may cut a bolt, pull a pin, etc. Parameters of

interest occur in the following sequence:

(a) (e)
Input Ignition of Pressure Peak

Signal Spot Charge Buildup Pressure

-- -- t 3 -- -- t 4 -- Pressure

) ------------------ t2 (d) (f) Decay

(c)

a) Input Signal ("all Fire") (af)
b) Ignition Time of Spot Charge (tl)

c) Time to Start of Pressure Buildup (tp)

d) Time to peak Pressure (tpp)

e) Peak Pressure (Pp)

f) Time to Pressure Decay (tpd)

4.
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1. The required input signal (Firing sensitivity) obtained from quantal response data
(Bruceton. Prohit: etc.) provideA msinirn nf the firing

2. Ignition time of the spot charge provfdes us with a measure of the ability of the

bridge system to ignite the pyrotechnic mix surrounding the wire element. This

parameter could be measured by observing an abrupt change in voltage across the

bridgewire, due to sudden heating on ignition of the pyrotechnic mix.

3. Peak Pressure and related times are detected by firing in a closed volume and

monitoring pressure with suitable transducer systems.

4. Pressure Decay - Not necessarily a measure of performance, since the rate

that the pressure decays is largely a function of the seal of the pressure vessel;

and thermal conductivity of the bomb; but could be used as a comparative indicator

of the goodness of confinement from test to test.

One exception Is using Sensitivity tests for establishing "all-fire" stimula (specifically

for low current - long time application) do not necessarily provide for a reliable estimate.

For example, it is quoted that a device will have a firing reliability of 99.9% with 95%.

Confidence for a bridge wire current of (X) amps for an (X) time duration. No limit

has been set on the maximum current that may be applied. Unfortunately application

of too high a current could reduce rather than add to the reliability. Marginal design

of the bridge wire system or the use of exotic materials for heat sinking may contribute

to burnout of the bridge before sufficient heat has been absorbed by the explosive to

cause ignition. It is recommended that over testing be executed in order to verify

ignition for the application of excessive stimuli.

3.1. 2 Rocket Ignitors, Squibs, and Detonators - The characteristics input response

of these devices may be treated in the same manner as that described for the pressure

cirtridge. Output, on the other hand, is considerably different. In the case of flame

producing elements, such as Rocket Ignitors, the dominant "ignition" mechanism is heat

or more specifically heat-time. The variables of interest here might be; peak temperature,

temperature as a function of flame length, or temperature as a function of time. On a

relative basis it may suffice to measure total colorie output'in a colorimeter, assuming

of course, that this parameter can be associated with performance tolerance limits.
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Reliability associated with detonator output presents a challenge with absolute if not

with relative measurements. Many techniques for measuring relative output have

been deviced and have fallen in and out of favor over the years. These techniques

would include, but not necessarily boe limited to;

(a) Bent nail

(b) Sand Bomb

(c) Lead Disc

(d) Steel Dent

(e) Gap type tests

These tests will define, under existing conditions, destructive forces on a relative

basis. The dominant mechanism(s) which represent useful work output are not easily

isolated; and may be a combination of temperature, shock pressure, and impinging

particles. The parameter which contributes most, seems to be the pressure wave; as

substantiated by the initiation of explosives through barriers and bulk heads. It is not

out intent in this paper to specify the exact parameters to be measured, since this will

mainly be dictated by the needs of the system, and should be specified by the cognizant

personnel. Once the parameter(s) associated with the job has been defined, either

relative or absolute, then working limits must be set in order to predict reliability.

3. 2 Non Performance (Safety) Reliability - At the other end of the performance spectrum

we have the non-fire characteristics of an EED. Premature ignition or degradation of a

pyrotechnic device could result in personnel hazards, equipment damage, or in the case

of degradation, loss of performance reliability and possible missiokx failure.

To define the "no-fire" reliability of a compcnent; we must consider the specific areas

that relate to the particular system in questions in general we would consider the

following;

(a) Application of specified "no-fire" current

(b) Application of Electro static discharge

(c) Susceptibility to RF, etc.

., p.



3.1. 3 Flexible Linear Shared Charge

The variables approach can also be used to deterinine the ohange in performance of flexible
linear shaped charge. The analysis of development test data provides the information for

baseline testing and statistical methods for analysis of future test data. The criteria

for pC-1-1........w-o-1 olf F,,C• is Lo estabiish a relationship between detoonation velocity, jet

penetration or depth of cut and the probability of severing the target. Detonation velocity

or jet penetration may be affected by various changes such as:

1. Decrease in density

a. From handling or flexing the material.

b. Temperature cycling of materials with different coefficient of eýparnsion.

2. Loss of confinement of the explosive caused by generation of gas within the

FLSC resulting in inflating the lead sheath. '

3. Change in crystal size of the primary explosive through crystal growth.

As a result, a quantitative relationship between jet penetration in a target resul~ting from

shaped charge action and the probability of severing the target 6an br ebtfined. This

relationship can be useful in predicting the present and future performance of FLSC used

in a system. Test results can be reduced and compared with the initial baseline test dhta

to try to detect pereformance trends that are life indicators. An analysis, of significant trends,

can be performed to determine when boundary conditions might occur. Logistics will be

able to use this data to determine the effect of changes on the FLSC in terms of operational

readiness and flight performance.

Engineering specification limits should be established and "no-fire" reliability based
on test programs could be specified; except that "all-fire" or performance reliability

should be re-established after exposure to these environments to reflect possible

degradation.

It would seem reasonable to develop or define a variable associated With initiation

for electro initiators in order to avoid the senmitivity teeting presently required.
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4.0 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

If a single variables performance parameter were to realistically reflect the total

performance of a system the estimate obtaiped from the application of statistical

tolerance mi-tnls would he gannraily acceptable. Since evaluation of two or morc

parameters is more realistic, the problem resolves into that of merging the in-

dividual parameter estimates into a composite, or system estimate. If all param-

eter probability estimates are high, one intuitively feels that the overall estimate is

low. To quantify this intuition in terms of a nominal, statistical system estimate
with a confidence interval is the problem to be solved. Since no simple multivariate

tolerance procedure is available for estimating system performance, there is no

generally accepted statistical procedure for providing system estimates at high

confidence levels with economical sample sizes. (Reference 6 and 7). It is believed

that the V-AEP method will fill the gap. Although the entire gamut of statistical tech-

niques may be used, e. g., regression analysis, analysis of variance, etc. the combination

of statistical tolerance limits and error propagation comprise the unique part of this

estimation procedure.

4.1 STATISTICAL PROCEDURE (VAEP)

(1) Set up the system equation using the standard combinatorial probability formula;

it appears that his generally will be the product (or series) formula. For example,

in t'rms of the example in Section 4. 1. 1

S 1 2 3 4 5

where:

PS is the probability estimate for the system, i.e., gas generator

4..
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P 1 P5 are the probability estimates for the performance parameters,

as follows:

2. Initiation Time

3. Time to start of pressure buildup

4. Time to peak pressure

5. Peak Pressure

(Note: The calculations in the example illustrate VAEP calculations, but an accurate

system estimate is not made; the reason is that a series is assumed although there

is some dependence betveen P1 and P2' P1 and P 3, P4 and P5"

(2) Estimate the probability of performing within specifications for each performance

parameter at the nominal confidence level through the application of statistical tolerance

limits. Essentially, the statistical tolerance limit estimate translates performance into

a probability, thereby transforming the multi-dimensional parameters into the single

probability dimension. In accordance with the theory of error propagation, this is done

at mean, 50 percent confidence level for each of the parameters. In other words, the

Probability calculated at 50 percent confidence is the value that one would expect to

observe from test data if he were using attribute data. The relationship between the

variabler. and attribute estimates is shown in Figure 1. Also calculated is the probability

at the required, confidence level for the system ee. g., 0. 95).

In determining these two estimates, the VAEP method is calibrated to obtain the same

answer that would be obtained by Statistical Tolerance Limits for a single parameter

system.

It
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11gure 1. VAEP Calibration of Statistical Tolerance Limits to A
Equivalent Attribute Limits (Single Sided Case)

(3) By substituting these parameter estimates in the product equation a nominal system

estimate is obtained and a single confidence interval around the system estimate may

be calculated, which is the parameter of primary interest.

(4) The error propagation formula for a product (and in this application the error prop-

agation of a fraction) is used to obtain the variance of the product or system probability

(in terms of U = l-P).

(5) The system estimate at a high confidence level is calculated by the normal approx-
imation to the binomial.

Appendices A, B, and C provide details on the foregoing steps and provide references

pertinent to the specific topic. Appendix A is a discussion on tolerance limits. For

those who have reservations about using tolerance limits at the 50 percent confidence

level, it is worth emphasizing that the KPcnf factor converges down to the familiar
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normal K factor at an infinite sample size. Therefore, those who customarily use a

factor of 3 (in 3or interval) for a two-sided 0. 9973 probability will find they are here

ioi ui, a iactor larger tnan 3 because of the small sample sizes.

AnrpndL.x B !s a d!-- , rm-.", of orro- piiopagation. Although this concept has been applied,

the critical difference in application is the substitution in the attribute error propagation

formula for the equivalent sample size. In all the references except B 9 some dependent

parameter is a function of other independent parameters, all of which are based on

variables data. In Reference B. 1 (9) error propagation is used to provide systems

estimates from component probability estimates which are based on observed attribute

data.

Appendix C discusses the derivation of VAEP which combines the P/C estimates based

on statistical tolerance limits with the system variance based on error propagation.

Also included are the derivation of the equivalent sample size, and the effects of

dependence on the system variance estimate.

The foregoing steps are now applied to the example of Section 4. 2.

4.2 SAMPLE PROBLEM

Two sets of formulas for VAEP P/C estimates, which are a little different, are given.

Mod 1 is given in Reference C. 5 (8) as well as Appendix E The preferred method,

Mod IT, is given in Appendix C. Although both methods yield the same answer, Mod I

has some disadvantages: (a) it requires a specific reliability goal which, in turn,

requires the calculation of a nominal confidence level which, in turn, leads to calcula-

tions from odd confidence levels of statistical tolerance limit tables, e.g., 0. 78; (b) it

requires an equivalent sample size formula widch often yields very large values;

(c) it uses the Poisson approximation to the binomial (Reference C. 5 (8) but not

Appendix E of this paper).

On the other hand, the Mod II formulas- (a) are more flexible, as only the confidence

level is necessary to make an estimate of the reliability or vice versa, (b) use an

equivalent sample size formula which, in Appendix C yield a deflated equivalent

sample size, as compared with that of Mod I.
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TABLE !a): Variable Data, X, S and Tolerance Deviate Calculation

S(/N ti t p tpP PO
(ms) (mS) (Ms) (ms)

1 1.84.30 1.53 3700
2 2.0 4.50 1371 4200

3 2.0 4.53 1.65 4200
4 1.9 4.42 1.70 4100
5 2.0 4.44 1.73 4000
6 2.2 4.50 1.62 4100
7 1.7 4.00 1.81 4000
8 2.0 4.46 1.57 4300
9 2.4 4.60 1.92 3900

10 2.2 4.58 1.72 4200
11 1.7 4.23 1.86 4200
12 2.0 4.46 1.67 4400
13 2.0 4.50 1.75 4300
14 2.3 4.80 1.78 3900

15 2.0 4.64 1.87 4000

X 2.0 4.46 1.72 4100
X(log) 0.3019 - 0.2345 -
LSL 3.6 max 5.46 max 3.0 max 3000 min
LSL (log) 0.5563 - 0.4771 -
d 0.2554 1.00 0.2421 1100
S - 0.1858 - 185.2
S (log) 0.043 - 0.0289 -
Kpenf 5.92 5.38 8.39 5.94

TABLE 1b): Bruceton Data, Calculations and Results

Data
Amps nf Calculations

4.0 1 X 4.596 n 23
4.2 3 M 0.9452 d 0.2
4.4 5 S? 1.58 S 0.316 (=S'd)
4.6 12 G 0.955 G2 0.9120
4.8 2 H 1.69 H2  2.8224

Z 3.29 Z 2 p 10.8241
Le 1.717 LcS 0.54377

Results

Limit Value Commentp c __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
.P C

.9995 0.50 5. 640 after standard Bruceton cal-
culation

.9995 0.95 6.275 " " " " U "

.999999 0.95 7. 000 Interpolation on probability
~1.0 0.50 7.000 plots
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5.0 COMPARISON OF VAEP WITH OTHER METHODS

As stated previously, there is no simple method Multivarlate Tolerance Limits known

to this writer, nevertheless, two comparisons may be made which indinate thn rennon-

able estimates to be made with the VAEP formulas.

5.1 SYSTEMS ESTIMATES FOR ATTRIBUTE DATA

In Appendix C system estimates using error propagation of attribute data (AEP) are

compared with estimates made by other methods (in ref. D. 3. (1); the latter are

classified as exact and approximate. AEP estimates are close to the estimates of the

approximate methods and more optimistic than the recommnended exact method although

negligibly for the case n = 100. A continuity correction factor is used which reduces
the difference between this and the exact method. It should be noted that most of the

methods discussed in Reference D. 3(1) require computers, whereas error propagation

requires only a desk calculator. Furthermore, the differences between the "exact"

methods are larger than the differences between approximate methods. It would seemn

therefore that a general exact method for systems estimation is still not available.

5.2 VAEP VERSUS AN EXTENSION OF A LLOYD-LIPOW FORMULA

Perhaps the most convincing argument for VAEP is the comparison of VAEP estimates

with those made by an error propagation extension of a Lloyd-Lipow formula. In

reference D. 3 (2) the author, DRNAS, reports the use of statistical tolerance limits

for estimating the reliability of battery voltage performance at a lower 95% confidence

level. As a secondary method, a formula due to Lloyd and Lipow (see reference D. 3 (3) ]
is given for sample sizes of 50 or greater. For sample sizes less than 50, another

statistical procedure is given and is described "... more accurate (but not exact) than

the procedure... ", (referring to the Lloyd-Lipow formula). He continues, "The method

is quite cumbersome in that a table of the non-central 't' distribution and a table of the

Incomplete Beta Function are necessary for calculations."

If error propaation is then applied to the Lloyd-Lipow variance formula, a comparison

of the system estimate may be made with that of the VAEP estimate. This is done in

Enclosure D. 2 and close estimates are obtained. In fact the VAEP estimates are a little
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more pessimistic and the reason becomes evident when one examines the original

Lloyd-Lipow formula for the variance of R; a constant, 0(1/n 3/2), is omitted from the

calculation. Thus it would be expected that VAEP should yield a slightly more pessimistic

estimate.

Furthermore, when a VAEP estimate is compared to the DRNAS small sample method,

again remarkably close estimates are obtained. See Enclosure D. 3 (2). One reason for

this closeness is the fact that the derivation of the single sided tolerance limit involves

the non-central 't' distribution.

We may infer therefore that (1) the criterion of calibrating statistical tolerance limits

estimate of probability to a binomial estimate through the medium of an equilibration

sample size, though pragmatic, yields reasonable estimates (2) VAEP is useful not only

for large sample sizes but also for small sample sizes and certainly more convenient,

and (3) is very easily calculated.

6.0 CONCLUSION

It will become evident that VAEP is applicable to systems estimates from component

data. Other areas where application is contemplated are targeting analysis (two and

three dimensions) and the sequence of events in a flight analysis. Although this method

is applicable in most hardware areas, the most useful area is the one concerned with

destructively tested units, e.g., ordnance hardware; it is in this area that GE-RSD

has been concentrating its efforts.

Just as accountants years ago substituted performance objectives for pencils and paper

clips in their budgets, the time has come when those in reliability should start replacing

"black box" failure rates with performance parameters.
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I
APPENDIX A

STATISTICAL TOLERANCE LIMITS

A. i TOLERANCE LIMITS ANALYSIS

A. ,1,,,,,quel known am iLaLisLical tolerance limits is applied for estimating hardware

performance; it may be used independently for homogeneous groups of data or may be

combined with regression analysis for heterogeneous but related groups of data.

The calculated limits within which a predicted proportion of the population (I. e.

reliability or probability) will fall Is defined by the formula:

TL's X + Kpcnf S

Where,

TL's are the tolerance limits

X is the calculated sample mean

S is the calculated sample standard deviation

K is the tolerance probability deviate

P probability or reliability

c confidence level

n sample size

f degrees of freedom

The formula is related to the familiar formula of X +: Kcr for confidence limits in that

the KPCnf for tolerance limits converges to the familiar K for confidence limits of an

infinitely large sample size.

If desired, reliability/confidence levels may be estimated against given specification

limits by the formula

SL - X
KPCnf S

where SL refers to the specification limits.

Tables of two-sided tolerance limits are given in References Al and A4 for the normal

distribution and Reference A6 for the exponential distribution. Tables of one-sided

tolerance limits are given in Reference A3 for the normal distribution and Reference A5

for the exponential distribution.

A
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Two useful, approximate formulae are given by Hald (Reference A2) for determining

the toierance tacwor for the normal distribution.

For the- T'€Yo Siddu Cas...

K I 12n) K] 4~
PCnf PI(1

where,

K is the normal deviate for 'P' Probability or 'R' reliability at
PCnf

at C confidence

X 2 is the chi square probability deviate for f degrees of freedomC
Kp is the normal deviate for P Probability

n is the sample size

f are the degrees of freedom,(in most problems (n-1))

2By appropriate selection of the X value the probability at any confidence value may be

calculated by solving for Kp

KP~
KPCnf

KP1

For the One-Sided Case:

2 2 ) 1/2
K(
KP + gc (I/n) I 2 f ] _f

KPCnf 

(

K is the normal deviate for 'P' Probability or 'R' Reliability at
PCnf

at C confidence

K is the normal deviate associated with the required reliability level
P

K is the normal deviate associated with the required confidence level

n is the sample size

f are the degrees of freedom, (in most problems (n-i))

Ii
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By appropriate selection of the value for K., the probability at any confidence value

may be calculated by solving for K

K
¶ ( K l KpcnfZ

KP - PCnf - K 0C + Pf

A. 2 OTHER DISTRIBUTIONS

The present discussion has been limited to data which Is normal, log normal, Poisson

or reciprocal normal in nature and which is applicable in most of the day to day

problems. The latter three distributions are used in conjunction with the i•ormal

tolerance limit factors by simple transformations. A log-transformation of the data

will permit reliability and confidence estimates for data log normal distributions; a

square root transformation will normalize data from a Poisson distribution. When

data is obtained from an exponential distribution, then tolerance factors for this data

may be obtained from References 5 and 6 and the computations would differ from the

procedures given for the normal distribution. When the Weibull Distribution is

appropriate, estimates may be made by the method of Reference 7.
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No. 315, September 1966.
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A.4 Bruceton Anaysis

The statistical methods underlying the Bruceton analysis are not discussed here as

they are quite extensive and would only repeat the information given in references 1-5

of E A. 5. The nmethod in whi.h thf- -0t-mates are usd• with VA1A, parallel "11t he esl•izalu

obtained with statistical tolerance limits. The probability estimates against the specifications

are calculated at 50% and for example 95% confidence. Although the standard formula may be

used for 50% confidence, the mathematical solution for 95% would be too complex. The

simplest procedure for the upper confidence level, e.g. 95%, is to calculate the upper con-

fidence level at 95% confidence for varying probability levels e.g. 99%, 99. 9%, 99. 99%,

until the upper specification limit is surrounded by at least two values. All these 95%

confidence values arc then plotted on probability paper, and the probability estimate

against this upper specification limit is then obtained by interpolafion.

A. 5 References on Bruceton Analysis

1) Statistical Research Group, Princeton University "Statistical Analysis for a

New Procedure in Sensitivity Experiments" 1944

2) W.J. Dixon and F. J. Massey, Jr. "Introduction to Statistical Analysis"

McGraw Hill 1957

3) E. Crow, F. Davis, M. Maxfield "Statistics Manual" Dover Publications 1960

4) M. G. Natrella "Experimental Statistics" NBS Handbook 91, U.S. Government

Printing Office
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APPENDIX B

THE PROPAGATION OF ERROR

it I is a function of x, y and z, the linear term In Taylor's serle. can often be used to

express with sufficient accuracy the effect of a smaller error in x, y and z on f.

"The differential method has the advantage of giving results even when the distributions

of x, y, and z, and the functions are not known; but because the higher powers of X

(etc.) are neglected, it has the disadvantage for non-linear functions in giving results

whose validity is sometimes difficult to calculate. In spite of the approximate

character of the derivation for non-linear functions, the Taylor series differential

nevertheless often gives remarkably good results for most of the functions and the

sample sizes met in practice. This happens, for example, when x, y, z are means of

samples andAx, Ay, Az are statistical fluctuations above and below the "expected

values of x, y, z. " (Reference B2, pages 130, 1.)

B2 for a product: f = xyz

2 2 2 2
C = C + C + C + 2r C C + 2r C C +2r C C

f x y z xy x y xz x z yz y z

C: (Reference 1, page 133)

The adequacy of the linear term in estimating the dependent function is stated not only

in reference 1, but also in reference 3 which is specifically concerned with this problem.

B. 1 GENERAL FORMIULA

For systems composed of mixtures of series and redundant components (or parameters)

etc., the generalized formula will be more convenient.

For a system of K units

y= f (X1, x2. . ... x K)
S2  2 x 2 )2 . + y xr 2 2

Sy (ay/ 8 X 1)8 X + Fi Y/1 X 2 XK) Sx +2r 1 2 S IS2 (ýY/ax1 )

(3Y/ax 2) +. , + 2rK-1, K SK-1 SK (aY/aXk-i) (ay/ax
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APPENDIX C

COMBINED STATISTICAL TOLERANCE LIMITS ESTIMATES WITH ERROR
PROPAGATION FOR SYSTEMS ESTIMATION

C. I ESTIMATE OF SYSTEM MEAN AND VARLANCE

(1) System Model

p' *p P p
1S I 2 p-1 p

where,

P5 is the system probrbility estimate

P1 thru Pp are the probability estimates for each performance

parameters - 1... p-obtained from a statistical tolerance

limits at a nominal confidence level.

In this first step, the nominal confidence level (NCL), 50 percent is lised;

this is the level upon which the error propagation formulas are derived.

(2) The error propagation formula for a product, assuming independence, will

be used to estimate the standard deviation of PS.

2= 2 2 2 2

CS 1 2 Cp-i p

where,

C is the coefficient of variation

C2 is the rpl-variance

C 2  is (U/nP) for a binomial attribute

2 2c2
S P C

U is (1-P) or the failure probability
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(3) Therefore:

US (NCL) U_!_ U p U ,kTf,

h S (a) i'S (NC L) nl 1(a) P1 np (a) p I 1 p(a) p (NC L)

where,

n (a) Is the attribute sample size

U is a failure probability for 'p' performance parameter
P

NC 1 is the nominal or 50% confidence level

(4) Since the variables/tolerance limit estimates will customarily (but not

necessarily) be higher than a binomial/attribute estimate, an equivalent

attribute sample size will have to be used for np (a). This is derived In

paragraph C. 2 and is given as n =(K 0 2 (NCL) (NCL)
(U(CL) " U(NCL)) 2 which Is substituted:

2 p Up (NC L)=s i - 1 Ke• 2 ! p(NCL)

p- p _ )-_Up ___

I K UUp
c p (NC L) p (NC

2 p2NCL)[U P (U C L) Up(N. L);2]

p2  1 p (UC L)-Up(NCL)K 2~ P2

K. p (NC L)

I P p(UJ C L) -p (NC L))

Ss Kcp (NC L)

22 i2 p
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"• :. and,
I IP U, UCL- Ummr.n 1

p (NC L)
or, the confidence interval of U

sNLCIj)

S -- (NCL) 2i__p(NCL) j

(l) Th ora P(NCL)j(5) The normal distribution is now t4sed to estimate the approximate upper

confidence limit of the failure probability

U S(U US(UCL) US(NCL) + K S
'-1s

d 122/2
p-

=US(NCL) +(NCL)

NS(NC) a2

UCL is the upper confidence level

NCL is the nominal, 50% confidence level

d =U -U
UCL NCL

KC is the normal deviate at an upper confidence level or c or 1 minus the risk level.

(6) PS(UCL) = 1 - US(UCL)

C. - EQUILIBRATION ATTRIBUTE SAMPLE SIZE

Given: Values of the failure probability U at 50 percent and some upper/required

confidence levels which are computed by the method of statistical tolerance limits.
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r-I

Fiind: The equivalent attribute sample Jize, n(a)' to equilibrate the normal ap- J

proximation to the binomial to the UC. 50 and U (UC o) btained by statistical

tolerance I imits. I
F Ur /n,~ 1/2 '

P . 0 .0 / 1 L L C.5
UU0 UC 1/2 C 9 .

C.5 C. 50 LrCL C. 50

n (a) K C,

C UC 50 C.,50

nUC -
n(a) = (uL C5)

C. 3 EFFECT OF DEPENDENCE (WORST CASE)

The effect of dependence between parameters on the system variance estimate is taken

into consideration by the error propagation formula is

2 2 2C =C 1  + C 2 + 2r CC+ +2r 2 CI p 12 1 2 p-l,p p-1 p

Now the worst case estimate would exist if all 5C 2 or 10 combinations of two factors

probability estimates were to be completely related.

If all the two factor combinations are related, then r, - 1, and

C2 P 2 Cl ]

C C +2  [2(1) c 1 C 2 +... +2 (1) C
sIP P

PI; C P 2 [C1 C 2 + + C p1 C

p(NCL) 2 U (pD-1) (NCL) . (U) (NCL).1./

i=i. p(a) p(NCL) -i=1 \(p-l) (a) P(p-I) (a) p (a) (p) (NC;y

S p( UPp(UCL) 2I

K2 I
p (NCL)

+ 2 - - U ) 2]P2____ P(1LI) p Up(UCL) n(NCL) 1+ 2 • 2 X 2

C (p-1) (NCL) p (NCL)
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define

d U(UCL) U(NCL)

fhnen

then ~ tp d.-.~ d1
C 

+ 2 [ 11 P x 
+LIa 2 1 P2

K ~~ C l (p-1) PJ

and P2 =)Ps 2 _

K 2 p (p-1) (p)K L 1 p) .i

8 sK 1k 21 2 x

S -- 1  P-(p)J 1 P(p+l) dp

It would appear that the effect of the dependency portion of the equation should not be

too large since (a) all the r's will not be statistically significant and those that are

should not be equal to unity, (b) it does not appear reasonable to expect a physical

relationship for every combination of parameters (c) since some r's will be negative

as well as positive, thereby providing some compensation in the net effect.
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C.4 VAEP APPLIED TO MISCELLANMOUR SYSTEMS I2STflvATE,

Two other problems have arisen which can be solved by VAEP. The f•-rt iG "tz cai

where the calculated average is statistically different from the nominal or midpoint

value, relative to a two-sided specification. The second case is wherein testing has

been conducted at two extremes of an environment (e. g. , low and high temperature) and

an over-all P/C estimate is required for the hardware.

C. 4. 1 Case I - X i Specification Nominal

1) Us U L +U

2 22) SUS =SL + Bii H +2r 12SUL SU H

3) Error propagation ts being used because observed average, X, Is not centrally

located at nominal position between specification limits. It is apparent that

as the average moves in the direction of a given specification limit, the failure

probability in that direction will increase and that the failure probability estimate

for the other side must decrease. It in reasonable, therefore, to assume a

negative coefficient of correlation approaching minus one.

4) Since S2 PU
n

K2 PU
5) andn where = (UucL-- U3NCL

K 2 P_ _•u K 2

d 2

S = d
k
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-I,

2 L d L d
( 22(1) K K
+ - : C C

c

1 2 21/2
SUS K (dL + dU 2dL dU

C

S (d - dU (dK *d/ 1/ (d L) dU

2 2 1/2KS d +d -2d dK Su =( L U L U

-(d L -d U

C. 4. 2 Case II - Overall Estimate for Test at Extreme Levels

If tests are conducted at two ends of a scale (e. g., high and low temperature), it is

still necessary to obtain an over-all P/C estimate for the equipment. In the absence of

mission environmental information, it is reasonable to obtain an averagc of the two

failure probabilities and weighting each of the estimates equally. The procedure for

computing this at nominal level and confidence internal is as follows: --

us = W1 U1 + N2 U2

= 2 + (\V )2.+2 Wl W2SU SU,

SITS = (W1 SU1 + UI, + 2r12 W 1

since:
S2 PU/n

and: K 2 PU
e

2ii

where:
d (UuL- c)

~UUCL ~NCL~

2 PU d
2 22

K PU/d Kc
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therefore:
2 2 2

2 1 dd d+ 2r,4 2 A '2 ' *i, J 2
4K 2.

1 -2 2 24K2  +d2 + 2rdld)I

SU = 2-K- + d 2+ 2r 12 dld,/2)

c

if r 0, t1n:

2 -- 1 (d 2 + d2S 4K 2 1212)

: 1_7 (d: + d)1 2

1 2 2 1/2SUS 2K (

or:

KSU 1/2 (d2 + d21/2

if r- +1. then:

2 1 2 2 1 2
SPs (dI + d2 +2dd) 2 (d 4Kd

2S 4K

1

SU -2Kc (dl + d2 )

KSU (d + d
u 2 ( 1 d 2 )

if r- -1, then:

2 1 2 2 12SU s 4 (dI+ d 2 2dl1d 2) 4K 2 -d

S4K

S(d2

KSU 2 (dl - d2 )
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APPENDIX D

D. 1 COMPARISON OF AEP WITH OTHER METHOD)S

In Reference D. 3 (1) several estimation methods for serial systems are compared,

and are classified as exact, approximate, and asymptotic.

First the theory is discussed and then most of these methods are applied to three
sample problems involving observed, attribute data. Error propagation, therefore,
may be applied directly (i. e., AEP for attributes/error propagation).

In view of the application of the normal approximation to binomial estimates, error

propagation (AEP) would be considered an approxirpate solution. The first estimate,

identified as "no continuity correction" yields higher success estimates, although the
difference is negligible in Case I where n = 100, which is to be expected.

A correction for continuity (CC), 1/2n, is then applied. This correction recommended
by Hald in such situations to yield more conservative estimates. The results, AEP
with CC of 1/2n yields results which are close to the other approximate methods,

This suggested that the CC of 1/2n be used for each contributing Ri or a continuity
correction of N/2n, where N is the number of contributing reliability estimates and
n is the sample size upon which each is based. For the sample examples Ni2n =

2/2n = 1/n. This procedure yielded results which again reduced the difference between

AEP and the exact method preferred by the authors of Reference C. 4 (8). Some further
work in determining the correct continuity correction is necessary. Assuming that the

system estimate is binomial and that N. N1 N 2' then the binomial estimates are

close to the approximate estimates.
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D. 2 VAEP VERSUS AN EXTENSION OF LLOYD-LIROW FORMULA AND THE
INCOMPLETE BETA ESTMIATE

An approximate formula for the vnrlance of R is given in Hef. 1 )f D. 3 -

2. 2

0 KVar. R ~ -- ( (I +--
n 2

where: K SL-X- spec JLi--- Mear
S Standard Deviation

K is the ordinate of normal curve at K,0

n is the sanwile ot'ize

Using error propagation fo' ob.alning a systerit v•'ianm:'o as gIven in :Ennosa.rry C I

2 2 2 2 K . -K P
S = P C =1P 0 (+~~/S S S S 1 n n

and the system estimate for the upper confidence level of U, using the normal approx-

imation is:

pK2 21/
U + K P 0 1 K P /2

S(UCL) S(NCL) c a A- (1 /2 P

Now let us take some example given References D. 2 (2) and (3) and compare them with

estimates obtained by VAEP.

Comparison #1 - Reference (3)

Given Problem: X = 1500 hours C 0.90

s = 100 hours n =50

LSL = 1200 hours
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ComVia.'c: I../L approximate estimate of P/C. 90 with that of VAEP.
Direct estimate by Statistical Tolerance Limits P ý 0. 9949 nt . OnC.

IL/L Approximation VAEP

S given as 0. 00147 For a single parameter system

R C. 90 given as 0. 9968 (.90)- (C. 50)
R K

0.00375
2- = 0. 002921. 282

UC. 90 UC. 50 K cS

- 0. 00135 + 1. 282(0.00292)

U C90= 0.0051

PC. 90 .9949

Result: It is apparent in this problem with n = 50 that VAEP yields the same

answer as that given by Statistical Tolerance Limits whereas the

Lloyd and Lipow approximation yields an optimistic estimate of P due to

the deflated estimate of the standard deviation.

Comparison #2 - Reference 2

Given: LSL = 30,200 S = 300

USL = 31,730 n = 16

X 31,010 C - 0. 90 (one sided)

Compare: Incomplete Beta estimate of P/C. 90 with that of VAEP.

Incomplete Beta VAEP

Given: UU, 5 0  0.0038 U 0.008198
U, C. 50U, C. 50

U =0.0008 LC.5346
L, C.50 UL, = 0.003467
S, C.50 S, 0.011665

P = 0.9954 --,c.0 0,.988335S, C.50 =s C5

PS, C. 90 = 0.9545 P S, C, 90 = 0.961506
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Result: For a case with n = 16, VAEP yields with much less effort, an estimate very

"close to the Incomplete Beta method which Drnas described "... but not

exact

Actually, ti .. would not hava calculated t.he P/c esfliaie a s he .urn

of two one-sided estimates. A 't' significance test of the average against the

specification midpoint yields a 't' of 0. 6 which could hardly be interpreted

as statistically significant. A P/C estimate could be made directly, there-

fore, using the two-sided tolerance limit deviate directly. The estimate

obtained from this approach is 0. 952852P/0. 90C. The L/L approximation

formula yields an estimate of 0. 9814P/0. 90C.

Comparison #3 - (Hypothetical System Examples)

Given: A three parameter system with Probability estimates of 0, 99, 0. 995, and

0. 999 at C. 50 associated K values for n = L0, 50, and 100,
pcnfv

K = (SL-X)S

pcnf

PC. 50 n

10 50 100

0. 990 2. 310 2. 341 2. 334

0. 995 2.650 2.590 2. 580

0.999 3.205 3.111 3.100

Compare: System P/C, 95 estimates based on the error propagation of L/L Approximation

formula with that of VAEP.

P/C. 95

VAEP L&L

10 0.8792 0.9580

50 0. 9642 0. 9706

100 0. 9697 0. 9743
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I
Results: The estimates are close down to n 50, but at n = 10, VAEP yields a

more conservative and more accurate answer. fnr th . me !n, oo. ....

in comparison #1.

Based on the three foregoing comparisons, VAEP yields estimates quite close to

those yielded by the other methods relative to recommendations for use with specific

sample size ranges. On the other hand, VAEP is applicable to all sample sizes

because of its calibration to the Statistical Tolerance Limit estimate, Furthermore,

the calculations are much simpler when small sample sizes are used as compared

with the Incomplete Beta Method. Until a simple multivariate tolerance procedure is

developed, VAEP is recommended for providing reasonable estimates with economical

sample sizes,
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Systems" Third Space Congress - March 1966, Canaveral Councils of
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(2) T. Drnas "Methods of Estimating Reliability" Industrial Quality Control,

September 1966.

(3) D. Lloyd and M. Lipow "Reliability: Management, Methods and Mathemantics"

Prentice Hall Inc. 1962,
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APPENDIX E

COMBINED STATISTICAL TOLERANCE LIMITS ESTIMATES WITH ERROR
PROPAGATION FOR SYSTEMS ESTIMATION (ALTERNATIVE METHOD)

E. 1 ESTIMATE OF SYSTEM MEAN AND VARIANCE

(1) System Model

PS I1 ' 2 " p-1 p

where,

4p is the system probability estimateS

P 1 thru P are the probability estimates for each performance parametersP
-1 . . p-obtained via statistical tolerance limits at a nominal confi-

dence level.

In this first step, the nominal confidence level (NCL), 50 percent is used;

this is the level upon which the error propagation formulas are derived.

(2) The error propagation formula for a product, assuming independence, will

be used to estimate the standard deviation of PS.

2 2 2 2 2
C = + C +.. + Cp.0

S 2 p-i p
where,

C is the coefficient of variation

2
C is the rel-variance

C2 is (U/nP) for a binomial attribute

$2 = p2C2

U is (1-P) or the failure probability

(3) Therefore:

US(NCL) .- I U1 p NCL)
nS(a) PS(NCL) n1(a)P n p(a) p 1=1 np(a) Pp(NCL)

where,

n(a) is the attribute sample size

U is a failure probability for 'p' performance parameter

NCL is the nominal confieence level
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(4) Since the variables/tolerance limit estimates will customarily (but not neces-

sarily) be higher than a binomial/attribute estimate, and equivalent attribute

sample size will have to be used for 'n 'in Equation 2. This is derived in
p(a)

PaarhD nd j Isr1s n Q, 9 /T~ T W.,I,4.,1. I1S. .. "' • .. . .. .. ° .. .. .p(NCL) ... .. ... ... 4

2 P U(NCL) - p(NCLlC 2 8 0.693_ 0. 69 P

s J. 61 p(NCL)Ui Up(pCL) Pp(NCL) ipC

0.693 i L=PpNCL)

2 2 2
and, since S P C for a binomial estimate or,

S2 P2 1 p U
0.s 693 1

i=1 p(NC L)
and, 1/2

S L__
s 0.8325 = LPNCL)

(5) The normal distribution is now used to estimate the approximate upper con-

fidence limit of the failure probability

Us(UCL) s(NCL) cK S

where,

U is the estimnate of the system failure probability
S

UCL is the upper confidence level

K is the normal deviate at an upper confidence level or c or 1 minus the

risk level

(6) P = 1-U
s(UCL) s(UCL)
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E.2 EFFECT OF DEPENDENCE (WORST CASE)

The effect of dependence between parameters on the system variance estimate is taken

into consideration by the error propagation formula (and using subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

instead of the six parameter symbols is)

$,2 2 2
C C1 + + C + 2r2CC + Cr5C5C

e 6 12 12 56 56

Now the worst case estimate would exist if all 5C or 10 combinations of two factors

probability estimates were to be completely related; this Is somewhat extreme, but let

us see thl effect on the estimate.

If all the two factor combinations are related, the r ij 1, and

c 2 EC •2 ÷LV •cc .'+ 2 (1) c• C
02 p+ [2 (1) C1 C2  .5 B21C.~

L C 2 + 2[1 2  + Cc 6 ]

2 /1/2 /
- - 1 2 ' U . . ..

0,693 LýNi NN 5 N 6  J

Substituting N = 0.693/U

U / 2 " 2 2 U21
C2 + 2 _1 U-24

s 0.693 p I P .693 P .693 P 9IP.9

27 2 U21 U22  1/2 2 ) 1 /2

C , o7• (0 9 )2 P- •' ) + .. . .' • ,7

2 2 2

Since S -, P - C

s s.9 E P (.693
p 5 r,

2 1/2693r P- 1+1 /eU U )]8
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It, is apparent that the effect of dependency should not be too large since, (a) all the r's 1i
will not be statistically significant and those that are should not be equal to unitv. (b)

physical relationships are not expected for each paired combination of parameters. and

(e) n compensating effect will be present due Lo boLh positive and negative r's.

E. 3 EQUILIBRATION/ATTRIBUTE SAMPLE SIZE

Given - A computed value of P !nd U at the 50 percent confidence level, thc following

method solves the binomial formula to estimate the equivalent, attribute sample size

assuming zero catastrophic failures.

Solution
nS n-n

S S()
Prob = nCns P U 

(1)

where,

Prob = a risk = (1 - confidence level)

n is the sample size required to meet a probability estimate of (I-C)

with a given P and zero failures.

n S is the number of successful units.

P is the unit success probability estimate from a variables method.

U is (i-P)

11 n-..t pnS U,

(I-C) - p U (2)
o'n!

- (1) p (1)

in (1-C) nS In P- n In P

-in (I-C) In (I-C)
-in P In P

Since an effective 50 percent confidence level will be used for estimating the equili-

bration attribute, sample size

In P 1 -P = U

In 0.50 -0. 693 0. 693
In P -U U

4-84.h6
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E. 4 CORRIECTION METHOD FOR SMALL SAMPLE SIZES

It is recognized that in the estimation of tail probabilities of a binomial distribution, the

normal di.t...i.tion is not n. prccnc a .d, - rukLiermore, a correction !actor is

also necessary to calibrate the VAEP estimate. The criterion used is that the estimates

based on the Variables/Attributes/Error Propagation (VAEP) method should provide the

correct answer for a single parameter system. The method by which this is done is to

calibrate the VAEP answer to that which would be obtained from statistical tolerance

limits. This is done by first reducing the multi-parameter formula:

1/2

US(UCL) US(NCL) 0.8325 (1)

to a single parameter formula:
Kc

U = Up(NCL) + UP(NCL)S(UCL) .8325

S.:~ ~ U(CL+ Kc UP(NCL)
P(NCL) 0.8325

- U-(2
S p(NCL) 8+ 325

P L1.645 2 0. 8 (3)

US(UCL) = P(NCL) +083 =2.975 Up(NCL)

therefore,

u U S(UCL)
S(NCL) P(NCL) 2.975

where,

K is the one-sided normal K, deviate for 95 percent confidence.c

(NCL) refers to a nominal confidence level to be calculated.

For example,

(1) Given n = 127 and a requirement of 0. 995P/0. 95C

(2) The normal tolerance deviate (one-sided) associated with the given

information is 2. 92
4-8-47



(3) Substituting in Equation 3

UC(NCL) 0.005/2.975 0.00168

"- 0.0017 ur

P S(NCL) 0.9983

(4) It may then he observed that, at the 50 percent confidence level, K = 2. 92

for P = 0. 9983. This indicates the accuracy of the VAEP equation with the

correction. This should not be a surprise as it may be seen in many statistical

texts that the normal distribution does a satisfactory job of estimating the

binomial even when the sample size is as low as 100.

(5) Let us continue this method for smaller sample sizes.

K~~~f for fKPCnf Cwheref~ pn

0. 995P/0. 95C US(C. 50) U = 0.0017

127 2.92 0.0017 0.50

100 2.92 0.0017 0.50

75 3.03 0.0015 0.63

50 3.16 0.0008 0.75

25 3.48 0.0003 -). 80

For requirement of 0. 995P/0. 95C, estimates could be made to a sample size of 100

without any correction, down to 50 with a ,egligible increase in Kponf and down to 24

with a small increase in the tolerance deviate.

E. 5 SAMPLE PROBLEM

E. 5.1 Calculation of Nominal Confidence Level

(1) Given: n = 15, a P/C requirement of 0.995 P/0.95C

(2) Kpcnf (for 0. 999 P/0. 95C) = 4.607 (1 sided)

+ K
(3) US(NCL) U L

SNI) S(NCL) 0.8325
4-8.48I



E. 5 SAMPLE PROBLEM

E. 5. i Caiculatlon of Nominal Confidence Level

1) ,, n:.. .n - 1,, a P/C requirement of 0.999 P/0.95C

(2) Kef (for 0.999 P/0.95C) 4.607 (1 sided)

(3) US(NCL) -S(NCL) .83251

0. 001 U 1--' 2,976 US(NCL) L 0.+325] S(NCL)

or TJS(NCL) = 0.001/2. 975 0.000336 or PS(NCL) 0.999664

(4) substituting in Hald's equationIL •KPCnf - Kp 4.607_- 3.3382K P..... 1. 349
e• +2 1 +21.22

Cn •on__f 41 2•8"
2f

C = 0.91

Ii

1,-8.1,
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D. 5.2 System Estimate (Assuming Independence)

Sample Problem

2 2|
PARAMETER- p U (C91) U (C. 91)

pp p
PKpcnf (I x 10-6 (1 x 10-)P

1 5.92 6 36 .999994 36.0

2 5.38 37 1369 .999963 1369.05

8.39 0 0 -1.0000 0

4 5.94 6 36 .999994 36.00

5 -- 0 0 -1.O0000

Total 49 1441 1441.05

( 2 )1/2 38.0 x 10- 6

p p

P /0. 8325 1. 2011
s

2 1/2

S =( s\Z] = 45.64x 10-

u 0. 8325 I
P \ (NCL)/

S~95s =-1.645 s 0, 000075
u U

S 
s

U (NCL) =U 0.000038

U (C. 95) .000113

P (C. 95) .999887
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f .... 4-9 A MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF ORDNANCE CIRCUITRY TO DETERMINE

THE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO STRAY RF FIELDS

Author
Jon E. Klima

MARTIN-MARIETTA CORPORATION
Martin Company
Denver Division
Denver, Colorado

INTRODUCTION

In order to comply with requirements for the Titan IIT program, the

Martin Company was directed to perform RF susceptibility testing and circuit

analyses on Titan III electro-explosive devices (ESD) in accordance with

the "Interim Standards to Minimize the Hazards of ýlectro-Magnetic Radiation

to Olectro-Explosive Devices," dated 1 October 1962.

To facilitate the analysis, Mr. Dennis Z. Roark of the State University

of New York at Buffalo prepared for the Martin Company a report entitled

"Techniques in RF Susceptibility Studies"Q

This paper presents highlights of Mr. Roark's report and how it was

applied to the Titan III circuit analysis. This technique has also been

used to determine the RF susceptibility of several Titan IIIC payload circuits.

BASIC APPROACH To THE ANALYSIS

The purpose of an RF ordnance susceptibility analysis is to determine

when ordnance circuitry is exposed to stray RF fields, how much RF energy

can be delivered to and absorbed by an ZSD when installed and connected to

its associated firing circuitry.

The technique of transmission matrices has been chosen to serve as a

basis for this analysis. This method has the advantage over other methods

4-9-.1



in that a circuit can be broken down into a numhr mf 0-6. eprt. P."-a! h

p-trt may then be represented by a transmission matrix. After each part II
of the circuit has been assigned a transmission m;itrix representation, the

matrices are multiplied together to form a matrix representing the entire

circuit.

The analysis may be separated into two parts. First the antenna charac-

teristics of each segment of wire in the ordnance circuit must be invdstigated.

Second, it must be determined how the signal received by the wire segment is

transmitted to the j]2D.

ts in most analyses, certain conservative assumptions must be made, and

because of these assumptions, thi-s technique furnishes an upper limit to the

power delivered to the ]io. These assumptions will be mentioned in the sec-

tions where they are applicable.

PROPERTI!±S OF TRANSV ISSION MATRIC&S

Transmission matrices are linear operators that operate on the parameters
41+ +1-

V +and to determine V2 + and V2 -

V1

c.- V" 4- V2

2+ V

An important relationship to note is that

z
Ctie = 2z
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If a network is given by
JI

F2 4;F I3 31 ZJ4 __

the transmission matrix for the over-all network is the product of

the matrices for the cascaided components:

3s ~ 2 T1

Note that dotT

TRAiý31I12i331iOl MATRICLS USED Id THE~ ANALTSISj ~Attenuation Matri~x

A signal moving ilong a t~ransmission line will be Attenuiated exponentially

with an attenuatt;Lon coaffiicient.&'C . 1t)a -ittenuation matrix is represented b

ATT ~ .

where .iis the .erngth of' 1;e ý.ab2.e. For thie Titan III transmission cable,

A. was daet'~,7jurie&e. oxerimontally and w'as found not to vary appreciably for

dif~feren~t typos o:.' wire but was; a funcotion. of frequency.

Assaumixg lis in inctics, thean thne exponents in the attenuation matrix

are

+ 0.326 x. ic- 14Hiz 4  (?inl to Pin)

~. 0527 M L z (Pin to Case)

(F fI= requ;ency in megahertz.)

Mismatc~h M1atrix:

W4henever a. vi've movinr. along ~.line of impadiince Z impinges on an



impedaxce discontinuity, where Z changes to Z2 , a portion of the wave will

be reflected and a portion will be transmitted along Z2 .

V V2

Using the definition of the reflection and transmission coefficient, 9s and

Srespectively, of a wave moving to the right

2Z and z 2 1z

z1 + Z2 z1 + Z2

and e2 and r of a wave moving to the left

2Z and - z

zl + Z2 Z1 + Z 2

the following.mismatch matrix can be derived.

F1(z7, Z2 )

where I 2 - z
Z1 + Z2
1 21

Since it is impossible to determine the phasing of any standing wave

which might exist, only the points of maximum voltage will be considered.

Therefore, it is necessary to use IE' I , rather than I or 2 when cal-

culating the reflected wave.

The mismatch matrix designation ? (Z 1 , Z2 ) shows that the mismatch

is from Z1 to Z2

4-9.4
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In considering a signal entering from the left and/nr a signal entering

from the right. tha fnllnwing mn•.triv qlat!on must be sutizfied.

Series Matrix

If an impedance Z is placed in series with a transmission line of

char.acteristic iii.-,edance Zo, then the series matrix is

I ~SER ~ [l 0.. l+2Z 2

As with the mismatch matrix, in considering V 2- = 0 and/or V+ 1 ,

the following matrix equation must be satisfied.

v 1 I 2
Il*~* ZO EZ I
1 - V1  - V20

aShunt Matrix

V+1 
V2

•faim dn is a V 2-If an impedance Zis placed across a transmission line of characteristic

4-9.5
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impedance Z., then the shunt tranaminninn mtlA i4-

7,,
SHT

ZO I+ 0•
z

The derivation for this matrix is similar to that of the series matrix

with the exception that the roles of voltage and current are interchanged.

OTHER REQýUIRED MATRICES

In many cases, it is impossible to describe various circuit configura-

tions by the preceeding transmission matrices. It is therefore necessary

to employ several other types of mabrices and then convert them to a usable

transmission matrix.

V + -- - V 2

VsV++V 1" *- V2 + + 2"1

I+ " I= +
ZI Z I,

IV +Vi* 2 2 2

2

S3oat tering Matrix

•ed~ance Matrix 1

+ 6

"12 2 2

•~~~~ V + + V



AI
X-Miatrix

[V, Fv,1

Admittance Matrix -i ( -)I

Normalization Matrix

0

NI

The following relAtionships can be shown to be true.

T-1 -(+3 - --- (3)

Several. other important relationships are the interelations between

the transmission matrix Y, and the scattering matrix S, and between the

impedance matrix 7 and the X matrix.

-T 2
T 22 T 22 .

dot T T12

L 
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~ (6)

K 12 12

"S1•..2 -___
'12 Xýl X.1 X22 (?)-

__
21 X21

Z22 2

-;i. 2 z12iz2

LZ22 Z22

To convert from the Z matrix to the T matrix, use equation (1) to
convert the Z matrix to the 9 matrix, then equation (6) to convert from
the 5 matrix to the T matrix. Reverse the operation to convert from the

Tmatrix to the 7 matrix.

Other conversions may be accomplished by similar operations.

CASCADE PROCEDURES

With the above equations, it is row possible to show how the trans-
mission matrices of commonly encountered circuit -onfigurations may be

formed.
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d 2. Series Branch

V1 +-3P. V +

Z Z0 0

aV2' I 2 Va2

Ia T Va + aal ' al

To transform T into the main line, the following matrix transfoeqation

*-a

T' 2.

-Z

-Z2 1 +n
2 2 -

where Z =(a21 " a22) (all - a12)
n (T a21 T Ta22) (T all T a12

Tall, T a12, T,,1, and Ta22 represent the individual matrix elements of

the matrix T.

Shunt Branch
V+ 2+

V V1 2

SV +

la I Vla"

T may be transformed into the main line by using the following equation.
a

4-9.9 !



z nn n3
n

S Zn_+1
LZn ~Z

where Zn is given under the Series Branch section.

Series Multipath

Vla 2a

al lb

a alb -bV*

Ti22 T2

F, _si z2

ZT Tb 2 2

where i ,,,a, b.

Next S and Yb are converted to impedance matrices using equation (2).

The total impedance matrix Z of the series-multipath configuzration is :'

a T b

Now using equation (1), Z is converted back to a scattering matrix

and then equation (6) is used to get the desired .T matrix. "

14-9.910
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The requirements on T and Tb are that their input and output charac-

teriRtin 4mpAnnce5 must be Z and Z zp.ct.v.•ly. Th•a im acco,.plished

by placing mismatch matrices on each side of T and T Thus, assuming
A b

Sis made up of n individual tran.imission matrices,a

T M(z ,z) Tjj(Z z
a 2a, n n 1M 1, 7.a).

Shunt Multipath +

V __

z z Z2

Ta and Tb have the matching restrictions as in the .Series tlultipath
a b

case*

I " The main line transmission matrix is found by first converting T and

Tb to their equivalent scattering matrices S. and S, The scattering matrices

are converted to admittance matrices f and I " The total admittance matrix is

I abb

Y is then converted to a scattering matrix S and then to the final

matrix.

3eries-Shunt Multipath
V + la V2a V2+--

-lb V2b.

Ta and Tb have the matching restrictions as mentioned in the jeries
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M-altlpah can*.II

The main line transiRmi'mn mutrix 4 -s found by f--at convartAAa

and T toS andS " a and are then converted to and Z ad thenb a b- Sa~ b ara.f badte

to X and X. The total X matrix is

X uX +Xb

Z in then found from equation (7) and then the soattering matrix

Sis found from equation (1). Finally the final T matrix is found using

equation (6).

6hunt-Series MultipathV V

Szl/2 T bz2

This case is most easily handled by using the "reversed transmission

matrix". If a circuit is desciibed by a matrix T, it can be "turned around"

with the reversed circuit shown to be related to the original matrix T by

T dtT 11  - 21

-PT TL 12 22j (9)

The reversed matrix of T will be called TC.

The first step is to follow the same procedure for Ta and T b as described

in the Series-Shunt Multipath section. After the conversions are carried out

and T obtained, the reversing matrix is used to obtain TO. TO is then the

main line transmission matrix.

4-9.12
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By using the cascading techniques developed in the preceeding sections,

the circuitry may be put in the folJowing form.

t m+f Vof t e Z it zw to i a Dlt

Break 7,oint-J-ý--- V • ps •-V --- V st

5 represents the source (the antenna), T represents the composite

watrix of all the circuitryr between the antenna and the EZD and P representA•

the composite matrix of all the circuitry considered in the analysis to

the left of the antenna. Since it would be impossible to consider all the

circuitry to the left of the source (virtually all the vehicle wiring) rnome

arbitrary break point must be chosen. A conservative assumption is made

here that any left-moving signal will be completely reflected at the brek.i.ng

point back toward the &,,D.

Since it is quite difficult to obtain satisfactory measurements of the

ESD impedance at the S-Band and higher frequencies, another assumption is

made that the EUD is perfectly matched to the line, i.e., no reflection will

occur and all energy arriving at the @0 will be absorbed.

Three final antenna parameters will be described in the following section

on Antennas. They are:

V = source voltage moving to the right

sSS

Z * cheracteristic impedance of the antenna
0

Using these par&meters, and the above figure, it is poslsible to derive

the equation for the voltage at the E£o•.

4-5 .J3
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where A =11 "i+ F 12•

p21 + 22

S= characteristic impedance of the final transmission line leading

to the ESD.

There will generally be several antennas for each EED, each contri-

buting a certain voltage as calculated by the above equation. Since it is

impossible to determine the phase relationship between each voltage source,

the assumption must be made that all voltages add in phase. The total

voltage at the EjD due to N antennas is

" total I oi
i--

and the total power ia

~x Ioi~)z

ANTENNAS

This section on antennas will present the final antenna parameters,

Vs÷, S , and Zo. Z will be discussed when each individual antenna type
80 0

is considered. V and 0r will be generated from several other intermediate5

parameters derived from initial input parameters.

The equivalent circuit of a receiving system may be shown as:

Rf.. .

; • * i. .. . ... i ' " . ., . . .• ... . . . ....- .. ,, I . . . : ,' ,.. ,.. ... --. . .. . i . . .... i 1 .. . . ...a ' a ' -• • i•' l . ..



II

aI current produced by antenna

R = radiation resistance

RjL= ohmic resistance per unit length

I = antenna length

RL input iijipedanae of the load to which the antenna is connected

It can be shown that the power received is

2 .
(10)

2 (R + 'fj4

If the ohmic losses are neglected the effective antenna area is defined

a5 directivity areaG@

d= p
Aa max (ii)

where S is thD time-average Poynting vector. Assumning a matched condition

between the antenna and load (maximum power transfer), i.e., = R and

R.& = O then

P V 2

max _
a

the ratio of P to P will be defined as kmaxP
K = T- (12)max

It can easily be shown that P is proportional to R I*S'Ia222 7P+ JYJ.. +-_y2
a L

and also that Pmax is proportional to ISI /8R . Using the definition

for Is

k R + RL+ f
4a
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Using this eauation tnuthAr w41h ...... +___ ii A / 'N i

( Ra+ JL + 2.7

Now using equation (10)

Va W 8 R Ad 181

The directivity area is related to the directive gain, g, bp

Ad �2

The equation for V may now be written as
a

Va a 2 t

Using Schelkunoff's "lend-fire equivalent" the receiving system takes

the following form.

zv -) z -

terminals (1) terminals (2)
at terminals (i)

=V + v- (13)

I z = V- V" (14')

and at terminals (2)1
Va = V+e-; +V- aV2V (15) :

I I -MA (16) e

where =oka-4e(will be discussed later).

44
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an. ^ ¶ , =- 
(17)

S..... .1 "a l ~a

,•nr V 2 - T 2 Z e 2. 
( 18 )

2 2' e2'

By defining the reflection and transmission coefficients:

z z 7, +zZ0e, 2 o (19)

o a e2 o

=1490 ,1+ (20)

the above equations (13) through (20) may be combined and solved for V2 .

V ro 172e V

V2 is the voltage that will cross the entrance impedance Z 2. Va+ is

defined as

V + =V 2 .
8 2

V + may now be defined aS

s + Y( + 1) ¢2 V
= • a (21)e27J + Po- '

By replacing 
9 byj, e.

V 0• + 1) ai.
s e2' + •

As defined earlier 0="z V
8

or r= 92". (22)

From equations (21) and (22) both V andc" are complex quantities. Also,
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Because of uncertainties in length the value for 3 that u4ve-

a maximum voltage at the 4D will be used.

The maximizations of V ÷+ and a- are quite lengthly. Therefore only

the end results will be shown.

0 if o g-

where

FB FB
C+D 2 =0-DB

and

B 2

GV
÷ a

where ,( oO "' -

C 2

H~Bif

Two of the three final antennw parameters have now been defined; V +

G V
+5

and • . However, before these final parameters c•un be caloulated, several
other intermediate parameters must he determined. These are IS I , g,• , i

RA",and Ra, iand will be discussed in order.

14-9.18
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Time-Average Poynting Vector
The level to which all Titan III ordnance devices are analyzed is

00 watts/moter2 or IS = 100 watts/meter Since it is more convenient

to use inches to describe lengths of cable, ISoI may be expressed as
0

ISIt 0.0645 watts/inch2 ,

It is occasionally of interest to know how the field is attenuated

as it passes through tho shield of a shielded cable. This attenua.tion.MI

can be determined experimentally and is called the "extinction coefficient"

measured in decibels. The field JSI reaching the center conductora

is simply Is I reduced by 4E.0 /I'I\

or 1 il1e -.23• = o.2 6 4 5e

for 100 watts/meter

Directivity,

Schelkunoff shows that tke ,directivity of a long antenna i

gi

and of a short current element is i

gi

These functions intersect at/A 0.375. Theretore

if .X> 375 g. = 4

and if 0.375 g = 1.5.

Antenna Attenuation Coefficient ,

The attenuation coefficient will in general depend on the inductance L,

capacitance C, leakage conductance G, and ohmic resistance Rj. The fre-
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quencies used in the analysis are sufficiently high

W j >> R J and Wo >> G

x <•can thus be defined a

, GZ
~ RA_ + 0

MZ 2

The assumption that G = 0 will be made, thus reducing to

RA

This assumes that the total voltage is induced at one end of the antenna

and the signal attenuated as it propagates down the line. However, in the

actual case, the entire cable ldngth receives power and the power received

at a distance ý-X will be attenuated only over the distance I-X and not over

the entire length I.

A more realistic value for the attenuation coefficient can be derived as

The conservative assumption was made that a constant voltage density

exists ovcr the line.

Types of ,kntennas

Mhe remaining intermediate parameters Ra and RJ& and the last final

parameter, Z0 , will be discussed under each individual antenna type of which

there are four.

l. Straight-wire antenna

2. Twisted-parallel-wire antenna

3. Single-wire shielded antenna

4J. Pin-to-case antenna

4~-9-20
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I

, Wirv Above a uround Plane

Johnson shows that the nbaracteriatic impadanoe Z i 0 u a single wire

above a ground plane i

z = 60 in (2d) ohms

where d is the distance above the ground plans and a is the wire radius.

Ile also showe that the ohmic resistance for a parallel-wire antenna i4

9.38 X 10-3 \-f ohms/inch

where f frequency in megahertz.

The single wire aitenna will behave as a parallel-wire transmission

line with the "image wire" located a distance 2d from the sinrle wire. The

ohmic resistance can therefore be given for a single-wire above a ground plane

as

S5.38 x l103 d f ohms/inch.
a V

The radiation resistance as given by Ramo and Whinnery for a short antenna

2 2 2 2
Ra. = 20 72 (2 -el )2 = 20 )2 L2

Stratton shows that for long antenna-6

Ra = 72.45 + 30 ine (2 .1/A ) 72.45 + 30 lne L

King has shown that a very short antenna a distance d above a ground

plane, the radiation resistance i7

Ra = (20 Tr 2 L) (3.2t 2 d/ 2) (23)

proviied that d(A and d <((. He also indicates that a good approximation

for longer antennas is

2 2 2
R = (3.2 )7 d/' A ) (72.45 + 3Ylne L). (24)

4-9-. 21
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VI

ýince equations (23) and (ý24) intersect at L 0.52, equation (23) should

be used when ( < )52 and ,quatuio (24) used when L > U.>e,

Twisted-Parallel-dire Antenna

The vailues given previously for directivity do not teke into account

the wire being twisted. The twisted wire used in the TIII vehicle has a

twist period of about 0.75 inch. Since the wave lengths used in the analysis

are large compared to 0.75 inch, the received power will be proportional

to cos2 Q where 9 is some angle characteristic of the direction of the in-

coming wave and the orientation of the parallel line. Since the line is

2twisted, @ will vary continuously over all angles. The average of cos 9

i& '. Therefore the directivity of a twisted-parallel wire antenna will, be

Sthat of a parallel wire antenna or

g = 1.5/2 =-0.75 if / 0.•7•

Sg = a42A= 2ý$?if > 0.375.

If there are no impedance mismatches, the line will uon ain a pure

traveling wave, and

Ra = at

If a pure standing wave exists

=R RRa as

In most cases however, both standing and traveling waves will exist.

Therefore

-- f R + fiRa s as tat

where fs varies from 0 to 1 and ft varies from 1 to 0 as the signal goes

from a pure traveling wave to a pure standing wave.

4-9.22
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4I
It can be shown that

= H• + (2 fsR
Ra s as a Rat

where

fsl +fs2

and f ~1 Z 0 Ze0 1 if Ze2l 75

S~~Ze gives rise to fland Ze2 gives rise to f2

R will be taken asas
1 = 60 / L 0 if L Z al .52

as
a n72.d5+30n L if L>.52.
as e

Hund gives the radiation resistance due to a traveling wave along a parallel

line aQ•

Rat =1579 . S =wire spacing in inches

The assumption is made that R for a twisted parallel line is equal to

aat

that of a parallel line. Z is measured experimentally and is the same mi-
pedance that is used when the cable is treated as a transmission line.

The ohmic resistance is da

ia e in

"4-9.23
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_.,.-- S Shielded Antenna

Z is determined experimentally:
0

R is the same as the straight-wire antenna but without the grounda

plane. Therefore

R = 2o 72 L2 if L< 0.52a

R = 72. 4 5 + 30 in L if L > 0.52a S C

Johnson shows that the ohmic resistance is given bp

R. . = 2.69 x io-3 (I+1

where a = radius of inner conductor in inches

b = radius of shield in inches

f = frequency in MHz.

Pin-to-Case Antennas

The pin-to-case mode considers energy induced between ground and the

pins. It is assumed that the shielding which is grounded at both ends acts

as a loop antenna. The antenna transfers a certain portion of its received

energy to the inner conductor. The amount of energy transfer is dependent

on the extinction factor.

The characteristic impedance is assumed to be the same as the straight-

wire antenna above ground plane.

Z0 = 60 in (2d) ohms
b

where d is the distance between the shield and the ground plane and b is

the radius of the shield.

The ohmic resistance is given as

2.69 x 10" [7 ohms
b inch_

14-9.24.
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S" where f =MHz

ob shield radius.

The assumption is made that the loop has the optimum configuration

of a circle. For this case, the radiation resistance and directivity are

given bo

R i 30 72 (2/A) 296L

g g 0.68 (/A" ) = O.34L.

EXAMPLE

To demonstrate how the matrix equivalent circuit is set up, the following

typical circuit will be considered.

Source A07 35" #18TGuae 1Source AOl 73" #20 Guage I 7-D

IBreak Point Source A03 136" #20 Gua e &D

Resistor Pa 9 ke ISource A05 113" #20 Guage• E D

The four voltage sources as identified in the above circuit are as follows:

Source AOl - 73" #20 guage wire

Source A03 - 156" #20 guage wire

Source A05 - 113" iX20 guage wire

Source A07 - 35" #18 guage wire.

Each source will have two mismn-tch matrices as shown.

MOI is the mismatch between the characteristic impedance of the circuitry

to the left of AOl, while MO is the mismatch between the characteristic im-

pedance of AOl and the circuitry to the right.

"4p-9.25



Each voltage source will have a corresponding attenuation matrix as

follows:

ARO Attenuation for 73" of #20 guage wire

A21 =Attenuaition for 156", of #20 guage wire

A22 =Attenuation for 113"1 of #20 gtiage wire

A23 =Attenuation for 355" of #18 guag. wire.

The resistor package series impedance will be represented by R25. All

other matrices in the circuit are maismatch matrices and are used to match

different gu-Ae wires, the resistor package, and the branch circuits prior

to their transformation into the main line feeding the EED.

The matrix equivalent for each voltage source is shown below.

Source A01

I M32 A22 I o R2 M10Al 0

Source A03

M O urcO A104IR5
'a~

-+200ft: ý &.4[-MI A22i mo6 IR2 59-r- I4



I

Source A07

The arrow (-----) above each mismatch matrix represents the mismatch

between the circuit element to the left and the circuit element to the right.

For example 18--- rp says the mismatch is between the 18 guage wire and the

resistor package.

A computer program has been set up to handle all mathematical operations.

Typical instructions to solve for the voltage at the EED from one source are

as follows:

For Source A05

(1) ANT (MO5)

(2) T70 MIJL, M09, R25, M04, A21, M13

(3) T71 SHB, T70

(4) T72 MUL, T71, Mll, A23, 1412

(5) T73 SHB, T72

(6) T74 MUL, A20, M01, R25, T73, R25, M06

(7) A05 EED (T74) A20

Instruction card (1) identifies which matrix is to the left of the

source. Card (2) instructs the computer to multiply matrices 1409 X R25

X M04 X A21 X M13 and call the resulting matrix T70. Card (3) instructs

the computer to shunt-branch T70 and call it T71. Card (4) instructs the

multiplication of T71 X Mll X A23 X M12 calling the resulting matrix T72.

Card (5) instructs the computer to shunt-branch T72 and call it T73. Card

4j-9 .27



(6) instructs the multiplication of A20 X MOI X R25 X T73 X R25 X M06 and
call th ...... .. Finally, oaIld (7) identifies the source, A05, the
matrix to the right of the source, T74, aid the matrix next to the BED, A20.

Similar instruction cards are required for each source. After all in-
struction cards for all sources are read and the required operations carried
out, the source voltages are added and the total nower at the ESD is cal-

culated.

4-9.28
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h-o EXPERIMENTAL DISTRIBUTION OF BRUCETON
TEST STATISTICS

By

Herbert D. Peckham

HOLEX incorporated
Hol lister, California

ABSTRACT

A set of statistics from sixty-one Bruceton Tests conducted

against a particular EED are analyzed. The means of the Bruceton

Tests are tested for the expected normal distribution. The stan-

dard deviations from the Bruceton Tests are observed to have a

positively skewed distribution supporting the generally'accepted

tendency of the Bruceton Test to underestimate the standard

deviation. The data, representing hard experimental results,,'

is given more credulity than data generated on computers which

may, or may not, represent a true simulation.

INTRODUCTION

The current widespread utilization of the Bruceton Test

Method in the aerospace industry requires that the closest atten-

tion be given to applications, and in particular, misapplications

of the method. The high cost of the materiel involved has made

it difficult to properly investigate the dangers of the Bruceton

Test Method. For this reason, computers have been used to simu-

late Bruceton testing. Since any simulation is no better than

the quality and accuracy of the model utilized in the simulation,

"and in view of the fact that the precise electro-thermal model

I1,



of the electro-explosive device is not well undc-5tood, it is

very important that a careful examination be conducted of any

experimental data which might clarify conclusions reached by

computer simulation.

BACKGROUND

The Bruceton Test

The Bruceton Test Method was designed oriqinally to furnish

a relatively simple and precise way of determining the 50% res-

ponse point of material characterize- by a quantal ("go, no-go")
response} The method was, is, and probably will be, the most

efficient statistical tool to estimate the 50% response point.
The problem is that the method has been utilized to measure very

high and very low resporise points. This was not the purpose of

the Bruceton Method, and therefore should be the subject of the

most strict examination.

As applied, the Bruceton Method is simplicity itself to

administer. An increment of the test stimulus is set which

separates the predetermined test levels. A part is tested at

a given teý,t level. If it responds, the next test is at the

next lower test level, if not, at the next higher level. This

pattern is maintained throughout the test. As can be seen, the

method concen 'rates the testing about the median response point.

There is an important consequence of determining the increment

between the test levels in terms of the standard deviation of

the materiel being tested. Improperly chosen, the magnitude of

4-10.2
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the test increment can bias the r-esults. The problem is that

generally the test increment is selected in ignorance of the

standard deviation of the function being determined.

Once the test has been completed, the data is processed

to give estimates of the mean and standard deviation of the

unknown probability distribution function. Methodoloqy is also

availab'e to provide estimates of the variance in the determina-

tion of both the mean and standard deviation of the unknown

function. This permits estimates of high and low response points

to be made at specified confidence levels.

Assumption of Normality

If a statistical tool is relatively insensitive to the

assumptions implicit in the method it is said to be a "robust"

method. The Bruceton Method is critically dependent upon the

assumption that the unknown probability distribution being

measured is a normal distribution. This is particularly true

when high and low response points are being estimated. The

Cruceton Method is not, therefore, a "robust" method. When used

to determine the mean, the method is, relatively speaking, more

"robust." If there is any question to question the normality

of the distribution being measured, the Bruceton Method must

be used with great care. In addition, as will be shown, even

if the underlying assumption of normality is satisfied, the

Bruceton Method tends to preclude biased estimates of the

standard deviation.

4-10.3
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Computer Simulations nf Th.p Rr,-eat .h To.e+

In attempts to learn more of the Bruceton Method computer

simulations have been carried out to study the characteristics

of the method. Martin and Saunders did a study on the accuracy

of small sample Bruceton Tests? Edelman and Prarie did a com-

puter simulation which compared the Bruceton Method to two

other methods of sensitivity testing - the One-Shot Method and

the Probit Method. Hampton has carried out a computer simu'a-

tion using Monte Carlo techniques of small sample Bruceton Testsi

All these computer simulations have relied upon the computer to

replace more costly, and time consuming (and possibly more

accurate) tests using live ordnance.

Predicted Tendencies of The Bruceton Test Method

The computer simulations described above, together with

statistical theory can be combined to give some predicted

tendencies of the Bruceton Test Method. It will be the main

subject of this paper to treat in an experimental fashion the

predicted tendencies.

The first trait of the Bruceton Test Method can be predic-

ted from the main body of statistical theory. A fundamental

relationship is that the means of samples drawn from an unknown

distribution will themselves be no-mally distributed regardless

of the nature of the distribution from which they are drawn.

This would require that, if a large number of samples were to

be tested by the Bruceton Method, the means as determined by

Bruceton Analysis should be normally distributed.

42-10.4
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The second characteristic, and the more important as far
as the prediction of high and low response points is concerned,

is the tendency of the Bruceton Test to underestimate the stan-
dard deviation. This bias produces a situation in which the
esti•nates of the standard deviation for a large number of samples

will pile up at the low end producing a positively skewed dis-

tribution.

PRESENT WORK

Source of Data

The main body of this paper examines the 3xperimental dis-

trfbution of a set of statistics gathered From 61 Bruceton Tests
conductel against identical bridgewire-prime-body configurations.
The statistics of concern are the means and estimates of the

standard deviation for the 61 tests. The data was separated and
ranked in descending order. The Bruceton Test means are given
in Table 1. The Bruceton Test Standard Deviations are given

in Table 2.

Statistical Examination of Sample Means

A Chi Square "goodness of fit" test was conducted in which
a normal distribution was fitted to the experimental data. This
test is summarized on Table 3. Column (1) indicates the limits

of the zones which comprised the frequency distribution which

was used to portray the data. Column (2) is the score that
separates tie classification zones. The standard deviation of
the sample means was 0.0586 amperes, and the mean of the sample
means was 0.565 amperes. These figures were used to express the
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entries In Column (2) in terms of standard normal scores.

These standard scores are listed in Column (3). Column (4)

lists the cumulative normal distribution corresponding to the

standard scores. Column (5) gives the decimal fraction of the

events that would be expected to occur between the standard

scores in Column (3). Column (6) is the decimal fraction of

the total of 61 events and represents the expected number of

occurrences in each zone. Notice that the first 6 entries in

Column (6) have been combined to give an expected frequency of

8.01, and the last 2 entries have been combined to give an

expected frequency of 7.39. This is because the Chi Squared

test requires a minimum expected frequency of 5 in each of the

classifications. Column (7) gives the experimental distribu-

tion of observed frequencies. Columns (8) and (9) show the

calculations necessary to arrive at the Chi Squared statistic

for the data. The value for this Chi Squared statistic is

1.429. The final number of data classifications is 6. Two

parameters (the mean and standard deviation of the fitted

normal distribution) were used in the calculations. Therefore,

the number of degrees of freedom is 6 - I - 2 - 3. At the .05

level of significance and at 3 degrees of freedom, the critical

value of the Chi Squared statistic is 7,185. Since the experi-

mental value of the statistic is less than this, we conclude

that the normal distribution is a "good" fit for the experimental

data

It is also interesting to measure the skewness of the
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distribution. A convenient way to do this is by the Pearon

Skewness Coefficient. This is defined as the mean minus the

mode, divided by the standard deviation. In the case of the

sample means the Pearson Skewness Coefficient is - 0.0256.

Statistical Examination of Sample Standard Deviations

The same statistical tests described above were carried

out on the sample standard deviations. The results of the Chi

Squared test are shown in Table 4. The mean of the sample stan-

dard deviations was 0.0363, and the standard deviation was 0.0238.

The calculations are carried out in precisely the same way as

described above. The result is a Chi Squared statistic of 8.588.

In this case the number of degrees of freedom is 6 - 1 - 2 = 3.

At the 0.05 level of significance and for 3 degrees of freedom,

the critical Chi Squared statistic is 7.815. Since the experi-

mental value of the statistic is greater than the critical value,

we must conclude that the normal distribution does not provide

a good fit for this data.

In this case, the Pearson Skewness Coefficient is determin-

ed to be + 0.737 indicating a highly positively skewed distribu-

tion. It should be noted that the distribution of standard

deviations is approximately 30 times more skewed than the dis-

tribution of means.

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results indicate quite clearly that the

distribution of means is normally distributed, and that the

distribution of standard deviations is positively skewed. It

""-iO.
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in hpliauad th.t +he re:1 :Inl fliCaiCe Of ViEii expcrimcnifu

results lies not in their own value but in the confirmation

of the computer simulation that has been done. Since it is

most likely that the majority of work done in investigating

the characteristics of the Bruceton Test Method will be done

by computer, it is essential to establish a feeling of confi-

dence in the results. It is hoped that this paper will help

in that end.
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Rank Rank xt

(amps) (amps)

.,668 31 .5672 .653 32 .5653 .642 33 .560
4 .638 34 .5605 .635 35 .555
6 .635 36 .5507 .625 37 .5508 1625 38 .5509 ,620 39 .55015 .620 40 .545

16 .620 41 .54512 .614 42 .54213 .610 43 .53814 .608 44 .53515 .603 45 .535
16 .600 45 .53217 .598 47 .53018 .597 48 .52524 .595 49 .52520 .592 50 .505

21 .592 51 .52222 .592 52 .51923 .592 53 .515.24 .590 54 .51525 .586 55 .505
26 ,585 56 .50027 .585 57 .499
28 .580 58 .48529 .580 59 .47230 .569 60 .418

61 .325

Table 1 - Bruceton Test Means
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Rank st Rank s

(amps) (amps)

. 1520 31 .03102 .0965 32 .0303
3 .0834 33 .02904 .0800 34 .02845 .0680 35 .0261

6 .0640 36 .02587 .0639 37 .02388 .0623 38 .02379 .0585 39 .022610 .0584 40 .0226

11 .0564 41 .022612 .0492 42 .022613 .0477 43 .022614 .0464 44 .022415 .0441 45 .0224

16 .0420 46 .021817 .0388 47 .021818 .0388 48 .021819 .0385 49 .021820 .0383 50 .0203

21 .0380 51 .020322 .0372 52 .A20323 .0348 53 .019324 .0348 54 .019325 .0339 55 .0191

26 .0315 56 .018227 .0315 57 .016428 .0315 58 .013129 .0315 59 .010430 .0315 60 .0096

61 .0024

Table 2 Bruceton Test Standard Deviations
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ATTENDANCE

5th EED SYMPOSIUM

Douglas L. Aber Raymond Eng. Lab. David A. Colpitts NOTS
G. Adams G. T. Schjeldahl Allen L. Conner Univ. of Calif.
Richard Adams Sandia Corp. Neil Coppola Quantic Ind.
Robert E. Ainslie Nay. Air Devel. Center Charles M. Cormack, Jr. Nay. Air Sys. Cmd.
Robert C. Allen McCormick Selph S. A. Corren Markite Eng.
R. G. Amicone Franklin Institute Loyd Corwin N. American Aviation
J. E. Ardans W. I. Cote Hercules
James L. Austing lIT Res. Inst. R. B. Cowdell Genisco Tech.
James N. Ayres NOL, White Oak R. J. Crosby Atlas Chemical
William S. Balderston Harry Diamond Labs. Geo. W. Coxeter Raymond Eng. Lab.
Donald R. E. Barnaby EIMAC-Div. of Varian D. E. Davenport Link Ord. Gen Prec.
Mary Barr Franklin Institute C. T. Davey Franklin Institute
Joseph A. Barrett Atlas Chemical Thomas Dean Franklin Institute
Howard E. Baxter NASA/JFK Dr. Peter J. Deas British Embassy Drds.'
Baxter L. Beaton NASA/LEWIS E. E. DeMaris GE.Co RSD
Bill Bell Space Ord. Systems Daniel Dembrow NASA/Goddard
L. J. Bement NASA/LRC Sid Demskey GE Co., RSD
Anthony G. Benedict Jet. Prop. Lab. Durwood A. Dereng NASA/Wallops
Roger Benning Nay. Civ. Engr. Lab. R. Deusinger Picatinny Arsenal
Edward C. Bern Fairfield Scientific C. F. Dieter Nay. Ord. Syst. Cnd.,
Robert J. Bishop Conax Corp. Louis Dignazio GE Co.,STO
Leo Bloomfield Atlantic Res. R. E. Donnard Frankford Arsenal
Dr. N. J. Bowman GE Co., RSD David Dreitzler Redstone Arsenal
W. M. Boydston Pace Corp. James B. Drew Franklin Institute
Frank H~j Bratton Ensign-Bickford V. W. Drexelius McDonnell Douglas
B. Arthur Breslow NOTS Cyrus G. Dunkle _
Henry Brizzalora Atlas Chemical W. J. Dunning Franklin Institute:
Merle E. Brown Magnavox Daniel E. Elliott Ensign-Bickford
A. S. Browne NASA/WTR/JFK William Ellis Pyronetics
Paul J. Bryan Dupont Eugene E. Elzafon Atlantic Res.
J. E. Bubser Atlas Chemical Melvin Eneman Bulova Watch
F. B. Burkdoll Explosive Technology John H. Evans, Jr. Atlas Chemical
Joe H. Burson NASA/MSFC Mario J. Falbo NASA/IMSC
Dalton E. Burkhalter Hercules Norman P. Faunce Atlas Chemical
Arthur Burns Mallory Battery J. R. Feldmeier Franklin Institute
FTank J. Byrne Link Ord. Gen. Prec. K. S. Fertner Franklin Institute
A. W. Caldwell Franklin Institute Werner Field Picatinny Arsenal
C. E. Campbell McCormick Selph Howard C. Filbert . Miller Res.
C. Patrick Cannong Atlantic Res. D. F. Finochio, Jr. Quantic Ind.
L. J. Caparoni Atlas Chemical Bert Fleming Avco-Lycoming
Bert Carlson Lockheed MSC Bobby J. Flowers NASA/Wallops
B. W. Carter Kentron-Hawaii, Ltd. James A. Ford Honeywell
Sam Carter Space Ord. Sys. Edward A. Fox, Jr. Atlas Chemical
E. B. Chambers Northrop/Nortronics E. W. Frank Aerospace Corp.
A. W. Cipkins Franklin Institute W. B. Freeman Martin-Marietta
Gunther Cohn Franklin Institute M. H. Friedman Johns Hopkins
Toney Coffey Nay. Ord. Systems Cmd. Fred A. Fritz Hercules
James R. Coge Aerospace Corp. John W. Fronabarger Unidynamics
Dr. Myron A. Coner Irarkite Eng.
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B. A. Gay Atlas Chemical T. E. Landry Avco. Corp.
M. C. Giovanni Avco Missile Systems Paul N. Laufman Lockheed Prop. Co.
Ken Girkey Pan American Ray Laughlin United Technology
Charles Goddard Army Natick Lab. John T. Lee Atlas Chemical
Jim Gohl Magnavox Howard Leopold NOL, White Oak

Victor W. Goldie GE Co., RSD Don Lewis Space Ordn. Systems

V. J. Gordon Franklin Institute Herbert N. Lewis Ballistic Res. Lab.

Thomas J. Graves NASA, MSC Jack Lightfoot Pace Corp.

D. N. Griffin Quantic Ind. Milton Lipnick Harry Diamond Laos.
Arthur E. Haefner Conax Corp. J. Louie Franklin Institute

Sigmund Halpern R'CA, Princet-, L. S. Love Pace Corp.
E. E. Hannum Franklin In, ,.itute R. D. Lowe * GE Co., STC
Ralph W. Hanson Technical ý,rdn. W. G. MacDonald Canadian Forces H.Q.
C. W. Hargens * Franklin Institute Ernest A. Magyar Genisco Tech.
H. H. Harris, Jr. G. T. Schjeldahl Len Mahler Aerospace Corp.
Robert G. Harwood GE Co., RSD Irving Margulies Bulova Watch Co.
E. W. Hayford Picatinny Arsenal David J. Marshall Magnavox
S. E. Hedden Naval Weapons Lab. Don Masyada Micro Precision
Art Heinz Olin Mathieson Edward W. Matthews NASA/Wallops
Thomas Hennessy Frankford Arsenal Robert C. May Remington Arms
M. C. Henry Army Natick Lab. Oliver W. Mayes McDonnell Douglas
C. Herschel Franklin Institute Andrea McCabe Franklin Institute
William Higgins Unidynamics R. L. McCally Johns Hopkins
James T. Hillman Sandia Corp. Robert McGirr Atlas Chemical
R. R. Hindle NASA/Wallops Clinton D. McLaughlin Nay. Torpedo Station
John R. Hinves Nav. Underwater Res. Quinton A. McLellan Harry Diamond Labs.
Thomas Hoffman EG&G, Inc. Elbert Medcalf * !.Iagnavox
W. B. Hopson Jet. Res. Center Vincent J. Menichelli NOL, White Oak

Leonard H. Horwitz Aerospace Corp. Roger N. Messier NASA/MSC
Wm. F. Huseonica NASA/JFK Bruce C. Meyer GE Co., Pleasanton

Charles G. Irish, Jr. Olin-Mathieson George H. Meyer BoeingKent SC
James P. Janis Aerospace Corp. Wilbert H. Meyers Los Alamos Scientific
Stan Jepson EIMAC. Div. of Varian Glen J. Miller Gen. Lab Ass=
L. M. Jercinovic Sandia Corp. P. F. Mohrbach Franklin Institute
E. S. Jeris NASA/LRC Louis J. Montesi NOL, White Oak
Wm. H. Johnson Magnavox Nowlin A.N.K. Morse Nay. Ammo Depot, Oahu Hawaii
Jerry 0. Jones NOL, Corona Sidney A. Moses McDonnell Douglas
K .n Jones Hi-Shear Donald A. Moyant Atlas Chemical
Robert B. Jones Monsanto Res. Lab. D. J. Mullen Franklin Institute
3eo. Kaeding TRW Systems Arthur J. Murphy Jet Prop. Lab.
Ahmed D. Kafadar * Ord. Eng. Assoc. E. Nelson Franklin Institute
Dennis S. Kaisand Chamberlain Maruf. Gary R. Nelson Chamberlain "anuf.
R. J. Kandratavich Atlas Chemical A. L. Newcomb NASAiLRC
Pau.l Karnow Nav. Aj- Devel. Center C. R. Newman Quantic Ind.
Kenneth Kautz RCA, Van Nuys Gerald L. 0'Barr General Dynamics/Convair
John 'i. K•twka Norton A.F.B. E. A. O'Brien Unidynamics

Kelly Franklin Institute Cecil O'Dear NASA/Lewis
Kilmer NOL, White Oak J. P. O'Donneli Hughes Aircraft

*~n Kima Martin Marietta Curp.
E. F. Knippenberg GE Co., RSD
B-hdmn Korduba Frankford Arsenal
Charles LaCarrubba Maxson-Macon

Emer K. Landis Limited War Lab.
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Walter Orsulak, Jr. Nav. Weap. Lab. William M. Smith Ensign-Bickford
Rudy L. Ortega General Dynamics/Convair Thomas J. Snier * Jet Prop. Lab.
J. M. Palovehik Olin Mathieson Robert H. Spotz Nav. Ord. Station
Robert Parker Lawrence Rad. Lab. J. R. Stahmann Lightning & Tranients Res
John L. Parks, Jr. NASA/Wallops William E. Stark Atlas Chemical
J. Pasamanick Martin-Marietta Donald G. Starr Hi-Shear Corp.
Nancy Pearson * Franklin Institute Emil Steinberg TIN Systems
Herbert D. Peckham Holex, Inc. Harry Stern Hercules
Wm. Perkins Frankford Arsenal Franklyn E. Stevens, Jr. Pyrofuze Corp.
Seymour Perlman NASA/JFK Philip M. Stevens Hercules
Roland L. Peterson R. Stresau Lab. Fred Stolte McCormick Selph
John T. Petrick Nay. Weap. Lab. Howard W. Stone Raymond Eng.
A. E. Pierard LTV Aerospace Corp. Richard H. Stresau R. Stresau Lab.
L. D. Pitts General Precision Dr.. Zoltan G. Sztankay Harry Diamond Labs.
Zane Porter UMC Ind. Louis N. Tallerico Sandia Corp.
Robert Price Nay. Weap. Lab. Robert Tarpley McDonnell Douglas
Harold H. Radke Aerospace Corp. Boyd Taylor: Ballistic Res. Lab.
R. R. Raksnis Franklin Institute Leonard W. Thomas ECAC
Herbert P. Redman AVCO Corp. W. R. Thomas Hercules
J. M. Reuter Gen. Lab. Assoc. R. H. Thompson Franklin Institute
Richard D. Roach Jet. Res. Center Eddie A. Timmons, Jr. NASA/JFK
Robert L. Robinson NASA/MSC John R. Tomlinson Ballistic Res. Lab.
L. A. Rosenthal NOL, White Oak H. T. Tucker Franklin Institute
Klaus G. Racker DuPont T. J. Tucker Sandia Corp.
Robert D. Rung Westinghouse Electric Earl VanLandingham NASA/LRC
Fred Sawyer DuPont Dave Vaughn ( Co., ZD
John J. Scanlon.. Remington Arms Harry Vollmer N. American Aviation
Herbert L. Schaaf DuPont F. S. VonderSmith Navy Dept. Special Proj.
Armond W. Schellman Fairfield Scientific Scott Wagner NASA/RC
M. L. Schimmel McDonnell Douglas Wallace L. Walker Nav. Ammo. Depot, Crane
Allan Schlack Frankford Arsenal S. R. Warren Quantic ind.
Dr. Albert E. Schmidlin General Precision John D. Warrick Atlas Chemical
F. B. Schoenberger NASA/JFK D. Waxler Picatinny Arsenal
F. W. Schor ITT Cannon Electric DeRoo Weber Atlantic Res. Corp.
Donald S. Schover General American Res. Div. John P. Weber Sandia Corp.
Christian F. Schroeder,Jr. Sandia Corp. H. S. Weintraub * Marquardt
Sidney B. Schulrin Bulova Watch W. S. Weiss Franklin institute
Calvin L. Scott NOL, White Oak B. E. Welstead McDonnell-Douglas
J. Holland Scott, Jr. NASA/Wallops A. E. White Frankford Arsenal
Eugene M. Serra Picatinny Arsenal M. J. White, Jr. Atlas Chemical
Alfred D. Shea EG&G Inc. C. J. Whiting Franklin Institute
J. W. Sheerin Space Ordn. Systems R. A. Whiting Honeywell
Joseph E. Sidoti Micro-Precision Paul P. Wiggins Nav. Weap. Lab.
Joseph W. Silva Olin Mathieson Fred S. Willis Nay. Weep. Lab.
Bernard Silver Atlantic Res. Norman Wilson Bell Tel. Labs.
David Simonds Sprague Electric P. P. Woerner Ordn. Eng. Ass.
Arthur Singleton Hi-Shear Corp. R. F. Wood Franklin Institute
Robert T. Skelton NOL, White Oak Virgil Wood Bell Tel. Lab.
Orval N. Skousen Unidynamics William A. Wood Philco-Ford
M. R. Smith Franklin Institute David E. Wright T9% Systems
0. Curt Smith Atlantic Res. Don N. Yates, Jr. Holex, Inc.
Ralph Smith Boeing Co. Thomas P. Young General Dynamics/Convair
Robert D. Smith4* Unidynamics Stephen J. Zardas Ballistic Res. Lab.
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